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ABSTRACT
Long considered “extinct,” in 1992 the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation
(OCEN) began its bid to achieve federal acknowledgment as an American Indian tribe.
This dissertation is a study of the history of the Native peoples of the Monterey Bay
region and the current recognition efforts of OCEN. Using ethnographic and
ethnohistorical methodologies and the fieldnotes of John Peabody Harrington as a key
archive, it focuses on social and cultural aspects of identity change and community
persistence, particularly in relation to land and place. It explores contemporary
understandings of precontact political organization as they presently affect the Esselen
Nation in the context of Cultural Resource Management archaeology. Histories of land
tenure and labor under Spanish, Mexican, and American colonization are reviewed to
better understand the Esselen Nation’s current federally unacknowledged status. This
dissertation looks closely at Native place-names and place-worlds and the ways in which
they change. Theoretical concerns regarding anthropology, Indian identity, and federal
acknowledgment are explored. Further described are residential communities and cultural
practices along with difficulties the Esselen Nation experienced while organizing for
recognition and negotiating the petition process.
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INTRODUCTION
The Beginning of the World 1
When this world was finished, the eagle, the humming-bird, and Coyote were standing on
the top of Pico Blanco. When the water rose to their feet, the eagle, carrying the humming-bird
and Coyote, flew to the Sierra de Gabilan. There they stood until the water went down. Then the
eagle sent Coyote down the mountain to see if the world were dry. Coyote came back and said:
“The whole world is dry.” The eagle said to him: “Go and look in the river. See what there is
there.” Coyote came back and said: “There is a beautiful girl.” The eagle said: “She will be
your wife in order that people may be raised again.” He gave Coyote a digging implement of
abalone shell and a digging stick. Coyote asked: “How will my children be raised’?” The eagle
would not say. He wanted to see if Coyote was wise enough to know. Coyote asked him again
how these new people were to be raised from the girl. Then he said: “Well, I will make them right
here in the knee.” The eagle said: “No, that is not good.” Then Coyote said: “Well then, here in
the elbow.” “No, that is not good” “In the eyebrow.” “No, that is not good.” “In the back of the
neck.” “No, that is not good either. None of these will be good.” Then the humming-bird cried:
“Yes, my brother, they are not good. This place will be good, here in the belly. Then Coyote was
angry. He wanted to kill him. The eagle raised his wings and the humming-bird flew in his
armpit. Coyote looked for him in vain. Then the girl said: “What shall I do? How will I make my
children?” The eagle said to Coyote: “Go and marry her. She will be your wife.” Then Coyote
went off with this girl. He said to her: “Louse me.” Then the girl found a woodtick on him. She
was afraid and threw it away. Then Coyote seized her. He said: “Look for it, look for it! Take it!
Eat it! Eat my louse!” Then the girl put it in her mouth. “’Swallow it, swallow it!” he said. Then
she swallowed it and became pregnant. Then she was afraid. She ran away. She ran through
thorns. Coyote ran after her. He called to her: “Do not run through that brush.” He made a good
road for her. But she said: “I do not like this road.” Then Coyote made a road with flowers on
each side. Perhaps the girl would stop to take a flower. She said. “I am not used to going
between flowers.” Then Coyote said: “There is no help for it. I cannot stop her.” So she ran to
the ocean. Coyote was close to her. Just as he was going to take hold of her, she threw herself
into the water and the waves came up between them as she turned to a sand flea (or shrimp:
camaron). Coyote, diving after her, struck only the sand. He said: “I wanted to clasp my wife but
took hold of the sand. My wife is gone.”
—Alfred Kroeber (1907)

On the second and third days of 1902, Dr. Alfred Kroeber, a student of Franz
Boas and the founder of the Department of Anthropology at the University of California,
Berkeley, interviewed María Viviena (Bibiana) Torres Soto Mucjai, her nephew, Tomás
Torres, and María Jacinta Alvarez-Gonzalez in Monterey. He identified his consultants as
belonging to “kákontairúk, gente sureños at [Big] Sur” (1902). His goal was to
understand and describe the cultures of American Indian tribes prior to contact. In
1

“Partially based on a Rumsien text” and translated as well from Spanish (Kroeber 1907:200).

2
addition to the partial narrative above pertaining to the destruction and restoration of the
world and people, Kroeber recorded several similar mythic narratives, partially in the
Rumsien language, featuring Coyote as the protagonist (see Ortiz 1994). However,
Kroeber’s salvage anthropological fieldwork in Monterey with Carmeleños and with
other Costanoan Indians in the San Francisco Bay Area led him to conclude in his
Handbook of the Indians of California that the Costanoan and Esselen Indians were
extinct (1925:464, 544).
The Costanoan group is extinct so far as all practical purposes are
concerned.
[T]he Esselen were…the first to become entirely extinct, and in
consequence are now as good as unknown, as far as specific information
goes—a name rather than a people of whom anything can be said.
Kroeber’s statements, in juxtaposition to the creation narrative above, represented an end
to their existence that reverberated for decades in the governmental and public spheres.

Fig. 1. María Viviana Mucjai Soto, Alfred
Kroeber’s 1902 informant (in Howard 1978b:6).

3

On December 3, 1992, some ninety years after Kroeber conducted his research,
the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation (hereafter, OCEN or Esselen Nation) of Monterey
submitted a letter of intent to petition the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to establish that
their group still exists as an Indian tribe through the Federal Acknowledgment Project
(FAP), 2 Part 83 of Title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Procedures for
Establishing that an American Indian Group Exists as an Indian Tribe.
At this time, thirteen core “lineages” or “extended families” constitute the Esselen
Nation. Members trace their ancestries primarily to the San Carlos Borromeo (Carmel)
and Soledad missions and to the villages and districts that came under Spanish control
there from 1770 to 1834. Family genealogies include ancestors, nearly equally, from the
villages considered by anthropologists to be Esselen and those considered to be Southern
Costanoan or Ohlone (also referred to as Rumsen or Rumsien). I use the term “extended
families” with some caution here. The families in question may or may not function in
the traditional sense of an extended family. I use the term to refer to groups of enrollees
who descend from particular core ancestors. The term “lineages” may be a more
appropriate description, although the term is generally used to refer to patrilineal or
matrilineal kinship systems, and the lines of descent from core ancestors I reference are
traced bilaterally. Essentially, the core extended families or lineages that make up the
membership of the Esselen Nation are individuals who share an ancestor or ancestors and
who may or may not know and relate to one another as family.

2

Frequently referred to as the Federal Acknowledgment Process (or Program) rather than Project.

4
The Esselen Nation considers its aboriginal territory to be the greater Monterey
Bay area. The aboriginal lands of Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples are well
known for their beauty and include the pine-studded Monterey Peninsula and Point
Lobos, the rugged Big Sur coastline, the Santa Lucia range and Carmel Valley, as well as
the agriculturally dominant northern Salinas Valley roughly north from Arroyo Seco
along both sides of the Salinas River. Big Sur, in particular, holds a special fascination
for many people. Bohemian linguist Jaime de Angulo begins his story, La Costa del Sur,
with Sam Seward’s description of the country, the first de Angulo heard:
You never saw such a landscape! I did not imagine it was possible…like a
dreamland, somewhere, not real…Imagine: only a trail, for a hundred
miles, bordering the ocean, but suspended above it a thousand feet,
clinging half-way up the side of the sea-wall, and that wall at an incredible
angle of forty-five degrees, a green wall of grass and canyons with oaks,
redwoods, pines, madronyos, bluejays, quail, deer, and to one side the blue
ocean stretching away to China, and over all that an intense blue sky with
eagles and vultures floating about…and nobody, no humans there,
solitude, solitude, for miles and miles—why! in one place I walked thirty
miles between one ranch and the next—what a wilderness, what beauty,
it’s a dreamland—you must go there…(1979:55-56).
The region has been a tourist destination since the Del Monte Hotel was built in 1880 and
attracted wealthy patrons from San Francisco. Today, the area is one of global tourist
interest. It is also an area of American literary focus, including Jack Kerouac, Henry
Miller, Robinson Jeffers, and, most notably, John Steinbeck. Further, it is a region of well
known and “storied places” (see Walton 2001), such as Cannery Row and the Lone
Cypress of 17 Mile Drive in Pebble Beach.
Monterey hasn’t been the working class burg of a Steinbeck novel for quite some
time. Nevertheless, it is a place where historical structures, both architectural and social,
linger. Many buildings have, in fact, remained and have allowed, through their

5
preservation, a certain history to be enshrined. Restoration took place even while the
town was being made-over and transformed toward the upscale, leaving the pool halls
and whorehouses in the past. Restoration and preservation of a public version of history,
however, has in many ways obscured the actual social history and continued existence of
supposedly vanished communities. At the Monterey State Historic Park, American
Indians are largely relegated to the “Native American Era.” In the main park orientation
video, a solitary indigenous woman literally disappears into the fog just as the Yankees
arrive (see Norkunas 1993). The film presented at the museum symbolically removes
Native people from contemporary history. While it may be common sense to suppose the
extinction of local, “primitive” Indians, not through the brutal machinations of multiple
layers of colonialism, but simply as a by-product of progress, the newest exhibit brings
natives back into the present. A display presents a contemporary, yet still solitary,
indigenous woman utilizing a Cuisinart for modern-day acorn processing. While the
exhibit is a notable improvement in the recognition of Native people as part of the
present, the display features an individual rather than presenting information about the
contemporary extended families who have struggled to organize for collective purposes.
In this dissertation, I attempt to explore and present a socio-cultural and political
history of the Southern Ohlone/Costanoan and Esselen peoples of the greater Monterey
Bay region in Central California. Esselen and Costanoan peoples have been widely
considered to be extinct since the preeminent anthropologist Alfred Kroeber put forth that
appraisal in 1925 with the publication of his influential Handbook of the Indians of
California. Today, the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation consists of over five hundred
enrolled members from thirteen or so lineages who are petitioning for federal
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acknowledgment as an American Indian tribe through the FAP (25 CFR 83). The FAP is
administered by the Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA) within the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs of the Department of the Interior. Formerly, the
Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (BAR) administered the FAP as a branch of
the BIA. I focus on the history of how the federal government at one time dealt with and
acknowledged the Indian peoples of the Monterey area. I also address how they
eventually became unacknowledged by the same governmental agency. I then look at the
contemporary Esselen Nation’s struggle to achieve reaffirmation as a previously
acknowledged American Indian tribe through the FAP and to garner broader public
recognition through other means.
While federal acknowledgment is the focus of this dissertation, the heart of my
substantive socio-cultural description and analysis is the changing lands and place-worlds
of this amalgamated Southern Costanoan and Esselen Indian community through time.
The politics and history of recognition compose the principal or outer frame of this study.
My discussion of emplacement provides an inner or subordinate thematic frame. The
issue of recognition fundamentally shapes the contours of my discussion of place. Key to
my study are questions of persistence and change. The following two questions are raised
by this dissertation but remain only partially addressed: 1) Have indigenous people in the
Monterey Bay region persisted as a “tribal” community from historical times to the
present? 2) Has place attachment been a mechanism of social and cultural identity
maintenance since colonization, despite changes in the significance and configuration of
Esselen and Southern Costanoan place-worlds? The first question mirrors a key criterion
of the FAP; the second offers a methodological and thematic means to address the issue
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raised by the first question. Rather than setting out to prove or disprove these
propositions, this dissertation tends to assume that both are, in fact, the case. In as much
as I reference the literature concerning constructed identities (e.g., Handler 1985) and
global indigenous movements (e.g., Friedman 1994) that was current when I formulated
the proposal for my research, while I demur to some of their arguments, I do not engage
with these texts directly here, marshalling evidence and posing counter arguments. The
goal of this dissertation is to present an ethnographic and ethnohistorical elaboration of
the accounts given by a people of their history. This dissertation does not test and
evaluate the legitimacy or authenticity of these accounts.
Again, questions concerning place attachment are framed by the larger issue of
federal acknowledgment. I pursue these themes within the context of the history of
multiple colonizations experienced by Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples, first by
the Spanish Empire, then under the Mexican Republic following the War of
Independence, and finally by the United States after the American conquest and
annexation of the Hispanic Southwest. My research, which has been both ethnohistorical
and ethnographic, deals with the relationship between place and identity through time in
the context of these larger political histories. The Indian history of Monterey and Carmel
is one of many dispossessions. Currently, tribal members demonstrate ties to their
homeland in a variety of ways. They are attempting to regain political sovereignty as a
“tribal” people, including the recovery of a land base and negotiating influence in the
face of rampant development of Monterey County.
While my research was not expressly comparative, my dissertation presents some
material pertaining to neighboring the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band of Ohlone/Costanoan
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Indians. The Amah Mutsun are the Native people to the north of the Esselen Nation who
were centered historically at Mission San Juan Bautista. It would prove difficult to draw a
rigid distinction between the contemporary Esselen Nation and the Amah Mutsun groups
since their social and cultural histories are intimately intertwined. Some individuals’
genealogies bear this out as well. They trace their ancestry to villages identified as
Rumsen in addition to those considered Mutsun. Yet their extended families and
communities also have distinct histories.
The focus of my historical research was the fieldnotes of Bureau of American
Ethnology (BAE) linguist and anthropologist John Peabody Harrington, which he
collected mainly in the 1920s and 1930s (see Mills 1986:81-130). J.P. Harrington was
born in 1884 in Waltham, Massachusetts. He studied anthropology and classical
languages at Stanford University and graduated at the head of his class. He was inspired
by Kroeber and Pliny Goddard during summer classes in 1903 at the University of
California, Berkeley. He studied at the Universities of Leipzig and Berlin in 1905 and
1906 but returned to the U.S. to begin conducting field research rather than completing
his doctorate. He received a permanent appointment as a field ethnologist for the BAE in
1915 (Lawton 1975).
Harrington was clearly the most compulsively zealous and driven of the salvage
anthropologists and anthropological linguists. Without reducing him to a caricature, he
was also obsessive, eccentric, secretive, paranoid, allegedly anti-Semitic—and the list
could continue (see Laird 1975). A letter of Harrington’s from 1941 that is well known
among scholars who have made use of his fieldnotes exemplifies his character. The letter
concerns one of the “last survivors” that Harrington’s assistant John Paul Marr had been
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working with and recording. Harrington received a letter from Marr notifying him that
informant suffered a devastating stroke. Harrington was “broken up” and “crying” at the
news. He dashed off a letter in response marked “SECRET,” “PRIVATE,” and “FOR
YOUR EYES ONLY.” In it he asks hysterically,
“DO YOU SUPPOSE WE CAN PEP HIM UP BY GIVING HIM A
SHOT OF MORPHINE TO GET HIM SO HE CAN TALK BEFORE HE
DIES???? WATCH OUT FOR BEDSORES. THIS THING CALLS FOR
QUICK ACTION I AM SENDING MARR BY TELEGRAM TO GET
THE DOCTOR TO GIVE JOHN A SHOT” (Walsh 1976:16, emphasis in
original).
A linguist by training, language was certainly the focus of Harrington’s work, but
his fieldwork dealt exhaustively with not only the conventional topics of ethnography but
those as well that might be considered somewhat unconventional. In fact, his fieldnotes
are also a collection of Malinowskian imponderabilia (Malinowski [1922]1984:9-25),
including sensitive, private, and personal commentary. For example, in a note concerning
a particular place, Harrington adds, “Leon and Omesia used to fuck in the zanjon [ditch]
there” (71:394).
Harrington’s notes can be difficult to read. He sometimes wrote in circles around
and around the margins of the note. Isabel commented on Harrington’s poor writing
likening it to the writing of a flea. “At times when Isabel has noticed very fine writing
that I had she has volunteered the writing of a flea” (80:397A, July 1935). Harrington
developed his own set of abbreviations. He employed a changing and idiosyncratic
orthography. Many notes are in three languages. He used custom sizes of paper that he
believed facilitated his note-taking. He used illustrations from magazines to illicit
vocabularies. Luckily, some percentage of his notes were developed and typed.
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Unfortunately, Harrington’s maps are often faint and difficult to read on microfilm. Some
microfilm reels or series of frames are faint as well.
Harrington appears to have been generally well liked by the consultants with
whom he built relationships over many years (see Alex Ramirez’ commentary in Ortiz
1994:127-128). Contrarily, among some Mutsun families, there is a story of Kroeber
attempting to conduct fieldwork but refusing to get out of his buggy when his informants
were attempting to show him a place important to them. They found Kroeber to be
arrogant. Harrington, on the other hand, lived with Dionisia and José Mondragon in New
Monterey when he worked with Dionisia’s mother, the “saint of Gilroy” and “Bridge to
Another World,” Doña Ascención Solórsano de Cervantes (Harrington n.d.:4, see also
Harrington 1931). In a letter Harrington wrote from the Mondragon’s house on August 7,
1929, to Mr. Stirling of the BAE, he quoted Doña Ascensión’s words upon receiving
him:
God is very great. I never thought that I would see you again. Thanks to
God, that you came in time to save the language of ours, los San Juaneños!
Now, yes, we will not lose our language. Look children, this man has a
very rich life and experience. I think he has arrived from the Grand China!
He has seen many things, he has heard many languages. And now he has
come like a vehicle of God’s to minister to us, to register a language, that
if it weren’t for me, would already not exist. It’s the hand of God that’s
guiding all of this business.
Harrington had met and worked briefly with Ascensión seven years previously in January
1922 when she was eighty-seven years old and living in Gilroy (Mills 1986:82).
The family of Doña Ascensión also worked closely with Harrington. Henry
Cervantes, a grandson of Ascensión’s, worked for Harrington as his driver. Most notably,
Martha Herrera, a granddaughter of Doña Ascensión, was Harrington’s secretary or, more
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accurately, his research assistant. Harrington wrote many letters to Martha with requests
for information or follow-up research questions, to which Marta issued in-depth and wellresearched replies. Her daughters, Marion Martinez and Elizabeth Orozco, are now
involved in the Harrington Database Project administered by the Native American
Language Center, Native American Studies Department, University of California, Davis
(see Macri and Woodward 2004).
However, Harrington relays the difficulties he experienced during one of his early
trips to Carmel in his attempts to find informants and the reluctance of Carmeleños to
participate in his research project:
Today I went to Carmel. Took bus at 8:20. Fare 25 cents. Stage
driver directed me to Mr. Joe Hitchcock. He is a middle aged man, 60
years or more old. His wife is old too—she said she has lived at Carmel
over 50 years. Joe was born there. He directed me to find Manuel
Panocha, 4 miles upstream from the second dairy, where there is a
watering trough in the yard, just before road goes up a grade. Hitchcock
has an oil painting of Ularia made by Mrs. Heneque (California Spanish),
elderly lady artist who lives in corner of same block. Hitchcocks had a
photograph of Ularia made in her late years (she has been dead 20 yrs. or
more) and Mrs. H. borrowed it and painted from it and gave the painting
to Mrs. H. Mrs. Hitchcock also has the violin which the husband of Ularia
(Álvarez) played in the Carmel church choir). She has always refused to
sell it. Mr. Hitchcock told me that Luis Tarángo who lives 500 yards down
the fork of highway that goes to Carmel Valley from where Carmel Valley
highway and Carmel town highway fork, may know some Carmeleño
(Everybody whom I have since then asked about L.T. says he is a Mexican
and would not know Carmeleño). Hitchcock also thought that Bernabé el
Sordo, who lives in Carmel town, may know some, though he was born in
San Antonio (Tomas Torres says he has been deaf since his youth).
Mr. Hitchcock said that Jacinta Gonzales, who died 4 or 5 years
ago, talked the language well.
Mr. Hitchcock said that Ularia lived at the rancheria, which was
across the Carmel River from the upper dairy, which is 3 miles upstream
from the lower dairy.
I went to see Mrs. F. Henique, and she showed me her pictures,
and shells, etc. She hunted for the Ularia photograph, but could not find it.
I told her that I would return another day….
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I reached the upper dairy and there saw a man with a large white
moustache who looked like a full-blooded Indian. I asked the boy there
and he told me that that man’s first name was sáta (phonetic) but that he
forgot his last name. The (Isabel Meadows: Sắtu, current Spanish
nickname of Saturnino Diaz, Julia’s brother) man looked about 50 years
old and heard perfectly. I talked with him outside the shed and he told me
that the rancheria was across the river from where we were:

Map. 1. Map of the ranchería sketched by Harrington (61:527B).

There is no trace of houses left at the rancheria now.
At the home of Manuel “Panocha” I found his wife in the house,
and Indian-looking woman of about 45 years. He was cutting oak wood
back of the house and I had a good talk with him. He said that he wished
he could help me but did not talk the language, that in the summer of 1920
a youngish man who talked perfect Spanish came to see him. The man did
not wear glasses and was from San Francisco. He wanted to get some of
the language of Carmelo if only a few words. Informant was sorry that he
had to disappoint him. Manuel said that Tony García; a man about 50
years of age who lives right in Monterey town, might know some of the
language, for Manuel had heard him speak it or some language when mad
or drunk. And he thought that Isabel Meadows might talk some — at least
once when she was a little girl he heard her mother talk Indian to her at the
Carmel Church and she told her mother to hush up, to talk Spanish (lest
they think that they were Indians).
When I arrived at Mrs. Laura Ramirez’s home at Carmelo (2 p.m.,
Sunday, January 22, 1922) there were in the kitchen: _____, a brother of
Saturnino Diaz but light complexioned, a trigueño [dark-complexioned]
woman once mentioned during afternoon that her tia [aunt] talked
Carmeleño and that an American recorded words from her, and that an
American also recorded words from Eularia. There was also in the kitchen
for a short time after I arrived a middle aged man dressed in a nice suit
__Mr. Garcia, commonly known as Tony Garcia. He said he would not
teach me Carmeleño for $100.00 and would not come into the room where
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we were writing, and the wife of Diaz’s brother said later that he said that
it is bad to write the language (61:527A-61:530A).
We can see in this excerpt from Harrington’s fieldwork, the hesitance on the part
of Carmeleños to work with Harrington or be identified as Indian. Also reflected are the
fieldwork efforts of prior researchers. We see something of the social world of the
Carmeleños through the multiple referrals and use of nicknames as well as the presence
of other local Indian people in the home of Laura Ramirez. Further, the nineteenth
century residential area known simply as la ranchería 3 figures prominently in this initial
encounter Harrington had with Carmeleños. Of note are the relationships with nonIndians, the bus driver who refers Harrington to Joe Hitchcock and the elderly Californio
woman who painted a portrait of Ularia (or Eularia) Álvarez.

Fig. 2 Isabel Meadows and J.P. Harrington in Washington D.C. (in Mills 1986:xxxvi).

3

The term ranchería is used in three different senses in California historically and in this dissertation.
Spanish missionaries referred to aboriginal political units (multi-village societies) as rancherías (they
sometimes used the term for specific villages as well). Settlements of Indians on larger Mexican ranchos
were also termed rancherías. The small tracts of land the federal government purchased for homeless bands
of Indians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century are also termed rancherias. I do not use an
accent when using the term in the last sense.
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Harrington’s main consultant in the end was Isabel A. Meadows. Isabel was born
on July 7, 1846, the year of the American conquest of California and the very day of
Commodore John Drake Sloat’s landing and occupation of Monterey. 4 Her father was
James Meadows, an Englishman who jumped ship from the whaling vessel the Indian in
Monterey and married María Loreta Onésimo (born in 1817) in 1842. María Loreta’s
father, Onésimo Antonio (San Carlos baptism no. 2105) was born at San Carlos in 1796.
Antonio Onésimo’s father, Amadeo Yeucharom (San Carlos baptism no. 249), was born
in Echilat 5 in 1771, was baptized in 1774, and served as an alcalde or Indian official at
Mission San Carlos in 1819. James Meadows purchased a tract of land in the Carmel
Valley in 1848. He petitioned the U.S. in 1853 to confirm his claim and received a patent
for the 4,592 acres known as the Meadows Tract in 1866. Isabel worked with Harrington
from 1929 to 1939. She traveled with Harrington to Washington D.C. in 1934 to work
intensively with him at the Smithsonian Institution, and passed away there in 1939 at the
age of ninety-three (Hackel 2005:384, 404-405, 460; Mills 1986).
I reviewed thousands of microfilmed copies Harrington’s fieldnotes for references
to personal names, place-names, and social and cultural information. There are forty-five
microfilm reels of Costanoan materials and three reels of Esselen materials, each roughly
between six hundred and one thousand frames (some longer and some shorter) with two
notes per frame, amounting to approximately 75,000 pages of material. The reels contain
other materials such as draft papers, reproduced primary materials, and comparisons with
4

This date may be apocryphal though Harrington notes “Mrs. Meadows was born on very day of Am.
occupation of Monterey (Isabel Meadows, December 1929, 61:459A). Certified genealogist Lorraine
Escobar provides May 19, 1846, as Isabel’s date of birth.
5
The village of Echilat was located at the San Francisquito Flat, the largest flat in the Santa Lucia Range at
the headwaters of San Jose and Las Garzas Creeks, located to the southwest of the Carmel Valley and
approximately 12 miles southeast of (see Milliken 1981:63). See Clark (1991:149-151) for a list of
scholarly references to the village. See Fig. X, Map of Aboriginal Districts and Villages, on page XX.
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other languages (e.g., Esselen and Southern Pomo). I scoured Harrington’s notes, which
are primarily linguistic in nature, for the rich data they contain about history, place, and
Indian social relationships. 6 I copied roughly six linear archival feet of Harrington’s
fieldnotes. I compiled some 350 pages of selected transcriptions. 7 From these, I extracted
approximately 160 pages of notes dealing with place-names and various narratives
relating to place. Next, I worked to create a catalog with seven fields, including the placename, source and citation, consultant(s), cross-reference, geographical location, English
and/or Spanish gloss, persons referenced, and additional significant narrative. My work
on the catalog continues and I hope to load the data into a relational database. I provide
an abridged compilation of place-names in narrative format in Appendix B. I used a
variety of other historical documentation as well.
The ethnographic component of my fieldwork took place primarily between 2000
and 2004, though I made a series of fieldtrips to California beginning in 1997 with my
first spring break after starting graduate school. The interviews from the period between
1997 and 2000, before I relocated to Monterey, are more heavily represented in the
dissertation. I continue to interact with members of the Esselen Nation as a Tribal
Ethnohistorian, attending meetings and special events, even conducting interviews on
occasion, though my activities are now less frequent and substantial.

6

Recently, poet and literary critique Deborah Miranda (2010), a member of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen
Nation who is Esselen and Chumash, has used Harrington’s fieldnotes to explore her family and tribal
history. See Blackburn (1975) for a collection of Chumash narratives collected by J.P. Harrington.
7
When I cite Harrington in this dissertation, I do so by reel number, frame number, and page or side; for
example, 71:843B is reel number 71, frame 843, and the second page or right side of the frame. Many of
the quotes that I present are partially translated from Spanish. I have made other minor changes to help the
flow of the text including spelling out Harrington’s often unique abbreviations. I also made minor changes
in punctuation where it adds clarity. The orthography is only an approximation of Harrington’s using fonts
available in Microsoft Word. My comments are in brackets and I placed native words in italics.
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Most of my interaction with various members of the Esselen Nation and the
Amah Mutsun Tribal Band occurred at monthly council meetings and at other business
meetings, both tribal and public, as well as other events (tribal, intertribal, and public),
usually accompanying the tribal Chair and other officers. The Annual Gatherings were
generally the one time during the year when a number of tribal members came together.
The gatherings always proved to be an exhausting day of conversing with as many
members of as many families as I could engage. More frequently than not, I was
interviewed by individuals and families at the Gatherings and at other scheduled formal
interviews. There was a general suspicion of outsiders. I was once confronted by an
individual at a Gathering who was concerned that I might be an undercover FBI agent
sent to undermine the Esselen Nation’s federal recognition efforts. This general suspicion
made it difficult to take notes during events. I did my best to introduce myself and
provide some background about why I was working with the Esselen and what shaped
my interests. I often discussed my youth in Yreka, California, a small rural community
near the Oregon border where, when I grew up there in the 1970s and 1980s, the largest
non-white population was Karuk and Shasta Indians. Racism and racial tensions were
evident, especially following the somewhat infamous 1978 murder of Bo Hittson, a white
police officer, and the contentious trial that followed of Eugene “Hooty” Croy, a Shasta
man whose death sentence was later overturned. The bar in town most frequented by
Indians, the Log Cabin, was nicknamed the “Log Stabbin’.” The scene, in short, was
reminiscent of Douglas Foley’s description of his hometown, Tama, Iowa, in The
Heartland Chronicles (1995). I also discussed my previous undergraduate work dealing
with the Native experience of Spanish missionization. People were interested in my
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ethnic background, and I would share what little I know of my own family’s Irish and
mixed blood Indian history. This helped build rapport and mutual understanding in many
instances.
I also conducted two dozen formal, recorded oral history interviews with elder
members of the Esselen Nation and the Amah Mutsun. 8 The structure of my interviews
devoted roughly half the interview questions to issues of social interaction and shared
cultural practices. I wrote and asked questions directly related to the FAP key criteria.
The other half of my interview schedule was devoted to issues of place and cultural
practices, such as hunting, fishing, and gathering, intimately tied to landscape. 9 I also
conducted a number of informal interviews, many of which were highly conversational in
nature. Many individuals were hesitant to give an interview fearing they had little to say
about Indian matters. An hour into the interview, as memories and feelings were stirred,
and past happenings were retold, it was clear that what these elders had to say was of
critical importance. Many preferred to speak of impoverished childhoods. I sometimes
felt like a classic salvage anthropologist chasing after elusive Indian traits with the hope
of bolstering the Esselen Nation’s acknowledgment petition. Yet some individuals that I
interviewed did not grow up around other Indian families and their parents did not raise
them to understand much if anything about their family’s history and ethnic identity.
Their primary reference about Indian identity seemed to be various popular texts that they
had read on the subject.

8

Some interviews took place prior to the institutionalization of the Human Research Review Committees’s
Institutional Review Board standards at the University of New Mexico. A number of individuals whom I
interviewed are now deceased, which I indicated for some in the text. I have omitted the names of some
individuals for privacy.
9
I wish to thank Tad McIlwraith for his assistance with this aspect of my interview questions.
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I spent significant time with two middle-aged men, Rudy Rosales and Paul
Mondragon, mostly independently. Both men were officers in their tribal communities,
the Esselen Nation and the Amah Mutsun respectively, and both worked in construction.
We traveled to and attended meetings and events together, and engaged in other
activities, some purely for entertainment such as a morning walk at Point Lobos State
Reserve or an evening out on the town for dinner. We spent many hours discussing issues
facing their communities and discussing their own life histories. Rudy and his family
served as a sort of host family for me during my time in Monterey. I stayed with Rudy on
a number of occasions before moving to Monterey and spent several holidays and a
number of family events with his larger family.
Paul grew up in Monterey and is well acquainted with the Native people of the
area. His great-grandmother was the famous doctora Doña Ascensión Solórsano de
Cervantes, Harrington’s key consultant on all things Mutsun. Harrington’s work with
Ascensión is the basis for his “San Juan Report,” the section of his fieldnotes most
developed toward publication. Paul’s father tells of Harrington residing with his family in
New Monterey when he was a boy during the period Harrington worked with Ascensión
just prior to her death in January 1930.

Widely recognized in the larger communities of the Monterey Peninsula and
Carmel Valley as a leader of the Esselen Nation, Rudy has been one of the more active
members, having served as a council member, vice-chairman, chairman, and the head of
cultural resources and of the group’s non-profit arm. Rudy is the great-grandson of one of
Kroeber’s and Harrington’s key informants, Tomás Torres, and the great-grandnephew of
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Bibiana Mucjai, Kroeber and C. Hart Merriam’s informant. On one of my early trips to
Monterey, I was riding with Rudy in his red Jeep Grand Cherokee. His jeep reflected him
well. It was stuffed full of papers and golf clubs and ornamented with an “Esselen
Nation” license plate frame, and an “Esselen Nation is Not Extinct” bumper sticker, as if
in reply to Kroeber. Rudy mounted a yellow light on top that he liked to fire-up at any
construction site where he served as an archaeological monitor or most likely
descendant, 10 as well as at any site where he was not the official monitor. He would often
bypass road closure barriers to revisit or explore terrain throughout Monterey County,
countering any hesitant look I gave him with, “I’m indigenous! I go where I want!” and a
laugh. As we made our way up the Monterey-Carmel hill on Highway 1, a recent luxury
model Mercedes-Benz sedan merged onto the highway without noticing Rudy’s big, red
jeep right in their way. Irritated, Rudy noted, “All these people move here and they don’t

10

The role of most likely descendant is defined in state legislation. See California Public Resources Code
5097.9, § 5097.98 – “Notification of discovery of Native American human remains, descendants;
disposition of human remains and associated grave goods (a) Whenever the commission receives
notification of a discovery of Native American human remains from a county coroner pursuant to
subdivision (c) of Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code, it shall immediately notify those persons it
believes to be most likely descended from the deceased Native American. The descendents may, with the
permission of the owner of the land, or his or her authorized representative, inspect the site of the discovery
of the Native American remains and may recommend to the owner or the person responsible for the
excavation work means for treating or disposing, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any
associated grave goods. The descendents shall complete their inspection and make their recommendation
within 48 hours of their notification by the Native American Heritage Commission. The recommendation
may include the scientific removal and nondestructive analysis of human remains and items associated with
Native American burials.” See also California Environmental Quality Act Title 14; Chapter 3; Article 5;
Section 15064.5 “In the event of the accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains in any
location other than a dedicated cemetery, the following steps should be taken: There shall be no further
excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent human
remains until: The coroner of the county in which the remains are discovered must be contacted to
determine that no investigation of the cause of death is required, and If the coroner determines the remains
to be Native American:
The coroner shall contact the Native American Heritage Commission within 24 hours. The Native
American Heritage Commission shall identify the person or persons it believes to be the most likely
descended from the deceased native american (sic). The most likely descendent may make
recommendations to the landowner or the person responsible for the excavation work, for means of treating
or disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated grave goods as provided in
Public Resources Code Section 5097.98….”
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even know who the Esselen are.” The incident seemed to provide Rudy with a means to
express how he felt about his people’s current situation on the Monterey Peninsula.
Next, I introduce and outline the topics of the five chapters of this dissertation, the
lines of analysis, and theoretical concerns below. I provide brief descriptions of the
subject matter of my chapters, which are presented chronologically. I begin in my first

Fig. 3. Tomás Torres. Kroeber’s and J.P.
Harrington’s informant and great-grandfather
of Rudy Rosales (in Mills1986:xxxvi).

chapter with a contemporary issue primarily concerning precontact human remains. I
move through Spanish, Mexican, and American colonial histories in the second chapter.
In the third chapter, I look closely at the issue of place and questions concerning how
places change. Finally, in the fourth and fifth chapters, I discuss the recent history of
federal acknowledgment. I reflect on theoretical concerns mainly in two places, the
chapter on place and finally when considering relationships between anthropology,
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Indian identity, and federal acknowledgment in the fourth chapter. The final chapter
looks concretely at “technical assistance” provided by OFA in response to an exhibit
OCEN submitted in 2003 presenting evidence of their historical recognition by the
federal government as the Monterey Band.

Hypothetical Precontact Tribes and Contemporary Indians
Some readers will perceive that my analysis lumps together Costanoan /Ohlone
peoples with Esselen peoples and may find this odd or misguided. I begin by addressing
this issue in Chapter 1, “Salvaged Worlds and the Politics of Descent,” where I explore
understandings of precontact political organization. I argue that notions of precontact
tribes and “tribelets”—a term coined by Kroeber to reflect the small-scale, multi-village
communities that he found to be characteristic of the California culture area—may serve
to obscure the Indian history of the Monterey Bay region and even delegitimize the
claims of unacknowledged communities such as the Esselen Nation. The rather
cumbersome official name they chose in the early 1990s for their reorganized group
emphasizes basic genealogical and social facts. The ancestry of the extended families that
constitute the Esselen Nation is both Esselen and Southern Costanoan, and the
differences between these peoples have never been as great as is usually portrayed in the
anthropological and popular literatures (Levy 1978, Hester 1978, Yamane 1995,
Breschini and Haversat 2004). Adding to the complexity, missionaries and
anthropologists recorded a plethora of identifiers for these different villages and peoples.
The term Rumsen, used both for the multi-village tribelet of the Monterey
Peninsula and lower Carmel Valley as well as for the Southern Costanoan language,
appears in mission records only seven times in the baptism, death, and marriage records
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of Mission San Carlos between 1790 and 1796, twenty years after colonization. Later
explorers emphasized two nations at the mission in their journals, the “Ensenes” or
Eslenes (Ensen has been frequently misunderstood as a synonym for Eslen) and
“Runsenes,” probably, as Kroeber suggests, because the “names were easy and rhymed”
(1925:545). In a Monterey vocabulary that Harrington recorded from Tomás Torres, the
word “rumsenta” is given as the cardinal direction north. Recently, the term Rumsen or
Rumsien has once again become the term of choice for a language and a people (Yamane
1995, 1998, 2002). 11 This has worked against the recognizability of the
Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation because they chose not to use the term in their official
title.
Linguists have classified the Esselen language—also known as Huelel (Shaul
1995)—as Hokan and Costanoan as Penutian, both hypothetical super families. In
addition to Esselen and Rumsen, known as Carmeleño after Mission Carmel by speakers
of the language in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it is possible that a third
language was spoken in the region. Since the work of Henshaw and Kroeber,
anthropological reconstructions of precontact tribes consistently portray Esselen-speaking
and Rumsen-speaking peoples as separate tribes based on a supposed one-to-one relation
between language and socio-political groupings (Kroeber 1925, Hester 1978, Levy 1978,
Breschini and Haversat 1994 and 1999). Spanish and other European chroniclers
portrayed Esselen-speaking and Rumsen-speaking peoples as wholly separate nations as
well. This predilection is consistent with the ‘one language, one people’ logic of
European nationalism (Berkhofer 1978, Inglehart and Woodward 1972). Clearly, the

11

The term Rumsien was used earlier by Henshaw (1890 and 1955) and C. Hart Merriam (1967).
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German idea of the volk influenced early Boasian anthropology and ideas of what
constituted a cultural group. Assumptions about the existence of two, rigidly distinct
tribes may neglect certain social relationships—both institutionalized and informal—and
shared cultural practices as well as important local clan and moiety identities. Similarly,
the contemporary emphasis by some on tribelets or districts (see Milliken 1981, 1995)
through family reconstitution methodologies, while illuminating a complex world of
social relationships and organization previously unknown to scholars, may also serve to
de-emphasize larger socio-political interactions and cultural affiliations.
Evidence exists for bilingualism and multilingualism among the Native peoples
connected through networks of marriage, trade, and ceremony across the greater
Monterey Bay region and beyond (Milliken 1981, 1990:73; Bean 1992a, 1994).
Grammatical and phonological conjunctures occurred between the Esselen and Rumsen
languages. Lexical and syllabic borrowings of plant and animal names and, importantly,
kinship terms occurred between these languages, suggesting long-term, widespread
societal bilingualism and intensive interaction (Shaul 1995 and 1982, Callaghan 1992).
Vital records, including indigenous marriages renewed during the mission period,
reflect some intermarriage between villages later considered by anthropologists to be
“Esselen” or “Costanoan.” The official name of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation
thus challenges the traditional anthropological position that a strict linguistic, cultural,
and political division existed historically between “Esselen” and “Rumsen” people
(Kroeber 1925, Hester 1978, Levy 1978, Breschini and Haversat 1994). Today, many
members of the Esselen Nation refer to themselves as Esselen, while members of only
one family that I met refer to themselves as Rumsen. Notably, this family is related to
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Harrington’s rather famous “Rumsen” informant Isabel Meadows, who nevertheless did
not refer to herself as such. Other individuals who are not enrolled in OCEN and other
groups claiming to be Southern Costanoan/Ohlone refer to themselves as Rumsen. Many
terms of identification, including Carmel Mission Indian, have been and are used today
by both members of the community and external sources.
I provide an overview of the tribal groupings “salvaged” through the ethnographic
enterprise. I focus on issues of hypothetical reconstructions of tribes, tribelets and tribal
boundaries. I do so because ideas of precontact tribal organization and the supposed
isomorphic relationship of tribes to languages have served to confuse recognition of who
the Esselen are today as well as their history before and after contact. My intention is not
to suggest that Esselen-speaking and Rumsen-speaking people formed a single tribe,
rather I raise questions aimed at complicating our sense of the boundedness and
separateness of these supposed “tribes.”
At a meeting in Sacramento held by the California Native American Heritage
Commission in late 2002, a woman who claims Mutsun descent and frequently works as
a monitor for archaeological mitigation projects publicly touted her family’s lack of
enrollment with any tribal group as more “traditional.” She then critiqued the Esselen
Nation for attempting to represent two different tribes that spoke two distinct languages.
The FAP allows amalgamated tribes to petition for federal recognition, but many others
prefer to apply an assumed precontact socio-political template to judge the legitimacy of
contemporary groups.
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Colonizations
In Chapter 2, “The History of Multiple Colonizations,” I explore the social and
political history of the Native people of the Monterey Bay region through three episodes
of colonization to better understand the Carmeleños federally unacknowledged status. 12 I
pursue a history of junctures between federal action and acknowledgement of this
community and the periods of neglect that fostered the dispossession of native lands. I
begin by surveying the assimilationist effects of Hispanic colonization and missionization
and the cataclysmic changes and devastating demographic collapse that colonization
wrought. I proceed by describing the transformation of social, economic and spatial
organization ushered in with the transfer of Alta California to Mexican control following
independence. With the secularization of the Franciscan missions, Native peoples were
deeded lands and became workers on ranchos and in domestic situations in surrounding
towns. This allowed the community to re-establish itself even as it became more fully
incorporated into the colonial economy. I reflect explicitly on the Hispanic colonial goal
to subsume Native peoples into their society in order to understand the initial treatment of
this indigenous community by the federal government of the United States after
American occupation. I argue that coastal, missionized Indians were overlooked during a
period of treaty-making in the 1850s because they were deemed already “domesticated,”
due in large part to their incorporation into the dominant economic order. In other words,
the so-called “Indian problem” in that region was already resolved.

12

See Kent Lightfoot’s significant 2005 study, Indians, Missionaries, and Merchants: The Legacy of
Colonial Encounters on the California Frontier, which provides a multidimensional, historical
anthropological comparison of the native experience of Russian and Hispanic colonization to better
understand the status of contemporary Indian communities; that is, those that are recognized by the federal
government and those that are not.
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I utilize narratives from Harrington’s fieldnotes, other archival sources, and
contemporary interview materials to develop a sketch of the Indian community located in
the Carmel Valley that was called simply La Ranchería. In 1883, Indian Agent Helen
Hunt Jackson visited La Ranchería and noted that the villagers were on the brink of
dispossession. I discuss Jackson’s work as an instance of previous federal
acknowledgment of the “San Carlos Indians” and look at the actions of other Indian
agents around the turn of the century in relation to the community they termed the
“Monterey Band.” By the time of Harrington’s fieldwork, his informants were living a
more dispersed existence than they had in the nineteenth century. Indian families and
individuals resided on a number of ranches as well as in neighborhoods in Monterey and
Carmel. I review the enrollment of individuals with the BIA for land claims settlements
during the first half of the twentieth century, and I explore the ramifications of Kroeber’s
assessment of Costanoan and Esselen “extinction.”

Place
Chapter 3, “Emplacement and the Transformation of Place-Worlds,” deals with
the central substantive theme of this dissertation. The topic of place was of mutual
interest from the time I began working with the Esselen Nation. Let me note here
something about how I became involved with them and how place-names and narratives
became the focus of my research. It seemed apparent through my initial discussions about
place with Esselen people that the topic was significant to them. They seemed excited by
it. The topic also seemed to provide a means of exploring other issues of significance,
which were sometimes difficult to ask about in a straightforward manner. In talking about
places, information key to the federal recognition process came up, such as social
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relationships among extended families and cultural activities, including the gathering,
hunting, and cooking of foods, healing, language use, expressive practices, and religious
beliefs. The topic of place, as seems to be the case with many individuals and
communities throughout the world, resonates deeply with Esselen members.
In the fall of 1996, my graduate advisor, anthropologist Les Field, introduced me
to the leadership of the Esselen Nation. I sought approval to conduct my doctoral
research with their community and leadership in support of their federal acknowledgment
petition. We met at the office of Alan Leventhal at San Jose State University. Leventhal
is an archaeologist and ethnohistorian who has worked closely for numerous years with
the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe, the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band, and the Esselen Nation, and
is a force in the recognition and revitalization efforts of these communities. One of my
first field trips to Monterey was in the flooded spring of 1997. I met the tribe’s
chairwoman at Leventhal’s office, and we drove together to Monterey. As we made our
way south, she pointed out geographical features such as the Pajaro River. She noted that
her great-, great-, great-grandfather, Salvador Mucjai, described the river as the northern
border of his people’s aboriginal territory during an interview with Alexander Smith
Taylor in 1856.
I brought an intrinsic interest in place with me but have also long understood
place to be of critical importance to American Indians, as it is for many people. My initial
meetings with tribal leaders and the background information provided by Field and
Leventhal indicated that the relationship of Esselen people to their homeland and
particular places within it was fundamental to their sense of identity. I was told that
certain home places had allowed their community to persist, including ranches and a
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particular neighborhood located on Dutra Street in Monterey. Other places such as
hunting and gathering sites, and certain storied places of historical, religious, and
ancestral value, including the benches outside pool halls on Alvarado Street in downtown
Monterey, provided a sense of belonging and identity. Beyond these particular localities,
various place claims have been the arena in which the Esselen Nation has demanded
rights as indigenous people, including the reclamation of lands on the decommissioned
military bases of Fort Ord and the Point Sur Coast Guard Station. These claims were also
a path for recognition from various institutions and governmental agencies. Native
American place claims are made on the basis of a claim to an indigenous identity, that is,
a claim to aboriginal ownership of certain lands (Collins 1998, see also Forbes
1999:117). Conversely, claims to a collective Indian identity may also imply claims to a
specific indigenous homeland.
When I first approached the chairwoman of the Esselen Nation about my idea of
researching places, she reacted enthusiastically. She noted that sense of place had been a
topic of animated conversation at a recent council meeting. The topic evoked emotional
responses. She noted that council members and others in attendance expressed how much
the land and various places meant to each of them. On our drive from San Jose to the
tribal office in Spreckels, she reminded me of this conversation. She once again pointed
out that a number of people, despite job opportunities elsewhere, have remained in their
ancestral homeland. She mentioned that those who had left, some encountering trouble of
various kinds, returned. Expressing her sense of connection to the homeland she
remarked, “No matter where people go, we’re like salmon, we always come home.” She
added, “This land is ours even if other people think they own it.” My hope was to
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understand something about the relationship between Esselen people and their homeland
reflected in such “acts of expression” as the chairwoman’s as well as the “underlying
system of thought” (Basso 1996:110).
From the beginning of American anthropology (e.g., Boas 1887, 1934), interest in
place-names and cultural constructions of landscape has been a recurring research theme.
Keith Basso (1996) and others (e.g., Feld and Basso 1996) have recently re-invigorated
the study of place and place-names. The ethnographic literature on American Indian
place-names and cultural understandings of place documents richly diverse practices and
the profound significance of place among many American Indian groups (Afable and
Beeler 1996; Thornton 1997a; Kroeber 1916; Harrington 1916; Ortiz 1969; Lamphere
1969; Schwartz 1997 Thornton 1995, 1997b; Cruikshank 1981, 1990; Hunn 1994, 1996;
Kelley and Francis 1994). Place-oriented practices reveal aspects of peoples’ explicit and
tacit understanding of themselves worldwide and thus are cultural constructions par
excellence. These practices are also profoundly social (Geertz 1996; Relph 1976; Tuan
1977; Casey 1993; Seamon and Mugerauer 1985; Franklin and Steiner 1992; Feld and
Basso 1996; Feld 1996; Kahn 1996; Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 1997; Collins 1998;
Santos-Granero 1998; Forbes 1999; Gray 1999). Attachments to place root a group’s
shared values in physical landmarks thereby encouraging social continuity. These
attachments may also function as ethnic boundary-marking practices (Rodríguez 1987
and 1996, Jenkins 1997, Barth 1969). If the assertion of the persistence of indigenous
ethnic groups has been met with accusations of essentialism, expressive cultural practices
involving attachments to homelands have been criticized as being particularly
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primordialist (Malkki 1997). My research, however, explicitly takes up the question of
how attachments to places change.
Unlike other displaced, diasporic, or de-territorialized peoples who have received
attention in the ethnographic record (Lavie and Swedenburg 1996; Gupta and Ferguson
1997; Appadurai 1988, 1992, 1996), Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples, like the
Tolowa of northwestern California, became “an internal diaspora, exiles in their own
homelands... the homeless and landless in a world of increasingly sharp definitions of
private property” (Collins 1998:47; my emphasis). Colonized and dispossessed peoples,
such as Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples, often experience substantial changes in
place-oriented practices. The issue of how place-worlds are transformed is a topic that is
receiving increasing attention in the ethnographic literature (see, e.g., Low and
Lawrence-Zúñiga 2003). Attachments to places may become attenuated as relationships
with specific places diminish or cease. New places might be created, and historical ones
might be reinvested with new significance (Merlan 1998, Collins 1998, Blu 1996).
Edward Spicer (1971:798, 1980:164-175) notes that the symbolism of “lost places” may
become a point of future orientation contributing to the group’s persistence (Castile
1981). Spicer notes that loss of places like languages can ultimately result in the
intensification of the symbolism surrounding them. “[J]ust as the names of selected
places, after the territory is lost, may become very sacred symbols, so selected words and
phrases in a lost language may become of utmost importance in the religious and ritual
life of a people” (1971:798). Spicer argues, however, that it would be wrongheaded to
assume that a list of expressive traits or symbolic configurations will remain the same in
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the history of a “persistent people.” In this regard, emplacement, as Casey describes it, “is
an ongoing cultural process with an experimental edge” (1993:31).
Historical documentation, especially Harrington’s fieldnotes, sheds light on placeworlds of the past. I attempted through my ethnographic fieldwork to understand
something about contemporary Esselen place-worlds. My research interest was
historical—to understand how Esselen and Southern Costanoan attachments to certain
places within their homeland have persisted, transformed, or ended. I explore the role
place attachment has played in the social and cultural life of this community and whether
such attachments to places of significance have served as a mechanism of social and
cultural persistence. To begin to assess the history of place among Esselen and Southern
Costanoan peoples, I first attempt to understand and characterize past place-worlds, an
endeavor that can only be tentative and hypothetical. Unfortunately, the literature on the
Southern Costanoan and Esselen peoples is limited and does not take up the issue of
place in an explicit way. Place has been dealt with incidentally in regards to the Southern
Costanoan in terms of word lists collected by early documentarians and anthropologists,
including Alexander Smith Taylor, Alfred Kroeber, and the biologist turned
ethnographer, Clinton Hart Merriam. I reviewed Harrington’s fieldnotes to attempt to
reconstruct a hypothetical baseline of past Esselen and Southern Costanoan place-worlds
from which to assess naming and place-oriented practices and their persistence and
transformations. I utilize the larger ethnographic record to augment and enhance my
analysis and description of change and persistence in place-oriented practices.
Chapter 3 presents a paradigmatic place from the Harrington notes, a rock at that
time called El Viejo (The Old One), but whose origin as the transmogrified body of She-
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Bear is described in the narrative “Coyote Marries She-Bear.” Appendix C presents the
full text of “Coyote Marries She-Bear” in Carmeleño, that is, in Southern Costanoan or
Rumsien Ohlone. To address the question of how place attachments and place-worlds are
transformed, I present another paradigmatic place, the Hangman’s Tree, to explore
aspects of history, identity, and emplacement at different points in history.

Anthropology, Identity, and Federal Recognition
In Chapter 4, I present some theoretical concerns regarding anthropology and
larger issues of Indian identity and federal acknowledgment. The earlier anthropological
emphasis on cultural wholes has given way to a fixation on hybridity. Neither paradigm
seems to further our understanding of the history and current claims of the Esselen.
Ultimately, I hope to push anthropological thinking on issues of culture, history, and
identity, by offering a critique of the deeply rooted binary oppositions plaguing recent
anthropology such as essentialism versus social constructionism, and persistence versus
discontinuity.
The notions of change and persistence are frequently rendered as categorically
different social phenomena, even polar opposites. In anthropology too, the dichotomy
between socio-cultural change and persistence needs to be rethought. I wish to argue that
this dichotomy is a false one. Anthropological theory has tended to read social and
cultural changes as discontinuities in a group’s existence and authenticity (Clifford 1988,
Clifford and Marcus 1988, Kearney 1996). Modernist anthropology has been criticized
for portraying cultural groups as bounded, static, and consisting of a set of essentialized
traits despite classic ethnographies to the contrary (e.g., Evans-Pritchard 1940 and Leach
1954). Reacting against this position, currents in post-structural and postmodern social
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constructionism have emphasized disjuncture in their portrayals of ethnic groups as
“invented” and “imagined” (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Anderson 1991). Employing
this line of analysis, Richard Handler (1986, 1988) has called for the outright
deconstruction or “destructive analysis” of ethno-national identities. Deconstruction—a
method of critical evaluation that demonstrates the instability of a position or text based
on the exposure of internal contradictions or inconsistencies, or the historicity of an
axiomatic cultural construct—may proceed to the detriment of minority populations
(Frankenburg and Mani 1996, Friedman 1994), especially federally unacknowledged
tribes (Field 1999). For example, James Clifton (1996) and Brian Haley and Larry
Wilcoxon (1997) advocate the deconstruction or de-authentication of Native American
cultural practices in order to delegitimize the political claims of those they study.
Patricia Limerick (1987) has observed that rather than signifying cultural
inauthenticity, innovation instead may be considered a constant cultural characteristic
among Native Americans. In that vein, James Collins develops a notion of “tradition as a
dynamic relation to a dynamic past” (1998:31). He argues that because a practice is new
or forged through interaction with the dominant society, this “does not make it unreal or
fictive, as terms such as “constructed” and ”invented” can imply, but it does make it
profoundly historical” (Collins 1998:51, see also Nagel 1996). These issues are central in
my analysis of the Esselen case. I investigate persistence and continuity without recourse
to problematic essentialist criteria or, hopefully, upholding simplistic “[m]etaphors of
continuity and ‘survival’ [that] do not account for complex historical processes of
appropriation, compromise, subversion, masking, invention, and revival” (Clifford
1988:338). I address the persistence of a local Indian community through the
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documentation of an instance of changing expressive cultural practice, that is,
attachments to place. I hope to critique the dichotomy between change and persistence,
tied as it is to social constructionism and essentialism.
Such a critique would have implications for the Esselen Nation’s struggle for
federal acknowledgment and the FAP itself. Simply put, the FAP criteria of socio-cultural
and political persistence do not account for a long history of state-sponsored violence,
crass federal neglect, expropriation, and assimilationist policies. For members of the
Esselen Nation, the bitter irony of the FAP is that the Indian Service Bureau
acknowledged their tribal community as the “Monterey Band” in reports and censuses in
1905-1906, 1909, and 1923, and on official maps in 1910 and 1913, but failed to
establish the federal trust and fiduciary relationship with it as Congress had charged the
agency to do. The federal government’s failure to act has only abetted the theft of Esselen
lands, making it more difficult for the Esselen to persist as a tribal community. Furthering
their official erasure was the consensus in anthropology concerning their extinction.
Kroeber’s assessment notwithstanding, Harrington conducted fruitful research with
members of the Carmeleño community documenting the persistence of an Indian
community in Monterey. He was motivated, however, by the same impulse of salvage
anthropology to record native languages and cultures before they inevitably became
extinct. Harrington made explicit statements about Ascensión Solórsano de Cervantes
being the “last of her tribe” (n.d.).
Beginning in 1928, many members of the Monterey Band enrolled with the BIA
for land claims settlements following the passage of the California Indian Jurisdictional
Act in 1928, which was based in part on the eighteen ultimately unratified treaties of
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1851-1852. Though enrollees were required to state their tribal affiliation and have the
sponsorship of other community members, the BIA treated enrollees as American Indian
individuals rather than as a tribal community from that point forward. For members of the
Esselen Nation, the BIA enrollments and the nominal payments received for their
aboriginal lands seem to be clear instances of the federal acknowledgement of their tribal
community. Some members have a difficult time reconciling various forms of
recognition. At one Annual Gathering, a council member pulled his BIA enrollment card
out of his wallet and expressed dismay as he asked me, “Doesn’t this mean we’re
recognized?” The history of these enrollments and payments is a poignant reminder of
dispossession and federal neglect, making the negotiation of the FAP—an arduous and
costly process by any measure—a profoundly exasperating bureaucratic nightmare.
Today, most public interest in Native Americans has been obsessed with
precontact or mid-nineteenth century culture; a fixation on that which has been lost, what
Rosaldo (1989) has termed “imperialist nostalgia.” This fixation may place a burden on
otherwise indistinguishable folks to engage in displays of Indianness. This may coincide,
however, with the sincere interest of many Native people to learn as much as possible
about their ancestors’ ways, including language, basketry, or other technologies and
applied arts, which I explore in Chapter 4.
External expectations took a definite toll on the people with whom I worked. Two
officers of the Amah Mutsun tribal council, Paul and his cousin, Charlie Higuera, who
was the chairman, and a successful grocer, went to a public meeting in Santa Cruz
concerning the use of a particular open space. Afterwards, the person who had invited
them advised that if they wanted to have more influence at such meetings in the future,
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they should wear regalia and not arrive in a BMW. An individual’s reception was largely
based on his or her phenotype. The more Indian a person looked, the less he or she had to
work to be accepted as such. People both inside and outside of Indian groups raise
questions regarding blood quantum or degree of descent. How might we distinguish
between a genealogical identity that is purely symbolic rather than substantive? Behavior
and dress might boost a person’s legitimacy in the eyes of outsiders. Paul joked on
another occasion that he would, “Put on my best Indian accent,” for public meetings.
Rudy was easily recognizable as an Indian, but grew his hair out as he became more
involved in Indian politics. He later cropped his hair close following his father’s death
and following tradition. Rudy would joke after leaving his position as chairman of the
Esselen Nation, feeling somewhat ignored and less than useful, “I’m guess I’m back to
just being a Mexican again.”
The FAP consists of a set of criteria that offer a definition of “American Indian
tribe,” which petitioning groups must meet. The petition process is adjudicated by OFA.
There are currently some 250 petitioning groups. As with any situation where someone or
a group of people have something to gain from an identity, there are, at worst, poseurs,
and, at best, well-intentioned but misguided claimants. Suffice it to say there are a wide
variety of groups applying for federal acknowledgment with cases of vastly different
merit. My advisor’s prior work with the Esselen Nation meant that the situation had
already been vetted for me to a degree.
OFA’s interpretation of submitted evidence and its final determination in a case is
a state action of utmost political and intellectual importance. The issue of federal
acknowledgment has intrinsic anthropological significance, rife as it is with problems of
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culture, history, identity, and politics. The federal acknowledgment movement has a
historical foundation in the Civil Rights Movement and the distinct but related Red
Power Movement. Some Esselen Nation members participated in such political activities,
including the occupation of Alcatraz in 1969 through 1971. The quest for federal
acknowledgment is firmly tied to ideas of “recognition” or the oft-used metaphor of
“voice” in contemporary ethnic and identity politics.
The FAP has been widely criticized from quite polarized points of view. Some see
the process as insurmountably rigid, colonialist, or even as “retro-genocide” (Indian
Country Today 2001). Others view the regulations as too lax and corrupted by the
financial lure of instant gaming riches (Benedict 2000; see also Cramer 2005, Cattelino
2008, and Darian-Smith 2004). The key mandatory criteria of the federal
acknowledgment regulations emphasize social and political continuity, descent from a
historic tribe or amalgamated tribes, and recognition of the petitioning community as a
tribe by external authorities. 13 Specifically, the seven mandatory criteria (Part 83.7) are:
(a) The petitioner has been identified as an American Indian entity on a
substantially continuous basis since 1900.
(b) A predominant portion of the petitioning group comprises a distinct
community and has existed as a community from historical times until the
present.
(c) The petitioner has maintained political influence or authority over its
members as an autonomous entity from historical times until the present.
(d) A copy of the group’s present governing document including its
membership criteria. In the absence of a written document, the petitioner
must provide a statement describing in full its membership criteria and
current governing procedures.
(e) The petitioner’s membership consists of individuals who descend from
a historical Indian tribe or from historical Indian tribes which combined
and functioned as a single autonomous political entity.
13

On federal acknowledgment, see Blu 1980, Greenbaum 1985, Sider 1993, Clifford 1988, Campisi 1991,
Tolley 2006, B. Miller 2003, and M. Miller 2004.
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(f) The membership of the petitioning group is composed principally of
persons who are not members of any acknowledged North American
Indian tribe.
(g) Neither the petitioner nor its members are the subject of congressional
legislation that has expressly terminated or forbidden the Federal
relationship.
It is important to note that the FAP criteria are largely social rather than cultural,
though unifying cultural identity is certainly an explicit theme. Of the criteria, the most
problematic deals with continuous political leadership. However, OFA has accepted
evidence of leadership that has been highly transformed and informal, such as a women’s
sewing circle. It has been my observation that the criteria are not necessarily the problem,
but rather OFA’s interpretation and evaluation of evidence. I present arguments to this
effect, which resonate with those presented by Field et al. (2003), in Chapter 5. In 2003,
the Esselen Nation submitted an exhibit to OFA of charted evidence of its “unambiguous
previous federal acknowledgment” and requested a status determination (CFR 83.8). I
assembled statements of Harrington’s consultants in his fieldnotes that reference a
collective entity, the Carmeleños or Carmel Indians, to demonstrate recognition of the
petitioning group as an American Indian tribe by an external expert. I was dismayed at
OFA’s rather disingenuous rejection of evidence in the technical assistance letter they
provided in response in 2004. This is not to say that my argument was beyond critique.
OFA’s response, however, did not engage with the basic evidence or proceed with a
critical evaluation based on a thorough review of the documentation. The evidence
seemed to be dismissed a priori (OFA 2004).
When federal and state governments have actively worked against tribal cohesion
historically, engaging during different periods in state-sponsored genocide and
assimilation, how might petitioning tribes meet the BIA’s definition of “tribe”?
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Anthropologists and other scholars have criticized the FAP criteria as being too
essentialist and inflexible. Bud Shepard, the former Branch Chief and creator of the FAP,
testified before Congress that the regulations were “fatally flawed” (1992). The Advisory
Council on California Indian Policy argued in its report that, as written, petitioning
California tribes could not meet the FAP criteria (1997). Former Assistant Secretary of
Indian Affairs Kevin Gover pointed out while discussing gaps in the evidentiary record,
“The continuity is just so hard to prove, particularly in New England and in California. It
didn’t pay to be an Indian in those days. You were trying not to be noticed” (“BIA
Recognition Still Hard to Prove for Some,” January 2003, Indianz.com).
Important to the contemporary petition process is the current politicization of
Indian identity due to the rise of Indian gaming. Gaming tribes have become a political
and economic force on the local, state, and national level. Anti-gaming sentiments have
been redirected against Indian communities seeking to gain or restore a trust relationship
with the federal government. Today, pressure to drastically curtail or even end the federal
acknowledgment of tribes is building within the public and its elected and appointed
officials.
From one perspective, the Esselen Nation’s quest for federal recognition amounts
to what some anthropologists might view as a limited indigenous nationalist movement
(Wilmsen and McCallister 1996, Pieterse 1996, Perry 1996). There are obvious
intellectual pitfalls in the use of the concept of nationalism to describe small, face-to-face
communities or groups. As noted above, such ethnic movements have recently been a
prime target for deconstruction (see in particular Handler 1986, 1988). As a federally
recognized “tribe” (Campisi 1991, Clifford 1988), the Esselen Nation would acquire the
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sovereignty, economic assistance, and land their legal status as a “domestic dependent
nation” would mandate (Macklem 1993, Maybury-Lewis 1997, Deloria 1985, Chaudhuri
1985, O’Brien 1985, Deloria and Lytle 1983 and 1984). This project addresses what
could be construed as an instance of indigenous ethno-nationalism through the analysis of
concrete socio-cultural practices through which homelands are constructed.
However, it is my impression that most members did not enroll in the Esselen
Nation to participate in a nationalist movement with the primary goal of attaining the
sovereignty of a domestic dependent nation. Furthermore, while I wish to be sensitive to
the politics of sovereignty, I would argue that the terms “nation” and “nationalism” may
be analytically inappropriate to the type of social group under consideration here. The
organizers of the Esselen Nation chose to use the term “nation” in their formal name.
This was a strategic choice. This decision appears to be at least partially influenced by the
political emphasis on sovereignty in Indian Country and the related preference for the
term “nation” as opposed to the term “tribe.” The selection of the term particularly
underscores the organizers’ sense that the families the political organization was to
represent were descended from a diverse group of amalgamated indigenous peoples. An
analytic emphasis on indigenous ethno-nationalism would also seem to overlook the local
context in which the American political tradition and philosophy of federalism and local
control are germane. By federalism, I mean the division of power between a centralized
government or shared institutions and the constitutive parts or units of the federation,
which fosters non-centralized governance and a degree of self-governance among the
constitutive political units. The concept of indigenous ethno-nationalism may be
applicable elsewhere in the world where populous indigenous groups vie for control of a
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state, but the application of the concept to a handful of historically related families living
in one section of California’s Central Coast would seem to be limited analytically. The
concept of nationhood, as varied as different types of nationalisms may be, would seem
to have little relevance to the group of people that came to call themselves the Esselen
Nation. However, I do not wish to downplay or underestimate the degree to which
organizers and members of the Esselen Nation were explicitly seeking domestic
dependent nation status for their Indian community. It is my sense, however, that
enrollees viewed the Esselen Nation more in terms of a local Indian tribal community
with specific interests and a desire to advocate for these interests in the strongest terms
possible. The political emphasis on local control, supported by the federalist politics of
states rights within the U.S., seemed to inform members’ political goals rather than global
discourses about indigenous ethno-nationalism. These discourses developed in the
twentieth century global context of decolonization and are often affiliated with Marxist,
anti-Western, and anti-American movements. This perspective of local control seems all
the more relevant given that the experience of reservation life and the politics of selfdetermination were fairly, but not by any means entirely, unfamiliar to these families. 14
Some members of the Esselen Nation seemed interested in a more nebulous lower
level of public recognition rather than full, federally sanctioned legal acknowledgment.
Some who enrolled were simply interested in their family’s genealogy and history and
wanted to learn about their ancestors’ culture. Most people wanted to secure and
strengthen their particular community and wield influence in local politics that concerned
them—a local community seeking to exercise power in local matters of immediate

14

Some people were raised, or at one time lived, on other reservations or rancherias.
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interest for them. Of particular interest were development issues, especially as they
related to the protection of their ancestral sites and human remains. The representation of
their history and current lives and issues in a public domain rich in historical narrative but
largely bereft of their input was also of importance. However, other members took to
larger political goals in earnest and became devoted to the notion of sovereignty.
David Dinwoodie (2007) discusses the politicization of anthropology in the
context of First Nation land claims in Canada where it has become increasingly difficult
to explore questions concerning the character, persistence, and, ultimately, the legitimacy
of indigenous groups (see also Field 2002). Positions are now polarized between a neoevolutionary approach following Julian Steward on the one hand, which emphasizes
material evidence of complex group identity, European institutions, and the degree of
social integration to detract from First Nations’ claims of cultural continuity. This
position is favored among those who look to the development of the state and the
economy as the foundation for liberal order. On the other side are advocates of
multiculturalism who view native groups as primordial nations that have endured intact.
For this position, Dinwoodie writes, “the concept of ‘nation’ is put forward as an absolute
standard of human sociality and political legitimacy, notwithstanding the novelty and
cultural specificity of this concept” (2007:2). I turn now to a more explicit discussion of
key concepts referenced in this dissertation including “nation,” “nationalism,” and
“state.” I then explore some aspects of group identity and discuss the approach implicit in
my description of the Indian people of the Monterey Bay region. I take up this discussion
not to legitimize or delegitimize any particular position or discourse. My aim, rather, is to
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reflect on issues pertaining to the anthropological and historical description and analysis
of different types of social organizations.
The idiom of nationalism seems ubiquitous in Indian Country (see, e.g.,
Bordewich 1996) as discourses of nationalism are among other indigenous peoples
throughout the world. Do communities of indigenous peoples constitute nations? Can we
speak of an “indigenous nationalism”? If so, how does this type of nationalism differ
from others proposed in the proliferating literature on the topic? Are the various
indigenous movements around the globe seeking different levels of cultural and political
self-determination nationalistic? If so, in what sense? As nationalistic movements are
generally conceived of in terms of their aspirations to control a state, what type of
relationship would indigenous nationalisms have with states? In California alone, OFA’s
List of Petitioners by State contains some seventy-four 15 groups as of September 22,
2008, that are seeking formal federal acknowledgment from the U.S., which would entitle
them to lands and special rights of self-determination and sovereignty. Some petitioners
identify themselves as nations; for example: the Shasta Nation, United Maidu Nation,
Southern Sierra Miwuk Nation, Tolowa Nation, and the Nor-Rel-Muk Nation.
Meanwhile, recognized groups within the U.S. are seeking to solidify their status as the
nations within; that is, nations internal to the U.S. This pattern is occurring globally and
is frequently supported by international law (see O’Brien 1985). While Indian nations
may seek both autonomy from the U.S. and a reconfiguration of their relationship with
and within the U.S., the separatist intent of most pro-sovereignty activism is limited and
qualified.
15

This number is inflated with petitioners listed that have only submitted a letter of intent to petition, some
more than twenty years ago (available online at http://www.bia.gov/idc/groups/public/documents/text/idc001215.pdf).
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A central tension arises from the distinction between the notion of “nation” (and a
“people”) as it is used in the context of international law, and the notion of “nationalism”
as a set of scholarly discourses that conceptualize types of social phenomena. While there
is much that overlaps in these discourses, scholars are warned that to pursue an abstract
theoretical discussion of whether certain indigenous collectivities and movements are
“nationalistic” would be to risk “aggrandiz[ing] theory while failing to grasp the complex
and contradictory workings of power/knowledge” (Frankenberg and Mani 1996:284).
Concluding that the concepts of nations and nationalism are not appropriate to
discussions of indigenous socio-political collectivities and movements would seem to be
at peril of delegitimizing indigenous claims to land and various levels of sovereignty.
However, as Dinwoodie points out, relying on the concept of “nation” as standard of
legitimacy is equally wrought with danger (2007).
In 1831, Chief Justice John Marshall, in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, defined
American Indian communities as “domestic dependent nations” with a practical
relationship to the U.S. that “resembles that of a ward to his guardian” (in Deloria
1985:239). The Department of Indian Affairs, later renamed the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
was formed quite tellingly under the aegis of the Department of the Interior in 1834 when
Indian affairs were moved from the Department of War. In 1871, Congress unilaterally
ended all treaty-making with American Indian tribes. This historical movement in the
relationship between the U.S. and Indian tribes—from external enemies (and by
extension sovereign, foreign nations) to the subsumption of indigenous groups as
internal, dependent wards—marked the nation-state’s attempt to domesticate, contain,
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and neutralize the perceived threat Native Americans posed to national unity as the
internally colonized.
What, then, of the issues of sovereignty ardently promoted by many Native
American spokespeople today? What of the very real “battles” taking place in Congress
today? The issues of sovereignty advanced by Native Americans in the U.S. go to the
heart of axes of colonization on the one hand, and decolonization on the other. Issues of
sovereignty also speak to the historically and regionally specific situations of the
internally colonized in the liberal state. Native peoples in the U.S. share the similar
circumstance of having been engulfed in a Creole-expansionist nation-state; that is, a
nation formed through the imaginings of a class of elite, American-born colonists
(Anderson 1991).
To begin, a distinction should be made between “nationalism” and “state.” 16 The
linkage between states and dominant nationalisms has led to the commonplace conflation
of the two concepts with the term nation-state. Often used unreflectively, the term nationstate downplays not only the distinction between ideological and material formations, a
distinction often put to analytically beneficial ends, but also tends to occlude the
possibility of multiple nationalisms within one state. This distinction, on the other hand,
runs the risk of re-inscribing a material/ideological split (and hierarchy) as well as
eluding important questions of the linkages and mutual reinforcement of nationalisms and
states. Further, the conflation of nation and state masks the possibility that nationalisms
might aspire to, or in fact, be found in other forms of government.
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“State” implies the material institutions of governance; a bureaucratic apparatus
composed of specialized departments administering and managing various projects of
governmental rule and dominion. States also attempt to exercise a monopoly on violence.
States tend to be reified; that is, perceived as materially concrete and taken for granted.
The sovereignty of the state is often assumed; it is unquestionable, incontestable, doxic, 17
and, therefore, hegemonic. While reification obscures any analysis, a characteristic of
states is their tendency toward auto-reification. The state becomes an entity, a given,
unquestionable, thus shoring up its hegemony. Rather than reifying the state, we should
acknowledge that states are constituted through systems of relations, often between
various nationalisms. Perry (1996) argues that state relations take place on the level of
competing “interest groups.” The distinction between the state as material social relations
and nationalism as a shared ideology is, of course, an analytical one, for the concrete state
is imbued with nationalism. Michel Foucault’s notion of the power/knowledge nexus
(1980) helps to highlight the inextricable link between a state and a dominant
nationalism.
A state denotes a certain type and level of government and social organization
(i.e., dense populations, labor specialization, hierarchy, monumental architecture, mass
culture, a far-reaching legal apparatus, etc.). As such, the notion of state is rife with
evolutionary connotations. These connotations are particularly problematic when
attempting to understand indigenous modes of governance in relation to the concept of
state. However problematic a distinction between states and other forms of government
may be, it seems useful to examine various levels of complexity (in particular, levels of
17
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specialization and stratification) of governmental formations and the implications and
ramifications of variations in complexity. Rather than conflating nationalism with state
formations, it may prove useful to keep open the possibility that nationalisms might be
linked to other forms of governance.
Certainly, a wide array of nationalisms exist. Yet what are the general
characteristics that unite these movements or systems of thought? Nationalism has been
taken to imply a relation with or desire for a state, though states precede nationalisms in
world history as nations are considered a relatively recent social phenomenon and
particular to specific cultures (Gellner 1983, Hobsbawm 1990, Nagengast 1994).
Nationalism is generally seen as an ideological phenomenon (i.e., an idea not only of how
things are but how things ought to be), that signifies the unity of a group of people and
the exclusion of others (usually based on racial, ethnic, gender, and class distinctions).
This process of inclusion and exclusion mediates the distribution of resources.
Nationalisms look to the past in order to project an idealized future. The putative unity of
a group is projected back to oftentimes-primordial origins. A vision of continuous unity
provides a charter for a unified future that requires the acquisition or maintenance of
special rights to territory and a range of self-determination ranging from cultural to
political sovereignty. Nationalisms posit the right of the group to sovereignty and selfdetermination based, frequently, on claims to a territory. Appadurai (1996) argues that a
plethora of deterritorialized nationalisms is emerging in the current transnational
condition, which weakens the claims of territorial national-states to define identities (see
also Kearney 1996).
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Benedict Anderson (1991) takes nationalism to be, in Tönnies’s terms (1957),
gesellschaft imagined as gemeinschaft or, in Durkheim’s terms, an organic society that
imagines itself as possessing the deep sentiments and camaraderie of a mechanical
society. In other words, the members of a nation, though living in a complex, stratified,
specialized, densely populated society, feel as if they experience small, closely knit, faceto-face community. For Anderson, nationalistic thought was fostered through various
new genres of discourse that prospered after the advent of print-capitalism. Pilgrimages
to colonial centers, various deployments of symbols such as flags and maps, and unified
histories presented in museums helped foster sentiments of belonging. In opposition to
Anderson’s notion of deep vertical camaraderie, Ana Alonso (1994) emphasizes the
identification and exclusion of internal others.
The relationship between a colonial nation-state and the indigenous peoples it
encounters is determined, in part, by the type of dominant nationalism attached to the
state (as well as by the interplay between the dominant nationalism and other subordinate,
but not fully disenfranchised, national projects). Simply put, variations in ideologies of
inclusion and exclusion will tailor how indigenous peoples are treated. Perceived
differences and putative similarities are utilized by states in their dealings with
indigenous peoples and are manipulated and deployed to maintain the unity of the state.
Two notions seem apposite in examining the oscillation between attempted
assimilation versus the extension of sovereign rights to indigenous peoples by nationstates (this axis might also be termed subsumption and post-colonialism). Jonathan
Friedman (1994) describes the logic of the decline and growth of state hegemony such
that, when hegemony is in decline, local identities gain salience. As hegemony is
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intimately intertwined with economic strength, the explanatory capabilities of Friedman’s
logic of hegemonic vacillation are increased when Marx’s notion of capitalism’s need for
a reserve labor force is added. Perry notes the general tendency of states to make use of
indigenous peoples as reserve labor (1996:18).
How are we to characterize the status of some indigenous collectivities within
dominant states that provide them with various levels of self-determination and
sovereignty? Within the U.S. (a state in which indigenous peoples enjoy liberal pluralistic
policies ensuring their special status), large reservations (e.g., the Navajo Nation) have
certain characteristics of other nation-states. The Navajo Nation, which solidified in the
twentieth century, is made up of numerous and diverse peoples who “imagine”
themselves, to various degrees, as united and constituting a “community.” The Navajo
Times, official newspaper of the Navajo Nation, allows Navajos to envision themselves
collectively in the fashion Anderson describes (1991). A constitutional, state-like form of
government (brought into existence through the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934) is
exercised. Legal precedents are in place that allow for a status (though often unrealized)
higher than that of the fifty states, which allows for a greater degree of sovereignty within
the dominant state (Deloria and Lytle 1984). However, many other reservations,
rancherias (the Alturas Rancheria in northeastern California), and pueblos (e.g., the
Pojoaque Pueblo in New Mexico) are relatively small and may be comprised of only a
handful of families, making the applicability of the concept of nation seem less suitable.
Are the global indigenous movements that aspire to achieve a special status of
political-cultural self-determination nationalistic? As noted above, the political
ramifications of excluding indigenous peoples from the discourse of nationalism might
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prove grave. Richard Jenkins (1997) advocates a more open notion of nationalism. He
distinguishes between cultural and political nationalisms (providing Wales and Ireland,
respectively, as examples) but remarks on the artificiality of this distinction as politics are
cultural. Both question the central authority of the state and seek various levels of selfdetermination. He further argues that nationalisms should be seen as forming in relation
to the process of expanding dominant nation-states. Characteristics attributed to
nationalism, such as mass culture (e.g., Anderson 1991), make it difficult to identify
indigenous movements as nationalistic within the confines of the existing literature. It is
questionable whether these are necessary attributes of all nationalisms. Is a state a
prerequisite for nationalism? Must movements seek secession in order to be nationalistic?
Indigenous movements take place in relation to the states they have been incorporated
into but do not, in most cases, seek their own fully independent states. As MayburyLewis notes, “secession and separatism are not on the mainstream agenda of indigenous
peoples. What they want is a recognition of their rights within existing states, but the
rights they want recognized are far reaching” (1997:56). Indigenous movements seek a
reconfiguration of their relationship to the dominant state that would allow for indigenous
forms of governance and self-determination. The aspiration to reconfigure existing
relations to allow for indigenous forms of governance and self-determination make it
doubtful that indigenous movements and collectivities would follow the homogenizing
and differentiating logic of other state-oriented dominant nationalisms. However, Stanley
Tambiah (1996) argues that while ethno-nationalisms do not guarantee democracy and
the end of prejudice (clearly minorities within minorities can be discriminated against and
created), ethno-nationalisms are ontologically different from other nationalisms in that
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they form in opposition to European hegemony and seek to rectify injustices and ensure
certain liberties. They provide a different vision of modernity (see, e.g., Comaroff 1996).
The etymology of the term nation proves useful for those seeking a more open
notion of nationalism. Nation shares the same root as natal and native and was used
historically to simply signify the people of a place (Perry 1996:11). A basic objective of a
nation is the right to self-determination: the right to exist as a people, whether
autonomously or within a larger collectivity. A central danger in the world today, and a
key obstacle in the promotion of a “radical pluralism” (Winant 1994), is how to recognize
difference without establishing a hierarchical structure (Wilmsen and McAllister eds.
1996). Indigenous nationalisms would not ensure against stratification. The right to selfdetermination and, of crucial importance, the ability to self-identify (Macklem 1993) are
key factors in the construction of pluralism. Advocates of a more open definition of
nationalism, including formations internal to dominant states that allow for culturalpolitical self-determination, contend that their position is a step in the direction of
promoting pluralism.
However, analytical clarity and usefulness might be lost if the concept of nation is
broadened too widely. In a lecture given in 1999, Dinwoodie suggested that “people
(even anthropologists) tend to believe in the straightforward and unproblematic existence
of ‘self sufficient social entit[ies] in the world of physical necessity and of human
relationships’” (Sapir 1932:179). Further, people (especially anthropologists) tend to
reify and ignore the existence of nation-states or view them as natural, teleological
outcomes, or as primordial in nature or having always been. We might also observe that
people tend to deny the existence of other named social entities, such as “tribes” and
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“bands,” because the definition or symbolic configuration constituting what the group is
supposed to be are so rigid and ossified that the identification of such a group in the
world would, de facto, be impossible. These denials or erasures serve strategic purposes
in state dealings with subordinated and colonized peoples.
Edward Spicer’s notion of persistent peoples, which I discuss at length in Chapter
4, coupled with Dinwoodie’s focus on the analysis of speech events from the
ethnosymbolic approach developed by Anthony D. Smith (1986, 2000), offer
methodological possibilities for documenting the history of native communities. Spicer’s
notion relies on cultural phenomena such as the construction of a collective conscious in
opposition to external domination. He notes that a collective consciousness is often
“stored” in symbolic forms that frequently refer to a shared history of opposition (Spicer
1971).
The notion of ethnicity or ethnos is premised on the in-group and out-group logic
of “us” as opposed to “them.” John Hutchinson and Anthony Smith define an ethnie or
ethnic community as: “A named human population with myths of common ancestry,
shared historical memories, one or more elements of a common culture, link with a
homeland and a sense of solidarity among at least some of its members” (1996:6).
Similarly, the International Court of Justice defined “a people” in a 1970 case as:
A group of persons living in a given country or locality, having a race,
religion, language and traditions of their own and united by the identity of
race, religion, language and tradition in a sentiment of solidarity, with a
view of preserving their traditions, maintaining their form of worship,
insuring the instruction of upbringing of their children in accordance with
the spirit and traditions of their faith and rendering mutual assistance to
each other (in O’Brien 1985:58-59, n. 9).
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Clearly (despite the problematic and homogenizing conflations of race, language, culture,
territory, etc.), Native American communities fit this definition of a people, which has
been affirmed in other international legal contexts (O’Brien 1985:59, n. 9).
It would be beneficial to consider in more general terms basic dimensions of
group identity. One of the clearest statements on basic dimensions of groups is Edward
Sapir’s (1932) short essay for the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences entitled “Group.”
In it, he lays out “objective” and “subjective” axes of group identity. On the objective
level, groups may be defined primarily by their physical proximity, the purpose or
function for which they are organized, or their symbolic unification (a dimension that
unites a group’s function(s) with the integrated status of individuals within the group). On
the subjective level, Sapir is interested in how individuals view their involvement in a
group; that is, how they identify with other members, or the character of their
involvement and identification. Again, he poses three dimensions. Direct association
entails significant personal relations with many or most members of the group, which is
structured in terms of deeply felt sentiments of belonging. Selective association refers to
identification with only one or a few members of the group, so that this identification
exhausts the psychological significance of involvement. Referential association refers to
cases where no serious attempt to identify with some or all of members of the group
exists. Other members of the group are felt to be impersonal carriers of the principle idea
or purpose of the group.
These axes are in no sense distinct; Sapir’s proposal is an analytical model of
heuristic value. Combinations of these axes should be explored. The combination of
physical proximity and referential identification would be the least significant type of
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group in terms of felt sentiments, on the other end of the spectrum would be physically
proximal, symbolically laden groups with which the membership experiences direct
involvement with one another. Sapir moves on to observe that groups require a certain
“face to face psychology” or “immediate vitality.” If this condition is not present, the
group continues an illusion, behaving “as if” this face-to-face situation actually existed
(1932:180-182). Sapir lists a few other aspects of groups, including whether or not the
group is self-consciously formed, and if membership is voluntary or not. I would add that
in addition to the dimensions of internal or subjective identification that Sapir explores,
ascribed affiliations or attributions to a group by outsiders are also significant factors of
group identity. In this light, membership in some groups is perceived to be more or less
fixed or essential, while other group memberships are entirely unfixed or accidental. This
goes to the distinction between an ethnic category in which membership is ascribed by
outsiders based on shared traits, and an ethnie or ethnic community in which group
belonging is subjectively felt (Hutchinson and Smith 1996:6 and Dinwoodie 2007:6).
Dinwoodie’s (2007) interest is in the analysis of speech events that evidence a
collective identity or illuminate a frame of social category through which members of an
ethnic community conceptualize themselves. Speech events may demonstrate a
community’s self-awareness, a collective name, felt relationships to a territory, or shared
historical memories however “accurate.” Historical circumstances, especially critical
political and economic transitions, stimulate the symbolic unification of a community.
Members speak politically to the circumstances, asserting a collective identity in their
attempts to address the situation.
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Additionally, the construction and consciousness of history is also of concern in
the effort to understand and document group identity. Uniting bell hooks’s 18 (1992) and
Ann Stoler’s (1995) somewhat disparate projects is a Foucaultian concern with the
suppression of local histories (see also Trouillot 1995). Both scholars view the act of
“remembering” as a process of decolonization and, whether in hooks’s sense that is more
literal or Stoler’s metaphorical sense, express the political aspect of their scholarship. In
hooks’s discussion of African Americans’ “special knowledge” of whiteness, she argues
that a key characteristic of racist systems is the dominant class’s general lack of
recognition of the oppressed. Control of the Black gaze in the antebellum South—their
ability to observe whites, even their very subjectivity—operated by means of rendering
Blacks virtually invisible, making them but “a pair of hands offering a drink on a silver
tray” (Bingham in hooks 1995:168). Acts of erasure, or what might be termed “disrecognitions,” are the dehumanizing practice of denying the subjectivity, presence, and
even the very existence of oppressed peoples. This invisibility may, in fact, be mutually
constituted for, as hooks observes, “Safety resided in the pretense of invisibility” (hooks
1995:168).
The epigraph from hooks that begins Chapter 4 posits the form of erasure under
consideration here, the devaluation of local histories. If local histories and countermemories are in some sense suppressed, how exactly might this happen? Certainly,
specific acts or processes of suppression happen on the ground and in the fray. The
identification and explication of such acts requires empirical investigation, and is
therefore an ethnographic or historiographic matter.
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Clearly, a wide range of terms is used both by social scientists and indigenous
peoples throughout the world to refer to different types of social groups. These terms
denote and connote different meanings and are used and understood in a variety of ways.
My discussion was not intended to decide an appropriate term, or to define indigenous
communities in one way or another, but to allow the meanings of terms in use to emerge.
On the basis of this discussion, my approach in this dissertation, in terms of my
description and analysis of the Esselen and Southern Costanoan people of the
Monterey/Carmel area, like Dinwoodie’s (2007) approach to Tsilhqut’in (or Chilcotin)
land claims, is to present documented statements that demonstrate the ways in which
people saw themselves as constituting an ethnic community or the ways in which
outsiders saw local Native peoples as being an Indian community.
What then are the dilemmas of applying anthropological and ethnohistorical
principles in such a politically charged context as the federal acknowledgment process?
As Field and the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe (2003) have noted, the power relations
involved in conducting research with a tribal community seeking federal
acknowledgement are immediately present and manifestly consequential. What are the
pitfalls or boons of a collaborative type of anthropological approach in this regard? Next,
I discuss aspects of the collaborative and applied aspects of my project and my
relationship with the Esselen Nation further.
This dissertation is based on over twelve years of acquaintance with members of
the Esselen Nation and a longer acquaintance with some who consider themselves to be
Indian or of Indian descent and indigenous to the Monterey Bay area. The Esselen Nation
re-organized as a political entity in 1992. One of the key goals of those involved in the
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reorganization of a tribal governmental entity was federal acknowledgment. When I
proposed to conduct my doctoral research with the Esselen Nation, I offered to conduct
historical and ethnographic research in relation to the key mandatory criteria of the
federal acknowledgment process with the understanding that my research might provide
evidence for the Esselen Nation’s acknowledgment petition.
I conducted research on Indian history in the Monterey Bay area previously for
my senior thesis in anthropology at the University of California, Santa Cruz. My research
focused on Indian and Spanish relations at Mission Santa Cruz and the complicated
subjectivity evidenced in the narratives of a native man born and raised there, Lorenzo
Asisara (Laverty 1995, see Asisara 1989a [1878] and 1989b [1878], and Harrison 1892).
The dominant popular interpretive trope of the California Missions was ostensibly
romantic. I attempted to counter these understandings with concrete historical research
but also wanted to explore the nuances and complexities of the colonial experience for
Native peoples.
After volunteering as a docent at the Santa Cruz Mission State Historic Park, I
then worked as the Park Interpretive Specialist there. 19 I met locals who claimed to be
Ohlone or who traced their ancestry to the Ohlone. This surprised me as the literature on
Costanoan Indians clearly reflected their supposed extinction. I met one man through his
relationship with the Santa Cruz Mission State Historic Park who founded a council
representing the Ohlone people of the Pajaro Valley. He narrated the introductory video
at the park and performed with his dance group at the Mission Fiesta. His council was
seeking federal recognition. I was further surprised to find that there were a number of
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extended families in the area who considered themselves to be indigenous and contended
that they had remained communities since colonization. My first introduction to the FAP
was when I reviewed a draft of this group’s federal acknowledgment petition. I became
increasingly interested in the relationship between the Hispanic colonization of California
and the issue of federal acknowledgment.
My dissertation is not meant to be an advocacy piece or a scholar/activist tract to
support a cause. The issues in question are far more interesting from social, cultural, and
political perspectives if the questions are approached in a manner that attempts to
maintain scholarly integrity. Indeed, a critical dissertation will, hopefully, prove far more
valuable and edifying than an advocacy piece. However, my project was collaborative,
and my research and association with members of the Esselen Nation was based on my
status as a consultant conducting applied research for their case. One key member of the
Esselen Nation leadership, who has been instrumental in compiling evidence for their
federal acknowledgment case, went so far as to suggest to me, and confront others who
wished to volunteer for her community, that one must believe that the Esselen Nation is
and has always been a tribe in order to work with her petitioning group. In a sense, my
research proceeded based on my position as a consultant for the tribe that led me to
become an advocate for their cause. It might be said that this was even a baseline
requirement to be able to work with the Esselen Nation.
My fieldwork took place within the framework of a reciprocal system established
for mutual benefit. I first sought to meet and establish myself with the leadership of the
Esselen Nation. I then requested and was granted formal permission to conduct research
on behalf of the Esselen Nation to earn my doctoral degree. The OCEN Tribal Council
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formalized my relationship with their community through what was termed a “blessing
resolution.” Resolutions 99-3 and 99-5 were signed and dated February 21, 1999, and
April 11, 1999, respectively. The Tribal Council renewed this relationship by a formal
vote on other occasions. I last formally renewed my relationship with the OCEN as an
anthropological and ethnohistorical consultant in January 2009 following a change in
leadership.
The Tribal Council allowed me to work with their community on a project that
would hopefully benefit their efforts, and I would benefit in turn by using the research to
complete my graduate program. As an anthropological and ethnohistorical research
consultant working closely with the Tribal Council, I contributed toward the Esselen
Nation’s efforts to achieve federal recognition. To that end, I was one of the authors of
the Esselen Nation’s Exhibit B, their “Modern Community Profile,” and Exhibit D,
mentioned above, which presents evidence of the Esselen Nation’s “unambiguous
previous federal acknowledgment.” I also volunteered to speak at public and private
events to provide information from my research to tribal members, local politicians, and
the public. I participated in tribal events on a number of levels, helping to organize, plan,
document the event, and provide information to tribal members in attendance. I also
played a role in the Esselen Nation’s work to organize itself and develop its government
and administrative procedures. Ultimately, I occupied a strategic position in the Esselen
Nation’s process of revitalization and attempts to garner recognition. The nature of my
project demonstrates the positive role and contributions that anthropologists and the
discipline of anthropology can make through collaborative and applied work.
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Collaborative projects offer a number of benefits. In a post-Custer Died for Your
Sins world (Deloria 1969, Biolsi and Zimmerman 1997, Field 2008), working responsibly
with an American Indian community requires attentiveness to the community’s interests
and needs, which can only be pursued through direct consultation with the tribal
government and membership (see Field 2004 and 2008). Actively seeking guidance from
the community’s governing council serves to illuminate concerns central to the
community. From a self-interested perspective, working directly with an organized
community allows greater access to families and elderly individuals. I was introduced to
individuals I probably would have otherwise not encountered. However, my project
encountered numerous problems resulting from its collaborative emphasis. Part of my
approach was to conduct other work for the community. For example, I volunteered as
the editor and wrote articles for the tribe’s newsletter, The Rock, as well as volunteering
for other administrative tasks, including assistance in processing and answering
correspondence. Unfortunately, and contrary to my expectations, this work did not
provide much contact with tribal members. Yet, on occasion, tribal members contacted
me with research requests. Most notable was the late night call I received from an ailing
elder who requested my assistance in locating an outdoor site, perhaps on a reservation,
where she would be allowed to pass away and where her body could be left undisturbed.
My association with the Esselen Nation seemed to close doors elsewhere. The
Esselen Nation does not represent all people in the area who claim a local indigenous
identity, nor is it the only group to claim such ancestry (see Yamane ed. 2002 for profiles
of various individuals and groups claiming Ohlone ancestry). Beyond this, even for the
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seemingly most committed members and founders of the contemporary, re-organized
Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation, membership itself has never been a given.
The Esselen Nation suffers from perennial in-fighting and factionalism in its
efforts to reform itself as a tribal community. My associations with some members
limited my interactions with others, which, for example, led to certain individuals
rejecting my requests for interviews based on my perceived alliance with certain
individuals. Ongoing hostilities involving questions about business and financial
practices culminated in an outright factional split. Issues of communication and
transparency no doubt played a role. One family and a few of their allies, including a
former chairwoman who had resigned following the controversies that surrounded her
administration, attempted what was seen as a hostile takeover of the tribal council. The
splinter group attempted through various means to represent themselves as the Esselen
Nation, including a public announcement published on February 9, 2004, in the classified
section of the Monterey Herald. The standing council sought a cease and desist court
order against those who they considered to be a “rogue faction.” Once the court order was
granted, the faction countered with a suit of their own. Because I witnessed events that
led up to the attempted coup and was viewed as loyal to the council, and because I had
served as the most recent election official, I was named in the cross action and sued by
the faction for $100,000. The tribe was ordered to mediation, the counter suit was
dropped, and the mediation resulted in an election that had the highest turnout in the
contemporary Esselen Nation’s short history. Even though the faction and its tactics were
rejected in a landslide vote, the dynamics of conflict were far from resolved.
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In my final chapter, I survey the contemporary reorganization of the Esselen
Nation and the destructive internecine conflict of the governing body and membership.
The difficulties experienced in attempting to reunite dispersed extended families into a
constitutionally-based, elected government cannot be understated. Several factors played
into the difficulties members and their leadership faced in attempting to organize as a
contemporary “tribal” entity. Most of the enrolled families had not interacted with one
another intensively since the late 1950s or early 1960s. Some families were unaware of
the existence of other families. This was particularly true for families than no longer
resided in the Monterey area, some of which left the area decades previously. The
political and social organization that was created in the 1990s did not develop organically
from prior, less formal socio-political arrangements. The Esselen Nation organization
was entirely new and formed as a rather alien if not altogether artificial construct. The
Tribal Council, the Esselen Nation’s governing body, along with its governing document,
including the constitution, and other governmental and administrative procedures had no
real precedents in the history of the families as they knew and understood their past. As
such, there was no model for the leadership to follow in their endeavor. No training
prepared them to be organizers, administrators, and politicians. Outside of tribal council
meetings, the annual Gathering, and a handful of other special events, the leadership had
limited social, political, and cultural mechanisms to promote interaction and integration.
Certain families formed cliques, especially those which had maintained closer social
relations in recent history, or those that perceived shared interests. At the risk of grossly
oversimplifying and with some notable exceptions, one faction seemed to be comprised
of families associated with the Dutra Street neighborhood along with other members who
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sensed a shared affinity with this group. These individuals had grown up with a sense of
membership in the local Indian community and had continued to interact with one
another. The other faction seemed to be comprised of other families whose sense of
Indian identity did not seem to be as anchored in social relations, including the ascription
of an Indian identity by whites, and who may not have maintained residency in the
Monterey region. Again, this would be a gross simplification. As in any incipient social
organization, these groupings became suspicious of one another in terms of perceived
efforts to obtain political power and influence.
Perennially low participation in governance and community events also plagued
the Esselen Nation, making the work of the federal acknowledgment petition all the more
difficult and a problem for me in terms of conducting interviews. The membership was
physically and socially dispersed and comprised of people involved with simply making
ends meet, busy with work and their immediate families. Some criticized others for their
lack of participation and questioned their motives for enrollment. One point of criticism
was of an individual’s prior claims to another ethnic identity, specifically a Spanish
identity. One individual with whom I spoke was indignant about the membership of
certain members of a family with whom he had worked who had teased him rather
mercilessly at a job site about how they, as Spaniards, had “civilized” Indians like him.
Another frequent criticism was that a person’s enrollment in the tribe was motivated by
money or the perception of future monetary gain. At an Amah Mutsun gathering, an
elderly gentleman took me aside. His enrollment was of interest to some because his
family was listed on a Special Indian Census of Chittenden, a particularly significant
Indian residential community known as “Indian Corners” for the Mutsun (at the time, he
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himself was not as convinced that he was Mutsun). Among the many criticisms he waged
against those participating in the gathering, financial motivation was central. He advised
me that there was a term for such people, “Gold Rush Indians,” noting that the expression
was first applied earlier during enrollments with the BIA for land claim settlements.
Similar criticisms were waged against re-organized groups as well. One elder I
interviewed, whose ancestry was Salinan and Esselen, had at one time been a member of
one of the re-organized Salinan groups seeking federal acknowledgment. She had become
disenchanted with the squabbling and disorganization of the group and enrolled in the
Esselen Nation. In 1999, she gave me a tour of Mission San Antonio and the back county
of Fort Hunter-Liggett, pointing out sites her people and family used, including a hill top
cemetery. On our drive, we passed the office of the Salinan group to which she had
previously belonged. As we drove by, she referred to the building in a humorous yet
disparaging way as the “Indian Club.”

Fig. 4. Rudy at La Casa Blanca de los Indios
or the Great Cliff.
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Rudy, disappointed at the poor attendance of one year’s Esselen Nation Gathering
at Toro County Park, took me on a drive to the nearby Corral de Tierra and San Benancio
Canyons. He showed me a ceremonial place that he learned about from his Tío ‘Bispo, a
beautiful sandstone cliff in a crescent formation called La Casa Blanca de Los Indios. On
one of the place-name drives that Harrington took with Isabel Meadows (April 10, 1932,
68:278A-285A), 20 she identified this feature as the Great Cliff (68:283B(11)). Like
Harrington and Isabel, we drove back down the road and stopped to look out toward a
mountainous sandstone outcropping that Rudy called the Palisades. This formation is
often called the Castle or Castle Crags, and it is identified by both names in Harrington’s
fieldnotes (68:281A, 283A, 284A). George Vancouver described this outcropping some
200 years earlier as “the most extraordinary mountain I had ever beheld” and the

Fig. 5. John Sykes sketch of the Castle (in Johnston
1970:27).

20

Other place-name drives that Harrington took with Isabel Meadows and other consultants can be found in
68:267-295.
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expedition stopped for John Sykes to sketch it (, see Clark 1991:563-564). He reflected
on how his father had warned his brother not to go near the Palisades because of the
powerfully dangerous spirit that lives there and of the punishment his father meted out on
his brother for disobeying. Rudy summed-up his feelings about the recognition
movement, “It’s all about the land.”
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1. SALVAGED WORLDS AND THE CONTEMPORARY POLITICS
OF DESCENT AND TERRITORY

I begin this dissertation by exploring issues of descent and aboriginal territory. A
key aspect of emplacement for the Native peoples of North America, a central theme of
this dissertation, is a people’s sense or understanding of their aboriginal territory. I
develop the notion of emplacement in Chapter 3, including understandings of particular
places and the role place has played in the social and cultural history of Native people in
the Monterey Bay region. A mandatory criterion (CFR 83.7(e)) of the Federal
Acknowledgment Project requires that “[t]he petitioner’s membership consists of
individuals who descend from a historical Indian tribe or from historical Indian tribes
which combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity.” My chief aim in
this chapter is to explore understandings of precontact tribes, languages, and territories in
relation to certain political issues the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation (OCEN) faces
today. In doing so, I hope to also better understand the relationship between the
membership of OCEN and the aboriginal communities from which they descend as well
as the territories they held.
One avenue in which OCEN has attempted to exercise rights as an American
Indian tribe is through their involvement in the cultural resource management (CRM)
process to protect their ancestors’ remains and their ancestral sites (see also Bean
1994:xxv-xxvi). Because of the complexity of precontact socio-political organization in
the southern Monterey Bay area, coupled with the complicated social history of
ethnogenesis and demographic collapse among the Native peoples drawn into the Spanish
mission system, CRM archaeologists, the Office of Federal Acknowledgment, and others
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have raised questions and reacted dubiously to OCEN’s claimed relationship to
aboriginal “tribes” and territories. 1 The history I present in the following chapter further
illuminates the context that has shaped the contemporary community and the political
problems it faces.

Map. 2. Tribal map by Lorraine Escobar modifying Milliken’s map (1990) with
village locations based on Milliken’s research and additional historic sites of
importance including the Piazzoni Ranch. The map also lists Southern Costanoan
districts as Costanoan/Esselen instead of solely Costanoan. Achasta is evidently at
Monterey.
1

I discuss the Office of Federal Acknowledgment’s skepticism in this regard in Chapter 5.
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I begin here by sketching some of the difficulties OCEN and its leadership have
encountered in attempting to protect precontact burials and sites and provide input in the
CRM process. I then explore and critique aspects of anthropological reconstructions of
precontact political organization. I look to recent research that helps to illuminate
precontact socio-political entities and the deeper history of Native peoples in California. I
also explore the issue of the relationship between language and the reconstruction of
precontact tribes. I summarize the phonological, grammatical, lexical, and discursive
information that provides evidence of the intimate interaction between Esselen and
Rumsen speaking peoples. I discuss the history of linguistic research among Southern
Costanoan-speakers and Esselen-speakers, and provide details about the genealogies of
key anthropological informants and the core families that constitute OCEN. I attempt to
complicate the issue of identity further with a discussion of moiety systems. I present
mythic narratives and other documentation to help to illuminate how Carmeleños may
have viewed the history of their social organization. Finally, I look to how OCEN
members today and Carmeleños in the twentieth century identify themselves.
In T.J. Ferguson’s review article (1996) concerning the relationship between
Native Americans and archaeology, he suggests that in some regions ideas of cultural
affiliation may need to be rethought. The concept of “tribe,” rife with the connotations
derived from its evolutionary formulation, is ultimately a fictive framework, as Alfred
Kroeber himself noted, which tends to obscure rather than illuminate the character of
American Indian sociopolitical units. The concept of tribe has and continues to operate in
problematic and oppressive ways in bureaucratic, administrative, legal, and popular
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arenas. Ideas of official tribes and their boundaries are powerful precisely because they
name which tribes exist and where.

Fig. 6. Rudy Rosales serving as the Most Likely Descendant and consulting with
archaeologist Elena Reese at a site near Fisherman’s Wharf in Monterey.

The passage of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA) in 1990 (Public Law 101-601) and earlier state legislation in the 1970s that
established the California Native American Heritage Commission—and the regulations
that they administer—institutionalized a set of procedures for involving culturally
affiliated peoples in the disposition of their ancestral human remains and items of cultural
patrimony. In zones where Indian communities are unacknowledged, these laws and
policies have raised contentious legal, political, and socio-cultural questions of who or
what group constitutes the Most Likely Descendant (MLD).2 These issues in turn have
propelled the federal acknowledgment cases of petitioning communities such as OCEN,
2

See footnote 1 of the Introduction for information concerning the legal basis of the Most Likely
Descendant status. Interestingly, Stanford University initiated one of the first major repatriation projects,
which it coordinated with the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe, a federally unacknowledged tribe.
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whose members wish to exercise control over, or at least have a say, about their ancestral
remains.
Lorraine Escobar, former OCEN Tribal Genealogist, Chairwoman, council
member, and officer, 3 has compiled extensive genealogical documentation establishing
the direct ancestry of OCEN’s enrolled members to individuals from the villages and
multi-village aboriginal communities of the southern Monterey Bay region. Following
Spanish colonization in 1770, individuals from numerous villages became ensnared in the
missionization process for various reasons and were baptized at missions San Carlos and
Soledad. Franciscan missionaries and travelers came to understand the diverse
ethnogeographic landscape in terms of two primary groups based on language. The
villages encountered at contact were designated either Costanoan or Esselen by
anthropologists in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The “tribal” nomenclature
created by earlier anthropological knowledge engendered political issues for OCEN in its
efforts to establish its relationship to its precontact ancestors and aboriginal territory.
Indeed, the cumbersome administrative name of the Ohlone/Costanoan–Esselen Nation
points to the politics and problematic character of “tribal” nomenclature created by
official anthropology. Ceremonial and economic networks, intermarriage, and
bilingualism integrated these precontact villages and fostered linguistic conjunctures
between the Southern Costanoan and Esselen languages. Missionization, the legacy of
catastrophic demographic collapse, and a complicated series of linguistic shifts furthered
the amalgamation of the indigenous peoples of the southern Monterey Bay region, who
re-established themselves on several key rancherías after the secularization of the

3

Ms. Escobar is a Certified Genealogist and California American Indian Lineage Specialist.
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Franciscan mission beginning in 1834 under Mexican governance. After the
dispossession of these lands by American colonists, a handful of ranches and town
neighborhoods fostered the survival and continuation of the community through the
twentieth century. Federal Indian Agents identified this community between 1883 and
1923, which came to refer to itself as Carmeleños or Carmel Mission Indians. Indian
Agent Helen Hunt Jackson first designated the Carmeleño community as the “San Carlos
Indians.” Later, between 1905 and 1923, Indian Agents applied the name “Monterey
Band” to the community in their official recommendations. The fieldnotes of Bureau of
American Ethnology anthropologist John Peabody Harrington, the key archive I use
throughout this dissertation, are an indispensable resource in the reconstruction of the
Monterey Band community.

Past Worlds, Contemporary Encounters
The most meaningful issue for many enrolled members of OCEN, and clearly for
my main consultant, Rudy Rosales, was the protection of ancestral remains. Given the
size of precontact populations, development on the Monterey Peninsula consistently
required mitigation. The protection of cemeteries certainly had a long history. During the
interview Lorraine Escobar and I conducted with Myrtle Green, she noted the Indian
cemetery on the Presidio where people were buried throughout the nineteenth century and
into the twentieth century. Myrtle, who was born in 1918 and passed away in 2000, was
the granddaughter of Plácida Losano. Her son was involved in the tribal organization as a
council member and officer. We conducted the interview in her mobile home located
behind her son’s house on his property in Prunedale. Myrtle remarks on the secrecy
maintained about the location of the cemetery:
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…[R]ight at the Presidio, going up the hill there’s a cemetery up in there.
And that’s where most of your Indians were buried, right up in there. And
that’s a big deal, ‘cause they buried them with everything on ‘em. Nobody
ever wanted nobody to know nothin’ about it, ‘cause they’d be diggin’
‘em up…. [W]ay up on top. They don’t want nobody foolin’ around up
there, ‘cause all the guys go down there and if you got a ring or beads on,
they’ll rip ‘em off, and tear it up, you know…. See Grandma’s, my
mother’s, mother’s folks are buried up there. Grandma Maggetti’s folks….
The Sotos, Sotos [Isabel Mucjai-Soto and Gabriel Losano-Soto]…
Losano, yeah. Yeah, they’re up there….[T]his was way back in the 1800s,
1800s…. Well, it must have been around 1910 or ’15 [that they stopped
burying people there]….Yeah, see, it’s on Grandma’s side that they’re up
there. You know, I always thought that was pretty sacred up there, you
know, it was all taken care of… [T]hey’d go up there and chop it around
[i.e., cut the weeds; tend the grave sites].
In 1967, a large-scale construction project was undertaken by the City of
Monterey at the Presidio Curve for the tunnel under the Custom House Plaza that
connects New Monterey to the historic center. The excavation came to be known as
“Maggie’s Hole” after the mayor who pushed the project through. Joe Hitchcock, who
himself wrote a column in the Monterey Herald, was cited in an article in the Monterey
Peninsula Herald decrying the disturbance of ancestral remains there. The article is also
significant because Hitchcock, then 86 years old, noted that he remembered visiting the
“Indian Village” in Carmel Valley (Fred Sorri, March 16, 1967).
Rudy was always on the lookout for new construction as he made his way about
the lands he considered to be his aboriginal territory. He would examine sites as he
passed for the telltale signs of indigenous habitation, in particular, the dark, nitrogen-rich
soils that evidenced long histories of hearths. Rudy was trained as an archaeological
monitor and served as the tribe’s MLD. He was also comfortable on construction sites
because he worked most of his adult life in construction. He would often drop by sites to
“shoot the shit” with his former co-workers. The banter was often rough and explicitly
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racial. One man that Rudy had worked with teased him when he passed out his Esselen
Nation business card identifying him as Tribal Chairman; “Oh, so you’re the head
nigger.” Workers seemed to dish out insults to demonstrate that they could tolerate each
other well. 4
However, Rudy left the company he had worked numerous years for and explored
bringing a lawsuit against it when his concerns about monitoring and the removal of
redwood trees during the construction of a road went ignored. The final straw occurred,
according to Rudy, when two workers drove up and called out, “Hey, Rudy, we found
some of your relatives,” and threw the bones down from their Kentucky-fried lunch.
Rudy was the designated MLD while also working on the construction project. A
September 11, 1998, article in The Monterey County Herald titled “Esselen Indian Leader
Thrown Off Construction Site” details the growing tension on the site—Rudy’s drives
around the ranch at night, his unwelcome entrance into the Rancho San Carlos office in
search of documentation linking the Esselen to the area, and, finally, the accusation that
he removed a mortar from the site that was to be turned over to the owner of the ranch.
The incident occurred during the development of the Santa Lucia Preserve
(Rancho San Carlos) in the San Francisquito Flat area. San Francisquito Flat is the
location of the aboriginal village of Echilat. Multi-thousand square-foot mansions were
being built on ten-plus acre lots. Drawing a supposed connection between the aboriginal
inhabitants and the current landowners, the Santa Lucia Preserve website 5 once noted:

4

This interaction did not seem to bother Rudy as opposed to the painful encounter in a casino in Reno he
described to me on another occasion in which an unknown man called him a “prairie nigger” as he passed
by on the casino floor.
5
The Santa Lucia Preserve’s website (www.santaluciapreserve.com), in the section with the alluring title
“The Legends,” contains much misinformation and bizarre, forced analogies between current residents and
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Beginning in 500 B.C. with the Rumsen Indians, the Preserve has been
home to families who valued the land, its climate, wildlife and resources.
That heritage continues for the families living on the Preserve today. 300
homelands have been sited to ensure the environmental and aesthetic
integrity of the landscape, providing privacy and the ability to see without
being seen.
The mitigation necessary for such a development furnished many excavation
opportunities. A local contract archaeologist coordinated with the Archaeology
Technology Program at Cabrillo College in Aptos to offer an archaeological field school
(Breschini and Haversat 1992). On an early trip of mine to Monterey, Rudy took me on a
tour of Rancho San Carlos before guard stations prevented such unauthorized access. On
our way up the canyon to the flat, we stopped at a bedrock mortar that Rudy and his
brother discovered on a hunting trip as boys. They had been allowed to hunt at the ranch
and had also gone with their family to barbeques there. A member of their larger family
had worked there as a ranch hand, when it was still a working ranch. One of Rudy’s
concerns, beyond the basic issue of his and OCEN’s exclusion from the excavations, was
the marker sticks that dotted the landscape indicating archaeological elements that were
labeled with the “tribal” term “Rumsien.” This was a term that Rudy did not recognize.
Rudy expressed his concern that the area was Esselen and that his community was
excluded from monitoring the archaeological efforts and, ultimately, any involvement in
the project. According to Rudy, the lead archaeologist countered that the area was once
Esselen until the Rumsien came in and “kicked your asses.” The archaeologist was
referring to the movement of Penutian-speaking peoples from the Central Valley to the
the prior aboriginal inhabitants of the area. They also promulgate a particularly insidious notion, part of the
“official” history of Tony Cerda’s Costanoan Rumsen Carmel Tribe of Chino, California (see their website,
particularly the “Tribal History” section at http://www.costanoanrumsen.org/history.html), that “[b]y the
end of the Civil War, however, the last few Rumsen had moved to southern California”
(http://www.santaluciapreserve.com/index.cfm/native_california.htm). OCEN and the Costanoan Rumsen
Carmel Tribe came into conflict over such claims in 2001 (see Saunders 2001).
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Central Coast area, which he apparently conceived of as a violent displacement.
Apparently, such was the archaeologist’s justification.

Fig. 7. A Monterey Herald reporter interviews Rudy Rosales in Pacific Grove with Amah Mutsun
Tribal Chairman Charlie Higuera standing near.

The tension between Rudy and the archaeologist only increased with each
encounter. I received a desperate call from Rudy one afternoon in 2002; he was livid and
nearly hyperventilating. A community friend advised Rudy of an excavation happening at
the Monarch Pines Mobile Home Park across from Lovers Point in Pacific Grove. The
community, one of the few places in the nation where one could purchase a mobile home
for over $300,000, was upgrading its sewage infrastructure. Rudy went to investigate and
found a burial of a woman and infant under excavation and no monitor or MLD present.
The monitor/MLD, the individual with whom this particular archaeologist worked
exclusively, was on another site. This fact and the near monopoly the archaeologist
exercised over cultural resource management in Monterey County was at the heart of the
tension. Rudy asked pointedly about the MLD. Many members of the MLD’s extended
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family were enrolled in OCEN but she was not. Serving as a monitor offered relatively
well-paid employment for those lucky enough to work regularly on such projects.
Evidently, the archaeologist denied Rudy’s request to say a prayer and burn some sage,
and Rudy was asked to leave the premises. The community’s maintenance chief
attempted to escort Rudy off the property and the two nearly came to full blows. The
situation certainly provoked Rudy’s temper. The police were called to de-escalate the
situation. Rudy agreed not to press battery charges and the maintenance chief decided not
to press trespassing charges. Rudy, however, stood outside the community for the next
several days with a placard noting that the archaeologist was, “Unfair to Local Indians.”
A picture with a caption ran in the Monterey Herald. Because of this and many other
similar incidents, OCEN and other communities pressured the California Native
American Heritage Commission regarding the situation, which resulted in their assurance
to rotate MLDs with each new excavation.

Fig. 8. Former Chairman Rudy Rosales and Chairwoman Louise Miranda Ramirez
rebury ancestral remains in the cemetery at Mission Carmel from a site at the
mission.
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In the greater Monterey Bay region, the homeland of OCEN, anthropological
conceptions of the precontact sociopolitical terrain, and their popular applications, have
served to both simplify the aboriginal sociopolitical landscape and obscure or exclude the
history of the Indian community, disregarding multi-layered histories of colonization that
served to homogenize and to coalesce the small surviving population. More severely,
reconstructed precontact tribal frameworks have acted as a strategy of erasure or crass
exclusion when imposed on the current postcolonial Indian social landscape.
In both anthropological and popular portrayals, Esselen- and Rumsen-speaking
peoples are consistently cast as separate tribes based on a supposed one to one relation
between language and socio-political groupings (Kroeber 1925; Hester 1978; Levy 1978;
Breschini and Haversat 1994 and 1999). That the languages belong to two different
families (in fact, hypothetical super families), Hokan and Penutian respectively, the
division is viewed in even more rigid terms. This has worked against the recognizability
of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation because the combination is frequently viewed as
artificial. In the following section, I summarize information about the Esselen and
Costanoan/Ohlone languages. I focus on the aspects of the languages that reflect
conjunctures due to a long history of intensive interaction and bilingualism. The
linguistic prehistory of the two languages makes dubious claims of a rigid separation
between Esselen and Rumsen peoples.

Language Differences and Prehistoric Conjunctures
Costanoan/Ohlone languages were spoken from the San Francisco Peninsula (and
perhaps on the north shore of the bay as well) to the Carquinez Straits and from Big Sur
to Soledad. Presence of speakers of proto-Hokan languages in this area has been dated to
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at least 10,000 BC. Linguistic and archaeological evidence indicate that speakers of
Penutian proto-Ohlonean languages migrated from the San Joaquin and Sacramento
Valleys to the coast at around 500 BC (Moratto 1984, Milliken et al. 2007, Breschini and
Haversat 2004:191-195). Whether this movement was inspired by aspirations of
territorial expansion resulting in the violent conquest of Esselen-speaking peoples has not
been revealed in the archaeological record. Ethnohistorical and archaeological data seem
to reveal that while Ohlone-speaking and Esselen-speaking peoples were on amicable
terms, trade and resource related hostilities occurred between them as well as between
Esselen and Salinan peoples.
Kroeber divided Costanoan or Ohlone into northern and southern divisions (see
also Beeler 1961) and seven known languages or dialect groups while clearly indicating
the possibility of additional variations (1910:239 and 1925:463, 465). Heizer (1974:3)
and Levy (1978:485) identified eight distinct languages. Ohlone is now generally
considered to consist of eight languages. However, additional dialectical differences are
apparent (and recent scholarship demonstrates, as Father Arroyo de la Cuesta described, a
clinal change in dialectical variation from one village to the next (Milliken 1995:26,
Milliken et al. 1993:23, Bean 1994:xxvii). Yet the dialectical variation among the
Northern Costanoan languages (Chochenyo, Ramaytush and Tamyen) appear to be slight
enough that Milliken et al. (2007) proposed that they be combined into a single
language: San Francisco Bay Costanoan. The term Rumsen has been used to refer to one
of the eight separate language or dialect groupings located in the Monterey region. These
dialectical or language divisions have been misconstrued as ethnic groups, as in Levy’s
map in the Smithsonian Handbook (Milliken et al. 1993:23).
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Map. 3. Levy’s (1978) map of late 18th century Costanoan
(Ohlone) “Ethnic groups and tribelets” published in the
Smithsonian Institution Handbook of North American Indians.
Language divisions are represented as ethnic groups.

Despite their obvious differences, the Esselen and Costanoan languages reflect
some similarities. Linguistic similarities of a lesser degree also exist in descending order
between Esselen and Uto-Aztecan, Yuman-Cochimi, and Chumash, indicating both a
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more southerly spread for Esselen and a more northerly and north-westerly spread for
Uto-Aztecan and Yuman-Cochimi in the more distant past. Esselen and Uto-Aztecan
speakers in particular must have had lengthy and intimate contact. The linguistic features
shared between Esselen, Uto-Aztecan, Yuman-Cochimi, and Chumash are probably
genetic while those between Esselen and Costanoan are undoubtedly due to late diffusion
(Shaul 1982). Summarizing the work of linguist David Shaul, I briefly discuss the
similarities and dissimilarities between Esselen and Costanoan (examples are taken
mostly from Mutsun to which Rumsen was nearly identical) will provide an overview of
both languages before specific examples of possible convergence and divergence
between Esselen and Rumsen are taken up.
Phonologically, Esselen is most like Costanoan or Ohlonean. Esselen, Rumsen,
and Mutsun shared many sonorants including: m, n, r, l, w, and y. Sibilants between
Esselen and Rumsen may have been the same: s, ̣š, and s. Esselen and Costanoan show
similarities in both consonant type and consonant series. The same vowel system also
occurs in these languages: i, e, a, o, u. Esselen and Rumsen also shared the same syllabic
shape: Consonant-Vowel. Stress was penultimate in both Esselen and Costanoan. Esselen
seems to be more similar phonologically to Penutian than Hokan. In syntax, Esselen and
Costanoan differed in that Esselen was of an Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) type (although
having some SVO characteristics) while Costanoan syntax was SVO. In this regard,
Esselen is more similar to Yuman-Cochimi and Uto-Aztecan. Noun syntagma in Esselen
is most similar to Costanoan, but in Mutsun possessor markers are proclitics and not
bound phonologically to the stem. Based on scanty evidence, Esselen seems to have noun
classes based on animacy (human, animate, and inanimate), which Costanoan did not
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have. Esselen, Uto-Aztecan, and Costanoan share the same subject marking tactics in
having independent rather than affixal pronomial forms. Esselen, Chumash, and
Costanoan approximate one another in terms of the syntagma of transitive verbs (Shaul
1982, 1983-1984, and 1995).
Shaul’s work on Esselen linguistic prehistory illustrates that conjunctures and
borrowings occurred between Esselen and Rumsen due to widespread bilingualism and
“interaction of an intense sort” over a long period of time. This conjunction took place on
the level of phonology and deeper levels of grammar. Further, lexical and syllabic
borrowings are evident, constituting several shared semantic domains including names
and classifications of local plants and animals, including insects, birds, mammals, marine
animals, and reptiles (Shaul 1982, 1983-1984:48, 54, see also Beeler 1961:197). Shaul
also notes the presence of Esselen twined basketry forms among the Southern Costanoan
as opposed to the coiled type found among other Ohlonean peoples as well as that
Esselen-like words (for example, ama ‘eat’ and pawis ‘arrow’) are found as far north as
San Francisco” (1983-1984:52). I suggest that syllabic borrowings may exist among
kinship terms.
A comparison of the “Eslen” and “Runsien” vocabulary lists obtained from Father
Lausuén by Dionisio Alcalá Galiano, the commanding officer of the Sutil, and Caytano
Valdés, the commanding officer of the Mexicana, in 1792 proves interesting. The
vocabularies were requested by Alonso Torres-Guerra, the captain of the Santa
Gertrudis, possibly on behalf of Juan de la Bodega y Quadra, a senior officer in
command of the vessels of the area (Cutter 1990:87-88). Alcalá Galiano and Valdés
noted “a great difference in languages,” but the word list also reveals lexical and syllabic
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Table 1. Possible Lexical and Syllabic Borrowings between Southern Costanoan and Esselen 6

Runsien

Eslen

Gloss

enshinsh

panna

son

kaana

tapanna

daughter

appan

a-hay

father

aán

a-zia

mother

paap

lashaú

father-in-law

taan

mi-itz

brother

tá

tapna

sister

ká

nitschá

mine, my

shustu

c’chitfu

sea otter

cheish

samás

hare

werren

chish

rabbit

heksh

jekess

lion

hôm

tolloma

mountain lion

tupun

tupur

sardine

zummir

zummir

cypress

yx

yx-áy

pine tree

yrrex

yllex

stone

tuxús

tuxús

ears

yzú

jushú

arms

amjai

ampa

to eat

borrowings (in Cutter 1990:146-149). The list may also reflect a convergence of the
languages following twenty-two years of colonization. Euphemisms for sacred beings
were also needed and frequently borrowed from other languages. Syllabic borrowings in

6

Dissimilar words included for comparison. The forms are not reconstituted but are listed as they appear in
Alcalá Galiano’s and Valdés’ word list.
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kinship terminology, specifically apa or appa and ana or anna in the parent class of
terms, may also be present (see also Gifford 1922:73-76). Indeed, Levy notes that “the
kinship and social organization of the Costanoan was very much like that of the Salinan,
Chumash, Takic, and Numic groups to the south and differed markedly from that of other
Penutian groups.” Large patrilineally-organized households of extended families
occurred among Ohlonean peoples, including sororal polygynous marriages with cowives residing together with their children in a single household. Polygynous marriages
were more likely found among the elite. Further, Mutsun and Rumsen evidently posses a
three-term naming system for children (man’s son, man’s daughter, and woman’s child)
like the Yumans (Levy 1978:488). These factors indicate a fairly lengthy history of
intermarriage between Esselen- and Southern Costanoan-speaking peoples.
Due to social interaction and intermarriage, bilingualism and multilingualism
were socially widespread in aboriginal times. As Milliken notes in reference to the people
of Sarhentaruc:
…[M]ulti-lingualism was a common skill in aboriginal California.
Wherever districts or tribelets of two different languages lay contiguous to
one another, we may assume that most of the adult members of the two
districts were bilingual. Thus most of the people of Sarhentaruc probably
were bilingual in Esselen and Rumsen Costanoan. The people of Kigilit
probably spoke Salinan and Esselen. And the coastal and mountain people
of Ekheahan were probably conversant in Costanoan and Salinan as well
as Esselen (1990:73).
Milliken further advises, “Political organization based upon the language one spoke was
nonexistent. The chapter in this report that dealt with the locations of native districts did
not emphasize the languages spoken, for that reason” (1990:82).
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I turn next to a discussion of contemporary understandings of the aboriginal
political organization of the Monterey Bay area. I wish to emphasize the obscure nature
of aboriginal ethnogeographies and the difficulties inherent in any project that attempts to
describe them. Ultimately, my hope is to better understand the political effect of such
anthropological understandings for contemporary Native people in their efforts to protect
ancestral remains and sites.

Constructed Ethnogeographies
Stereotypes still pose California Indian societies as small-scale and simplistic.
These misconceptions arose from observations made during the mission period—a
cataclysmic if not apocalyptic epoch of socio-cultural collapse—and in later colonial
periods. Since Lowell Bean called for the review and rethinking of California Indian
ethnology in the 1970s, complicated analyses have developed a different understanding
emphasizing social complexity and larger systems of interaction and unification of a
number of localized identities. An alternative picture has emerged of California Indian
societies as ranked chiefdoms with judicial institutions, and formal religious institutions
and societies, supported by complex plant and animal range management practices and
partially monetized, redistributive economies. Multi-village polities were united across
many square miles through economic networks including trade, joint resource
procurement, shared usufruct rights; religious and ceremonial networks, military
alliances, and through networks of marriage on both elite and common levels. A network
of chiefs in Costanoan societies served to mediate disputes, direct economic and military
activities, and re-direct food. A speaker/courier would likely have assisted the chief.
Elders councils, various religious societies, and powerful individual shamans heavily
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influenced government. The chief’s eldest son tended to inherit the position but group
consensus was required. Leadership could be passed to female descendants. Consensus
also seems to have been important to group decision-making. Costanoan societies were
stratified with probably three classes.

Fig. 9. “Indians of Monterey” by José Cardero,
1791, Malaspina Expedition (in Heizer 1974:90).

William Preston (2002) reviews evidence of the demographic and social effects of
the exotic disease that spread in waves throughout California in the protohistoric period
following the colonization of central Mexico but prior to the colonization of Upper
California. Diseases moved through trade networks yielding devastating results. Social
complexity among California societies may well have approached that of proto-state
formations. We might imagine that social disintegration resulted as populations
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succumbed to disease, leading to accusations of sorcery and ever escalating cycles of
blood feud. The societies that the Spanish encountered were no doubt then quite different
from those present in California at the time of the commencement of the Spanish
conquest of the New World. Similarly, the native populations encountered and described
by explorers and later scholars during and following missionization and its catastrophic
impact gave rise to notions of extreme primitivism among California Indians still evident
in the literature today. Citing Larson, Johnson, and Michaelson (1994) and Walker,
Lambert, and DeNiro (1989), Preston writes:
Beginning in the 1500s elements of the Chumash and other California
peoples may have experienced a substantial reduction of population
because of the arrival of Old World diseases. Social and economic
disruptions would have initially characterized this demographic shrinkage,
but with time more stable economic and political relationships would have
emerged. The recovering population would have been assisted by a
resource bounty unconstrained by intense human predation and severe
economic competition. Thus, in time, a period of relative economic and
political stability may have periodically sustained these conditions of
relative, albeit fluctuating, resource and political benefits throughout most
of California’s protohistoric period. The upturn in violence just prior to
missionization my have followed on the heels of the most recent epidemic
and a period of environmental instability. As a consequence, when Portolá
entered California in 1769 his party may have encountered Native
inhabitants who were still in a state of social disruption and had not yet
reestablished more stable societal patterns (2002:91).
Tule rafts are generally considered the only form of watercraft constructed and
used by Ohlone and Esselen people. However, when Sebastián Vizcaíno arrived in the
Monterey Bay on May 23, 1603, he described “vessels of pine-wood very well-made, in
which they go to sea with fourteen paddle-men of a side, with great dexterity—even in
stormy weather” (MacFarland 1914:8). Perhaps Vizcaíno’s description of wood plank
ocean-going watercraft at Monterey is an indication of social change following the
introduction of exotic pestilence. Historical societies may have supported specialized
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guilds necessary for the creation of such boats, similar to those found among the
Chumash at contact. Social disintegration may have led to the abandonment of such
specialized labor, resulting in the belief that Ohlone and Esselen peoples only ever made
and used tule rafts.
Popular literature often portrays the Costanoan or Ohlone as a single tribal entity
instead of an anthropological construct based on a linguistic group. The idea that
Costanoan/Ohlone refers to a tribe is reinforced by its status as a linguistic group. This
“one language one tribe” logic derives from German nationalist ideas of culture and the
folk that are at the foundation of American Boasian anthropology. This isomorphism
between language and tribe was also operative among Spanish missionaries. The term
Costanoan derives from the Spanish word costeños or “coast people” and was first
applied by Latham in 1856. The term was an attempt to apply a “scientific” name to a
language group.
“Ohlone” is a misrepresentation of the name of a village on the San Mateo coast
named Oljón or Olchon and spelled variously in the mission records. In 1831, Beechey
used the term in an ambiguous way in his journals from his visit to Mission Dolores in
the 1820s noting, “The Olchone, who inhabit the seacoast between Sán [sic] Francisco
and Monterey . . .” Alan Brown notes that the term was also used and popularized in a
series of memorial plaques at Mission San José commemorating the Ohlone or Olhone.
Brown points to Frederic Hall’s The History of San José, published in 1871, as a key
source in the popularization of the name Olhone. Further, Brown cites an earlier 1850
report by Sub-Agent Adam Johnston on the Indians formerly under the jurisdiction of
Mission Dolores that noted, “The Olhones are called in Spanish Costanos [costeños].”
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The subtitle of the section of the report, edited by Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, is
“COSTANOS,” which Brown claims caused the invention of the “scientific” term
Costanoan. Bancroft published the spelling “Ohlone” in 1875 in a misquotation of
Johnson’s earlier report. C. Hart Merriam was interested in using native names to
languages whether or not the term was actually used, coined the term Ohlonean to apply
to the linguistic group known as Costanoan (1967). As Kroeber noted, “Where native
terms have obtained a vogue in literature, they appear to be only village designations
used in an extended sense (1925:463).” Heizer argued against the arbitrary use of the
misspelled name of an evidently “small and unimportant” tribelet “to designate a much
larger series of ethnic groups” as the term Ohlone began to gain currency (1974c:2-3).
C. Hart Merriam’s newspaper clippings file in his papers housed at Bancroft
Library contains a November 11, 1923, article from the Oakland Tribune titled “Fabled
Footprint of the Ohlones” and a November 29, 1923, article from the San Francisco
Chronicle titled “Aged Indian Clears Legend: Henry Guzeman [sic], Pleasanton, Explains
Story of Huge Footsteps.” Both articles indicate the use of the term “Ohlone” by Native
people in the Pleasanton area at that time. The earlier Tribune article notes that “Few
knew of the existence of the fabled footprint until the Ohlone Indian Legend of the three
steps made by the Great Spirit was told by Tauoa, last survivor of a once prosperous
Indian tribe, which lived in this section of Alameda County.” The Chronicle article, as
the titled indicates, cites Henry [José?] Guzeman, “said to be the last survivor of the once
numerous Ohlone Indians, who formerly lived in Alameda county,” as “breaking a long
silence, and giv[ing] the legend of his people….” The Chronicle article also notes, “A
representative of the Smithsonian Institution once visited the valley to find the footprints
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and verify the report, but was unsuccessful” in that (Merriam archive, n.d., 1022 Reel
75:82-83). Ortiz (1994:115-117) presents narratives dealing with the origin of death and
mourning as well as red paint for dancers that involve the culture hero Kaknú (Peregrine
Falcon), Doña Rattlesnake, and Old Man Coyote (the wetéš or ‘one who commands’ and
grandfather of Kaknú), and another deity called simply “Grandfather.” Concerning the
origins of certain geographic features, including the Brushy Peak footprint, Ortiz also
cites a September 14, 1928, Livermore Herald article that describes a feared “mighty
giant” as the source of the footprints. Additionally, Ortiz quotes from a letter Harrington
wrote to a resident of Pleasanton regarding his plans with Guzman for another attempt to
explore Brushy Peak for the footprint. Another footprint of Coyote’s located on a small,
grassless hill was destroyed when Highway 680 was constructed.
In 1812 a questionnaire or Interogatorio regarding native peoples was sent to the
New World colonies by the Secretary of the Department of Overseas Colonies, Don
Ciríaco González Carvajal. The first question asks about the number of “castes the
population is divided” into. Missionary Juan Amorós of San Carlos replied that:
Seven tribes live at this mission, they are the Excelen, the Egeac, Rumsen,
Sargenta Ruc, Sarconeños, Guachiron and Calenda Ruc. The first two are
from the interior and have the same language or speech which is totally
different from the other five. The latter also speak the same language (in
Geiger and Meighan 1976:13).
What is interesting to note, is the fact that in the responses to the other thirty-five
questions dealing with cultural traits, no differentiation is made between these groups in
terms of culture.
Milliken cites Father Señan and Father Arenaza’s Report on the State of the
Mission of San Carlos, as of the last day of December, 1789, dated January 3, 1790, in
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which they note the mission “does not recognize any Nation within its borders, nor
peoples that can rightfully bear that name.” They proceed to write:
Nonetheless, to facilitate and make more expedient the government of the
mission these days, they are considered as two Nations: the Rancherias of
Eslanajan and of Rumsen. These two Rancherias have different native
languages, and both groups include various Rancherias of their own
language, with no substantial variation. For this reason all the gentiles that
come to be baptized, even though they might be from a distinct Rancheria,
are placed in one of these two, according to their respective language. And
into these two languages, having only small variations, the mission is
divided (in Milliken 1981:39).
The mission was evidently also organized spatially around concepts of language and
rancherías for administrative purposes as Harrington noted in an interview with Isabel
Meadows:
Isabel: My mother said there are three streets at the mission, all full of
people that would have populated all of Carmel if they had not died off,
and that they had separate streets for the Eselenes, the Guacharrones, etc.
(Isabel Meadows, April 26, 1932, 72:603B).
In another fieldnote, Isabel comments on the house rows of the Carmeleños, Eselenes,
and Wacharrones at the mission (Isabel Meadows, November 1935, 75:526A). This
organization, no doubt in simplified form, may have fostered particular perceptions of
language and ethnicity at Mission San Carlos among both Native peoples and outsiders.
Kroeber later observed the habituation of the distinction of the Esselen and
Rumsen among travelers to Monterey that was transferred to documentarians, which
involved a reduction in the complexity of the local socio-political organization of native
groups into two prevailing ones. This reduction was, of course, made on the basis of
language:
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The Eslen or Ensen [sic] and Rumsien or Runsen seem to have been
habitually distinguished as the two predominant groups at mission
Carmelo, much in the sense in which we might distinguish Esselen and
Costanoan, The names were easy and rhymed; and travelers came away
and reported the two “tribes,” sometimes as extending 20 leagues from
Monterey. Data were scarce; and for nearly a century almost every book
on California refers to the famous “Ensenes and Runsenes,” as if they
were great ethnic groups instead of villages (Kroeber 1925:545).
A recent methodology based on the labor-intensive reconstruction of families,
exemplified by Randy Milliken’s work, has developed Kroeber’s concept of the “tribelet”
(a term found offensive by many California Indians). The tribelet (alternatively district or
ranchería) is generally understood as an independent socio-political land-holding unit,
usually consisting of two or three main villages, numerous camp and resource sites, and
from around 200 to 1,000 individuals. This model has been enhanced through family
reconstructions from cross-referenced databases of mission vital and ecclesiastical
records. The model poses a landscape of some fifty-five independent socio-political
entities within the Costanoan or Ohlone area and two to four Esselen districts. This
particular framework makes great strides in accounting for the complexity of aboriginal
social groupings. Local identities are certainly of tremendous importance in native
California, including membership in clans, moieties, religious institutions and societies,
and, of course, particular extended families. This model, however, tends to pose these
tribelets in bounded, autonomous, even provincial terms that may mask the possibility
that macro-level networks joined diverse ethno-linguistic landscapes into large-scale
social, if not political, systems. In its popular consumption, theoretical reconstructions
become historical facts. This has led Milliken in more recent reports to label his maps, “A
Hypothetical Reconstruction of Tribal Territories” (e.g., 2002:33). Indeed, Milliken and
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Chester King, as Bean notes, conclude that “[p]recise political boundaries at the period of
contact…are now impossible to define (Bean 1994:xxvii).
Milliken’s initial 1981 analysis of incompletely reconstituted mission records
allowed only the “most tentative statements about the territorial patterning of marriage
networks.” With that caveat, evaluating Cook’s argument that speakers of Ohlone and
speakers of Esselen were highly distinct culturally and did not intermarry freely (Cook
1974a and 1974b), Milliken finds that the rate of intermarriage between Esselen and
Costanoan speakers was approximately fifteen percent at contact and among the first
generation in the early colonial period. A similar rate of intermarriage occurred between
the Rumsen and their other neighbors as well as among communities throughout the
region. Cook found that the low rates of exogamy indicated enmity between the Esselen
and Rumsen. Milliken suggests “that such a high rate of tribelet endogamy was typical of
the entire area at the contact period and that such patterns were maintained in the first
generation at the mission.” Violent conflict is also reported and is often cited as evidence
of a strict separation of ethnic identities and the tribelet as the general level of sociopolitical organization in Central California. For example, in their report for the expedition
of 1792, Valdés and Alcalá Galiano note, “the continual wars that they (the Eslenes and
Runsienes) had with the neighboring nations,” seemingly indicating that wars were
fought against other neighboring nations rather than among the Eslenes and Runsienes
(Cutter 1990:139-140). Nevertheless, Valdés and Alcalá Galiano quote from TorresGuerra’s letter to Father President Lasuén where he notes, “The Mission of Carmel is a
mixture of Indians of the Eslen and Runsien languages, which two nations are so opposite
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from each other that it costs infinite effort to reconcile the two because their ill will is
reciprocal” (in Cutter 1990:149).
However, as Milliken notes, we would expect rates of inter-marriage to have
decreased at contact due to stresses, including environmental ones, caused by
colonization. For Milliken, “The possibility of a special antagonism between Ohlonean
and Esselen speakers remains an open question (1981:88),” and his evaluation of
exogamous marriage neither proves nor disproves Cooks argument (1981:83-86). In a
later 1990 study of the ethnohistory and ethnogeography of the Big Sur region, Milliken,
following Bennyhoff (1977), explores suffixes of women’s personal names among
Costanoan and Esselen peoples. He concludes that “Sarhentaruc, Rumsen, and Ensen are
heavily intermingled with their Esselen neighbors” (1990:73).
Milliken clearly emphasizes the complexity of socio-political organization in
Central California and the various problems associated with tribelet and territorial
reconstructions. Importantly, he writes:
In fact, people seemed to refer to themselves and their neighbors in a
variety of ways.…Persons in a tribelet probably spoke of themselves as
‘we’ [or the people] and left it to their neighbors to apply a descriptive
group name to them.…Aboriginal Californians often referred to their
neighbors according to the general compass direction in which they lived
(1981:66).
Milliken provides a translation from a 1780 report of Father Pieras and Father Sitjar at
Mission San Antonio that adds clarity to the issue of nomenclature. “No nation 7 is known
by a universally understood name. They distinguish themselves only by village, direction
7

The Spanish frequently used the term nación or nation, in the sense of a people, to refer to Indian societies
rather than, for example, tribu (tribe). In California, Spanish missionaries frequently used the term
ranchería to refer to multi-village polities (though the term was sometimes used to refer to specific
villages), what Kroeber defined as “tribelets” (1925:830-850 and 1955), and what Milliken sometimes
refers to as “districts” (see, for example, 1990:17-21).
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and language (1981:66).” While referring to neighboring groups in terms of cardinal
directions is relative, it is likely, though, that certain relationships were more salient than
others, so that one group may think of themselves as primarily southerners to the
northerners rather than equally as both southerners and northerners, as seems to be the
case with the people of the Monterey Peninsula and the people of Big Sur.
The term Rumsen has a thin documentary history. The term is found only seven
times in the registers of San Carlos in the 1790s, fully twenty years after the founding of
the mission. Milliken argues that references in baptismal records to a neophyte’s origin
were initially on the level of the village and later referred to a larger multi-village entity:
When the Rumsen were first being baptized in the 1770’s, they were easily
distinguishable to the priests by village group. As their relative population
in the mission rancheria grew smaller in the late 1780’s, they came to be
seen as only one of many aggregations of people within the mission
community by the new priests, those priests called them the Rumsen
people, meaning a tribelet rather than village group (1981:54).
The uses of the term Rumsen—one marriage record, one confirmation record, two
baptisms, and two deaths—appear to refer to a multi-village tribal entity (Milliken
1981:53). Milliken’s analysis of captains listed in the ecclesiastical records support this
scenario as well, leading to his conclusion that:
The people of Achasta, Ichxenta, Tucutnut, Socorronda, and Echilat
formed a multi-village tribelet group under the leadership of Captain
Tatlun. The controlled the Monterey Peninsula and the lower Carmel
valley, an area of approximately 400 square kilometers. The term Rumsen
originally referred to this political group (1981:52).
Given that various consultants provided the term “rum-sen-ta” for “in the north,”
including Salvador Mucjai (Taylor 1856:3) and his grandson Tomás Torres (Harrington
61:668A, 1, 52) whose ancestry includes the people of Sargentaruc, as Milliken seems to
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suggest, Rumsen may have been the term people from Sargentaruc in the South used to
refer to their northern neighbors, rather than an emic designator (Milliken 1981:54). It
came to be used at the mission and was picked-up and spread through the writings of
those that visited the mission as noted above.
The massive demographic collapse resulting from missionization limited the
number of marriageable partners. The genealogies of enrolled members of OCEN, as well
as those of historical anthropological informants, demonstrate this dynamic (see
Appendix A). In the next section, I look at some evidence of larger regional interaction
among the peoples of Central California, which added to the complexity of social
organization and identity.

Regional Interaction
Adding to the complexity of the indigenous sociopolitical geographies is the
interaction of groups over vast regions. Parties from the Columbia River came to New
Almaden for the cinnabar available there (Levy 1978:493). More immediately, Yokuts
from the Central Valley traveled to the coast to utilize resources there. This raises the
possibility of usufruct rights which were held by native populations that lived hundreds
of miles from the sites in question, although there is also some evidence of violent
conflict. Further, higher order identities, which crossed linguistic lines, may have been
effected or activated, or at least stimulated, by such contact.
Milliken (1981:43-44) cites an article by Arnold Pilling quoting Alexander
Taylor’s 1860 description of Yokuts traveling to Monterey:
In the month of May, 1859, the people of Monterey were surprised one
day to see al large cavalcade coming into the town, who, to their surprise,
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turned out to be a company of Indians, from the Merced river and vicinity,
all mounted on fine horses and generally pretty well dressed and equipped
in the Spanish fashion of California. They numbered about 50, many of
whom were armed with rifles. The most of them spoke Spanish and
broken English. Their expedition was after muscles [mussels] and
avalones [abalones] (in Pilling 1950:438).
When Pilling conducted his research in the Monterey area, Mr. Stephen Fields relayed
the following information to him concerning Yokuts visitations:
The Tulares came once a year. They bathed in the Monterrey Bay and
scraped their skin. They stayed about two weeks. The Tulares took back
mussels and abalones. They fought with the Carmel Indians when they
came. At one of these fights in the 1830’s or 1840’s a small child was
abandoned; her mother and father must have been killed. My greatgrandfather raised this girl with my grandfather (Pilling 1950:440 in
Milliken 1981:44).
Similarly, when Philip Mills Jones (1900) surveyed middens along the Big Sur coast, he
spoke with Mrs. Anselma Post. She advised Jones that:
…very few Indians lived along the coast here, and that many of the camp
sites and refuse heaps had been made by bands from the Tulare (San
Joaquin) valley, who came over the mountains every year for the purpose
of getting sea food (in Pilling 1950:439).
Milliken also quotes a July 29, 1924, article in the Salinas Daily Journal, “Some Bits of
History from the Old Files of the Salinas Journal,” containing an article of unknown date:
Indians March to Sea – A large band of Indians from the Tulare lake
section passed through Salinas yesterday on their way to Monterey bay to
catch fish and dry abalones. Chief Joaquin, who was a Mission Indian and
speaks good Spanish, said that his race was dying off, and formerly they
had hundreds on this annual gather at the sea, while they now have less
than a hundred. He spoke of the disappearance of the game, and said that
formerly he never saw a fence, while now they are found everywhere.
Also they formerly had regular camping grounds, where mortars and
pesteles [pestles] were left to grind the acrons [acorns], but since the
advent of the white men, these caches had been disturbed causing much
inconvenience (1981:119).
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Harrington’s informants also noted the annual coastal excursions of Yokuts to the
Monterey area. Laura Escobar provided the following information in January 1930:
Laura’s mother told her that Tulareños came here bartering
soquillas for dogs. They gestured that they would give a necklace for a
dog.
Who knows if they did not eat some where they were camping. Most of
the dogs were taken with them back to The Tular, they kept them tied all
the way. A lot of them came here on horseback to trade. They came here
every little while. And another thing that they wanted was aulones
(abalones). The one who could talk more said, “mi mujel aquí, mi mujel
aqui” [‘my woman here, my woman here’ in broken Spanish] (gesture of
holding the lobes of both ears) — the captain did not know anything else,
but he would always make it understood that he wanted aulones
[abalones]. They didn’t have money to buy things, but they came bartering
things.
Informant still had the necklaces that her mother got from those
Tulareños were of glass beads, white, red, black, blue, surely bought by
the Tulareños. They knew how to do beadwork, the Indians here did not.
The Tulareños also brought mats to use on floor like rugs, woven
of grass informant thinks and had lines of green and red in them to
decorate them.
Informants mother said of the Tulareños: They came selling glass
beads, referring to the glass bead necklaces (Laura Escobar-Ramirez,
71:626B, 1; 71:627A, 2; 71:627B, 3).
The Carmel Indians also traveled. However, it is unclear the extent and the
locations to which they traveled in aboriginal times. During the mission period, nonbaptized Natives and fugitives were necessarily highly mobile to retain their freedom.
Escapees at times sought refuge among interior tribes, including among Yokuts
communities, at times taking up arms against colonial powers. Travel for Natives with
the mission system was highly restricted. Individuals might travel as part of a work party,
including extended relocations with the aim of building the structures necessary for a new
mission settlement. Occasionally, paseos (passes) were granted especially during lean
times in the mission agricultural cycle, which allowed Native peoples to return to their
homelands to hunt, fish, and gather (see, for example, Hackel 2005:84-88, 281-282, and
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286-287). Even following secularization and emancipation in 1839, Mexican authorities
issued passports to several Indian men, including Agricio Joseph, allowing them to travel
from Carmel to San Juan Bautista (Hackel 2005:418).
Sometime after the American annexation of California and the Southwest, likely
following a period of extremely limited mobility in the wake of the war, the Native
people of the Monterey Bay began traveling again. Indian servants of Hispanic
Californios from were among the first in the mines following the discovery of gold (Pitt
1966:49-50). Eventually, patterns of travel emerged (or re-emerged), which might hint at
aboriginal patterns. In the following narrative, Tomás Torres describes the Carmeleños as
traveling northward to Mission Santa Clara for a fiesta. The discussion turns to
performances of powerful sorcery by an Esselen man named Fortunato:
Indians went from here to Santa Clara in one night. When there
was a fiesta of Indians at Santa Clara he knew here, fire, all Indians
around, some took a toad from the fire, some a snake, he was looking on,
he took a torepa, and rolled it in hands, and made some balidas and put on
hand and blew and a spell fell over, and no other Indian was more
powerful a sorcerer in the world than he.
He could become a bear, or an owl.
This man was named Fortunato, an Eselen, very ugly, red eyes.
He had a stick 2½ feet long with markings, and everybody he had
killed he put a notch on the stick. Ate only potatoes and squash and
squirrels. Had round hut. Had a bow sinew backed, tucked branches in belt
sticking up and down, and squirrels thought he was a branch and he shot
them. He liked informant and used to carry informant around when a boy,
and made a bow and arrows for informant (61:609A, 17).
On the other hand, Isabel Meadows stated in April 1935 that the Carmeleños only
interacted with the Indians from the Soledad area. In a typed note of Harrington’s title,
“Soledad Indians attend fiestas,” Isabel complimented their singing voices:
The Carmel Indians did not affiliate with other Indians except with
the Soledad Indians. They used to go back and forth to attend fiestas
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between these missions. The old road, from Carmel Valley to Soledad,
climbed the hill by Barney’s house and descended to la Laguna Seca, and
from there to la Buena Vista, and for Guadalupe, and then following the
edge of the hill till one gets to la Soledad (Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
74:96A).
My mother said that singers would come from la Soledád when
they wanted to put on Indian dances in el Carmelo, they knew how to sing
with their rattles, beautiful voices, my mother used to say (Isabel
Meadows, 80:363A).
She told of a particular Indian man from Soledad in October 1934 who attended the San
Carlos Day fiesta:
Ifrasio[?], an old Soledad Indian, used to come from Soledad to Carmelo
on San Carlos day with a wagon load of these grapes from before, small
and dark, to sell to the Carmeleño Indians (Isabel Meadows, October
1934, 40:378A).
However, in another fieldnote, also from April 1935, Isabel indicates more extensive
regional interactions:
The Carmeleño Indians learned how to tie their heads up with cloths from
the Soledad, Santa Cruz and San Juan Indians who came to the dances
(Isabel Meadows, April 1935, 80:359B).
This note may reference the 1870s Ghost Dance. Practitioners from the Muwekma
ranchería of Alisal at Pleasanton played a key role in spreading the religion throughout
the larger region (see, for example, Gayton 1930 and Parkman 1992).
Some individuals traveled more extensively than might be generally imagined.
Here, Tomás Torres provides a brief description of time he spent at Rancho Tejon in the
southern Central Valley as a youth. He references two place names, the first perhaps
associated with red clay. His ability to provide a word in the language of the Tejon
Indians suggests something of the interaction between native peoples of different ethnic
backgrounds in such labor situations:
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Informant at age of 15 was at the Tejon. Tejon Indians called bear huluj.
Does not know the name of the captain there. Informant was near where
they say El Paderon Colorado, a short distance from El Fortin (61:635B,
29).
By contrast, Ascención Solórsano did not visit the coast until she was a middle-aged
adult. In her obituary, Harrington wrote:
When she was still a young girl her father and mother moved to a little
ranch near Watsonville, only five miles from the sea. Although she lived
there with them for several years, she never once went to the shore, and in
fact did not see the ocean until after she was fifty years old (n.d.:2).
The Native people of the Monterey Bay area also expressed detailed
understandings of tribal geographies far beyond their immediate region. Harrington noted
a phrase from Ascención Solórsano during his initial work with her in 1922, “wáti
yákSuSikmá,” 8 meaning “here come the Indians,” and another, “wáate hayşa
yáksyusyikmá,” given by Ascención on September 16, 1929, meaning “here come the
Tulareños.” Below these notes is another from Isabel Meadows taken in October 1934
regarding the coming of the Tulareños and noting a Plains Miwok tribe name used by
Omesia, wewcon, in reference to a man elsewhere referred to as “El Difunto Tom,” or,
“Tom El Tulareño”:
pattcu-‘utti-wa·t wewconakay, here come the Tulareños. Omesia called the
deceased Tom a wéwcon. He was from Chico or Sacramento. pattcu
wewcon, you’re becoming wewcon. An important tribename that equals
the Miwok (40:519A).
Isabel commented on a song sung to children that mentions the Chowchilla. She notes as
well the Chukchansi:
See şukşantSi, tSawtSila, tribename (exc. şukşantSi.)
8

Harrington added his abbreviation “Chpu,” for “clearly heard, perfectly understood.”
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The mamá of Basilio used to sing a song to her little daughter
named Margarita Premetida that mentioned in its verses tcawşilíta. So
evidently the tribename is *tcáwşila.
Guesses *súkşante (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 40:519B).
Clearly, knowledge of wider Native polities was extensive in aboriginal times as
was direct interaction with distant groups. This undermines portrayals of Native
California as provincial. Further, it suggests the possibility that interaction between
distant groups highlighted larger scale identities than more quotidian interactions would.
This may have been especially true in situations involving violent conflict.
In the following section, I review the history of linguistic research in the southern
Monterey Bay region and provide information about the consultants whom researchers
interviewed. I then discuss the familial relationships among these informants as well as
their descendants who are enrolled members of OCEN. The genealogies of key linguistic
informants reflect the colonial histories of tribal communities.

Linguists, Informants, and OCEN Families
Flugencia Cantua told Iz.:
muy sabroso la idioma de nosotros.
—Isabel Meadows 9

In this section, I consider both the collectors and providers of linguistic
information about the Southern Costanoan (Achastan, Rumsen, or Carmeleño) and
Esselen (or Huelel) languages. My discussion centers on the collection of Esselen
materials; although, in most cases, individuals who recalled Esselen forms were primarily
Rumsen consultants. The genealogical and biographical data known about the linguistic

9

“Flugencia Cantua told Isabel: very tasty, our language” (Harrington 68:244A).
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and cultural consultants 10 discussed below provide useful information regarding language
acquisition, the social interaction and marital ties among Rumsen- and Esselen-speaking
peoples, as well as indigenous bi- and multilingualism.
Missionaries and soldiers had a vested interest in learning local indigenous
languages. Some colonists gained minimal facility in Rumsen as evidenced by an
incident that occurred in 1775. Spanish sailors on the naval vessel San Carlos
communicated with some Huimens, a Coast Miwok group, in Rumsen while exploring
the San Francisco Bay. The words and expressions they used were probably picked up
while the sailors were stationed at Monterey (Milliken 1995:46). In 1776, when a land
expedition left Monterey to establish the San Francisco Presidio and Mission Dolores, a
Rumsen-speaker was brought as an interpreter to facilitate proselytization, indicating the
limited extent of missionary knowledge of Rumsen (Milliken 1995:62).
The first known Esselen material collected was that by Count Jean François
Galaup de La Pérouse in 1786 and contained twenty words, ten of which were numerals.
This was the first foreign expedition to visit Spanish imperial outposts founded in 1770.
Aboard L’Astrolabe and La Boussole was a party of some of the finest scientists in
France (La Pérouse [1786] 1989). In 1792, the Galiano-Malaspina expedition collected a
107-item vocabulary and a catechism that were apparently put together by Fray Fermín
Francisco Lasuén, who co-founded Mission San Carlos with Junípero Serra and followed
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Specialist. I wish to express my deep gratitude to Ms. Escobar for sharing this information, her knowledge,
and time throughout my doctoral research. In describing the primary languages spoken at various villages I
rely heavily on Milliken’s (1981, 1990) analysis (see also Levy 1978 and Hester 1978).
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Serra as the Father President. In 1826, Adrien Balbi wrote of the “Rumsen” and “Eslene”
in his Atlas Ethnographique du Globe:
The Rumsen, spoken by the Rumsen or Runsienes, who with the Eslenes
form a part of the population of the little town of Monterey, capital of
New California, and of the surrounding country. It seems to us that the
Achastlien, of which Lamanon writes, might be regarded as a dialect, or at
least as a sister tongue of this language. The Achastliens, together with the
Ecclemachs, lived in the Mission of San Carlos near Monterey…
(Merriam Archive n.d.).
Missionary cum linguist Fray Felipe Arroyo de la Cuesta, who was stationed at
Mission San Juan Bautista, collected fifty-eight words and fourteen phrases and sentences
from Eusebio Sutasis at Mission Soledad in 1832. Alexander Taylor collected a small
amount of material in 1856 from Salvador Mucjai (the father of one of Kroeber’s
informants, Bibiana Mucjai, and the grandfather of Harrington’s informant Tomás
Torres) and Jose Francisco Duran.
The foregoing vocabulary was taken from an old Indian of 65 years and
his companion, a young man of 25. All the Monterey Indians I have seen,
and there are still over 100 of them left in our vicinity, are of a light or
deep burnt sienna color, with the iris of the eye brown. The old man, a
crafty piece of Indian antiquity and a hale and hearty rogue, informed me
that he was born on the Rancheria called Cakanaruk, now known as the
Rancho “El Sur” on the ocean shore about thirty five miles south of
Monterey and was baptized by Padre Juan Amoros, and that he had ten
children by his wife who was also a Christian Indian. The Indian had a
species of Native tobacco which they smoked; there is also a hot water
spring right up in the Carmelo Mountains, and not far from it a large Cave
filled with Indian figures in vermilion or red color, and which last was the
place were the Indians used to, on set times visit, to make worship to their
Gods. The spring and cave are known to the Americans; in their
occasional huntings in these rugged sierras which forms part of the Santa
Lucia Range. They had a great veneration for the Auron or Condor, and its
Eggs were in great request, as they were thought to give honor strength
and cunning to the fortunate ones who could capture them. They eat them
raw, and a Carmel Indian told me that they were better than any other kind
of eggs, or as they considered, anything else (Taylor 1856:5)
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On July 27, 1878, Alphonse Pinart collected about 140 words of the “Exxeien”
language (“Exxeien dialecto del idioma Esselene”) from Neomesia Teyoc in Monterey.
I obtained these words from an old Indian woman Omesia who was
previously married to a man from the ranchería of the Exegun or of the
Rock the Indian woman was born in the pueblo of Guaccoron near the
actual location of Castroville (Pinart 1878:1, unknown transcription, my
translation).
Neomesia, known as Omesia, was born at Mission San Carlos (SC bapt. no.
01551) or possibly at Kalenda-ruc in Guacharon on January 2, 1791. Both of her parents,
Theodoro Teyoc or Teyoque (SC bapt. no. 00922) and Feliciana Maria Urschump,
Ursump, or Urchum (SC bapt. no. 00904), were from Kalendaruc-Locuyusta. On
February 13, 1807, she married Agricio Joseph Choquis of Chuquis at Mission San
Carlos. Agricio was baptized at mission San Carlos in 1795 (SC bapt. no. 02004) and his
origin is listed as Ensen. 11 On March 25, 1932, Isabel Meadows commented to
Harrington that, “Avricio and Omecia were Guacharrones, they were not Eselenes”
(72:53B). Agricio’s father, Antonio Chuquis (SC bapt. no. 01940), was from Escelen
(Ecgej-en or Uphahuan). His mother, Matrona Potquest or Pocquesht, was from Ensen
(SC bapt. no. 02006). Omesia was eighty-seven years old when she worked with
Alphonse Pinart. Pinart obtained his other Rumsen vocabulary from Ventura or
Buenaventura, a blind Indian from Carmel who was born there in 1809 (1878:31).
Henry W. Henshaw was among the early American anthropologists working for
the Bureau of American Ethnology under Major J. W. Powell. From September 29
through October 8, 1884, Henshaw collected sixty-eight sentences and phrases and
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Information provided by Lorrain Escobar lists Agricio Choquis’ place of origin and Excelen and his
surname as Tiquez. Hackel (2005:460) lists Agricio Joseph as Excelen-Ensen, but elsewhere identifies him
as Ensen (e.g., 2005:270).
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around 110 words of Esselen from Eulalia Cushar, whom he described as “an old woman
who lives some three miles east of Carmelo Mission in Carmelo Valley” (Henshaw
1955:89). Eulalia was also his Rumsien consultant. Eulalia was born on February 17,
1815, at Mission San Carlos. She was characterized as a Rumsen speaker but, as her
mother was Esselen, she provided 110 words and fifty phrases and sentences. Her mother
was also born at the mission, as was her grandmother. Her mother’s grandmother was
born in Egeac-en or Uphahuan. Her mother’s father was born at Sargenta-ruc. Cook
suggested that Sargenta-Ruk was at the time of contact bi-lingual and bi-cultural, “a
civilization in transition, with a still intact substratum of Esselen overlain by a veneer of
Costanoan language and culture” (1974:9, see also Breschini et al. 1999). Eulalia’s father
was also born at the mission and his grandparents were both from Ensen. Eulalia’s
paternal grandmother was born in Excelen as were her parents. She was seventy-three
years old when she assisted Henshaw in 1888. Henshaw later corroborated this material
with Pacifico Belisano, who he described as a Rumsen-speaker who knew Esselen.
Henshaw’s description of his attempts to track down and work with cultural and
linguistic consultants in the Monterey Bay area, specifically individuals who could assist
him with the Esselen language, provides an interesting window onto the social
circumstances of his informants, including prior tribal relations and historic
amalgamations, as well as linguist shift, marriage, and residency patterns.
…I journeyed to the southward and visited Santa Cruz, where
formerly was another old mission. Upon the outskirts of this town and
almost in the shadow of the church—the officiating priest of which told
me there were absolutely no Indians in the neighborhood—I found a little
colony of Indians and half-breeds who had a respectable knowledge of the
dialects formerly spoken by the Indians of the locality. To every Indian I
met I repeated word for word the Esselen vocabularies of Galiano and
Lamanon, but none of them recognized the words as of a language they
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ever heard spoken. Disappointed, though by no means disheartened, I
turned to Monterey as the Mecca of my hopes, as there I expected to find a
considerable number of the once numerous old Mission Indians still
clinging to the land formerly filled by their fathers. On the contrary, nearly
all the Indians have disappeared and a number of days passed before I
found myself face to face with an aborigine; at the present time there are
probably not more than half a dozen pure bloods found anywhere in this
locality. One of the number, an old woman of perhaps 65, proved an
honest and willing subject and she herself volunteered the information I
had so long sought. While mentioning the names of the rancherias
formerly about the mission, she spoke of the Esselen tribe as a people who
lived to the east and south of the Bay and whose language differed entirely
from her own, the Rumsien. In reply to my eager request to speak a word
or two of the language she said that if I would give her time to think she
was certain of her ability to do so, as in early life she had mingled much
with the tribe, her father having married an Esselen women [sic].
Believing I had found the long-desired clew I repeated the Esselen
numerals as given by Galiano and she at once recognized the words for
one and three. As the result of much hard thinking for several days, she
succeeded, with the help of a second old woman, in recalling over 100
words and some 50 short phrases of the language—a priceless boon to the
linguistic student. Though their study is not yet completed they have
served to dispel any doubt as to the distinctness of the stock they
represent.
Guided by the directions of old Eulalia, I subsequently visited the
Salinas Valley to the south, in search of two women who had married
Mexicans and who she said were of Esselen blood. The marriage of
Mexicans with Indians is usually a very informal sort of marriage, and the
tie is usually dissolved on short notice at the option of one or both parties.
Accordingly my endeavor to discover these women by hunting up their
respective husbands proved a wild-goose chase indeed. The Mexican
husband was not hard to find, and from him I could always learn the name
and whereabouts of his successor, only to discover that the wife had
migrated to another settlement or taken up her abode in some distant
cañon. After much search I found both women, but alas for my hopes
neither remembered a word of their own language. At least so they said
and I was compelled reluctantly to believe them. Both claimed to have
lived with the Rumsien tribe so long as to have forgotten their own tongue.
However, my search was not entirely unrewarded, for living in the
same house with one of them was an aged and blind Indian who also
spoke the Rumsien tongue, but who recalled a few words of Esselen and
who verified quite a number of those given me by the Monterey woman.
In addition he gave some valuable facts as to the habitat of the tribe. He
also told me that five years before an Esselen man lived near the adjoining
town of Cayucas who really spoke the language, not merely a few words
of it, but a sufficient number to converse. He was the last one who did so,
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so far as he knew. This Esselen went south towards Santa Barbara and had
not been heard of since. As I myself was in Santa Barbara in 1884 and
made most careful inquiry as to all the Indians of that vicinity—and there
are very few of them—it is only too probable that his, the last survivor of
the Esselen people who spoke his own language has gone the way of the
rest. As the result, therefore, of my investigations I was able to collect 110
words and 68 phrases and sentences of this almost extinct language.
Singularly enough these were obtained from the lips of an alien people—a
sad commentary upon the fate that has overtaken some of the American
tribes (1890:48-49).
For the Soledad dialect of Costanoan, Henshaw’s informant was Clara, who, he
wrote, “lives with a man named Jesus Patceco at Arroya [sic] Seco, 10 miles from
Soledad. She is old and was raised to womanhood at the mission. She speaks Carmelo
(Henshaw 1955:89).” Henshaw notes the difficulty he experienced locating individuals
due to their mobility, finding, for example, that a particular potential informant had,
“migrated to another settlement or taken up her abode in some distant cañon.”
Commenting on the “Washtub Mail” described by Larkin (1962), MacFarland notes the
mobility of Indians during this period as well:
Just on the outskirts of Monterey were some springs which were the
washtubs of the town. Thither went the maid servants and the housewives
who could not afford servants. Each babbled of the things that she saw and
heard in her own home… But their real information came from the
Indians, always on the move, who stopped at the springs and from the
politicians, who told some news that they might learn more (1914:47-48).
Alfred Kroeber collected at least six words and two songs from two women,
María Viviena Soto Torres (Mucjai) and Jacinta Gonzalez in 1902 (Kroeber 1902 and
1907). He interviewed María Viviana’s son, Tomás Torres, as well.
Re: preceding from Jacinta Gonzalez, wife of Pedro Gonzalez, in
Monterey and an old woman, her aunt, Maria Viviana Soto. The latter said
they are Sureños, from Sur. Re: Esselenes were from Hot Springs. Maria
Soto said she would dream of me because she had talked to me in the old
language (Notebook 26, pg. 41, Reel 96, frame 670 et seq.).
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María Viviena Soto (also known as Bibiana Mucjai and Biviana Torres from her
first husband) provided Kroeber with information on the Esselen and Rumsen languages
in 1902, including twenty-five songs in Rumsien, two songs in Esselen, and six mythic
narratives, two of which were partially recorded in Rumsien. She was born in 1823 in the
Carmel Valley. Her father, Salvador Mucjai, and his father, Bernardino, were both born
at Sargenta-ruc, which others note may have been a bilingual and bicultural ranchería
(see Cook 1974a:8, Milliken 1990:27-33, 73, Breschini et al. 1999, and Breschini and
Haversat 2004:88-98). Salvador married Inez María Lopopoche at the Carmel Mission on
February 27, 1816. Inez was born at the mission, as was her father. Inez’s paternal
grandparents were both born in Echilat. Inez’s mother was born in Tucutnut. Bibiana was
seventy-nine when she worked with Kroeber in 1902. On July 6, 1906, C. Hart Merriam
collected another nine words and phrases from the same informants, Beviana Torres, and
her niece, Jacinta Gonzales, who again served primarily as Rumsien informants for both
scholars. Merriam gives the name of their tribe as “Kah’-koon (means ‘south’) Room-sean,” and its location as “Sur, on coast, south of Carmel.” He identifies Torres and
Gonzales as “two old Kah’-koon women” though the vocabulary was recorded in
Monterey. Merriam reviewed and augmented the vocabulary with the assistance of “old
Miss Elizabeth Meadows” at Carmel in September 1933, and again on September 8 and
9, 1935. Merriam noted in the remarks field:
Kah'-koon tah rook is the name of their old rancheria at Sur (so. of
Monterey on the coast). Their language is the same as that of the Á-chestah Rancheria of Monterey and closely related to Room’-se-en. The
Spaniards called them Sureños (pronounced Soor-ran-yos) from their
home at Sur (meaning South) (Reel 39, Folder S/18e/V64, Ohlonean
Stock, Kah-koon or Room-se-en, pp. 1-3).
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In his publication, Merriam rendered his remarks as follows again differentiating between
the language of the ranchería of Kah'-koon tah rook in the south and A-ches’-tah in
Monterey on the one hand and the Room-se-en who he places in the upper Carmel
Valley:
The Kah-koon named the mission settlement at Carmel Kar-men-ti-rook,
the terminal syllable “rook” meaning house or rancheria. Their language is
the same as that of the A-ches’-tah who formerly lived where the town of
Monterey now stands, but differed somewhat from the Room-se-en who
lived in the interior to the southeast, apparently around Tassajara. The
rancheria at Sargent’s Ranch on Carmel River was called Tapper as well
as Sargent-a-ruk (19.67:372).
The last Esselen material to be collected was by J. P. Harrington after discovering,
according to Shaul, that his Rumsen informant, Isabel Meadows, had heard Esselen
spoken as a child (1995:192-193). Isabel worked with Harrington from 1929 to 1939,
first on Rumsen, in which she had greater facility, and later on Esselen. Evidently, Isabel
knew only eleven words of Esselen (Mills 1986:122). However, Tomás Torres provided
some Esselen forms as well during interviews that predated Harrington’s work with
Meadows (61:618B). Harrington indicates that he collected Esselen material as early as
1911, though no evidence has been located to demonstrate this (Mills 1986:124).
Harrington began developing a paper on the Esselen language, which he first presented in
November 1913 at the San Francisco Society of the Archaeological Institute of America
at Berkeley as well as a later draft in 1916 (see 81:1-441). His attempt in 1917 to locate
an Esselen speaker was apparently unsuccessful (Mills 1986:121). Isabel A. Meadows
was born on July 7, 1846, of James Meadows, an Englishman, and Loreta Onésimo.

Fig. 10, pages 105-107. High-level genealogical overview of OCEN families indicating consultancy
relationships with anthropologists and other scholars (prepared by Lorraine
Escobar).
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Loreta’s father, Onésimo Antonio (San Carlos baptism no. 02105) was born at San Carlos
in 1796. His father, Amadeo Yeucharom (San Carlos baptism no. 0249), was born in
Echilat in 1771, while his mother, María Leeus de las Nieves, was born in Sargenta-ruc
(San Carlos baptism no. 0713). Loreta’s mother, María Ignacia, was, like her father, born
at the mission (San Carlos baptism no. 02323). Her father, Codrato Antonio Patcalaush,
was born in Ensen (San Carlos baptism no. 01737).
Lorraine Escobar documented and provided the genealogical information
presented in a simplified narrative form in Appendix A (see Escobar 1997). The
information presented traces familial relationships going back three to four generations
from the current older generation, highlighting relationships to individuals who served as
cultural and linguistic informants for anthropologists and other scholars.
The genealogical information provides a sense of the of the kinship structures that
encouraged multilingualism among Native peoples of the Monterey area. Also reflected,
no doubt, is the ethnogenesis wrought by the demographic collapse of the mission period.
In the next section, I attempt to explore aspects of identity further, looking to
Harrington’s informants’ understandings of local identities that offer details that
complicate the discussion and, conversely, indicate an ongoing reduction in the
knowledge of ethnogeography and aspects of aboriginal identity.

Complications and Attenuations
Harrington’s twentieth century informants recognized a number of tribal
designations that in many instances were no longer actively used. One of Harrington’s
methodologies was to present statements of other scholars to his informants, as well as
statements from other informants to rehear the information. This was, of course, always
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done with an ear for the correct rendering of the pronunciation. The following note deals
with the name Guacharon, which was widely known among Carmel Indians and beyond
at the time of Harrington’s fieldwork. The first part of the note was taken during an
interview with Harrington’s Mutsun informant, Ascensión Solórsano, in Monterey on
September 16, 1929. A parenthetical note references information provided by Laura
Escobar-Ramirez. The second part of the note was written in October 1934 when
Harrington was working with Isabel Meadows.
wátS· tribename. Has heard wátS· rún. Very important, actually knows.
They were from here (Monterey). Knows watc.ron, guacharón, Omesia
was one of these, from El Peñón. Plural watc.ronakay….When I ask what
wastc.ronta would mean, says at once it equals their country, there in their
land. watc.ron turra, the Guacharon country (Isabel Meadows, October
1934, 40:517A).
Ascención Solórsano provided several tribal names to Harrington in 1929, which he
reheard with his other informants. The first name, Wenyren (Rabbit People), is in
reference to the people west of the Mutsun:
wen.yren, tribename
Guesses wen.yeren, plural wen.yerenakay. Never heard and does
not know etymology knows ‘ttcemak-ser.yen, we are going rabbit hunting
(Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 40:517B).
The next tribal name, Támmariwas, refers to the westerly wind:
támmariwaş, tribename
támariwaş, the wind from the west, she thinks. támmariwaş.
When I read this word to informant in 1929 she knows instantly. It is a
nation name, same as such a name as wen.ye.rén (volunteers that latter is a
tribename). Thinks it is a name of the winds, and if could know name of
the winds could tell me what direction it is in. But figures that it is the
direction of Las Aromas from San Juan, for heard that there were lots of
Indians in Las Aromas (Ascensión Solórsano de Cervantes, September 18,
1929, and reheard with Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 40:520A).
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Ascensión provides the name for her people or nation, Mútsun. Interestingly, the idiom of
nation is used in these discussions. However, its use exhibits continuity with the Spanish
preference for the term to refer to a people:
mútsun. Informant knows this word when I ask her it. It seems that
almost syllable division falls between the “t” and the “s.” Agrees that it is
name of the nation.
They called the nation mut.sun….
Knows mút.şún well. It was a rancho there (Ascensión Solórsano
de Cervantes, September 16, September 24, and August 23, 1929, 40:
521B-522B).
Finally, two other peoples that neighbored the Mutsun are provided and reheard, the
Paxcin and Ausaymas:
Isabel: Ascensión also called paxcin a rancho. Both paxcin and
mut.s un are evidently tribenames….
Ascensión: The Ausaymas lived de San Juan up against the hills.
Where Watsonville is.
Isabel: likes both ‘awsayma and ‘awşayma as restorations... (Isabel
Meadows, October 1934, Ascensión Solórsano de Cervantes, August 22
and August 25, 1929, 40:525A).
For his rehearings, Harrington would prepare lengthy citations of tribe names to
review with his informant. These citations reflect the complexity of scholarly and
anthropological renderings of tribal nomenclature to this point. That Harrington’s
consultants could not clearly delineate precontact socio-political entities indicates how
such knowledge had receded over the 150 years following colonization. Below are the
entries for Kalindaruk and Rumsen. Three different dates are stamped or written on the
following note. No informant is clearly identified but the dates suggest that it was
Ascensión Solórsano. One note includes, “when a boy,” while another uses the pronoun
‘she.’ The male informant is likely Tomás Torres. Isabel Meadows comments on some
village names from the list given as well in November 1935. The entries reflect
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understandings of tribal names among elder Mutsun and Carmeleño peoples in the first
third of the twentieth century.
Kalindaruk (kalin ‘ocean’, ta ‘at’, ruk ‘houses.’—Kroeber). A
village near the mouth of Salinas r., Cal. the name has been used, whether
or not with justification, to designate the group of Indians inhabiting the
villages on lower Pajaro r., and between it and the Salinas, near the coast.
Indians from this area were taken both to San Carlos and to San Juan
Bautista missions. Among the villages attributed to this region are Alcoz,
Animpayamo, Kapanai, Kulul, Lukaiasta, Mustak, Nutnur, Paisin,
Poitokwis, Tiubta, and Ymunakam. Calendaruc.—Englehardt, Franciscans
in Cal., 398, 1897. Kalindaruk.—A. L. Kroeber, ing’n. 1906 (proper
form). Kathlendaruc.—Taylor in cal. Farmer, Nov. 25, 1860.
Katlendarukas.—Ibid.,
Apr. 20, 1860.
Excerpted from, H.A.I., Part 1, p. 646.
1922 SEP 15 1929
kaphan, 3.
múştak, at the breasts or teats. (Iz. Nov. 35 mustak, at the breasts
or teats). póytokisy, a large rancheria at the hill of San Felipe. This was the
rancheria at San Felipe. all the Indians gathered there to dance. (Isabel
Nov. 35 prefers carefully poy·tokis to
poy.tokic).
Dimly has memory that ímuniták (single, single) means I am going
thereor the like. Really knows the word SEP 23 1929
(Isabel Nov. 35 tiwwutk, tildillo. Does not know nutnur.)
(40:539A).
Rumsen. A division of the Costanoan family, formerly about
Monterey, Cal., inhabiting Monterey, Sur, and Carmel r. The term has
been made to include also, as a subdivision, the so-called Kalendaruk of
the lower Salinas and Pajaro rs. As early as 1602 Vizcayno wintered
among the Rumsen at Monterey, though he does not mention them by
name. The first mission founded in California, after that of San Diego, was
established as Carmelo in Rumsen territory in 1770. Six or eight Rumsen,
mostly old women, survived about Monterey and Carmel in 1903. The
following villages of the Rumsen are mentioned: Achasta, Echilat,
Guagusta, Ka-kontaruk, Karmentaruka, Sargentaruka, Tukutnut,
Wachanaruka.(A. L. K.) Achastas.—Taylor in Cal. Farmer, Apr. 20, 1860.
Achastli.—Latham in Proc. Philol. Soc. Lond., VI, 79, 1852-53.
Achastlians.—Chamisso in Kotzebue, Voy., III 49, 1821. Achastliens.—
Lamanon in Perouse, Voy., II 291, 1797. Achastlier.—Adelung,
Mithridates, III, 204, 1816. Achastlies.—Mayer, Mexico, II, 39, 1853.
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Achistas.—Taylor in Cal. Farmer, Apr. 20, 1860. Rumsenes.—Mayer,
op. cit. Rumsien.—Humboldt, essai Pol., I, 321, 1811. Run-cienes.—
Hittel, Hist. Cal., I, 797, 1898. Runsenes.—Taylor in Cal. Farmer, Apr.
20, 1860. Runsienes.—Galiano, Relacion, 164, 1802. Ruslen.—Latham
in Proc. Philol. Soc. Lond., VI, 79, 1854.
Excerpted from, H.A.I., Part 2, p. 397. 1922 SEP 15 1929
Does not know *rumsyen.
Thinks *’átcistak sounds best of 4 reconstructed forms.
Has heard kármentak since a boy. wáte karmelenyuk.ma, Los
Carmeleños are coming. = wáte hayşa karmentatkwaş, los Carmeleños are
coming.
Does not know *şarhetak.
Does not know *itukutnut.
Evidently watc.run for last word,
she thinks. SEP 24 1929 (40:539B).
Here, Laura Escobar-Ramirez and Isabel Meadows explain to Harrington that the
meaning of ruk, beyond the literal sense of ‘house’ is ‘gente’ or ‘people.’
Laura, p. 2. ‘át∫istai ruk, the houses of Monterey. Volunteered, in
explaining, how ruk is added meaning house(s).
Isabel says that Omesia when she would see some Monterrey
people would exclaim: ‘attcistay rukk, people from Monterrey! The words
do not mean houses of Monterrey at all. Volunteers kawtakay rukk, people
from the beach. agrees to súrtak ruk Does not know ‘éslanagan. sárqenta
—has heard. túřa, earth. (Laura Escobar-Ramirez, Isabel Meadows,
September 1935, 61: 533A-533B).
Nineteenth and twentieth century cultural and linguistic anthropological
informants suggested a history of localized groupings united across ethnic and linguistic
lines. The statements of these informants no doubt also reflect further postcolonial
amalgamation. In an interview with journalist Alexander Taylor in 1856, Salvador
Mucjai, spoke of the usual names given for the tribes at Mission San Carlos in terms of
“clans” that comprised “one nation.” He emphasizes that the clans could all hold
“idiomatic conversation” with one another, in reference to the linguistic diversity of the
nation, and also explicitly states that there was constant fighting among the clans.
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The Indian clans were known as Ensenes, Escelenes, Achistas, Runsenes,
Sakhones etc. and were considered as belonging to one nation, extending
eastward as far as Natividad and San Juan and from the Mouth of the
Salinas and Pajaro up to the country around Soledad mission, but divided
into septs and rancherías, often removing the sites of their camps for food
or game – they could all converse of hold idiomatic communication with
each other—nevertheless they were always in quarrels and fights. They
had the seed of Oats for food, which is undoubtedly an indigenous plant;
Mustard they say was brought by the Spaniards. A few of the Indians clans
of the Missions may still be met with hanging round the ranchos of the
County (Section 5, Mission San Carlos).
One Rumsen narrative documented by Kroeber in 1902, as provided by María
Viviena Soto, Tomás Torres, and Jacinta Gonzalez, deals with the peopling of the world.
Mythic narratives may provide evidence as well about precontact relationships between
Esselen and Costanoan speakers and the role of language in social organization. In the
tale, Coyote seeks permission from his wife to marry other women. When she consents to
his request, Coyote marries other women and has children. Coyote’s children established
five rancherías. One of which was Ekheya, likely the last village of Esselen-speakers to
enter Mission Carmel (Kroeber 1902). In 1902, Kroeber’s informants, Bibiana Mucjai
and Jacinta Gonzalez, provided a portion of a creation account. In the account, Coyote’s
wife allows him to take on additional wives to have neighbors because they were alone
and only had one child. Thus, Coyote created five rancherías, each with its own language.
Coyote created the rancherías when the people asked, “Who will we marry?” Kroeber’s
informants refer to the five rancheriás as “the people” when discussing the gifts of culture
that Coyote gave to people. Kroeber’s entry in his Notebook 26 provides more insight
than the published description: 12

12

Coyote’s wife said to him: “I do not want you to marry other women.” Now they had
only one child. Then Coyote said: “I want many children. We alone cannot have many
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The Coyote was married to a woman & had only one child. He wanted to
marry another woman, because alone, no neighbors. His wife did not wish
him to. Finally (she told (?) him to marry again.) he did so, & had 5
children. These got different languages & made the 5 rancherias. Then
told first wife that [cut off]
_______________________________
sirxin-ta-ruk
kakonta-ruk
kakun chickenhawk
_______________________________________
...támotk = la ranchería de aquí
sirxinta}
sirxintaruk} = same as kakonta
{ensen at Buen Esperanza near Salinas
{rumsien At hashau? {
Hashawa?
{along river, in mts.
{in the sierra to S.
{ekxeya
in mts South
to which {
{kákontairúk = gente sureños
she belongs
at Sur.
{kakon or kakunta = name of place
{huacharones
near ekxeya, but farther spoke a
different language entirely different
from this. Were all about here.
the 5 rancherias of the myth below
___________________________________________

children. Let me marry another woman so that there may be more of us.” Then the
woman said, “Well, go.” Then he had five children. Then his children said: “Where shall
we make our houses? Where shall we marry?” Coyote told them: “Go out over the
world.” Then they went and founded five rancherias with five different languages. The
rancherias are said to have been Ensen, Rumsien, Ekkheya, Kakonta, and that of the
Wacharones. Now Coyote gave the people the carrying net. He gave them bow and
arrows to kill rabbits. He said: “You will have acorn mush for your food. You will
gather acorns and you will have acorn bread to eat. Go down to the ocean and gather
seaweed that you may eat it with your acorn mush and acorn bread. Gather it when the
tide is low, and kill rabbits, and at low tide pick abalones and mussels to eat. When you
can find nothing else, gather buckeyes for food. If the acorns are bitter, wash them out;
and gather “wild oat” seeds for pinole, carrying them on your back in a basket. Look for
these things of which I have told you. I have shown you what is good. Now I will leave
you. You have learned. I have shown you how to gather food, and even though it rains a
long time people will not die of hunger. Now I am getting old. I cannot walk. Alas for
me! Now I go” (Kroeber 1907:200-201).
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Then they asked where will we marry? C. [Coyote] said go out – thus
founded the [with ‘?’ pointing to “the”] 5 rancherias.
Coyote gave the people to live with... (1902, Reel 96, Frame 670, et seq,
pp. 73, 67A & 67B)
In the 1920s and 1930s, J. P. Harrington’s consultants, most notably Isabel
Meadows, expressed familiarity with fewer local Indian identities than are reflected in
mission records. Meadows and others continued to differentiate some members of the
local Indian community as Eselen, Sureño (i.e., from Kakuntaruk or Sirhintaruk in Big
Sur), and Guacharon; but mostly refer to people as Carmeleño, Carmel Indian, or simply
Indian from here. In her 1928 BIA enrollment application, Meadows listed her tribal
identity as “Mission Indian, Carmel Mission.” In 1935, Isabel Meadows, who discusses
elsewhere her sense of the loss of an Esselen identity (72:466A), stated conversely that
the children at the main Carmeleño ranchería in the Carmel Valley would say, “Yo soy
eseléna,” that is, “I am Esselen.” She was probably recalling a time in the latter half of
the nineteenth century. However, if the identifier was being used by a number of children
at the time, it may have had continuing significance for some families through the
twentieth century.
Jacinta Gonzalez when drunk would say I am ‘es len, and sureña [a
southerner, i.e., from Big Sur] (because her father was from el Sur, he was
called Sabastian, and her mother was ‘es len from here from Buena Vista I
don’t know where). She would add: Because of this I am wicked…. 13 The
name is ‘eslen, plural ‘eslenakay, and is a tribename, not a placename
(Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 37:667B, see also Field trans. n.d.:1-2).
Isabel says she heard the kids at the ranchería mocking Jacinta and
saying how she would say when drunk: I am eseléna.
Before and after dinner this noon I ask if the word is ‘eşlen or
‘eslen, since I find she is now volunteering ‘eşlen. After long discussion
says she heard the children at the ranchería say “I am eseléna,” but never
13

In Mexican Spanish maldita, here glossed as “wicked,” has the connotation of bold or boastful.
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heard the Carmeleño form of the word. I ask her how we started writing
‘eslen through all the 1934 and 1935 notes. She says she does not know,
for she likes ‘eşlen. TODAY PREFERS ‘eşlen to ‘eslen! Denies *’ekşlen
emphatically.
Flugencia Cantua told Isabel: very tasty, our language.
But on top of all the above guesses Mestres Eslenajan to be
‘eslenaxay, and comments: it will be thick (or coarse; grueso) perhaps
(Isabel Meadows, September 1935, 68:244A).
However, during a January 1930 interview with Alfonso Ramirez, Harrington noted,
“Alfonso thinks this Mariano Largo was an ‘eselén. The only ‘eselén that Alfonso can
recall” (71:651).
Meadows described greater dialectical variation in the region officially considered
part of the Rumsen dialect or language area. Significantly, she clearly states that the
language she is working on with Harrington is the Sur or Kakuntaruk dialect of
Costanoan, not Rumsen.
Isabel heard before that the language that is spoken at Carmelo is really
the Sureña language. That is that the dialect JPH is recording from Isabel
Meadows is the El Sur dialect of Costanoan (Isabel Meadows, September
1935, 68:244A).
Importantly, Meadows and Laura Escobar had distinct memories of a complicated
multi-layered moiety system that served to unite the diverse ethno-linguistic landscape:
I just spent 15 minutes telling Isabel about the two moieties, and
the system of pets. Would translate arribeño [those above; i.e,
highlanders] as tappertay rukk or tappertay ‘amma [tappertay people;
above people], and abajeño [those below; i.e., lowlanders] as uinmuy rukk
or uinmuy ‘amma [uinmuy people; below people]. şiy.takiy rukk or
şiy.takiy ‘amma. casero del agua [water people] tunratkay rukk or
tunratkay ‘amma, casero de la tierra [land people]. And surely ores
‘amma, gente del oso [bear people], and to’th[?] ‘amma, gente del venado
[deer people] (Isabel Meadows, April 1935, 67:147B).
Additionally:
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Laura: tapre or tapre ruk, arriba.
Isabel: Miguel el Yaqui would cry out in Carmeleño potcu-wa·t
tap.rey rukk, her come the highlanders, So Isabel knows well that tapper
forms taprey, not *tapperiy or like (Laura Escobar-Ramirez, p. 14, Isabel
Meadows, July 1935. 61:544A).
Arribeños and abajeños, that is highlanders and lowlanders, 14 water and land people, and
bear and deer people constitute Kroeber’s informants Jacinta Gonzales and Bibiana
Mucjai, discussing the Deer Song, referenced the moiety system suggesting that “May be
the deer are Esselens (Kroeber 1902:74, 55).” Harrington listed the possibility of Deer
and Bear moieties among the Southern Costanoan in his culture elements distribution list
(1942:32).
Old Omesia said that the coyote was her relative, and at times
called him in fun ka- ‘ú.rin, my husband. And La Chepa (Alfonso’s aunt
or thinks she was his grandmother) had the heron and Old Garcia had the
pelican. And Old Salvador had the bat. He was known as Salvador
Murciégano [Bat] – My name is Salvador Murciégano, he used to say.
This Old Salvador also knew how to cast spells, he was a sorcerer.
Agrees that these animals are evidently of the family of the person,
inherited by the person, but knows nothing of marriage taboos (Isabel
Meadows, April 1935, 74:120B).
Evidently, it is possible that a multilayered moiety system organized the
numerous local identities in the greater Monterey area (see Field and Leventhal 2003 for
a discussion of moiety systems among the Ohlonean speakers of the Santa Clara Valley).
Cardinal directions apparently also provided an organizing principle. Kakuntaruk is
clearly related to the direction south and the apparent totem of this direction, the red tail
hawk. People of this ranchería came to be known as Sureños (the Spanish El Sur or El
País Grande del Sur may reflect a translation of this designation). Rumsenta, on the other
hand, is evidently associated with the north. Steven Hackel, in his discussion of the
14

The terms arribeños and abajeños might also be translated as ‘interior’ and ‘coastal’ or ‘northerners’ and
‘southerners.’
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persistence of aboriginal leadership in the leadership roles of alcalde and regidor at
mission San Carlos, presents a letter of protest by four Indian men written to Antonio
Buelna, the alcalde of the Monterey Presidio in 1831. A letter unique in the documentary
record, the men wrote to protest abuses in a recent election of four Indian officials who
were all Ensen and of the same extended family. The men requested “that it be made a
condition, that each direction or tribe will elect one [official], and that each direction or
tribe will elect only one [official].” Hackel clearly illustrates that officials at the mission
represented the aboriginal leadership of the rancherías and that these positions were
inherited patrilineally. However, what is of interest here is the use of the organizing
principle of cardinal directions (rumbo in Spanish) to discuss local ethnogeography
(1994:183-184).
Two additional texts from Harrington’s fieldnotes reflect totemic identifications
of clans. One typed text, evidently selected by Harrington to develop for a future
publication, is entitled “Totems” and was provided by Isabel Meadows in July 1935. She
relays an interaction her mother Loreta had with El Viejo Garcia where they essentially
teased one another regarding the personalities or activities of their respective clans’ totem
animals or relatives, the bobcat and pelican, respectively:
Old Garcia told Loreta: There’s your uncle thrown down in the
Cañada Segunda in the road, they killed him for being a thief, eating
chickens. (That is, he told Loreta she was of the wildcat clan). Loreta
answered: There’s your uncle (the pelican) sitting, still sitting on the
beach, ah get up, he doesn’t have the fight to get fish!
He was still following the religion of before, Old Garcia, making
thieves of animals, he used to say his relative was the pelican (80:158B).
In April 1935, Isabel also told Harrington about Salvador Mucjai referring to
himself when drinking as the relative of the bat. This may reflect a personal relationship
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rather than a clan-based one, the meaning of which would likely be a claim to
supernatural powers even dark sorcery as the bat, a quintessentially anomalous creature,
is an extremely potent symbol of the underworld:
Salvador Morciégano (sic!) was father of Viviana. This was not his real
surname but he would say when drunk that the morciegano (bat) was his
relative. He was a drinker, he really liked to drink, and Viviana the same
(72:39B).
Laura Escobar-Ramirez and her husband Alefonso Ramirez remembered Salvador as
Salvador Morciegalo:
Laura: Salvador Morciegalo (sic in Californio Spanish) was father of
Viviana. Alefonso does not know if the name Morciegalo is a surname or
a nickname. Salvador M. was the father and Inés was the mother of
Viviana (71:732A and 751A).
Adding to the complexity of identity in Monterey in the historical period, as Les
Field 15 has illustrated, is the linguistic shift toward Costanoan in the postcolonial period.
People stopped speaking Esselen earlier than Costanoan, which came to be known as
Carmeleño by its speakers. Isabel Meadows and other consultants of Harrington
expressed an understanding of linguistic shift in their community since colonization and
in their lifetimes. Here Isabel indicates that bilingualism was commonplace in the Esselen
and Ohlone/Costanoan languages:
Isabel knew only one José Cupertino. He lived at el Carmelo, old Carmel
Indian; when I ask if he knew ‘Éslen, Isabel says: ‘All the people also
used to speak it.’ Thinks Ularia was his relative, but not sure. Josecillo

15

I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Professor Les W. Field for graciously sharing his primary
material with me when I began this research project. The selections from Harrington’s fieldnotes that
follow were located by Dr. Field. He then translated the notes and provided them to OCEN as Antes: Old
News from the Esselen Peoples, Translations from the Harrington Notes (Reels 37, 71, 72, 73, and 74) by
Les Field for the Esselen Nation. I rely heavily on notes located by Dr. Field in this section. Of the many
notes I have reviewed, Dr. Field seems to have honed in remarkably on the several notes that pertain
explicitly to linguistic shift.
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was another old Indian of the same class, and she doesn’t know if he had
relatives (71:647B, see also Field trans. n.d.:5).
In the following fieldnotes, Isabel seems to suggest a linguistic shift from Esselen to
Ohlone/Costanoan language in reference to the Sureños:
When I tell her [Isabel] that the Sureños are supposed to have talked
Carmeleño, says she doesn’t know if they may have talked Eselen earlier
and learned Carmeleño here on the coast. All she knows is that the
Watcarrones talked different, the Carmeleños talked different, the
Eselenes talked different (72:10B, March 23, 1932; Field trans. n.d.:5).
When I asked what language they talked at the Big Sur rancheria, she says
they had already stopped speaking the Eselen language and they used the
pure idiom of the mission here, such as Isabel’s immediate ancestors
talked. So don’t be too sure that the coast south of Carmelo was not
Eselen in language (72:48B, March 24, 1932; Field trans. n.d.:6).
Isabel comments on the large population of Esselen people and their territory. She
describes the look of Esselen people as different from other local Native peoples. She
also indicates that Esselens as a distinct people or nation “disappeared” through
intermarriage following missionization. Further, she again notes a shift away from
Esselen and toward Carmeleño and Spanish, which may have also led to the sense of their
disappearance that she expresses:
Isabel heard it said that there were many people of the Eslenes more than
any other of the Indians from here and that they lived down the coast, on
the Post Ranch, in Agua Caliente (near the Post Ranch), on the whole
coast and at Buena Vista; that they were light and good looking, while the
San Antonio Indians were very dark and so were the other Indians around
here; that they brought these to here [Carmel] and to the Soledad, and they
married San Juaneños, and [people] here, and so disappeared. The
informant [Isabel] understands that the grandparents of Jacinta, etc. were
Eselenes but they no longer spoke it, just Carmeleño and Spanish. All
these canyons [have] shells of clams and abalones that they ate, and their
mortars, and they had a very beautiful color, these Sureños, they were
half-white, that there were many people, that there were more of these
people than any other nation (72:466A, April 5, 1932; Field trans. n.d.:78).
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Harrington asks Isabel again about where Esselen was spoken. She tells a story of an
encounter her grandfather, Antonio Onésimo, who was a Sureño had with a bear. She
notes that she knew that he spoke Carmeleño but not Esselen, and then discusses how she
was never taught where exactly Esselen and Carmeleño were spoken:
When I ask where ‘eslen was spoken, says that her grandfather
Antonio Onésimo said he was a Sureño and that he was born at El Sur, and
when a boy there he was chased by a bear. And he talked Carmeleño and
never knew that he spoke Eselen. Onésimo was playing damming off little
fishes beside an arroyo somewhere at El Sur, when Onésimo’s father saw
the bear coming out chasing the boy home, and the dogs came out barking.
When old Onésimo told Bill Post he could not remember exactly where,
but that it was somewhere on the Post Ranch. His father scolded him.
Antonio O. was short. He had a dog with him called ‘exyél. This is my
eye, he said, he sees something and he warns me. Another dog he had was
called citnáwş, which she thinks was an Indian name with a Spanish
accent, or English?
The Sureños lived at the Ranch of Bill Post, the Cooper Ranch, and
until El Agua Caliente (i.e., Tesajera [Tassajara]), and probably at San
Simeon. But they never explained to Isabel where the ‘eslen speaking
Indians and where the Carmeleño speaking Indians lived. Also the Indians
of Jashawa were brought into Carmel mission to Christianize them, but
she doesn’t know what language they spoke, but supposes they spoke
Carmeleño or maybe mixed Carmeleño and Eselen. When I ask again if
the Eselen were costeños, she says sure the Indians lived on the shore of
the coast, where they are clams, which means nothing (73:759B, October
1934, see Field trans. n.d.:9).
As Field et al. point out (n.d.), these complicated linguistic shifts, whereby the
Esselen language ceased to be spoken earlier than Southern Costanoan, which came to be
known as Carmeleño, factored into Kroeber’s (1925) conclusion that the Esselen became
extinct before the Costanoan, and were, in fact, the first tribe in California to become
“entirely extinct” (see also Leventhal et al. 1994 and Field et al. 1992).
In the latter half of the twentieth century, most families who came to enroll in
OCEN identified themselves previously in generic terms such as Mission Indian, Carmel
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Indian, or simply a local Indian. One consultant of mine explained that her mother had
only said, switching to a fluent Spanish, that they were “neofitas de esta misión”—
neophytes of this [the San Carlos] mission. Others were taught that their identity was
Esselen. In enrollment applications made to the BIA for land claims under the 1928
California Jurisdictional Act, at least one family, the Butrons, identified themselves in
relation to the “Las Virjenes Reservation, Rancheria de Carmelos (Kroeber 155:527-528,
537-538). When families of roughly equal Costanoan/Ohlone and Esselen ancestry,
formally re-organized under a constitutionally based elected government in 1992,
members of the general tribal council voted unanimously to use Esselen rather than
Rumsen as their official tribal name. The historical external reference of
Ohlone/Costanoan was added to help clarify the ancestry of the community, yielding the
Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation. Today, some families identify themselves as Esselen
and seem to prefer shortening OCEN to Esselen Nation. Members of at least one family,
that of former OCEN council member Cheryl Urquidez who is the great-grandniece of
Isabel Meadows, identify themselves as Rumsen.
To the detriment of OCEN as a tribal community, anthropological knowledge has
enshrined a particular nomenclature for Ohlonean-speaking Indians of Monterey—the
“Rumsen” or “Rumsien”—casting them as a wholly distinct “tribe” from the Esselen.
The first recorded use of the term Rumsen occurred in 1789, roughly twenty years after
colonization. After that time, the term can be found in various sources to refer to a nation
or multi-village identity and/or a language. It was, however, apparently not in use in the
twentieth century, with the exception of Merriam who seems to cite the term as a
synonym of Kah’-koon in reference to the tribal affiliation of his informants Viviana Soto
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Torres (Mucjai) and Jacinta Gonzalez. However, as noted above, Merriam clearly
describes them as “two old Kah’-koon women” and notes that their Kah’-koon language
“differed somewhat from the Room-se-en who lived in the interior to the southeast,
apparently around Tassajara” (1906:372). The term is rarely recognized by Harrington’s
informants, including famed Rumsen informant Isabel Meadows. Meadows recognized
the term roughly half the times Harrington reheard it with her. When she did recognize
the term, she generally changed it to Rumcenakay and placed the community in the
Carmel Valley by El Peñon near the mouth of Robinson Canyon by the aboriginal village
of Socorronda. For example, here in both 1933 and 1935 Isabel identifies the Rum.cen
but does not recognize the pronunciation Rumsien, nor does she know where the
Rumcenakay may have lived (see also 67:225B):
Another kind of Indian community (indiada) here was rúm.cen
(better rú~m.cen). These and the guatcarónes and eşelénes were Indian
communities here. The whites (gente de razon) were called mónc. Has no
idea where the rú~m.cen lived. Very important and carefully heard. no
*Rumsien at all.
Rehearing[?] has no idea where the rumcenakay lived (Isabel
Meadows, April 1935 and March 1923, 72:20B, see also Field n.d.:5).
However, in the following note from a rehearing of the place and tribal name list that
Father Mestres compiled for Harrington, Isabel first does not recognize the term Rumsen,
then recognizes it as a place name, and then finally as a people whom she locates:
3 (Indians) Rumsen (Mestres list)
Isabel does not know
Isabel knows rumcen, rumcenta, locative. Where would this
rumcenta be?
Isabel knows and instantly rumcenakay. Omesia said that there on
the hill that is in the ranch of Snively, at el Peñon where they used to say
was their land (i.e., of Omesia’s family). Omesia lived below this hill at
the laguna of Agricio in Mission times. Now that I am asking about the
rumcenakay, she says the watcranakay and the rumcenakay lived at El
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Peñon — there they all lived (i.e., one beyond another) as: (gesturing
holding up horizontal outstretched hand palm down to show fingers one
after another (Isabel Meadows, on Mestres placename list, March 25,
1932, September 1935, 68:255A).
In the tens of thousands of notes that I have reviewed, Meadows never identifies herself
as Rumsen. Tomás Torres as well does not recognize the term Runsien, “nescient [does
not know] Rúnsien” (61:538B, 9). However, Harrington notes that Torres provides
“rúmsenta, el norte” [‘the north’]. Harrington notes that Torres seems to know the term as
a cardinal direction well. Torres does not know the term cakul, but knows súrtak, for el
sur (61:668A, 1, 52). His grandfather, Salvador Mucjai, provided cakul for ‘south’ to
Taylor in 1856(3). Interestingly, Torres speaks the first word of Esselen to meet
Harrington’s ears, and his delight is palpable in his note: “’éfeqe, la gente [the people].
Knows well!!! First word of Esselen I have ever heard” (61:618B).
The term Rumsen, along with other terms for local identities, suffered a general
attenuation in use and recognition, amounting to an ever-increasing simplification of the
diverse and complex ethno-linguistic and socio-political landscape by the descendants of
those communities. Consequently, the term had little or no significance to members of
the Monterey Band community and their descendants (with the possible exception of
some of the Meadows descendants for whom an interplay between the literature about
their relative and their own eventual self-identification seems to have occurred).
However, in a biographical article that was published in The Herald Weekend Magazine
in October 1980 titled, “Part Indian, Part Spanish and All Montereyan, Alex Torres
Recalls Poorer But Richer Times,” Alex echoes the notion that there were two tribes in
the area. Alex also refers to an incident involving the disturbance of an Indian cemetery
during a development project.
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My grandmother had been born right where the Presidio is now. There
were two tribes, Esalen and Rumsen. She was an Esalen. They had a
village there and a graveyard, where that brick building is. They were all
run off of there. I remember awhile ago someone raised a squawk when
they dug that graveyard up, but I don’t remember what happened (Greene
1980:2).
I am not suggesting that the Rumsen did not exist or that the Esselen and Rumsen
are the same “tribe.” I am suggesting that this boundary has been portrayed in extremely
rigid, ahistorical, and essentialized ways, bolstered by the differences between the
languages—a sort of ethnographic/linguistic “Iron Curtain.” I reiterate Milliken’s point
that such reconstructed tribal terminologies are, indeed, hypothetical and that language is
not the determining factor of political organization. Further, I wish to suggest that tribal
nomenclatures have histories, which, of course, stretch back centuries, even millennia,
before contact and continue to the present. They are not static and unchanging. I am
particularly concerned about popular portrayals of supposed precontact tribes and how
these have worked against the general recognition of OCEN as the indigenous people of
the greater Monterey Bay area.
Importantly, members of the Muwekma Ohlone tribe used the term Ohlone,
spelled in various ways, to identify their tribal affiliation on their BIA enrollment
applications of 1928-1932, but enrollees from San Juan Bautista and Monterey/Carmel
used or even heard of the term. The term Ohlone has gained further ascendancy through
Malcolm Margolin’s popular work The Ohlone Way (1978). Soon, a variety of new
places and buildings as well as public park festivals were named Ohlone. Some
individuals claiming descent began using the term to refer to themselves either as a
manner of self-identification where one was lacking and/or for purposes of external
recognition. While the term Ohlone has little significance for members of the
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Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation—some individuals even felt resentful of the term
itself—Costanoan also has no relevance and seems antiquated and even ridiculously
pseudo-scientific. The term Rumsen as an indigenous synonym for Southern Costanoan is
also problematic, leaving no obviously preferable term to refer to the Ohlonean languages
and speakers in the Monterey area.
Official ethnogeographies, in an array of publications and museum exhibits, serve
to both delegitimize and wholly occlude the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation. For
example, in the exhibits at the Pacific House, the main museum of the Monterey State
Historic Park located in the Custom House Plaza, you simply will not read or hear about
the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation nor the historic, previously acknowledged San
Carlos Indians or Monterey Band, or how this community maintained itself throughout
the twentieth century—you will likely only hear about the “Rumsien tribe” as the
indigenous people of Monterey. OCEN is ultimately excluded from archaeological
reports and exhibits along with the later nineteenth and twentieth century history of this
community.
I suggest that in aboriginal times, the villages and multi-village communities of
contemporary central and northern Monterey County may have formed a dynamic multiethnic, multi-lingual nation, confederacy, or alliance segmented along lines of a
complicated system of multiple patrilineal totemic moieties with local clans and various
subdivisions. This is a controversial position and one that has been a persistent topic of
argumentation. For example, Heizer warns:
California, despite the proposals of some theoreticians who talk about
aboriginal confederations, international alliances, and far-flung trade
networks, was a region holding a large number of societies that had
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limited knowledge, understanding, experience, and tolerance of
neighboring peoples (1978b:649).
Chester King (1974) argued that, based on exogamous polygamy among the elite, a
supra-tribal organization known as Katlenda-Ruc, which encompassed the tribelets of
Guachirron, Mutsum, Calendaruc, and Pagsin, existed in the central Monterey Bay
region and Parjaro River drainage. Milliken, however, points out that “Katlenda-ruc is
merely the particular spelling choice of Father Serra,” and finds the possibility of this
level of organization “very doubtful” (1981:70).
If such a level of social organization did exist in the Monterey Bay region, native
societies would have already experienced social disintegration due introduced foreign
diseases that spread in advance of colonists by the time Spain moved to physically
colonize California. The communities Spanish missionaries and soldiers met upon their
arrival in Monterey had likely already been altered by Spain’s already lengthy presence
in the New World. The degraded state of Native peoples in the mission only served to
further the impression that their aboriginal societies were simple, small scale, and
primitive.
Let me be clear that my suppositions concerning levels of social organization in
the precontact history of the aboriginal societies in the Monterey Bay region is entirely
irrelevant to issues of contemporary federal acknowledgment. I am not advancing a
hypothesis here about social complexity—a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual nation or
confederacy—with an ill-founded belief that this would somehow lend legitimacy to the
acknowledgment claims of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation. At stake in an
acknowledgment petition is the ability to demonstrate that a group constitutes an Indian
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community that functions as a political entity regardless of the level of social
organization, however problematic the use of the terms “tribe” and “band” may be in the
mandatory criteria of the Federal Acknowledgment Project or their interpretation by the
Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA); a topic I explore in Chapter 5. Conversely,
my arguments here concerning social relations between Esselen and Southern Costanoan
peoples are intended to support the contemporary Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation’s
claim of constituting a historically amalgamated community with deep precontact
connections amongst various multi-village groups, especially given OFA’s apparent
skepticism in this regard, which I discuss further in Chapter 5.

Concluding Remarks
Descendants of the larger Esselen Ohlone/Costanoan social world, through the
colonial crucible of demographic collapse and cultural-linguistic change, came to be
known as the Carmeleños and identified by federal Indian Agents as the San Carlos
Indians and later as the Monterey Band. Some of their descendants maintained distinct
social relationships throughout the twentieth century. In the years following the reorganization OCEN in 1992, a number of families, each with their own histories, sought
enrollment.
A key argument of this chapter was that the superimposition of a putative
aboriginal template on the current Indian political landscape, whether a multiplicity of
tribelet names or a singular term such as Rumsen or Ohlone, may obscure aspects of the
history of the aboriginal sociopolitical, cultural, and linguistic landscape. Further,
aboriginal ethnogeographies applied to the current social scene may ignore the postcontact history of the Indian families that have persisted. Ultimately, nomenclatures
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involving aboriginal tribes may serve to obscure the existence of the Ohlone/CostanoanEsselen Nation in its very homeland.
In this chapter, I attempted to complicate the project of understanding and
reconstructing precontact socio-political organization and other aspects of Native
identity. I looked at the issue of the relationship between language and social
organization and concluded, following Milliken, that language was not the basis of tribal
organization in the southern Monterey Bay region. I developed my discussion in relation
to the contemporary political difficulties OCEN has encountered based on preconceived
notions of the “Indian tribes” of Monterey.
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2. THE CRUCIBLE OF MULTIPLE COLONIZATIONS: LAND,
1
LABOR, AND IDENTITY
Twice in the year they receive permission to return to their native homes. This
short time is the happiest period of their existence; and I myself have seen them
going home in crowds, with loud rejoicings. The sick, who cannot undertake the
journey, at least accompany their happy countrymen to the shore where they
embark and sit there for days together mournfully gazing on the distant summits
of the mountains which surround their homes; they often sit in this situation for
several days, without taking any food, so much does the sight of their lost home
affect these new Christians. Every time some of those have the permission run
away, and they would probably all do it, were they not deterred by their fears of
the soldiers.
—Lieutenant Otto Von Kotzebue, 1816, at Mission Santa Clara 2

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the social and political history of the
Native people of the southern Monterey Bay region through the periods of Spanish,
Mexican, and American colonialism and governance. I focus on colonial efforts to alter
the culture and identity of indigenous peoples. I look specifically at issues of land tenure
and labor. The overview I provide of Spanish missionization emphasizes the relocation of
Native communities from their villages to the mission compound, the efforts of the
Franciscan authorities to convert and assimilate Native peoples into colonial subjects, and
the demographic collapse that ensued. Indian people provided labor for the mission as
well as military and private projects. Following secularization and the transfer of
governance to Mexico after independence, the Native community re-established itself on
lands allotted to individuals and on settlements located on larger ranchos owned by
colonial patriarchs. Indians provided the labor for the rancho economy.

1

My thanks to Les Field for this turn of phrase (see Field 1994). The Wicazo Sa Review published material
from this chapter as “The Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation of Monterey, California: Dispossession,
Federal Neglect, and the Bitter Irony of the Federal Acknowledgment Process” (Laverty 2003) in their
special Fall 2003 issue, The Politics of Sovereignty.
2
In Cook 1976:81.
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I pursue the same lines of inquiry in my description of the American conquest of
California. The use of Native labor continued and intensified under American occupation,
even as genocidal violence raged elsewhere in the state. Settlers, squatters, and would-be
land barons ultimately dispossessed Native peoples from the meager lands allotted to
them from the vast mission holdings. My ultimate goal is to understand the ways in
which Indians in the Monterey area were viewed and dealt with by the federal
government of the United States (see also Lightfoot 2005).
I conclude the chapter by reflecting on the fieldwork of early anthropologists
among the Carmeleños, as the Native people of the Carmel and Monterey area came to
call themselves. The history sketched here provides the background and context for the
other chapters as well as bridging the gap between the contemporary encounters
concerning ancestral remains and the salvaged ethnogeographic worlds I describe in
Chapter 1. This chapter frames the transformations to the native place-worlds that I
elaborate on in Chapter 3, as well as my reflections on anthropological theory, identity,
and federal acknowledgment in the final two chapters.

Reducción: Spanish Missionization, 1770-1834
Spanish colonization began in earnest in the Monterey Bay area in 1770 and
dramatically changed the lives of indigenous peoples. The mission system proved
cataclysmic if not apocalyptic for both the Native people who entered and those who
remained outside of mission life. The missions as disciplinary institutions (Laverty 1995)
sought the subjugation, radical transformation, and re-subjectification of local Indians as
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Catholic members of the Spanish Empire. A population collapse involving a crude rate of
decline of sixty-five percent per generation at Mission San Carlos was the result. 3
Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo explored and mapped the coast of Alta California in
1542. Spain, however, did not move to colonize Alta California until 1769, countering
the increased Russian and British presence in the Pacific. The Franciscan mission of San
Carlos Borromeo del Rio Carmelo and the Presidio (military fort) of Monterey were
founded in 1770. The second such set of Spanish colonial settlements in Alta California
following those at San Diego, Mission San Carlos served as the headquarters of the
Father President of the Alta California missions, and the Presidio of Monterey was the
military capitol of the territory. A world of disease, violence, rapid environmental
degradation, hunger, and ultimately enslavement ensued for coastal California Indians.
Missions were defined as reducción institutions. As such, missionaries and
soldiers had the authority under Spanish law to relocate baptized Indians from their
villages to mission compounds. In theory, ten years was thought to be sufficient for a
community of Native people, and the individuals that make up the community, to pass
through the various stages of assimilation: misión, reducción or conversión, doctrina, and
curato. Misión was the stage of initial contact, reducción or congrecación (reduction or
congregation) allowed for the relocation of baptized Indians to mission compounds, and
the doctrina stage marked a transitional period of significant but not complete conversion
and assimilation. The final stage, curato, when Native people would be fully converted

3

For a general overview of Spanish colonization in El Norte see Weber 1992. Studies of California
missions include Castillo 1978a:99-127, 1989, 1994:67-93; Jackson and Castillo 1995; Cook 1976;
Milliken 1995; Sandos 2004; and Monroy 1990. Specific studies of Mission San Carlos include Hackel
2005, Milliken 1981, Culleton 1950, and Englehardt 1973. For specific historical accounts of
Monterey/Carmel see La Pérouse 1989, and Cutter 1990. Also see Jackson 1994 for demographic statistics.
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and assimilated, would initiate the transformation of the mission into a regular parish.
Missionaries believed and hoped that indigenous people could be converted into faithful
Catholics, laborers, and tax-paying citizens loyal to the King of Spain who would
willingly defend the Spanish Empire from attack by its enemies (Matson and Fontana
1977).
Colonization wrought tremendous change for the Native peoples of the Monterey
Bay region. Traditional life became increasingly unviable due to environmental and
social dissolution. Diseases, which spread outward from centers of colonization, took
their toll on non-missionized Indians (Cook 1976a:207-216). Subsistence technologies
and other significant knowledge were lost as key members of those societies died
prematurely. Violent skirmishes, the disruption of important trade networks and joint
labor practices, rape of Indian women, and hunger caused by the degraded environment
hastened the destabilization of native societies.
As colonization proceeded, Native peoples would have been hard pressed for
certain important food items. For example, inedible European annuals quickly displaced
perennial native bunch grasses, the seeds of which were a protein-rich staple for Native
peoples. Domesticated animals decimated native grasslands, overgrazing indigenous
grassy species and spreading weedy exotics (West 1989). Many Spanish activities
drastically altered native environments. For instance, there were Spanish regulations
against native burning technologies used to maintain grasslands. Burns, which maintained
and enlarged grasslands for the herds of grazers, helped to germinate seeds and prevent
the encroachment of chaparral. Increased hunting thinned the herds of deer, antelope, and
elk. Likewise, grizzly and black bears, wolves, and other predatory animals were hunted
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to protect livestock and for sport. The draining of marshlands for use as planting fields
was a standard European agricultural practice employed to take advantage of the rich
soils. To this end, and to bring water into colonial complexes, creeks and rivers were
often canalized.
As food gathering and hunting activities became increasingly difficult, Spanish
livestock came to be a food source for native people. This was legally considered to be
theft by the colonists and was punished as such. With inducements of food, the
missionaries consciously stepped up recruitment campaigns in times of hunger for Native
people. Ever increasing vulnerability in terms of subsistence and social cohesion played a
key role in the missionization of Esselen and Ohlonean/Costanoan peoples. For people
whose identity was so strongly linked to specific environments and a sense of place, these
changes would have been psychologically as well as economically destabilizing.

Fig. 11. “The California Indian Way of Fighting” by Tomas de Suria or José Cardero,
Monterey, 1791 (in La Pérouse 1989).
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Rather than simple conversion, a wide array of variables came into play in the
process of missionizing California Indians. The climate of fear created through military
intimidation would have been intense. Individuals and groups resisting the Spanish
colonial enterprise were defined as the objects of “just wars.” Alcalá Galiano and Valdés
noted the psychological effect of the superior military capacity of the Spanish:
A handful of these soldiers is enough to cause troops of gentile Indians to
disintegrate when they come to invade the missions, or when it is decided
to punish them for having committed some treachery or other grave
offense. A single one of them, without showing the least fear or
reluctance, accepts the order to carry some information to another
presidio, crossing hills and valleys populated by enemy Indians (in Cutter
1990: 124).
Key Native resistance leaders were defeated, decreasing the morale of those who would
resist Spanish imperial designs. Two weeks after the execution of the “insurgent”
Pomponio 4 at the Monterey Presidio on February 6, 1824, Father Durán wrote to Luis
Argüello that “the example of Pomponio has produced a good effect…” (Brown [1975]
1991:230). Increasingly, military raids took gentile prisoners who were baptized within
days of their capture. Additionally, colonial pressures caused intertribal warfare to
increase. At times, it may have seemed safer to avoid these conflicts by residing near or
at the missions and presidios (Holterman [1970]1991; Brown [1975]1991; Cook 1955,
1957, 1960, 1962, 1976a; Milliken 1991; Phillips 1993; Blackburn [1975]1991; Hudson
[1980]1991; Beechey [1831] 1991).
For some individuals, families, clans, or tribes, there may have been a desire to
seek alliances with the dominant agent in the emerging structure of power. Leaders may
have joined the mission system to gain status in the new power structure. Additionally,
4

Brown comments on the significance of the use of the term “Insurgents” to describe Pomponio and his
band.
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individuals with little hope of gaining status in traditional societies may have looked to
the newcomers as a source of prestige, but more likely for survival, as those of lower
status would have felt the shortage of food first (Shipek 1991:183). Overwhelmingly,
those baptized were young and oftentimes had a single parent (Milliken 1991:126). Some
native people may have experienced a faltering belief in the supernatural sanction of their
way of being. The Spanish, and in particular the missionaries, were likely seen as
powerful witches or shamans to be appeased and respected. Native shamans or their
representatives might have unknowingly committed themselves to the mission system in
an attempt to learn the source of the missionaries’ power, as diseases were likely seen as
spells cast by the missionaries, and undergoing the newcomers’ rituals may have been
viewed as a way to placate the witches and lift the spells (Vought [1967]1991).
There was, at times, parental acquiescence to the missionaries’ desire to instruct
children at the mission. After resisting the Spanish militarily and being defeated, villages
would sometimes send a group of children to the mission to appease the Spanish.
Initiation of children into the mission system also occurred during epidemics when
missionaries focused baptismal efforts on children on the edge of death. Baptism in
extremis of seriously ill individuals, and children in general, did not require consent. If a
child survived an epidemic, parents may have felt obligated to the missionaries for a
perceived cure (Castillo 1994:72). It seems children were the focus of missionization
efforts to apply “leverage” to secure adult baptisms. Additionally, once isolated from the
influence of their families and traditional communities, children could be more
successfully trained in the ways of the Spanish (Cook 1976a; Milliken 1991; Reid [1852]
1991:137-138; Beechey [1831] 1991:261; Asisara 1892:47).
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Dionisio Alcalá Galiano, the commanding officer of the Sutil, and Caytano
Valdés, the commanding officer of the Mexicana, commented on proselytization
techniques and the goals of missionization:
With flattery and presents they attract the savage Indians and persuade
them to adhere to life in society and to receive instruction for a knowledge
of the Catholic faith, the cultivation of land, and the arts necessary for
making the instruments most needed for farming (in Cutter 1990:129).
One tactic of the Franciscans was to make gifts. Rewards, especially of food, were also
used as a means of control in the mission. From this description of Mission San Carlos by
La Pérouse, a feel for the far-reaching implications of the use of rewards can be had:
There is neither confusion nor disorder in the distribution, and when the
boilers are nearly emptied, the thicker portion at the bottom is distributed
to those children who have said their catechism the best (La Pérouse
[1786] 1989:85).
Some evidence suggests the slow acquisition of the Spanish language on the part
of Indians in the missions (Geiger and Meighan 1976, Cook 1976a:142-145). Hugo Reid,
a Scottish immigrant who married a Gabrieleño woman, writing in 1852, noted the lack
of understanding of Spanish to cast doubt on the notion of conversion at San Gabriel:
Not one word of Spanish did they understand - not one word of the Indian
tongue did the Priest know. —They had no more idea that they were
worshipping God, than an unborn child has of Astronomy. Numbers of old
men and women have been gathered to the dust of their Fathers—and a
few still remain—whose whole stock of Spanish was contained in the
never failing address of “Amar a Dios!” And whose religion, as Catholics,
consisted in being able to cross themselves, under an impression it was
something connected with hard work and still harder blows (Reid
[1852]1991:136-137).
However, Valdés and Alcalá Galiano recorded the Eslen and Runsien catechisms
used at San Carlos. The word lists cited in the previous chapter and the catechisms
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evidence the effort of the missionaries to provide religious instruction in the Esselen and
Rumsen languages. Valdés and Alcalá Galiano cite in their report a letter from Alonso
Torres-Guerra, the commanding officer of the war frigate Gertrudis, to Father Lasuén.
They note that Torres-Guerra found “the Indians under [Lasuén’s] care so well instructed
both in the Spanish language and in the knowledge of our beliefs” (Cutter 1990:88, 146155). Feigned ignorance may have been an intentional means of resistance given that
many Native people were multilingual and likely receptive to language instruction.
However, the emphasis on teaching Castilian Spanish, the general deterrence of Native
languages, and the fact that mass was said in Latin creates complications in the
assimilation of Catholic beliefs by missionized Indians. Elements of the Catholic religion,
albeit through a Native perspective, were incorporated into the views and activities of
Natives in California. Ironically, religion may have been the element of native culture
least affected by the missionaries (Hoover 1989, Felton 1986, Voght [1967]1991, Cook
1976a:148-153, Castillo 1989c:381, Geiger and Meighan 1976).
Southern Costanoan villages were quickly emptied as individuals and families
were incorporated into Mission San Carlos. Esselen villages soon followed. In Children
of Coyote, Missionaries of Saint Francis, Steven Hackel (2005) provides a detailed
account of the entrance of native villagers into Mission San Carlos. Hackel’s analysis
demonstrates that four separate waves of baptisms occurred between 1770 and 1808, each
reaching villages located farther from the mission. A point came for each ranchería or
village in which most members joined the mission for a one to two year period. Between
1773 and 1778, 454 individuals were baptized, 417 of whom were from the nearby
villages of Achasta, Tucutnut, Ichxenta, Socorronda, and Echilat. Next, between 1782
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and 1785 approximately four hundred individuals from the more distant villages of
Excelen, Eslenajan, Ecjeajan, Sargentaruc, Kalendaruc, and Ensen were baptized. 5
There were 213 baptisms from 1790 to 1792, seventy-eight of which were individuals
from Ensen. The last wave of baptisms occurred between 1805 and 1807 among members
of outlying rancherías following a major epidemic in 1802 (2005:75-77). The history
Hackel describes for San Carlos supports Randall Milliken’s (1995) argument in A Time
of Little Choice that cultural, demographic, ecological, and economic factors left Native
peoples with no option but to join the mission system to survive.
For the Church and Spain, baptism was considered to be legally contractual. The
relationship between natives and missionaries was legally considered one of fathers to
children, that is, in loco parentis (Guest 1966:195, 205-206; Bringas [1796-97] 1977:57).
Through baptism, Natives were supposed to transfer their self-determination to the
missionaries and comply with their will. Once baptized, missionaries and colonial
authorities expected Native people, with some small degree of liberty, to remain at the
mission unless issued an official paseo or pass authorizing a leave (see, for example,
Hackel 2005:84-88, 281-282, and 286-287). Father Lasuén wrote of an interaction he had
with Indians who wished to leave the mission to gather food. Lasuén, who considered
their diets at the mission sufficient noted, “Why, you make me think that if one were to
give you a young bull, a sheep, and a fanega of grain every day you would still be
yearning for your mountains and beaches, the brightest of the Indians who were listening
to me said, smiling and half ashamed of himself, ‘What you say is true, Father. It’s the
truth’” (in Hackel 2005:85).

5

See Map 2, “Tribal Map,” Chapter 1, page 68.
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At first, Spain supplied the missions with money and goods from New Spain,
which were shipped from San Blas. The only overland passage into Alta California was
closed after the Yuman revolt of 1781 in which two colonial establishments were
destroyed along the Colorado River. 6 Supplies and funding enabled the colonists to
function fairly, although not completely, independently from Indian labor. Spain became
embroiled in the Napoleonic Wars in Europe beginning in 1803 and the Wars of
Independence with rebelling colonies beginning in 1811. By about 1810, the missions
and presidios were largely disconnected from the empire, necessitating a complete
reliance on Indian labor. At this time, the reducción (reduction) policies were enforced,
and Native people were relocated from their villages to the mission compounds. There
was little pretense of “conversion” as recruitment activities took on a franker military air
(Cook 1955, 1957, 1960, 1962, 1976a; Phillips 1993). The populations of missions at
Santa Cruz and San Juan Bautista became increasingly comprised of Yokuts over time.
Franciscan missionaries in Alta California were given both spiritual and temporal
control over Indian neophytes. In accordance with the convention of patronato real, the
Church, through the missions and their supply of unpaid indigenous laborers, would
provide the Spanish military with foodstuffs and other materials produced at the missions
(Cook 1976, Jackson and Castillo 1995, Rawls 1984, Milliken 1995, Hurtado 1988). John
Peabody Harrington’s informant, Isabel Meadows, described on March 28, 1932, a scene

6

The Spanish established twenty-three missions, but the usual figure cited is twenty-one, which counts the
number of missions that actually survived. The “missing two” were Imaculata Concepción on the lower
Colorado River and the nearby San Pedro y San Pablo, both of which were part of the San Diego presidial
district and were destroyed by local Native peoples. One apparent consequence of “forgetting” these two
makes it possible to gloss over the powerful resistance to the missions on the part of Native peoples in what
is now California, and to reproduce the impression that native peoples reacted passively to missionization.
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from the construction of Mission San Carlos told to her by two elder women in her life
Omesia and her great-grandmother, Lupicina:
Omecia and Lupecina were brought here at the same time; they rounded
up the Indians over there like cattle, and brought them here. They were
Buenavisteños [Ensen]. When they arrived here as young girls, Father
Serra was already dead. The cement walls of the mission church were only
four feet high, and the two girls leaned on the walls to watch the workmen
(Isabel Meadows, 72:185B).

Fig. 12. Soldiers direct Indian workers in “View of the Presidio of San Francisco,” by Louis
Choris, 1816, Kotzebue Expedition.

The military used non-missionized peoples to work in the construction and repair
of the presidios as well as in various projects such as hemp and wheat production. At
times they were paid with “blankets, shirts, glass beads, and shells.” If the need arose,
however, Indians were forced to work. Missions also rented neophytes to the military
who then made payments to the missions for the labor used:
All of the missions also hired out Indians for domestic and personal
service to the gente de razon. These domestics were not skillful but they
were faithful, for punishment quickly followed any misdeed. When they
were guilty of any fault or grave misdemeanor they were sent back to the
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mission to be punished or exchanged, as the employer might request (du
Petit-Thouars 1956:40).
“Convict” labor was used extensively. Both missionized and non-missionized Indians
constituted this source of labor. Non-missionized “convicts” included a preponderance of
individuals accused of slaughtering and eating colonists’ cattle. Private citizens likewise
made use of tribal labor, and many settlers paid non-missionized laborers with food
(Milliken 1995:76-78,104-107, 148-51; Jackson and Castillo 1995:26-29; Cook 1976).
MacFarland describes the society of Spanish Monterey in around 1824. In both
depictions, Indian domestic labor supplied by the mission is integral:
It was Doña Munras’ first tea and nearly all her guests remained to partake
of the evening meal, served by awkward Indian girls sent over from
Mission San Carlos (MacFarland 1914:22).
In reference to the same several-day fandango, MacFarland also remarks on the
marriages that occurred between low-ranking mestizo soldiers and local Native women:
At the picnic grounds, Indian servants arranged a regular feast. The
afternoon was passed in horse-racing, card-playing and love-making.…
So passed the days and the weeks for Doña Munras and the others
of her social set. The common soldiers and their Indian or Mexican wives
meanwhile spent their time in coarser imitations of the pleasures of the
lords and ladies gente de razón, as they called themselves (MacFarland
1914:26).
Bent on the conversion of native peoples to Catholicism and the incorporation of
Native peoples into the Spanish Empire as a Hispanicized peon-class of laborers,
Franciscan missionaries, with the aid of Spanish soldiers, imposed strict regimes of labor
and instruction. Missions, as institutions of acculturation (Laverty 1995, Monroy 1990),
enforced prohibitions on native lifeways, sometimes deemed “evil,” and encouraged
Spanish ways. Franciscans, with notable exceptions, differed in orientation from Jesuit
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missionaries who emphasized learning native languages and whose populism earned
them expulsion from the New World just prior to the colonization of Alta California.
Once a part of the mission community, Native people were given new names. They were,
with much variation, prohibited from speaking their languages, practicing their religions
and their medicinal activities, and hunting and gathering. Ideas and actualities of labor
and temporal regulation were radically different from traditional native activities. Work
in Native cultures was done on a by-need basis and frequently had as much to do with
religious notions as it did with subsistence. Spanish attitudes towards sexuality and land
use were foreign to native traditions. Strict regimentation and exercises both religious and
secular governed the daily experiences of Native peoples. As La Pérouse noted, “The
men and women are collected by the sound of a bell; a missionary leads them to work, to
the church, and to all their exercises” (La Pérouse [1786] 1989:81).
Unmarried women and girls slept and worked in separate quarters, the monjerío.
Boys and unmarried men slept in the jayunte, which was locked at night. Jean François
de La Pérouse described the monjerío at Mission San Carlos in his journals:
…[T]he holy fathers have constituted themselves guardians of the virtue
of the women. An hour after supper, they take care to secure all the
women whose husbands are absent, as well as the young girls above the
age of nine years, locking them up, and during the day they entrust them to
the care of elderly women. All these precautions are still inadequate, and
we have seen men in the stocks and women in irons for having eluded the
vigilance of these female Arguses, whose eyes are not sufficient for the
complete performance of their office (La Pérouse [1786] 1989:91).
La Pérouse’s description also provides a sense of the supervision instrumental in
maintaining control at the missions. Monjeríos were dark and damp, and fostered
endemic and epidemic disease. Castillo cites correspondence of Governor Diego de
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Borica that identified the monjeríos as a major factor in the high death rates at the
missions , which he noted reeked of human feces (1994:75-76). Otto von Kotzebue
described the monjerío at Mission Santa Clara:
...these dungeons are opened two or three times a day, but only to allow
the prisoners to pass to and from church. I have occasionally seen the poor
girls rushing out eagerly to breathe the fresh air, and driven immediately
into the church like a flock of sheep by an old ragged Spaniard armed with
a stick. After mass, they are in the same manner hurried back to their
prison (Kotzebue in Castillo [1824] 1994:75).
The segregation they instituted also supported the missionaries’ project of remaking
Native peoples into Spanish subjects.
The missions were designed as harshly authoritarian, assimilationist institutions.
Mission rules were enforced through punishments and rewards. Whippings, stockades,
irons, incarceration, beatings, and starvation were common. Exile to distant missions and
torturous executions occurred periodically. More serious punishments were carried out by
the military, others by appointed Indian overseers, and some by the missionaries.
Rewards of food, other material goods, and status were given to those who obeyed.
Indian officials (alcaldes and regidores) were given extra food and separate residences.
The status of alcaldes was marked by their clothing and the staff they carried as well as
the privilege of riding horseback, which was generally illegal for Native peoples under
Spanish dominion (Hackel 2005:248). At least three contemporary descriptions of church
services detail armed soldiers stationed in the church and other guards with various
weapons to maintain order (Choris [1812]1991:155; Beechey [1831]1991:269; and La
Pérouse [1786]1989:89). In a frequently quoted description of Mission San Carlos, La
Pérouse wrote that:
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…everything in short—brought to our recollection a plantation at Santo
Domingo or any other West Indian island. The men and women are
collected by the sound of a bell; a missionary leads them to work, to the
church, and to all their exercises. We observed with concern that the
resemblance is so perfect that we have seen both men and women in irons,
and others in the stocks. Lastly, the noise of the whip might have struck
our ears, this punishment also being administered, though with little
severity ([1786] 1989:81).
Hackel demonstrates the persistence of aboriginal leadership in the leadership
roles of alcalde and regidor at mission San Carlos. He illustrates that officials at the
mission represented the aboriginal leadership of the rancherías and that these positions
were inherited patrilineally. As such, Spanish rule was indirect to a degree (1994, 1997,
and 2005).
These conditions gave rise to reactions ranging from accommodation to
resistance, both passive and active, including armed revolts and the assassination of
missionaries and other colonial agents (Cook 1976a:56-90; Castillo 1989c). Following
the uprising in San Diego in 1775, rumors of an attack on Mission San Carlos in the
spring by the Zanjones (Ensen) placed the soldiers of the mission and presidio on alert
(Milliken 1981:32-33). Father Francisco Pujol, who was stationed at San Carlos, travelled
to San Miguel to serve there when two missionaries there and another at San Antonio fell
ill, “which was attributed to poisoning at the hands of some malevolent Indians.” Father
Pujol and his companion, Father Pedro Martinez, both fell ill as well. Pujol died and an
autopsy was attempted “to investigate whether the death was caused by poison…”
(Engelhardt 1972:104-107). Another reaction that altered residency patterns was flight to
the less accessible interior of the Santa Lucia range (Breschini et al. 2002).
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Those who left without authorization were considered fugitives, and attempts
were made to forcibly return them to the mission by armed soldiers. The forced return
policy for fugitives, instigated by Junípero Serra, was in effect and enforced throughout
the mission period. It seems evident that these policies were not made apparent to Native
peoples in advance of baptism (Milliken 1995, Cook 1976, Castillo 1989, Jackson and
Castillo 1995). Hackel calculates the total number of permanent fugitives at San Carlos to
be approximately 218, roughly 7.7 percent of the total number of Indians baptized there
through 1831 (Hackel 2005:94). 7 The 1795 episode of mass flight from Mission Dolores
in San Francisco, involving some 280 people, is described in depth by Milliken
(1995:137-146, see also Hackel 2005:91-93, 123). The governor mounted an
investigation that included the questioning of twenty-three men who were forcibly
returned to the mission, which Milliken translated (1995:299-303). Their testimony
indicates that sickness, death, hunger, corporal punishment, and forced labor were key
reasons for flight. Hackel notes that the death rate at San Francisco was particularly high
in 1795. For example, Homobono Sumipocsé, who was from the village of Josquizara in
the East Bay, testified that “his motive for fleeing was that his brother had died on the
other shore and when he cried for him at the mission they whipped him. Also, the alcalde
Valeriano hit him with a heavy cane for having gone to look for mussels 8 at the beach
with Raymundo’s [an Indian overseer from Baja California] permission.” Tarazon or
Trason Yapilis, who was Saclan or Huchiun, stated in his testimony simply that “he had
no motive. Having been granted license to go on paseo to his land, he had felt inclined to
stay” (Milliken 1995:144, 301, 300). The first alcalde at San Carlos, Baltazar, who was
7

This figure is half the rate of 15.6 percent calculated by Cook (1976:59-61).
Hackel notes that food gathering while on paseo or as a reason for flight are predominantly marine and
riparian resources less affected by the spread of European plants and domesticated animals (2005:93).
8
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from Ichxenta, fled the mission because of the reaction of the missionaries when he had a
child with his wife’s sister. Baltazar engaged in an informational resistance campaign
against the mission by encouraging his people to desert San Carlos (Hackel 2005:251,
459).
Nearly simultaneously with the founding of Mission San Carlos was a devastating
increase in mortality rates among Native people resulting from diseases both endemic and
epidemic. Demographic collapse was due as much to introduced diseases as the
conditions that fostered their propagation. Also contributing to the decline of the Native
population were venereal diseases, especially syphilis and gonorrhea, which decreased
fertility. Eleven percent of the Native population at San Carlos was killed in an epidemic
in 1802 that was likely diphtheria and pneumonia. Another thirteen percent of the
populations died in the measles epidemic of 1806. Another epidemic in 1828, likely
measles, killed more than twenty percent of the population (Hackel 2005:114). Newborns
died within the first year of life at a rate of thirty-seven percent. Of those who survived,
forty-three percent died before age five. Hackel calculates a life expectancy at birth of
11.2 years (2005:106-107). Robert Jackson calculates a crude death rate that amounted to
a net population decline of sixty-two percent per generation and a mean life expectancy
of only 7.6 years at Mission San Carlos. The mean rate of population decline among
Native people at Mission Santa Cruz was far worse, amounting to ninety-six percent per
generation. Jackson calculates the crude life expectancy at Mission Santa Cruz was 2.3
years (Walker, Lambert, DeNiro 1989; Jackson 1980, 1992, 1994:90; Jackson in Kimbro
et al. 1985:21-25; Jackson and Castillo 1995:55). As local Ohlonean/Costanoan and
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Esselen populations plummeted, the Spanish took up expeditions into the Central Valley
where Yokuts were brought back to the missions (Cook 1960 and 1962).
Missionization wrought amalgamative effects on the various local ethno-political
group identities. Additionally, missionaries were successful, to a degree, in their efforts to
assimilate and acculturate Native peoples. This was especially true for individuals born
and raised at the mission. By the time of secularization under the Mexican Republic in
1834, demographic collapse, new marriage patterns, and land dispossession had
profoundly changed the cultural and social character of the local Esselen and Southern
Costanoan/Ohlonean peoples.

Secularization, Emancipation, and La Ranchería: The Mexican Rancho
Period, 1826-1846
The first emancipation decree of the secularization process was issued on July 25,
1826, and may have freed a small number of neophytes from Mission San Carlos. Some
families and individuals settled in the growing town of Monterey. The Indian population
at the Monterey Presidio nearly doubled between 1827 and 1828 but did not reach the
pre-secularization high of 110 until 1831. The population consisted largely of adult males
whose percentage of the overall Indian population ranged from forty-nine percent to
seventy-two percent between 1828 and 1837 at Monterey (Jackson and Castillo 1995:9192).
Horse raiding seems to have begun in earnest after secularization, though this may
be a reflection of the paucity of extant documents from the 1820s (Broadbent 1974:89).
Ruschenberger, for example, visited Monterey in 1836 and wrote about horse raiding in
that year (1938:507 in Milliken 1981:109).
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Writing in 1841, Abel du Petit-Thouars, Captain of the French frigate Venus, gave
a general description (1956:38-41) of the process of missionization and its aftermath:
According to the laws under which the missions of California were
founded the Indian, after a stay of ten years in these establishments, was to
receive title to a piece of land sufficient for his needs and for those of his
family, as well as the seed and agricultural implements indispensable to
the cultivation of this land. Furthermore they were to receive from the
mission food for the first year of their occupancy. But whether the
Franciscans who managed the Upper California establishments did not
approve the views of the government in this connection or whether for
some reasons of community interest they did not favor the system, of
finally whether, as they claimed, the Indians were incapable of
appreciating the benefits of this civilization, they made few attempts to
carry this out and the greater part of these were unsuccessful. The Indians
thus emancipated, after abandoning themselves to unreserved laziness,
giving themselves over to drunkenness and shameful debauch, at last,
having dissipated all they owned by gambling, which they loved
passionately, returned to their missions to ask for a subsistence which they
were incapable of getting by their work and by their domestic economy.
Du Petit-Thouars commented on the use of Indian labor during the mission period and
following secularization at missions that remained functioning:
The heads of the missions employed the Indians, and still employ
them in those missions which still exist, at heavy labor, irrigation, as
herdsmen, at tanning, gardening, in fact all the work of an extensive
agricultural exploitation. Another part of the community was kept busy in
the interior of the establishment and charged with the housekeeping. Some
missions, among them the most flourishing, had shops for weaving coarse
cloths used to clothe their neophytes, in addition to carpenter shops,
cabinet, shops, forges and other trades common to all. There were also
numerous leather-working shops….
He noted the missionaries’ efforts to entice Native peoples to accept baptism and the
consequences of that decision. Du Petit-Thouars also notes the segregation of children to
facilitate acculturation or conversion and the cultural changes wrought by the
missionization project:
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Many of the Indians who lived at the missions had been brought in
by stratagems; very few had been brought in by persuasion and, to tell the
truth, in general they were treated rather as slaves than as neophytes.
Nevertheless the Fathers, while laboring for their salvation whether they
wished it or not, did not neglect their temporal well-being. Children were
brought up separately and the young girls were cloistered until marriage. It
does not appear that Indians have been actively recruited since the
emancipation of the Californias but it is a very remarkable fact that as
soon as constraint ceased many natives belonging to the gentiles class
have come in to be baptized and then have gone back to their tribes. In
spite of their conversion these Indians still retain all the superstitions of
their early education. They believe in the devil, in magic, in witches, and
have priests who make themselves feared as oracles.
Du Petit-Thouars further described the secularization environment in 1841:
Since the revolution of 1836 all the Indians of San Carlos Mission,
set at liberty, have returned to their tribes in the interior and resumed their
nomadic life. A very few who were in the service of the gente de razon at
Monterey have remained there. In the early days of this desertion the
people found themselves greatly inconvenienced since they were not
accustomed to labor nor to serving themselves. This sharply felt privation
lasted up to the time of our visit but the number of Indians returning to
offer their services was already increasing day by day….
Now that the natives who formerly occupied the missions have
returned to their wandering life they are neighbors no less disagreeable
than dangerous. They kill cattle for their needs, and this without any care
for the future, sometimes without any necessity or even often in a spirit of
malice….
The entire population of the capital of Upper California in October
1837, the time of our visit, did not exceed 200 souls. Like all the pueblos it
was made up of Creoles, the issue of Spaniards and native women, a small
number of natives employed in domestic service, and finally a few
Mexican families who occupied posts in the administration before the
revolution of 1836….
It is apparent already that the traces of Indian origin before long
will have disappeared [in Monterey] so thoroughly that the population will
be entirely white….
The Indians converted to the Catholic faith are called christianos,
the unconverted Indians gentiles. This idolatrous portion of the population
lives in the interior thirty to forty leagues from the coast, still practically in
the savage state. Nevertheless these natives have begun to domesticate
animals procured by stealing from the missions and they devote
themselves assiduously to the cultivation of potatoes….
Two or three families of Indians held by habit still live in the
hovels that surround the mission. Deprived of all assistance these Indians
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live on shellfish collected on the beach and acorns from the evergreen
oaks with which the woods abound and from which necessity has taught
them how to extract the bitterness which prevents us from using them as
food (1956:42-46, 54-55).
Finally, du Petit-Thouars submits a racialized evaluation of the Native peoples of the
Monterey area but indicates that the unfavorable characteristics he describes are the result
of colonization:
The Indians’ color is a brownish red mingled with the color of
soot. Their hair is black and straight, their eyes are small, the cheekbones
prominent, the mouth large, and they have a stupid air which in general
corresponds to their intelligence, no much higher than that of animals….
The native we met with at Monterey were dull and unintelligent.
One cannot help thinking that perhaps the state of idiocy in which they are
found may be due to the cloistered life and to the slavery to which they
have been bound since infancy. What seems to confirm this opinion is that
the entirely independent Indians who live far from the missions and from
those who do live there are not lacking, so I am assured, in a certain
cleverness usual among men raised in a state of nature (1956: 47-48, 77).
At secularization, some native men were quickly absorbed as unpaid ranch hands
on the newly created vast Mexican ranchos and women as domestic servants in the
houses of elite Californios. Milliken writes, “Bancroft states that by 1834 there were only
150 Indians at the mission, 30 in Carmel Valley, and 50 more in private service in town
or on ranchos” (in Milliken 1981:106, see Bancroft 1884:III:679). He quotes Father
Moreno writing to Governor Figueroa in 1833 regarding the Indian population and the
difficulty in securing their labor:
Your honor knows very few Indians (185 men, women, and children) this
Mission contains, and half of these are invalids by age or infirmity.
Moreover, some have run away and others the majority will not work even
if they are chastised (in Engelhardt 1934:184).
The incorporation of Indians into the private economic system had profound
effects on residency patterns. During the mission period, private citizens made some use
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of tribal labor. Many settlers paid non-missionized Indians with food for their labor, a
highly appealing payment due to the rapid environmental degradation associated with
colonization, which devastated many native food sources. Governor Fages took
measures, at least superficially, to prevent a debt peonage system from developing by
prohibiting the advancement of loans to non-missionized Native people by the citizens of
Alta California. He also issued orders against forced labor, which appears to have been
rampant. At secularization, however, the exploitative use of native labor became an
integral part of the secular economic development in the Monterey region as it had
previously for the mission/presidio colonial system. This was the case throughout the
missionized coastal zone as well as in the interior valley on the developing ranchos.
During the early stages of secularization, Indians made-up a significant but not a
dominant part of the labor force on Monterey area ranchos, while an incipient mestizo
proletariat performed most labor on the ranchos at this time. In the late 1820s and early
1830s, the proliferating ranchos absorbed the now numerous population of ex-neophytes
as laborers, and Native peoples soon made-up the majority of the laboring class (Milliken
1995:76-78, 104-107, 148-51; Jackson and Castillo 1995:26-29, 94-95; Cook 1976).
The 1836 census of the jurisdiction of the Monterey municipality included
ranchos in the Salinas and Pajaro valleys. The census counted both Christians and nonChristians from the San Joaquin Valley (who were probably captured in previous slaving
expeditions) living and working on the ranchos. Richard Henry Dana, Jr. visited
Monterey in 1836 and described the racialized labor system there in his well-known
narrative Two Years Before the Mast:
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Among the Spaniards there is no working class; (the Indians being
slaves and doing all the hard work;) and every rich man looks like a
grandee, and every poor scamp like a broken-down gentleman…. 9
From this upper class, they go down by regular shades, growing
more and more dark and muddy, until you come to the pure Indian, who
runs about with nothing upon him but a small piece of cloth, kept up by a
wide leather strap drawn round his waist. Generally speaking, each
person’s caste is decided by the quality of the blood, which shows itself,
too plainly to be concealed, at first sight. Yet the least drop of Spanish
blood, if it be only of quatroon or octoon, is sufficient to raise them from
the rank of slaves, and entitle them to a suit of clothes—boots, hat, cloak,
spurs, long knife, and all complete, though coarse and dirty as may be,—
and to call themselves Españolos, and to hold property, if they can get
any….
The Indians, as I have said before, do all the hard work, two or
three being attached to each house; and the poorest persons are able to
keep one, at least, for they have only to feed them and give them a small
piece of coarse cloth and a belt, for the males; and a coarse gown, without
shoes or stockings, for the females (1946:89, 93, 96).
William Edward Petty Hartnell, an Englishman, came to California in 1822. In
1825, he married María Teresa de la Guerra, a member of the prominent de la Guerra
Californio family. Hartnell converted to Catholicism in 1830, and in 1831 he was granted
Rancho El Alisal near Monterey in the area of present-day Salinas. Hartnell’s “servile
Indians,” as he called them, performed domestic and ranch tasks. Their children, in turn,
became Hartnell’s servants. Hartnell had eighteen former neophytes at his Rancho
Patrocinio de San José as he called it, which was the largest Indian population on any
rancho in that jurisdiction. In total, the 1836 census listed fifty-nine ex-neophytes and
four non-Christians as living on nine ranchos. Ranchos in the Salinas Valley included

9

Interestingly, Temple misquotes Dana in his popular history of Mission San Carlos: “Among the
Mexicans there is no working class, the Indians being practically serfs, and doing all the work—two or
three being attached to the better houses (1980:81).”
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Map. 4. “The Ranchos of Monterey County” by Jack H. Moffett in Clark (1991).
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Indian migrants from as far away as Missions Santa Clara, La Purísima, Santa Inés, San
Fernando, and San Gabriel. It is important to note is that the 1836 census seems to
indicate that many Carmeleños lived in rancherías located on ranchos owned by others.
The 1860 census, discussed below, suggests the continuation of this trend (Clark
1991:444, Rawls 1984:71).
Despite the rhetorical expression of liberal and anti-clerical ideals in the move to
free the Indians, the motivation for ending the mission system was arguably the break-up
of massive landholdings of the Church for the benefit of private citizens of Mexican
California. Contrary to the mandate that mission lands held in trust for indigenous
peoples were to revert to native ownership at secularization, most land went to prominent
Californio men who had served in the military.
Evidence of Indian attempts to recuperate a communal land base at the time of
secularization, and the advocacy of one missionary in this regard, is documented in the
land claims case record of J.B. Cooper for the Rancho El Sur land grant. Included in the
record is a translation of a plea for Indian title made by Fray José María del Refugio at
the time of the original grant in 1834. The missionary begins by noting that the land is
“the best which the Mission has for keeping large cattle and horses.” He then proceeds to
support Indian title to El Sur:
Wherefore I pray your Honor in the name of all the Neophytes of this
mission not only that a property which they are daily claiming and to
which they are so much entitled should not be taken from them, but,
imploring that justice with which Your Honor labor and endeavor to make
them happy, they pray that the occupation of it be given up to them as
soon as possible for the purpose of securing thier [sic] property. I make
this known to Your Honor for the aforesaid purpose, and reiterate my
request in the name of these poor poeple [sic] who are degraded and
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without power to defend thier [sic] property, that you would have the
goodness to act in the matter with your characteristic zeal.
San Carlos June 26th 1834
[Signed] Friar José María del Refugio
Zacarias del Real 10
Del Real’s appeal notwithstanding, Governor Figueroa granted Rancho El Sur to
Governor Juan Bautista Alvarado, Governor of Alta California from 1836 to 1837 and
1838 to 1842, on September 30, 1834. He traded the grant to his uncle by marriage, Juan
Bautista Rogers Cooper, for land in the Salinas Valley (Clark 1991:445-446).

Map 5. Steven Hackel’s map (2005:393) reflecting ranchos deeded to individual Indians.

10

Land Case 1SD, Rancho El Sur, pp. 50-51, 53, 14, 74, 88, and 89.
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Regardless of the obvious machinations of non-Indians against native people’s
attempts to recuperate a communal land base, Mexican officials made grants of lands to
Indians at Mission San Carlos, like Indians at other California missions, during the
secularization of the mission. Three types of Indian land were established during the
secularization process: lands allotted to heads of households, lands petitioned for by
Native individuals, and lands set aside for Indian workers on larger ranchos. Hackel
(2005:386-407) provides a detailed discussion of lands granted to or petitioned for by
Carmel Indians following secularization, including Cristina Salgado, a Native woman
who secured formal ownership of Rincón de las Salinas in 1834. Adjacent allotments to
heads of households established a sizable ranchería in the heart of the Carmel Valley.
Hackel estimates that roughly one hundred individuals were allotted lands around the
mission or lived on land granted to a family member or friend. Hackel reconstructs many
members of this community based on details from the Meadows Tract diseño, the mission
census, and his family reconstitution database (2005:399, fn. 49). Further, several other
grants were also made to Indian individuals of San Carlos. Finally, grants given to some
non-Indian husbands of Carmel Indians also provided land bases for extended families as
well as Indian families from other lines of descent.
Indian workers on Hispanic ranchos were accorded a portion of the rancho for
their residences and subsistence activities. One such ranchería was the Sur Ranchería,
mentioned by Harrington’s informants, located on Rancho El Sur that existed for the
Indians who worked the rancho. Rancherías constituted a unique form of indigenous
communal land ownership under Spanish and Mexican law. These rancherías are not to
be confused with contact period villages also called rancherías by the missionaries;
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however, in some cases post-secularization rancherías were reformed on ancient,
precontact village sites. Helen Hunt Jackson noted in Glimpses of California:
Most of the original Mexican grants included tracts of land on which
Indians were living, sometimes large villages of them. In many of these
grants, in accordance with the old Spanish law or custom, was
incorporated a clause protecting the Indians. They were to be left
undisturbed in their homes: the portion of the grant occupied by them did
not belong to the grantee in any such sense as to entitle him to eject them.
The land on which they were living, and the land they were cultivating at
the time of the grant, belonged to them as long as they pleased to occupy
it. In many of the grants the boundaries of the Indians’ reserved portion of
the property were carefully marked off; and the instances were rare in
which Mexican grantees disturbed or in any way interfered with Indians
living on their estates. There was no reason why they should. There was
plenty of land to spare, and it was simply a convenience and an advantage
to have the skilled and docile Indian laborer on the ground ([1883]
1902:110)
Some rancheros, such as Lázaro Soto, made stipulations in their wills protecting the
Indian lands included on their properties, according to Soto descendant Edward Alegretti
(2002, personal communication). According to Harrington’s informants, the Sotos were
considered friends of the Carmel Indians:
Mrs. Soto was a friend of Eularia….She was very old. Old Mr.
Soto, her husband, used to hobble along....She was a great friend of all the
Carmeleño Indians. She and her husband were gentes del país from
before….Mrs. Carmel Soto was like a rich person, they brought la Ularia
and all of those Indians there (61:575A).
Lazaro Soto was pure del país, buenas gentes, good people. The
old Soto house was at Las Tunas…[and they]…used to have dances of
gente del país in that adobe house (Isabel Meadows, April 26, 1932,
72:451A).
Land grant administrators made special stipulations, in accordance with Spanish
law, that guaranteed ownership of ranchería lands to the Indian people there and their
descendants in perpetuity, even if the ranchería was located on a grant to a non-Indian
individual. Rancherías constituted a special status under Spanish and Mexican law as
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inalienable Indian land distinct from other granted lands. 11 In addition to the various
rancherías located on Hispanic ranchos, a series of small tracts abutting one another along
the Carmel River were granted to a number of individuals and heads of households that
created a large Indian settlement in the Carmel Valley. On June 9, 1834, Governor José
Figueroa decreed that freed neophytes were to receive communal lands and that heads of
households were to receive one hundred to four hundred square varas of land in addition
to livestock, tools, and seed. Indeed, secularization administrators allotted lands to exneophytes (Engstram 1989:36-47). Kimbro et al. (1985) discuss the allotment of lands at
the former Mission Santa Cruz. Those given grants there generally held skilled and/or
high status positions within the mission labor and disciplinary system and assisted the
military in the defense of colonial settlements against the raiding and resistance activities
of non-missionized Indians. Johnson (1995) describes secularization in relation to
Chumash peoples, which resembled the experience of Native peoples at Santa Cruz. This
pattern held true for the former neophytes of San Carlos as well. Harrington’s informant,
Isabel Meadows, described the allotment of lands:
Before, when the Indians married, the Padre would give them
ranchitos or lands. That’s what the Padre did when they closed the church,
and the people scattered, they gave them land wherever they could. The
Padre gave them lands—everything from the mission up to the upper
valley—when the Padre gave them freedom.
To Roman (Alvarez) the priest gave him the land there that they
call las Virgenes, when he allotted the Indians land; who knows what that
place was called in the language.
And to la Maria Ignacia (Cornelio), the priest gave her, when he
allotted the Indians land, where el Rancho de Sarchen (Sargent) is now.
And from there he gave la Angela another piece (Isabel Meadows 1935,
80:352A-353A).

11

For general locations of precontact villages, see Randall Milliken 1981 and 1990. On issues relating to
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, see Kelsey 1979b:125, Engstram 1989, and Jackson 1902.
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Allotments made by priest to Indians.
The mission was run down and most of the Indians had moved
away, and el Padre did not want to be there (Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
80:362A).
The father of Felipe Gomez, Gonzales, and Joaquin Gutierrez were
all sheriffs or alcaldes they used to say. These men went out with the
various Indians allotting them lands when there were no longer Mission
Padres here, and some Indians went to bắccawan, some to Las Buenas
Esperanzas, Soledad, Santa Cruz, etc. (Isabel Meadows, 1932, 72:500B).

Map 6. Diseño or land map of Meadows Tract or Corral de Padilla showing abitacion de los
indios. or ‘homes of the Indians’ (courtesy of The Bancroft Library, University of California,
Berkeley). 12
12

“Diseño del Rancho James Meadows” United States. District Court (California: Southern District). Land
Case 159, (184-?).
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In April 1935, Isabel Meadows noted that the process of allotment evoked the
aboriginal names of places:
All these places had names, and these names came out in the time when
the Indians were given lands. “Se licensiaron,” [they were licensed or
given titles] the people said of this giving the Indians land. All the
inhabitants left the Mission when lands were assigned. Roman, el Viejo
Manjarés and his family, Mariano Romeroa and family and a few other
people were all that remained living at the river (Isabel Meadows, April
1935, 80:343A).
While documents pertaining to these allotments, if extant, have yet to be located,
legal evidence of these grants is presented in the sworn depositions of witnesses in the
Rancho El Potrero de San Carlos land case presented to the federal Land Claims
Commission in the 1850s. 13 Testifying as to the boundaries of Rancho Potrero de San
Carlos, José Abrigo stated: “It [Rancho Potrero de San Carlos] is bounded on the North
by the lands of the Indians and the entrance to the Canada [Cañada or Canyon]. The
fence which encloses the lands of the Indians is the boundary of this Rancho on that side
of it.” Gabriel de la Torre’s deposition corroborates Abrigo’s testimony: “On the North
side the Rancho is bounded by the lands of the Indians which are situated between it and
the River Carmel. The lands of the Indians above mentioned were fenced in. The Alcalde
stated that the line of this Ranch was to the fence of the Indians. They had more than
three leagues in length on the river fenced in. Each Indian had about four hundred varas
of land.”

13

Land Case 333SD, Potrero de San Carlos, pp. 8, 13, and 15. Manuscript. Bancroft Library, University of
California, Berkeley.
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Map 7. “Diseño del Rancho James Meadows” showing tracts of land identified by individual inhabitants
(courtesy of The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley).

What is important to note, besides the rather large size of the collective
allotments, is that a fence set off the lands. The act of building a fence is significant
because it can be viewed as an “improvement” under the long-standing convention in
Anglo-American property law. The emphasis on occupation and improvements to the
land has, of course, usually been used against Indians with settlers justifying the
wholesale expropriation of Indians, in part, on charges of wasting the lands potential
(Cronon 1983). 14 This was part of the rationale of Manifest Destiny, also used against the
Californios during the United States-Mexico War. Fences and other “improvements” are
viewed legally as substantiations of ownership. It might also be noted that fencing

14

The existence of a ditch system, if discovered, would be significant to study as a social institution as
shared labor would be required to maintain the system.
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property illustrates a commitment to and presence on the land. This was not a grant made
solely on paper but one concretized through habitation. Further, it was apparently viewed
as communal in nature as each reference notes the plurality of ownership of the overall
grant, though it was evidently a series of contiguous individual or family allotments.
Hackel matches the names of Indian individuals noted on the Meadows tract diseño with
mission census information and his database of families reconstituted from mission vital
and ecclesiastical records. He identifies eighteen male heads-of-households, plus two
unnamed widows, and another man identified as Alipio, who Hackel suggests was from
Mission Soledad, who were all allotted lands in the Carmel Valley during the
secularization of Mission San Carlos (2005:399, fn. 49).
This is undoubtedly the same land that Harrington’s informants frequently
reference in his fieldnotes as “La Ranchería.” Harrington’s consultant, Laura EscobarRamirez, seems to have had a house there while he was conducting fieldwork in the
1920s and 1930s (e.g., “Laura’s house at La Rancheria.” Laura Escobar-Ramirez’s house
also played a role in the ritual life of the Carmeleños: there “was a temescal [‘sweat
lodge’] at Escobar’s place by river.” The origin of La Ranchería is later elaborated on:
“Laura: Call it Ranchería where [Joe] Hitchcock and I went (where we got the tiles). But
it was not a primitive ranchería just called this, from eighty years ago or perhaps.” A
native name is also given for this place by Isabel Meadows: “But Tcáyyitk, the Cañada on
the south side of Carmel River that comes in at La Ranchería. Tcã’y means la lechuza
[‘owl’]. tc´ãyyitk - the Owls, because there are many owls there. Isabel places La
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Ranchería at the same location: “knows Tcayitk, La Ranchería. Identical in form with
location of Tca.y, lechuza [‘owl’].” 15 According to Harrington, Isabel states:
Tc ã’.y itk, La Ranchería. Tomas was born at the Ranchería or near
there. Salvador, Tomas Torres’ father, lived on the hill on the Sargent
ranch and always had a lot of men at his house, horses tied outside the
house (Isabel Meadows, April 1935 and March 23, 1932, 72:18B).
Ularia lived at La Rancheria at Rancho de Sarchen [Sargent] when
she was old, at the first dairy that is on the other side of the river. The
padre allotted the Indians lands, a piece for every family, at that ranchería
when the mission went to pieces here [secularized]. That ranchería was
called Tcáyetck (or Tcáyitck), meaning en las Chállas [at the Owls; a
Hispanicized pronunciation of Tcáy, owls, translated elsewhere as
lechuza] (Isabel Meadows, 72:64B).
Isabel offers another place-name:
kaќenaruk is the Ranchería del Carmelo, agrees that it is where Ularia
lived, the Ranchería is 5 (sic) miles upstream from the mission (61:663A,
44)
Other place-names are associated with the individual allotments that constituted La
Ranchería:
Knows Cokronta.
Once Faustino Garcia came back from San Quentin (la Isla, the Island ) to
la Ranchería, and one day he said: Let’s go and look at this famous Corral
de Padillas (Cokronta, Corral de Padillas is the Spanish equivalent of
cokronta). Lupicina had Corral de Padilla allotted to her by the priest at
the time of allotments. He went along on horseback and did not see any
pueblo! He saw only a ranch! [pevejó?] coche! Isabel thinks cokronta
means en el prietito (at the little dark one)…(Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
61:1026B).
However, as indicated by Laura Escobar-Ramirez above, the ranchería itself was simply
called La Ranchería:

15

For example, Harrington 1935: 71:442, 446, 617, and 678; 67: 67.
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…called la Ranchería where Ularia lived merely ranchería…alone there,
and for that reason they gave the Indians some lands (allotments)
(61:534A, 4).
Concerning the livestock and property distributed to the Indians at secularization,
Milliken notes, “Bancroft hints that livestock was, at the time of secularization,
distributed to a number of the Indians at Mission San Carlos Borromeo. The livestock
was apparently sold soon thereafter by the Indians” (see Bancroft 1884:III:679). Milliken
(1981:106) writes that Torre (in Hunt 1926) “indicates that the Indians took the
‘property’ that was given them and sold it. He also mentions that the Indians failed to
cultivate the land and that it soon ‘passed on’ to other individuals.” While some livestock
and property was sold, some families and individuals retained their lands well after the
American conquest, though, according to Hackel, most would sell or abandon their
allotments within a decade (2005:404).
Between 1822 and 1844, various governmental officials made a number of land
grants to Carmeleños, including ancestors of current members of the Esselen Nation. In
addition to grants given to Indian individuals, grants given to the husbands of Carmeleño
women often provided homes for the wife’s extended family, including Indians from
other families. In 1837, Fructuoso José Real 16 petitioned for 4,307 acres called El Potrero
de San Carlos at the mouth of the Carmel Valley, and he gained title to it on December
12, 1839, by order of Governor Juan Alvarado. Although the record is incomplete at
present, an Indian woman identified as Viviana received “land near Mission Carmel,”
probably during the early stages of secularization. 17

16

Fructuoso José, baptized Fructuoso Jesus, San Carlos baptism number 1048 (Hackel 2005:401-402).
Compiled from Clark (1991), Escobar and Leventhal (1995), Howard (1978a), and the Index to Records
of Spanish Archives, State Archives, Department of State—State of California. The Bancroft Library
17
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Originally a “Conditional Loan” of mission lands prior to secularization, on
March 7, 1836, Baldomero, a “neophyte” of the Carmel Mission who held the position
there of regidor in 1815 and 1817 and alcalde in 1816 and 1819, 18 received a grant of
2000 varas “in all directions,” named Rancho Corral de Padilla. However, in 1839 José
Antonio Romero, the second administrator of Mission San Carlos following
secularization, requested land that encompassed the lands of both Baldomero and José
Agricio, another Indian official at the mission from 1824 to 1826 and again in 1831, 19
which provided a land base for other Indians as well. Agricio settled on land up the
Carmel Valley, building a home and farming there with his wife, Neomesia, 20 before
receiving an official allotment. According to José Amesti, acting Justice of San Carlos,
Romero’s petition caused great alarm among the Indians who had re-established a
residential community on that land. Amesti writes: “[T]hey came to me and begged of me
to represent to the Government how dangerous he [Romero] is and how in consequence
of his notorious bad conduct which they can prove they would receive a manifest injury if
the tract he solicits were granted to him.” Romero was also rustling cattle from
Baldomero and Agricio. Supporting their claim, Amesti reported on December 10, 1839,
that Agricio, Beata Rosa (Baldomero’s widow), and other Indians owned a majority of
the land. Marcelino Escobar, Justice of San Carlos, and Simeon Castro, Alcalde of
Monterey, also opposed the grant. Castro testified that the land “belongs exclusively to
the native Agricio.” Governor Alvarado confirmed the grant to Romero on January 27,

reference staff was unable to locate the listing for the grant listed in the Index to Records of Spanish
Archives as Expediente 378, Toma 233, “Land -- Carmel,” with the grantee or petitioner listed as Viviana
(Indian).
18
Baldomero José, San Carlos baptism number 1572 (Hackel 2005:384, 395).
19
José Agricio, San Carlos baptism number 2004 (Hackel 2005:403).
20
Neomesia, San Carlos baptism number 1551 (Hackel 2005:403).
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1840, but stipulated that Agricio would remain in ownership of his home and farm per the
Secularization Act. In 1844, José Agricio was granted Los Laurelitos or Rincón de los
Laureles. Neomesia and Agricio had ten children, only two of whom survived to
adulthood (Clark 1991:304-305, Hackel 2005:395-398, 403-404).
Milliken notes that the Mexican Archives of the County of Monterey include a
number of “Indian cases that “make reference to the measuring of lands, recovery of
lands for Indians, Indian complaints about lands, and petitions for grants of lands.”
Milliken summarizes a number of cases, which have yet to be translated, based on the
index created by Alexander Smith Taylor in February 1859 (1981:106-109). 21
Thomas Jefferson Farnham described an encounter in 1840 with a “ragged Indian
Esquire” and his blind wife who “lived on the banks of the Carmelo” near the mission,
“in a little mud hut, surrounded by some beautiful fields under good cultivation.” He had
a number of cows, goats, and “domestic fowl.” Farnham’s companion, Dr. Bale,
attempted to engage in conversation by pointing out that “he owned more land before the
mission was founded, than he now seemed to enjoy,” prompting a “dissertation on the
titles of the Padres and Indians.” Dr. Bale indicated to Farnham that the Padres had
slaughtered the mission’s cattle due to civil unrest prior to secularization and fled the
country with “hard dollars.” The “Indian lawyer” stated, “There is all they have left me of
my wife; she worked hard and is blind; and these little fields are all they have left me of
my broad lands” (Farnham 1947:112-114).
Milliken cites two sources regarding the Indian population in Monterey for the
year prior to the American annexation of Alta California and other northern Mexican
21

The next research project I wish to pursue is the translation of these Indian Cases.
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territories. A Monterey Democrat article dated June 30, 1888, remarks on the visit of
Bishop Amat and Father Sorrontine to the San Carlos mission in 1845, observing that
they were “met by a large number of native population” (in Milliken 1981:112). Bancroft
provides a population of 450 former neophytes in the Monterey District, some forty
Indians residing at or around the mission, the remainder living in servitude in the homes
of townspeople throughout the district (Bancroft 1884:III:679 in Milliken 1981:112). Life
in California would change dramatically with annexation by the United States.

American Conquest, 1846
American conquest brought brutal, even genocidal, violence, the development of
entrepreneurial ventures in slavery, and the codified legal oppression of California
Indians. In 1851, President Millard Fillmore sent three federal Indian agents to negotiate
eighteen treaties that were ultimately not ratified but officially secreted away until a clerk
uncovered them in 1905. These agents largely did not include missionized coastal Indians
whom they considered to be “tame” or “half-civilized,” productive, domesticated
workers, but instead negotiated with the so-called “wild” Indians of the interior and goldmining regions who were engaged in intense resistance against the officially sanctioned
and funded genocidal wars being waged against them.
Under the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, the United States was obligated to
identify lands owned by Indians deeded under Spanish and Mexican rule and to prevent
the alienation of these lands. This obligation, had it been carried out, would have
established the Carmeleños as an acknowledged Indian tribe with an inalienable land
base.
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Fig. 13. “Taking of Monterey, Oct. 20th, 1842, by the frigate United States and sloop of war
Cyane…” by William H. Myers (in Johnston 1970:43). This landing, prior to Sloat’s in 1846, was a
premature conquest of Monterey.

On July 7, 1846, Commodore John Drake Sloat dropped anchor in the Port of
Monterey. On shore, Sloat claimed California for the U.S. and raised the American flag
over the capitol. Commodore Sloat further proclaimed, “All persons holding title to real
estate, or in quiet possession of lands under color of right, shall have those titles and
rights guaranteed to them.” In 1848, Alta California was formally annexed by the U.S.
with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ending the war America waged against Mexico in
the name of Manifest Destiny. That same year gold was discovered in the central Sierra
Nevada mountain range engendering a migration of epic proportions. Two years later, in
1850, California became a state. Sloat’s assurance of the “color of right” would be
transgressed repeatedly in the upcoming years (Jackson 1902:84).
MacFarland describes a dinner upon Sloat’s landing that reveals something of the
domestic labor arrangement of the time, even if only a reference almost hidden in a
humorous tale:
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July 6, 1846
That night, Spaniards, Mexicans and Gringos were seated side by
side as friends and equals at a huge banquet in Consul Larkin’s house.
Many and amusing were the mistakes of the American officers who vainly
tried to make use of their very small stock of Spanish words.
One American, still prominent in Monterey business circles, asked
for some “jamón” (ham), but mispronounced it “jabón” (soap) and failed
to join in the general laugh when the Indian girl brought him a cake of
soap (1914:41-42).
Another comment goes to the heart of the availability of servant labor:
Often the hostess was the mother of twenty or more children, all living,
yet she was the gayest of them all, and as pretty as her daughters. As one
lady said: “My husband gives me everything that I want. I give him myself
and his children. There is an Indian girl for every baby as soon as it is
born; I have only to bear and love them. Why should I not dance?”
(1914:45-46).
Captain William Tecumseh Sherman described society in Monterey at that time:
We found the people of Monterey a mixed set of Americans, native
Mexicans, and Indians, about one thousand all told. They were kind and
pleasant, and seemed to have nothing to do, except such as owned ranches
in the country for the rearing of horses and cattle….
It was on a high point of the plateau, overlooking the plain of the
Pajaro, on which were grazing numbers of horses and cattle, The house
was of adobe, with a long range of adobe-huts occupied by the semicivilized Indians, who at that time did all the labor of a ranch, the herding
and marking of cattle, breaking of horses, and cultivating the little patches
of wheat and vegetables which constituted all the farming of that day
(Sherman 1957:45).
Initially, conditions remained unchanged for Native peoples in the Monterey area
with the American annexation of Alta California. Anglos in Mexican California (e.g.,
William Hartnell, David Spence, and Johan or John Sutter) adopted Hispanic practices of
using Indian labor, a form of interaction between Anglos and Native Americans that was
more intensive than in any other part of North America. This pattern continued in the
early years of the American period. On the coast, Anglos saw missions as having created
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a useful working class. Both wage labor and debt peonage systems were used to secure
Indian labor in the Spanish, Mexican, and American periods. However, one of the most
significant developments was the Americanization of the Hispanic system of slavery. In
the Spanish and, especially, the Mexican periods, individual Hispanics and their workers
captured Indians for their personal use on their ranchos or in their homes. The Americans
developed the slave trade as a business in itself. Slave traders now captured native
peoples to sell them to others in slave markets throughout the state. Incursions to punish
stock raiders often ended in the taking of captives. The use of slaves continued in the
Monterey area but was of concern to local authorities whose apparent goal was to
transition to a system of servitude. Milliken quotes an article in the November 7, 1846,
issue of the Californian:
The Indians.—Capt. Montgomery of the Commandant of the
northern department, issued some time since a Proclamation to the
inhabitants of his department, in reference to the Indians The following is
a copy.
It having come to the knowledge of the Commander-in-Chief of
this District, that persons have been and still are impressing and holding to
service, Indians against their will, without any legal contract, and without
a due regard to their rights as freemen, where not under legal contract for
service, It is hereby ordered that all persons so holding or detaining
Indians, shall release them, and permit them to return to their own homes,
unless they can make a legal contract with them, which shall be
acknowledged before the nearest Justice of the Peace, and which contract
shall be duly kept by both parties.
The Indian population must not be looked upon in the light of
slaves, but it is deemed necessary that Indians within settlements, shall
have employment with the right of choosing their own master and
employer, and having made such choice, they must abide by it unless they
can obtain permission in writing to leave, or the Justice, on their
complaint, shall consider they have just cause to annul the contract, and
permit them to obtain another employer.
All Indians must be required to obtain employment and not
permitted to wander about in an idle and dissolute manner, if found so
doing, they will be liable to arrest and punishment, by labor on the public
works, at the discretions of the Magistrate (in Milliken 1981:113-114).
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Walter Colton, Chief Magistrate of Monterey, issued “An ordinance respecting
the employment of Indians” posted in the Monterey Star on January 11, 1847, which also
ran in the Californian on January 16, 1847 (in Milliken 1981:114). Colton’s ordinance
levied a fine for the enticement of Indians away from their masters through money or
property advanced, without obtaining a certificate that the former master has no claims on
the Indian “for wages advanced” (Rawls 1984:81-109).
Horse raiding continued to pose a threat to coastal colonial settlements in the
early American period. William Robert Garner was a resident of Monterey who wrote a
series of letters describing life in California that were published as a special supplement
to the Philadelphia North American and United States Gazette under the initials “W.G.”
upon the recommendation of the first American alcalde, Reverend Walter Colton. In a
letter dated December 16, 1846, Garner describes an audacious plunder of “every horse
they could find [in] a circle of about twenty-five or thirty miles” involving “some Indians
who have been living here [Monterey] for years…” He noted the circumstance that led to
the raid, “The military authorities having assumed the functions of the civil authorities in
this town, whereby the Indians were laid under many restrictions to which they had not
been accustomed, and in consequence have left the town….” His proposed solution to the
problem of horse raiding takes a decidedly grisly turn, “This circumstance is really
distressing, and I am sorry to be of the opinion that nothing but the extermination of
many of the Indian tribes will ever prevent these outrages (1970:170-171). In another
letter, Garner uses the phrase “came down” from the mountains when referring to raiding
Indians, seemingly indicating that their home bases might be in the local Santa Lucia
Mountains rather than in the San Joaquin Valley. Though most stock raiders were
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probably Yokuts from the Central Valley, Broadbent cites Garner’s narratives as
evidence of local native collaboration and at least one raid perpetrated by local Indians.
The rugged interior of the Santa Lucias and the upper drainage of the Carmel River
would have provided refuge for raiders. In 1935, Harrington’s informant, Isabel
Meadows, commented on horse and cattle raiding conducted by Carmeleños and other
locals:
When I ask if only the Tulareños [Yokuts] stole cattle, says by no
means, the people from here stole. She remembers that: El viejo Moore
stole a cow of Sarchen’s [Sargent’s] all of a sudden, and later left with the
meat in a barrel, he had it hidden there, he didn’t make jerky–later they
came looking, didn’t see it, because Chávute and Dik, Frank (Meadows)
passed by there, cowboying.
Lázaro Soto, the father of Augustias, stole cattle from the people
there, the ranchers. For that reason they ran from Monterrey. He never had
cattle, he always had meat.
The deceased Reimundo Torres always had meat there, stealing,
they always had bad people there that came from other places.
The same with los Borondas there, another’s cattle would just
come along, and they would kill it, they always had a lot of meat, some
belonged to my father. Juan Gringo killed una vaca belonging to my
father. And for that Juan Gringo, and Juan Gringo’s wife, Teofila Acedo,
they ran away and went to Santa Maria. Teofila Acedo was the sister of
Bufanda and of Juan Acedo, etc. Their descendants are at Santa Maria
now (Isabel Meadows, November 1935, 71:536B, 1).
Cattle rustlers moved to Santa Maria and elsewhere to avoid punishment for their acts.
MacFarland provides a description of an encounter, evidently derived from
Larkin’s memoires (1962), concerning an encounter in 1846 with local Natives over
horse raiding:
On August 14, 1846, a band of Indian horse thieves began their
operations on a rancho near Monterey. Captain Mervine captured some
Indians thought to be the chief and about twenty of his followers and
brought them to Monterey for trial.
Unlike most of the Monterey Indians, the chief was over seven feet
tall. “His long hair streamed in darkness down to his waist,” said Colton.
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“His features strikingly resembled those of General Jackson. His forehead
was high, his eye full of fire and his mouth betrayed great decision.”
He successfully showed that the thieves did not belong to his tribe
and that his own men had done no wrong. He was therefore given a
military uniform, recognized as leader of his tribe and made responsible
for their future acts (1914:46).
By 1847, Governor Stephen Watts Kearny received a desperate report from Monterey
residents about Indian strikes (Rawls 1984:81-109, Hurtado 1988:88, and Broadbent
1974:93).
Arriving Americans perpetrated a new wave of violence against Indians. William
Henry Thomas, while in Monterey in 1843, described throwing firecrackers at local
Indians and tricking one drunken man into accepting a firecracker as a cigarette.
Supporting this violence was the racialization of Indians in California. William Redmond
Ryan, upon arriving in Monterey in 1848, gave a hateful description of local natives
typical of Anglo Americans at that time:
[The Indians of Monterey] are the most hideous-looking creatures that it is
possible to imagine. They are very dark, indeed I may almost say black,
with a slight tinge of copper colour; the features are, in all other respects,
as purely African in their cast, the nose being large and flat, the cheekbones salient, the lips thick and wide, and the forehead as low as is
consistent with a fair supposition of a brain, to which their pretensions are
miserably small.
While in Monterey, a companion of Ryan’s addressed an Indian man as, “you
ugly-looking naygur [nigger],” and then shot and killed him (Rawls 1984:54; 196-197).
These events in the town of Monterey are emblematic of a pattern of violence that would
continue for decades and ominously foreshadowed things to come in the gold fields of the
Sierra Nevada foothills.
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Harrington’s informants discussed the initial reaction of the Carmeleños to the
coming of the Americans in a typed fieldnote title “History” and another note:
They went far away (when they were fleeing from los Americanos
who first came), to la Cañada de San Francisquito, and it was closer! It
was closer than la Cañada del Potrero. Well, that’s when they named that
canyon San Clemente. The Indians made a shack from redwood bark.
They were afraid of los gringos, of the Protestants (Isabel Meadows,
80:353B).
Andrea was born at San Clemente where the Indians had fled on
the coming of the Americans. They were baptized there at the same place.
Lupicina said she could show one exactly where the church was there and
where the various peoples lived. When they returned to Carmel, after
things had quieted down, the church of Carmel was all abandoned, and all
the people had boards from it at their ranches or houses built of it
(Andrea, daughter of Lupicina, 37:574).
MacFarland provides a description of Carmelo in the 1840s from the writings of
Lieutenant Wise (1849):
Lieutenant Wise, growing weary of the social barriers of Monterey,
wandered across the hills to Carmel where the walls of caste were broken
down like the old adobes of the mission….He found a gay Mexican señora
and her daughter in possession of the Queen of the Missions…. “On
glancing around, I beheld the lofty apartment lighted by long tallow
candles melted against the walls, whose somber smoke clung in dense
clouds around the beams. The floor was nearly filled, at the lower end,
with groups of swarthy Indians, sipping aguadiente and playing monte. On
either side were double rows of men and women, moving in the most
bewildering mazes of the contra-danza, keeping time to the most
inspiriting music of harps and guitars; whilst some bright-eyed señorita in
the dance: ‘Ay, mi alma! Tona la bolsa! Carambra!’ ‘Go it, my beauty!
Take my purse! Beautiful!’” (1914:58-59).
As early as 1849, “poets and artists were coming to Monterey” (MacFarland
1914:68). In Bayard Taylor’s description of the scene, again, an Indian laborer is
revealed:
“I took my meals,” he says, “at the Fonda de la Union, just across the
street. It was an old, smoky place, not uncomfortably clean, with a
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billiard room and two small rooms adjoining where the owner, a sallow
Mexican, with his Indian cook and muchacho entertained his customers.”
As MacFarland points out, the road to Carmel was notorious. Gambling,
prostitution, drunkenness, violence, and other criminal activity led to a reputation that
lent itself to speculation even about the presence of Satan himself:
Small wonder that the old church had few visitors. Gambling dens
and houses of ill fame, driven by law from Monterey, found hiding places
amid the windings of the road to Carmel.
Here Mexicans and Indians and Gringos gathered to gamble and
revel—and murder, till folk said Satan haunted that highway and were
loath to travel it by night (MacFarland 1914:70).
The gold rush wrought enormous demographic and other change in California. By
the end of 1849 approximately 80,000 Americans, 8,000 Mexicans (mostly from Sonora),
5,000 South Americans (mainly Chileans), 1,000 Chinese, and several thousand
Europeans had made their way by land or water to California. Californios, some 1,300 in
total, with their Indians servants were among the first miners in the Sierra Nevada (Pitt
1966:49-50). MacFarland (1914:60) reports, “Within a month every servant in Monterey
had gone to the mines.” In a developed, typed note of Harrington’s entitled “Gold in
California,” Isabel Meadows relayed the mission priest’s reaction when the Carmel
Indians presented gold to him:
Carmel Indians brought in gold dust to the Carmel priest, and he told them
to go and throw it away. He said foreigners would come in to take the
country, there will be war, they will kill you (April 1935, 80:361B).
The priest’s reaction seems eerily prescient.
After the gold rush, debates ensued as to whether removal or extermination of
California Indians would be the better policy. There was little difference in the minds of
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many whites in California in the 1850s and 1860s between establishing a reservation
system and extermination. For many, the effect was the same, the elimination of the
presence of Native peoples in California, and the means by which this was achieved,
mattered little to most people. There was discussion of exiling or removing all Indians to
the desert east of the Sierra Nevada or to one of the Channel Islands, Santa Catalina in
particular. Because Indians could not be relocated to the west in California and removal
to the east was impractical, extermination seemed the better alternative. California
Governor Peter Burnett, in his 1851 message to the legislature, exclaimed, “A war of
extermination will continue to be waged between the races until the Indian race becomes
extinct.” Americans mounted over twenty militia expeditions in the northern mining zone
during the Civil War period. Between 1850 and 1853, the state legislature of California
authorized payments to reimburse unemployed miners, ranch hands, and volunteer
militias for activities and excursions mounted to exterminate native peoples totaled over
$900,000. The debt incurred by the State of California was eventually paid by the federal
government (Rawls 1984:133, 169-70; Hurtado 1988:134-35).
Conservative estimates place the precontact aboriginal population of California at
300,000, while more recent estimates place the population at around one to 1.5 million.
By the end of the Mexican period, the population dropped in the entire state to 150,000
with most of the loss occurring among coastal peoples whose numbers had declined by
about ninety-five percent. Fewer than twenty-five years later in 1870, the total number of
Indians in the state had declined to 30,000. The nadir was reached in 1900 when the
population was only 15,000. These figures must be taken with caution because Indian
populations have been notoriously undercounted. Women were disproportionately
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represented in this population decline and suffered gender-specific violence in the form
of rape, abduction, and forced prostitution and concubinage. Most deaths occurred
because of endemic and epidemic disease. Starvation was the second leading factor in
this decline. While murder was third greatest cause in native population decline, the
number of massacres and genocidal activities that took place in California and their
psychological effects on native communities cannot go understated. Natality among
indigenous peoples also dropped due to the decline in population of women of
childbearing age, the increasing intermarriage between indigenous women and white
men, and because the inclusion of individual Native peoples into the market economy
pulled apart families and communities (Hurtado 1988:209; Rawls 1984:171-201).
Americans, following the Hispanic tradition, initially viewed Indians as a useful
source of labor. Accordingly, California Indians worked in various capacities in the
opening days of the gold rush. However, as native peoples began to resist the usurpation
of their land during the gold rush, Americans came to see them as obstacles to progress
and as impeding Anglo access to coveted resources. At this point, violence against them
erupted, and the attempt to exterminate Native peoples began. In 1857, for example,
Theodore Johnson lamented the passing of the era of the exploitation of Indian labor:
Their labor was once very useful, and, in fact, indispensable in a country
where no other species of laborers were to be obtained at any price, and
which might now be rendered of immense value by pursuing a judicious
policy, has been utterly sacrificed by this extensive system of
indiscriminate revenge (Rawls 1984: 133).
William Garner employed Indians in the Carmel Valley in his lumber operation
and as apprentices to his carpentry business. Garner distinguished between local Indians
and the “wild” Tulareños (i.e., Yokuts from the San Joaquin Valley) of the interior. He
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notes the usefulness of Indian labor despite difficulties he encountered when his “head
man and part of the others with their wives [fell] under a spell.” While he found the spell
to be “humbug,” he was “obliged to put up with it” as he could not “oblige them to work
having nothing to pay them with” (1970:29-30). In a letter written on December 9, 1846,
Garner emphasized the role labor could play in making the wild and dangerous Indians of
the Tulares “become useful members of the community”:
There is an immense deal of work to be done in California by the
American Government, wherein occupation may be found for every
Indian in the country; and I am sure from the knowledge I have of their
present situation and manners, that nothing more is requisite than some
kind of employment suitable to their contracted ideas, to make them
forget their present misery and become, as I said before, useful to the
commonwealth (1970:165).
Native Californians were systematically disenfranchised on a legal level. Various
laws, similar to the Black Codes of the South, sanctioned the exploitation of Indians.
Americans enacted laws that limited Indian mobility, made illegal native testimony
against whites in court, facilitated the dispossession of native lands, and revoked the
citizenship of Native Americans in the state. Vagrancy was made illegal and those
convicted could be purchased as a source of labor. This anti-native legal array directly
violated statutes of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that guaranteed citizenship and
ownership of deeded lands. On April 2, 1850, the governor signed the Act for the
Government and Protection of the Indians, rewritten from a bill introduced by Senator
John Bidwell during the first state legislature in 1850. Legislators eliminated favorable
wording for Indian land tenure during the revisions of the original bill. For example,
legislators omitted the phrase “from time immemorial” in reference to indigenous
occupancy and settlements. Any reference to Mexican land grants was also erased.
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Eventually, the fallacy that Spain and Mexico had never acknowledged Indian land rights
based on indigenous occupancy became a commonplace bureaucratic and legal
assumption. State and federal governments, contrary to arrangements in other parts of the
U.S., never acknowledged the aboriginal occupancy and possession of land by California
Indians (Rawls 1984:105-08; Hurtado 1988; Forbes 1982).
It was within this context that President Millard Fillmore sent three
Commissioners to California in 1851: O. M. Wozencraft, George Barbour, and Redick
McKee. These Commissioners negotiated eighteen treaties of land cession with interior
groups bearing the brunt of genocidal violence and engaged most forcefully in armed
resistance activities. Though signed by Yokuts and Miwok speaking peoples of the San
Joaquin Valley and foothills of the Sierra Nevada, three treaties (Camp Belt, Keyes, and
Barbour), would have ceded indigenous lands of the Monterey Bay area. The primary
differences between the native peoples Commissioners included in negotiations and those
they excluded seems to be their differential incorporation into colonial economic systems
and involvement in frontier violence. Journalistic, bureaucratic, and private accounts
constantly refer to Indians in the coastal mission zone as “tame” (domesticated and under
control) as opposed to the “wild” Indians of the interior—objects of genocidal violence
not integrated into the dominant economic system. Because assimilationist ideology was
highly prevalent, the perception of missionized Indians as domesticated (their economic
integration would have been a salient feature of assimilation) would indicate that the
solution to the “Indian problem” had already been attained. As a result, the
commissioners felt no need to include “tame” Mission Indians in treaty negotiations
(Phillips 1997, Heizer 1972, 1978a, Rawls 1984, Forbes 1982, Hurtado 1988, Castillo
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1978). The dichotomy between “wild” and “tame” Indians has clear parallels with New
Mexico, where the Pueblos were considered to be “tame” as opposed to the “wild”
Navajos and Apaches.

Map 8. Map of lands ceded and reservations to be created through the eighteen
unratified treaties of 1851-52 (in Rawls 1984:143).

Prior to the treaty, Captain William Tecumseh Sherman, who was stationed in
Monterey in the 1840s, described the Indians of Monterey in a manner that illustrates this
point well in a letter written to his fiancée, Miss Ewing. He noted that the “poorer classes
are exactly like Indians, and most of them are descended from those Indians that were
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taught civilization and Christianity by the old missionaries” (in MacFarland 1914:51).
Though Indian, General Sherman no longer recognized them as such.
After the treating ended, the state legislature of California and many private
citizens lobbied Congress against ratification. Californians were concerned that lands
potentially containing resources (e.g., minerals and lumber), or of agricultural worth,
would be ceded and that Indian labor would become inaccessible. A report to Congress
issued by the Special Committee to Inquire into the Treaties Made by the U.S. Indian
Commissioners in California recommended that a “system of missions” be established to
domesticate and further incorporate Indians into the economic structure of the state. The
report noted that Indians already “residing on private lands, with the consent of the
owners, or engaged in cultivating their soil, should not be disturbed in their position [as
they are] already in the best school of civilization.” Continuing access to Indian labor
seems to have been a major concern of those who opposed the ratification of the eighteen
treaties. Importantly, the Commissioners’ complete exclusion of coastal Indians from
treaty negotiations that ceded their lands was probably motivated in part by the
assumption that the well-established system of economic exploitation of Native
Americans in the coastal zone was “the best school of civilization,” and should not be
disturbed. Beyond the urgent need to quell the genocidal violence of the interior, the high
level of economic integration of native peoples in the coastal mission zone helps to
account for their exclusion from the treaty making of 1851. Ultimately, under pressure
from the California State legislature and influential private citizens, the U.S. Congress
failed to ratify the eighteen treaties, and they were filed under an injunction of secrecy
until their rediscovery in 1905 (Kelsey 1913, Hurtado 1988:140, Forbes 1982, Rawls
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1984, Castillo 1978, Phillips 1997, Heizer 1972, 1978a). One of Harrington’s informants,
here identified only as Adan, discussed the eighteen treaties:
Adan heard that when a chief died they used to bury his valuable things,
e.g., a copy of the 18 treaties if he had one, in a pot. Adan: Madalena,
Adan’s great grandmother, used to mention a tribename kmá.rayam. Adan
knows the word well, and used it many times, thinking it may be
connected with the cocomcara’ cu, cited above of the 18 treaties (74:54B55A).
Monterey was the capital of Spanish and Mexican California and remained an
important center of political and administrative decision-making during the earlier
transitional years. San Francisco became a major port of entry into the gold fields and
emerged as a hub of economic activities, and the greater San Francisco/Monterey Bay
areas constituted the primary zone of American settlement on the central coast.
Americans quickly wrested political control and land possession from Californio control
in this area. Californios remained in control of both land and politics until about 1870 in
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles and until perhaps 1885 in San Diego. American
settlement differentially impacted California in terms of political control, land tenure,
population, etc. from north to south over time (Pitt 1966; Camarillo 1990).
The 1852 census lists 636 Indians as living in Monterey County (Milliken
1981:119). In Indian Survival on the California Frontier, Hurtado finds evidence of the
continuing economic integration of native peoples in the coastal mission zone in the 1860
census. The census indicates that the Indian population of the central coast (including the
counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Mendocino, Monterey, Santa Clara, Santa
Cruz, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Sonoma) was one third that of southern coast. The
total population in 1860 was 2,682 (male: 1,690; female: 992). In Monterey County, 389
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Indians are listed, 133 individuals are counted living in the Monterey Township (Milliken
1981:120).
William H. Brewer, a member of Josiah Whitney’s California State Geological
Survey, described the atmosphere of Monterey in 1861 and the presence of a large
number of intoxicated Indians in a letter to his brother dated Sunday, May 19:
Monterey has about 1,600 inhabitants and is more Mexican than I
expected. It is the old capital of California, there are two Catholic
churches, and Spanish is still the prevailing language. Like all other places
yet seen, more than half of the “places of business” are liquor shops,
billiard saloons, etc.—all the stores sell cigars, cigarritos, and liquor.
Stores are open on Sunday as well as other days, and that is the day for
saloons and barrooms to reap a rich harvest. Billiard tables go from
morning till midnight—cards and monte are no secrets. Thus it has been in
all the towns. Liquor and gambling are the curse of this state. Lots of
drunken Indians are in the outskirts of the town tonight (2003:104).
According to Hurtado’s analysis, the age and sex distribution of this area was not
as radically imbalanced as others, but the ratio of females of childbearing age to males
shows an “important deficit of potentially fertile women.” In Monterey and the
surrounding ranchos, a majority of Indians counted in the census lived in Indian-headed
households and the remainder in households headed by non-Indians. There was a fairly
equal distribution of Indians in the various household types included in the census. Most
Indians lived in simple-family households, the second greatest number lived in nonIndian simple-family-plus-others households. The category of Indian-headed households
points to the possibility of continued land ownership of some Carmeleños as well as the
presence of independent rancherías on ranchos owned by non-Indians. The families living
in Indian households may also represent those who rented or owned houses in town
(recall that the Indian population in Monterey was 110 in 1831). The number of Indians
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living in households headed by non-Indians indicates that a significant portion of the
Indian population were domestic servants with less independence than those who headed
their own households (Hurtado 1988:201). In the federal census of 1870, 185 Indians are
listed in Monterey County, ninety in the township itself (Milliken 1981:120). In the 1880
census, 182 Indians are listed as residents of Monterey County, with 164 individuals
living in the town itself (Milliken 1981:121).
The economic roles of Indian peoples were similar to those of southern
California; men were usually rancho laborers, and women were domestic servants in
Anglo and Hispano households. The age range of female domestic servants was between
fifteen and forty years-of-age, but some domestics were as young as eight. The home of
David Spence, a wealthy merchant and landowner, included his wife, son and daughterin-law, two grandchildren, and three female Indian servants aged twenty-five, twelve, and
eight. Isabel commented on Mrs. Spence’s reaction to Mr. Spence’s relations with his
female servants:
Isabel heard Basilio’s mother say paxcinakay. David Spence gathered
Indians from all these tribes to Buena Vista. Davíd Espenş’s wife,
Adelaida, used to scold him: Go, go away with los indios, she said, for he
went so much with Indian women (Isabel Meadows, October 1934,
40:521A).
The Spence household make-up is similar to affluent Hispanic households. One
Indian simple-family (i.e., nuclear family only) household was apparently associated with
the farm of County Treasurer Thomas Day. All family members were farm servants, the
children were age eleven, four, and one. This seems to indicate that servitude or
enslavement was enforced over generations. It seems evident that indigenous peoples in
the Monterey area continued to be integrated into the dominant social and economic
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structure. Many families lived in their own households, perhaps in their own rancherías.
Because of this, they maintained at least a measure of independence and control over
their lives. Other families lived as domestic servants in the houses of elite settlers and
exercised less control over their lives. Notably, the children of these domestic servants
seem to have inherited their parents’ occupations and class positions. Carmeleños lived in
relative peace compared to those engaged in armed conflict on the frontier but constituted
a class of poverty-stricken laborers facing difficult social conditions (Hurtado 1988:196,
201-203).
Both Rawls (1984) and Hurtado (1988) comment on Californio raiding of interior
Indian villages (for which the Vallejos were notorious in the 1830s and 1840s) and the
use of captured natives on Californio ranchos. Rawls discusses the development of the
Californio system of Indian servitude into a capitalistic, market enterprise by Anglo
Americans. He also discusses the persistence of this system despite laws prohibiting
slavery; laws which were essentially prescriptive rather than descriptive of actual
behavior. According to Rawls, the legal code attempted to give an already-existing
system of labor exploitation the semblance of indentured servitude rather than slavery. It
both promoted indentured servitude and gave cover to those engaging in market slavery
at least until the mid-1860s. Hurtado’s analysis provides another important perspective on
the interface and transformation of Californio and Anglo American uses of Indian labor.
Significantly, Indian servitude was common in California even after President Lincoln’s
Emancipation Proclamation of 1863/1864 and the passage of the 13th amendment to the
U.S. Constitution in 1865 that prohibited slavery and involuntary servitude. Californio
attitudes toward slavery in the 1850s and 1860s were equivocal at best (Pitt 1966:205).
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An Ohlone consultant of Harrington’s, Angela, described her memory of a
“wagon filled with Indian children coming down from Martinez.... They were bringing
them like animals to be brought up by Spanish Californians.” She commented that the
children were naked and thirsty (37:478A). Isabel described the many people that were
brought to Monterey as servants for the rich:
We were afraid at first of Tom and Estevan, but soon they learned
Spanish and made friends. El Estevan was older. A third, doesn’t know his
name, escaped on the road when being brought to Monterey. They killed
Tom’s father when they got Tom, and Tom’s mother fled and got away.
The rich people of Monterey brought many, they brought them for
servants. It was in this same skirmish when Mr. Meadows got shot in the
back of the neck with the flint arrow. Others brought girls, women too,
many Tulareña girls were brought from there and almost all became
pregnant after they were servants, poor things.
Their same masters would hurt them, poor things, using them as
servants. such was the mother of la Mrs. Hawlen (phon.), she was the
daughter of a rich rancher. Her mother was a servant who was Tulareña,
who knows what her mother’s name was. Many of the Tulareñas that were
brought here, the mother of Manuel Soto, la Mises Ostin (Mrs. Austin) the
woman was called, Prisca she was called, was Migueleña from there also,
they were children when they were brought as servants from San Miguel.
These girls never saw their relatives again, even if they were not killed in
the fights when they were capturing the people, the Indians. Los Lises
(phonetically spelled) had another mountain of these Tulareña servants as
well, there was a man who was called Juan Lis, he was the son of one of
los Lises, that el Viejo Lis had with a Tulareña girl at that time. Many
Americanos also had many children with los Tulareños. The wife of Choni
(Johnny) Dúkwat (phonetically spelled [Duckworth]), was a servant too,
she was a Tulareña (80:350B).
How grand la gente del pais of Monterrey felt with the servants
they brought from here or there, Tulareños, Migueleñas (Isabel Meadows,
November 1935, 58:315A).
Isabel provided details about two Migueleña girls who were servants of the Munras
family in Monterey:
La Cleofas (mother of Anastasio Dutra), la Prisca (mother of Francisca
Austin), etc., were Migueleños girls that were brought to Monterey by the
gente del pais as servant girls (Isabel Meadows, 73:23B).
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Isabel describes the abusive conditions in which Prisca and Felicida were kept:
La Prisca, old San Miguel Indian woman who lived in Monterrey town,
was the servant of los Monrazes [Munráses], she was when old the
principal pinole maker of Monterey, selling it to prominent families. La
Prisca and La Felicida and several other San Migueleña Indian girls
(forgets names) they had bought at San Miguel, were kept by the
Monraces. James Meadows said he got to see Prisca, and Felicida, and
others when mere girls there, they were barefooted and only wore one
dress, and half naked and dirty. Monrazes lived in a poor adobe house on
the site where Maria Antonia Fields lives now. Mrs. Catalina Monraz,
Maria Antonia Field’s grandmother, was very wicked with the servants,
she hit them with a spoon or knife, they walked around almost without
clothes without nothing, just one old dress. Half in dresses they walked
around, with one arm out bare, the dress worn over the other shoulder.
Reymundo Torres that it would be good to put his daughter Cleofas,
picked up from an Indian woman, in there for she was wild. La Cleofas
(her father was Reymundo Torres and her mother was a Migueleña.
Cleofas was not born at San Miguel, but went to live with the other Indian
servants at Monras’s and when somewhat grown up, her father took her
from there and had her at his place whereupon she eloped with David
Leech, [and had] by him a son (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 36:690B).
Prisca eventually gained her freedom and married an Anglo man:
George Ostin (phonetically spelled) [Austin] married old Prisca
(Migueleña Indian woman), and Prisca bore him a family. Prisca’s
daughter, Francisca, she had already had illegitimately by Anastacio
Garcia before she lived with Ostin. Of all the children of George Astin
[Austin] and Prisca, only George Ostin (now going blind, from drink, now
at Sotovíl in the poor house), and his younger brother, Edward, now a
soldier stationed in Yosemite region [are still living]. Thinks Prisca talked
Migueleño (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 61:474B).
The exact nature and point in time of the event at San Miguel is not clear and
additional corroborative documentation would be helpful. Concerning the transaction,
Isabel Meadows uses the term “bought” and is generally a very articulate consultant. Yet
Prisca later married an American, had children, and so was apparently given her freedom
at some point. Whether this event occurred in the Mexican period or the American
period, and who was involved in or oversaw the exchange is also not clear. First of all, it
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is hard to pin down an exact date for the transaction Isabel references. Isabel, who was
born on July 7, 1846, refers to Prisca elsewhere as “old Prisca,” and Prisca is evidently
deceased by the time of Harrington’s fieldwork in the 1920s and 1930s. Isabel states that
her father, James Meadows, saw “La Prisca and La Felicida and several other San Miguel
Indian girls” when they were first brought to Monterey as “mere girls.” Meadows arrived
in Monterey in 1837. Because of his involvement in an attempt to overthrow the Mexican
government (the Graham Affair), he spent a year in prison in Tepic in 1840-1841. Having
been granted clemency, he returned to Monterey in 1841 and married Loreta Onésimo the
following year.
I turn now to the issue of native land dispossession, which needs to be
contextualized within the overall land loss of Californios at the hands of Americans
during this period. By the end of the Mexican Period, two hundred Californio families
owned fourteen million acres. A key factor in Californio and Indian land dispossession
were the Anglo squatters who occupied their lands after the gold rush ended only a few
years after it began. Americans usurped land when the viability of mining ceased with the
hopes of beginning industries in agriculture and lumber. Not only were elite land
holdings affected, but pueblos too were overrun, and communal lands were lost. In 1851,
Congress established a Board of Land Commissioners to decide the validity of Mexican
land grants and enacted a law requiring all claimants to present their case to the
commission within two years. When the commission ended in 1856, few Californios or
Indians in the North retained any land. Many Indian claimants were unaware or unable to
meet these requirements. This was an obvious and painful violation of the terms of the
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Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that guaranteed the continued ownership of all deeded
lands, Californio and Indian alike.
Initially, land loss among Californios occurred in the North. Most land was sold
to pay the legal fees necessary to defend titles to land before the commission.
Unscrupulous attorneys manipulated Californios through various schemes, including
convincing landowners to give them power of attorney over the land, thus gaining
ultimate control. Some attorneys convinced others to sign “leases” which were actually
mortgages against their property. Outrageous interest rates on loans and tax delinquent
foreclosures also took their toll on Californio land tenure. Land loss in the South occurred
at a slightly later date. The gold rush produced a boom in the cattle industry, but the
market dropped out in the late 1850s due to overgrazing and the importation of better
quality meat. The winter floods of 1862 were followed by three years of drought that
absolutely devastated the Southern California cattle industry. Rancheros took out loans at
usurious rates, and when they could not pay, their lands were taken. In Los Angeles,
Mexicans remained the majority until the 1870s. The coming of the railroads, the
Southern Pacific in 1876 and the Santa Fe in 1887, changed this. A tourism and real
estate boom was orchestrated in the area at this time, and many rancheros sold their lands
to speculators and farmers to pay legal fees. Ultimately, land dispossession affected not
only those Californios who held grants but also those Indians who resided in rancherías
located on the grants of Californios (Pitt 1966:83-103; Camarillo 1990:15-17, 22-23;
Heizer and Almquist 1971:149-50, 152).
Of particular importance here is the status of Indian rancherías located on
ranchos. In Thompson v. Doaksum, which reached the State Supreme Court in 1886, the
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court ruled that in any case where a grant was presented to the commission that had
reserved the Indian right of occupancy, a confirmed patent to the grant that did not
mention reserved Indian rights could not be construed as destroying the Indian right of
occupancy. However, the court citing the Act of Congress of March 3, 1851, ruled that
any land not presented to the Land Commission within two years of that date became part
of the public domain and subject to preemption, reaffirming the exclusive preemptory
right of Congress to all Indian land. In 1888, the State Supreme Court changed this ruling
in Byrne v. Alas et al. In the case of the Indian right of occupancy reserved in a Mexican
grant, a confirmed patent of a grant to a non-Indian “was conclusive only as between the
United States and the claimant, and did not determine the relation between [the claimant]
and the Indians,” even if the Indians owners of the ranchería located on the grant did not
present a claim to the right of occupancy. “[T]he rights of the Indians were preserved
without presenting their claims, and the patentee took the legal title in fee, subject to their
right of occupancy.” In 1889, the U.S. Supreme Court overthrew the conclusion of Byrne
v. Alas et al. in the case of Botiller v. Dominguez invalidating any claims not presented to
the Land Claims Commission. The State Supreme Court overturned its earlier ruling and
the U.S. Supreme Court reaffirmed this position in 1901. Most California Indians were
unaware of these rulings and were not in a position to comply. As a result, Indians lost
legal title to lands allotted to them and their rights to lands they occupied within larger
Mexican grants (in Heizer and Almquist 1971:134-136 and Castillo 1978a).
Significantly, in 1851 Bishop Alemany brought a land claim on behalf of the
“lands of the Christian Indians” to the Land Claims Commission. This claim, which
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appears to have included all mission-associated tribes, was rejected. 22 In the claim
Bishop Alemany brought for mission lands owned by the Catholic Church (Land Claim
609, Jose Alemany v. the United States), consideration was also given to the lands
inhabited by Indians. Father John McGloin writes that Bishop Alemany’s notes in his
Libro Borrador reflect that upon his arrival in California in 1850, he found that it was the
conviction of the old Franciscan missionaries that “the mission lands were really the
property of the Indians who cultivated them under the direction of the missionaries and,
more especially under the direction of their own alcaldes or officers elected by the
Indians themselves under the supervision of the Fathers” (1966:131). Father Francisco
Sanchez testified that the “Conference of the Catholic clergy of this diocese in 1852
adopted a resolution to claim for (sic) the United States Government the churches,
sacristies…and one league of land at each mission for the care of the Indians” (Weber
1961:40, 43). The final patents for mission church lands were singed by President
Lincoln on March 18, 1865, following the Land Commission’s earlier confirmation in
1855 in Land Case No. 709 (McGloin 1966:133). No lands were confirmed for Native
peoples.
Cooper petitioned the Land Commission for a patent for Rancho El Sur. In
response to Fray José María del Refugio’s testimony cited above, Don José Castro
testified that “the Fathers of the Mission of San Carlos say that the said land belongs to
that mission, but they have never occupied it [paraphrased translation].” Both Don
Ramón Estrada and Juan Alvires testified the same. William Hartnell testified, “I have
22
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never heard of any other claimant for the said tract of land.” While it was found that,
indeed, the Mission occupied the lands, Cooper’s claim was, nevertheless, valid. The
Opinion and Decree of the Court by the Honorable M.H. McAllester rendered on
September 21, 1855, noted that: “The genuineness of the grant is clearly intelligible nor is
there any controversy about the authority of Figueroa to make the grant...objections are
unavailable to defect a claim like the present.” In the final determination, the points of
Father Refugio regarding the Indian claim to these lands were simply ignored by the U.S.
Land Commissioners. Further, private citizens seem to have conspired against Father
Refugio’s claim, even insinuating that his testimony was dishonest, to open the land in
question for private ownership. 23
The dispossession of the San Carlos Indians was carried out through a number of
different means including brutal violence. Joaquín Gutiérrez, the husband of Fructuoso
Real’s daughter Estefana Real, was awarded the patent to the 4,307-acre grant of El
Potrero de San Carlos on June 9, 1862. Perhaps as early as 1858, an American, Bradley
V. Sargent, seized El Potrero from Real’s daughter and her husband. Mary Watson and
John Naredo corroborated this theft in their 1928 BIA applications. Naredo stated, “Land
of Manuela Bufanda, maternal grandfather, Fructuoso Real, was taken by Sergeant
[Sargent]. Located 77 miles from Monterey.” Watson noted, “My father and mother
settled in a nice valley near the old San Antonio [Carlos] Mission after years of hard
work. Was ordered off by white men that said they had bought the land.” There seems to
be some confusion as to the location of the land among Real’s descendants or Watson
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simply made an error. The parcel in question was located contiguous to Mission San
Carlos.
Another man, Davy Jacks, is infamous in the Monterey/Carmel area as a swindler
who often used violence, or the threat of violence, to steal land. Jacks came to own
significant portions of Monterey, Carmel, and the Salinas Valley and was in ownership of
Gabriel de la Torre’s grant of Zanjones by 1877 as well as Graciano Manjarres’ grant,
Saucito, at around the same time. 24 MacFarland noted of the 1870s:
Along El Rio Carmelo the last remnants of Carmel’s hundreds of
neophytes still built their tule huts, worked during the week for the
rancheros and drank the Gringo’s fire-water on Sunday; or made a still
more wretched existence by selling the products of their tiny, halfcultivated garden plots.
Once a year they came and celebrated the Feast of San Carlos in
the sacristy of the old mission, the only part of it that was not full of
weeds.
With the help of the Portuguese custodian of the mission, Mr.
Christiano Machado, they put a new roof over the sacristy and kept it in
partial repair.
Sometimes, too, when they were sick, they stole secretly into the
chapel and held a sort of rosary over a certain spot back of the altar rail.
They said the Padres had taught them to do this, for beneath that spot lay
the body of Padre Junipero Serra.
The growth of other mission towns throughout the State aroused
Father Cassanova, a Swiss priest, who had come to Monterey in 1868, to a
realization of the possibilities of Carmel. He ordered Mr. Machado to
clean up the mission (1914:76-77).
Milliken cites an obituary of Lupicina, Isabel Meadow’s maternal grandmother, 25 from
the Monterey Democrat dated December 21, 1872, republished in the Sacramento Union
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(1972:2-5, in Milliken 1981:120), a well-known resident of La Ranchería, here referred
to as the Indian Hamlet:
Last week died at the Indian Hamlet, on the Carmel river, Lupecina, an
Indian woman aged 116 years, a native of the peninsula between Monterey
and Carmelo bays living and dying within a short distance of the place of
her birth. When Junipero Serra first landed at Monterey this woman was
old enough to note his arrival. She was among the first proselytes baptized
by him and was one of the laborers employed in the erection of the
Carmelo Church. “Ancient of the days” as she had been, ever since the
American flag was hoisted at Monterey, she was herself constituted one of
the chief relics of the bygone. Everyone who visited Monterey of late
years has heard of her and hundreds have made it a point to see her. About
four feet in stature with skin drawn tight over her diminitive [sic] frame,
she looked like an Egyptian mummy, gifted with speech. Shrunken and
shriveled as was here countenance, it had, however, an expression of
intelligence. She showed always a consciousness of the presence of
visitors and manifested pleasure at their notice.
It is interesting to note that Lupicina seems to have become something of a tourist
attraction, as “hundreds [of visitors to Monterey] have made it a point to see her.” During
the course of my fieldwork, I located and purchased a picture frame made by Carmel
Indians in the late nineteenth century constructed of shells with a cigar box back. It is
possible that the frame and other material arts were made to sell to the tourists that visited
the Ranchería. Milliken also cites a passage from Walton and Curtis (1875:29 in Milliken
1981:120) that describes the ranchería and refers, undoubtedly, to Lupicina:
Journeying up the Carmel valley and passing the second dairy farm on the
Haight Ranch, (Mr. McDonald’s) he will see to his right, across the river,
the mouth of a canon, to the left of which a number of small shanties
constitute the “rancheria.” In one of these shanties there lately died an
Indian woman who was a “muchacha” of some twenty-five summers when
the Mission was formed.
Several references to Lupicina can be found in Harrington’s fieldnotes:
Lupecina, old Indian woman, died at age of 101 years. She knew
little Spanish (Laura Escobar-Ramirez, 61:535A, 6).
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84 Lupe Isína (phon.), an old Indian woman of Carmelo, died 125
years old (Tomás Torres, September 27, 1929, 84).
Laura remembers how lots of people came to see Lupecina when
she was so old she crawled. She wore only an underskirt, or sometimes an
undershirt, and her face all wrinkled like a pear that had been in oven. Her
daughter would shout to her when people came to see her and give alms.
She would shout to her in the language: ’ắma, people. Laura never saw or
will another woman old like her. They photographed her much and
pictures of her even went to France. They called her Lupişína…and she
was never called merely Lupe, but used the name as a whole. She was 112
years (61:863B, 2) old when she died and others thought her older. She
had carried stone for Carmel mission — she was 12 years old when they
brought her here.
The women carried stone from they call Las Virgenes, on the south
side of the Carmel river, informants know the place and the hole there in
the outcrop. A whitish rock. Lupecina said that she and many other
women carried the stones from there across the river to the church, in
carrying nets with a rod or strap across bosom, doesn’t know if only one
stone in the net at a time. She was strong and strapping young woman then
(Laura Escobar-Ramirez, January 1930 (61:863A, 1).
Lupecina was Isabel’s mother’s mother. She was from Buena Vista
(over towards the Sugar Factory). Tomás Comelio [Cornelio] was her
husband. They were brought from Buena Vista at the same time….The
people from Buena Vista were of an Indian community that were called
‘eselénes. But in the language ‘és len (Isabel Meadows, March 23, 1932
72:83B).
Omesia (Neomesia) was another elder of note that Isabel interacted with daily and
learned much from about Carmeleño history, language, and culture. Omesia lived on the
Meadow’s tract after he husband, Agricio José, sold their Rancho Rincón de los Laureles
to José María Escobar in 1844 despite provisions of the Secularization Act that prevented
the sell or transfer of Indian lands (Hackel 2005:404). Harrington’s consultants describe
Omesia:
Umesia, old Indian woman of Carmelo, died 100 yrs old (Tomás
Torres, September 27, 1929, 83)
Laura says that the people here at Carmelo always said ’oměşiya,
but some people in Monterey said ’uměşiya. It was curious, Laura says,
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she was the only one people here ever heard of that had that name (Laura
Escobar-Ramirez, January 1930).
Her name was Maria Omesia. The Indians called her ’ũmmeş.ya
(Isabel Meadows April 11, 1932, April 1935)
La gente del pais always said Umesia, e.g., Mrs. Encarnación
Castro said always Umésia. La vieja Omesia was always with los Castros
when los Castros lived there en Las Peras (place by Carmel Mission on
back of Carmel River). Omesia said it always made her sad to think of all
the people that used to be at la Misión before, and so Omesia left there and
moved up to la Ranchería together with the other elders. But Isabel always
says Omesia, which is a more correct pronunciation (Maria, [April] 1935,
61:862B).
Omesia died in 1883 but, as Hackel suggests (2005:429), she may have met
Special Indian Agent for Southern California, Helen Hunt Jackson, when Jackson
traveled to the area prior to Omesia’s death. In 1883, Jackson published accounts of her
investigation into the plight of the Mission Indians of California. She published A
Century of Dishonor in 1881 and her protest novel, Ramona, in 1884. Jackson was born
in Amherst, Massachusetts in 1830. Her father was a professor of languages at Amherst
College, and she was a comfortable member of the academic and literary set in the East.
It was not until 1879 when she attended a lecture about Ponca removal given by Chief
Standing Bear in Boston that she became interested in, or rather, obsessed with the
welfare of American Indians. In the next six years prior to her death in 1885, Jackson
became a major figure in the movement to reform Indian affairs through the shear force
of her personality. As she put it, she had become the “most odious thing in life…a
woman with a hobby” (Mathes 1994:144, see also Mathes 1990). Up the Carmel River
not far from the San Carlos Mission, Jackson was guided to a well-concealed Indian
settlement. Jackson describes the settlement as:
The most picturesque of all the Mission Indians’ hiding-places
which we saw was that on the Carmel River, a few miles from the San
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Carlos Mission. Except by help of a guide it cannot be found. A faint trail
turning off from the road in the river-bottom leads down to the river’s
edge. You follow it into the river and across, supposing it a ford. On the
opposite bank there is no trail, no sign of one. Whether it is that the
Indians purposely always go ashore at different points of the bank, so as to
leave no trail; or whether they so seldom go out, except on foot, that the
trail has faded away, I do not know. But certainly, if we had had no guide,
we should have turned back, sure we were wrong. A few rods up from the
river-bank, a stealthy narrow footpath appeared; through willow copses,
sunk in meadow grasses, across shingly bits of alder-walled beach it
creeps, till it comes out in a lovely spot,—half basin, half rocky knoll,—
where, tucked away in nooks and hollows, are the little Indian houses,
eight or ten of them, some of adobe, some of the tule-reeds; small patches
of corn, barley, potatoes, and hay; and each little front yard fenced in by
palings, with roses sweet-peas, poppies, and mignonette growing inside. In
the first house we reached, a woman was living alone. She was so alarmed
at the sight of us that she shook. There could not be a more pitiful
comment on the state of perpetual distrust and alarm which the poor
creatures live, than this woman’s face and behavior. We tried in vain to
reassure her; we bought all the lace she had to sell, chatted with her about
it, and asked her to show us how it was made. Even then she was so
terrified that although she willingly took down her lace-frame to sew a few
stitches for us to see, her hands still trembled. In another house we found
an old woman evidently past eighty, without glasses working button-holes
in fine thread. Her daughter-in-law—a beautiful half-breed, with a still
more beautiful baby in her arms—asked the old woman, for us, how old
she was. She laughed merrily at the silly question, “She never thought
about it,” she said; “it was written down once in a book at the Mission, but
the book was lost.”
There was not a man in the village. They were all away at work,
farming or fishing. This little handful of people are living on land to which
they have no shadow of title, and from which they may be driven any
day,—these Carmel Mission lands having been rented out, by their present
owner, in great dairy farms. The parish priest of Monterey told me much
of the pitiable condition of these remnants of the San Carlos Indians. He
can do little or nothing for them, though their condition makes his heart
ache daily. In that half-foreign English which is always so much more
eloquent a language than the English-speaking peoples use, he said: “They
have their homes there only by the patience of the thief; it may be that the
patience do not last to-morrow.” The phrase is worth preserving; it
embodies so much history,—history of two races (Jackson [1883]
1902:154-157).
Jackson gives the impression that the woman was frightened by her arrival alone.
While her arrival certainly would have sparked substantial alarm, the woman’s reaction
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was no doubt amplified by a certain piece of Jackson’s clothing, for as Michael Dorris
remarks, “She must have made an impressive appearance, since she always wore a hat
composed of the entire head of a large gray owl. This bird, which symbolized death to a
number of tribes she visited, intimidated many of those with whom she wished to
converse until they became used to her presence” (1988:x).
Jackson documented members of the local tribal community she called the “San
Carlos Indians” (in reference to Mission San Carlos) on the brink of dispossession from
their lands. Robert Louis Stevenson, who visited Monterey in 1879, four years before
Jackson, drew similar conclusions concerning the fate of Indian lands. The following
passage is worth quoting in full because Stevenson refers to the same communal land
holdings, even mentioning the cottage-like houses there, and also describes the Feast of
San Carlos at the mission, an event of importance in affirming a sense of community
among “the Indians of Carmel.” Stevenson writes:
Their lands [the Indians of Carmel], I was told, are being yearly
encroached upon by the neighbouring American proprietor, and with that
exception no man troubles his head for the Indians of Carmel. Only one
day in the year, the day before our Guy Fawkes, the padre drives over the
hill from Monterey; the little sacristy, which is the only covered portion of
the church, is filled with seats and decorated for the service; the Indians
troop together, their bright dresses contrasting with their dark and
melancholy faces; and there, among a crowd of somewhat unsympathetic
holiday-makers, you may hear God served with perhaps more touching
circumstances than in any other temple under heaven. An Indian, stoneblind and about eighty years of age, conducts the singing; other Indians
compose the choir; yet they have the Gregorian music at their finger ends,
and pronounce the Latin so correctly that I could follow the meaning as
they sang. The pronunciation was odd and nasal, the singing hurried and
staccato. “In saecula saeculo-ho-horum,” they went, with a vigorous
aspirate to every additional syllable. I have never seen faces more vividly
lit up with joy than the faces of these Indian singers. It was to them not
only the worship of God, nor an act by which they recalled and
commemorated better days, but was besides an exercise in culture, where
all they knew of art and letters was united and expressed. And it made a
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man’s heart sorry for the good fathers of yore who had taught them to dig
and to reap, to read and to sing, who had given them European massbooks which they still preserve and study in their cottages, and who had
now passed away from all authority and influence in that land—to be
succeeded by greedy landthieves and sacrilegious pistol-shots. So ugly a
thing may our Anglo-Saxon Protestantism appear beside the doings of the
Society of Jesus (Stevenson n.d.[1880]:18-19).
MacFarland also described San Carlos Day at the nadir of the mission’s decline:
Once in a while, a few Indians would creep down from the hills to hold a
sort of mass in the sacristy of the mission. On San Carlos Day they always
came. No one disturbed them; only a few cared enough to even know they
came (1914:71).
This predicted theft of land would soon prove true. Though Stevenson wrote
about the notorious land baron Davy Jacks elsewhere, the particular neighboring
American proprietor, or greedy land thief, evidently was land baron and future State
Senator Bradley Varnum Sargent:
The Rancheria is 3/4 mile up the river from Sargeant’s [Sargent’s]
Crossing...the bridge with the gate in its middle. The poor Indians were
run off by Sargeant and where they lived there is no house and place
where they lived is all grown up with willows; can only see the places by
going to them and either by crossing the bridge by foot and walking up the
south band of the Carmel River or by fording the river at right place on
foot.
While not all the nuances and machinations of this episode of dispossession are
known, there is documentation available regarding the expropriation of La Rancheria.
That Sargent would resort to violent means seems clear: “Sarchens [Sargent] ordered
Vicente Escobar to murder Ponciano [Manjarres] where Ponciano was squatting”
(Harrington 71:474b, 571). Ponciano had, however, received a patent to the land in
question (161.8 acres near the South Fork of Rock Creek and Pine Creek) on February
15, 1889. Clark documents this murder case (1991:413).
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Isabel Meadows and other informants described the history of the dispossession
of La Ranchería to Harrington:
The Rancheria was first where the house del Chino is now. Later it
was moved to the mouth of el Arroyo del Potrero. The house of the
Escobares was on the flat. There was a big [teosote?] tree at it, which the
Escobares themselves had planted as a little tree. A little uphill of this was
the house of Juan Panocha, and still further above, a little in the Rincon
was the house of Roman Álvarez.
Sarchen [Sargent] just let them live there to get the land cleared for
nothing. But when the old Indians died, he moved the young Indians off
little by little, till he got them all moved off (37:205).
Panocha’s father, named Juan Panocha, more properly Juan
Onésimo, died about 1884, at the ranchería. (71:473B).
Isabel relays how Ularia cast a spell on the Sargent family:
Phil Robinsón told the Indians that Sarchen had no right to run the
Indians away from the Ranchería, that it was not his land. Sargent claimed
the land all the way to el Peñon that all the land to there was his. Phil
Robinson was the son del viejo Robinson. Says old Robinson’s name was
also Phil. El Phil Robinson said that he was ready to go to court to testify.
But the curse of la Ularia fell upon la familia de los Sarchens. El
Brad and la Játi [Hattie] no longer stayed and lived among all of los
Sarchens. Who knows where el Brad lives now, he is in San Francisco
perhaps. He’s a lawyer, that’s why he’s there (Isabel Meadows, May 1936,
76:428B).
Sarchen [Sargent] runs off the Indians.
Old Izabel Diaz (Julia’s older sister) told Sarchen: Why do you
want my land, it makes no difference to lack this corner. We’re not
creating a nuisance here, and we’re not bothering anyone while living
here. Alefonso, for example, moved away from the ranch just from the
thought that Sarchen did not want them there. All of the hill of the river
didn’t belong to Sarchen, he just put el Chileno with the story that el
Chileno was the buyer there. And he seized el Piñon where el Alefonso
and la Laura lived, he seized it like a squatter, the land there was not his
(Isabel Meadows, April 1935, 80:362B).
Concerning Sargent’s main adobe structure at Rancho San Francisquito, Hoover
Rensch, and Rensch write, “…it was a symmetrical, five-room dwelling with the usual
wooden kitchen addition in which Indian servants prepared food for the household”
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(Hoover et al.1966:232] quoted in Howard 1973:27).” Howard adds, “On the hillock
immediately west of the adobe site is an Indian midden which is apparently the locale of
the servant’s quarters.” Howard also references La Ranchería in the Carmel Valley below
the flat, “This area was a pasture for the Mission San Carlos herds, and an Indian adobe
hut rancheria existed near the confluence of Portrero Creek with the Carmel River”
(1973:27).
In a 1978 interview with Randy Milliken for his “Ethnohistory of the Rumsen”
(1981:122), Sir Harry Downie talked about the Ranchería and Jackson’s visit. He noted
that many of the prior inhabitants resided in Seaside and Watsonville:
[T]here was the old Meadows place out there where she was born, across
the river was the place called the Rancheria. Helen Hunt Jackson
described it in her book, Glimpses of California. She took a boat up the
river and she visited them up there. I knew quite a few of them who were
born up there. …I knew quite a few of them. They’re all gone now. But
they farmed out there, they used to sell produce, that’s about all they did,
making a living. When Carmel was settled they came in and cut trees.
They worked in the pear orchards up there. Mostly now they are over in
Seaside. And you find them all, some of them are in Watsonville, in the
early days they went to Watsonville.
Milliken quotes from an article citing another elderly Indian resident of Monterey.
The “Oldest Man in the United States,” was printed on the first five pages of the San
Francisco Call on December 2, 1887:
There came to the Controller’s office today from Monterey County a
claim for $544.37 for the aid of aged and indigent persons. Among the
list of those entitled to this aid is the name of Gabriel, an Indian, whose
age is 132 years. He was born in the year 1755. When George
Washington had almost forgotten the cherry tree incident, Gabriel was
probably raising the scalps of aborigines in Arizona or Southern
California (1981:122-123).
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It is interesting to note that the county provided indigent aid to Old Gabriel, as he was
known. We might imagine that Monterey County provided aid to other impoverished
Carmeleños as well. 26
In 1980, Alex Torres summarized the history of land loss among Indians in
Monterey and described the movement of some families to other parts of the county and
state:
The Spanish and the Mexicans took almost all the Indians’ land, and later
they got run off what was left — down to Jolon and Santa Barbara. But
my grandmother’s family didn’t go like the others (Greene 1980:2).
In the following section, I describe the growing concern about the welfare of
California Indians, which led, ultimately, to federal action to secure lands for at least
some of the landless Native communities of California.

Homeless Indians of California: Social Concern and Federal Response 27
A number of friends-of-the-Indian groups, such as the Indian Rights Association,
developed in the late nineteenth century following the Civil War to advocate for the
reform of Indian policy. Loring Priest writes of 1880 as a turning point in public opinion
about Indian affairs (1942:66-80). President Chester Arthur appointed reformer and
popular author Helen Hunt Jackson as a Special Indian Agent, and the Department of the
Interior sent her to California in 1881 to investigate the situation of Indian peoples there.
She published A Century of Dishonor in 1881 and reported to Congress with an
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assessment of treaty violations and the wholesale theft of native lands. Her report was not
well received. She became enthralled with Hispanic California and attempted to highlight
the current injustices perpetrated by the United States against California Indians with a
romantic protest-novel set in the mission and rancho periods. Ramona, published in 1884
just before Jackson’s death, was wildly successful, ranking as an all-time best seller.
Jackson wrote, “If I could write a story that would do for the Indian a thousandth part that
Uncle Tom’s Cabin did for the negro, I would be thankful the rest of my life.” Following
its publication, she noted her hope that those who read her novel “would have swallowed
a big dose of information on the Indian question without knowing it” (Mathes 1990:77).
Unfortunately, but predictably, it was the romance and not the social commentary that
appealed to the public. As a result, a highly romanticized picture of the missions
developed. Importantly, the popular romanticization of the California missions which
followed Ramona (usually referred to as the “mission myth” or “fantasy Spanish
heritage”) posed Indians as hopelessly backwards and child-like. Mission Indians were
ultimately rendered as having vanished with those bygone days of pastoral bliss (Rawls
1992:342-361, Thomas 1991:119-157). Just the same, as Omer Stewart notes, both A
Century of Dishonor and Ramona “pricked the conscience of American and stimulated
more federal help for California Indians” (1978:705).
As described above, in 1883 Jackson visited what she described as “the most
picturesque of all the mission Indians’ hiding-places” along the Carmel River not far
from the mission. Jackson was on an official trip to investigate the plight of homeless
mission Indians after her appointment by President Chester Arthur in 1883 as a
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. She hoped the trip would spur federal action on the
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behalf of California Indians and specifically on behalf of Mission Indians. She described
the last remaining residents of La Ranchería on the brink of displacement by American
settlers. In her final report, she recommended that the Indian Service Bureau place the
San Carlos Band under the jurisdiction of the Mission Indian Agency of Southern
California to secure their ongoing welfare. No action seems to have taken place. Jackson
reported the local parish priest’s statement that the Indians of Monterey “have their
homes there only by the patience of the thief,” referring to a neighboring white rancher.
In their report 28 dated July 13, 1883, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Jackson and Kinney (in Heizer 1979:75-93, see also Mathes 1990:73) presented the
following information and recommendations:
Report on the Conditions and Needs of the Mission Indians of California,
Made by Special Agents Helen Jackson and Abbot Kinney to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
SIR: In compliance with our instructions bearing dates November
28, 1882, and January 12, 1883, we have the honor to submit to you the
following report on the subject of the Mission Indian in Southern
California:
In conclusion, we would make the suggestion that there are several
small bands of Mission Indians north of the boundaries of the so-called
Mission Indians’ Agency, for whom it would seem to be the duty of the
Government to care as well as for those already enumerated. One of these
is the San Carlos Indians, living near the old San Carlos Mission at
Monterey. There are nearly one hundred of these, and they are living on
lands which they were given to them before secularization act of 1834.
These lands are close to the boundaries of the ranch San Francisquito of
Monterey. These boundaries have been three times extended, each time
taking in a few more acres of the Indian’s lands, until now they have only
ten or twelve acres left. There are also some very destitute Indians living
in the neighborhood of the San Antonio Mission, some 60 miles south of
Monterey, and of San Miguel, 40 miles further south, and of Santa Suez
(sic) [Inez] near Santa Barbara. These Indians should not be overlooked in
28
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arrangements made for the final establishing of the Mission Indians in
Southern California.”
Hoping that these recommendations may be approved by the
Department, we are, very respectfully, yours,
Helen Jackson
Abbot Kinney
Honorable H. Price,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
The term “Mission Indians” came to officially and popularly refer to the Indian
peoples of the greater San Diego area. 29 The popular and bureaucratic use of the term
“Mission Indians” to refer only to California Indians of the greater San Diego area
probably correlates with the differential impact of Anglo Americans from north to south
over time resulting in larger populations of Native peoples in the South. The larger
population of Indians in the extreme southern part of the state would have contradicted
the ideology of extinction. However, that Southern California served as the setting for
Jackson’s Ramona surely contributed to the popular and bureaucratic association between
the Native peoples of Southern California and the term Mission Indians. Had Jackson’s
ill-fated trip to San Juan Bautista in 1883, where she wished to write Ramona, been
otherwise, perhaps the Native peoples of the Monterey Bay area would have received
greater federal and public attention. Owen Trelevan’s June 1916 article in Overland
Monthly, cited by Clough (1996:75), describes Jackson’s visit. When the Plaza Hotel and
the mission itself proved unsuitable for Jackson, stagecoach driver Mark Regan took
Jackson and her sister Annie Fiske to the Castro-Breen adobe, which was exactly the
atmosphere Jackson desired for her writing project. The caretaker’s humorless reaction to
Jackson’s laughter at her child’s entanglement with a jar of molasses, however, forced
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Jackson to abandon her plans. She returned to New York and began the novel in a suite at
the Berkeley Hotel (Doris 1988:xi).
The reform movements of the late nineteenth century led to the passage of the
Dawes or General Allotment Act of 1887, initiating the allotment policies that lasted until
1934. These “progressive” policies, appropriate to the social Darwinist milieu of the time,
broke up reservations into tracts of land deeded to individuals in the attempt to ultimately
destroy Indian autonomy, and “liberate” and incorporate Indians into the dominant
economic system. Allotments were assigned to heads of households and other individuals
with the federal government holding the allotments in trust for twenty-five years to
prevent their sale. The act was envisioned as a pathway to citizenship for American
Indians; “a vast pulverizing engine to break up the tribal mass” as President Theodore
Roosevelt stated. Additionally, the federal government sold non-allotted lands. Congress
steadily eroded the twenty-five year trust protection through, for example, the leasing
amendment of 1891 (see Stuart 1977 and McDonnell 1991). Congress authorized heirs to
sell inherited allotments without the approval of the Secretary of the Interior in 1902. The
Burke Act of 1906 amended allotment policies to allow the allotments of Indians deemed
“competent” to be patented as fee-simple, nullifying the trust arrangement and facilitating
their immediate sale. The “competency commissions” established by Commissioner of
Indian Affairs Cato Sells in 1913, found indication of white blood in the ancestry of an
individual to be evidence of competency (Calloway 2008:376-381). California Indians,
with notable exceptions such as the Tolowa of the northern coast, were mainly unaffected
by these policies as, by in large, they had no land to allot.
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In California, Charles Lummis’ Sequoya League, the Northern California Indian
Association (NCIA), whose motto was “To make better Indians,” the Indian Board of
Cooperation, and later the all-Native Mission Indian Federation lobbied Congress on
issues of legal, land, and living conditions of California Indians. These interest groups
played instrumental roles in goading the federal government into attempting to identify
landless California Indians and purchase “rancherias” for “homeless bands.” They
generally focused their efforts, however, on Native peoples of the San Diego area and
peoples of the northern coastal ranges and the Sierra Nevada (Castillo 1978a, 1978b).
Isabel Meadows may have referred to Adam Castillo, President of the Mission Indian
Federation (see Castillo 1978a:119 and 1978b:715), in Harrington’s fieldnotes cited
above (74:54B-55A). Adan Castillo is quoted in a series of Harrington’s fieldnotes in
(75:637B) the Costanoan series describing the dew of the toloache flower as a wash for
eye ailments. This may indicate a familiarity with the activism of Southern California and
the possibility of Indian activism in Monterey.
In a written plea to Congress dated January 21, 1904, and entitled, “Memorial of
the Northern California Indian Association, Praying that Lands be Allotted to the
Landless Indians of the Northern Part of the Sate of California,” the NCIA stated:
We…recommend and petition that our landless Indians be given small
tracts of lands…where they now reside. This has left these nonreservaton
Indians without any recognized legal status, a fact which has, in those
parts of California where racial prejudice against Indians is still strong,
subjected them to much oppression and abuse.
They presented a schedule or census showing the population, and location “of the
various bands of non-reservation Indians of northern California” (in Heizer 1979).
Secretary of the NCIA, C.E. Kelsey, co-authored the report and was appointed Special
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Agent to the California Indians the following year in 1905. Populations are listed by
county and locale and by language. For Monterey, five people are listed as living at
Arroyo Seco and of “Costanoan linguistic stock” with a question mark added. The
indeterminate linguistic character of the population possibly reflects remnant
multilingualism in Esselen, Rumsen, and perhaps Salinan or other languages. These
individuals may have been descendants of Joaquín de la Torre and María de Los Angeles
Cota who received title to Arroyo Seco in 1840 (and a U.S. patent in 1859). Forty-five
Salinan-speaking people were listed at Bird Haven, another forty-five at Milpitas, and
fifteen at Pacific (Kelsey 1979b) in Southern Monterey County.
During the first quarter of the twentieth century, Federal Indian Agents charged
with providing lands for homeless California Indians acknowledged the local Indian
tribal community as the “Monterey Band” in 1905-1906, 1909, and 1923. Influenced by
the mounting concern and activism for the welfare of California Indians, the BIA sent a
new wave of agents to California to identify Indian communities (“tribes and bands”) and
purchase suitable lands for “homesites” under the Congressional appropriations acts of
1906, 1908, and ensuing years (e.g., 1937). Official reports show that BIA agents
identified Indian communities in the Monterey Bay. In addition to the report of the NCIA
mentioned above, the 1905-06 Kelsey census of “Non-reservation Indians of California”
lists for Monterey County sixteen heads of families and a total of fifty-five individuals
without land, one individual land owner, and nine mixed-blood heads of family for a total
of twenty-one mixed-blood individuals. If Kelsey’s census is accurate, nearly all Native
people were landless in Monterey County by this time. On the Kelsey’s 1910 BIA
“Indian Map of California” a band with a population figure of “50” is shown at
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Monterey. The Indian Board of Co-operation of California wrote to the Monterey County
Board of Supervisors on December 15, 1919, and requested assistance with the settlement
of claims. The memorandum attached to their request indicates that the Indian population
in Monterey County was seventy-nine. In the 1923 Annual Report of the Reno Indian
Agency the bands of “Monterey, Jolon, etc.” are listed with a total population estimated
to be 125. 30
From 1892 through 1940, Indian Agents facilitated the purchase of small tracts of
land (home sites), called “rancherias,” to be held in trust for many groups throughout the
state. Land was purchased for 117 Indian communities in total, including more than
twenty-five communities in San Diego and Riverside Counties (Stewart 1978). The BIA
established only one rancheria, that of the Santa Inez Chumash, through the donation of
church-held land, between the San Francisco Bay Area and the southern Los Angeles
Basin, though agents identified numerous groups throughout this central coastal area.
Lightfoot (2005) points to the differences between the Spanish relocation programs in the
southern missions and northern missions to account for the recognition of Southern
California Indians as opposed to the Native peoples of the central and northern missions.
Essentially, the efforts of the missionaries in the South to relocate native populations to
the mission compounds were less extreme. As a result, demographic collapse was less
severe and native leadership was allowed to persist more intact, fostering greater social,
political, and cultural continuity among the indigenous people of the South.
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In unilateral determinations apparently supported by the BIA, Sacramento Agency
Superintendent Lafayette A. Dorrington ended administrative responsibilities and contact
with over 135 California Indian “bands” in 1927 (Leventhal n.d.). Even though Congress
charged the Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, E. B. Meritt, to prepare a report on
the status of land purchases for the California tribes, Dorrington failed in his
responsibilities as Superintendent. E.B. Meritt directed Dorrington:
My dear Mr. Dorrington,
When presenting to Congress estimates for the appropriation bill for the
fiscal year 1929, it will be necessary to show in detail the extent of our
activities in the matter of purchasing land for homeless California Indians;
to give the approximate number of Indians still to be provided with land,
and the probable cost to the Government.
…It is necessary for us to have more detailed and definite
information upon these matters, and you are requested to submit answers
to the following, as applying to Indians under you supervision:
Total number of bands under your jurisdiction, giving the name of
each band, the number of families in each band, and the number of adults,
and minors, comprising each family.
Number and name of any roaming bands not yet provided with
land, and for whom land should be purchased…. 31
Dorrington did not respond in a timely manner that prompted Meritt to chastise
Dorrington in a letter sent on May 26, 1927:
Mr. L.A. Dorrington,
Your attention is invited to Office letter dated January 8, 1927, requesting
certain data pertaining to California Indians, the same to be used in
connection with our estimate for the appropriation for the fiscal year 1929.
Request is made that the necessary data be in this Office not later
than May 15th. However, to date your report has not been received. No
further delay can be allowed in this matter because when making the
original request the time set for the submission of your report was
advanced as far as it was expedient to do so. It is assumed that you are in a
position to make report immediately, if you have not already done so.

31
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Please notify the Office at once of the present status of this matter,
advising when the report may be expected, explaining the full reason for
the delay. 32
Superintendent Dorrington did not respond until June 23, 1927. In his report, he
determined that a number of Indian “tribes and bands,” though possessing no land, had no
need for land to establish their home sites. Without benefit of onsite visitation by BIA
staff, Dorrington made his determinations that no land was needed for the majority of the
homeless Indians under his jurisdiction. With this painfully contradictory conclusion
firmly reported in his response to Meritt, Superintendent Dorrington unilaterally severed
all administrative ties and responsibilities with these communities and the U.S.
Government. Furthermore, in his 1927 report to the Assistant Commissioner, Dorrington
listed only three Salinan groups located in southern Monterey County as not in need of
land. Although Esselen/Costanoan peoples in Monterey appear in the Reno Indian
Agency’s 1923 Annual Report as the Monterey Band, they are not mentioned in
Dorrington’s 1927 report (probably because he was employing data from Kelsey’s 1910
or 1913 map where the population figure of “50” is obscured by the contour lines along
the coast). Dorrington opened his report with the following introduction:
My dear Mr. Commissioner,
This has reference to Office letters of January 8th and May 26-1927
and telegram of the 21st inst., pertaining to data, in detail, relative to the
expense of activities in the matter of purchasing land for homeless
California Indians. It is noted the Office states it is assumed that this
information could be given without making extensive thorough
investigation. Kindly be advised that such is not the case, that, as the
Office is aware, this jurisdiction includes the activities in forty-five
counties of Northern and Central California and that, with the exception of
seven counties, so far as this office is aware, no census has ever been
made and that in four of the seven counties in which we have census the
32
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census has not been made according to bands and was consequently
practically useless for the purpose at hand.
The undersigned, together with the entire personnel of this
Agency, has given considerable time to the compiling of data submitted
herewith; some is not as extensive as we would like to submit it but it is
believed that it will serve the purpose for which it is desired.
Dorrington ended his report:
In conclusion, kindly be advised that it has not been physically
possible to comply literally with Office instructions, and it is believed
from the foregoing the magnitude of the undertaking will be realized,
especially as census, so far as we are aware, is available for only seven
counties.
In this connection, kindly be advised that little data covering the
question at hand was found in the files of Agencies consolidated to form
this jurisdiction.
Also in this connection, kindly be further advised it is believed the Office
realizes that at an Agency having jurisdiction over public domain Indians
such as Sacramento Agency, it is impossible to have as close a personal
touch with the individual as on a closed reservation.
We sincerely trust that the data given herewith will serve the
purpose for which desired.
Though neglected by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the Monterey Band was
not mentioned in this administrative correspondence between Superintendent Dorrington
and Commissioner Merritt at the BIA central office. Administrative ties between the
Monterey Band and the Federal Government were not officially ended as they were for
those groups determined to have no need for land. 33
Indian Agents charged by Congress in 1906 to identify homeless bands of Indians
and purchase small rancherías for some of them identified and acknowledged the local
Indian community from 1906 to 1923 in their reports, censuses, and official maps. During
this period the Monterey Band fell under the jurisdictions of 1) Indian Agents, 2) the
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Reno Agency, and then 3) the Sacramento Agency after 1923. In 1927, 135 Indian
communities in California were illegally “terminated” through an administrative action of
Sacramento Agency Superintendent, Lafayette Dorrington. In 1931 Superintendent Oscar
Lipps, reflecting on the failure of the Bureau to establish rancherías for homeless Indians
noted, the BIA’s actions amounted to “gross negligence” and “crass indifference,” and
ultimately, it should be added, dereliction of duty. The net result was that Superintendent
Dorrington ended the federal trust relationship with the nightmarishly contradictory
conclusion that though these tribes had no land they had no need for land.
At the same time, the discovery of the eighteen unratified treaties, after having
been secreted away in the federal archives, laid the foundation for the land claims suits
brought against the U.S. by the Indians of California in 1928. To participate in the claims
actions, Carmeleños had to enroll with the BIA. Enrollees needed to demonstrate tribal
affiliation, which required witnesses from the community. However, the Federal
Government refused to recognize the tribal community as such but instead recognized
enrollees as individuals only or as a legal entity known as the “Indians of California” for
the purposes of litigation. Some enrollees, members of the Butron family, 34 listed their
tribal affiliation as “Las Virjenes 35 Reservation, Rancheria de Carmelos” in reference to
the ranchería (Kroeber 155:527-528, 537-538).

34

Manuel Butron was a Spanish soldier stationed at the Presidio of Monterey. His marriage to María
Dominguez of Tucutnut was the first marriage between and European and a Native Californian.
35
Las Virgenes or La Loma de las Virgenes is located in the mouth of the Carmel Valley and is the site,
according to local legend, where an apparition of the Virgin Mary appeared to local Indians (see Clark
1991:261, Howard 1973:17 and 1974:65-66, Harrington 61:863B,2, 68:245A, 68:271A,3, 71:594, 71:758A
[typed version of 71:738B], 72:57B, 76:533A,1, 76:600B, 1). The native name of La Loma de las Virgenes
may have been ciccitk: “That trip we started at Sarchen’s gate, and followed the road up the ladera, this
ladera, this monte, is called ciccitk, it extends to Las Virgenes (from Sargen’s gate in seaward[?]
direction?), she agrees the road they took on that trip goes through the middle of or through a part of
ciccitk, ciccitk es la monte-ladera…” (76:126A, 2).
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La Ranchería and the various other rancherías and neighborhoods where Indians
lived, and in some cases continue to live, figure prominently in the information provided
by local Indian consultants, notably Isabel Meadows, in the fieldnotes of John Peabody
Harrington during the 1920s and 1930s. The Ranchería was part of the historical
consciousness of the people of Monterey and Carmel until only relatively recently. It is a
featured place, Los Beracos, in the Anne B. Fisher’s ethnographic novel Cathedral in the
Sun for example, which Fisher based on interviews with Isabel Meadows and features
Isabel’s mother, Loreta, as the key protagonist. Indian land allotments in Carmel Valley
are also identified by Sydney Temple (1980:82-88) and Augusta Fink (1972:193-194) in
their popular histories of the Carmel Mission and Monterey County

Map. 9. Sydney Temple’s map, prepared by Joe Pierre, showing “Native Lands” along the Carmel River
(1980).

respectively. These lands continue to be cherished in the hearts and memories of the
current OCEN membership. Importantly, the Ranchería survives in the memories of
elders who have remarked that the tribe had a village there and, according to Rudy
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Rosales’s father, Adolph Rosales, “it was supposed to have been a reservation.” The
federal government of the U.S., after its war against Mexico and annexation of its lands,
neglected its legal obligation per the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848) to protect the
status of the San Carlos Indians and to recognize and prevent the alienation of these
lands. Later in 1905-1906, Kelsey’s Special Indian Census documented one core family
of the Esselen Nation living at the Sur Ranchería. In 1934, Isabel Meadows encapsulated
the history of her people,

Fig. 14. Thomas Santos Miranda, his family, and others at the Sur Rancheria.

including the land allotted to Indians following secularization, and her hopes for their
future in a fieldnote that Harrington began to develop entitled “Maria de la Cruz is given
a sheep.” Harrington quotes Isabel as follows:
The Padre gave the Indians that piece of land that is now called ‘El
Potrero’ on Sargent’s ranch. And when the Americans came, the Indians
were chased out. The padre gave them the land with papers written up, but
the signatures weren’t held valid when the Americans came. Sargent ran
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them off when he bought there. They had to leave, and they were gathered
together camping at the river—and from there the Indian people dispersed.
The government never helped the Carmel people, not with
anything were they helped. The land they were given by the signature of
the padre didn’t hold, and they had to disperse to wherever they could.
Thrown out, they stayed among the other peoples only to find their life as
the most poor. And they were exposed to all kinds of vices and drinking.
The American government instead of caring for them like they cared for
the Indians in other parts, seemed like it didn’t know these Carmeleños
existed.
Some died of sadness and others went away from there, dispersed
and scattered everywhere. Some ended up living away in Sacramento or in
Santa Barbara. Throughout all those places there were Carmeleños hiding
that they knew the language. And many died with smallpox also, and with
measles—they didn’t know how to protect themselves. And years were
ended with drunkenness. Before, in Monterey, it seems like every other
house had a bar and these poor people drank until they died. Some drank
from sorrow because they had been cast out.
The history of the Carmelo and of Monterey tells of many
accidents and fights and stabbings and clubbings and everything that
happened to the Indians when they were drinking. And many deaths
resulted from the drinking of whiskey and wine. In this manner, the Indian
people were finished off faster—with the drinking and with so much
sorrow that they had been cast away from their land.
They were the first ones that brought the first padres to the
Carmelo. They were the first people to be put there in the Carmel Valley
[on the Ranchería]. And now there are almost no Indian people of pure
Carmel race nor speaking the language. So much have they suffered,
forced to mix in with the Mexicans and then with the gringos. I hope that
one of the wealthy people of the Carmelo will be able to buy them a good
piece of land, at least, to live on, to put their ranchería like before, to
revive their language, and to be counted again in the world [“pa hacer
cuento otra vez en el mundo” would be better translated as ‘to make their
story again in the world’] (Yamane 2002:14) 36

36

Unfortunately, no citation is given but the narrative can be found in Harrington (80:366A-366B):
Y de ay al, como se llamaba, Olorico, le dió en el Potrero, ese pedazo de tierra onde le
llaman ahor El Potrero en el rancho de Sarchen. Y de ay cuando los americanos entraton,
los corrieron. Los dieron con papeles el padre, escritos, per no eses es que no servian las
firmas, dijieron las gentes, cuando entraron los americanos, Sarchen los corrió cuando
compró allí. Y tuvieron que salir, y de ay estaban amontonados en el rio acampados, y
de ay de allí (sic) se desparamaron toda la Indiana. A esta gente del Carmelo el gobierno
nunca les ayudó, ni con nada, les ayudo, dijieron que las firmas del pare no servian, y se
tuvieron que desparamar por onde quiera, de modo que quedaron echados entre la otra
gente no mas pa buscar su vida como los mas pobres, y estaban espuestos a toda clase de
vicios y a la tomadera. El gobierno americano en vez de cuidarlos como cuidaban a los
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In the next section, I review the period of official anthropology that led to
Kroeber’s determination that Costanoan and Esselen peoples were extinct. I counterpose
Kroeber’s findings with descriptions of the ongoing community of Carmeleños who
remained anchored to Mission San Carlos, its ecclesiastical calendar and activities.
Working essentially under the same paradigm, Harrington conducted fruitful fieldwork
for years with the Carmeleños until 1939. Finally, I briefly explore the legacy of the
enrollments for the land claims hearings.

Salvage Anthropology, Ongoing Community, and Land Claims
Concomitant with federal neglect was anthropological erasure. Anthropologist
Alfred Kroeber, the father of California anthropology, conducted fieldwork in the
Monterey area in 1902. In his widely read and highly influential Handbook of the Indians
of California, published in 1925, he wrote that Costanoan-speaking and Esselen-speaking
peoples were both “extinct” (Kroeber 1925:464, 544). Kroeber’s assessment
indios en otras partes , parece que ni sabia que existian [“ks” under “x”] estos
Carmeleños, algunos se murieron de tristeza, y otros se fueron por ay, se desparamaron
por onde quiera, algunos se caiban a bibir hasta en Sacramento o en Santa Barbara, por
todo eso habia Carmeleños, bien escondiendo que sabian idioma, y munchos se acabaron
con las virguelas tambien, con el sarrampeon, no sabian cuidarse, y años se acabaron con
la borrachera, antes en Monterrey parecia que cada otra casa tenia cantina, y esos pobres
gentes se tomaban hasta la muerte, y algunos se tomaban de sentimiento proque los
echaron afuera, y la historia del Carmelo y de Monterey cuenta munchas accidentes y
peleas y puñaladas, y garrotes y todo que habia entré la Indiada cuando estaban tomados,
y de munchas muertes que resultaban de la tomadera del juisqui y del vino, asi iban
acabandose la gente mas pronto con la tomadera y que sintieron muncho que los echaron
afuera de allí , porque ellos eran los primeros que trajieron los primeros padres a el
Carmelo y que pusieron allí en el valle del Carmelo. Hasta que ahora casi no hay gente
de raza pura del Carmelo ni de idioma, tantao que hand sufrido rebueltos a fuerzas con
los mejicanos ye de ay con los gringos. Ojalá que uno de los ricos del Carmelo les
pudiera comprar un buen pedazo de tierra siquiera pa vivir, pa poner su rancheria como
antes, pa refivir su idioma, y pa hacer cuento otra vez en el mundo.
I would translate the phrase “…pa hacer cuento” differently. First, “cuenta” means “count” (and Harrington
usually notes “sic” in the case of incorrect gender use) whereas “cuento” means “story.” “Contar” is the
verb “to count,” but it also means “to relate” or “to tell.” “Hacer” is not “to be.” “Hacer cuento” is
commonly used to mean “to tell a story,” or, perhaps better, “to make up a story.” Consequently, I would
translate the phrase as “to make their story again in the world” or “to make their history again in the
world.”
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notwithstanding, Harrington conducted fruitful research for the Bureau of American
Ethnology during this same period and collected roughly 70,000 pages of fieldnotes,
which document the persistence of an Indian community in Monterey and their linguistic
and socio-cultural history.
In the 1950s, Kroeber clarified in his work for the land claims hearings that,
indeed, the people themselves were not extinct but that they were unable or unwilling to
provide him with information concerning precontact language and culture in relation to
his specific salvage anthropology project. He recognizes the persistence of many of the
coastal native groups both as individuals and collectivities:
[T]here is a widespread belief that many Indian groups, especially the
smaller ones, have now become extinct... Anthropologists sometimes have
gone a step farther, and when they can no longer learn from living
informants the speech and modes of life of the ancestors of these
informants, they talk of that tribe or group as being extinct—when they
mean merely that knowledge of the aboriginal language and culture has
become extinct among the survivors. The survivors are there; they may
even be full-bloods; racially or biologically the stock is not extinct; but
they can no longer help the anthropologist acquire the knowledge about
the group that he would like to preserve (Kroeber and Heizer 1970).
As is evident, Kroeber’s motivation to reconstruct precontact lifeways led him to
conduct a certain type of “salvage” anthropology. When his informants did not provide
him with the “memory culture” his “salvage” anthropology required to reconstruct preconquest cultures he categorized their tribe as “extinct.” Kroeber’s fixation with an
ethnographic present situated just before the arrival of Europeans seems a case of
imperialist nostalgia: a longing for that which “progress” has destroyed which
simultaneously masks the current and historical power relations between the colonizer
and the colonized. Kroeber’s essentialist, and here bounded and static, conception of
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culture allowed him to deem extinct those indigenous peoples who did not display
sufficient amounts of pure, “primitive,” precontact culture (Field 1999, Field et al. 1992,
Leventhal et al. 1994, Rosaldo 1989).
Mission San Carlos as an Ongoing Central Institution
In the clippings file of C. Hart Merriam at the Bancroft Library is an article from
the Oakland Post Enquirer dated November 21, 1923. Significantly, the article appears
two years prior to the publication of Kroeber’s Handbook. The article is entitled
“Restoration of Indian Village Sought: Carmel Priest Launches Plan to Aid Pure Blood
Aborigines.” The article is worth quoting in full:
An Indian village surrounding the old mission at Carmel-by-the-Sea is the
final link in the plan to restore that historic relic to a semblance of what it
was in the days of the mission fathers.
Father R. M. Mestres, the parish priest at Monterey, is the author
and sponsor of the unique project.
Due to the untiring efforts of Father Mestres, and under his
direction, the restoration of Carmel mission, the formal name of which is
Mission San Carlos de Borromeo, has gone steadily forward the last few
years.
UNIQUE PROJECT
Although more or less of the labor of preservations has been
applied to all the California missions, nowhere has the work been carried
so far as to include the reconstruction of a permanent village of the
descendants of the aboriginal tribes which were sheltered and taught by
the mission fathers.
“As the people of California are interested in preserving the ruins
of the mission, explained Father Mestres, why should they not be equally
interested in preserving the ruins of the races for whom the missions were
built?”
It would be a most humanitarian deed, in keeping with the noble
aim of Junipero Serra, added the Monterey priest. San Carlos was the
second mission founded in upper California. It was Father Serra’s own
charge, his favorite mission. Here the president of the Franciscan
missionaries lived, labored, died, was buried, and where his bones rest.
FINDS PURE-BLOODS
Dr. A. L. Kroeber of the University of California declares, in his
“Handbook of the Indians of California,” recently published by the federal
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government: “It is established that the tribes that were completely devoted
to mission life are gone. Many are wholly extinct; the most fortunate may
amount to one 1-100th of their original numbers.”
Nevertheless, in the course of his researches Father Mestres has
discovered and listed some 50 pure blood Indians, whom his evidence
satisfies him are descendents of the aboriginal neophytes once attached to
the mission at Carmel.
These 50 Indians Father Mestres proposes to bring together as the
nucleus of a mission village which will last —to use the devoted
churchman’s own words—“as long as the Indians themselves last.”
The present condition of the human material for his mission
village, Father Mestres revealed, is more or less pitiable.
PITIABLE CONDITION
Some of them are to be found scattered along the foothills of the
Santa Lucia range, housed in rude huts on land that is not their own,
existing by sufferance of neighbors and landowners, and not always
welcome, the men earning a precarious living at woodcutting or other odd
jobs.
One or more of these Indian families may often be seen driving
into town in a rickety buckboard, behind an old nag unfit for more
strenuous uses.
The patriarch of the flock will be Jose Bernabe, a well-known
character, who has a habit of sunning himself on the main Street of
Carmel. Old Jose is cared for by relatives who occupy a shack on the
outskirts of the artists’ colony.
One family of eight, that of old Onesimo Bernabe, a brother of
Jose, at present occupies a small hut in a canyon on the Meadows ranch
eight miles southeast of Carmel. The hut, and usually a number of darkskinned children, may be glimpsed from the road by anyone driving up the
Carmel river valley.
BANS MIXED BLOOD
In all, Father Mestres has listed three families, besides a number of
isolated individuals, now residing in the vicinity of Carmel, who are
eligible to become members of his mission village.
There are, of course, hundreds of other dark-skinned people living
on the outskirts of Carmel, or in Monterey, or working as “vacqueros” on
the Santa Lucia cattle ranges, who have the blood of mission Indians in
their veins. But these are usually at least half Mexican or Spanish, and it is
the aim of the author of the plan to include only unmixed aborigines in his
charitable undertaking.
To the Indians now existing in the vicinity, Father Mestres expects
to add six families who are grouped together in a little village at Tejon,
some 35 miles east of Bakersfield, in Kern county. 37

37

Recall Tomás Torres’ description of his travels to Tejon in Chapter 1. Note as well the Costanoan
Rumsen Carmel Tribe’s narrative concerning their ancestors’ relocation to Southern California.
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DECORATED BY KING
The priest explains that the Tejon group is a remnant of the
mission refugees who crossed the Coast range mountains to escape
persecution by Mexican soldiers from the presidio at Monterey at the time
of the secularization nearly a century ago. This group is still in possession
of documents from the Americas [sic] government showing that their
ancestors belonged to Carmel mission.
Father Mestres himself came to Monterey parish in 1892, 33 years
ago. He was born in the province of Catalonia, Spain, the birthplace also
of Father Serra, which may explain in part his devotion to keeping alive
the historical aspects of Serra’s work.
For his labors in preserving the spirit of old Spain in California,
Father Mestres has been decorated by the Spanish king. He has also
received the title of “Monsignor” from the pope [sic].
Although Serra had been dead for 108 years when Mestres came to
Monterey, Mestres found five ancient Indians, two men and three women,
who professed to vivid memories of the mission founder when they were
small children.
The oldest of the five, a woman, was proved by the mission
records to be 113. She was, accordingly, 5 years old when Serra died. She
lived to be 117.
In the work of restoration at Carmel Father Mestres is guided
partly by a sketch made in 1793 by the explorer, Captain Vancouver, and
by a painting done in 1821 by another Englishman named Smythe.
And finally the Indian village.
Father Mestres’ plan is to settle each family on two or three acres
of fertile land, the property to be held in perpetual trust by a board of
disinterested trustees, so that it cannot be disposed of by the beneficiaries.
Here suitable homes will be provided, and the Indians will be
expected to wrest a part of their living from the soil (Merriam archive,
Reel 75, Frames 82-83).
While the Indian village did not come to pass, the possibility and the rudimentary plan
are intriguing, especially as the Santa Inez Chumash came to be federally recognized at
roughly the same time through the Church’s donation of land to that community, which
was taken into trust by the federal government. The article is also significant in that
Father Mestres takes issue explicitly with Kroeber’s finding that the mission tribes “are
gone.” The article counters with Father Mestres’ own evidence of fifty full-blood
Carmeleño individuals, which matches the population figure on Kelsey’s map. The
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hundreds of mixed blood individuals that Father Mestres knows of, however, were to be
banned from the project. The project itself was tied to the restoration of the mission and,

Fig. 15. “Four individuals; Milpitas Valley, Monterey Co.” Photograph taken by C. Hart Merriam and
labeled as En-ne-sen (Esselen), August 1902 (see Merriam 1955:128, Plate 35a; courtesy of The Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley).

likely, the romantic views emerging of the period. If the mission church could be
preserved, then so to could the “the ruins of the races for whom the mission were built.”
The article also presents an important glimpse of the living conditions of the Carmeleños
at that time. Mestres describes some living precarious lives “housed in rude huts on land
that is not their own” in the foothills of the Santa Lucias, eking out livings through
woodcutting or odd jobs. Two individuals are named; José Bernabe who is described as
being “cared for by relatives who occupy a shack on the outskirts of the artists’ colony,”
and his brother Onésimo Bernabe and “a number of dark-skinned children” who
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“occup[y] a small hut in a canyon on the Meadows ranch eight miles southeast of
Carmel.”
MacFarland describes San Carlos Day fiesta in 1911:
Of Carmel’s thousand neophytes, only one remains. A bent old
man comes once a year, on San Carlos Day, to worship in the mission.
Some went back to their savage kinsmen and so passed beyond the
ken of the pale face. Many married into Mexican families. Most of them
went home to the Great Spirit….
[Christiano Machado left his position as custodian in 1911 after an
assistant priest harshly rebuked him for regaling tourists with fanciful tales
of the mission. His eldest of ten children became the new custodian.]
High mass is celebrated at half past ten in the morning. Long
before the auto speeds from Monterrey bringing Father Mestres to the
mission, the Mexican and, if the day be fine, one old Indian, come on foot,
on horseback and in wagons of all kinds. Their stiffly starched, brightcolored dresses make the old mission wake from its dusty slumber and live
the old days over again.…
High Mass is celebrated as of old; but the Indian choir is gone and
a second auto brings trained choristers from Monterey (MacFarland
1914:87-89, 91).
Milliken includes an extended passage from Van Lanen’s description of the San Carlos
feast day, written sometime after 1963, which seems to contradict MacFarland’s
depiction of the continuing local Indian involvement in the event.
Fiestas were held on the feast days of the major Franciscan saints
but the greatest celebration of all was November 4th, the feast day of the
patron of the mission, St. Charles Borromeo. Even after the end of the
mission period the Indians would return to Carmel Mission on that day to
celebrate. It was Father Casanova, pastor of Monterey from 1870-1893,
who moved the fiesta from November 4th to the Sunday nearest the feast to
enable more people to attend. On the fiesta day the Indians would dress
the old mission church with pine trees for the celebration of Mass. Robert
Louis Stevenson joined in the festivities and was impressed not only with
the quality singing of the Indian choir but with their music at the dance
which followed the ecclesiastical celebration. Father Ramon Mesdres
[Mestres]. Pastor of Monterey from 1902-1930, organized the few
remaining Indians into the Sociedad de los Nativos who would choose one
of their number to be the captain of the fiesta. The captain was nominated
by the group who in turn would individually indicate their choice by
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throwing a white pebble into a hat for approval or a black pebble for
disapproval. Father Mesdres died in 1930 and the long tradition of Fiesta
Carmelo lapsed for one year. In 1931 Mr. Harry Downie came to Carmel
to begin the work of mission restoration and he revived the celebration.
That same year Father Phillip Scher who was appointed pastor of
Monterey was invited to preach at the Solemn Mass which indeed he
did—one hour in Spanish and one hour in English. Needless to say he was
not invited back the next year.
The tradition of the Indian captain for the fiesta was continued by
Mr. Downie who recalls that one Alfonso Ramirez was elected year after
year. His only complaint: the $1.00 dues for belonging to the society and
the fact that the captain had to pay for any of the members who neglected
their dues. With the death of Ramirez the Indians nominated Andrew
Gomez to be the new captain but he failed to gain the support of the
majority. Finally it was Andrew’s mother who broke the deadlock when
she announced: “We’ll nominate Harry Downie as captain.” Thus it was
that Downie became the last of the fiesta captains. What began as a 15
year old revival of the fiesta lapsed about 1946.
Renewed interest among the historically conscious Carmel Mission
parishoners [sic] revived the fiesta in 1963 and it has been an annual event
ever since. The old statue of St. Charles Borromeo which Father Mesdres
procured from Spain... is still carried in procession through the church,
although gone are the four Indians who vied to have the honor of lifting it
to their shoulders (in Milliken 1981:116).
Of significance is the Sociedad de los Nativos (Society of the Natives) that Father
Mestres organized, which elected a captain each feast day. Evidently, the society elected
a captain each year, except for one year following Father Mestres death in 1930, from
1902 through 1946 with Alfonso Ramirez elected for a number of consecutive years. Sir
Harry Downie was the last fiesta captain when Andrew Gomez did not secure the support
of the majority following Ramirez’s death. Milliken cites Alfonso Ramirez’s
description 38 of the fiesta in a letter written in 1932:
When first I started to help the San Carlos church. My
grandmother and her sistere and her husband and four or fve boy’s we use
to fix up the church where there use to be Mass. To father Casanova. We
had to sleep at night at the church. As there was no doors or roof to the
church.
38

I present the text as written without any modification to grammar, spelling, or punctuation.
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In the church Roman and his wife and Ventura use to sing. And the
son’s of Roman use to play the violin. I remember one year, they sang in
church. After Roman died, Ventura teached two girls to sing. I don’t
rember in which year he sang with his two girls. Father Casanva brought
his singers. Father Casanva use to church [charge] $12.00 onlly for the
Mass. There where only men not women’s. When I use to come out and if
there were two absented I had to pay for the one’s that was absented. For
60 years I’ve been paying $1.00 each year. Not missing one yr. After I got
Married Ive been paying $2.00. for 50 years. Not missing one years.
Father Casanva use to hear Mass. On the very same day. When
father mestres started he use to hear Mass in Sunday instead of Nov. 4. he
use to live it in Sun (Ramirez in Milliken 1981:118-119).
During an interview, Myrtle Greene noted the solicitation of a cultural
performance to film with a comical outcome. Myrtle emphasized the reticence of her
grandmother, Plácida Losano, to speak to strangers about things Indian:
Yeah, that’s when they was trying to get the words out of us. The Indian
dancing. Yeah, Indian words, and Grandma said don’t tell ‘em nothin’,
don’t tell ‘em. Well they come up from Hollywood. And they had us all,
and had a big barbecue out the [?], and this old Indian, he had a big pile
of silverware. And how that guy got that silverware. He took off down
Fremont Street with that sack of silverware on his back. And that sack is
heavy. And they chased him, my uncle chased. And nobody could eat,
they had no silverware. And I can remember that as plain as day. What
[?]help him to take that silverware. Well they got it back. The dance went
on. The Indian dance. And they had this tom-tom out there beatin’, trying
to make us go, and grandma said, “Don’t do it, don’t do it, don’t do it!”
Grandma kept telling us don’t make our feet move like an Indian. But
they were taking this all back to Hollywood to make a movie. And all
they was gonna give ya is a steak dinner. It must have been the early
thirties. There was quite a few of us because all the, anybody that was
related to the Indians came out there, yeah, to this big barbecue. That’s
how it started. Right back of the Del Monte School. Used to be a big lot
back in there. They just come in there. They went around to the mission, I
think it was, to the priests. And the priests got it back to us that they were
gonna come up and do this filmin’, for us to be out there. Well, we
thought we were gonna make a movie, you know. Well, movie hell, they
were just getting all the literature. And Grandma kept telling us there was
a fake. My mother’s, mother, that’s Plácida. You know she always played
dumb, but she could talk English just as good as you and me, and she’d
button up.
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Myrtle commented about her grandmother’s distinct Indian/Spanish manner of speaking:
But when she wanted you to hear something, she’d come out with it, yeah.
Half-broke Indian and Spanish, mmm hmm. It’s a different lingo, ‘cause
like over the fence, these people back here [her Mexican neighbors], I
don’t even understand them, and they don’t understand me. And you’d
think the language would be similar. They’re not. See this Indian brogue is
in there, see, and that’s why, that I got it from Grandma. And then these
people back here, ‘cause they’re, they come up, my boy put a big fence
here, a six-foot fence. And they back into it. So I went up there to tell
them that they [?] backing up there, they can’t help it, it’s on a hill. And
they didn’t know what I was talking about. And I didn’t know what they
was talkin’ about.
The incident Myrtle describes indicates the ongoing interest of outsiders in the
Carmeleños as a distinct cultural group. Significantly, Myrtle notes, “[t]here was quite a
few of us because…anybody that was related to the Indians came out.” Further, the
organizers of the event approached the local priests who notified the Indian community
about the event and asked families to attend: “They went around to the mission, I think it
was, to the priests. And the priests got it back to us that they were gonna come up and do
this filmin’, for us to be out there.” Additionally, Myrtle indicates a keen hesitance to
perform Indianness, in this case literally, for outsiders.
Next, I briefly sketch the history of the land claims hearings authorized by the
California Indian Jurisdictional Act or Lea Act of 1928. The federal government allowed
itself to be sued based on the eighteen unratified treaties, which had been filed under an
official injunction of secrecy, but were discovered accidentally by a clerk in 1905 (Kelsey
1913).
The California Indian Jurisdictional Act: Individuals or Tribe?
Directly following the failure of the federal government to secure inalienable
lands for the numerous previously acknowledged bands of California, land claims cases
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necessitated the establishment of Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) administered tribal rolls.
Members of the Monterey Band enrolled with the BIA, usually with the stated tribal
affiliation of Carmel Mission Indian or Costanoan during enrollment periods in 19281932, 1948-1955, and 1968-1972.
Sir Harry Downie described the role Mission San Carlos played in 1931 assisting
local Indians with genealogical research to participate in the land claims enrollments
(Milliken 1981:123). Milliken writes:
Harry Downie noted (1978) that during this year money became available
from Washington D.C. to settle claims of California Indians. Indians in
Monterey County apparently came to Mission San Carlos to obtain
information on their ancestry to prove that they were at least one-sixteenth
Indian. According to Downie, the Indians registered for the money and, in
addition, he kept track of those who came to him for assistance. Downie
stated, however, that many did not apply.
One informant told Harrington of the role that Santiago Soto played as an interpreter for
BIA Examiner Fred Baker:
Santiago Soto, son of Jose Maria Soto assisted as interpreter when Baker
enrolled the Indians in Monterrey about 1929. Santiago Soto has a little
wooden house in Monterrey town (71:586A, 4).
Isabel Meadows discussed aspects of the enrollment process with Harrington on a
number of occasions:
Antonio Garcia said not to tell Mr. Baker he was an Indian, he did not
want it to be known he was an Indian (Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
73:105B).
When Mr. Baker was enrolling the Indians at Monterey, Maria Panocha
gave the name of this man as Francisco Cuna [Francisco Séñen], but
Manuel Panocha, her father who was present, spoke up and said that he
thought Cuna was a nickname, put on him perhaps because he was in una
cuna [a craddle] when a baby (Isabel Meadows, May 1936, 76:25A, see
also 76:489B for another example).
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Harrington notes parenthetically, “Fred Baker can tell me,” when asking Isabel on
April 11, 1932, about family relationships among the Carmeleños, indicating that he may
have used Indian Agent Fred Baker as a resource in locating potential consultants and
understanding the family relationships among the Carmeleños (72:480A). Though
requiring proof of tribal affiliation and tribal sponsors, the BIA recognized members of
this community only as individual American Indians after 1928. For the loss of 8.5
million acres of reservation lands that were to be set-aside for California Indian tribes as
specified in the eighteen ultimately unratified treaties of 1851-1852, enrolled individuals
and their descendants were paid $150.00 per person in the 1950s. For the rest of the value
of the remaining 70 million acres, enrolled individuals and their descendants were paid
the sum of $668.61 in 1972, which included interest back to 1852.
In 1980, Alex Torres indicated that there was lingering concern that the small sum
of “Indian money” was only an installment. He remarked that the attorney, evidently the
local attorney Foster who contracted with Indians in Monterey to represent them in the
land claims process, had passed away. Torres proceeded to discuss the formation of a
local “Indian Club to investigate” the situation, as he states:
There’s nobody to represent this here in Monterey County. They claim
they’re making up some kind of Indian Club to investigate. It should be
investigated. But I don’t seem to know where that club is. You know there
are some people who don’t want to claim Indian blood. I said to someone I
know — “You’re entitled to a share of that money, the same as the rest of
us’ and she said “Oh, no, I’m pure Castilian!” But they were good people,
those Indians (Greene 1980:2).
Unfortunately, it is unclear who claimed to be forming the Indian Club or what the
outcome of any efforts were.
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Just following the first enrollment period that began in 1928 and ended in 1932, a
movement to end the policies of assimilation and reinstate a special status for American
Indians occurred during the heart of the Great Depression. Part of President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal, Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier was
instrumental in the formation and passage of a re-envisioned Indian policy set forth in the
Wheeler-Howard or Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) of 1934. The IRA ended the
allotment policies of the Dawes Act and reestablished reservation governments with
limited sovereign status and self-determination. The IRA was likely influenced by
Boasian cultural relativism (see Taylor 1980 and Rusco 2000). Tribal communities were
required to vote to accept or reject the IRA, then to write a constitution followed by
additional referenda to ratify the constitution and elect a tribal council. Tribal
governments were firmly recast as constitutional, democratic institutions with elected
governments and majority rule. One hundred seventy-four tribes voted in favor of the
IRA. Constitutions were established by 135 of these tribes, while seventy-eight tribes
rejected the IRA altogether. Tensions arose between traditional forms of governance,
including mechanisms for securing consensus, and the rather alien forms of government
and economic organization of the IRA (Calloway 2008:439-443, see also Taylor 1980).
Tribes that rejected the IRA remained acknowledged by the federal government.
However, Bruce Miller argues that the problems faced by landless tribal communities
became intensified during and after the period in which the government identified
communities for self-governance under the IRA. Twenty-one communities were added to
the roster of recognized tribes. Yet, as Miller writes, the “remaining unrecognized tribes
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became all the more invisible, however, and the lines between recognized and
unrecognized gradually became more distinct and rigid” (Miller 2003:74).

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I presented a thematic sketch of the history of the Native peoples
of the southern Monterey Bay region. This chapter provided an interpretive framework
through which to view the information and arguments of the other chapters. The history I
outlined spanned a period of over 150 years and three governing regimes: Spanish,
Mexican, and American. As such, the information I presented is necessarily abridged, and
I emphasized certain topics: land tenure and residency, the incorporation of Native labor
into colonial economic systems, and issues of demographics and identity. The Spanish
Franciscan missionization project was explicitly assimilationist. Native labor was the
backbone of the enterprise and supported the larger colonial project as well. The net
result, however, was catastrophic population decline. Under Mexican rule, the
missionization project was abandoned and emancipated Carmeleños reconstituted their
community under more independent circumstances on tracts of land allotted to heads of
households that abutted each other in the Carmel Valley and on settlements or rancherías
established on larger rancho land grants owned by non-Indians. Native people remained
the dominant source of labor for both domestic in-town and rural ranch positions.
Following the end of the war the United States waged against Mexico in the name
of Manifest Destiny, with the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the
annexation of California along with the entire region constituting the Hispanic Southwest
through the Gadsden Purchase, the U.S. moved to negotiate treaties with the Native
peoples of California. The Carmeleños were essentially overlooked in this process
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although their lands were evidently to be ceded. A key argument in this chapter was that
American officials likely viewed the Native peoples who survived missionization as part
of, rather than separate from, the dominant communities of the central and southern coast.
Carmeleños, barely recognized as Indian, posed no threat to American hegemony. They
were, in fact, useful workers. They had already been domesticated, and were considered
by whites to be “tame” rather than “wild.” Consequently, there was no “Indian problem”
on the coast. Horse raiders were mostly Tulareños, that is, Yokuts from the San Joaquin
Valley. The treating that took place in 1851, then, involved Native communities
considered to be “wild,” threatening, and, conversely, victims of settler violence. The
eighteen treaties were signed but never ratified, and a period of violence ensued in
California that was informed by genocidal aspirations and funded by the state. Though
the Carmeleños were fortunate to have lands during the early period of American
conquest, within forty years or so squatters and land barons dispossessed the majority of
the community.
Concern about homeless California Indians grew leading to the purchase
rancherias for a number of communities throughout the state following the turn of the
century. Though settlers had displaced Carmeleños from their lands, and Indian Agents
noted their existence in official documents, no communal lands were established for
them. Finally, the California Indian Jurisdictional Act led to hearings to resolve issues of
land title left unsettled by Congress’ failure to ratify the eighteen treaties of 1851. Federal
enrollments of communities with the Indian Service to participate in the lawsuits
coincided with a period of official anthropology in which anthropologists judged such
“bastardized,” “civilized,” and “contaminated” cultures to be extinct.
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In the chapter that follows, I explore a substantive topic in the cultural history of
the Native people of the greater Monterey Bay region, emplacement. The historical
context framed above provides a background to better understand the changes in place
naming practices and the Carmeleños’ repertoire of place-names, indeed, their entire
place-world.
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3. EMPLACEMENT AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF PLACEWORLDS
That place is something seems to be
clear from the fact of displacement
—Aristotle, “Place” in Physics 1

My aim in this chapter is primarily descriptive in nature. Emplacement constitutes
the substantive or thematic heart of my dissertation. I wish to provide an initial portrayal
of the place-worlds of the Native peoples of the greater Monterey Bay region and how
these place-worlds changed through the multiple episodes of colonization described in
the previous chapter.
Following Keith Basso (1996), Edward Casey (1987, 1993, 1996) and others (for
example, Tuan 1977), I begin with an argument for the phenomenological basis for the
study of place. I then turn to a description of Esselen and Ohlone/Costanoan views of the
natural world. I utilize the larger ethnographic literature to develop my depiction because
primary materials dealing explicitly with views of the natural world for Esselen and
Ohlone/Costanoan peoples are scant. I look at place naming practices next and attempt to
describe the character of place-names in Southern Costanoan and to a lesser degree
Esselen. I explore a particular place in depth, El Viejo, focusing on the narratives
concerning the failed marriage of She-Bear and Coyote that created and sustained it.
While my goal is to begin to understand and describe aboriginal place-worlds in the
Monterey Bay region, the documentation available about particular places was created
roughly eighty-five to one hundred sixty years after colonization. The impact of the
history of colonization on the cultural practices of Esselen and Southern Costanoan
1

Aristotle 1927:120.
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peoples is clear. Emblematic of this impact is the fact that the aboriginal name of the
place I look at closely is no longer remembered by the 1930s.
Next, I move explicitly to the topic of how place-names and worlds change,
particularly in relation to colonization. I look to the larger ethnographic record again,
including Francesca Merlan’s (1998) study set among Australian Aborigines and James
Collins’ (1998) study of the Tolowa of the northern California coast, to better frame the
discussion. I explore another paradigmatic place, the Hangman’s Tree, which clearly
reflects the Carmeleños’ experience of American colonization. I elaborate on the use of
narratives about the Hangman’s Tree as an educational tool concerning the display of
Indian identity publicly in a potentially violent world. Finally, I make some observations
about the ways in which places and their names may change over time. Though the placeworlds of the Native peoples of Monterey have changed significantly, a sense of
emplacement, fostered by narratives anchored in the landscape, continues to provide
cultural substance and shared understandings for an ongoing indigenous identity.

Emplacement
From Boas (1887, 1934) to Basso (1996), American Indian place-names and
cultural constructions of landscape have been recurring themes in anthropological
investigations (for example, Harrington 1916, Kroeber 1916, Afable and Beeler 1996,
and Thornton 1997a). Boas proposed that a relationship exists between geographical
nomenclatures and the “mental life” of a people. Sapir (1912) reiterated the importance of
language in understanding how people conceive of the natural world and what they take
to be important within it. The internal structure and the social uses of place-names reflect
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much about a people’s view of their existence in the world—the local knowledge of
people inhabiting local worlds (Basso 1996).
Though place has lately become a topic of considerable ethnographic interest
(Feld and Basso 1996; Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 1997; Santos-Granero 1998; Forbes
1999; and Gray 1999), it seems that “place” serves more as a metaphor in theoretical
expositions than as a concrete, observable socio-cultural practice (see for example, Lavie
and Swedenburg 1996, and Gupta and Ferguson 1997). Yet the ethnographic literature on
American Indian place-names and cultural understandings of place document richly
diverse practices. Athabaskan-speakers, for instance, use morphologically dense, highly
descriptive place-names that evoke morally-laden narratives (Basso 1996, Collins 1998).
The Tewa, on the other hand, organize their landscape in four cardinally-oriented tetrads
or groups of four, centered on the Pueblo, each with different symbolic and geographical
characteristics (Ortiz 1969). Through songs (Feld 1996, Collins 1998), stories
(Cruikshank 1981, 1990, Basso 1996, Thornton 1997b), and stones (Kahn 1996), people
express their attachments to place in varied and intensely local ways.
I begin with a brief case for the phenomenological basis of the ethnography of
place. This perspective on how place-worlds are made provides the ethnographer with a
set of conceptual and methodological tools for observing the everyday practice of sensing
and creating places to gain a better understanding of the local worlds that people inhabit
(Basso 1996, Feld and Basso 1996).
Aristotle considered places to be not only prior to all things but also in possession
of distinct potencies (Casey 1993). From our present perspective this would seem to
contradict Aristotle’s general emphasis on transcendent forms. For, as Clifford Geertz
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notes, “place makes for a poor abstraction” (1996:259). This is so because places are
cultural constructions par excellence and thus highly localized and concrete. Perhaps
Aristotle’s formulation can be understood given the value placed on autochthony or
indigeneity by the ancient Greeks (Casey 1993, Tuan 1977:154). Perhaps the power of
particular places to stir Aristotle’s emotions prohibited him from considering the
possibility of abstract space. However, throughout the history of Western philosophical
thought, place has more frequently been subordinated to space (Casey 1993, 1996). The
philosophical and mathematical concept of empty, homogenous, Euclidian-Newtonian
space came to dominate any rumination on the nature of human knowledge of particular
places. Kant argued, “General knowledge must always precede local knowledge” in
propounding his view of Pure Reason, thus laying the groundwork for the view that space
precedes place. Kant also emphasized that “knowledge begins with experience” but does
not “arise out of experience” (in Casey 1996:16-17).
Oddly enough, given Kant’s quest for that which is universal, necessary, and a
priori, the change in the project of transcendental philosophy can be sensed in his
response to the question, “What is Enlightenment?” posed by the Berlinische
Monatschrift in November 1784. While Kant maintained his position on the
transcendence of reason, Foucault points out in his essay that we see, “a philosopher qua
philosopher realizing for the first time that his thinking arises out of and is an attempt to
respond to his historical situation” (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1986:111, Habermas 1986,
Foucault 1984). The phenomenological tradition, in particular, took up the question of the
historical positioning of subjects. As Basso notes, Husserl and Merleau-Ponty gave
primacy to the perceiving subject—a position that takes us well beyond the notion that
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perception consists in the passive reception of sensory data. It is to this tradition that we
must turn to begin to define place. In so doing, we may come to understand what
Aristotle meant by the “distinct potency” of place; that is, how through the
“interanimative” or participatory qualities of perception (Basso 1996:107-108), places
come to be experienced as having essences.
In the ontology proposed by Martin Heidegger, the type of being humans are is
defined as Dasein, or “being-there” (Heidegger 1962). An essential characteristic of
“being-there” is what Heidegger calls dwelling, which entails the creation and
maintenance of relationships with a place. These “lived relationships” are characterized
by “sparing,” a form of care (Heidegger 1977:329, Casey 1993:175). A place is
distinguished from a more general landscape or space through inhabitants’ ongoing
investment of it with feelings, experiences, intentions, and meanings. An undifferentiated
geographical locale, what is sometimes referred to as a “site,” becomes a place through
the attention individuals and groups give to it. As Gussow notes, “A place is a part of the
whole environment that has been claimed by feelings” (in Relph 1976:142). Human
perceptions of place, in turn, inform senses of self. According to Casey, places “anchor
and orient you, finally becoming an integral part of your identity” (Casey 1993:23).
The act of sensing places may be fleeting and unselfconscious, or highly focused.
The sensing of places, Basso suggests, is an everyday cultural practice. Proceeding on the
assumption of Husserl (1958, cited in Basso 1996:108, 159) that consciousness is
consciousness of something (see also Heidegger 1977, cited in Basso 1996:106-107, 159;
and Abrams 1996) and Sartre’s commentary on the experience of things as inherently
meaningful (Sartre 1965:87-91, cited in Basso 1996:108), Basso explores the conflation
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of sensing subjects with the geographical objects that come to reflect what they are taken
to be:
Thus, through vigorous conflation of attentive subject and geographical
object, places come to generate their own fields of meaning. So, too, they
give rise to their own aesthetic immediacies, their shifting moods and
relevancies, their character and spirit. So, even in total stillness, places
may seem to speak (1996:108).
Basso (1996:108-109) terms this reciprocal construction of place and personhood
“interanimation.” As Basso argues, places also engender reflection on who we are, were,
and might someday become. “[P]laces possess a marked capacity for triggering acts of
self-reflection, inspiring thoughts about who one presently is, or memories of who one
used to be, or musing on who one might become” (1996:107). Even when an individual
experiences a place in social isolation, the symbolic repertoire he or she draws upon is
shared and therefore profoundly cultural (Geertz 1996, Relph 1976:34). Experienced with
others or by oneself, places may “say” a lot about local communities. Casey argues for an
intimate link between places and cultures:
[J]ust as every place is encultured, so every culture is implaced. Taken as
encultured, places (along with the bodies and landscapes that bound and
sometimes bind them) are matters of experience.... If a position is a fixed
posit of an established culture, a place, despite its frequently settled
appearance, is an essay in experimental living within a changing culture....
The culture that characterizes and shapes a given place is a shared culture,
not merely superimposed upon that place but part of its very facticity
(Casey 1993:31).
Sensing and creating places is an ongoing endeavor, an active process. Paul
Shepard further develops the relationship between peoples and places by noting that
emplacement consists of attachments to multiple places. Places are linked through sets of
connections, both physical and semiotic. Places may be tied together through actual trails
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or they may be linked and evoked through symbolic means. Shepard implies that the
repertoire of places will vary from individual to individual because of the internal
differentiation of any community. Despite variation in place attachments among
community members, group identity is congealed and expressed through place
attachment:
Individual and tribal identity are built up in connection with widely
separated places and the paths connecting them. Different places are
successfully assimilated or internalized. They become distinct, through
unconscious elements of the self, enhanced by mythology and ceremony,
generating a network of deep emotional attachments that cement the
personality. Throughout life those places have a role in the evocation of
the self and group consciousness (Shepard in Casey 1993:36).
Thomas Thornton’s (1997b) ethnographic work on Tlingit geographical
knowledge illustrates that social organization is anchored in place. Geographical
knowledge is organized around the axes of social structure and subsistence practices,
which are intimately linked. He writes that through expressive practices, salmon streams
and berry patches are “named, owned, and celebrated” (Thornton 1997b:295, 304). The
names of these places reflect clan ownership of resources. Place-names both differentiate
and unite social groups, especially when they are used in oratories delivered on
ceremonial occasions.
The task of the ethnographer is to unpack the local symbolic forms and practices
with which places are experienced and created. Understanding that place-worlds are
created and experienced through everyday practices and inscribed with meaning through
such practices brings the concept of place down to earth. Again, “place makes a poor
abstraction” (Geertz 1996:259) and attentiveness to the concrete and quotidian instances
in which people name, narrate, imagine, remember, and otherwise invest sites with
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meaning, can only aid an ethnographer intent on “grasping and rendering” a people’s
worldview (Geertz 1973). As de Certeau notes (1984), places or “social spaces” are
created through concrete actions or practices (see Collins 1998:147, 149). Rather than
relying on diffuse and mystical notions of a sacred landscape, which is often the case in
discussions of Native American senses of place, the ethnography of place is instead a
concrete investigation of the divergent ways that people invest specific places with
feelings and meanings, as well as how certain places may be experienced as holy or
dangerous, or, for that matter, banal.

Place-Worlds
The published ethnographic material on Ohlone/Costanoan and Esselen cultures
and societies is thin at best. Both Kroeber’s conclusion regarding the extinction of these
peoples and the colonial devastation his assessment reflects factor into the paucity of
published studies. References to place-names in the published literature are
proportionally small. However, those with an interest in researching the cultural and
social history of the native people of California’s Central Coast may be astonished to
learn of the resources available. Teixeira (1997) provides a concrete guide to a number of
primary sources.
While Harrington attentively recorded information concerning place-names and
narratives about place in his fieldwork among the Carmeleños, he never published on the
subject. In his Handbook, Kroeber (1925:470-472) provided little information regarding
Costanoan place-worlds. He noted that “The dead were believed to go to an island across
the ocean….” He commented on the “prayers and offerings to the sun, from which may
be inferred the existence of a more definite form of sun worship than is usual in
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California, though all details are lacking.” He added, “Sacred objects, besides the sun,
were large redwood trees; and Pajaro River is said to derive its name from a stuffed bird
which the natives were found worshipping.” Additionally, he provides a fragment of a
dance song that reflects the experience of geographical position among Costanoans or a
certain spiritual sensation of living on the edge of a continent: “Dancing on the brink of
the world.”
Because the published ethnographic literature on Costanoan and Esselen peoples
is so meager on worldview and place information, by way of introducing the most
preliminary reconstruction of Costanoan and Esselen place-worlds, I turn to the larger
ethnographic record from the California culture area 2 to explore California Indian views
of the natural world.
Although a number of different religious systems existed in California, including
World Renewal on the Northwest Coast, Kuksu in Central California, Toloache in the
South, and Chingichngish in the far South, a number of common elements or contours of
worldview have been detailed by Robert Heizer (1978b), Heizer and Elsasser (1980), and
Lowell Bean (1992a, 1992b, 1994; and Bean and Vane 1992a, 1992b) in particular. The
creation of the world in its present form occurred through the powers of “first people,”
who in Central California were oftentimes various anthropomorphic animal characters,
indeed, a pantheon of animal figures (Heizer 1978c:655).
The universe was thought to be structured hierarchically and consisted of three
levels of worlds. An upper world existed, where potent and influential anthropomorphic
beings lived. These beings included astronomical personages, among them Sun, Moon,
2

For a discussion of the definition of the California culture area, see Heizer 1978.
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and different constellations. Predecessors of animals and other spirit beings also lived in
the upper world. Humans occupied the middle world along with various powerful “nonmortal” beings. An underworld was believed to be populated by “super-ordinary beings,”
conceived of as “reptilian, amphibious, or distorted humanoid in form,” who were
generally unfriendly toward humans. The beings of the underworld were associated with
“water, springs, underground rivers and lakes, and caves” (Bean 1992b:305).
According to Bean, the universe was considered to be “suffused with power,”
which was equated to knowledge and conceived of as “sentient, quixotic, and
uncommitted in intent...the principal causative agent.” It could have, or be used for, good
or bad effects or purposes. However, the availability and use of power was relative to
time and space as well as established rules. As Bean notes, “power can be used only at
proper times and in proper places, and it must be used in accordance with set procedures”
(Bean 1992a:25). The universe was also conceived of as “entropic,” ever-diminishing in
scope and power. The arrival of Europeans initiated a decisive lessening of the “quality,
quantity, and availability” of the universe and its power (Bean 1992a:25).
Humans are central figures in a system of entities holding power, but all living
beings or anything with the will to act, including animals, all subsistence resources, and
even inanimate things may hold and manifest power. Certain extremely powerful animals
existed, sometimes referred to as “were-animals,” and were beings capable of shifting life
forms. Inanimate objects reveal themselves as holders of power when some
transformation occurs. Though power was considered to be oftentimes beneficial, it was
also thought of as dangerous as it is never clear whether a thing or person is a power
source until tested or revealed. “As a primary precaution, all things, as fellow sentient
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beings, must be treated with respect.” Humans were handed down a body of rules in early
cosmic times for conduct and “guidelines for acquiring, keeping, and wielding power.”
Priests, shamans, and other religious figures who knew these rules and guidelines were
central and indispensable social figures (Bean 1992b:305-06). The cosmos was viewed as
ultimately unstable and ritualistic actions both periodic and daily were necessary to
rebalance and regain the stability of the world. The World Renewal religious system was
explicitly premised on this assumption (Heizer 1978b:651).
Bean further describes the middle world that humans occupy, noting the safety the
village center offers:
Within the middle world of man, power can exist anywhere and anything
occupying space may contain power and be beneficial or dangerous. For
this reason, the central place occupied by an Indian group the village
is more sacred and safer than anything beyond its perimeter. Such a
central place is viewed as “tame” or safe because it is controlled by men of
knowledge who can protect the inhabitants from other power sources
(1992a:24).
In addition to the quotidian activities of the village, it also served as the ritual, sacred
center for a community:
Within the community, power was invested in or accumulated at various
private and public places, most commonly the ritual center where the
religious, political, economic, and social lives of the people came together.
Such ritual centers were considered sacred places where cosmic or sacred
time and space and spiritual beings met with secular time and space and
human beings (Bean 1992a:28).
By contrast, the farther one traveled outside the village core, the land became
increasingly unpredictable and hazardous:
If security, predictability, and sociability are associated with one’s home
base, everything beyond is associated with danger. The forest and other
places not inhabited by man are unsafe because they are defined as
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uncontrolled as are the other two universes. Thus, travel away from
one’s home base increases the chances of encountering danger. The
danger of uncontrolled power is believed to increase in a series of
concentric circles the farther one moves away from one’s immediate social
universe (Bean 1992a:24). 3
Heizer and Elsasser argue for the “extraordinary localism” of California Indian
societies, noting that it was common that an individual “did not travel more than 10 or 15
miles away from the spot where he was born” (1980:203). Citing Powers, they note that
boundary markers were taught to children, which they find to be evidence that California
Indian societies were largely closed. In writing about the Yahi, Kroeber noted that “...Ishi
appears never to have visited a considerable part of the area depicted by him, the features
shown being known to him only by tradition dating back to the period before 1860”
(1976:345). In a fieldnote of Harrington’s, his main consultant, Isabel Meadows,
indicates that “The farthest [she] has ever been is to Los Tularcitos” (73:165B). Isabel’s
life spanned from 1846 through the third decade of the twentieth century, all under
American governance. The degree to which her limited travels indicates anything about
precontact localism is unclear at best.
Heizer describes the strong attachment of California Indians to their place of
birth. Silver notes that Chimariko children were named “at a certain rock in the river by a
paternal or maternal relative” (1978:209). When Kroeber interviewed Jacinta Gonzalez,
an “old Kah’-koon” woman, in Monterey in 1902, he noted that Jacinta stated that her
people “Believed in a big man up in sky, do not know if it was god or not; also big
redwood. Took children to the redwood, brought in hole in base & gave it name of wood,

3

Regarding such structuring of the geographic world, see the classic works of Claude Levi-Strauss (1963
and 1966) and Alfonso Ortiz (1969).
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grass, etc. ‘Indian baptism’” (Kroeber 1902:42). 4 The practice of burying umbilical cords
in special places after birth was widespread. However, Harrington confirms that among
the Southern Costanoan the afterbirth was not buried and that both it and the umbilical
cord may have been burned instead (1942:35), though the disposition of the ashes and its
significance is not clarified.
The attachment to one’s place of birth was frequently made manifest in the strong
desire of those who died away from their home to be returned for burial at their village of
birth (1978:649 and Heizer ed. 1978 passim). Stephen Powers conducted research among
California Indians in 1871 and 1872, amassing fieldnotes that he developed for a series of
eighteen articles that he published between 1872 and 1875 in the Overland Monthly. He
further developed these articles for federal publication in 1877, under John Wesley
Powell’s guidance, as Tribes of California. Powers described the intense desire among
the Shasta to be buried in their homeland:
One thing is especially noticeable of the Shastika, as it is more or less
throughout California, and that is their strong yearning to live, die, and be
buried in the home of their fathers. If an Indian is overtaken by sudden
death away form his native valley, and must needs close his eyes far from
home and kindred, the prayer which he breathes with his dying breath to
his comrades is a passionate adjuration to them not to let his body molder
and his spirit wander houseless, friendless, and alone in a strange county.
He conjures them by all that is good and pleasant in this life, by all the
mournful tenderness which is due to the awed and shuddering soul that is
going down to the grave, by all the solemn obsequies that are owed to the
unreturning dead, and as they themselves hope for like consolations when
growing faint, and weak, and dim-eyed in the shadows of death, and for
like common humanity at the hands of their tribe when all is ended, not to
suffer alien hands to bring indignity upon his helpless corpse, and alien
earth to press upon his stilled and silent lips. This request is religiously
observed (1976:249-50).

4

My thanks to Chairwoman Louise Ramirez for directing me to this note.
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Heizer and Elsasser note the words of a Nomlaki anthropological informant,
“Everything in this world talks, just as we are [talking] nowthe trees, rocks, everything.
But we cannot understand them, just as the white people do not understand Indians.” A
“land etiquette” existed for California Indians that provided guidelines for polite ways of
being in a world in which spirit beings dwelled in particular places. For example, a basic
aspect of this etiquette was to ask permission of the resident spirit being to enter their
dwelling place (Heizer and Elsasser 1980:210-211). Demetrocopoulou notes that the
Wintu’s relationship with nature was “one of intimacy and mutual courtesy” (in Heizer
and Elsasser 1980:211). While California Indians certainly inhabited a world that was
mundane, they also lived in a:
…very real supernatural world where trees, animals, springs, caves, and
mountains contained souls, or spirits, which had to be treated with respect.
For this reason, taking a part of any tree, killing an animal, using a spring,
or entering a cave was prefaced by some kind of ritual, however simple, in
the form of a request of acknowledgement (Heizer and Elsasser
1980:212).
Power might be found at particular sites. It might be placed there by shamans at particular
times or removed from the spot following the end of a ritual cycle:
Power could also be concentrated in specific places in the environment,
such as in a pond (water being the great transformer), on a mountain top,
or in a particular tree or grove of trees. Power might also be put into a
place by those having power. A shaman for example, might protect a
sacred place outside his village where ritual paraphernalia was stored by
putting power there…. Sacred places could also be divested of power,
however, and some places contained power only at appropriate times, such
as during religious ceremonies or on those occasions when supernatural
powers were closer and more accessible to man (Bean 1992a:28).
Dorothea Theodoratus’ and Frank LaPena’s chapter, “Wintu Sacred Geography,”
in California Indian Shamanism provides a detailed account of the significance of place
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in the lives of Wintu. They describe the relationship between Wintu place-worlds and
identity, and emphasize the role that place attachment has played in the maintenance of
Wintu understandings of themselves as well as the impact of physical alterations or
restricted access to their lands:
[P]laces and regions were seen to be a major aspect of Wintu
identity. As the study progressed it became clear that topography is
essential for Wintu identity-maintenance and cultural continuity. Cultural
and personal loss occurs when “locales” are altered, destroyed, or placed
off limits….
Specific types of features, such as mountains, rock outcroppings,
caves and pools, possess qualities important for Wintu spiritual experience
or veneration. These form the sacred domain that is integral to the
maintenance of Wintu cultural tradition. Humans related to topographical
features, and these features in turn, give expression to conceptual life and
cultural identity. The landscape provided images whose meaning has
influence on daily activities, spiritual life, and ethical considerations
(Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:212, 217).
For the Wintu, as for California Indians in general, places were associated with
benevolent or malevolent forces or spirit beings. Places “often housed or were dwellings
of spirits” and were sometimes appreciable by the “audible buzzing” that could be heard
there (Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:219).
[S]ome special locations are imbued with benevolent sacred
qualities that assist people, for example, in having good health, good luck,
and good energy. Other localities are imbued with malevolent forces
capable of aiding in injurious acts….
Mountains also possessed benevolent spiritual powers, and a
number of such peaks were named by consultants—Mount Shasta being
the “main one” (Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:217, 223).
Indeed, the malevolence of certain places was such that they were considered to be
“poison places” (Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:217). One of Buckley’s Yurok
consultants, Frank Douglas, notes, “There was that Bad Place, over by Doctor Rock.
They’d make that bad medicine there, say ‘I hope you bind up, I hope you die [of
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constipation]make bad wishes’” (in Buckley 1992:126). Floyd Buckskin discusses how
Ajomawis understood good and bad power to be associated with places:
It was dangerous to misuse power, whether you had good power or bad
power. At some of these places, like the Pit River falls, you could obtain
both types of power. There are some places where you could obtain only
good power and some places where you could obtain only bad power, but
there are some places where you could obtain both if that’s how you were
inside, if that’s what you really wanted (Buckskin 1992:242).
The place spirits could be perilous. “These are dangerous places. If you weren’t
the kind of person to be chosen or if you weren’t right in your mind, then that spirit had
the right to kill you. And it would kill you” (Buckskin 1992:244). Evil supernatural
animal beings and were-beasts of various types that could shapeshift into human form
were linked to the particular spots that they inhabited.
Mountains housed supernatural animal beings (such as werebeasts,
mountain lions, mountain boys, bush boys) that could transform
themselves into human form. Werebeasts were associated with evil or
malevolent influences, so areas inhabited by these creatures were avoided
(Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:222-223, see DuBois 1935:84-85).
Harrington and Meadows discussed a malevolent spirit that inhabited a particular locale:
Volunteers wế.tepxal, spirit. Like the black spirit that Estevan Miranda
says lives there in the cañada, but it is just a saying. When I told Isabel
about the black supernatural man that Estevan Miranda said lives in the
hill near his house at Rio Chiquito, she volunteers that Omesia called a
spook wế.tepxal. Isabel goes on to say that when relampaguéa [‘light up,’
‘sparkle,’ or ‘blink’], they are the eyes of an old witch: wế.tapxal xí.n, the
old one used to say (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 73:697A).
Kroeber provides an Esselen term for night spirit: tumas-hachohpa (1925:546). The
world was also laced with places traversed by the dead and the natural phenomena
through which they materialized:
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Spirits of the living and the dead could also be manifest in the
environment. The spirits of the dead might manifest themselves in
whirlwinds of dust, or as ghosts. The soul of the newly deceased could
linger a few days before traveling northward, where it would go to Mount
Shasta or to a spring known only to souls. It would then rise to the Milky
Way where it would travel south to a fork in the spirit trail and then east to
a grassy plain where Indians “are always having a big time” (Theodoratus
and LaPena 1992:223, see Dubois 1935:65).
An individual seeking power would travel from place to place. “Guide rocks”
pointed the direction to places, which were interconnected. “A person in quest at these
locations might travel from one sacred locality to another in search of dreams and
spiritual influence” (Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:219-222). Among the Southern
Costanoan, Harrington notes the existence of “trail offering-places” (1942:41). Places had
“degrees of sanctity.” Prayers and requests would be made at some places for skills in
secular activities such as hunting, gambling, or basketry, while other power places, caves,
and springs were used when seeking spiritual development, like the acquisition of sacred
shamanic energy. Thomas Buckley explains that among the Yurok:
Certain men acquire guardian spirits that imbued them with extra-ordinary
bravery and fighting skills through vision questing in power-places...They
got their powers through questing in the lower hills or mountains at night,
in hollow rocks and whirlpools, beneath sea stacks and in other such
dangerous, cosmographically transitional or liminal places (1992:128).
The Yurok had prayer seats in the higher mountains; a “small, semi-circular stone
enclosure…[that was] swept and prepared carefully.” The degree of power was seen as
relative to the altitude of the prayer seat (Buckley 1992:134). The Esselen, who Kroeber
described as “distinct mountaineers” (1976:545), may have viewed altitude and power as
relational like the Yurok. “Different spirits and, hence, powers resided at different
altitudes and, moreover, on different parts of [a] single sacred site, like Doctor Rock”
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(Buckley 1992:135). While Harrington confirms the existence of four cardinal directions
among the Southern Costanoan, he notes that there probably were not “four sacred
mountains” (1942:42, 41). Numerous mountains were and continue to be considered
holy. Sanchaluli, a sacred Wintu place, is described as “constant and patient in its
teaching.” Mountains and rocks, for example, were thought to have “slow” and
“deliberate” ways (Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:220-223). The use of a place might be
quite particular:
Springs might also be created for specific purposes, for example, I was
shown a basin or spring of water in a basaltic formation. It was created by
a shaman to supply water to a group of Wintu who were hiding out from
vigilantes and American troops. Vernal pools or seasonal rain ponds might
also have significance. One seasonal rain pond used by doctors as a source
for power took on the “look of blood” when filled (Theodoratus and
LaPena 1992:220).
There was also a gendered aspect to place visitation. Some places were visited by
men only and avoided by women, especially unmarried or menstruating women. Among
the Wintu, “Only places inhabited by the coyote spirit were used by women”
(Theodoratus and LaPena 1992:219, see DuBois 1935:79-81).
Significant places may also be physically marked, for example, with petroglyphs
or pictographs. Two distinctive features found in Esselen and Southern Costanoan lands
include the pictographs of over 200 stylized images of hands in The Caves, a series of
caves and rock shelters located along Church Creek in the Church Creek Divide area,
which is named after the Church family (Clark 1991:104-105). Robinson Jeffers’ poem
“Hands” (in Clark 199:564) refers to these striking cave paintings:
Inside a cave in a narrow canyon near Tassajara
The vault of rock is painted with hands,
A multitude of hands in the twilight, a cloud of men’s palms, no more,
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No other picture….
Another site is the so-called Rain Rock (Clark 1991:432) located on the lower
section of the Presidio of Monterey. It is a granite boulder with forty-three cupules that
may have been associated with shamanic weather control rituals or women’s fertility
rituals. Other possible uses include “astronomy, fishing magic, mourning, and…tests of
character” or to mark a place along a trail. However, the location of the rock at a
prominent overlook with views to the west, north, and east would seem to indicate an
association with the weather control rituals known to have been practiced in the area
(Fentress 1994:69-75, Harrington 1942:39, Howard 1974:70-71).
Powers also notes the secular practice among the Tatu (Huchnom Yuki) of adding
the red earth (which also had a sacred use as ceremonial body paint) from the site
associated with Coyote’s place of origin to their acorn bread to make it sweet:
At the head of Potter Valley there is a singular knoll of red earth which the
Tatu believe to have furnished the material for the creation of the original
coyote-man. They mix this red earth into their acorn bread, and employ it
for painting their bodies on diverse mystic occasions (Powers 1976:140).
While places, their names, and the specific contours of the narratives about them
vary throughout the California culture area, there are, no doubt, similarities between the
various cultures and societies in terms of perceptions of the world and the actors found
therein. I have described some of the aspects of California Indian understandings of the
natural world and the powers present within it to provide an overarching context to the
less understood Ohlone/Costanoan and Esselen places I present below. Clearly, a shared
ontology existed among California Indians if not among American Indians more broadly.
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Naming Places
Place-names organize and shape peoples’ understandings of the worlds they
inhabit. A people’s beliefs about how places came to be named also demonstrate much
about the world in which they live. Yamane (1998) published a narrative derived from
Harrington’s fieldnotes, 5 “The Two Bears,” which is relevant here because it explains the
origin of place-names (see also Ortiz 1994:131, 148-149).
Once—a long time ago—there were two bears and one said to the
other, “I wonder how big the world is?”
The other answered, “Well, who knows? How are we going to find
out?”
Those two bears were talking together and one said, “You walk
that way, towards the south, and I’ll go north. But we’ll meet back here
together again. Right near here we’ll meet. You’ll tell me what you saw,
and I’ll tell you what I saw along the way. Let’s go. But each time you
walk somewhere, give it a name. Give it a name so we’ll know what it’s
called. I will, too. I’ll do the same thing in all the places I go. Then we’ll
have to talk again.”
So they went. I don’t know how long they were gone. No one
knows how many years it was before they met again at the Carmel River.
But it was a long time they were gone, and then they came back together.
“What did you see?” one asked.
“Oh,” he said, “I saw many things. It was bad country, very bad,
all of it. I passed by an ocean with black water. And I passed a huge river.
It was very strong, and there were wild animals in the water.”
They found that the world was very large, with lots of water, rocks,
and ravines—everywhere—on both sides. But they gave every place a
name.
And for many years after, those two bears were found talking
together at the Carmel River, talking about all the places they had been.
Knowledge of place-names is a strong indication of familiarity with a landscape.
An understanding of the significance or narrative basis of a place-name further reflects
the type of relationship a person has with the landscape. In Powers’ account of the

5

This narrative can be found in Harrington (71:175B[24]-177B[28]) and typed (71:187) though no citation
is provided by Yamane. Yamane’s translation is not a literal one. Instead she presents the narrative in a
readable manner for a popular audience. I quote it here for that reason.
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Mattoal (Mattole) he describes in detail the manner in which children learn the placenames of their people. The Mattole are an Athapaskan-speaking group in northwestern
California (Elsassser 1978a). As noted above, place-names in Athapaskan languages tend
to be morphologically dense and extremely descriptive (Basso 1996, Collins 1998).
Powers writes:
Beside the coyote stories with which gifted squaws amuse their children,
and which are common throughout all this region, there prevails among
the Mattoal a custom which might almost be dignified with the name of
geographical study. In the first place, it is necessary to premise that the
boundaries of all the tribes on Humboldt Bay, Eel River, Van Dusen’s
Fork, and in fact everywhere, are marked with the greatest precision, being
defined by certain creeks, canons [canyons], bowlders [boulders],
conspicuous trees, springs, etc., each one of which objects has its own
individual name. It is perilous for an Indian to be found outside of his
tribal boundaries, wherefore it stands him well in hand to make himself
acquainted with the same early in life. Accordingly the squaws teach these
things to their children in a kind of sing-song not greatly unlike that which
was the national furore some time ago in rural singing-schools, wherein
they melodiously chanted such pleasing items of information as this:
“California, Sacramento, on the Sacramento river.” Over and over, time
and again, they rehearse all these bowlders, etc., describing each minutely
and by name, with it surroundings. Then when the children are old
enough, they take them around to beat the bounds like Bumble the Beadle;
and so wonderful is the Indian memory naturally, and so faithful has been
their instruction, that the little shavers generally recognize the objects
from the descriptions of them previously given by their mothers. If an
Indian knows but little of this great world more than pertains to boundary
bush and bowlder, he knows his own small fighting-ground infinitely
better than any topographical engineer can learn it (1976:109-110).
The density of named places in a landscape and the number of names known and used by
an individual or people emphasizes the intimacy of the relationship with their lands.
Harrington notes that tribal “boundaries [are] recognized by natural landmarks” among
the Southern Costanoan as well (1942:34). Powers discusses the detailed familiarity of
the Pomo with their territory, including places without names:
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It is wonderful how these Indians have all the forest and plain mapped out
on the tablet of their memory. There is scarcely a bowlder, gulch,
prominent tree, spring, knoll, glade, clump of bushes, cave, or bit of
prairie within a radius of ten miles which is not perfectly familiar to the
savage, even if it does not bear its own distinctive name. Yet he cannot
give any satisfactory description of this forest or this plain to a white man
in English, or even to a brother Indian in his vernacular. He prefers to go
and lead you to the spot, and if he once can be persuaded to attempt this he
will not fail, he will conduct you to the desired place with the absolute
infallibility of the sun’s rays in finding out the hidden corners of the earth
(1976:153-154).
Heizer provides a list of “Some Costanoan Placenames,” in his 1974 publication,
The Costanoan Indians: The Indian Culture from the Mouth of the Sacramento River,
South to Monterey and Inland Past the Salinas River, (69-70). The list, which is
unfortunately lacking in glosses or translations and etymologies, is derived from the
fieldnotes of Taylor, Kroeber, Harrington, and Merriam who worked with speakers of
different dialects of the Costanoan language. The literature generated by those attempting
to address issues of political geography is much richer in village or multi-village group
names that refer to a specific place (Milliken 1981, 1990). These village or group names
are generally descriptive in nature, some examples of which are provided below. Heizer’s
list below seems emblematic of the truncated nature of secondary materials while
pointing, if only obliquely, to the many primary materials of which some, especially
Harrington’s fieldnotes, are only superficially known. Heizer’s compilation includes the
following place-names:
Monterey. A-ches-tah
Carmel River. Wah-cho-stah; Kar-men-ti wah-cho-stah
Pico Blanco. Pahch-kah-lah che-pil
Big Sur. Kah-koon ti-per-re; Kah-koon-ta-ruk
Sur River. Kah-koon-ti wah-ches-tah
San Juan Valley. Trah-trahk
Lower San Felipe Valley. Poi-to-kish
Upper San Felipe Valley. Wel-le-lis-mo
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Hollister. Ko-tre-tak; Ko trah-tak (“place of the gopher snakes”)
Fremont (Gabilan) Peak. Toi-o-tak (“place of the bumble bees”)
Pacheco Peak. Sha-chok-kah; Sheh-tcho-tak
Santa Cruz Mountains. Mak-sah-re-jah
Monterey beach. Sukilta
Fort hill, Monterey. Hunnukul
Salinas River. En-sen-na-ki wah-ches-tah
Sargent’s Ranch on Carmel River. Tap-per
Gilroy. Koo-loo-lis-tak (“place of the elbow”)
Paicines (San Benito County). Pahh-seen (village name)
Point Pinos. Wayusta (“place of the enemies”)
A peak on the Pacheco Ranch. Ip-pih-tak (“rattlesnake place”)
Juristac Grant near Gilroy. Hoo-ris-tak
The Pinnacles. Pik-nah-chee
San Francisquito. E-chi-lat
Kroeber found similarities in place-naming conventions among the various tribes
of the California culture area. He found that place-names are “normally descriptive, or at
most based on some trivial but unusual happening.” He further noted:
They are never based on the names of persons. They are also rarely if ever
taken over from another language. The California Indian translates into his
own tongue the place names of his neighbors or of the aliens whom his
ancestors may long ago have gradually dispossessed; or he makes up a
descriptive name of his own (1925:892).
Kroeber writes the following concerning the construction of Costanoan village, place,
and tribe names:
The ending -n that occurs in so many Costanoan village names
perhaps means “people of.” So does -mak, -kam, or -kma, which is the
plural suffix for persons. On the other hand, -tak, -tka, -te, -to, is the
locative case: “place of.” The meaning of -mo, -me is similar. Ruk,
“house,” is used as an ending in the plural sense of “town.” Kalin-ta-ruk,
is “ocean-at-houses,” Kakon-ta-ruk, “chickenhawk-place-houses.”
The termination -n occurs in numerous names of places or tribes
that were outside Costanoan territory but probably first known to the
Spaniards through Costanoan guides or interpreters. Such are Essele-n,
also Esle-n and Ense-n; compare Esla-n-aga-n, and, in the same territory,
Ekhe-aga-n.… Often the –n has been added to a term from a foreign
language thus: Hulpu-n or Hulpu-mni, Choloo-n or Chula-mni (1925:465466).
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However, in his chapter on the Esselen people, Kroeber also points out that the
names of many villages considered to be Esselen have the suffix -n attached. This is a
common Esselen place-name ending, which Kroeber suggests might mean “people of.”
He provides the following examples: Ippimeguan, Jojopan, Ecgeagan, Eslanagan, and
Hash-show’-wen. Kroeber also includes as Esselen villages Ensen, Echilat, and Ichenta
(though he notes that Ichenta is clearly a Costanoan name given the locative suffix –ta)
(1976[1925]:545), all of which Levy and Milliken consider to be Costanoan. The suffix n may in fact be a locative in the Esselen language. In his brief chapter concerning placenames, Kroeber (1925:895-897) provides a table of California place-names of Indian
origin that includes some Costanoan names. Some names are more properly tribal names
such as Acalanes, or personal names, such as Soquel, while others are village names that
include the locative suffix -tac, including Juristac and Ulistac. He also lists Buriburi as a
village name. Kroeber’s chapter about the Esselen includes two words that he notes may
be place-names rather than generic terms: “kuchun” translated as “arroyo” and
“aspasianah” rendered as “dry creek” (1925:546). Kroeber’s aspasianah is clearly the
“district” or multi-village polity Milliken identifies as Aspasniahan or El Pino (the Pine)
in the Arroyo Seco (Dry Gulch or Dry Creek) area (1990:43).
Southern Costanoan toponyms are indeed generally descriptive. The little
information available concerning Esselen place-names suggests that they were
descriptive as well. Milliken glosses Kalenda-ruc (cited above by Kroeber), which he
argues was a district or tribelet rather than a single village, as “bay shore houses”
(Milliken 1981:61, Clark 1991:249). The “-da” or, better, -ta, is the locative (‘at’ or
‘place of’) and “kalen” refers to the shore. “-Ruc” or -ruk literally means houses or
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homes, but also signifies “people” as noted in Chapter 1 much like pueblo in Spanish can
refer to a town or even the people of the entire nation, as in ‘el pueblo Mexicano.’ The
tribal name Ensen, located in the Salinas Valley near Salinas proper, means
“blackberrying place” (Merriam 1967:381). In Harrington’s fieldnote below, Isabel
Meadows provides two descriptive place-names, ri·nitk or the Rats and tcollonta the
Mice 6 associated with a cardinal direction and the direction of a wind:
Isabel thinks rĩ· means both rat and direction, but also readily
agrees that rĩn is the rat and rĩ·n is the direction. Agrees to both rĩ·ntak &
rĩnnatk for at the Rats [edit in original].
Rehearing. knows ri·n, a kind of rat, and agrees to ri·nitk, locative.
Homonym with ri·n, a place. Wind comes from there. ri·nitk, locative.
And now volunteers that the old one used to mention a direction named
tcollonta along with ri·nitk, etc., but does not know which direction it was.
When I ask if it could be Omesia said tcallonta, says no, she remembers it
as tcollonta, as if to mean at t he Rats (Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
61:828A).
The place-name tcollonta was first discussed following a rehearing of the ranchería term
Chalones with Alfonso Ramirez 7 and his wife Laura Escobar. Harrington’s fieldnote 8
indicates that prayers were made to the cardinal direction accompanied by the throwing
of acorn flour:
Alefonso does not know Chalones but Laura has heard it. A
placename.
Isabel knows Indian form would be tcã[á]llonta, a region
mentioned when throwing atole to the cardinal directions. tcallon.
Rehearing. Denies she ever heard Omesia when throwing acorn mush say
tcallonta or tcollonta. Merely guesses tcallonta with short “a” because
tcollon, mouse, has short “o.” Rehearing: I have left the above unchanged
from early notes, she heard Omesia say tcollonta (Alfonso Ramirez,

6

I gloss some place-names with the locative implied as, for example, the Mice instead of Mice Place or the
Place of the Mice.
7
Rendered phonetically as “Alefonso” by Harrington.
8
The note is also of interest because it highlights how an informant’s recollections may differ from one
session to another and the multiple rehearings Harrington conducted.
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January 1930; and Isabel Meadows, April 13, 1932, and April 1935,
61:1017B).
Outside of village names recorded by mission priests, Alexander Smith Taylor
may have been the first to record place-names in Monterey during his work with Salvador
Mucjai and Jose Francisco Duran on October 28, 1856. His notes on tribal and ranchería
names include the following:
1. Rancheria – the Sur rancho was a Rancheria called Ca-ka na ruk. The
Carmelo mission land was called, Carmentaruk, probably the word is
Spanish and Indian.
2. The Eslenes rancheria or tribe roamed over the San Francisiquito, the
Tularcitto and neighboring hills, all in the vicinity of the Carmelo Mission.
3. The Sakhones were living on the present ranchos of the Totto (Soucitta
[Saucito]), Buena Esperanza (Guadalupe), Buenavista, (close to Monterey
town) and neighboring lands.
4. The Watcharanuka lived (near) on the Salinas rancho, (of Captain
Cooper) on East side of Salinas river.
5. The Sand beach of Monterey was called Sukilta.
6. The Fort hill of Monterey was called Hunukul.
7. Shirishta was the land near the Post office and Custom House.
8. The site of Monterey town was called Achista [written above “Achasta”
with the second and third “a” in Achasta blotted with ink]; the tribe nation
of Indians was were called Runsenes (Taylor 1856: back of fourth
vocabulary sheet).
The word for the cardinal direction north is recorded as “rumsenta,” south
“cakul,” east “arroa ish ma,” and west “arroakishma” (Taylor 1856:3). Harrington wrote
to C. Hart Merriam (Heizer ed. 1967:384) on September 29, 1929, about his work with
his Mutsun informant, Ascensión Solórsano de Cervantes, and about the place-names he
had been able to document:
Here at 11:55 (when the death bell rings at 12:00) I have succeeded in
unraveling all the San Juan language, analyzing all the works, and
snatching them from the very brink of the grave to save for the world
forever. The informant is none other than your old informant, Ascencion
Cervantes, whom you interviewed at Chittenden, and whose mother,
Barbara, you worked with at Gilroy years ago. As I write, Ascencion’s
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daughter Claudia is in the room and was present when you visited
Barbara. The memory of these people is very good.
Gilroy (Koo’-loo-lis-tak)
Fremont Peak (Toyo’ tak)
Ascension thinks that Wayusta, the Punta de Pinos, means place of the
enemies. Wel-lel was Eselen and Soledad.
The name is Syach-wen, and means where it (Something that has been
closed for a long time) is opened (e.g. a course in a stream).
Wah-ran-ee-tak means ‘at the cut place’ (1967:385-386).
On November 5, 1929, Harrington wrote regarding the association of cardinal directions
with languages and socio-political organization:
I have just today learned the meaning of your tribe name Hoomontwash.
It means the westerners, in Spanish ‘los ponientenos.’ I am so excited and
pleased that I have at last got the meaning of this important old name,
which is a real tribe name, and the only proper designation of the San
Juan tribe. Why the dialect and nation was called thus is not hard to
guess; the region about San Juan marks the western extent of this
language (1967:386).
On December 3, 1929, Harrington wrote again to Merriam concerning place-names he
recorded in the San Juan language, advising Merriam of the names that Ascensión could
provide. Harrington approaches Merriam delicately in an effort to collaboratively explore
Mutsun place-names:
It is a strange fact that her mind is not yet impaired in the slightest and the
sicker she becomes, the better she remembers the words of her childhood.
When she goes will vanish the last source of San Juan linguistic
information. It is for this reason that I still hope you may be able to find
the place names that you recorded from this language. You showed me
your Josefa Velazquez vocabulary, or at least I think that that was the one
it was, and it had in it a few place names, one for the Santa Cruz
mountains, the name of some place by Hollister and similar names. I
remember this as distinctly as if it was yesterday. It would be of extreme,
unusual importance if these names could be read to Ascencion before she
dies, to get her reaction and pronunciation, translation, etc. Do try to
corner these and shoot them out here before it is too late for she will know
them and by going over them make an addition to knowledge. I have a
very complete dictionary here and already carry several hundred words
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and forms in my memory. I may be dreaming and perhaps saw the place
names in the Josefa Gonzales Monterey vocabulary that you showed me. I
promise to never use these names in any way, but hope that you will
publish them, and when you do you could add such more definite
locations, meanings, or translations as Ascencion may be able to give,
explaining that I asked your informant further about these names for you
in 1929. Ascencion understands and translates practically every word of
such Monterey vocabularies as have been published in a truly admirable
way (1967:386-387).
Harrington proceeds, writing, “She has given me the following place names.”
While the names refer to places in the lands of the Mutsun, they provide examples of the
form of place-names in the language most closely related to Southern Costanoan. Many
of the place-names she provides are tribal names that are directly associated with places. I
quote the following list in full, including both names for which a translation is provided
and those for which no translation is available. I do so to give a sense of the richly named
landscape and to point to a dimension of the transformation of place-worlds, that is, the
memory of a proper name but loss of the name’s meaning or the locale to which the name
referred. Harrington continues:
Te-ren-tak, meaning at the spring, was a village close to San Juan Mission
somewhere.
Ar-choo-soon (compare ending of Moot-soon!) was another.
Po-sel-min-tak was another large village.
Ri-chi-nu-ma another. Means where they “speech’ at fiestas.
Hi-nis-tak, meaning at the wormwood.
War-m-pat-ka.
Oo-law-tak.
Tok-tak.
Sas-at-ka.
O-ho-lo-nu-ma.
Te-lam-ni, a San Joaquin valley tribe.
Wal-kem-ni, ditto.
Chow-si-la, ditto.
Nop-trin-tri, ditto.
Kop-cha, ditto.
Oo-nyee-hi-ma, A San Juan rancheria, large.
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O-res-tak, meaning the place of the bears. A big village. Probably at
Canyada de los Osos, near Gilroy.
Ip-pih-tak, la Sierra de las Viboras. Meaning rattlesnake place. A peak in
the Pacheco ranch. I hope to visit it later and then will be able to give
exact location. Old Indian name. Ip-pih, rattlesnake.
Wach-ron, Castroville Indian. Some lived on the beach there. Some in the
hills. The latter were called Pa-ra-nit-ka-wash.
Koo-koo-noo, a San Joaquin Valley tribe.
Kit-trah-ti, ditto.
E-yoo-lah-wash.
Pahh-shyeen, the Paisin tribe, lived about Tres Pinos.
Si-bil-am-nio, a San Joaquin valley tribe.
Hoo-troo-koos.
Au-si-mah. although the name of these appears on the San Felipe grant,
north of Hollister, Ascencion declares that the country of the Au-si-mahs
was in the wooded hills south of the San Benito River and downstream of
San Juan. Barbara pointed out to her once, when they were on the road
going downriver to Watsonville, where the Au-si-mah country was.
wo-wal, a San Joaquin Valley tribe.
No-tu-wa-litr, ditto.
Kal-len-tah-rook-wash, Indians living somewhere about Castroville.
Hew-che
Noot-noo-too, a San Joaquin Valley tribe.
Poy-to-kis, the great rancheria that stood on the plains of San Felipe. The
Roman fathers erected a chapel there, the site of which might be difficult
to determine now, and a cemetery, so that if a person died here and could
not be packed across the river to San Juan because of high water he would
not have to be dug up again to be buried in consecrated ground.
Lap-pet-ka.
Ho-yi-ma, a San Joaquin Valley tribe.
Ow-al-kim-ni, ditto.
Sis-ka.
Ti-pi-sas-tak.
Pa-kat-ka.
Shyoo-rik-nu-ma.
Ha-shyar-tak.
Hoo-ris-tak, the Juristak grant, near Gilroy.
Mil-yak-nishy-tak.
E-chan-tak.
Yel-moos.
Aw-kis-tak
To-yoh-tak, Gilroy. Means at the place of the elbow.
Ak-kas-tak-wash, San Jose and Santa Clara Indians. Meaning northerners.
Kah-koon-tak-wash, Salinas Valley Indians, literally southerners.
Yak-shyoon, San Joaquin Valley Indians, general term applied to any
tribe…(1967:390-392).
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Harrington wrote again to Merriam on January 5, 1930, about his successes in rehearing
place-names with Ascensión:
She knew Ko-trah-tak, Hollister, as soon as it was read to her. She
volunteered that indeed that is the old Indian name of Hollister and means
the place of the gopher snakes, the old name that her mother used to use.
We-leh-lish-mo is all right too and apparently means the place of
salamander. Sheh-tcho-tak, Pacheco Peak, made her remember Pik-nahchee, the Pinnacles, and so she went from triumph unto triumph, getting
every name on your list except for the Santa Cruz Mountains, which she
did not know because it is in another language (namely, the Santa Cruz
language). Also, every one of the tribe names. The name of the Salinas
Indians, Ensen, means wild blackberry. She still sticks to her guns that the
Wen-yeh-ren have nothing whatever to do with the Carmel Indians, your
direct information to that effect notwithstanding. I have also every one of
your Carmel place names and will write them out for you as soon as I get a
breathing spell from this nightmare of the last few weeks of work with a
very sick woman. (1967:393).
In his letter to Merriam, Harrington also included information obtained from Tomás
Torres pertaining to Monterey, “Place Names from the Montereyano Vocabulary,” in an
interview conducted on April 10, 1922:
rum-sen-ta, in the north
A-chis-ta, Monterey
mak-wa-tin-in A-chis-ta, let’s go to Monterey
Kar-men-ta-ruk, Carmelo church site
tu-ra, earth, country
E-chi-lat, San Francisquito
Hu-nu-kul, the hill where the fort is near Monterey wharf
Sir-hin-ta, a place (but cannot remember where)
pi-re, (1) world, (2) year
(1967:394, 396, 401)
The richness of Harrington’s fieldnotes for the study of place-names among the
Carmeleños is unparalleled (see Rivers and Jones 1993 for a study of Salinan placenames based on Harrington’s fieldnotes). However, my intent here is not to provide a
complete listing of native place-names, including those in Spanish and English pertinent
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to native history. I present a fairly lengthy list of place-names found in Harrington’s
fieldnotes in Appendix B. The list contains fieldnotes with place-names in Carmeleño as
well as in Spanish and English that were had significance for his informants.
Donald Clark’s Monterey County Place Names: A Geographical Dictionary,
which builds on the work completed by the Honorable John Durnford Jernegan prior to
his untimely passing, is an extremely useful reference tool (1991). Clark utilized
Harrington’s fieldnotes to develop entries for some place-names listed in his text. Clearly
a certifiable topophile and cartophile, Clark’s work exhibits a deep understanding about
the cultural construction of place-names, and he includes insightful quotes in his
descriptions as well as relevant citations and precise locations when possible. As
impressively comprehensive as Clark’s work is, it is not exhaustive. Perhaps no work
could be. Clark provides some information on some native place-names, especially
names of villages and rancherías, including those in Spanish and English that figure into
local native history. He also provides information about land grants important to the
Carmeleños.
One difficulty posed by the review of Harrington’s fieldnotes for information
regarding place-names is his inclination to explore grammatical variation. He often
presents grammatical forms to his informants that may not have been used. He often
seeks to describe the locative form of nouns, which include the locative suffixes –ta, –da,
-tak, -tk, and -en. This can pose difficulties in discerning what names were actually used
as opposed to Harrington’s interest in the grammatical form itself. The following
example is a note concerning words for tarweed:
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yárkáş, tarweed
járkas, tarweed. In answer to question says that it is called the
same in Spanish as in Indian. Thinks they got the Spanish name from the
Indian name 1922 yárkáş, [Sept 1929?]
Isabel knows yarks, volunteers locative yarkasta….
Once Loreta on her way from la ranchería to her home, was
carrying home some already made pinol of yarkúz that the viejas [old
ladies] had given her at the ranchería., and asked Fortunato as she past his
house if he did not want some yarkúz. Yes, why not, he answered, you
have it, it’s good, niece, yes, to get close to how we used to eat it before,
and she had it in a true amarrado, 9 and gave him a handful, and he was
throwing into his mouth dry from 6” away – like he like he was not
choking. It was black looking, like that of pil (1922, September 1929,
Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 38:578B).
Isabel volunteers the locative form yarkasta that includes the suffix ‘-ta.’ She also
volunteers the phrase ‘ittce makk-yarkan or ‘we are going tarweed seed gathering.’ For
actual place-names, Harrington usually includes the abbreviation ‘plcn.,’ which is not
included in this note. We might imagine that there was an area called Tarweed Place
because of the occurrence of the plant there, where people would go to gather tarweed
seeds. Another example involves the word for jimson weed, a powerful hallucinogenic
plant that was likely used in the male puberty vision quest ritual conducted by men’s
societies (Harrington 1942:37) and in other ritual contexts as well. Here the locative
suffix ‘-tak’ is used:

Isabel volunteers that Omesia called jimson weed noּy. Then notak,
locative….and rancho nóyotk…(Isabel Meadows, October 1934,
38:549A).
Another example is more humorous in nature and points to the problem of
discerning between Harrington’s inclusion of locative grammatical forms and actual

9

Likely a type of native pouch.
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place-names. For the adjective for ‘snotty,’ Harrington proposes a proper noun with the
locative suffix ‘-ta’ forming a place-name, ‘unnuxta, which probably never existed:
Isabel knows ‘unxust, snotty, ‘exxe me-‘unnx, you have a lot of snot.
‘unnuxta, rancho of the snot (Isabel Meadows, November 1935 and
October 1934, 40:118B).
There likely never was a ‘Snotty Place’ or ‘Snotty Ranch.’ Harrington is simply
exploring the locative forms of adjectives and nothing more. In this note and the one
above concerning jimson weed, rancho is used to encompass the geographical area of a
particular place. However, notes containing locative information as a grammatical
exercise, as obviously implausible as this one might be, posed problems for my research
in determining which entries were actual place-names and which were grammatical
experiments. The following place is considerably more ambiguous. I would presume that
such a site as Doctor’s Place existed, even though Harrington’s note only hints at its
existence and offers no confirmation.
Evidently ‘ittcemak-‘utnen, we are going to go doctoring. The Carmeleño
called doctor: ‘oxc, they spoke of Fortunato as the ‘oxc. Suddenly I went
past there on the other side of the river to where the old ones lived by the
house where the Chinaman was killed was below the ranchería a little.
‘oxxecta, locative…. Imagines *’ittcemak- ‘oxcen, we are going to go
doctoring. (40:525A).
Reading Harrington’s notes for place-names certainly offers some interpretive
difficulties, though the context of the locative noun within the note generally provides
sufficient evidence as to whether the noun is a grammatical experiment or an actual
place-name. As noted, some ambiguity exists. In the sections that follow, I elaborate on
the construction of meaningful places through narrative practices.
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The Narrative Formation of Places: Coyote Marries the She-Bear
In this section I present and discuss a particular narrative, “Coyote Marries the
She-Bear,” to better understand how places come to have significance. Narratives that
recount the activities and happenings of the first people in “myth time” were highly
spacialized through the heavy use of toponyms, other devices of “narrative-internal
spacialization of action,” and the use of “fine-grained deixis” (Collins 1998:140).
“Reality was often introduced into these tales through reference to a geographical feature
that was familiar to every listener—a prominent mountain peak, a cave, an unusual cleft
rock, a line of trees along a stream” (Heizer and Elsasser 1980:216). Mythopoetic
narratives are often etiological, accounting for things in the world. Certain first people
and other supernatural beings became, or were transmogrified into, natural features of the
landscape.
In Beverly Ortiz’s comparison of Chocheño and Rumsen Ohlone/Costanoan
narratives, 10 she writes that the origins of certain notable geographical features are
explained through established narrative. In Chocheño narratives, a certain “windowed
sandstone outcrop and barren ground” was created by Coyote when he was in mourning.
Another feature is identified as Coyote’s footprints. Sadly, the footprint of Coyote was
destroyed during the construction of Highway 680 (1994:116-117, 134). She points to the
narrative concerning the marriage of Coyote and She-Bear that I present below
(1994:132, 149-150). Ortiz also describes the narrative theme of making the world safe.
In the Chocheño narrative tradition, when Kaknú (Peregrine Falcon) kills Body of Stone
he burst, creating a number of stone outcroppings (1994:107, 109-110, 136-137).
10

For narratives recorded by Harrington, Ortiz utilized summaries of narratives provided by Linda
Yamane. Unfortunately, no citations are provided.
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Narratives attached to places can also be historical in nature. Places can be named
or renamed following historical events. Powers relays the “Story of Bloody Rock,” a final
place of retreat for the Yuki, who were relentlessly hunted by whites and who chose to
commit mass suicide rather than continue a hopeless fight or pursue a truce, which they
understood would have led to their deaths by starvation (1976:137-38). Powers also
describes a historical Ashochimi (Wappo) place in, “A Legend of the Geysers.” In the
legend, two boys discover the geysers while hunting a grizzly bear. The Spanish and
Mexican presence had forced the Wappo to expand their hunting range. The narrative
develops with the actions of grizzly bear spirits, wrathful demons, white men, and tourists
(Powers 1976:201-203). Bloody Rock may have had a prior aboriginal name. However,
the historical narrative or mass suicide in relation to American aggression, and associated
name, came to represent the place. The Wappo discover the geysers in the context of
colonial expansion and the narrative attached to them reflects this history.
“Coyote Marries the She-Bear” is one of the lengthiest narratives I encountered
while studying Harrington’s fieldnotes. It is also one of the longest narratives in the
Carmeleño language that I came across, and I include this version of the narrative in
Appendix B. It provides an account of how a particular stone outcrop came to be. The
narrative involves a number of moral themes that the place embodies. Ortiz summarizes
the narrative (1994:132) based on Yamane’s work. Tom Meadows, Isabel’s brother,
begins this version (71:43B[1]-46A) and Isabel adds important detail. Isabel adds further
elements in rehearings of the story in August 1934 and March 1937: 11

11

My translation here is a close or literal one. Italics indicate that the original text is in English. English
text is often in Harrington’s voice either as an observational note or a paraphrase of his consultant’s speech.
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Coyote was first married to deer, and deer died, and then he married bear.
And then he ordered bear to make bread, and he was watching how she
made the bread, coyote then. When the bread was finished, she brought
the bread to give to the little ones to eat. Coyote did not like the way the
bread was made. Then coyote said to the little ones, there will not be
enough bread if you eat it (it’s that the bread made him disgusted). The
bread was not made like deer used to make it.
Well then, tomorrow I’m going to take the bread to my relatives so they
can try the bread that bear made. That is where he left with the bread. And
so bear was angry that he gathered a shock or bundle of grain [“hizo
asina” perhaps hizo hacina, does not appear to be arina as in harina]
because he didn’t like bread the way she made it. Well then, coyote
clutched that net [“reda”] and flung the bread there carrying it hanging.
When coyote left the house, bear, she left following after coyote, and
coyote was already tired of carrying the bread on his back, he threw it on
the road—why am I carrying this bread, he said, “they’re not going to eat
it.” And he went to dance on top of the bread that he threw down. And so
he stayed and rested a bit to make it seem that he had arrived at his
relatives with the bread. But bear saw what he had done with the bread,
bear [“lo vino a topar”] ran into him [or, perhaps, came to fight with him],
she grabbed him and killed him. Later, bear returned home, and she told
the little ones that they no longer had a dad, that he was dead, that she had
killed him. Then, the kids, very angry, killed bear. They threw the ashes in
the mouth [of the river]; they were crying the poor things. So the little
ones were alone, without a mother, without a father.
This is all that Tom knows. But Isabel speaks up and says that rock
in the mouth of Carmel River is that she-bear. Kw. [knows] Tom says he
heard that the offspring threw the she-bear into the river (which links it
good).
Tom says there is only rock there – in middle [underlined three
times in original] of the water, like a round head sticking out of the water.
That is its head. Help [“Aida” probably Ayuda], grandfather [abuelo], give
me fish, and they used to place tobacco so that he would be content. They
used to give him acorn [flour], or they used to give him pinole [grass seed
or corn flour]. And when one did not catch any salmon, he was told: You
did not ask for salmon from the old one [el viejo].
Tom imagines that the bear killed the coyote at a place like at Berwick’s
ranch, where coyote may have come down a long ridge, to Panocha’s gate
[Manuel Onésimo’s], and she-bear killed the coyote meeting him at the
point of that hill where he descended.
Isabel: The she-bear told the coyote you have not tried the bread
that I made. No, is what he said, it is that there will not be enough if they
eat it, he said, because my relatives are many, if they hear that I came, is
what he said, they will come to see me, is what he said. And it is that it
Text in English also occurs as direct quotes of Harrington’s informants as they switched between Spanish
and English. Brackets are used for my editorial notes. Parentheses are in the original text.
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made him disgusted, because it was not done like the bread of the other
woman he used to have.
Oh, it is that it is my uncle, my cousin, my brother-in-law, my
brother, and they used to have to give a little piece of wedding cake. I have
many relatives, the bread that I bring is not going to be enough—and he
used to be disgusted to eat the bread that she-bear made.
The bread of deer, very well-ground, very fine, that was the bread
that deer used to make. But bear’s was not very edible with everything
[twigs and leaves (71:105A)] and the bark [or acorn shell; “cáscara”] , she
was not cleaning or anything, and she did not go anymore and she made a
hole or den in the ground, and went and sat and packed, and I go to make
the bread [“Pero la osa no mas comiendo con toda y cascara, no estaba
limpiando ni nada, y no mas iba y hizo un ollo en la tierra, y fue y se sentó
y se empacó, y voy hizo el pan.”] Coyote said: the bear that I have now
does not knead well, the deer kneaded very finely.
There is a song—that the children of bear sang, crying and singing,
and throwing ash on the mother, whom they had killed. 12 Isabel never
heard this song. Tom can’t remember it. Laura [Escobar-Ramirez] may
know it.
Mrs. Meadows used to tell this story to the children.
Tom understands that the rock at mouth of Carmel River sticks out
of the water tall when the river is running into the sea, at time of high
water. But at low water the rock sticks out only a little and is largely
covered with sand.
The narrative begins with the introduction of the information that Coyote had
been married previously to Deer and that she died. Coyote then married Bear. In a third
telling of the narrative, Isabel clarifies the cause of Deer’s death. She died because of
excessive work, grinding acorn flour:
It was that the wife of Coyote knew how to make bread. Coyote was
married to Deer. And from there the wife of Coyote died from so much
work, from making acorn atol [or atole], she would grind it finely to make
the atol (August 1934: 71:47 a (1)).
The next line of the narrative indicates that Coyote ‘ordered’ (“el mandó”) Bear to make
bread. The implication is that Coyote worked Deer to death.

12

“…es que ahogaron a su madre” (71:114A) and “…y lo ahogaron con tierra” (71:48B(4)). They
smothered her by throwing ash or dirt on her.
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Coyote did not like Bear’s bread (a wedding cake in another of Isabel’s tellings).
It was not like Deer’s. It disgusted him. Coyote tries to prevent their children from eating
the bread with the excuse that there would not be enough if they did, stating his plans to
take the bread to his relatives to sample the following day. Bear was angry with Coyote,
especially because Coyote ordered her to make the bread. She followed Coyote the next
day. In Isabel’s third telling, Harrington notes parenthetically the gestures that
accompanied her performance of the story. Here she uses a “gesture of making hands
going as if a bear walking slowly” (71:48 a (3)). On the way to see his relatives, Coyote
became tired of carrying the bread. He threw the bread on the ground, knowing that his
relatives would not want to eat it, and danced on top of it. He then rested to pretend that
he had visited his relatives. Having seen what had transpired, Bear killed Coyote in a fit
of rage. Isabel uses a “gesture of clawing his belly apart, single gesture” (71:48 a (3)).

Fig. 16. “Miss (Onisemo) Meadows and brother (Tommasimo); Carmel, Calif.; September
1933” (Courtesy of The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley).
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When Bear returned home and told their children that she had killed their father, they, in
turn, killed their mother, evidently stricken with grief and fury at the murder of their
beloved father. Isabel and Tom also note that there was a song that the cubs sang while
crying—a cry or mourning ritual song. 13 However, Isabel never heard the song and Tom
had forgotten it.
The story is clearly tragic, and evoked strong emotions in Isabel. “It made Isabel
almost cry when she heard this part of the story” (when the children kill their mother)
(71:49A). The theme pertains to domestic life and gender roles. It is an admonition to
husbands concerning the treatment of women. Physical abuse of women is the premise of
a charm that was sung to bring a husband home, which Kroeber (1925:546) documented,
alerting Fog to Pelican’s abuse of his wife: “Now he beats your wife. Pelican is beating
her.” The characters, Fog and Pelican, may be in reference to clan totems. Recall in
Chapter 1, “Old Garcia had the pelican” as his relative, that is, clan totem (Isabel
Meadows, April 1935, Harrington 74:120B). The status of women in Costanoan society
was relatively high, as in many California Indian and other American Indian societies.
For example, women could inherit the position of chief if no male sibling were heir (Levy
1978:487). This status, however, declined under the domination of Hispanic and AngloAmerican colonial orders (Castillo 1994). Though Bear’s behavior in no way justified her
treatment, she was nonetheless remiss in her domestic duties in as much as her acorn
bread was poor enough to be inedible. Her slovenly manner yielded bread filled with
twigs, bark, and leaves. Her reaction to Coyote’s misbehavior was disproportionate to say
the least.
13

“…and it’s that they were crying, and how he sang his cry, they were singing their cry, how he sang it’s
that they were singing, they were crying and singing” (71:114A).
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Beverly Ortiz (1994:149-150) discusses the theme in Central California narratives
of children avenging a relative’s murder, and presents Central Miwok, Northern Miwok,
and Valley Nisenan examples. Ortiz, quoting Laird (1984:241), notes that “the Bear
People are Coyote’s adversaries” in Chemehuevi narratives. The likely existence of a
Deer-Bear moiety system, noted in Chapter 1, is also clearly relevant. We might note
oppositions not only between Deer and Bear, but possibly between Land and Water as
well. Bear may be associated with Water in her ultimate geographic position in the mouth
of the river adjacent to the ocean. Further, proper respect and offerings of tobacco and
other items to She-Bear yield luck in salmon fishing. By contrast, the narrative unfolds,
including Coyote’s antics and murder, inland among the hills, where Deer herself is at
home.
The action takes place at specific locations, including on Berwick’s ranch, which
was a parcel of the original Meadow’s tract or Berwick’s hill (71:49), 14 and more precise
spots such as Panocha’s (Manuel Onésimo’s) gate. In another version that Isabel told in
March 1937, she points to a specific location, “the foot of that hill by our dairy,” and uses
a deictic phrase “allá abajo,” ‘there (over there-farther) below’:
The coyote danced at the foot of that hill by our ordeña [dairy], and the
osa [She-Bear] kept running along and looking down at the coyote. The
osa iba caminando arriba (carefully caught) en la loma, y el coyote
bailando allá abajo [The she-bear was walking above on the hill, and
coyote was dancing there below] (71:50a(2)).
In the Carmeleño version, Isabel uses a deictic word ya in the phrase “ya-mur trawwar
mettest,” which Harrington notes, “Very important word. ya means allí [there-closer] or
possibly allí mismo [that very place]. A very useful word for the text” (71:105B). In July
14

See the entry for Berwick Canyon in Clark (1991:34-35) for its location and biographical information
about Edward Berwick.
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1935, Isabel refers to an alder tree in Roach Canyon where she thought was the specific
place that Bear killed Coyote:
There was an alder in Cañada de Roach where Isabel always suspected
somehow is the place where the osa [She-Bear] killed the coyote
(71:107A, see also Clark 1991:475).
Elsewhere, Isabel provides other details about Coyote that locate his antics. For example,
“coy[ote] lived at La Farola [street light or lamppost?]” (71:72). “Coyote invited them to
a big fiesta there in Salinas, on the plain of Salinas la Farola” (71:73).
The outcome of the narrative is that the cubs throw Bear’s bones into the Carmel
River, which transform into a rock at the mouth of the river:
And the cubs began to cry, throwing earth on their mother, and they
smothered her with earth, the poor little ones were crying, and it’s that the
rock that is at the mouth of the Rio del Carmelo, they say it’s the bones of
Bear, that the cubs went and threw the bones of their mother there in the
mouth of the river. But the rock doesn’t look like the bones of a bear. End
(71:48B(4)) [emphasis in the original].
This rock that’s there in the mouth of the Carmelo River, this was the bear,
that became the rock – Coyote killed Bear. And with all that was flowing
in the river it was submerged, only the very top of the rock remained
(71:49B(1)).
Isabel is skeptical because the rock does not look like the bones of a bear. She also
provides further details about locations in Bear’s life. She had lived, for example, near
the Meadow’s dairy:
I myself always figured that the hill where our dairy is (the hill runs down
to Beverick’s [Berwick’s]) - that that was where the osa [She-Bear] lived
(71:49B(1)).
The version of the narrative presented above contains commentary about the rock.
Offerings were made by salmon fishermen to the rock, that is, Bear transmogrified. A
phrase uttered when making the offering is provided: “Help grandfather [“abuelo”], give
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Fig. 17. From left to right: an unidentified woman, Isabel Meadows, and Julia Gómez at the
mouth of the Carmel River in 1932 (in Howard 1978b:11).

me fish.” Requesting assistance from Bear for salmon fishing seems practical enough
given the fondness of bears for salmon and their skill in catching them. Additionally,
salmon fishing is a male activity. Perhaps demonstrating respect to She-Bear would help
secure luck in this activity. In a fieldnote recorded on April 2, 1932, Isabel seems to
indicate that the rock is referred to as El Viejo but clarifies that she does not know the
actual name of the rock; she had never heard it:
At the mouth of the river was a rock, it was el Viejo that they were taking
care of there, and men gave him tobacco and then would catch lots of
salmon. Never heard name of the rock (68:268A(2)).
In another fieldnote, Harrington seems puzzled by the designation El Viejo, given that
Bear was a female. In a truncated telling in which Coyote kills Bear, the murder takes
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place at the lagoon at the mouth of the Carmel River. Harrington points out the incorrect
gender of the pronoun:
Then the coyote killed the osa [She-Bear] – at the lake at the mouth of the
Carmelo River. Though that rock is la osa [the She-Bear], in later times it
was called loosely El Viejo [the Old One] (which is wrong gender) and
tobacco was offered it by salmon fishers (71:50A(2)).
The following fieldnote from February 1934 begins with a discussion of the word for sea
otter, cuct or co-c. Isabel then volunteers co-cotk as a place-name she knows, as well as
the noun in the locative and non-locative form. When Harrington asks whether co-c is a
spirit that is given alms or a limosnero, that is, a beggar, Isabel confirms limosnero
immediately as the definition. She then discusses the rock, here “the biejo,” to emphasize
the pronunciation of the initial consonant, seeming to indicate a connection between the
concept of the limosnero and, perhaps, the place-name co-cotk. Perhaps co-cotk refers to
the rock. Unfortunately, it is unclear. The connection to otter is also not clearly resolved.
Further, she attributes action to El Viejo, that he has killed many salmon. The entry is
also significant in terms of Salvador’s 15 enforcement of offerings to El Viejo:
Isabel guesses that otter cuct.
Isabel asks me what co·cis, if it can be that the word for otter we
are trying to get is co·c. Insists that locative is co·cotk. Later actually
volunteered two times. co·cotk, it is a placename there, knows locative and
non-locative. When asked if co·c is the spirit they gave alms to or the
beggar [limosnero], says at once it equals beggar [limosnero].
Salvador Murciégano [Bat] (he himself said this was his surname)
Tomas Torres’ father, used to be the leading salmon fisher. All who went
were supposed to take tabacco [spelled phonetically] to give to “the biejo”
[El Viejo, the Old One] If you did not take tabacco, they did not want to
see you there. And on top of or beside the rock they used to place tobacco.
Many salmon the old one used to kill. Those who were able to carry would
arrive, and, the other[s]…(he gave) to the people who came there while
the fishing was going on (Isabel Meadows, February 1934, 61:903A).
15

Notice as well that Salvador Mucjai is here referred to as Murciégano (Californio Spanish for bat), after
his potent totem animal (see Chapter 2).
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Later, in April of 1935, Isabel discusses salmon fishing in relation to a rehearing of a
fieldnote of Kroeber’s. She clarifies that Salvador was the captain of the mouth of the
Carmel River. In addition to tobacco, fisherman offered all of their lunch to El Viejo.
This note also references an excursion of Harrington’s and Isabel’s to the rock and
Isabel’s surprise at the size of the rock, which she had imagined was big and wide. Isabel
then begins another retelling of the narrative:
Kroeber: Says the taking of salmon must have been confined to
winter.
Isabel commenting on this says in the summer the salmons are
skinny. The late Salvador was the captain of there at the mouth of the
river, of all the boys, he would not let them kill too many salmon, and they
used to throw [offer] tobacco, and all the lunch that they had on the rock
(on the rock that is called El Viejo [the Old One]). For this reason Isabel
thought the rock must be big and wide, but when JPH took her to see it, it
was small. This rock was the She-Bear, who was killed by her children
because they threw…(Isabel Meadows, April 1935, 67:135B-136A).
In the following notes, recorded during interviews with Laura Escobar and Isabel
Meadows in January 1930 and April 1932 respectively, the rock, here La Piedra del
Viejo, is referenced but in a discussion of a very large, very old, serene salmon with a
white belly that lived in the pool at the foot the rock:
Laura: La Piedra del Viejo [the Rock of the Old One] is a rock
(still there) at the mouth of Carmel River. In a pool at foot of that rock was
the salmon very large, relaxing very calmly, with a white belly. Many said
it was an uráka [possibly a sturgeon] and not a salmon. Could never catch
it. The name karmenta took it in.
Isabel heard that the salmon there was very large, it was an urraka,
and just would come and then would just cross back again, and they were
never able to kill it. Anastacio Dutra was working with Estrada, Anastacio
Dutra was a boy and was working with this elder, and he could never kill
that salmon… (Laura Escobar-Ramirez, January 1930; Isabel Meadows,
April 1932, 71:738A and 71:757B).
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Interestingly as well, Laura Escobar-Ramirez points out that the particular place is nested
within the larger designation for Carmel, the hybrid term karmenta: “The name karmenta
took it in.” Here the rock is identified as La Piedra del Viejo or the Rock of the Old One.
The question then becomes, who is the Old One? Is it Osa or She-Bear recast into a
masculine Spanish term of reverence? Is it the aged salmon or uráka? 16 Perhaps it is
both. The possibility also remains that the place-name co-cotk is related. In April 1932,
Isabel stated plainly that she had never heard the name for the rock. In the fieldnotes I
reviewed of Harrington’s and other anthropologists, no clear answer is given. An
aboriginal name for place with one of the most developed narratives may have already
been lost. The place itself was unfamiliar to members of the Esselen Nation and other
people Carmeleño ancestry with whom I spoke or interviewed. I published an early
version of my translation of the narrative in the Esselen Nation’s newsletter and asked
anyone familiar with the place or the narrative to contact me, but I received no responses.
The area, however, remains important to members of the Esselen Nation who sense and
speak of its sacredness in generalized terms.
In the complete Carmeleño version of the narrative, Isabel’s comments indicate
that the rock remained an important religious site:
There they would place some thing at the rock. Tobbaco, pinole, acorn
bread, acorn atol [or atole], when the men would come to fish for salmon,
those who would bring their lunch, even aguardiente they would bring,
they would only give a little aguardiente to the Old One, when they would
come to the beach, they would leave it for the Old One, they would give to
the Old One, so that he would take care of the people, or so they would not
drown, so that they would not fall, so that nothing would happen to them,
so that he would give them salmon, they would always give some thing for
16

Uráka is often translated as salmon (Warner 2002, Kroeber 1910:246, Merriam 1974:36). This note
indicates that this might not be accurate. Uráka may refer to sturgeon (see Heizer 1974:36). However, it
seems to be translated elsewhere in Harrington’s notes as salmon (see, for example, 71:114B(25)).
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the Old One, they would never forget to give something to the Old One,
they were ordered to when they came to the beach, they always believed
very much (71:114B(25)).
Offerings were made not only for luck in salmon fishing but to prevent drowning,
a fall, or anything bad from happening. Significantly, offerings were made so that El
Viejo would take care of the people in general. Isabel notes that the people always
believed in El Viejo strongly. Among other items, acorn bread was offered to El Viejo,

Fig. 18. Opening prayer at the 2006 OCEN Annual Gathering held at the mouth
of the Carmel River (photo by Susan Morley).

which may be a connection to the narrative. Two locative nouns, ‘irrekta and kaw-tak,
are given in the Carmeleño version of the above text and in text prior to this excerpt that
concludes the narrative, noting that the She-Bear became or changed into rock (“la osa se
hizo piedra” and “esa era la osa que se volvió piedra”). ‘Irrekta can be translated as the
Rock or the Stone and kaw-tak as the Beach or the Seashore (“la playa”). However,
‘irrekta is not identified as the actual place-name of the rock.
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“Coyote Marries She-Bear” provides perhaps the best glimpse of an aboriginal
place of the Carmeleño people and the narrative foundation of such places. The narrative
also hints at the rich place-world Carmeleños once inhabited. In Harrington’s notes,
culture change and, indeed, loss can clearly be sensed. The renaming of the rock that SheBear became to El Viejo concretely demonstrates how place-names change. If El Viejo in
fact refers to another entity other than She-Bear, as seems to be the case, then the place,
for a time, had multiple significances. The place did not lose its association with SheBear; however, it gained additional significance through its identification as El Viejo.
However, the prior name was evidently already lost though it is conceivable that its name
was a direct reference to She-Bear, perhaps ‘Orres-tak or Place of the Bear. The
narrative, therefore, provides an introduction to the following section in which I elaborate
on the ways in which place-worlds are transformed, and discuss changes to the places
known by Carmeleños.

“It Was Born ‘Áttcista & Lo Confirmaron Monterrey”: 17 A Place-World
Transformed
Places change, as do the attachments people have to them. The issue of how
place-worlds are transformed is a topic that has received increasing attention in the
ethnographic and larger scholarly literature (see, e.g., Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga 2003).
What are the effects on place-names and place-oriented narratives when colonized
indigenous peoples are increasingly denied ownership of and access to their lands? Apart
from Blu’s work with the Lumbee (1996) and Collins’ work with the Tolowa (1998),

17

“Isabel: We children asked Isabel’s grandmother, Maria Ignacia, if ‘áttchişta (or ‘á(.)ttcişta) is the
Monterrey church or the whole town, and she answered the whole town. But where the Presidio is they
called Presidio. Isabel says very cleverly that it was born ‘áttcista and they confirmed it as Monterrey”
(Isabel Meadows, on Father Mestres’ place-name list, March 25, 1932, 68:235B).
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most studies of place-oriented and place-naming practices among Native American
groups have been conducted with federally recognized, reservation-based tribes (Basso
1996, Thornton 1995, 1997, Cruikshank 1981, 1990; Hunn 1994, 1996; Kelley and
Francis 1994). At the risk of oversimplification, I suggest here some possible differences
between federally recognized and unrecognized Indian communities. My characterization
is, no doubt, a simplification. Federally acknowledged Indian tribes have, to a degree,
experienced relatively less corrosive impact from colonial settlement, greater isolation,
and less disruption of their lands and cultural practices. 18 While I point to the relative
geographical isolation of federally recognized tribes, this is in no sense a determining
factor. Recognized tribal communities may in fact be located near urban centers and
remain quite traditional in their cultural practices. Federally unacknowledged tribes, by
contrast, tend to be located in areas more heavily settled by non-Indians and have
experienced tremendous, even catastrophic impact on their lands and lives because of it.
These groups have experienced a much greater degree of destructive cultural change and
often no longer speak their native languages. Their lack of federal acknowledgement
leaves them with none of the rights to land, economic benefits, education, and political
sovereignty that recognized tribes have. Peter Beinart (1999:34) refers to a study
conducted in 1976 that demonstrated that “members of unrecognized tribes were poorer,
less educated, and in worse health than other American Indians.” An unrecognized status
may ultimately reflect a group’s dislocation, disenfranchisement, delegitimization, and
even contempt in the eyes of the dominant society. Investigating the changing place-

18

I in no way mean to suggest that federally recognized tribes have not suffered at the hands of settlers and
through their policies. I am attempting to make a general distinction between the experiences of
acknowledged and unacknowledged Indian peoples and the effect these differing experiences may have had
on place-oriented practices.
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worlds of Esselen people provides an important lens onto their persistence as a people, as
well as onto how Esselen people view their own history.
In the words of Edward Relph, “Home places [are] profound centres of human
existence...irreplaceable centres of significance (1976:39).” What are the consequences of
displacement? More importantly, how do displaced, dispossessed, and segregated peoples
attempt to maintain a connection to their ancestral homelands? While American Indians
had their own histories before the arrival of Europeans, histories that, no doubt, resulted
in changing attachments to and representations of places, it is the context of colonization
and the attendant instances of place-related change that are of interest here. Edward
Casey poses two dimensions of displacement: 1) “the loss of particular places in which
their lives were formerly at home;” and 2) “the greater loss of an entire land, a region”
(1993:35-36). The loss of particular places occurs when places become either
“inaccessible or despoiled” (1993:38). Further, changes in places that alter but do not
destroy them, such as the remodeling of a building, can result in alterations in how people
represent and understand such a place and, ultimately, the character of their attachment to
a place.
The profoundly disturbing experience of displacement may have far-reaching
effects on a group’s physical and emotional well-being. Studies of the effects of
displacement on indigenous peoples illustrate the ways in which places become an
extension of personhood. In this regard, Casey discusses the traumatic experience of the
literal displacement, or forced relocation of Navajos involved in the Navajo-Hopi land
dispute:
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The Navajo consider it to be an unalterable premise that ‘there is no land
like this land. Our land is our life.’ It follows as a devastating deduction
that to take away the land is to take away life.... In fact, the Navajo believe
that illness proceeds from a distorted relationship with the land: ‘To take
from the Earth without reciprocating, without having first become a part of
the life of the place, is to disrupt a sacred balance and ultimately to grow
ill.’ To take a people’s land away altogether, so that reciprocating with it
is not even possible, is to disrupt the sacred balance even more drastically
(Casey 1993:35-37).
Maureen Schwartz (1997) adds to our understanding of the emplacement of
Navajo identity by documenting one means through which Navajos are tied to
homeplaces: the burying of a baby’s umbilical cord in particular places after birth. Louise
Lamphere’s (1969) work on Navajo ritual further illustrates the link between Navajo
culture and landscape by documenting the importance of land symbolism in healing
ceremonials. These works make an explicit connection between attachments to place and
the physical and emotional well-being of Navajo people.
The emotional reactions to displacement that Casey summarizes include
“disorientation, memory loss, homelessness, depression, and various modes of
estrangement from self and others” (1993:38). Casey points to a particular and wellknown experience of displacement. Nostalgia, Casey reminds us, literally means “pained
at the [non-]return home.” The experience of nostalgia can be characterized as “a pining
for lost places, for places we have once been in yet can no longer reenter” (1993:37).
In his discussion of the repercussions of displacement, Tuan notes the trauma of
such an experience, but he emphasizes the resiliency of people who have been displaced.
He claims that for indigenous people throughout the world:
…home is the focal point of a cosmic structure. Such a conception of
place ought to give it supreme value; to abandon it would be hard to
imagine. Should destruction occur we may reasonably conclude that the
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people would be thoroughly demoralized since the ruin of their settlement
implies the ruin of their cosmos. Yet this does not necessarily happen.
Human beings have strong recuperative powers. Cosmic views can be
adjusted to suit new circumstances (Tuan 1977:149-50).
Through massive expropriation the Esselen became, like so many other
indigenous societies, as Collins argues specifically about the Tolowa of northwestern
California, “an internal diaspora, exiles in their own homelands…the homeless and
landless in a world of increasingly sharp definition of private property” (Collins
1998:47). Though repeatedly displaced, refugees in their ancestral lands, many Esselen
people have remained within their homeland. Esselen people have lost many particular
places—socially relevant sites or spaces invested with cultural meaning—through the
general dispossession of their lands, rendering once accessible places off limits. Other
places have been despoiled or otherwise destroyed.
Larger economic circumstances also play a role in the transformation of place
attachments. Labor is a useful lens for understanding ways of moving through and
relating to landscapes (Gray 1999), and changing labor practices or conscription or
voluntary entry into economic systems can bring about profound changes in the places
people experience, as well as how they are experienced (Collins 1998, Merlan 1998). In
the interviews I conducted, Esselen individuals sometimes linked changes to their placeoriented practices to their labor history. Foraging, for example, fosters certain kinds of
knowledge and relations to the landscape. Following missionization, and through the first
half of the twentieth century, many Esselens worked as ranch hands, cowboys, and
farmers, which further patterned their movements across the land. Whereas cowboying
held certain affinities with previous foraging practices, currently Esselens work as wage
laborers in many sectors of the economy. In many cases, this removes them from the
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lands with which they previously had acquainted themselves on a daily basis. However,
one man mentioned to me during an informal telephone conversation that his position
with the power company authorized him to access places behind locked gates.
Colonized and dispossessed peoples often experience massive changes in placeoriented practices, both linguistic and extra-linguistic. Eugene Hunn (1996:8-9) notes that
place-names are fragile cultural artifacts. Unlike terms for body parts, for example, they
are known and used by select groups of people, in select settings, and are often used only
when employing specific speech registers. Among colonized peoples, many place-names
have simply been lost. Francesca Merlan (1998) describes the general attenuation of
attachments to places among Aborigines in Northern Australia as their relationships with
specific places diminish or cease. On the other hand, as Edward Spicer (1971) notes, the
symbolism of “lost places” may become a point of future orientation in the ongoing
cultural identity systems of persistent peoples. He notes that loss of places or languages
can ultimately result in the intensification of the symbolism surrounding them. “[J]ust as
the names of selected places, after the territory is lost, may become very sacred symbols,
so selected words and phrases in a lost language may become of utmost importance in the
religious and ritual life of a people” (1971:798). The deeply felt identification of many
indigenous peoples with their homelands obviously preceded colonization but may have
crystallized more recently as a strategy for maintaining access to resources (Spicer 1971,
1980).
Spicer argues that it would be wrongheaded to assume that a list of expressive
traits or symbolic configurations will remain the same in the history of a persistent
people. In this regard, emplacement, as Casey describes it, “is an ongoing cultural
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process with an experimental edge” (1993:31). Spicer’s work on changing symbolic
expressions of place attachment among the Yaquis points to ways of understanding
transformations in place-oriented practices as responses to encroachment by non-Indians.
He illustrates the relationship between Mexican settlement on Yaqui land and the
intensification of symbolic expressions of “homeland” through the creation of a new
mythology to sanctify its borders (1980:164-175, see also Rodríguez 1987).
Two works are particularly useful in furthering our understanding of changing
attachments to place among indigenous peoples in relation to settler populations:
Francesca Merlan’s Caging the Rainbow: Places, Politics, and Aborigines in a North
Australian Town (1998) and James Collins’ Understanding Tolowa Histories: Western
Hegemonies and Native American Responses (1998). Both works explicitly tackle the
issue of how place-worlds are transformed through interactions with settlers and in
relation to larger legal and economic conditions. Both authors are concerned with
rethinking anthropological questions of change and continuity in the cultural persistence
of a people, and how attachments and public claims to places are central to cultural
persistence. Merlan and Collins explore the following themes that are relevant to the
Esselen case: 1) the effect the loss of place has on social organization and thus cultural
persistence; 2) the change in attachment to traditional places as indigenous peoples are
incorporated into feudal and then capitalist labor regimes; and 3) the creation of new
places and places that assume heightened significance under circumstances of
dispossession. These works demonstrate that despite the loss of places and the changes in
place-oriented practices that ensue from dispossession, new places are created and
imbued with significance. These peoples, like the Esselen, remake their place-worlds in
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their struggle to persist. Because of their implications for the Esselen case, I spend some
time reviewing the two studies these authors present.
Francesca Merlan (1998) pursues an inter-cultural ethnography of Aborigine
attachments to place in and around the Northern Australian town of Katherine. She
attempts to re-orient anthropological conceptualizations of change and continuity, which
she considers a false dichotomy, by illustrating how Aborigines’ attachments to places
and socio-spatial orientations vary in relation to their specific histories of relationships
with white townspeople. Merlan argues that relationships to place are constituted through
social ties. As Aborigines were incorporated into the white settler economy, their
relationships with places became increasingly mediated by white settlers. Her concern
with issues of change and continuity are informed by the politics of accusations of
“invention” in disputes over land and “sacred sites” as well as heritage issues in
Australia.
Traditionally, clan organization was one of the primary ways people were
attached to places. Clans are associated with one or more focal places, representative of
or inhabited by the creator entity of a clan, sometimes called “Dreaming” in English
(Merlan 1998:79-80, see also Myers 1986). Furthermore, Dreaming places, in particular,
are thought of as being sentient. Places may listen to appeals made to them for success in
foraging activities, but these appeals need to be made in the native language of the place,
in Jawoyn for example (1998:96):
Sarah speaks of a number of named places around Wetji that form a
cluster of sites, most of them semiotically integrated as parts of the body
of emu....This identification with her Dreaming appeared to give her a
sense of completeness: she was emu, and this was an anchorpoint of her
sense of self. On getting up at her camp in the mornings she would
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sometimes stretch herself and say, in the manner of some of their older
people upon fist rising, “Go-go-go Wetji lerr-ngaku” (Oh! Wetji my
country!), an outward projection of an inner-centeredness and centering as
the resumption of sociability (Merlan 1998:82-83).
Merlan contends that older people believe that mowurrwurr (clans) are, or should
be, linked to specific Dreaming places. Since most Aborigines’ sense of this connection
has become “diffuse or vague…[or] completely obscure” (Merlan 1998:81), the loss of
such places has also led to a weakening of the traditional clan organization.
Aboriginal people’s relationships with places in the hinterlands have become
“specialized and rarefied,” as these places cease to be a part of everyday life. Places in
the countryside continue to be of some importance to certain older people (Merlan
1998:76). Julie, a primary consultant of Merlan’s, accounts for her lack of knowledge of
places within “her country” with reference to her father’s involvement in the settler
economy. He did not teach her about the places he knew of because he was busy eking
out a living, his time occupied in specific work places (1998:85). Intensity of associations
of clans and specific places for older people varies with their experience of “longdistance footwalking with family in small ‘mobs’ while not in the immediate employ of
whites” (Merlan 1998:92). Merlan documents further evidence of the decline in the
differentiation of places in the hinterlands. The application and use of place-names to
refer to broad areas, for example, “reflects a reduction in the differentiation of named
places and of connections among them” (1998:95). Further, the traditional use of personal
names that index relationships with places is a practice that has fallen by the wayside
(1998:101). Summarizing changing attachments to place, Merlan states:
Places are most differentiated, and their features most intimately known,
in areas that were intensively occupied and traveled. For some decades
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past, such intensive occupation tended to be related to white settlement.
Clan-level identification of places has become attenuated: that system of
categories arose and was sustained under conditions of high mobility
across wider stretches of country....profoundly felt significance still
inheres in many places despite the general trends of disconnection of
places from each other and the attenuation and simplification of country as
storied (Merlan 1998:96).
In general, Merlan argues that an attenuation of the “storied” aspect of the
countryside has occurred as Aborigines have come to associate themselves with settler
sites for primarily economic reasons. However, as the Dreaming-related places of the
hinterlands have declined in the degree to which people continue to interact with and
narrate them, places associated with whites, including watercourses, settler roads and
sites, and “walking tracks” or “black-fella roads,” have gained salience (Merlan 1998:94).
Merlan argues that whites have become increasingly central in Aborigine accounts of the
town of Katherine. Meanwhile, this new set of places “speak” of the Aborigines’
circumstances of oppression. Whites enact restrictions on Aborigines’ movements within
the town based on issues of public drunkenness. Indeed, town has a strong association
with “grog” and the places where your “mob” drinks. Laws have been enacted to create
“dry” places. The issue of public drunkenness is a major arena in which Aborigines and
white settlers engage in contestations over town space. These associations are the basis
on which locales within the town are differentiated. More and more, the kinds of places
constructed within the town in Aboriginal representations are increasingly excluded from
dominant narratives (1998:59).
Aborigines live in camps around towns, mines, and stations where they are
employed (Merlan 1998:78). Camps have a certain quality of impermanence, as opposed
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to the enduring quality of “country,” yet are a significant and meaningful aspect of
Aborigines’ sense of emplacement (1998:72):
The personal history that [Julie] tells is an account of shift from one locale
to another, the main rationale (even in her account) usually being
employment of her family members by one white person or another….
Julie defines “home” or “camp” in a traveling mode, as a succession of
movements from location to location, in the company of a selection of
such familiars. This movement kept the entire town open and familiar to
Julie, partly through the continuing intelligence that Aborigines in town
shared with each other about their work and their employers (Merlan
1998:59-60).
Merlan shows how Aborigines’ incorporation into the wage labor system led not
only to a decline in the significance of Dreaming places, but also to deepening
attachments to more impermanent “camps.” Although Merlan documents a gradual
erosion of places imbued with a traditional significance, she simultaneously shows the
adaptiveness of place-making practices. Aborigines tend to invest these new camps with
“traditional” significances. Despite diversity and ongoing changes in the composition of
camp populations, Aborigines frequently associate camps with larger socio-territorial
identities. The individuals who belong to any given camp tend to be closely related kin,
but camps are not isolated or independent, since networks of kin extend to other camps
and locales. For example, people refer to the Bunjarri camp as the “Wardaman mob,” and
speak of it as having a ‘western-side’ orientation (Merlan 1998:44).
The narratives of Merlan’s consultants about past places are woven with reference
to current structures not present at the time of narrative action, illustrating the way that
older places are assigned new significances. Julie, for example, “often sought to make the
past intelligible by clarifying details of place in terms of present spatial organization”
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(Merlan 1998:66). The story of the Rainbow Serpent is particularly illustrative of the
kinds of changes in representations of town places Merlan documents.
Rainbow serpents are quintessentially aboriginal and emblematic of place-based
religious practices (Tuan 1977:152-53). Rainbow serpents are averse to foreigners and
react violently when they detect the smell of a non-native person. The places they inhabit
should be approached with deference. Aborigines bathe their heads with the water in
which the serpent lives so that it can become familiar with the person’s smell and
presence. This etiquette of deference must be followed, for incautious intrusions into the
serpent’s home are quickly punished. In the version Julie tells, an unrecognized white
man extracted the rainbow serpent and sealed its hole, a limestone cave. The anonymous
white man furthers the uniformity of the town space: “following the removal of the
rainbow serpent and the sealing of its hole, this place [became] less like itself and
eventually just another part of the town” (1998:66). The story is not widely known nor is
knowledge of the limestone cave, except among a small cohort. Knowledge of this story
indexes “a subset of Aboriginal people in Katherine who regard themselves as having
closer ties to the town and its environs than others” (1998:67). The extraction of the
serpent by an unnamed white man is indicative of larger changes in town space whereby
previously differentiated places are submerged to the more generalized commercial town
space (an ice cream parlor) defined by whites:
Such processes fragmented the landscape, contributing to the creation of a
broad difference between the increasingly homogeneous space of the
central “town,” and the outlying, ever less intricately defined “country.”
The attenuation of linkages among places across the countryside is part of
a wider set of processes of socio-spatial change…(Merlan 1998:69).
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Increasingly, stories such as that of the rainbow serpent do not have currency
among younger people, and such places are likely to be seen in historical terms (Merlan
1998:77). Settlers have inserted themselves “into the middle of Aboriginal relationships
to places, for however absolute the ‘Dreaming’ significances of places may be, they were
always constituted within and through the range of practices that linked people with
places.”
Merlan concludes her monograph with a consideration of Catfish Dreaming, a
“new” place. Named as a sacred site in land claims hearings, charges of it being an
“inauthentic” place because of the recent origins of Aborigine knowledge about it have
arisen. However, as Merlan argues, the newness of Catfish Dreaming “does not preclude
Aboriginal people’s envisioning the process by which it became known as one
characterized by continuity: as one woman described it, Hannah’s brother found this
thing and came and told us about it. The thing was already there, with its own presence
and meaning...” (1998:224). Merlan proposes that there is an aspect of continuity in
Aboriginal peoples’ knowledge of this place. Discovered in an area of “recently renewed
human association,” Catfish Dreaming was seen by Aborigines as being “constantly
nearby, a continuing presence” (1998:224).
Finally, Merlan finds that Aborigines’ relationships to their land continue through
their practiced attachments not only to mythological places but also to well-known
camping places. The continuing salience of place attachments is expressed in terms of
custodial responsibility for the land, manifested, ultimately, in land claims. In his way,
despite their dispossession, Aborigines have adapted place-making practices to the new
circumstances and camping spots of the white settler economy.
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In Understanding Tolowa Histories, James Collins (1998) pursues a project
similar to Merlan’s (1998). Collins explores changing Tolowa attachments to their
homeland in relation to white settlers, including the efforts to displace Tolowas and their
conscription into the settler economy. Before the arrival of white settlers in northwestern
California, the Tolowa lived a highly localized existence. Their cultural and social
existence was intensely oriented to local places of economic and religious importance
(Collins 1998:28, 31). Like other Athabaskan-speakers, attachments to place were
linguistically expressed through elaborate place-names, and songs and chants that evoked
spirit powers tied to particular places. Group access to resources was frequently activated
ceremonially through the singing rituals held by particular families (Collins 1998:13435). The training in wealth quest that young men received was premised on supplicating
the powers of particular places. For five nights young men visited particular places,
where offerings were made, formulaic prayers were recited, and seekers maintained
themselves in a state of ritual purity. Shamanic training also occurred at specific places
and followed similar patterns as the wealth quest training. The spirit power of these
places could be harnessed for good or ill purposes. Ceremonies that were part of the
World Renewal religious complex were also performed at certain specific places
including the Yontocket village site (Collins 1998:28, 138). Collins is particularly
interested in the discursive creation of space in Tolowa narratives through the use of
place-names, deixis, cosmological themes, and the spatialization of action within a given
narrative (Collins 1998:140). The loss of these places threatened traditional Tolowa
social organization.
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After their displacement, Tolowa patrilineal descent groups, like the Aborigine
clan system Merlan documents (1998), diminished in form and relevance. These units no
longer served as the basis of organization for autonomous villages. Tolowa clan structure
continued to serve as the focus of Tolowa descent and identity, however, and involved
ongoing claims to places for hunting, gathering, and fishing as well as a tradition of
stories and songs (Collins 1998:50). How displacement affected ceremonial life is more
difficult to gauge. Though disorientation must have been profound, especially in cases
where ritual locales became inaccessible, there is evidence of the continuation of certain
dance ceremonies (Collins 1998:44).
Like the Esselen, Tolowas became, as noted above, an “internal diaspora, exiles in
their own homeland,” with the advent of white settlement. Local whites considered
Tolowas to be “squatters” without rights to the land after they were displaced. Newspaper
editorials frequently expressed annoyance and fright at the presence of “uncorralled
Indians.” Collins analyzes “complaints against reserved Indians as part of a settler
discourse of right to the land.” However, Tolowas appear to have maintained some
villages throughout the “landless period” (1870-1900), suggesting a concerted effort to
maintain villages organized along kin lines and based in a continuing foraging economy
(Collins 1998:42-44). At least one neighborhood in town is documented. In 1907, there
existed “a few house lots comprising a ‘private’ reservation on B Street in Crescent City”
(Collins 1998:55). These homes provided the privacy that allowed for certain Tolowa
cultural practices to continue. For example, after 1920, traditional dancing was
prohibited. Collins writes, “when dances occurred, they were henceforth hosted at private
homes, rather than held as fully public occasions” (Collins 1998:62). The ongoing use of
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the Tolowa language was also linked to these domestic settings (Collins 1998:68). In this
way, these new “homeplaces” allowed for the continuity of Tolowa cultural practices.
The importance of residential communities resonates with Karen Blu’s
understanding of senses of place among the Lumbee, a federally unacknowledged Indian
group in North Carolina with a complicated history (see Blu 1980 and Sider 1993). For
the Lumbees, “homeplaces” have become the most salient category of place. Blu
concludes, “For people who had increasingly little control over their physical
environment, who lost ‘ownership’ of so much land, an orientation in space centered on
people makes sense” (1996:217). The work of Collins and Blu illustrate the creation of
new places despite dispossession, places simultaneously anchored in persistent forms of
social organization.
Collins is particularly interested in contemporary language activists who are
attempting to collect “old words” to reclaim “lost worlds.” Collins states that Tolowa
peoples’ concern with lost expressive and place-making practices is “used as part of
documentation, directed at official agencies, connecting kin genealogies to local places”
(1998:10). Language activists have produced dictionaries that feature compendia of
place-names. These compendia, Collins argues, literally re-map Del Norte County.
Activists are also involved in collecting stories that depict Tolowa places. These efforts
have been utilized in the Tolowa’s petition for federal acknowledgement. These activities
not only represent the continuation of Tolowa peoples’ local orientation but also amount
to a response to displacement and the place-claims of the dominant society (1998:135).
The re-mapping of Del Norte County indexes the ancient occupation of the region by
Tolowa people. Further, genealogical research connects current Tolowa families to their
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ancestors and, in so doing, to particular village sites. These efforts assert the archaic and
ongoing presence of Tolowa people in the region (Collins 1998:150).
In response to the near-total remaking and renaming of what had been
their territory, Tolowa strive to remember. They remap the taken places
with old names, and they collect old stories in printed versions, often
Tolowa and English bilingual editions (Collins 1998:161).
In discussing Tolowa concerns with “lost words” (and by extension “lost
worlds”), Collins reiterates a point Dell Hymes (1981) made about Northwest Indian
peoples twenty years prior, “that recovery of ‘lost’ words is an effort to go against the
grain of dominant history, an effort to remember, preserve, and reassert in the face of a
history which has left Indian peoples on the margins of power, resources and places”
(Collins 1998:149). This parallels Lisbeth Haas’ description of the successful efforts of
locals in San Juan Capistrano in 1933 to change their street names from those made
official by Anglos following their rise to dominance to ones that resonated with the
town’s pre-Anglo history:
The Club Hispano Californio and the Mission Indian Federation were the
two most prominent organizations responsible for formulating a politics of
ethnicity in San Juan. One important project of the Club Hispano
Californio in this regard was its drive to rename the streets of the town. In
1933, in a bilingual petition sent to the county supervisors, club members
argued that existing street names such as Occidental, Broadway,
Commercial, Main, Water, River, and Garden “totally ignore the historic
landmarks and well established ancient place-names of this locality.”
Members instead proposed names that referred to colonial California, and
in particular to local geography and history; suggestions included the
names of families (hence, Yorba and Rios streets), the central irrigation
ditch (hence, La Zanja), the original road through town (El Camino Real),
the town center (La Plaza), the mission itself and the cluster of former
neophyte homes (Los Indios). Eighty persons signed the petition to change
the street names, the majority of them being property owners on the streets
in question. Virtually every name, regardless of its linguistic or national
origin (only nineteen of the eighty signers had a non-Spanish surname),
represented families that had been in the vicinity of San Juan since at least
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the late nineteenth century. This fact affirmed the overall stability of a
significant sector of the town’s families. When the county supervisors
accepted the proposed street names, they stated that the existing
(American) names had never been formally adopted but had gained
currency simply “through usage and custom.” The renaming thus
downplayed the significance of a time when the merchant-farmers
dominated economic and political change within the town, favoring
instead longer-held, if somewhat reconfigured, local notions of the
meaning of place (1995:126-127).
Haas’ description is reminiscent of Brian Friel’s play, Translations, that captures the
impact on the local Irish-speaking townsfolk of Baile Beag in County Donegal of a
particular colonial project to map and translate Gaelic place-names into English by the
Royal Engineers Army. Some names are translated literally, Druim Dubh becomes Black
Ridge. However, to work more quickly, other names are rendered into approximate
English sounds. Bun na hAbhann, literally the bottom or mouth of the river, becomes
Burnfoot. The young English officer, Yolland, becomes “concerned about my part in it.
It’s an eviction of sorts….Something is being eroded” (1981:52-53). 19
The autobiography as told to anthropologist Florence Shipek (1991) of Delfina
Cuero, a Kumeyaay woman born about 1900 in the San Diego area, provides another
poignant perspective on the transformation of place-worlds. One of the most basic
processes of change, and most devastating, is simply forgetting the names. “The Indians
had names for every little spot. Many names I have forgotten, but each name meant
something about that place” (Shipek 1991:24). In the following passage, Delfina
describes her father’s work on ranches in the area and the regular displacement of her
family from one campsite to the next, which resonates with Merlan’ description of

19

I am grateful to Margaret Connell-Szasz for pointing out this poignant and evocative work to me.
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Aborigine campsites. She also indicates that the landscape changed as places that once
offered water became dried up:
I remember my father used to work all around El Cajon and Jamul
and many places. He did ranch work. We just camped as close as we could
most times. We never lived in a house. We just lived out away from the
ranch houses in the brush of some small canyon. My father would pick a
place where the wind couldn’t hit us. In those days there was water in
places that are dry now….
The Indians had to move around from place to place to hunt and
gather enough food, so we knew lots of places to camp. Later on white
people kept moving into more and more of the places and we couldn’t
camp around those places any more. We went farther and farther from San
Diego looking for places where nobody chased us away….
When the Indians were told to leave a place, they generally just
headed farther into the mountains. Pretty soon they would tell me we had
to move again (1991:25-26).
A developed, typed note of Harrington’s entitled “The Wild Flowers of the Field, and
How There Used to Be Lots of Them Long Ago” provides information about
environmental changes wrought by colonialism in the Monterey region:
When there were no sheep or cattle in the pastures to eat up the flowers
the country was so pretty that it seemed [t]here begin to be flowers about
the middle of February and they end about the middle of June, but a few
still stay on, and there are also summer flowers. In the summer time the
plants in spite of all are not so dry over toward the coast, but on the plains
pretty nearly everything is dry. The grass on the hills always used to be
dry and yellow the same as it is now (61:420A).
In April 1935, Isabel states that, according to Omesia, settler livestock devoured and
decimated native grass seeds. She indicates as well that the availability of foods in
aboriginal times did not fluctuate radically:
The livestock ate the seed, and for that reason no seeds were made, la
Omesia used to say, we never saw a bad year before. That is, that in Indian
times there was no such thing as bad years. Very important (80:361A).
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The mobility of Delfina Cuero’s family prevented them from planting food and
returning to certain spots to gather foods when they came into season, leading to hunger:
When I was young, we had to move too much to plant anything.
Always being told to leave, it was no use to plant. My grandmother used
to tell me that when the Indians could live in the same place and could
come back to the same place from gathering acorns and things, they would
always clear a little place near their house. In it they planted some of the
greens and seeds and roots that they liked, just the things that grow wild.
That way, they had some food close to their house. Sometimes they put a
piece of cactus near their house and it would grow. But when I was young
it was no use to plant like that when we couldn’t stay to get it….
Many Indians were camping around like that. We were not the
only ones that had to get out as the other people came in. Generally a lot
of relatives lived close by, just camping here and there as groups together.
We were all hungry many times because we just couldn’t find enough
food….
What can we do, we were just here and there. We don’t have
nothing. Each time we moved, we had to. My father and mother would
say, “Help pack up, we have to move.” If we had been lucky, we had the
dried food we had stored for winter. We would carry that with us when we
had to move (1991:32, 34).
She also notes the impact home construction and development had on her ability to
recognize and “find her way” to places near Ocean Beach as well as the overall aesthetic
of the landscape:
We used to hunt for fish, shellfish, and other stuff in the ocean and along
the edge of the ocean around Ocean Beach. There are so many houses here
now I can’t find my way any more. Everything looks so bad now; the hills
are cut up even.... There were not many houses then. I was little and don’t
remember all, but there was a lot of food here then.... If there weren’t so
many houses maybe I could find my way to all the places again (1991:27).
Delfina’s narratives provide an immediate sense of the impact of colonialism on a
people’s understanding of the lands with which they previously had an exclusive and
intimate relationship.
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If place-oriented practices reveal aspects of peoples’ explicit and tacit
understanding of themselves (Relph 1976, Tuan 1977, Feld 1982, Seamon and
Mugerauer 1985, Franklin and Steiner 1992, Feld and Basso 1996, Geertz 1996), and are
amenable to analysis as ethnic boundary-marking practices (Barth 1969; Rodríguez 1987,
1996, 2006; Jenkins 1997), and place claims can be viewed as identity claims (Collins
1998, see also Forbes 1999:117), then attachments to place might say a lot about the issue
of cultural persistence. Ongoing ties to place illustrate a people’s ongoing struggle simply
to exist. This is particularly true in the case of places that speak explicitly to a history of
struggle. Basso cites Bakhtin’s notion of “chronotopes” (Bakhtin 1981:84-258, 425-426),
which is especially pertinent. Bakhtin defines “chronotopes” as:
…points in the geography of a community where time and space intersect
and fuse. Time takes on flesh and becomes visible for human
contemplation; likewise, space becomes charged and responsive to the
movements of time and history and the enduring character of a
people....Chronotopes thus stand as monuments to the community itself, as
symbols of it, as forces operating to shape its members’ images of
themselves (Bakhtin quoted in Basso 1996:62). 20
In the cases above, changing attachments to place are related to changes instigated
by settler populations. Through outright displacement, the destruction of places, and
through the conscription of native peoples into the settler economy, peoples’ practiced
relationships with places are altered. These changes result in a number of reactions: the
attenuation of attachments to places, the intensification of these attachments, the creation
of new attachments, and the struggle to remember old ones. In each case, though changes
have occurred, peoples’ ties to their homelands have remained robust and unique. These

20

Basso cites page 7 of Bakhtin’s The Dialogic Imagination as the source of the quotation; however, this is
evidently a misprint or error. I hesitate to include the quote as I have not located the text in Bakhtin’s essay
“Forms of Time and Chronotope in the Novel” or elsewhere in The Dialogic Imagination.
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examples suggest parallels with the Esselen case. Though Esselen place-oriented
practices and narratives have undoubtedly changed, the importance of homeland and
places therein continues as evidenced by their words and deeds, “new” as these may be.
Despite many instances of expropriation in their history, Esselens remain tied to their
homeland though, at times, in novel ways. In other words, Esselen people may engage in
place-oriented practices or use place-names not formerly part of their lives. These
practices and names, though not “traditional,” have significance in the lives of
contemporary Esselen people.
In his December 3, 1929, letter to C. Hart Merriam, Harrington describes how the
Mutsuns resisted Spanish missionization by relocating from their village sites to remote
hilly locations for several years prior to capture and forcible relocation to Mission San
Juan Bautista. He notes the impact this had on the knowledge of place-names:
Such is the pitiable material on tribe names and place names that
Ascencion can furnish. Most of the names that she knows, she cannot
locate, and she explains why this is as follows.
When the Spanish established the mission at San Juan the Indians
were not taken by surprise as they were at some missions, but had long
spied on conditions at Monterey and were determined to resist. For several
years the Indians of that region lived in the hills, having abandoned their
rancherias, and fleeing whenever the Spanish soldiers came to capture
them for settling at the mission. This broke up the knowledge of place
names badly so that even in 1830 it would have been difficult to get
thorough information on the place names of San Benito County.
Furthermore, the unbaptized Indians were in league with the San Joaquin
Valley Indians who used to make horse stealing raids on the ranches, and
would even come down through the chimneys of adobe houses at night
and murder families of Spanish and baptized Indians. These Indians when
they caught a baptized Indian would cut a strip of skin off of his back and
tie it around his neck and tell him to go and tell the Spanish that they did
it.
There are still a few other tribe names and place names in the notes
that are not given above, and to hunt them now might take hours and duty
calls to prepare questionnaire material diligently for asking Ascencion
while asking is still possible. There are also etymologies for some of the
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names given above that I cannot find. If I wait longer to try to make the
list more perfect, it will take time from these last few precious days. But I
will send them as soon as I get the notes filed and in order (in Heizer
1967:392).
Spanish missionaries in the New World attempted to supplant Native sacred
places with symbols and edifices of the Catholic faith. The priests at San Juan Bautista
also engaged in such a project. Harrington notes:
They, Pacheco Peak, Gavilan Mountain (now Fremont Peak) and other
points were the outstanding features of the country. All these conspicuous
elevations had Indian names and were shrines, often mentioned in story
and song. The early fathers erected crosses on the hills about San Juan;
four hills were surmounted with crosses, and Mrs. Solorsano has given an
exact description of each of the four hills (n.d.:4).
As Ascensión’s great-grandson, Paul Mondragon, pointed out to me as we drove one
evening through the San Juan Valley, the crosses may have only served to remind
Mutsuns of the locations of their four mountain-top shrines.
One possible example of a lost place-name among the Carmeleños is La Piedra or
the Rock. On July 27, 1878, linguist Alphonse Pinart elicited a phrase from Neomesia
(Omesia) Teyoc: “Xue elo xonia eune” or ‘I come from the Rock.’ Her husband, José
Agricio, was from “la rancheria de los Exegun o de la Piedra [the rancheria of the Exegun
or of the Rock]” (Pinart 1878:1). However, when Harrington interviewed Tomas Torres
in January 1922, he noted, “Nesciant [Does not know] La Piedra [the Rock] as place
name (61:641B, p. 32).” The use of ‘irrekta in the Carmeleño text of Coyote Marries
She-Bear is discussed above as a locative noun in relation to the rock that Bear became
that is situated at the mouth of the Carmel River. As I noted above, whether it was a
proper place-name is unclear but doubtful, otherwise Harrington surely would have
identified it as such. The Rock in question is associated with Exegun (or Ex’seien as it is
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rendered in Heizer’s edition of Pinart’s fieldnotes 1952:2) and is likely located either in
the Santa Lucia range or along the Big Sur coast. It may refer to Point Sur itself though
this area is generally thought to be Sarhentaruk (Kakontaruk) rather than Exegun or
E’xsien. Milliken’s suggestion in this regard that the distinctive Marble Peak located
within the Ekeahan district is “the Rock” that inspired the district’s name (1990:58). This
phrase and the place-name have been reinvested with significance recently, which I
discuss below.

Fig. 19. Point Sur on the Big Sur coast south of Carmel.

Evidently, Harrington never conclusively determined the location of the La Piedra
of Pinart’s notes as none of his informants could positively identify the name. Other
place-names include the word piedra, for example, La Piedra Alta (the Tall Rock) by the
home of José Torres. Isabel Meadows describes La Piedra Alta as a location in Monterey
where sports and gambling took place:
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At La Piedra Alta, by the house of José Torres, is where they used
to play la escondida, varraja, and other games by firelight all night,
drunks lying around. Once Loreta told Mary Post to look there by that
stone to see if she could not find 10 cent pieces from the gamblers.
Manuel Dutra had his store nearby. That rock is there yet. It is tall as
Isabel or taller, and has a flat top that children can play dolls on. That was
where they started off from in the shinney games. Calls the goal in the
shinney game la raya, literally the mark….
Isabel saw the people coming Saturday mornings from the ranchos,
a bunch of drunken rowdies from Carmelo, to play pachon and other
games at la Piedra Alta. The name of the place was la Piedra Alta (Isabel
Meadows, April 1935, 67:141B, 142B). 21
Another rock formation was called La Piedra Redonda (the Round Rock). It was located
in the Carmel Valley near the house of Isabel Meadow’s brother, Roy Meadow, and was
the site of a precontact ranchería. La Piedra Redonda was a descriptive name later applied
in Spanish. However, the place had a native name prior to this appellation, Bobcat’s Hole
or Bobcat’s Den:
xoomos ‘ittSin, place name.
Isabel volunteers the place-name glibly xoomos ‘ittSin. Of course
one might surmise that she is leaving at off the end of the first word, as
she often does in agentives.
Isabel they called the place xoomotk ‘ittSin (now volunteers it thus
instead of xoomos!) and called the same place La Piedra Redonda in
Spanish because there was a round stone there….
There is hole or den [hollo] near the Martins’ fruit stand, called
xoomos ‘ittSin, meaning the hole of den of the bobcat. It was that this hole
was very deep when the Indians first came to live there in their ranchitos
that the Padre had given them, Old Omesia used to say, and they got the
idea (Isabel Meadows April and July 1935, 76:489B).
Another place-name was Piedras Negras (Black Rocks) and another chromatically
descriptive name of a locale, La Piedra Azul (the Blue Rock) (71: 469A, 469B). A set of

21

Escondida is likely the game that is usually called peon, which is a guessing hand involving two bone
pieces. I am unaware of what varraja might refer to, though the word is likely baraja in Spanish from the
verb to shuffle, indicating a hand game. Shinney or shinny, called pachon in Monterey Spanish, was a field
game where teams of twelve faced off with the object of moving a puck with a curved stick past the other
team to score a goal (Gendar 1995:59-63, 23-25, see also Levy 1978:494).
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rocks associated with sea lions off the coast by the Soberanes Ranch, Las Piedras de los
Lobos (Sea Lion Rocks) (71:471A), which may be the point known today as Soberanes
Point rather than a particular point of Point Lobos. Another place named La Piedra is
mentioned in a discussion of a grass known as “zacatito cascabel de víbora” or
rattlesnake grass (briza maxima), a non-native species that came to be used medicinally,
which I discuss in the following chapter. Harrington actively considers whether this
might be La Piedra referenced by Pinart’s informant, Omesia:
There, where Ismael Manjaréz used to live, a grass like the rattle of
a snake used to grow, that we used to gather all the time to have a bouquet.
I used to just say rattlesnake grass....
Where this grass grew was uphill of the house of Ismael Manjaréz
(which house was in the cañada, evidently where JPH visited Trinidad
Ranjel). Mama used to say let’s go there to gather that rattlesnake grass
uphill of Ismael Manjaréz’ house at El Pinal). This grass also grew at La
Piedra, a big rock on the Joe Post ranch near the school house where the
road goes to the Cañada de las Mulas — that Piedra is where the Indians
got flints or made arrowheads.
(Could this be La Piedra mention in the Esselen vocabulary— I do
not think so. For she goes on to say that there was a second Piedra near
where Francisca lived, on Post Ranch also, a big rock at both of these
Piedras….(Isabel Meadows, May 1936, 76:128B).
Harrington writes that Isabel discusses a second La Piedra also found on the Post Ranch,
seeming to imply that the latter is the spot referenced in Pinart’s fieldnotes. The note also
clarifies the location of El Pinal (see Clark 1991:158) and references another place, La
Cañada de las Mulas that came to be known in English as Mule Canyon (Clark
1991:346).
The loss of knowledge of place-names may have occurred rather rapidly at the
earliest stages of colonization, as Ascensión states above. However, in April 1935, Isabel
indicates that the process of granting allotments of land during the secularization of
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Mission San Carlos in around 1834 refreshed the memory of place-names. Apparently,
place-names were recalled in the discussion and delineations of different areas in the
Carmel Valley. “All these places had names, and these names came out in the time when
the Indians were given lands” (80:343A).
One process in the transformation of understandings of places is changes to the
names of places themselves. Hybrid names were created combining Indian and Spanish,
and Indian and English, words or morphemes (roots). Merriam wrote, “The rancheria at
Sargent’s Ranch on Carmel River was called Tapper as well as Sargent-a-ruk” (Merriam
1967:372). Merriam’s statement associating the aboriginal ranchería Sargentaruc with
Sargent’s ranch is taken by Milliken to be an error (1981:47). However, it is likely that
Sargentaruk referred to both a precontact ranchería, likely better rendered as Sirhintaruk,
and to the ranchería at Sargent’s Ranch as well. Sargentaruk, like the frequently used
Surtak and Karmentaruk, may have been a combined or pidginized Indian and English
word, referring to La Rancheria at Sargent’s Ranch as Donald Howard suggests
(1976:18). Surtak was a term that came to be used for southerners or Sureños; those from
Sirhintaruk and Kakuntaruk in the Big Sur area:
Tomás: surtak, the Indians of El Sur
Laura: sǔrtakay, los Sureños [the Southerners. Knows şǔrtak is a
word too, knows well, when anyone went to El Sur they said he went
şǔrtak.
Isabel: şǔrtakay rrúk, Sureño [Southerner]...(Tomás Torres,
September 27, 1929; Laura Escobar-Ramirez, January 1930; Isabel
Meadows, April 1935, 61:860B [81]).
Karmentaruk was a commonly used term:
Tomás: kármentaruk, the Carmelo Indians
Laura: kármentayruk is the only form (Tomás Torres, September 27, 1929,
Laura Escobar-Ramirez, 61:860A[80]).
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Isabel also stated:
karmentakwaş kaan, I am from Carmelo.
Isabel: karmentay ka-rukk, I am from Carmelo, my home is in
Carmelo.….
This word is used of being native in a place, where you were born, of
belonging to a place…(November 16, 1929; Isabel Meadows August
1934, 40:551A).
When I ask Isabel the difference between ‘ann and ‘anniy, says
‘ann equals ‘where,’ and ‘anniy means ‘from where.’ Wholly volunteered,
I cannot believe my ears. And volunteers that Omesia would ask: ‘ánniy erúkk, where are you from? And the answer would come: karmentay karukk, I am from Carmelo. This ka-rukk sounds the same as my house, but
she agrees that it is a different word and means I am. karmentay‘utti-rúkk,
They are from Carmelo (Isabel Meadows, November 1935, 40:56B)
Once in 1932 and on several occasions in 1935, Harrington and Isabel reviewed a
possible aboriginal place-name for the area where the Carmel Mission was built. The first
entry in 1932 stems from a rehearing of the vocabulary Ventura Soto provided Pinart:
tirruo
prefers tirruo to tirrus for the name of a place at or near Carmel
Mission. A few weeks ago she gave as a guess tirrus, influenced evidently
by tirrise, I am glad of it, which has “s.”
I take up with here carefully the four possible pronunciations,
tirrus, tirruo, tiirus and tiiruo. Prefers tirrus, locative tirrusta. But likes
tirruo also. No etymology, it will be [será] just the name of a place.
tirus uacorx Carmel River Pinart Ventura Soto Vocabulary p.2,
entry 23. Isabel unfortunately never heard this place-name, evidently
Father Mestres’ word for Carmelo.
Isabel guesses tirr-rrus, never heard. turr-rra, land (in any sense),
locative turr-rratk. xuyya makturr-rra, in our land.
Isabel: Omesia said that Carmelo had another name before the
other people arrived, but when the padres blessed there, then they put
Carmelo, kármelo, and soon they began to say karmenta, any old Indian if
asked name of Carmelo would have given karementa. They no longer say
the name that it had a long time ago. The old woman never said what the
name was (but it is tirrus) (Isabel Meadows, July 1935, April 1935, March
1932, and April 1935, 80:193A).
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The place-name tirrusta or turr-rratk is clearly derived from the word for earth and
probably reflects a generic reference to the axis mundi or center of a people’s universe,
similar to the self-referential term ‘the people’ that was ubiquitous among Native
Americans and other indigenous peoples.
There is also some evidence of the direct translation of certain entire place-names.
Aspaniahan evidently came to be rendered in Spanish as Arroyo Seco [Dry Gulch] as
noted above (Kroeber 1925:546). Aspaniahan is also associated with the place-name El
Pino [the Pine]. Milliken points out that the link with El Pino first appears in the
baptismal register of Mission San Antonio in which the region is referred to as
Tesmaymanil. Baptismal records at San Carlos for individuals of this region refer to their
ranchería as Aspasniaja or Aspasniajan and continue the use of El Pino as its synonym.
Milliken suggests that a distinctive pine tree may have been associated with the main
village located near the mouth of Arroyo Seco (Milliken 1990:43-45, Clark 1991:158).
Los Conejos, The Rabbits, in the Jamesburg area is derived from a native place-name of
the same meaning: “Isabel: Omesia used to mention we.renta, literally at the Rabbits, a
place somewhere near San Rafael” (73:165B). The Descanso [Resting] Oak (see Clark
1990:136), which is today marked with a bronze plaque, may also have its origin in a
native place-name:
Locative is ‘aanetk, at the resting place.… There at ‘aanetk was
the resting place for the people when they left on the path, when they used
to come they would also rest, for that reason they put it that way.
And they gave Lorenza (when the priest allotted land to the
Indians) there at la Cañada Segunda, ‘aanetk (--that slope or hill there
where Tomacito is) they used to call there, at the ranch there where they
gave him. At the rest this name is trying to say. Where the people would
rest when they were going up and down… ( Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
80:370B).
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It was also referred to as La Encina de las Tres Cruces [the Oak of the Three Crosses] or
simply Tres Cruces:
Mrs. Hatton always used to say to Isabel: I’ll want to hit you unless you
tell me where the Tres Cruces are. This place name is wholly distinct from
El Palo Escrito (and does not refer to those three crosses at Palo Escrito),
wholly distinct place name, which Mrs. Hatton wanted to know because it
is near the line of the Jatton [Hatton] ranch. This lower three crosses
place-name is resting place of pallbearers, near the dump, the pallbearers
would wait for the dead to carry them from there to the mission on foot
(Isabel Meadows on Father Mestres’ place name list March 25, 1932,
68:246B).
In Harrington’s December 3, 1929, letter to Merriam, he indicates another native placename that was translated into Spanish: “O-res-tak, meaning the place of the bears. A big
village. Probably at Canyada de los Osos [Canyon of the Bears], near Gilroy” (1967:390).
Point Aulon and Point Aulones in Pacific Grove may also be translations of or, rather,
enduring but modified native place-names. The term abalone is derived from the
Southern Costanoan or Rumsen term aulon. Aulones is a Hispanicized pluralization. El
Metate, likely a mortar-shaped peak on the Coast Ridge summit, is probably a translation
into Spanish from the Salinan term for bedrock mortar (Clark 1991:157). When I
interviewed Frances Garcia, an elder of Esselen and Salinan ancestry, we took a driving
tour of Mission San Antonio de Padua and Fort Hunter-Liggett. On our approach to the
mission, Frances pointed out an area that she called Turkey Country. While turkeys were
not introduced to California until 1908 (Gordon 1974:114), the form of the place-name is
similar to the descriptive type of name commonly used in the Costanoan, Esselen, and
Salinan languages.
The name for a particular place may simply be replaced by another name with a
different significance as we have seen in other examples:
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Omesia said the name in the language where the Meadows house was
(Roy Meadows’ present house site and of the whole Meadows ranch was
xiprunta. Xiprunta is more properly the cañada where the Three Crosses
are, the Three Crosses are above the hill where the dairy is, the place of
the Three Crosses was called El Palo Escrito in Spanish as was all the
Meadows ranch. Isabel equates xiprunta to El Palo Escrito. Does not know
who put the three crosses on the hill there, but knows Antonio Onésimo
burned the crosses or remnants of them for firewood bringing them in
when he would go up that way to bring firewood (Isabel Meadows, April
1935, 74:10A).
In Isabel’s description of the capture and abuse of a bear cub, also given during April
1935, she again associates xiprunta with the canyon behind the Meadow’s dairy:
The late Tom the Tulareño once lassoed a bear cub (does not know if male
or female) at xiprunta (the cañada back of the dairy, he brought the cub
dragging it all the way by his reata, banging it and bruising it.... (Isabel
Meadows, April 1935, 61:909A).
Cokronta is another place with a Spanish equivalent, Corral de Padilla. The discussion of
the term proceeds from a discussion of the Spanish rendering of the name of a ranchería
in the Carmel Valley, Soccorondo:
Tomás Does not know Soccorondo.
Ascensión does not know
Alefonso and Laura never heard.
Isabel knows cokronta. Once Faustino Garcia came back from San
Quentin (equals la Isla [The Island]) to la Rancheria, and one day he said:
Let’s go and see this famous Corral de Padillas (equals cokronta, Corral
de Padillas is the Spanish equivalent of cokronta). Lupicina had Corral de
Padillas allotted to her by the priest at the time of allotments. He went
alone on horseback and did not see any pueblo! He only saw a rancho….
Isabel thinks cokronta means at the Little Dark One, for wa-şokronin,
equals it became dark.… (Tomás Torres, 295; Ascensión Solórsano de
Cervantes, September 27, 1929; Alfonso Ramirez and Laura EscobarRamirez, January 1930; Isabel Meadows, April 1935, 61:1026B).
A possible translation is offered above, en el prietito or the Little Dark One.
Significantly, Isabel states that Lupicina was granted Corral de Padilla by the mission
priests when they made allotments of land during the secularization of the mission. In the
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following fieldnote, several place-names are discussed in addition to cokronta. A possible
direct translation of a place-name is noted, trawritk, en los jediondos [that is, hediondos]
or the Stinking Ones. The place itself was evidently destroyed by flooding. Again, in
Harrington’s notes cokronta is equated with the Corral de Padilla tract that Lupicina was
granted:
Isabel (early) There above where Tomasino Mártin is (doesn’t know his
surname, he was Swiss) (above where Brayley used to live) was call
trawritk, Los Jediondos [the Stinking Ones]. Now largely washed away by
the river. Another place-name there is Las Tunas. Los Laureles are nearby.
But very early George jeytæn (Hatton) lived at Traw.ritk. The gente del
país used to say Los Jediondos. Does not know Carmeleño equivalent of
el Corral de Padilla. Tried hard. But three different times this afternoon
she has volunteered to me that cokronta equals Corral de Padilla and that
they gave cokronta to la Lupicina when they licensed or gave permits to
the people. Accept this (68:256B).
Another entry from a rehearing of Father Mestres’ place-name list offers further
information:
65 (Indians) Socorronda or San Miguel (Mestres list)
Isabel knows cokronta, Spanish Corral de Padilla. This was the
ranch that was given to Lupicina when the Indians were allotted, and
heard that the sheep of the Carmel Mission were there a long time ago.
But never heard it had been baptized San Miguel. No San Miguel or San
Miguelito known to Isabel except San Miguel mission. Does not know the
etymology of cokronta
place-name sounds much like sokrost, black kársist is another word
meaning black. She compares Spanish prieto and Negro, which means the
same. Prieto means this name of cokronta. Isabel does not know the
etymology of cokronta (Isabel Meadows on Father Mestres’ place-name
list, March 25, 1932, and September 1935 68:257B).
Prior to secularization, Corral de Padilla was apparently used to graze the mission’s sheep
herd. Of interest here is the name San Miguel. Missionaries frequently assigned Spanish
aliases to names for rancherías, that is, villages or multi-village tribal units (see Milliken
1981 for example). Isabel refers to the process of renaming a place as “baptism,” drawing
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a parallel between the spiritual conquest of her people and the remapping and renaming
of her aboriginal lands. In this case, she does not recognize the place-name San Miguel
for Corral de Padilla. She again seems to suggest in the March 1932 fieldnote a
connection between cokronta and the color black, as she did in the note from April 1935
above, but offers no etymology for the place-name in September of 1935. Clark
(1991:441-442) provides information on Rancho Corral de Padilla, writing that “2000
varas ‘in all directions’ were granted in the ‘Corral de Padilla’ to the neophyte Baldomero
on March 7, 1836 (Land Case 160SD, see Chapter 2). Clark engages in a lengthy
discussion of the origin of the name, attempting to locate an individual with the surname
Padilla. Clark notes that padilla “means ‘a small frying pan or oven,’ and is a word
commonly used in the topographical sense of a gentle depression.” Perhaps padilla
(along with corral) was applied in this sense due to a geographical feature, rather than
because of an association with a surname (the place-name evidently predates any
association with a particular settler). Isabel’s association of cokronta with the color black
may add credence to this. It may be the case that there was a circular earthen formation
there, which was dark in color.
Significantly, one of the few native terms still in use today, Cachagua, which is
likely Esselen though possibly Southern Costanoan, is a place-name. Cachagua is the
name of a rural community in the upper Carmel Valley and a creek that is a tributary of
the Carmel River. The etymology of Cachagua is unclear. Clark (1991:61-62) provides a
synopses of the various translations that have been suggested, including “Hidden water.”
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One fieldnote of Harrington’s lends credibility to Merriam’s translation, “Scratching”
(n.d.): 22
place name
xáSSawan, Chacháhuan.
Isabel knows xáSSawan, - California Spanish Cacháguan. The
gente del país put this name in reverse, Cacháguan. Ct. [compare to?] ọọ
inxaọọap, to scratch oneself. No etymology. Make a study of how
Americans pronounce the place name (Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
80:369B).
However, a lengthier, typed fieldnote documenting three rehearings with Isabel over
several years indicates another possible origin of the current place-name Cachagua,
relating to the tan oak acorn:
xoppowan, place name
Carefully reheard the words xoppow and xoppowan, both of which
she knows well, Thinks xoppow is the tree and xoppowan is the acorn.
(!!!)
Says at once positively that xoppow – tanbark tree and acorn, while
xoppowan is the place name. They would say ‘ittSemakk-wattin
xoppowan, lets go to xoppowan. Compare phonetics of place name
Jasháwa. Has stuck to this ever since, this is perhaps evidence that
xoppow is also an Eselen word….
Xoppowan was somewhere near where the bear trap was on the
side of the road, somewhere near the ranch of Tomas Col (earlier Tomas
Col’s ranch was Nick Escobar’s ranch). Isabel was never at xoppowan, but
just passed near there on road to San Francisquito...(Isabel Meadows 1932,
April 1935, and April 1934, 80:390B).
The examples above provide a sense of the nuanced ways in which places and
their names change. By the time Harrington conducted field work with Carmeleño and
Mutsun Indians in the 1920s and 1930s, many native place-names had simply been lost.
Names might be retained but their meanings or etymologies were lost. Consultants
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“Esselen, Esselen vocabulary given C. Hart Merriam by the Kah-koon woman at Monterey in July 1906.
.. Scratching, Hash-show-win (also name of place)…E-se-len (rancheria and people) at Hash-show-wen – a
side valley (apparently ) SE of Monterey over the hills (and near Salinas Valley?) this side of Tassejara”
(Merriam, n.d., Reel 17).
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recalled place-names but could not remember the particular location they named. Some
names were replaced with another name in Carmeleño or Spanish with a different
meaning. Other place-names came to be translated directly into Spanish. Some were
translated literally a second time into English. Spanish and English place-names were
also translated into Carmeleño or, more accurately, hybrid or pidgin place-names were
developed. The loss of names occurred as relationships with numerous named locales
were practiced less frequently and connections to particular places became more
attenuated. Senses of places and the names for them became broader over time. One of
the last native words in use in the area is a place-name, Cachagua, though its etymology
was lost. The mystery of its meaning gave rise to apocryphal stories about the name’s
etymology. Harrington’s fieldnotes yield new information about its likely origin as a
descriptive name for the abundant tan oaks found in the area.
Next, I consider a relatively newer place, the Hangman’s Tree, which references
historical events in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. I look in depth at this site,
a historical monument, to understand how a landscape can be invested with new
meanings over time. I also reflect on the use of the place to instruct children about the
dangers of being identified as Indian.

Lessons from the Hangman’s Tree: The Formation of a Crypto-Indian
Identity
Despite their lack of federal tribal status and the sometimes violent dispossession
of much of their territory, a majority of the members of the Esselen Nation have lived
continuously in their homeland. The Hangman’s Tree is a commemorative place for some
families, and speaks to issues of their Native identity and history. It is a memorial to the
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stark realities of being Indian in a land coveted by non-Indian settlers. The story of the
Hangman’s Tree was instrumental in certain parents’ advice to their children not to
acknowledge their Indian identity in public. These same children, today middle-aged
adults, were instrumental in the re-organization of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation
and continue to hold the leadership positions.
The United Nations working group on indigenous rights has resisted defining the
term “indigenous peoples.” They write, “Early settlement of definitional terms may well
exclude significant groups from enjoyment of such rights as may be accepted in the draft
declaration. Clearly there is no need to reach a precipitate determination of the meaning
of ‘indigenous peoples’ in an abstract definition” (United Nations 1996). The notion of
indigeneity may remain an ‘essentially contested concept,’ to use W. B. Gallie’s phrase
(1956). A more reflexive manner of distinguishing indigenous peoples from other peoples
is to ask not for a definition of “indigenous” but instead, when did the term (or variations
thereof) emerge in discourse? To rephrase the question in this way moves us quickly
away from the transcendent realm of essences to a world of historical process and identity
formation (Field 1994, Winant 1994).
Not surprisingly, a proliferation of discourse surrounding the issue of indigeneity
occurred in the age of European expansion. Shortly after 1492, the Pope, arbiter of
international law, put forth a number of principles to facilitate territorial expansion, while
averting conflict between European powers in their acquisition of land. As a result, the
Doctrine of Discovery was established. The acquisition of land was not granted by
“discovery” alone, but by the dual process of discovery and obtaining consent from the
aboriginal inhabitants through payment, treaties, etc. The Western notion of indigeneity is
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based in international law and defined as primary inhabitation and ownership of
discovered lands. This affirmation of territorial ownership was conceded only in so much
as it facilitated indigenous dispossession and amicable relationships between European
imperial powers (Deloria and Lytle 1984, Chaudhuri 1985, Deloria 1985, O’Brien 1985,
Macklem 1993, Perry 1996).
The affirmation of aboriginal title simultaneously placed indigenous peoples in a
treacherous position vis-à-vis expanding states. As nation-states have a propensity for
territorial expansion and resource exploitation, the original title to land of indigenous
peoples poses a particular threat to the unity of the nation-state. The autochthonous
territorial rights of indigenous peoples have been viewed as a proposition in the context
of state policies. Specific state policies were formed in relation to this proposition (and
often took the strictly antithetical position of denying special land rights). It is not
surprising then that dehumanizing practices and even genocide took place simultaneously
with the formal, legal definition of aboriginal title. The continuing abuse of indigenous
peoples worldwide can be seen in this light (Amnesty International 1992, Cultural
Survival 1993, Indigenous Peoples 1987, Maybury-Lewis 1997, Without Prejudice
1989).
The close association of Indians with nature has, of course, also provided a
foundation for Western popular and philosophical constructions of Native Americans as
savages, both noble and ignoble. Primitivism and romanticism aside, many indigenous
peoples clearly have a deeply felt identification with their homelands. Contemporary
Esselen place-worlds and identity may be viewed in the context of colonial processes and
their current struggle for federal acknowledgement. As noted in the introduction, a former
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chairwoman once stated, “We’re like salmon. No matter where we go, we always come
home…. This land is ours even if other people think they own it.” Members of the
Esselen Nation who I interviewed suggest that their relationship to their homeland is
fundamental to their sense of being Esselen. These relationships are actualized through
speaking about, visiting, imagining, and remembering places. However, many
individuals, while feeling a sense of connection to the area, do not necessarily have an
extensive catalog of places and place-names that they recognize or find particularly
meaningful. A relatively limited number of names and particular narratives about places
are known today in comparison to the names and narratives provided by Harrington’s
informants. It was my hope that describing aspects of Esselen senses of place would shed
light on their explicit and tacit understandings of themselves (Basso 1996; Geertz 1996,
1973). Further, as noted above, place-centered narratives are analyzable in terms of
ethnic boundary-marking devices. Place-oriented practices, as place-claims and assertions
of Indianness, might speak explicitly or implicitly about the history of land use and
tenure and could constitute resistance to the usurpation of Esselen lands. Senses of place
motivate Esselen individual’s efforts in relation to federal recognition in concrete ways,
especially given that land reclamation would follow from the bestowal of tribal status
(see Rodríguez 1987, Jenkins 1997). The recognition movement itself has proceeded in
large part in reference to land claims on two decommissioned military bases and two key
historical residential areas: the Dutra Street neighborhood, where a number of families
lived until the City of Monterey displaced those residents to secure parking lots for the
Police Station and Fire Department in 1954, and the Piazzoni Ranch. I elaborate on the
history and significance of these residential areas in the following chapter.
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The Piazzoni Ranch lies in the Carmel Valley along Chupines Creek, a part of
what was El Rancho Los Tularcitos. The Piazzoni brothers, two immigrated SwissItalians, purchased the ranch in 1884. Luigi Piazzoni eventually married a local native
woman, Tomasa Manjarres, who was originally his maid. The Ranch (also referred to in
the past as Los Chupines) has served as a focus for activities of two core families of the
Esselen Nation, and remains in the ownership of a family member today. In a time when
Esselen peoples were being rapidly dispossessed from their ancestral homeland,
including La Ranchería, the large settlement along the Carmel River, the marriage of
Tomasa and Luigi provided important access to land and safety for some.
The ranch is located near the precontact village of Capanay (Milliken 1990:3334). Milliken argues that the name Los Chupines is derived from the term Capanay.
There seems also to have been one or two post-mission period rancheriás or villages
located there: Rancheria Los Chupines and/or Rancheria Los Tularcitos. Howard
(1979:39) quotes an 1884 notation of Henshaw’s, “Ěs sě lěń=tribe in upper Carmel
Valley about a small lake called Tularcitos.”
Individual family members, both men and women, note that it was at the ranch
that they were taught “core values” that are central to their sense of Esselen identity while
hunting and in the stories told at night by firelight around the long kitchen table in the
ranch house.
On the way to the ranch stands the Hangman’s Tree. Rich Cominos, a greatgrandson of Tomasa Manjarres, is a retired police officer who teaches criminology at a
local junior college. He is a former member of the Esselen Nation Tribal Council. Rich
noted that when he was young, every time he went to the ranch with his grandmother or
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his uncles, they would point out the Hangman’s Tree, which was marked with a cross
carved into the trunk, and tell him of the terrible things that happened to Indians there. In
an interview conducted by Les Field and Lorraine Escobar, Rich told the story of the
Hangman’s Tree as told to him by his grandmother. A first cousin of Rich’s, a former
chairwoman told me a virtually identical version of the story informally:
Now, the story at that time was told to me that Indians who worked for
people in the land would be brought up here, right after they were paid.
Then they would capture these Indians and hang them there and steal their
gold. There was another version that supposedly there’s riches in the
Carmel Valley hills up there where these atrocities took place. The land
owners that got Native Americans to work for them, instead of paying
them off, they would kill them. Well the word finally got out, my
grandmother explained to me, word got out that “Hey, you do some work
and get paid, the minute you get paid you skedaddle and you hide it. And
they will hunt you down on a ruse to get you to come back and work
again, and they will kill you.” So, the legend is that up in the Carmel hills
somewhere, that there is a lot of gold that was paid to the Native
Americans and they hid this gold for fear that they were going to get killed
for it. But if they did get killed the settlers wouldn’t get it, or whoever it
was that was killing them, wouldn’t get the gold. That’s the legend I have.
That’s what my grandmother was telling me.
Later in Rich’s life, the story of the Hangman’s Tree took on greater historical
specificity as a concrete event. John Thomas or Juan Tomás Parker, a son of Tomasa
Manjarres born prior to her marriage to Luigi, was hanged there in 1908 by a white
rancher intent on stealing his land. The entry in the death register of the Carmel Mission
for Parker reads: “died of wounds.” Members of Parker’s family either watched or knew
first-hand of his vicious murder. Rich, like his cousins, was told of this only when he was
older (Escobar and Leventhal 1995:21). The Hangman’s tree stands as a stark memorial
to the dangers faced by Indian landowners in a country filled with violent settlers.
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Violence of this type, including systematic slave raiding and massacres, was
commonplace after the American annexation of California. Rumors and actual findings of
gold in Monterey County brought unseemly and greedy individuals into oftentimes
violent conflict with native people and each other. Plentiful legends of lost Indian mines,
murders, and ghosts are whisperings of a violent era in Monterey. Reinstadt has collected
these legends and presented them in numerous popular publications (1974, 1977, 1991,
2002).
What is important to note is that Rich told the story of the Hangman’s Tree in the
context of discussing how he came to understand and appreciate himself as Esselen.
Lorraine Escobar, former Tribal Genealogist of the Esselen Nation, has detailed the
common experience of middle-aged and older individuals in the Esselen Nation who
were told in so many words, “Never tell anyone you’re an Indian” (Escobar n.d.). Almost
every middle-aged or elderly member of the Esselen Nation and the Amah Mutsun Tribal
Band that I spoke with stated the same to me. This warning, and the basic fear from
which it stems, was not isolated to California. Native peoples throughout the country
share the apprehension of being identified as Indian by whites. Rich too was instructed to
mislead people as to his ethnic identity and was told by his mother, “Anybody asks you,
you are Portuguese.” It was not until he was shown a picture of his great-grandmother,
Tomasa, by his grandmother and great-aunt that he fully realized his heritage. Showing
him the photograph, they told him, “Yes, you’re Indian.” Rich explains:
I started piecing things together and realizing that my heritage on my
mother’s side was basically kept from me for fear of discrimination, for
fear of being discriminated against as a Mexican, as most Native
Americans back then were considered anyways because of the mixture
with Spanish blood and Native American blood. Also, the things that I
would assume, it was never mentioned, I would assume that my
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grandmother told my mother what had happened in terms of lands being
taken away, and why a number of people in our family related to us did
not sign, did not go down and register [with the BIA for the land claims
case initiated in 1928] as my grandmother and my grandfather did.
The Hangman’s Tree proved to be the key “piece in the puzzle” for Rich, and it
explains both his Esselen heritage and why it was hidden from him when he was young.
Rich indicates that his heritage was kept from him “for fear of being discriminated
against as a Mexican.” External ascription of a Mexican identity, that is, non-Indians
insisting on identifying Esselen peoples as Mexican and the struggle against this, is a
common theme in Esselen peoples’ narratives about identity. Many Carmeleños had
intermarried with Hispanic settlers and Californios. Anglo Americans in Monterey tended
in the late nineteenth and twentieth century to identify anyone of mixed Indian and
Hispanic heritage as Mexican. Those of Hispanic heritage presumed to be without Indian
ancestry were termed Spanish. Rich also indicates that fear of being identified as Indian
led some members of his family to not enroll as claimants in 1928 for the California
Indian land claims case.
One historical narrative attached to the Hangman’s Tree tells a general tale in the
third-person of Indian workers hanged instead of paid. Another narrative details the
specific murder of a family member. For Rich, hearing the general story preceded the
revelation that a relative was hanged there. Perhaps the general story served as a softer
way to introduce children to the unjust and cruel treatment of Indian peoples at the hands
of white settlers and the precariousness of being Indian. For Rich’s generation, the brutal
reality of their grandmother’s half-brother being hanged while the family watched was
better left for older ears. When I spoke with Rich about the Hangman’s Tree, he became
noticeably distraught as he talked about being lovingly protected from the brutal realities
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of his peoples’ plight. This protection also amounted to silences that he feels denied him
a fuller understanding of his family’s history.
The Hangman’s Tree is a commemorative place, and the use of its name evokes
the story and lesson (Casey 1987, Basso 1996). However, the Hangman’s Tree is not a
place evoked only through stories. As Rich and others note, the tree was visited regularly
on the trip to the ranch. Moreover, Dale Escobar told me of a particular visit after the
funeral of her husband’s brother. On the way to the ranch after the services, a carload of
family members stopped at the Hangman’s Tree to pay respects. Once stopped, Dale
explained that almost spontaneously the group began to gather rocks to stack near the tree
to mark it.
It is symbolically significant that rocks were chosen to mark the tree. Rocks hold
a special importance in the life of Esselen people. In an interview Alan Leventhal, Steven
Arvisu, and Lorraine Escobar conducted with Butch Escobar in 1994, an elder member of
one of the families closely associated with the Piazzoni Ranch and the Hangman’s Tree,
while discussing the Tassajara Hot Springs, he stated that one should listen carefully
because the rocks can talk. The rock is perhaps the tightest metonym for the Esselen
homeland. Indeed, the word Esselen itself might be translated as “the rock.” The phrase,
noted above, elicited by Pinart in 1878 from Omesia also proves illustrative: “Xue elo
xonia eune.” “I come from the Rock.” This phrase is featured in the foreground of the
Esselen Nation logo that evokes the entire coast and rugged interior of northern Monterey
County. This logo is on t-shirts and on the cover of the Esselen Nation’s newsletter,
which is named, significantly, The Rock. Pointing to the historical depth of this
association are the stone cairns that have been found placed over precontact burials.
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Incised stone tablets are another unique feature of Esselen prehistory (Elsasser 1978b:4647). The rocks stacked near the base of the Hangman’s Tree that day not only marked the
site as the Hangman’s Tree but also express Esselen identity, while simultaneously
ensuring the commemoration of the theft of homeland and of a family member’s life.
The particularities of the Hangman’s Tree may be known only to members of the
Escobar and Piazzoni families. However, in Anne Fisher’s afterword to Cathedral in the
Sun, she writes that she and Isabel Meadows “Many times…went into the country in a
car and.…She would point to a gnarled old oak tree, and say…’A man was hanged there,’
and she would give the details” (1940:406-407). Rudy Rosales, former Chairman of the
Esselen Nation and my main consultant, mentioned a ghost story that has some
suggestive parallels. Talking about the drives he would take with his brother and friends
into the Carmel Valley, Rudy commented on the motivation for one trip:
Like, sometimes you would hear stories about things that were going on
there and you wanted to go out there and just check them out. Like, my
brother used to hear about these ghost stories and we would just go over
to check them out and do this and do that. I didn’t want to have nothing to
do with ghosts.... There was this one old barn out there, I don’t know if
it’s still there or not. Supposed to have been two Indians that were hung
there and their spirits are still there and they do weird things. There was a
little barn there and they said that you see lights all the time late at
night.... ‘Cause the, ‘cause the old Indians were upset, they’d light their
lanterns and walk around the barn and chant. Yeah, I didn’t want nothing
to do with that...
Harrington’s informants relayed the local histories of violence that bloodied the
landscape. In October 1934, Isabel told Harrington of the day Omesia’s son was hanged
by the Americans:
When the news was broken to Omesia that her son had been killed (hung)
by the Americans, she was sitting in her ramadita [little arbor or sun
shade]. She burst into tears, and soon said, now that they have killed him,
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they have already buried him, eat him, burn him! That son was the only
son of Omesia who was still alive, and he didn’t take care of her, the old
woman passed through many jobs. And she threw ashes up over herself,
and she took a stick from the fire and burned her hair (36:247).
Isabel expands on the murder Omesia’s son committed that led to the hanging:
When Omesia’s only son was hung, he was the only son she had.
Omesia’s son was Santiago Tíquez. Santiago Tíquez murdered the Jew
Pikár (phon.), keeper of a big store, which occupied the side of the garage
of Lí Wód (Prucian lived to one side). I am crying to rest my heart,
Omesia answered. That store belonged joint to Don Diego ______and
______ Picár (80:364B).
Omesia became enemies with Viviana and said of her, “Black! I have more
thoughts than her, among the Americans they like me and the white people view me well,
and her, no, they don’t like her, the view me as better than that dark one, the mó.ncakay
[whites]” (73:480A). However, Viviana had become angry with Omesia over the
implication that her relative was guilty of the murder and should have been hanged
instead of Omesia’s son:
…Anastasio (the son of Salvador) was at fault, and maybe that was why
Viviana got so mad at Omesia. It concerned the Americans having hung
Omesia’s son, that they should have hung Anastasio instead (73:480A).
Ultimately, Omesia feared Viviana and fled from her when she saw her (67:179).
The fear of violence affected the way local Indians presented themselves to the
outside world. Two of my consultants, Bernadine Meadows Van Ostrand and Carol Van
de Mark, discussed how their older relatives would wear flour on their faces to whiten
their appearances before venturing downtown. Jean Shay also noted that her family
rented a house from her great-aunt, Isabel Meadows, when she was young. Her mother
would not name her as a relation. When Jean asked her mother who Isabel was, she said
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“Just some old Indian lady that your grandma knew.” She remembered that Isabel would
always bring homemade tortillas, enchiladas, and other Mexican food when she came to
pick up the rent. Jean found out that she was Indian when she was age twelve or thirteen,
through a cousin. She asked mother, who hung her head and said, “I am ashamed to say
that you are.” Her mother would say she was part French when asked about her looks.
Carol talked about how the mixed-blood Indian neighbors of her grandmother Plácida
Losano would only allow her to visit at night so white neighbors would not see the
recognizably Indian woman visiting them. Places change through the day, especially at
nightfall, giving place a temporal dimension. Places become less safe or safer by virtue of
the shadow of the night.
The implications of the Hangman’s Tree are many. The relationship between
indigenous people and land can be seen, on the one hand, as a legal-historical formulation
of aboriginal ownership, a construction made by Europeans to facilitate the dispossession
of native peoples. The Hangman’s Tree is also an example of the concrete socio-cultural
process, which Basso terms interanimation (1996:108-109), whereby people invest a
natural object with sentiments and stories, making out of undifferentiated space a place of
significance. Further, the Hangman’s Tree communicates Esselen peoples’ sense of
indigenous identity and aboriginal ownership of land stolen by colonists. The Hangman’s
Tree is a commemorative place, a historical monument to which stories of bygone events
are attached. One historical narrative poses the tree as the place where ranchers hanged
Indians to steal back the gold they had paid them for their work. Family oral history and
documentary evidence also establish the tree as the site where a mixed-blood Esselen
man was hanged by an Anglo settler who stole his land. The stories and oral histories
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which have made the Hangman’s Tree a monument express Esselen peoples’ sense of
identity as indigenous people and teach a lesson about the danger of being Indian in a
hostile world. Following Field’s discussion of indigenous identity in “Who are the
Indians?” (1994), the Hangman’s Tree provides an example of anti-essentialist,
processual identity formation. Further, the Hangman’s tree illustrates that aspects of
indigenous identity are forged in the crucible of nation-building.
In a lecture Keith Basso delivered in 1998 on the relation between places and
identities, he noted that individuals possess a “repertoire of identities” from which they
choose certain ones to activate and display. The activation and expression of identity is
often strategic. Identities are deployed depending on the individual’s interpretation of the
circumstances of a particular social encounter at a particular place. Basso further notes
that individuals may choose to express identities they do not legitimately possess, and
provides the facetious example of a scheming man who poses as a brain surgeon in a
particular bar hoping to improve his chances with female patrons. In Basso’s view,
“persons manipulate their identity repertoire for calculated reasons, thereby making of
identity itself something selectively performed, selectively enacted, selectively expressed,
and selectively displayed” (Basso 1998).
A further distinction should be made between self-identification and external
socio-political ascription. In other words, we may distinguish between the identities that
an individual chooses to display and those that are attributed to that person by others.
Identities range from personal to social ones, including race, ethnicity, class, gender, etc.,
and a litany of other social roles indexed through symbolic expressions. In relation to this
distinction, it should be emphasized that within an individual’s repertoire of identities,
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there are those that are private (or shared with insiders) and those that are public (and
may not be “valid”). As Basso notes, “Some places seem to encourage the masking of
valid identities and the concomitant display of false ones” (Basso 1998).
The following exchange between Rudy and his sister, Gloria, resonates with
Rich’s discussion. I asked Rudy about any experiences he had with prejudice growing up
in Monterey as an Indian. He clarified that he had not experienced prejudice because of
being Indian as this was not his public identity:
Rudy: No. My, uh, parents told me not to admit that I was Indian because
if you did, you get beat up. That’s what happened to my uncle in front of
Louie’s Pool Hall. He was beat up because he told some, I don’t know if
they were Italian, white, or what they were, but he told them that they
were on his land and they were invaders, and they beat him up. I
remember coming out of Louie’s Pool Hall and he had a bloody nose. So,
you know, my mother just told me, she says, “Remember we’re Spanish,
we’re not Indian.”
Gloria: But see I don’t remember that part because when my mom used to
talk to me privately she would tell me to be proud, and, “You are Indian.”
Rudy: Mom told me that before she passed away, when I was there...
“You’re Esselen Indian,” and she told me, she said, “Be proud of it.”
Gloria: That’s what I remember, talking to her all the time.
A complicated interplay between these levels of identification can be detected in
the relation between the people and places discussed above. Rudy’s parents told him not
to admit he was Indian: “Remember we’re Spanish, we’re not Indian.” Similarly, Rich
was told by his mother, “Anybody asks you, you are Portuguese.” When these
admonitions were given, Rudy and Rich had different personal or private senses of their
Indian identity. Rudy’s sense of himself as Indian, though somewhat vague and
suppressed as a youth, was stronger than Rich’s whose heritage was virtually hidden from
him for the first ten years of his life. By contrast, Gloria was consistently told that she
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was Esselen Indian and to be proud of it. The warning Rudy describes to not admit he is
Indian occurred within the context of a particular episode within the male world of bar
fights. His uncle was beaten up at Louie’s Pool Hall for claiming that he was Indian and
boastfully accusing others of being invaders in his land. This may explain why Gloria
received a different message in this regard from their mother. For Rich, the looming
history and symbolism of the Hangman’s Tree informed and tailored both his private
sense of an Indian identity and the public identification as Portuguese he was counseled
by his mother to claim if anyone asked. The relevance here of the distinction between
socio-political ascription and personal, public identification is salient. The racist symbolic
armature that the term Indian connotes as ascribed (i.e., an inferior, debased race, etc.)
moved some whites in some situations to react violently to those deemed Indian. For this
reason, public displays of a personal Indian identity were suppressed.
On another level, the socio-cultural identities ascribed to Esselen peoples have
varied tremendously. Some outsiders considered Gloria and Rudy to be Indian but not
specifically Esselen. For example, Gloria was called a “redskin” as a youth in school and
was not invited to some of the parties other girls threw. The generic ascription of an
Indian identity, while providing unending frustration for Esselen people, was also quite
convenient for dominant whites. Discrimination could be practiced against generic
Indians without the bother of dealing with any of the claims natives who were aboriginal
to that area could have legally made or were attempting to assert. In other situations, a
Mexican identity was ascribed to Esselen peoples. This, however, was only a minor step
up the racial hierarchy. The history of violence, dehumanization, and land loss
experienced by Mexicans in California is also a horrendous one (see Pitt 1966, Heizer
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and Almquist 1971, Camarillo 1990, and Almaguer 1994). The consistency of this
ascription led Rudy to consider that identity as a possibility for himself, “So half the
people got me believing it. ‘Well, maybe I am Mexican.’”
As Blu points out in her discussion noted above of community and home places
among the Lumbee, less control and ownership over their land led Lumbees to become
spatially oriented in reference to people. Blu adds, “For Indians, the ill-defined
‘communities’ were places where power could be consolidated and exercised away from
the penetrating Foucaultian ‘gaze’ of more powerful Whites” (1996:217). Blu’s statement
regarding the Foucaultian gaze emphasizes the split between public and private Indian
identities. Given the similarities between the experiences of Esselen and Lumbee peoples,
Blu’s conclusions about the Lumbee are useful in understanding the Indian history of
Carmel and Monterey. As Basso points out, “relationships to places are lived most often
in the company of other people” (1996:109). Whether explicitly or implicitly, what
humans make of places hinges on what they make of people, both themselves and others.
Stories about places, like so many other cultural practices, are stories people tell
themselves, about themselves, in relation to those places (Geertz 1973, 1996).
Gloria and Rudy grew up on Dutra Street, an Indian neighborhood or private
ranchería that I explore at length in the following chapter. While the world outside posed
certain dangers, it was a place where the community members felt relatively safe to
express who they took themselves to be. Though Dutra Street was an Indian
neighborhood where families felt more at ease embracing and performing their identities,
the threats against Indian identity in the public world outside the neighborhood led
families living on Dutra Street to be somewhat circumspect in freely identifying as
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Indian. Children were not necessarily openly taught about their Indian identity to protect
them from the potential violence of white public spaces. This led to a partial submersion
of Indian identity. For outsiders, Dutra Street was thought of as either an Indian or a
Mexican place. As such, the connotations of those terms for many whites seem to have
justified the displacement of the Dutra Street community. 23
The lessons of the Hangman’s Tree and Louie’s Pool Hall offer counsel regarding
the brutal consequences of being Indian in a potentially violent world. Rather than calling
for the outright disposal or suppression of an Indian identity altogether, the lessons of
these places teach that there is a need for a public/private split in the performance of
personal identities. Yet a sense of pride instilled in Gloria and others has helped to
overcome this split:
My husband, Bob, and I used to take Janette and Bobby there quite a bit
when they were little; Big Sur, Pfeiffer Park in there and the beaches. And
both of them now, they still love going there like with their friends on
their own. And they just, I guess from us taking them there, and they just
feel at peace there which I do too, it’s just so peaceful and that’s how they
feel about it also. And that’s why I’d like them to always feel proud of
who they are and, you know, and when they go up there they just feel so
peaceful and they are very proud. And they’re proud of what we’re doing
as, you know, trying to say, “Yes we do exist. We are here.” Nobody’s
gonna take that away. And that’s how they are they’re very strong about
who they are. Yeah. And so I know, you know, they’re gonna carry it on.
Janette has served on the Tribal Council and as the Vice Chair of the tribe. I asked Gloria
further, when she thinks of these places, what they mean to her in terms of who she is:
A pride of who I am. The sad thing is that, it was taken away, you know,
and nobody believing. Because they said we aren’t and we don’t exist.
And that’s the part that bothers me—that we have to prove who we are.
Yet, say, somebody’s of another background, say, German or French, or
23

Research into city council minutes and local newspapers would be necessary to explore this contention
further.
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Italian they can say, “Yeah, I’m French or Italian,” but if we ever say,
“Yeah, I’m Esselen Nation.” “Prove you are.” You know? And that
bothers me a lot. I’m supposed to prove who I am, you know. Yet, you
really don’t have to prove who you are and that’s the part that bothers me.
Yeah, it’s been very frustrating growing up, like even when I went to get a
college scholarship or something like going to college. It’s like I was
denied.
The places in Big Sur that Gloria feels a deep connection to as an Esselen woman signify
her pride in her native identity. However, they simultaneously underscore the denial of
that identity by outsiders.

Concluding Remarks
Places can change in profound ways, especially in relation to colonialism and
development. A place’s significance may change though its name remains the same.
Some toponyms may be translated directly, or another name with a different meaning
may replace a prior one. Some place-names and their meanings might be lost altogether.
The configuration, organization, or perceived pattern of the geography of an area might
change as well. This might occur on a roughly one-to-one level. A settler rancho might
encompass roughly the same area as a precontact ranchería, or a rancho might be
purchased and renamed in English. The configuration might also be dramatically remapped with altogether new delineations. Significantly, a tendency toward increasingly
broader designations is also evident. Finally, and this list is in no way exhaustive, new
particular places emerge.
The indigenous place-world of the Carmeleños was rich and detailed. Similar to
the Tolowa, Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples likely had “a name for every riffle
in the creek” (Collins 1998:134). The land was no doubt mapped with a dense toponymy
taught to children from an early age. Though malevolent spirit forces inhabited the
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aboriginal world, they too were indigenous and could be approached or appeased through
locally known practices. With colonization, the world would change forever. Not only
would places and their names be lost or changed in the ways noted above, geography
would be re-coded as safe or dangerous in relation to settler violence. Recall Helen Hunt
Jackson’s description of the ranchería in the Carmel Valley as the “most picturesque of
all the Mission Indians’ hiding-places which we saw” (Jackson [1883] 1902:154-157).
Life in a hiding-place no doubt had a severe psychological impact. Hiding-places both
offer protection but are also under the threat of discovery. Though the level of violence
waned over time (and it should be noted again that the difference in terms of violence
against Indians between the Monterey Bay region and the gold fields was significant), the
impact well into the twentieth century was to create a public and private split in the
assertion of an Indian identity. This created, in effect, a crypto or hidden Indian identity
in the region, what Cook (1976) described as a “submerged” identity (see also Spicer
1969 and Collins 1998:13-14). Through a concerted public insistence of their identity,
Carmeleños began to redress this situation only recently.

I attempted in this chapter to provide an introduction to the study of place and the
aboriginal place-worlds of Esselen and Southern Costanoan/Ohlone peoples in particular.
I attempted first to describe the worldview of the Native peoples of the Monterey Bay
region, paying particular attention to notions of power in the world and the particular
places that are inhabited by the various entities that are understood to be in the world. I
then explored actual place-names and place-naming practices of Esselen and Southern
Costanoan/Ohlone peoples to better portray their place-worlds. I looked closely at the
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narrative construction of places, specifically a mythic narrative concerning the marriage
of Coyote to She-Bear. As much as I attempted to reconstruct a baseline from which to
gauge historical changes in place-naming practices and place-worlds, the colonial
histories described in the previous chapter had taken a severe toll on these practices and
worldviews by the time Harrington worked with the Carmeleños in the 1920s and 1930s.
Aboriginal place-worlds remain obscure. However, material concerning places and placenames abound in Harrington’s fieldnotes. I then took up the question of how places
change. I looked closely at a historical narrative about the Hangman’s Tree and its use.
Ultimately, though the places the Native peoples of the Monterey area know and talk
about have changed, the role and significance of emplacement has not.
In the next chapter, I discuss issues of anthropology, Indian identity, and federal
acknowledgment. I elaborate further on several types of places. I describe the residential
areas that have played a significant role in the persistence of an Indian community in the
Carmel/Monterey area. I look as well at practices considered by insiders and outsiders to
be emblematic of Indian identity. Many of these practices are also firmly emplaced.
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4. THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF INDIAN IDENTITY AND THE
FEDERAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT PROCESS
Within a white supremacist culture
to be without documentation is
to be without a legitimate history.
In the culture of forgetfulness,
memory alone has no meaning.
—bell hooks 1
How long does it take
to become just a plain American?
—Retired farmer, Salamanca, New York 2

My objectives in this chapter are multiple, and my aims are both theoretical and
descriptive. I propose several lines of argumentation and provide descriptive analysis. I
begin with a discussion of anthropological theory as it pertains to understanding and
presenting the history of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation in the context of their
petition for federal acknowledgment. I explore critiques of modernist anthropology as
essentialist, bounded, and static. Postmodern anthropology, reacting to the modernist
paradigm, has emphasized social constructionism, hybridity, fluidity, and the targeted
deconstruction of identity claims and supposed traditional practices. Both strains of
thought are potentially dangerous for the Esselen Nation in their attempt to clarify their
status as an American Indian tribe. Both paradigms tend to assume that a dichotomy
exists between change and persistence, one which I hope to demonstrate is false.

1 hooks (1992:193). While I do not contend and do not intend to suggest that the requirement for
documentation in a federal acknowledgment petition is in itself white supremacy, clearly American Indian
societies have different historical orientations and consciousnesses than those of the dominant Anglo
American or Western society. Clearly discriminatory attitudes, if not explicitly racist ones, exist towards
indigenous modes of historical understanding and transmission. There are issues to be raised, however, of
the evidentiary weight given to documentation versus oral histories, as well as easily made criticisms of
requests the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research or Office of Federal Acknowledgment has made for
documentary evidence from petitioning groups. To request that the Shasta Nation provide old phone
records “when barely half of all reservation Indians have telephones today” is truly the height of
bureaucratic absurdity (Magagnini 1997:8, see also Beinart 1999).
2
Quoted in Bordewich (1996:13) in the context of Seneca efforts in the 1990s to renegotiate land rental
agreements with local whites, some of whom paid as little as $1 per acre.
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Nevertheless, I look to anthropology to lay a foundation on which to interpret the history
of the Native community in Monterey, filled as it is with fractures, transformations, and
hybrid forms. I look as well at patterns in the interactions between indigenous peoples
and state systems and the role of anthropology in the construction of Indian identity.
To further explore the history of Native people in the Monterey area, I turn once
again to the issue of home places that I argue have provided a concrete sociological basis
for ongoing face-to-face relations among local Indians. This discussion furthers the
argument developed in the previous chapter that home places have become a particularly
salient category of place for the Carmeleños. I describe in depth a particular
neighborhood or residential catchment that was located on Dutra and Van Buren Streets
in downtown Monterey. It was the last multi-family residential community of local
Native people in the area until it was displaced by a development project of the City of
Monterey circa 1953. As a lost place, Dutra Street has become a potent symbol
motivating the quest for recognition.
I then describe aspects of contemporary Indian, identity looking at various
practices thought of as Indian. My descriptions advance the theme of place and my
argument concerning the centrality of place in the persistence of the Carmeleños by
illustrating the ways in which practices are emplaced. These emplaced practices have
strengthened the sense of connection among members of the Esselen Nation to each other
and the lands that they consider to be their indigenous homeland. This notion in turn
helps to make concrete my discussion in the first chapter concerning identity and territory
in relation to concrete social history, as opposed to theoretical reconstructions of
precontact socio-political organization. These practices ultimately demonstrate something
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about the way in which a people may persist through change or change through their
persistence (see Dinwoodie 2002). The history of the Carmeleños outlined in the second
chapter makes clear that their struggle and survival has been against all odds.

Anthropological Knowing
Working under the salvage paradigm in California in the early 1900s, Alfred
Kroeber found many coastal Indian peoples to be culturally and linguistically extinct in
his attempt to reconstruct precontact lifeways (Kroeber 1925:464, 544). Kroeber’s
assessment, among other factors, led to the federally unacknowledged status of many of
these groups. One problematic characteristic of anthropological inquiry and
representation, both past and present, has been the proclivity to read a people’s sociocultural changes as a disjuncture in their existence. This tendency not only illustrates the
ongoing need for anthropologists to grapple with history, but also our continuing
responsibility to reflect on the ways the knowledge we produce operates in the ‘real
world’ of power.
The Federal Acknowledgment Project (FAP) 3 is an area in which anthropology
and anthropologists play a decisive role in the relationship between the United States and
“unacknowledged” American Indian groups. Anthropologists work explicitly for tribes
on their acknowledgement petitions submitted to the Office of Federal Acknowledgment
(OFA) within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs of the Department
of the Interior. The FAP was previously administered by the Branch of Acknowledgment
and Research (BAR), which was a branch of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). OFA
not only employs anthropologists but also anthropological concepts in reaching their
3

Frequently referred to as the Federal Acknowledgment Process rather than Project.
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determinations. Of paramount concern in federal acknowledgment cases are criteria of
social, political, and cultural continuity. In this chapter, I explore issues of group identity,
change, and continuity with reference to the federal acknowledgement case of the Esselen
Nation to reflect on the role of anthropological theory in the relationship between the
Esselen Nation and the United States. I demonstrate that an ethnohistorical perspective is
critical to understanding transformations and persistence in the terms of those who have
experienced them. Further, I argue that the supposed dichotomy between change and
persistence is ultimately a false one.
Modernist anthropology has been criticized for portraying cultural groups as
bounded, static (e.g., Abu-Lughod 1991), and consisting of a set of essentialized traits
despite classic ethnographies to the contrary (e.g., Evans-Pritchard 1940 and Leach
1954). Yet the ethnographic record provides classic and instructive observations quite
contrary to this critique. For example, the Nuer, as portrayed by E.E. Evans-Pritchard
(1940), are constituted by segmentary lineages and experience both fission and fusion as
to what structural allegiances exist at any given time. The composition of the Nuer is
highly flexible with groups uniting at times and fighting at others. Edmund Leach’s
Political Systems of Highland Burma (1954) offers an example of a dynamic pattern of
movement or oscillating equilibrium between two polar types of communities—idealized
representations of political order. He illustrates the movement and countermovement,
motivated by internal inconsistencies and contradictions between the highly centralized,
hierarchical, autocratic Shan state and the decentralized, egalitarian, “democratic”
Gumlau polity as well as the intermediary Gumsa formation.
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The modernist concept of culture views social and cultural changes as
assimilation amounting to discontinuities in a culture’s existence or authenticity (Clifford
1988, Clifford and Marcus 1988, Kearney 1996). James Clifford argues in his essay
“Identity in Mashpee” that, “the culture idea, tied as it is to assumptions about natural
growth and life, does not tolerate radical breaks in historical continuity” (1988:338).
Reacting against modernist anthropology, currents in post-structural and postmodern
social constructionism have emphasized disjuncture in their portrayals of ethnic groups as
“invented” and “imagined” (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Anderson 1991). Postmodern
anthropologists assume fluidity, rupture (or at least fracture), inchoate differentiation, and
multiplicity; making the concept and actual existence of cultures and even subjects
dubious. These anthropologists look for and inevitably find disjunctures that render a
people’s existence discontinuous.
Employing this line of analysis, Handler (1985) has called for the outright
deconstruction or “destructive analysis,” as he terms it, of ethno-national identities to
defuse their existence in the world. Deconstruction has proceeded to the detriment of
minority populations (Frankenburg and Mani 1996, Friedman 1994), especially federally
unacknowledged tribes (Field 1999, 2002, and 2003). Clifton (1996) and others such as
Haley and Wilcoxon (1997) advocate the deconstruction or de-authentication of Native
American cultural practices to delegitimize the political claims of those they study.
I wish to use notions of persistence and continuity without recourse to
problematic essentialist criteria. I attempt to avoid falling into the trap Clifford describes
of upholding simplistic “[m]etaphors of continuity and ‘survival’ [that] do not account for
complex historical processes of appropriation, compromise, subversion, masking,
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invention, and revival” (1988:338). Heeding Limerick’s (1987) observation of the
centrality of innovation in Native American practices, I employ Collins’ notion of
“tradition as a dynamic relation to a dynamic past” (1998:31). That a practice is new or
forged through interaction with the dominant society:
…does not make it unreal or fictive, as terms such as ‘constructed’ and
‘invented’ can imply, but it does make it profoundly historical....An
emphasis solely on juxtaposition of old and new, or on inventedness,
seems to fail to grasp that dialectical relatedness between what was and
what becomes (Collins 1998:51, 50).
Dinwoodie (2002:6-9) offers a tangible methodology to resolve the discrepancy between
the discontinuity outsiders perceive and the continuity locals experience through the
ethnography of speech events (myths and historical narratives in Dinwoodie’s study)
framed within Marshall Sahlins’ notion of the “structure of the conjuncture.” By this
Sahlins means, “the practical realization of the cultural categories in a specific historical
context, as expressed in the interested action of the historic agents, including the
microsociology of their interaction” (see Sahlins 1985:xiv). I develop this argument with
explicit reference to the colonial processes that have differentiated and stratified
indigenous peoples, often nearly devastating their socio-cultural cohesiveness to subsume
them into the economic order and prevent any claims they might make to special status. I
suggest that federal acknowledgement is a process of decolonization. To address
questions of change and persistence, we should pay special attention to the history of a
people as its members see it.
American Indians, especially federally unacknowledged peoples, are a
particularly intriguing and significant case in point. The category “Indian” is prone to
essentialism, and the traits associated with it are highly stereotyped. Moreover, Indian
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identity has been thoroughly politicized and thus subject to contestation, since those who
have this status, both individuals and collectives, gain, within the state, certain rights to
economic benefits, sovereignty, and territory. Vine Deloria, Jr. laid out the basic issue at
hand some forty years ago in his classic polemic from Custer Died for Your Sins,
“Anthropologists and other Friends.” Noting that “a food gathering, berry-picking, seminomadic, fire-worshipping, high-plains-and-mountain-dwelling, horse-riding, canoetoting, bead-using, pottery-making, ribbon-coveting, wickiup-sheltered people” cannot be
identified in the contemporary United States, he moves on to discuss the role that
anthropology plays in creating these stereotypic and anachronistic images of the Indian.
Deloria concludes that, “The massive volume of useless knowledge produced by
anthropologists attempting to capture real Indians in a network of theories has contributed
substantially to the invisibility of Indian people today” (1969:81-82). Commenting
explicitly on issues of change and continuity as they relate to anthropological
expectations, Deloria states:
After World War II anthropologists came to call. They were horrified that
the Indians didn’t carry on their old customs such as dancing, feasts, and
giveaways. In fact, the people did keep up a substantial number of
customs. But these customs had been transposed into church gatherings,
participation in the county fair, and tribal celebrations, particularly fairs
and rodeos (1969:86-87).
Noting the power differential in how standards of essentialist continuity are deployed,
Deloria asks, “Would [the Irish] submit to a group of Indians coming to Boston and
telling them what a modern Irishman was like? Expecting them to dress in green and hunt
leprechauns so as to live on the leprechaun’s hidden gold would hardly provide a
meaningful path for the future” (Deloria 1969:92-93). Deloria opens The Nations Within
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by linking this discussion explicitly to issues of American Indian sovereignty and selfdetermination:
It must be a bit disconcerting when the average American on vacation out
West suddenly encounters a sign that boldly proclaims that the highway is
entering an Indian “nation.” We like to think of nations on a much larger
scale—preferably an ocean away, with all the hustle and bustle of modern,
industrial, institutional life. Nations have different languages, religions,
customs, and holidays from our own ...[Indians] are not in most respects
radically different from other Americans living in the same circumstances.
In fact, one might observe, most Indians are not distinguishable from other
Americans except on those occasions when they shed working clothes and
perform dances in fancy costumes for tourists—for a small entrance fee, of
course. If this occasional ceremonial, the meaning of which has been lost
in the past century and replaced by the commercial powwow, is all that
distinguishes Indians from other Americans, why do Indians believe they
are different? And why does the United States government treat them
differently (Deloria 1984:1-2)?
Deloria moves on to develop a thorough and incisive argument for the politicolegal and moral bases to Indian claims against the United States. To explore change and
continuity among American Indian peoples and, ultimately, the intertwining of
anthropological and governmental power/knowledge, the following section attempts to
identify general patterns in the interactions between indigenous peoples and state
systems.
Some scholars have observed that a key operation of modern states is the
paradoxical attempt to homogenize the citizenry towards the national ideal, while
simultaneously maintaining a stratified social structure (Alonso 1994, Kearney 1996,
Nagengast 1994, Williams 1989). The aboriginal title of indigenous people to their
homeland (Chaudhuri 1985), a topic in international law since the late fifteenth century
(O’Brien 1985:35), placed indigenous peoples in a treacherous position vis-à-vis
expanding states. As nation-states have a propensity for territorial expansion and resource
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exploitation, indigenous people pose a particular threat to the unity of the state, and are
generally considered to be obstacles in these processes. Put rather crudely, expansive
nation-states have generally followed two patterns when dealing with indigenous peoples:
inclusion and exclusion (see Perry 1996, Collins 1998). Exclusion can take the form of
genocide and/or displacement. Inclusion, of course, is a continuum ranging from the
granting of a special status within the state, which often involves certain exclusions, to
outright assimilation. Generally, inclusion has never occurred equitably. Indigenous
peoples, when assimilated, are never simply remade in the mirror image of the colonist.
The special status granted to indigenous groups by the dominant state is frequently a
dependent, subordinate one, which has the effect of legitimizing their further
disenfranchisement. If detribalization and assimilation are the ultimate goals, then these
take place concomitantly with racialization or ethnicization to maintain the subordinate
status of the colonized without the granting of any special rights as indigenous people.
Assimilation often has the goal of completely eradicating indigenous identity or
submerging it under a mixed identity, consequently nullifying indigenous title to land, as
occurred through the process of mestizaje in the Spanish Empire and the Creole nations it
spawned, or through the creation of Métis identity in Canada. Sub-national identities
differentiate, stratify, and potentially segregate the population, competing with loyalties
to the nation-state (Connor 1996:70). Racial or ascribed identities in turn determine a
group’s differential access to the distribution of resources. Indeed, as Collins observes, a
fundamental proposition in Marxist thought is that “[e]xpropriation is a basic mechanism
for creating new class societies” (Collins 1998:83). If not relegated to a specific type of
labor, indigenous peoples are generally relegated, through the process of ethnicization or
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racialization, to a single class position, the lowest (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992,
Wilmsen and McAllister 1996; see Almaguer 1994 on the racial organization of labor in
California history). The term “subsumption” denotes the encompassing of an element as a
subordinate component in a larger comprehensive entity, and is a more appropriate label
for the process others have called “assimilation.” The process of subsumption may
include erasure (e.g., the promotion of ideologies of indigenous extinction), the
appropriation and valorization of indigenous symbolism by the dominant nationalism, as
in the case of the use of Aztec imagery by the Mexican elite (García-Canclini 1995; see
Perry 1996 on the use of aboriginal imagery in Australia), and/or the commodification of
“traditional” indigenous activities and products.
John and Jean Comaroff offer a series of propositions regarding the formation of
ethnicity and its relationship to the spread of capitalism through the colonization of the
world by Europeans. The Comaroffs write that totemism is an appropriate description for
most pre-capitalist societies in which relations of trade, intermarriage, and other forms of
exchange are roughly symmetrical. Under colonial regimes, ethnic boundaries and
identities emerge as a function of hierarchical, asymmetrical economic formations. While
totemic identities are found among egalitarian and structurally similar groups, which may
or may not belong to one political entity, ethnicity is engendered through the stratified
incorporation of structurally different groups into a unitary political economy. Totemic
identity and consciousness emerge through the complementary or equitable interaction
between autonomous social units, which remain in control of their means of production
and reproduction. Ethnicity and ethnic consciousness emerge through historical processes
of domination and coercion, whereby unequal relations are established between discrete
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social groups. A dependent and dominated ethnic group emerges within a new division of
labor in which control of the means of production and/or reproduction is secured by the
dominant group to extract value form the subordinate group (Comaroff and Comaroff
1992:54-56).
The relationship between a colonial nation-state and the indigenous peoples it
encounters is determined, in part, by the type of dominant nationalism that characterizes
the state and by the interplay between the dominant nationalism and other subordinate
national projects (Jenkins 1997). Simply put, variations in a state’s ideologies of
inclusion and exclusion will shape how indigenous peoples are treated. The codification
of the descriptive (as opposed to juridical) terms of a people’s existence and persistence
has been, in the “official” power/knowledge nexus (Foucault 1980), the prerogative of the
discipline of anthropology. It is to anthropological theory that I turn to explore scholarly
erasures of indigenous peoples (Field 1999, Field et al. 1992, Leventhal et al. 1994), as
this is the variety of subsumption most pertinent to the case of the Esselen.
Michael Kearney (1996) develops a number of arguments in Reconceptualizing
the Peasantry that are germane here. Key to Kearney’s rendering of the production and
consumption of representations of the peasantry is Jameson’s notion of “strategies of
containment.” Kearney argues that anthropology has been produced as a national
literature concerned with those “others” who fall outside of the boundaries of the nationstate. Anthropologists frequently aid in the construction and naturalization of the social
relationships they intend to simply reflect in their descriptive writings. Containment is
most severe when naturalized and essentialized representations have little objective basis.
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This leads to what Les Field, Alan Leventhal, and the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe termed
“strategies of erasure” (Field et al. 1992, Leventhal et al. 1994, and Field 1999).
Classical anthropology developed in the context of colonialism, imperialism, and
emergent nation-states. The distinguishing characteristic of anthropology in relation to
other Western social sciences is that it is based on the investigation and definition of the
categorical “Other.” This dualistic opposition has its bases in conflations of geographical,
temporal, and socio-technological distance, and served to justify the exploitation of nonEuropeans. The opposition between “civilized” and “primitive,” anthropologically
constructed through fieldwork in the antipode (i.e., the points in the world most remote
and different from the urban centers of the West) written up for consumption in the
metropole, served to obscure the process of colonialism connecting the two poles.
European influence and impact was fully bracketed or obfuscated to the point of
invisibility through the convention of the ethnographic present, which has often taken the
form of a description of a time just prior to European contact (see Asad 1973, Clifford
1988, Clifford and Marcus 1988). Containment, then, proceeds through differentiation. In
the case of federally unacknowledged tribes, they are “contained” by anthropological
stereotypes of what they should be but decidedly are not. These images ultimately
prevent them from acquiring rights as indigenous people.
Illustrative of the power of such dualistic thought is Alfred Kroeber’s
classification in 1925 of various California Indian groups, including the Esselen and
Costanoan, as “extinct” (Kroeber 1925:464, 544). His assessment undoubtedly influenced
federal agents charged with evaluating the needs of California’s “homeless Indians” in
the early twentieth century (Field 1999, 2003, Field et al. 1992, and Leventhal et al.
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1994). A feature common among many of the groups deemed extinct and later denied
federal recognition was their incorporation into the Spanish-Franciscan missions of the
California coastal region or, later, into Anglo-American labor regimes following the Gold
Rush in the Sierra Nevada and ranches of the Central Valley (e.g., Sutter’s Fort).
Previous subsistence activities were rendered increasingly obsolete by dramatic and
devastating environmental changes wrought by the colonial presence, and native peoples
were absorbed as laborers in these economic systems. California Indians’ participation or
conscription in these labor regimes, among other characteristics, may have led Kroeber to
consider them no longer “traditional Indians.”
After the Spanish colonization of the southern Monterey Bay area in 1770,
Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples experienced massive expropriation of their
lands, demographic collapse, and repression of their cultural practices through their
incorporation into the mission of San Carlos Borromeo. Missionization was premised on
the “conversion” of Indians, that is, their subjectification as Catholic citizens of Spain
occupying the lowest rung in a highly racialized economy. Further land loss, population
decline, and violence at the hands of Americans occurred after the United States’
annexation of California in 1846 (Jackson and Castillo 1995, Hurtado 1988, Rawls 1984,
Castillo 1978, Cook 1976). As I argued in Chapter 2, policy makers may have viewed the
incorporation of Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples into the colonial economic
systems of Spain, Mexico, and the United States as slaves, indentured servants, and wage
laborers as evidence of their “assimilation” or domestication, and a prime indication that
a solution to the “Indian problem” had already been achieved (Rawls 1984). When the
U.S. government negotiated eighteen, ultimately unratified, treaties with the Indians of
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California in 1851 and 1852, Esselen and Southern Costanoan peoples were evidently
excluded, though their lands were to be ceded (Heizer 1978a, Forbes 1982).
By 1925, Esselen/Southern Costanoan people no longer practiced many of their
precontact lifeways nor spoke their native languages. Based only on limited fieldwork
among Native peoples of the Central Coast, Alfred Kroeber came to the conclusion that
the Esselen and Costanoan peoples were “extinct,” whom he elsewhere described as
“bastard,” “contaminated,” “entirely civilized,” or “fully Mexicanized” cultures (Field
1999, Buckley 1996, Kroeber 1907:191, B. Ortiz 1994:125):
Long reckoned as an independent stock, the Esselen were one of the least
populous groups in California, exceedingly restricted in territory, the first
to become entirely extinct, and in consequence are now as good as
unknown, as far as specific information goes—a name rather than a people
of whom anything can be said.
The Costanoan group is extinct so far as all practical purposes are
concerned. A few scattered individuals survive, whose parents were
attached to the missions of San Jose, San Juan Bautista, and San Carlos;
but they are of mixed tribal ancestry and live almost lost among other
Indians or obscure Mexicans. At best some knowledge of the ancestral
speech remains among them. The old habits of life have long since been
abandoned (Kroeber 1925:544, 464).
After the turn of the century, the BIA established rancherias for some landless
California Indian groups. In 1927, the Superintendent of the Sacramento Agency,
Lafayette Dorrington, found over 100 Indian groups in California under his jurisdiction,
including those in Monterey County, to be landless, yet concluded that they had no need
for land. This decision, which was undoubtedly influenced by the paradigm of salvage
anthropology, unilaterally ended ties between these groups and the federal government
(see Leventhal n.d., Field et al. 1992, Leventhal et al. 1994, Field 1999, 2003). In his
Current Anthropology forum response to Field’s (1999) article, “Complicities and
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Collaborations: Anthropologists and the ‘Unacknowledged Tribes’ of California,”
Buckley (1999) challenged Field to offer concrete evidence of a causal link. 4
It is clear that Costanoans and Esselens were deemed extinct in relation to
Kroeber’s and other salvage anthropologists’ objective to reconstruct precontact lifeways.
Because of their lack of “the old habits of life,” traits recognizable to salvage
anthropologists as “Indian,” and because their social organization did not reflect the
characteristics of the tribelet structure (Lightfoot 2005), Kroeber considered the Esselen
and Costanoans no longer “Indian.” Unclassifiable and subversive of the primitivecivilized dichotomy because of their participation in mercantile and capitalist modes of
production and consumption, many California groups were contained through “extinction
sentences;” they were no longer sufficiently “Indian” to be recognized by
anthropologists, the federal government, and the general public. Conceived of within
Kearney’s framework, it seems evident that the erasure of many California Indian groups
follows directly from their lack of externally displayed “primitive” traits. As such, they
fell into a middle category between “primitive” and “civilized.” Since these groups could
not be contained as “primitives” they suffered a more grievous form of containment, that
of categorical extinction.
As I suggested above, a key characteristic of nation-states is the simultaneous
homogenization and differentiation of the citizenry. Notions of indigenous peoples as
different than or similar to the “normal” citizenry both have been strategically deployed

4

It is not within the scope of this dissertation to take up this question.
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by states to disenfranchise native peoples. 5 Beyond the notion of aboriginal title (when
recognized) as constituting a fundamental difference between indigenous peoples and the
unmarked citizenry, constructions of racial and cultural, that is, ethnic difference have
been utilized as the basis for the legal status of indigenous peoples. Identities constructed
through processes of external socio-political ascription become objects amenable to legal
inquiry and knowledge. Accordingly, reified legal identities are fixed and essentialist
(Macklem 1993, Clifford 1988). Indian identity in the United States is undoubtedly the
most highly policed and legislated.
On the racial or supposed “biological” level, blood quantum has become a special
legal category to police Indian identity. The ramifications of this development are
brought into focus when we consider the situation of African-Americans for whom the
so-called “one drop rule” applies. The racialization of individuals as Black occurred
historically with such facility because Blacks stand to gain nothing from this status, only
discrimination. On the contrary, the special status of Native Americans as indigenous
peoples within the U.S. legal system requires a minimization of the number of people
who can claim such an identity. Under the sovereignty of Native tribal nations, the blood
quantum necessary for tribal membership has been lessened, but it is still a determining
factor of Indian identity as viewed by outsiders.
The state’s ascription of Indian peoples as “different” both contains and
subordinates Indian people, yet it is the basis for their special status. In the hands of the

5

American Indians were not legally citizens of the United States until the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924.
In New Mexico and Arizona, American Indians were not guaranteed the right to vote until court rulings in
1948 (Deloria 1985).
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state, an array of essentialized and static cultural traits define indigenous identity. 6 As a
result, indigenous identities are temporalized as premodern. Indigenous peoples are often
placed in a double bind: they are forced to display “traditional” traits that the state had
previously attempted to eradicate to receive special status (Sharp 1996). Legislation has
often been aimed at the “protection” of indigenous cultures. Undoubtedly, the liberty to
engage in cultural practices is cherished by peoples who have experienced relentless
attempts by the state to prevent and destroy such practices. Yet legislation with this aim
tends to fix difference to maintain otherness.
In addition, throughout the British and Spanish empires and the Creole or settler
nations that gained independence from them, Native peoples have been portrayed as
different from those in the metropole. Claims to Native inferiority (e.g., the designation
gente sin razón or ‘people without reason’ in the Spanish colonies), illustrated by their
lack of civilization and pagan beliefs, have been used to justify the sovereignty of the
Crown to regulate and change Native lives. However, the state’s treatment of Native
peoples as “similar” has often deprived indigenous peoples of special rights. In Canada
and Australia, indigenous peoples have been concurrently defined as similar to all other
citizens in regards to the Crown’s title to lands. Following British legal tradition, the
Crown is imagined to have underlying title to all discovered lands, original occupation of
indigenous peoples notwithstanding. Thus, citizens gain title to lands through grants from
the Crown. As the Crown never granted aboriginal peoples title to their lands, they,
therefore, possess no title. Further, the Crown reserves the right to extinguish Native
interest without Native consent. In this regard, indigenous peoples have been
6

See, for example, Treat (1996) on the perceived mutual exclusivity of Native and Christian identities, i.e.,
a native Christian is simultaneously an inauthentic native and an inauthentic Christian.
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disenfranchised by a strategic ascription of similarity or “equality” with all citizens
(Macklem 1993).
To understand claims made by indigenous peoples to a special status and to
explain the special status some indigenous peoples within some states do, in fact, hold,
we must return to the realm of cultural difference. Sylvia Rodríguez (1987) notes the
paradox of increasing cultural homogenization of ethnic groups in the American
Southwest and the concurrent proliferation of vociferous expressions of difference.
Instead of investigating the loss or persistence of cultural traits, Rodríguez, following
Barth (1969), explores the intensification of symbolic expressions of difference as
instances of ethnic boundary marking and maintenance. She links this process to the
oppositional struggles of persistent peoples to maintain access to resources; in this case,
land and water. As in the case of state-sponsored ascription of difference, indigenous
expressions of difference may be read as strategic. The deeply felt, even primordial,
identification of many indigenous peoples with their homeland obviously preceded
colonization, but may have crystallized in various ways as a strategy of maintaining
access to resources.
However, many scholars have been troubled by the tendency of indigenous
peoples worldwide to express difference in an idiom of primordialism. From talk of blood
(e.g., “skins” and “breeds”), to traditionalism and absolute conflations between a people
and their homeland (Malkki 1992), primordialism seems the idiom of choice among
indigenous peoples (Geertz 1996). Many have noted the dangers of essentialist portrayals
of bounded and static cultural systems (e.g., Abu-Lughod 1991, Wolf 1992). Handler
suggests that anthropologists must “resist all collective terms and rhetorical strategies that
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suggest the existence of a bounded cultural object.” To accomplish this, anthropologists
must read histories critically, and explore internal differentiation through various textual
strategies of juxtaposition (1985:178-179). Katherine Verdery, in discussing Barth’s
notion of boundary maintenance, notes, “The meaning of the division is to be sought in
the consciousness of those who are oriented to it, not in some abstracted collectivity.”
She points to the primacy of the self in the constitution of ethnic identity, and advocates
the exploration of personal expression of collective identity to illustrate internal
differentiation (1994:75). Yet primordialism is a Durkheimian social fact and, as such,
has real effects in the world that need to be explored beyond a hasty condemnation.
Deconstruction of primordialist discourse is a facile task. While this task is of critical
importance vis-à-vis dominant nationalisms, the use of essentialisms by subaltern peoples
must be explored with sensitivity to very real and often brutal power differentials. To
advocate the deconstruction of these discourses in all cases may be irresponsible if it
serves to further disenfranchise subordinated peoples. The specter of re-inscribing
essential difference that would further enable discrimination is, however, an ever-present
danger.
Sharp (1996) claims that primordialist discourse is both “invented” and
thoroughly modern. He argues that indigenous peoples have been forced to use this
idiom, or more accurately, have appropriated the essentializing discourses of state
powers:
It follows that when the leaders of indigenous minorities within these
states [South Africa, New Zealand, and Canada] enter into dialogue with
the consciousness, and the consciences, of the general public, they must
assert an identity of fundamental cultural difference, of absolute
primordial continuity with the precolonial past. If they did not do this,
their claims for restoration of their dignity, for social justice, and for
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restitution of past dispossession would simply not be seen as legitimate
(1996:91).
Sharp proceeds by distinguishing between the primordialist discourse of dominant
Afrikaner volkstaters in South Africa and that of indigenous peoples in South Africa,
New Zealand, and Canada. What separates dominant and subaltern discourses of
primordialism, Sharp argues, is the utter lack of reflexivity on the part of the former
versus the extensive reflexivity of the latter.
If it is conceded that it would be reductionist to read expressions of essentialist
ideologies of culture on the part of indigenous peoples as nothing more than strategic, we
might then further complicate notions of essentialism and cultural constructionism. Some
non-recognized California Indians have attempted to assert their identity through the
revival of precontact traditions. Field has termed this method of identity claim a “neoKroeberian culturalist strategy,” perhaps implying that these activities are mimetic of
anthropological thought. Other groups’ claims to identity have proceeded in what Field
calls a “sovereigntist” vein (Field 1999:200). This strategy emphasizes political activities
such as tribal organizing and activism, especially in pursuit of federal acknowledgement.
Groups employing a sovereigntist strategy, and the anthropologists who collaborate with
them, have proceeded through a critique of earlier anthropological works and by
documenting evidence of social and genealogical factors in a community’s persistence.
Due to the impact of colonialism on these groups, establishing the continuity of “ancient
traditions” is frequently not an option. The Esselen case proves instructive because they
are attempting to assert continuity as an Indian people in order to gain federal
acknowledgement. This might be thought of as an essentialist position, yet they do not
currently practice much if anything that would be viewed as “traditional culture” per se.
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Fig. 20. The Amah–Ka-Tura Dancers, of the Pajaro Valley Ohlone Indian Council, perform at Garland
Ranch Regional Park in the Carmel Valley.

To begin to understand what at first glance might seem to be a contradiction, we
must keep in mind that there may be interesting parallels between anthropological
concepts of culture and American Indian ones. Further, “essentialized” views of culture
conceptualized as a set of practices handed down by the ancestors, for example, may be
“traditional.” Struggles between “traditionalist” and “progressive” Indians have had dire
consequences, including what might be viewed as a civil war on the Pine Ridge
Reservation throughout the 1970s and 1980s (Matthiessen 1980). People may very well
experience culture change differently depending on their position relative to the power
structure. As Stewart argues (1992), orientations to the past of subordinated people differ
qualitatively from the orientations of the societies that dominate them (see Rosaldo 1989
on “imperialist nostalgia”). In discussing Tolowa concerns with “lost words” (and by
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extension “lost worlds”), Collins reiterates a point Dell Hymes (1981) made—noted in
the previous chapter—about Northwest Indian peoples twenty years prior, “that recovery
of ‘lost’ words is an effort to go against the grain of dominant history, an effort to
remember, preserve, and reassert in the face of a history which has left Indian peoples on
the margins of power, resources and places” (Collins 1998:149). While Native people
everywhere may have internalized varying degrees of the anthropological literature about
them, including the ways they have been named in that literature, to consider seemingly
essentialist expressions of culture among indigenous peoples to be merely somehow
imitative of anthropological theory or merely instrumentalist strategies might obscure the
complexities of these phenomena.
If, in claims to special status, cultural modification and miscegenation render
problematic “racial” and cultural criteria in the identification of indigenous groups, what
criteria might be used in the process of federal acknowledgement in the United States and
elsewhere? The process of ethnogenesis experienced by indigenous peoples during
colonization (Wolf 1982, Hoxie 1995) adds further complications. Rather than presuming
discontinuity in the process of ethnogenesis, we must take note, following Sharp, that,
“Maoris, like their Indian and Inuit counterparts in Canada, were engaged in a process of
identity formation and group mobilization over which they retained a strong measure of
control. They participated in a process of controlled ethnogenesis” (Sharp 1996:95). I
raise this issue here as it foregrounds the need to explore change and continuity not only
in anti-essentialist and relational terms but, most importantly, from the perspective of
those whose history it is. To begin to develop a position from which to do so, I turn to the
classic literature on persistence.
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In 1971, Edward Spicer authored a short essay entitled “Persistent Cultural
Systems” in which he laid out the characteristic of what he called “collective identity
systems” (see also Spicer 1980 and Castile and Kushner 1981). Spicer writes, “The
essential feature of any identity system is an individual’s belief in his personal affiliation
with certain symbols, or, more accurately, with what certain symbols stand for”
(1971:795-796). Noting the plasticity of how these identity systems are engaged in
practice as well as the emotional level on which they are felt, Spicer states, “The display
and manipulation of the symbols calls forth sentiments and stimulates the affirmation of
beliefs on the part of the individuals who participate in the collective identity system”
(1971:796). For Spicer, the relationships between human beings and their cultural
“products” are foregrounded. Individuals affirm their belonging to a group through what
Ralph Linton called “participation in culture” (1936). Spicer, like Linton, points to the
institutionalized social relations that facilitate these affirmations. The key characteristic
of persistent identity systems is “historical depth” or “beliefs about historical events in
the experience of the people through generations” of ancestors (1971:796). A people’s
history as they understand it is used in the present to affirm the future and, importantly,
provide emic commentary on the relation of the present to the past.
Spicer argues that persistent cultural systems exist in different cultural
environments; that is, in relation to the various states that have colonized them and the
socio-political circumstances of various epochs. Persistent identities, then, are more
durable than states, and are characterized by their resistance to incorporation into the
larger state system. As Field (1994) observes, indigenous identities have been forged in
the crucible of nation building. Persistent peoples manipulate an array of symbols to
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express their distinctiveness; a position that parallels Barth’s (1969) concept of ethnic
boundary marking. To what degree and on what level (economic, symbolic, political,
etc.) local communities remain unincorporated into the larger political system is highly
variable, given that colonization is oftentimes premised on the incorporation and utter
destruction of indigenous identities. Persistent peoples, as defined by Spicer, are
generally politically weak, unable to organize for warfare, and thoroughly enmeshed in
oppositional processes in relation to dominant states or imperial powers (Spicer 1971).
Communication between members of the group, through either an indigenous
language or a specialized vocabulary, is an important means of affirming a sense of
shared identity. Generally, a common mode of reference to themselves and to other
peoples is evident, which may be used as terminologies of opposition. Spicer notes that
music, dance, hero narratives, and other elements of expressive culture (especially
linguistic ideology and land symbolism) tend to be foregrounded in persistent identity
systems. These expressive acts divulge a shared system of morals and values, especially
concerning ideal behavior in relation to people from the dominant group who are
generally thought of in stereotypical terms. Persistent identity systems, as symbolic
systems, function to generate and maintain internal solidarity and establish boundaries
between the group and outsiders. 7
Spicer argues that it would be wrongheaded to assume that a list of expressive
traits or symbolic configurations will remain the same in the history of a persistent
people. “One cannot expect that any universal roster of ever-present symbols, in terms of

7

See, for example, Keith Basso’s Portraits of the Whiteman (1979), which presents Apache joking
imitations of white men that serve to foster internal solidarity and delimit boundaries between Apaches and
whites.
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aspects and traits of culture, will be discovered” (1971:798). Indeed, a great flexibility in
any identity system will be observable. The continuity of a people is a distinct
phenomenon and, despite the generalized patterns suggested in the foregoing discussion,
highly particularistic and idiosyncratic. Spicer further comments that there will be
“notable fluctuations in the intensity of sentiments associated with the symbols. These
seem best interpreted in terms of varying participation in certain of the areas of common
understanding necessary for the maintenance of any cultural system” (1971:799).
Social factors also play important roles in a people’s persistence. In particular,
some degree of political organization is necessary to achieve the objectives of the group.
The criteria for federal acknowledgement emphasize continuity in political leadership,
yet it is in the realm of politics that participation may fluctuate the most. This is, of
course, not at all surprising, as Spicer points out, for it is the social organization of a
group as a political body that poses the greatest threat to colonial powers, as it disrupts
the state’s monopoly on power. If participation in a political body brings with it the threat
of pogrom, assassination, or torture, then maintaining political leadership, formalized or
not, poses the greatest difficulty in a people’s effort to persist.
Spicer concludes that a persistent identity system is a cumulative cultural
phenomenon, an open-ended system that guides a course of action for the people
believing and participating in it. James Clifford pushes this line of thought further with
reference to the history of the Mashpee Wampanoag of Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
Clifford argues that ethnicity is a weak conception suitable for organizing diversity
within the pluralist state, while the socio-political construction known as “tribe” (in the
strong sense of nation) is not easily integrated into a dominant state and is, in fact,
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subversive. Anthropological understandings of “tribe” and “culture” have served to
delegitimize certain groups’ claims within states to this very status, providing a way to
neutralize this subversiveness through the denial of continuous existence. Relevant to the
Esselen’s situation are Clifford’s observations in the Mashpee case:
The related institutions of culture and tribe are historical inventions,
tendentious and changing. They do not designate stable realities that exist
aboriginally “prior to” the colonial clash of societies and powerful
representations. The history of Mashpee is not one of unbroken tribal
institutions or cultural traditions. It is a long, relational struggle to
maintain and recreate identities that began when an English-speaking
Indian traveler, Squanto, greeted the Pilgrims at Plymouth. The struggle
was still going on three-and-a-half centuries later in Boston Federal Court,
and it continues as the “Mashpee Tribe” prepares a new petition, this time
for recognition from the Department of Interior (1988:339).
In the following sections, I discuss the ranches and neighborhoods that provided a
sociological foundation for the continuation of a Carmeleño community in the
Monterey/Carmel area. I explore one neighborhood in depth. Once dispossessed, these
residential areas became potent symbols, serving thereafter as points of cultural focus for
the continuation of an Indian community in the region. I then elaborate on various
emplaced or spacialized practices that factor into the persistence of an Indian identity in
the Monterey area.

Ranches and Neighborhoods
Despite land loss and federal neglect in the nineteenth century, the local Native
community in the Monterey/Carmel region maintained itself on private ranches and in
town neighborhoods. Carmeleños, who under U.S. law could not legally own land in the
nineteenth century, gained access to land through marriage to non-Indians. These ranches
along with other Indian-owned properties, including in-town homes and at least two
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Indian neighborhoods, provided the land bases necessary for the Indian community to
survive in Monterey from the end of the nineteenth century through the middle of the
twentieth century and beyond. Significantly, the multiple-family Indian neighborhood
located on Dutra Street in downtown Monterey survived until it was displaced by urban
renewal in the mid-1950s. The effort of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation to secure
federal acknowledgment is an attempt, among other goals, to maintain the sociality of
these dispossessed residential places.
One well-known example of a ranch that provided refuge to Native people in the
Carmel Valley is the Meadows Tract. In 1842, Loreta Onésimo married James Meadows,
an English whaler who jumped ship in the Monterey Bay in 1835. The U.S. Land
Commission confirmed Meadows’ grant in the lower Carmel Valley (the James Meadows
Tract) in 1866. The Meadows Tract was carved from a larger grant made by the Mexican
provincial authorities in 1840 to José Antonio Romero, possibly named Cañada de Palo
Escrito, and located “between lands of Corral de Padilla [Baldomero’s grant] and Los
Laureles and the Carmel River” (Clark 1991:304). However, at least some of the lands in
question were originally allotted to Loreta and her first husband, Domingo Peralta, during
the secularization of Mission San Carlos. Peralta was murdered in the 1830s. The
Meadows Tract is also referred to as the Onésimo Grant. Meadows reportedly always
called it Palo Escrito (Clark 1991:304-305, Milliken 1981:119, Fink 1972:193-196,
Temple 1980:86-87, Hackel 2005:404-405). The Meadows Ranch served as a home for
Indians from other families. Steven Hackel (2005:410) identifies a number of Native
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Fig. 21. “Manuel Orestimo [Onésimo]; Carmel River; September
1933.” (Photo by C. Hart Merriam and courtesy of The Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley.)

people in the 1852 California census as living on the Meadows Tract, including Romano
Chaulis and his family. Chaulis was an official at the mission prior to secularization, an
alcalde of the Indian community at San Carlos after secularization, and a juez del campo
(field judge) for the lands surrounding the mission. He became a laborer in the Carmel
Valley, working for the infamous land baron Davy Jacks. He appears to have been living
with his son, Juan Bautista, and the grandfather of his wife, Sabas María, who had been
allotted lands in the vicinity during secularization. Loreta’s father, Onésimo Antonio, and
his son, Diego Onésimo, also lived there along with Lupicina Francisca Unegte, the
mother-in-law of Onésimo Antonio. Seven other Indians, all under age seventeen, also
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made the ranch their home. Isabel Meadows, daughter of Loreta and James and the key
informant of anthropologist J.P. Harrington, noted in the 1930s that Eulalia Cushar,
Henshaw’s consultant, lived at the Meadows’ house (71:482A). Others continued to live
there, including descendants of the Onésimo family. For example, Alex Ramirez’s
grandfather on his mother’s side, Manuel Onésimo (also a consultant of Harrington’s)
lived on the Meadows’ rancho (Ortiz 1994:129). A Meadows family member, Jean Shay,
stated in an informal interview I conducted with her that Roy Meadows regularly paid for
the funerals of Carmeleños who had passed. Randy Milliken notes that, “Living on the
ranch were a number of other individuals, including Loretta Onésimo’s brother, Manuel.
Manuel and his wife, Manuela, had three sons, Alexander, Johnny, and Berthold, who
would maintain a local notoriety as the ‘last’ of the Carmel Valley Indians” (1981:119).

Fig. 22. Tomasa Mucjai Manjarres Piazzoni at the Ranch.

Another important ranch for members of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation,
discussed in the previous chapter, is the Piazzoni Ranch, which is located in the Carmel
Valley along Chupines Creek. It was part of the larger Rancho Los Tularcitos land grant.
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The Piazzoni brothers, two immigrated Swiss Italians, purchased the ranch in 1884 and
Luigi married Tomasa Manjares. Tomasa was the daughter of María Agueda Mucjai, and
the granddaughter of Salvador Mucjai. The Ranch provided a home site as well as a base
for activities such as barbeques and hunting trips. Members of the families associated
with the ranch point to these activities when speaking of their sense of identity and
values.
Another key area was the Corral de Tierra and San Benancio Canyons. In an
interview with Myrtle Greene, she noted, “You see, that was all Indian territory at that
time, mm hm.” Myrtle’s relatives, the Losano and Maggetti families, are referenced a
number of times in Harrington’s fieldnotes as residents of Corral de Tierra (e.g.,
36:492A, 67:171, 72:482A, 71:461, 71:665A, and 71:722B [typed version of 71:665A]).
Evidently, some families, including the Mucjai and Torres families moved to the Corral
de Tierra area after their displacement from La Ranchería in the Carmel Valley:
Tomás Torres’s mother and grandmother used to cry for him at times.
Tomás Torres was not heard from for years. When he came back we
heard: Tomás Torres is back. When he came back, Sarchen [Sargent] had
run out the Indians and Tomás Torres’s mother and grandmother were
living at Corral de Tierra. We heard that Tomás Torres had been living at
Los Jacalitos [the ‘Little Shacks’], a place near Watsonville. After he
returned he got into scrapes at Monterey saloons many times. Now
remembers it was at Whiskey Hill that Tomás Torres was, he lived there
many years, living with a Sanjuaneña girl named Josefa. Tomás Torres
was mean with her and this girl was very good people (61:990B, see also
71:732A and 71:751A).
Isabel described a time that she and her brother, Frank, visited Tom Torres’ house in
Corral de Tierra:
Once Isabel and Frank, her brother, arrived at the house of Tomás Torres
at el Corral de Tierra, and Placida was there, 20 years old, and the mother,
aunts and grandmother (Isabel) of Tomás Torres were all there, and Isabel
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heard them talking together in Carmeleño so Isabel [Meadows] knows that
Isabel talks Carmeleño (Isabel Meadows, April 13, 1932, 72:496B).
Catarina de Sena came to live with the Torres family in Corral de Tierra after
experiencing domestic troubles:
Juan Panocha lived with many women. He lived with la Catarina
de Sena, mother of la Guadalupe who had (Luis) Tarango, la Guadalupe
was alone at that time (Guadalupe has a sister named Maria Antonia
married to a man named Amadeo, this couple lives in San Juan, they were
always with los Brines there, Amadeo was working there). El Juan had the
drink bad, he left la Catarina (that is, Catarina left Juan), la Catarina went
to El Corral de Tierra, she was living with los Torres there, with the
mother of Tomás Torres—with the old one Inés, great-grandmother of
Tomás Torres, she was a relative (la Catarina of the Torres, perhaps. (She
also said she was a relative outright, not qualifying it with perhaps). It was
at the Ranch of Nick Escobar at El Palo Corona that Catarina and Juan
Panocha lived together. Catarina took Guadalupe and all Catarina’s
children with her when she left Juan Panocha, and took them from Nick
Escobar’s ranch Guadalupe had younger brothers Emidio, Juan
(youngest), and a sister Maria Antonia (married to Amadeo ___, the
couple lives at San Juan Bautista. Guadalupe’s father was named Cuevas,
Guadalupe was called Guadalupe Cuevas. Isabel thinks Catarina de Sena
died at Corral de Tierra.
La Manuelita was the daughter of Diego, Manuelita was mother of
Maria Panocha, Manuelita was Manuel Panocha’s last wife. Manuelita had
four sons and one daughter (Maria) by Manuel (Isabel Meadows, May
1936, 76:485A, 1-485B, 2).
The following extract from a longer narrative from Harrington’s fieldnotes indicates
something of the lawlessness of the late nineteenth century in Monterey. It also is of
interest because of its commentary on land theft. Isabel begins by noting how she carried
a pistol for her protection.
I used to carry a pistol in my buggy for a long time when I went to
Monterrey, 8 I was afraid that I would run into el Joaquin Botiyér
[Bottelier?] in the road, “I will kill you in one shot,” he would say. El
Joseé Jich [José Hitchcock] gave me the pistol. Awastina lived with
Joaquin Botiyér first and bore two boys and two girls (does not know their
8

Monterey was often spelled with two -r’s during the Spanish and Mexican periods.
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names). Awastina had these four, and then bore la Chepa by old Ball, and
then twins, who died, by Tomas Meadows [Isabel’s brother], and then last
of all Wili [Willy], who died, by Tomas Meadows. Luis Escobar robbed la
Chepa he took her to el Palo Corona, and later moved to where la
Cleotilda lives at Santa Rita (the lawyer Feliz ran la Cleotilda where he
had his ranch in San Benancio, this rancho is Feliz’s now, this ranch was
not la Cleotilda’s, this ranch was Plácida’s, la Cleotilda grabbed with the
counsel of Feliz — and Cleotilda lost her case, de [adrer?] she lost it
because Feliz would grab it. Awastina and her husband Luis moved to
Santa Rita near Salinas, and had several children, these children are some
of them living but Awastina and Luis both died, Awastina dying first, and
then Luis stole a demazana of wine at Rafael Serrano’s barn in Monterrey
and kept drinking and died drunk in that spree with that wine, he was
already sick, el Luis, when he stole this wine. And his children were
orphaned. One daughter lived with a son of Estevan Anaredo. Estevan
Anaredo is the uncle of Chino Anaredo. Estevan wanted to get married to
Cleotilda, but Cleotilda refused. She was cute this old lady, he didn’t want
to get married to me (76:458A, 2).
In a May 1936 note, Isabel discusses the nickname, “Boca de Calzeta” (“Stocking
Mouth”), given to one woman who apparently had a large mouth, and her family relations
(76:430B). The note also indicates a type of caretaker relationship that could exist
between property owners and certain individuals. Isabel notes that “Antonio Maria
Vázquez used to take care of el rancho de La Pera for Guillermo Lapóst [a Frenchman]
before he bought his ranch at Carmel Valley.” Other families and individuals are
mentioned as living in the area, including Román Alvarez (71:528A) and Augustine
Escobar whose household included his father Teodor. 9 Myrtle also stated in an interview
that other Carmeleños would visit the area. “They’d come all over the hill from Carmel,
from the mission. Yeah, uh huh.”
The Post Ranch in Big Sur has parallels with the Meadows Ranch in the Carmel
Valley and may have served a similar purpose in providing residences and work to local

9

1920 US Federal Census, CA, Monterey Co., Toro Precinct, ED #1, page 6, sheet 6A, lines 2-4. I wish to
thank Lorraine Escobar for sharing the census data she transcribed and compiled.
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Natives. Loreta Onésimo’s sister, Anselma, married William Brainard Post, an English
sailor like James Meadows. The Sur Rancheria was located to the north of the Post Ranch
on Cooper’s Rancho El Sur. As I discuss elsewhere, Federal Indian Agents documented
the Miranda family as residing there but other Indian families evidently lived there at
other times. Members of the Artellan family are identified as living south of Carmel
along the coast: “El Flaco [Skinny] Artellanes and la Florenda were living at the Zequiel
(Soberanes) ranch at the time” (61:1034A[300]). Other Indian or mestizo individuals and
families lived in Big Sur, some of whom worked for Cooper, such as Jesús “el Chapito”
[Shorty] Mezquita (see below), who Isabel described as being “always with Cooper en El
Sur” (61:924B). Juan Higuera was a vaquero on Rancho El Sur. A stream that feeds into
the Big Sur River is named after him (Clark 1991:245-246). Juan Higuera is known as
well for the buried treasure he left on the Cooper Ranch. In a typed note of Harrington’s
entitled, “Buried treasure at Cooper’s ranch,” Isabel recounted that “When Juan Higuera
died in Monterey his buried treasure, buried at El Sur somewhere, was never found”
(80:363B see also 71:471A). Higuera may have been a mestizo Californio though his
ethnicity is unclear. In a fieldnote from March 1932 that Harrington began to develop,
entitled simply “Informants,” Isabel discusses Maria de la Cruz.
Informants
At the Post Ranch (earlier was ranch of Zekiel Soberanes and later
of Post, and still later (at present) belongs to Tom Dowd [Doud]. Maria de
la Cruz (Carmeleño Indian woman) was there and her two daughters:
Cloetilda (oldest), Luisa (younger). Isabel does not know the name of the
father of these two daughters. Year- Isabel heard them talking the
language together.
Cleotilda has never had children. She brought up two nieces, one
who is already married and has lots of family, and one who was with her
but may no longer be now (Isabel Meadows, March 1932, 80:191A).
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On drives down to Big Sur together, Rudy Rosales, my main consultant, would
always point out to me a small tract of land that he noted was given to his uncle, Tío
‘Bispo Torres (see below), by the Doud family, for whom he worked as a ranch hand.
The Ventureño Chumash family of Manuel Innocente, who became the lead vaquero on
Rancho El Sur, is well known. He was known in Monterey as Manuel El Sureño (80:203204). The Indian Cemetery within Pfeiffer Big Sur State Park and the Indian Crossing on
the Big Sur River are named in reference to Manuel Innocente, and Manuel Peak is
named in his honor (Clark 1991:229, 294; see Harrington 88:204 and 80:204, cited in
Clark, and 88:203). People would travel to El Sur for seasonal work parties.
When Salvador was living in the redwood shake house in la Cañada del
Potrero, he and his wife, Tomas Torres, and others, and Grabiel Lozano
(Placida’s father) all went to Cooper’s ranch, to make Tasaja [jerky]
(Cooper made jerky every year, and had the Indians help him). Salvador
and the others came home to the Cañada del Potrero, bringing chicharones
[pork rinds], and had put them in his storehouse when they hear the bear
coming in the nighttime. The dogs were barking, and Salvador had no gun.
Thinks Tomas Torres in telling of this said they shot a shot at him, and he
ran off. Next day Salvador and the others closed the house up and left
early to return to the Cooper ranch (Isabel Meadows, April 1935,
72:864A).
Other festive occasions would also draw people southward down the coast, such as the
dance at the Post Ranch described by Isabel:
We used to call Nieves “La Gabilana” for she had long fingernails (…does
not mean she stealed). Huero Soberanes, real name Zekiel Soberanes, was
also nicknamed El Gabilan, because he said once at a down coast dance at
the Post ranch (where Joe Post lives now), I would like to fly like a falcon
to grab one of those chickens. Once they killed a hog for a dance at the
Post ranch and by the next morning it was all eaten up (Isabel Meadows,
October 1934, 37:556B).
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In Harrington’s fieldnotes, Carmeleño consultants mention other properties
located in towns. Isabel Meadows described the house of Tomasa Cantúa on Abrego
Street in Monterey as the site of a Bear Dance.
Viviana told Isabel that in the old days when they danced the bear dance,
they put on a blue blanket for a zapeta. Viviana was at the house of
Tomasa Cantúa (on Abrigo [Abrego] St. in Monterey), and Tomasa
Cantúa, and Isabel and Pancho Martinez were there. Tomasa Cantúa sent
her husband (Manuel Cantúa) out for a bottle of whiskey from there in the
bar, and they all drank some, and Viviana took her black shawl and put it
around her hips like a zapeta, just like the bear dancer in the old days
would put on a nice blue blanket de zapeta, and Pancho Martinez sang in
the Carmelo language a bear song (he and others also sang escondidas 10
game songs in Carmeleño when they played escondidas) and Viviana
danced. That was the first time Isabel had ever heard the bear song, and
cannot remember the tune or words. Viviana danced with her hands
outstretched (unclenched), fingers in front of her imitating a dancing bear,
holding hands first to one side then to the other, and suddenly she
growled, as if she was ready to bite, destroying like a bear and dancing
(Reel 71:331-332A, and 482A, Field trans. n.d.:2).
The reference to Tomasa Cantúa’s house points to the ownership of houses in the towns
of Monterey and Carmel. Isabel mentions other residences in Old Monterey, for example:
“José Quelele, nickname of José Feliz, old dirty man who lived in a little house near
Monterey wharf. He was a drunkard. Vicente Policarpio, a nephew of Eulalia, lived near
there too” (72:826A). The Mondragons, who hosted Harrington, continue to live in New
Monterey. Others did as well, including Isabel Meadows (61:459A) and her brother.
“Tom Meadows has a family & lives at New Monterey too” (61:620B, 24). Another
family lived on Cypress Street in New Monterey. After the displacement of the Dutra
Street Indian community, the R family lived both in New Monterey and Pacific Grove.
Information from the 1910 and 1920 censuses document other homes of Indian families

10

Escondida is likely the game that is usually called peon, which is a guessing hand involving two bone
pieces (Gendar 1995:59-63, see also Levy 1978:494).
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in Monterey, including on Washington, El Dorado, Houston, and Hawthorne Streets. 11
The 1928-1932 and 1948-1955 California Indian Jurisdictional Act BIA Enrollment
Applications are another source of residential information.
In Milliken’s interview with Sir Harry Downie in 1978, cited in the previous
chapter, he stated, following the dispossession of the Carmeleños from their lands in the

Table 2. Thompson Costanoan Survey: October 1956 — September 1957
Localities

Carmel
Carmel Valley
Coast south of
Carmel
Monterey
Pacific Grove
Seaside
Castroville
Pájaro
Watsonville
Corralitos & vicinity
Aptos
Santa Cruz
Davenport &
vicinity
Gilroy
San Juan Bautista
Hollister
Tres Piños
Panoche Valley
Idria
Hernández Valley
Santa Rita
Salinas
Gonzales
Soledad
King City
Jolón

11

No. of persons
contacted

No. of persons
recalling forms

No. of possibly
productive leads
not investigated

9
11
3
7
5
10
1
1
9
2
1
7
2
5
15
14
3
2
3
3
4
3
2
5
3
6

1
1
3

1

1

1

1

1

1910 and 1920 U.S. Federal Census, CA, Monterey County, Monterey Township.
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Carmel Valley, that, “Mostly now they are over in Seaside. And you find them all, some
of them are in Watsonville, in the early days they went to Watsonville” (1981:122).
Residences in Seaside are also documented in Laurence Thompson’s “Costanoan Survey”
conducted between October 1956 and September 1957. Thompson’s 1957 report provides
an important though partial overview of residential patterns in this period. Thompson’s
survey was conducted to locate any individuals recalling evidently Southern Costanoan
words. Of the seven individuals he contacted who recalled words, one recalled the San
Juan dialect (Mutsun), and the other six individuals recalled some words from the
Monterey dialect. Thompson noted that only two individuals “appear to have any value as
informants for further work,” one who recalled San Juan words who lived near San Juan
Bautista and another individual who recalled Monterey words and lived on Wave Street
in Monterey (1957:2). Four others recalled words from other languages including three
individuals living in Gonzalez, King City, and Lockwood, who recalled some Salinan.
Alex Ramirez, 12 maternal grandson of Manuel Onésimo, recalls the house of his
paternal grandparents, Alfonso Ramirez and Laura Escobar-Ramirez, on Santa Rita Street
near Junipero Street in Carmel as a site where many Carmeleños would come:
We lived with my grandfather on my father’s side in Carmel on Santa Rita
Street. It was a gathering place for everybody. The Indians who lived in
Carmel Valley, when they came down to Monterey, they would come by
that house in Carmel, and stop and have coffee. My mother would give
them water and food. It was during the depression so my father used to
make beer, and all the beer drinkers would gather around the house... It
was a place for Harrington to come and be, because everybody would
hang out there (in Ortiz 1994:128).

12

Alex Ramirez considers himself Rumsien Ohlone. He is an author (1995) and is not enrolled in the
Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation.
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Ramirez also recalls the dancing of José Gómez, his dome hat, long braid, and the metal
twists from removed coffee can lids Ramirez’s mother gave Gómez that decorated his
buckskin regalia (Ortiz 1994:128). Clark’s entry in his Monterey County Place Names for
Steinbeck’s fictional site, Tortilla Flat, indicates the existence of a small residential area
in Carmel, which the Ramirez’s house on Santa Rita Street was near. Citing Bruce Ariss
(1948):
The broad field bounded roughly by First and Third Avenues, Carpenter
Street and the boundary of the Hatton Ranch, already had been named
“Tortilla Flat” by the mail stage drivers. Here, along Monterey
Street…were three cabins, one of which was older than Carmel City.
These housed a small Mexican population. One cabin belonged to Manuel
Artellan and the other to Frank. Next door was Manuel Boronda. At Santa
Rita and First the Gomez house, which stood until September, 1941, is
said to have provided the background for Steinbeck’s “Tortilla Flat.”
Members of the Artellan family are identified as Carmeleño in Harrington’s fieldnotes:
“Some of the individuals of these families were real black, real full Indians in blood”
(61:869B) Clark also quotes from Temple, who cites an article from Carmel’s newspaper,
The Pine Cone, further identifying the home of Andrew Gomez at Santa Rita and First
Avenue. Temple describes Gomez, who was nicknamed “Redwing,” as a “swarthy native
of Carmel,” noting that he was stabbed late one night by his Chileno housemate, Jose
Eturo. Clark also cites Michael Whitcomb who describes the neighborhood as “an area
between Carpenter Street and Highway 1…[that] consisted of three houses and several
shacks, its social club being the Soto house at Monterey and Second Streets.” Ariss,
noting the need for domestic help among the community of artists and writers who
moved to Carmel following the 1906 earthquake, observes, “an obliging group of
paisanos — half Mexican and half Carmel Valley Indian — had moved in to supply that
help. They built a row of little squatters’ shacks, just outside of town, in a wooded area
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that is now Second Street” (in Clark 1991:577-578). Recall that Steinbeck described the
paisanos in Tortilla Flat as:
…a mixture of Spanish, Indian, Mexican, and assorted Caucasian bloods.
His ancestors have lived in California for a hundred or two years. He
speaks English with a paisano accent and Spanish with a paisano accent.
When questioned concerning his race, he indignantly claims pure Spanish
blood and rolls up his sleeve to show that the soft inside of his arm is
nearly white ([1935] 1986:2).
Of the character Tia Ignacia, Steinbeck writes, “Ordinarily she was taciturn and harsh, for
there was in her veins more Indian blood than is considered decent in Tortilla Flat”
([1935] 1986:123). Rudy Rosales and Gloria Ritter’s father, Adolph Rosales, was a
drinking buddy of Steinbeck’s and family friend of the Artellans who, humorously but to
the consternation of Rudy, on occasion claimed to be French.
In the following section I explore one neighborhood more closely and the kinds of
social relationships among residents there. Dutra Street, in downtown Monterey, was the
home of the Torres Rosales family, among others.

Dutra Street
A sizable Indian community, composed of five or more households of extended
families, existed on Dutra Street, including some homes on Van Buren Street, in
downtown Monterey from, perhaps, the mid-nineteenth century to approximately 1953.
The families who lived there engaged in many activities with one another. Men hunted in
the Carmel Valley to provide deer, boar, and pheasant for daily consumption and special
gatherings. Families would fish and gather shellfish on the Monterey Peninsula and down
the coast. Barbecues on weekends and on holidays would bring together not only
members of the neighborhood but also relatives and friends from different families that
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lived elsewhere. Accordions, guitars, and singing all added to the pleasure and festive
atmosphere of these gatherings. In addition to the barbecues that took place at Dutra
Street, resident families as well as those who lived elsewhere would also get together to
go camping, hunting, fishing, and barbecuing in the Carmel Valley at Princes Camp,
Arroyo Seco, and on the coast. Adults hunted and fished, and children would swim and
play. The Dutra Street community was a sort of private Indian ranchería composed of
different extended Native families. Members came together regularly to participate in
festive activities, and took care of each other in times of need.
I began learning about the Dutra Street community during my earliest fieldtrips
back to California. At the California Indian Conference at San Francisco State University
in March 1998, Rudy (then Vice-Chair of the Esselen Nation) and I made plans to tour
around Big Sur, Carmel Valley, and the Monterey Peninsula. This would begin my larger
project of documenting attitudes, beliefs, memories, and ways of perceiving places
constituting the historical territory of Esselen peoples. As bad weather had rendered our
plans impossible, we settled for an interview in the tribal office located at that time in
Spreckels. It was Friday night, and Rudy had been working for the past fifteen days
straight. The construction company he worked for was contracted by the transportation
department to repair the roads damaged by the storms. Gloria Ritter (Rudy’s sister and
Esselen Nation council member), her daughter Janette, and husband Bob, arrived first. As
we were unsure when Rudy and his wife might arrive, we decided to begin the interview.
I started by explaining what I hoped to accomplish with the project and the reasons I felt
the project would be of crucial importance in the Esselen Nation’s attempt to regain
federal recognition. Immediately, Gloria responded:
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Well, my strongest memory of family, Esselen, or Native Americans is on
Dutra Street where we all lived; a lot of the family members that were
Native American or Esselen. And that’s my memory as a child. There was
my family, which my mother was a Torres, and her father lived there and
that’s where she was raised. And then we lived there after her father
passed away and she married my dad, and then we continued to live in the
home there on Dutra right at the end. And it was a dirt road, it wasn’t
paved it was a dirt road. And then there was a gully behind us which we
called the Gully because we played there a lot. And then there was another
family next to us which was my mom’s cousins, our cousins, which was
Alex Torres and Harvey Torres they lived next door to us. And then there
was the other Torres family that lived next to them, and then there was the
Machado family that lived there also and then there was the Duce family
there too. So, it was kinda like we were family, you know, and that’s
where we all grew up and we felt comfortable there.

Fig. 23. Rudy Rosales and Gloria Ritter at their
home on Dutra Street in Monterey.
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It is not clear when this particular Indian community first formed on Dutra Street.
It is located near the center of Old Monterey just beyond Colton Hall. The first
emancipation decree of July 25, 1826, freed a small number of “neophytes” from Mission
San Carlos. Some of these individuals settled in the growing town of Monterey and
others on nearby ranchos. The Indian population at the Monterey Presidio nearly doubled
between 1827 and 1828 but did not reach the pre-secularization high of 110 until 1831
(Jackson and Castillo 1995:91-92). Evidently some individuals left Monterey, perhaps
Yokuts who returned home to the San Joaquin Valley, while others from the mission
settled at the presidio or nearby. Archaeological and historical evidence clearly indicates
that Monterey was the site of the contact period village Achasta (Breschini and Haversat
1994). Gloria believes that her maternal grandfather, or perhaps his mother, was the first
of her family to live on Dutra Street, placing her family’s presence there to roughly
before the turn of the century. The Joaquin de la Torre adobe is located on Dutra Street,
directly behind Colton Hall. A fieldnote of Harrington’s provides useful information
about the de la Torre family:
Joaquin de la Torre, he was del país from here, from this very Monterrey,
and had lived with Viviana and had several children by her, all dark, the
only one that came out a little white was Maria de los Angeles. José Maria
Torres was the father of Tomas Torres. “El Obispo” (a del país who
worked for Tom Dowd, does not know his real name) arrived early in
morning to ask who were the grandparents of the Torres family. Gregorio
Torres and his brother El Obispo were both illegitimate sons of Tomas
Torres (JPH’s informant). He went on Isabel’s advice to see Plácida at San
Benancio and she said the same. The mother of Gregorio and El Obispo
was Maria Antonia Rios. Tomas Torres lived with Maria Antonia many
years. At a drunken dance Eugenio Martinez got cut so all his front teeth
were bare from the cut (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 36:492A). 13

13

Note that El Obispo Torres is described as a del país though his father was Tomás Torres.
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Gloria and Rudy’s mother was a granddaughter of Tomás Torres, which may have
bearing on the origin of the neighborhood.
I asked further about whether Gloria thought of the Dutra Street neighborhood as
an Indian place. She responded:
Yeah, I felt, yeah, that, you know, safe there as a child growing up, you
know, not having a whole lot and material things that meant a whole lot to
us we were just happy, you know, without. We had the ice man come to
the house and the milkman delivering the milk in the bottles. And the
iceman would come, he’s still living today. He remembered delivering ice
on Dutra Street. Yeah, he used to chip extra blocks of little chips of ice for
us too.
I then asked Gloria if she did not feel safe in other parts Monterey:
Uh, no. Actually growing up we did a lot of things as a family together;
children with other family members and with their children. There was not
really socializing outside, it was amongst our families that we did
everything social.
As children, Rudy and Gloria used to play and swim in Lake El Estero, which is
located near Dutra Street in downtown Monterey. Running through the Dutra Street area
was the Gully (known officially as Hartnell Gulch), where the children played and fished.
The Gully provided other forms of entertainment, Gloria notes, “wiki grass we used to
call it, it was a big thick bush and you could jump on it and kind of bounce off of it like a
trampoline and we used to go down to the Gully and play in this wiki grass.” Rudy had
arrived at this point and added, “Oh that grew everywhere, you know what I’m saying, it
was neat. I used to love playing in that stuff.” Typical of the many transformations that
development and urbanization have wrought in Monterey, Rudy explained that “they’ve
buried the whole creek now. They’ve, well, they put a pipe in there and buried the whole
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creek and it’s all pavement now.” While some of the creek can still be seen, it is no doubt
strikingly different from the Gully of Rudy’s and Gloria’s youth.
Gloria and her mother used to take care of elders in their community. This was
another way in which connections between Native families were sustained:
We used to go up to the Machados and she [Gloria’s mother] used to brush
and take care of their mother and brush her hair every night. She says,
“come on it’s time to go brush...So we used to go there so she could brush
her hair all the time. And we’d come back home but she did that every
evening. Yeah. So I guess that’s where I get it from—taking care of an
elderly person—from my mom as a child, going with her all the time. And
then when Narciso Torres, when he was by himself too, and then he had
nobody to take him grocery shopping and I used to. My mom said “OK,
it’s Saturday, we have to go take Narci grocery shopping.” So we used to
take him shopping. He lived right above, I think on Johnson Street.
Pete Ramirez, the brother of Alex Ramirez, was another elder for whom Gloria and her
mother cared:
My mom used to give him—he lost his wife too—and he used to come
over every morning for a bath and in the evening for dinner. We had this
little [shared] knock, we knew it was him. So, she took care of him too.
So, it was kinda like I grew up, you know, not feeling, but proud to take
care of an elder and that’s how I felt.
The picture that emerges of Dutra Street is of a closely-knit Native community,
like a late nineteenth century ranchería, whose members were devoted to and took care of
one another, and came together regularly to participate in festive activities. The people of
Dutra Street distinguished themselves from those living outside their neighborhood, and a
powerful sense of belonging and safety can be sensed in the recollections of Gloria and
Rudy. The people living on Dutra Street identified with the area as their place, their
home. I asked about what happened to the Dutra Street neighborhood. Gloria responded:
It was urbanized and we still don’t know, and don’t understand it to this
day why it was our street. And I was at a very young age, I think I was
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eight or nine, and they decided to do urban renewal and we can’t
understand why they moved our neighborhood out. Only thinking maybe
because we were Native American or they didn’t want to accept that and
so. And then, we at that time, it was like, when we would say, “Yeah we
are Esselen Nation,” it was like, “Oh, yeah, sure you are.” You know?
Really!? And they would kinda laugh you know like no, how can you
prove it. Nobody says you are, you know, and just because you are
registered or documented. I think it was in ‘53 though that my brother and
my sister and myself and my other brother were registered with the BIA
and we did get some money back then, the first issue when it came out.
For one land, that one at that time. And then some other moneys came out.
But, in a way I was kind of proud, “Yeah, I got this money,” I was telling
my friend. “Oh, sure you did. Yeah, you really are.” It was like they didn’t
want to believe me and then when I would tell them they would kinda
make fun of me. Yeah, they didn’t believe me or they’d make fun of me as
being an Indian, you know, “yeah, you’re Indian all right.” They’d, you
know, make fun and they’d call me like a redskin or something and I
wouldn’t be invited to parties. And it was like, it was kinda hard at times
but my parents made me feel very proud of who I was, especially my
mom. She always brought it up. It was, “Be proud of who you are.” Like,
“You are Native American and don’t let anybody think different. And
that’s what you are.” And that’s what I always try to teach my children,
[JR] and [BR], that, always be proud that you are. And then, well, it’s
finally we’re...we came together, like, this Esselen Nation. It’s like, well,
yeah, there’s other people that really believe too that are strong about their
heritage and believe in it and are proud of it. And so I was, you know,
really proud to hear that. Yeah, we’re finally gonna be listened to, you
know, and that’s, you know, my goal is to be recognized to be heard that,
yeah, we are still here because they said, “No you don’t exist.” Yeah, we
do! And so I try to read up on it too.
I asked further about people who did not believe that Gloria was Native American
while others identified her as such. She noted her Indian features and then discussed the
ideologies of ethnicity prevalent in Monterey that led people to insist she was Mexican:
By my features and looking at me. Yeah, they wouldn’t deny it but yet,
it’s like, “Sure you are.” And they always wanted to say that I was
Mexican. “No you’re not, you’re Mexican.” I said, No, I’m Nat....well
that’s what all the Native Americans or, the Mexican people say, “Yeah,
they’re Native Americans because they’re ashamed to say they’re
Mexican.” And I said, “No, I’m Native American.” So, then when we left,
we naturally moved to Pacific Grove. Well, let’s see I was about in, then,
third grade. I don’t know. I can’t think of what year. We had to [leave], it
was either or we had no choice. And what bothered my family was that
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they would have gave us so much money but to me, then, they should have
gave us another home. Because our home, we had two lots there... And our
homes were paid for. But they, the City of Monterey, made us move and
only gave us so much money. And I felt, and my family, that if they made
us move then they should have given us a home to live in free and clear
rather than, “Here you go, find what you can find to live in.” You know.
And that’s what really bothered me like why should we have to move
from where we are and then to drive past it now, ‘cause that’s where we
live now close to where—Dutra Street. And it’s like, I go by and see this
parking lot there. That’s all they used it for, is a parking lot where our
home sits, where it’s sitting still. And it’s really sad. As a child to say,
well, why did they move us there? What would our life be like had we not
been forced out? You know, all of our families. And then, once they
moved us, it was like we had, everybody had to move to different areas.
One stayed and they moved in Monterey, one in Pacific Grove, and, you
know, one out of the area, because they couldn’t afford any place else. So,
we were kinda in it, and it really set us back too financially as, you know,
parents with the children and it was very difficult. Yeah, it was really hard.
I asked Gloria about whether she thought there was any prejudice in how the City
of Monterey decided which area was to be taken under eminent domain for the police and
fire station. I asked as well if outsiders thought of Dutra Street as an Indian
neighborhood:
I kinda feel that way as a child, I don’t know how [Rudy] feels, but I felt
that way, that they wanted to move us from there. Maybe because we
weren’t, uh, from wealthy families, I don’t know, or... I kinda did, yeah.
‘Cause we had the dirt road and, you know. I just felt that way, a little bit.
And we were happy just with the little things we had. We didn’t have to
have a whole lot to be a loving family and enjoy ourselves together.
Rudy spoke up and expressed his sense that the Dutra Street neighborhood was seen as an
impoverished, ethnic area:
Dutra Street and Van Buren Street were all considered like the ghetto. So,
it’s like they threw all the Spanish and Indian families down in this ghetto.
And once they found out that this ghetto was worth money then, you
know, they put a police station and a fire station here. Buy ‘em all out,
they’ll take what we’ll give. And then I remember half the people didn’t
want to sell so they just, they condemned their houses. They knew that
they wouldn’t have the money to rebuild them. So, they evidently had to
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sell. That’s how they got away with it. People who didn’t want to sell they
condemned their houses. They had to sell and that’s how they got away
with it but it was considered like a ghetto. Not Native American. Just a,
like, you know, low income people. Most, a lot of people from Monterey,
I‘d say just because we’re from Monterey Bay area, people just didn’t
realize there are Native American Indians anywhere, you know. You’re
either Spanish or you were, you know, you were saiyapo [a Nez Perce 14
term for whites], you know, white or Italian. But they never thought of us
as Indians....
Gloria contrasted this with the generation of her aunt, Lupe Lopez, and noted that nonIndians at that time understood Indians to be among the various ethnic groups present in
Monterey:
Except for my Aunt Lupe and my mom’s sister Marie when they... There
were kids down the street and they would be playing with my mom and
her sisters and then down the street the parents would call for them to
come home and they say, they would yell, well, “Where are you?” and
they said, “We’re playing with the Indian kids.”
Gloria’s daughter, Janette, who had spoken with her great-aunt in depth about local and
family history, concurred:
Yeah, she talks about it being a really diverse area. There were Chinese
families that lived there and there were Portuguese families that lived
there. It sounds fairly ethnic I’d say. But she remembered being yelled at
by her little playmates, you know, coming, that wanted to play with her.
They would call her outside, and they called them Indios.
Rudy further explained, “Going down through Monterey, if you told anybody you were
Spanish and Indian, all of a sudden you were Mexican.” His sister responded, “See, that’s
exactly what I told him!” They agreed that people thought of them as Mexican rather than
Indian:
And that went on for the longest time, I mean all through my school years.
“Well if you’re Spanish and Indian then you’re Mexican.” “No, no. I don’t
14

Rudy and Gloria’s father, Adolph Rosales, some years after their mother’s death married a Nez
Perce/Yakima woman and lived on the Nez Perce reservation until his death.
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think so.” They got me believing it after awhile. Until my mom passed
away she told me, she goes, “You’re Esselen Indian,” and she told me, she
said, “Be proud of it.” And I started looking into it and trying to find out
what’s going on. I mean you got so many stories back when you’re kids,
weird stories.
After the Indian community on Dutra Street was displaced, members of the
families who lived there maintained connections with one another. Social visits and the
continuing care given to elders described above, for example, worked to bring people
together. Gloria explained:
I remember Amelia LeMasters. Every afternoon she would come. When
we moved to Pacific Grove she lived on Pine Street and she used to have
to come over for tea every afternoon. So we would have to meet her half
way. And she always, after she lost her husband, always dressed in black
and had this black hat all the time, and she would always come over and
have tea. And my mom, it was really cute, always would make sure her
cupboards were extra clean because she used to come in and check the
cupboards for some reason, I don’t know why. And, so, but she had to
have her tea every afternoon, then we’d walk her home.
Clearly, visiting was a key activity in the maintenance of ongoing social networks.
Despite being displaced from Dutra Street, Gloria, Rudy, and their families
continue to maintain a connection to the place. Gloria explained that she goes by the old
neighborhood on a daily basis as, at the time of the interview, she lived just up the street
from where her childhood home was. She relayed her sense of sadness:
[Rudy], he stays with us during the week so he goes by there also. Then
our children know about it. Our son went to Monterey High School and
then my mom went to Monterey High and her cousins went to Colton Hall
too. I have a picture of that, Narci Torres sitting in the front of the Colton
Hall. It was a school. And then they went to school there too. And then, so
our children, now I tell them and they can’t believe it, “Your house was
right here where this parking lot is!?” “Yeah!” And it’s very sad.
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In addition, Gloria has made sure that her children understand that their family’s
home was there. Through recollections, photographs, and telling stories of their life on
Dutra Street, a deep feeling of emplacement is sustained (see Casey 1987). This is
poignantly illustrated by Gloria’s statement that there is “a parking lot where our home
sits, where it’s sitting still.” For Gloria and her brother, Dutra Street as they once knew it,
is still there, alive in their memories and stories.

Fig. 24. Rudy Rosales pointing to the location of his childhood home on Dutra Street in
Monterey.

The City of Monterey evidently displaced this Indian community to pave the way
for urbanization and a history-oriented tourism industry that now makes up roughly fifty
percent of Monterey’s economy. This act of displacement took place when the official
policy of the federal government was the termination of Indian communities, which
began in 1953 with the passage of House Concurrent Resolution 108. That same year,
Congress passed Public Law 280, which transferred jurisdiction over tribal lands to state
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and local governments in California and several other states (Calloway 2008:447-455). In
a sense, the displacement of Dutra Street was termination wrought on a local level.
After Dutra Street was displaced, members of the different Native families who
lived there remained connected with one another through visiting and care given to
elders. Families remained linked to Dutra Street by regularly passing the site. In addition,
families have ensured their children understand that their family’s home was there.
Outside of tribal events, social relations with those who lived there continue to be
important although infrequent. During my fieldwork, for example, when an elder was
hospitalized and passing, members of some of the families that had lived on Dutra Street
gathered at her bedside and later that evening enjoyed a meal together.
As I noted in the previous chapter, the importance of these residential
communities resonates with Karen Blu’s understanding of senses of place among the
Lumbee for whom “homeplaces” have become the most salient category of place (Blu
1996:217 and 1980, Merlan 1998). Dispossession informs Esselen senses of identity and
motivates the acknowledgement movement in significant ways. Indeed, a sense of
dispossession looms in the hearts and minds of Esselen people while they continue to feel
deeply rooted in their homeland.
In the following sections, I explore some aspects of Native identity among
members of the Esselen Nation and the neighboring Amah Mutsun. I explore activities or
practices that my consultants, as well as those of Harrington and others, identified as
emblematic of their Indian identity. Many of these activities are also tied to particular
places or serve to inscribe spaces, as de Certeau (1984) would put it.
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Practicing Identity
Most members of the Esselen Nation with whom I spoke, as well as other local
Native Americans whom I interviewed who are not enrolled members of the Esselen
Nation, expressed keen interest in the old ways, old words, “their culture,” and preserving
“their heritage.” The term “heritage” frequently referred to traditions that have been lost,
which people would sorely like to recover, and values and practices linked mostly to
“living off the land” taught to middle-aged Esselens and Mutsuns in their youth. Many
individuals I asked seemed to resent and feel compelled to critique assessments that they
are no longer Esselen or Mutsun because they do not practice a particular “traditional”
trait. However, there was also a sense that relatives some two generations distant were
really Indian. Esselen and Mutsun people seem to disavow essentialist positions that
would conflate being Native with supposed precontact ways of being, but also express
heartfelt feelings about the loss of their culture. As noted in the previous chapter, the
etymology of the term nostalgia is rooted in place, that is, homesickness or a longing to
return home (Casey 1993:37). Many individuals pursue research, not only in secondary
sources but also in archives containing historical records and fieldnotes of
anthropologists who worked with their ancestors. Some people are currently involved in
the Harrington Database Project administered by the Native American Language Center,
Native American Studies Department, University of California, Davis. Such individuals,
it might be added, often express gratitude for the work these salvage anthropologists
conducted.
The Mutsun Language Foundation (MLF) is a particularly active language revival
group organized by young adult members of the Amah Mutsun. MLF members take part
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in language conferences and workshops, such as the Breath of Life conference organized
by Leanne Hinton at the University of California, Berkeley, and have worked directly
with linguists, primarily Natasha Warner, to learn about their languages and establish
language programs for tribal members. The founders of the MLF translated Dr. Seuss’s
Green Eggs and Ham into Mutsun for children. The current Esselen Nation chairwoman
has attended Breath of Life workshops and worked with linguist David Shaul on the
Esselen language (see Miranda Ramirez 2008/2009 and Miranda 2008/2009). She now
says a prayer or gives a greeting in Esselen prior to the beginning of an event. She has
also posted some information about the language on the tribe’s website. 15

Fig. 25. The Mutsun Language Foundation booth at an annual Amah Mutsun gathering.
The foundations motto is: “Just like hawk who delivered earth to man, We are returning
the Mutsun language and culture back to our people.”

The Amah Mutsun also founded a dance group and received instruction from an
experienced Maidu who is a cousin of one of the leaders of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe.
15

The website of the Mutsun Language Foundation may be found at www.mutsunlanguage.com. OCEN’s
current website may be found at www.ohlonecostanoanesselennation.org.
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I was invited to one lesson in the elementary school field adjacent to Mission San Juan
Bautista. As people enjoyed learning the circular movement of a male and female dance,
three red tail hawks circled overhead intently watching the rotational movement of the
people dancing below. To all there, it seemed auspicious, especially as it may have been
one of the first dances to take place on this land in over 130 years. The day was also
marked for me by awkwardness as a non-tribal member of Rumsien descent objected to
my participation. Paul Mondragon, an elder and Vice Chairman of the Mutsun tribe, had
invited me and suggested that I participate to learn what I could about dancing and its
significance to cultural revitalization. Paul’s view was always aimed at the reinvigoration
and continuation of his Mutsun community. He would frankly point out at the beginning
of any public talk that he gave that he had only recently met many members of his reorganized tribe beyond his large extended family. However, growing up in Monterey, he
knew other people who came to enroll in the Esselen Nation as well as other Mutsun
individuals who were not enrolled members of the Amah Mutsun. After he told the nontribal member that he had invited me to participate, a tribal member roughly my age also
objected to my participation because I was an outsider and non-native. 16 Out of respect
for her feelings, I observed the class but did not participate.
A number of people, many of whom are women, also make abalone pendant
necklaces and earrings, as well as other material arts and wares. The regional and state
park systems have also offered opportunities to become involved with learning about and
creating material culture. In particular, the Coyote Hills Regional Park, which is located
on the eastern shore of the southern San Francisco Bay and contains a precontact elite

16

The invitation was also partially premised on my own mixed American Indian ancestry.
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burial shell mound mortuary site dating 2,000 years old, has been instrumental in the
relearning of traditional material arts through a Native intern program. The park displays
a reconstructed tule house, ramada, pit house, sweat lodge, and tule boat. The park hosts
the annual “Gathering of Ohlone Peoples” to showcase its exhibits and the Native intern
program. Ramona Garibay, who, to my knowledge, is not enrolled in any of the reorganized Ohlone/Costanoan communities, stated in an October 6, 2000, article in The
Daily Californian, “We grew up not knowing our culture. When I found out about the
program at Coyote Hills, it was like a dream come true” (Adelson 2000). Some
individuals have become expert in various material arts, including basketry. On one
occasion when Paul Mondragon and I visited the park, I met a number of members of the
Amah Mutsun tribe who were pleased that my research included contemporary Ohlone

Fig. 26. Grinding abalone pendants at the 2002 Annual OCEN Gathering.
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people and issues. They expressed their deep gratitude for the opportunity to learn
traditional material arts and to the park and its naturalist, Beverly Ortiz, for the Native
intern program in which they participated. There were, however, lingering issues, given
that the park fell within the aboriginal homeland of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe, whose
relationship with the park suffered due to various incidents where Muwekma leaders and
members felt marginalized and disrespected in their homeland.
An older gentleman with concrete recollections of Carmeleño words, who at first
ignored requests for an interview made by a leader of the organization whom he did not
like, later spent time with me at the annual Esselen Nation Gathering. During one
Gathering held at Toro Park, we took a drive to nearby San Benancio Canyon where his

Fig. 27. Plácida Maggetti Losano (in Howard 1978b:9).

great-grandmother Plácida Losano lived and where he had spent time with her as a boy.
As we drove, he criticized the abalone pendants and deer hide native-like outfits that
some were wearing at the gathering. He noted the embarrassment his grandmother would
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have experienced at the sight of such dress and accoutrement. He clarified that she was a
devout Catholic and “wore dresses from her neck to her ankles.” His point of reference
for legitimacy was his grandmother.
I noticed this same reaction many times with elders who had direct experience
with their elders engaging in practices that seemed substantively Indian. Many
individuals were not as interested in such things as precontact tools but preferred to talk
about, for example, the car struts they used as abalone pries. Many elders, when they
eventually spoke more openly with me, Indianness redirected my attempts to track faint
trails of Indianness toward the material circumstances of the poverty they experienced
growing up. One man told me of times as a boy when he hungrily waited for geese to hit
electrical lines by Lake El Estero so that he and his family could eat. Rudy would often
begin any discussion about growing up Indian in Monterey by noting the used clothing he
and his siblings wore as kids and his mother’s sacrifices for her children.
Experiences of concrete racial discrimination were also a vivid point of reference.
One man with whom I spoke, an Amah Mutsun elder also of Yokuts descent, relayed an
experience he had as a boy in the 1950s with his family in Reno. His family made a
living migrating between sheep shearing and agricultural jobs throughout Central
California and Nevada. His family, after a hard week’s work, went to see a movie. The
theater was segregated and the family was directed to the balcony where Indians were
allowed to sit. His father refused, exclaiming, “My money is the same color as yours!”
and their family was thrown out of the theater as a result. More recently, an unknown
white man in a casino in Reno called Rudy a “prairie nigger” while he was gambling.
Abject discrimination based on being Indian, serves as a harsh reminder that although
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the federal government may not at present acknowledge the Amah Mutsun or the Esselen
Nation as a tribe, some individuals have acted bluntly to enforce racial discrimination
based on a visceral identification of people as Indians.
While some individuals are focused on uncovering and replicating authentic tools
and practices, the approach of others is more inventive or whimsical. Rudy, for example,
put together an outfit for a re-enactment of Vizcaíno’s landing on the 400th anniversary,
including a headband fashioned in part out of cardboard. He carried a stone tablet that he
presented to Vizcaíno as an immigration questionnaire that included questions such as:
“What are your intentions here?” “How long do you plan to stay?” He added, “Do you
have any fruits or produce?”
Blatant disconnection and disregard for cultural heritage took a rather unpleasant
turn when the Annual Gathering was organized by the family who eventually led the
attempted takeover of the council. To almost everyone’s consternation, they presented
children with store-bought Indian costume kits complete with bright red and blue feathers
and war paint to dress up in for the cakewalk. A visiting elder from a neighboring tribal
community described the scene as a “honkey hoedown.” This was a terrible
embarrassment to the Esselen elders in attendance, as well as the younger people who
were deeply interested in understanding their ancestors’ lifeways. As the tension and
factionalism increased, this same family was routinely referred to as “the hillbillies” and
the family member who served as Vice Chairman was nicknamed “Custer” behind his
back. Those who used the term insisted he really looked like Custer. He eventually grew
his hair longer and shaved his moustache off in an apparent attempt to look more Indian.
Some members exhibited what is sometimes termed a symbolic relationship to ethnicity,
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and joined the Esselen Nation for the explicit purpose of learning more about their
ancestors’ culture and history. They did not necessarily identify ethnically or racially as
primarily Indian, but came to know of their Indian ancestry generally later in life through
genealogy or through more in-depth discussions with their more elderly relatives

Fig. 28. Rudy Rosales presenting immigration papers to Sebastian Vizcaíno in a
re-enactment marking the 400th anniversary his landing in Monterey.

about their family’s history. Some, even the most phenotypically Indian, had complex
relationships with ethnic identification due to the climate of violence in California and
the efforts of adults to hide their Indian identity, which created a crypto-identity, only
revealed with utmost caution. Yet even those with more symbolic relationships with
Indian ethnicity described family practices that provided a sense of connection with
localized Indian identity. One family with whom I spoke, for example, discussed their
understanding of the need to purify one’s heart when passing a certain place, the
intersection of Highway 101 and the road to San Juan Bautista, Highway 156. It is
believed that those whose hearts were not pure risked experiencing car trouble.
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Enrollments with the BIA for the 1928 California Jurisdictional Act was for many
a significant moment in which they and their families made and affirmed an official claim
to Indian identity. For some individuals, the enrollment process was the first time that
their parents or larger family acknowledged their ancestry. When I asked Geneva Baty 17
how she came to find out more about her Indian ancestry, she replied, “When the papers
came out from the government and, you know, when it all opened up.” She elaborated on
the family dynamics of enrollment:
My cousin, Louise, was going to high school there in Seaside. And they
were studying it as some kind of lesson on the side or something about the
Esselens. And she’s the one that got the roll numbers and had her people
sign up. And Grandma Maggetti and them, you know. Then, of course, my
mother signed up.
Her daughter, Kathy, commented about her grandmother’s perception of the enrollment
process:
My cousin Loretta…spent a lot of time with my grandma, with mom’s
mother, and she remembers going to one of the meetings with grandma,
BIA meetings, and she’s the one who said that grandma was so disgusted
with what they were saying that she just stood up and threw down a pole
and she was gone.
Many individuals who are elders today were shielded from Indian practices, such
as speaking Native languages or dancing by their elders when they were young. Children
would be sent outside or to another room when visitors came and the language was
spoken. During an interview with Les Field, Lorraine Escobar, and me in 1997, Frances
Garcia remarked:
I remember some of the older Indian people that we used to visit.
Amongst them, they used to talk a little bit Indian. Of course, I was just a
kid, you know. In those days, nobody would tell us kids things that I tell
17

Now deceased.
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my kids nowadays….As soon as company would come, they’d shooed me
outside. I’d be outside. You know, kids in those days couldn’t listen to
grown-up conversation….
When they went out to Jolon and Joe went to see Dave Mora and
Mary, and when we went someplace else, she talked Salinan like my dad’s
side. But I couldn’t be around. I had to be out there running with the other
kids, playing.
In 1995, Myrtle Greene recounted how the children, having been sent out of the house,
would hide in the basement when the adults and elders were dancing and listen to the
loud pounding of their “flat feet” on the floorboards. Similarly, Harrington noted when
interviewing Isabel Meadows that:
Isabel considers it very bad when Peaches [her dog] hollers while the
guitar playing is going on, she says that since children tend to do this
while their elders are receiving company, that is why we children always
played outside whenever Loreta had company, which resulted in Isabel
and other similar circumstanced children from getting to hear Indian
language spoken (Isabel Meadows, November 1935, 75:525B).
Markers of Indianness were generally hidden by elders to prevent their children
from learning and practicing Indian ways, to prevent their stigmatization by the outside
world. This was in direct reaction to their experience of violence at the hands of whites.
However, common to the lives of some elders today, such as Frances Garcia and Myrtle
Greene, was an elder in their youth who taught them something of their people’s
language and traditional practices. However, some individuals described being cut-off
from more traditional members of their families. Geneva Baty described her immediate
family’s experience as opposed to other members of her extended family. They spent less
time with her grandmother and were further isolated due to language barriers:
It was just so much stuff that she [her mother] didn’t want people to know
a lot about…. They [members of her extended family] spoke the Spanish
and they spent their time with Grandma Maggetti. And we spent part of
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the time up there but we didn’t know what anybody was talking about and
that’s the way my mother wanted it, you know.
Recall as well that in Harrington’s note describing his attempts to locate linguistic
informants upon arriving in Monterey, Manuel Onésimo, after claiming that he did not
speak the language, recommended Isabel Meadows, but commented:
…[H]e thought that Isabel Meadows might talk some — at least once
when she was a little girl he heard her mother talk Indian to her at the
Carmel Church and she told her mother to hush up, to talk Spanish (lest
they think that they were Indians) (61:528B, 3).
As Isabel herself stated in March 1932, “Jose Antonio Tíquez used to scold his mother
when she talked in Carmeleño. Many were that way” (80:246A).
Some, though mixed-blood, identified strongly with a singular Indian identity,
though this identification may not have always been so vital or particular when they were
younger. Others identified more as Chicano when they were younger, particularly
through their association with the farm workers movement, realizing later that they were
primarily Indian rather than Chicano, and indigenous to the very lands where their
families had lived and worked from time immemorial. Some embraced their Californio
ancestry and were troubled that the OFA might look skeptically at their claim to Indian
identity if they sought membership in the genealogical organization Los Californianos, a
heritage club for the “descendants of Spanish Alta Californians” (see Field 2002). These
individuals seemed to reflect a mestizo-like or bi-cultural identification with preAmerican, Hispanic California but, again, emphasized their Indian identity as principal
(see Haas 1995 on Juaneño involvement in the Club Hispano Californio). A number of
individuals had one parent of a distinct ethnic background and either fleetingly
indentified with this ethnicity as well, or fully embraced it in addition to their Indian
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heritage. Several individuals, who strongly identified ethnically and racially as Indian,
were less than accepting of the more mixed-blood individuals. There were awkward
moments at council meetings when one leader indicated publicly on several occasions
that various individuals were spouses of members rather than members in their own right.
Interestingly, while some of the most singularly identified, and easily identifiable, folks
were the most hospitable and ecumenical in including me, for instance, in cultural
instruction or a moment of prayer, some more tangentially-related individuals, on the
other hand, seemed to act less inclusively towards me.
Many middle-aged and elderly people that I spoke with pointed to their elders’
ardent Catholicism when talking about their heritage as Carmel Indians. One widow I
spoke with had met her husband’s grandmother, Tomasa Manjarres, when they were first
married. She noted Tomasa’s ascetic behavior of pounding herself in the chest with her
fist. While asceticism was a part of the traditional cultural practices of many California
Indian peoples, her description seemed to underline the Franciscan aspect of the practice,
linked even to the figure of Junípero Serra himself. The relationship of this generation to
Catholicism seems distinct from tactical political purposes served by the veneer of
Victorian Christianity, as Greg Sarris describes it, taken up by practitioners of the Bole
Maru, a post-contact religion responding to the deprivations experienced by Pomo and
Miwok Indians in Northern California. Sarris writes:
Clearly, the Natives could not afford to show how a blending of different
religious and cultural ideas laid the foundation for a fierce Indian
resistance that exists in many places to this day….While Indian people
donned Victorian clothing and lived seemingly Christian lives, their Bole
Maru leaders inculcated an impassioned Indian nationalism in the homes
and roundhouses. They deemed everything associated with the white
world taboo; they forbade interactions with whites except for necessary
work-related situations….In turn, a subjugated people may not see the
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ways their resistance may further their alienation from the dominant
culture, weaken their resistance, and hasten their demise as a result
(1996:34).
While Carmel Indians of this same generation clearly blended aspects of native
beliefs into their Catholicism, the weight of their focus seems to have been Christian.
Because Monterey and Carmel were the centers of civil and ecclesiastical authority in
Spanish and Mexican California, the degree or direction of cultural change seems to
reflect the Carmeleños’ location in the colonial geography. I have not found clear
indication of, for instance, any influence of the Ghost Dance revival in the Carmel region,
despite likely opportunities to interact with practitioners from the Pleasanton or Alisal
Ranchería. However, José Guzman and his father brought back Antoniano and Juaneño
songs to Pleasanton. 18 MacFarland, writing in Monterey in 1914, presents a story that
illustrates something, albeit from a white perspective, about the ascetic form of
Catholicism that at least some Carmel Indians came to practice more than a century after
the mission’s founding:
A strange story is told of one of his [Serra’s] modern disciples: A
few years ago, a young man was out hunting deer. Suddenly he came upon
a fresh trail of blood leading away from the road. As he followed it, the
trail became steadily larger. Thinking it was some wounded animal, he
held his gun cocked ready to put the poor creature out of its misery.
All at once he stopped. His gun dropped to the ground and a cry of
horror broke from his lips. Startled by the noise, a young Indian woman
looked around. She held a jagged piece of quartz in each hand. With these
she was tearing the flesh on her arms and body. Behind her trailed a heavy
log, which she was dragging along by a rope knotted around her head.
No shot was needed to end her suffering. Pain and loss of blood
had nearly accomplished that. To the man, who vainly tried to bind up her
wounds, she whispered in broken English: “My baby, he get so sick and I
pray, O, how I pray! But my baby died. Then I know the white man’s God
is angry at my boy. He never have been baptized. My mother tell me the
great Padre Serra say we must suffer to save others, like one big man did,
18

Documented by Harrington (Alan Leventhal, personal communication, 2010).
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long time ago. So I suffer for my baby. I no—mind die, only I ‘fraid—
he—no—go—to—hea-ven.” The last word started her soul on its eternal
quest for the baby she had lost (1914:17).
Acculturation or assimilation need not be read as loss of identity. Writing about the
Lumbee of Robeson County, North Carolina, Gerald Sider argues:
When people from a victimized minority group copy the values of the
dominant society, in dress, housing, or even “appropriate” behavior, it can
well be a form of quiet but insistent ethnic confrontation : I am as good as
you, whatever you say, and not only as good as you but good (1993:54).
However, Carmeleños were also decidedly critical of Junípero Serra and the
missionization process. For example, Harrington’s informants indicated their
understanding that Serra was assassinated through sorcery, “los indios habian echizado el
Padre Junipero”; ‘the Indians had been bewitching Father Junipero’ (71: 537B, 538B).
Isabel became indignant when Harrington suggested that the Padres worked with the
Indians. She exclaimed that the padres were fat and slept; they had good lives with their
mayordomos managing the Indian workers (71:532).
Additionally, aspects of traditional spiritual life continued during this period.
Tomás Torres indicates both the continuation of the léleman dance and his ritual role as
the coime or bastonero:
Tomás: Danced the léleman dance, 19 wore a mask of all colors, of
all types of feathers, tule skirt, and carried a whip which used to whip
children with.
Isabel knows that the above described person is the coime, also
called el bastonero [marshal or steward], he made the people keep quiet,
whipping the people so they would listen to the dances and speeches
attentively (Tomás Torres, p. 24; Isabel Meadows, July 1935, 61:621A).
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This may be a reference to what is elsewhere called the Lole or Loole Dance (Levy 1978:490).
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Practicing Catholicism provided and still provides a social and cultural foundation
for local Indian identity. 20 Further, religious practices are intimately linked to particular
places. Both the San Carlos Cathedral (the Royal Presidio chapel) and Mission San
Carlos continue to be important places in the lives of many Esselen people. Generations
of relatives are buried at both locations. Gloria describes the area of the graveyard where
her family members are buried:
My parents, well, my mom was born Catholic ‘cause her dad used to take
her to the San Carlos church all the time. They were buried in kind of the
poor side of the, the graveyard with the dirt. They didn’t have the big
stones like this. So, the majority of the family is buried, the Torreses and
my dad’s family.
Further, religious rites and sacraments such as baptisms, first communion, confirmation,
weddings, and funerals brought families together and continue to do so. Gloria recalls her
father and mother taking flowers to the graves of family members, making sure that each
grave received a flower:
But we, I remember though, Mom, my mom and dad used to take us to the
graveyards to take them flowers all the time for Memorial Day, the calla
lilies. Remember those [Rudy]? Dad used to get flowers, he always liked
to have a nice garden or we’d take flowers from the yard, and then we
would take them to the graveyards and get the buckets to make sure that
every family member got flowers put on their graves, Memorial Day or
certain holidays. Yeah, we would do that, Easter, like that. I remember
taking flowers and we would take a hoe and we’d pull the weeds and clean
around the graveyards at the time, yeah. Yeah, [her dad] took pride in
taking care of the graves.
While Rudy is not a practicing Catholic, his sister is quite devout. Gloria
expresses “mixed feelings” about the history of the mission. However, as her family did
not pass down critical stories regarding the mission as other families whose ancestors
20

One man I spoke with noted that his mother’s Mormonism distanced him from other Indian people in the
Monterey area.
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experienced missionization did (see Costo 1987), she has a difficult time reconciling her
beliefs with the history of abuse about which she has read:
Not really hearing anything negative from my parents, I really can’t really
relate a strong bad feeling because not really knowing…It’s what I’ve read
or, you know, but nothing I’ve ever really been told by an elder or a
family member that actually remembers that happening to their family. So
it’s really hard for me to relate to that as far as, you know, to Father
Junípero Serra time. You know, it’s hard. It’s just what I have read. I feel,
I feel bad that that happened from what I heard but I really don’t know
actually. And then being a strong Catholic myself, I, it’s, you know, hard.
How my mom and her grand-, her dad brought her up, and how my aunt
was and how I feel, it’s hard to believe that actually happened. I’m sure it
did. But I feel bad about, you know, the Native Americans being treated or
hearing, you know, being treated like slaves and that bothers me as far as
that goes reading about it. It hurts me that my family was treated that way.
I have mixed emotions about it, you know. Had I been closer to somebody
or heard like from an elder actually heard about it. Maybe I would feel
stronger against it. But not really knowing that’s the part that’s, that’s hard
to accept or really know and not just reading about it. But like if I do have
mixed emotions about it when he is brought up....Being the Catholic I feel
sometimes too maybe we we’re forced into it in a way to go to the
Catholic churches because of Father Junípero Serra the, you know, our
family ancestors being there and that, that’s what they were taught and so
it’s just carried on. And so that’s maybe what I’m carrying on because
that’s what they were taught and so that’s you know, too…
Her difficulty discussing the issue is clear. Gloria noted that she visits the mission about
once a week:
I go there to get the feeling, I walk the courtyard or if I went to the, to a
funeral just last year, or to the gift shop. It just gives me a good feeling.
Some way I do, I do. I don’t know why something draws me there at times
and when I really feel strong I need to, or to San Carlos, I’ll go there
during the day because I have a real strong feeling of being connected
with family, but more strongly at the San Carlos. I feel the warmth of
feeling, of family.
It seems, then, that the ambivalence Gloria feels about the history of Mission San
Carlos is mitigated by a powerful feeling of connectedness. The connection is to family.
Her use of this term instead of the more abstract term “ancestors” heightens the sense of
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connection she feels. Many generations of her family are buried at the mission and the
San Carlos Cathedral. Gloria describes these places as giving her a “good feeling” and
experiences “the warmth of feeling,” a connection to her family when there. Her
attachment to these churches focuses particularly on the cemeteries. Gloria is tied to these
places, connected to the deep presence of her family, rooted to this land where her family
has always been.
In the preceding section, I provided an introductory sketch of some aspects of
how Esselen people experience and think about their Native identities. I endeavored to
highlight how a sense of Native identity is intimately linked to a people’s historical
experiences and how new practices, especially when shared, may be felt in profound
ways.
In the following two sections I explore hunting and gathering practices, along
with healing practices, that necessitated a certain relationship with the landscape, and
underpinned the particular localized identity of the families that today constitute the
Esselen Nation.

Plant Gathering and Healing Practices
Just think of all the medicine that
that little weed does for people!
—Myrtle Greene

The practice of gathering various plant materials by Esselen people for food and
medicinal uses continued well into the twentieth century. Gathering plants continues
among some families today, either as an unbroken tradition or as a revitalized activity, for
example, to manufacture clapper sticks at the Esselen Nation annual gathering. I discuss
several plant-gathering activities below.
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The Native people of the Dutra Street community would “hunt” 21 huckleberries
(the native evergreen variety, Vaccinium ovatum) together, not far from Dutra Street on
Huckleberry Hill, for the pies that were a popular feature of the barbecues they hosted.
Gloria noted:
Up where the Monterey High School is on Dutra Street up through the
houses, it didn’t used to be all homes up there. And that’s were you’d go
get huckleberries. And huckleberry pie was very popular back then but
now it’s hard to get a huckleberry pie. But that was really, you know, neat
too.
Individuals from other families, such as Inez (Piazzoni) Wilson, mentioned picking
huckleberries with their families on Huckleberry Hill. When I asked Gloria who went to
gather the berries, she replied, after noting the immediate members of her family,
“Cousins, aunts, uncles, family. It was basically always taking the elders we always
looked up to, always respected.” Harrington’s informants too noted the practice of
gathering huckleberries (sollozos) on the hill above the Presidio:
Doña Marcela Diaz [“Of Carmel Indian descent”], who was here this
morning at the house, is gathering soyosos on the hill above the Presidio,
and she sells them at fifteen cents a pound. None of them grow anywhere
at San Juan. They only grow on the coast (61:263B, 266A).
Significantly, Huckleberry Hill appears to be a translation of a prior place name.
According to Isabel:
There at Los Soyosos [the Huckleberries] (equals El Pinal, above
the Presidio) there always used to be many mares, and also towards
Hatton’s dairy from Maria Soto’s house (doesn’t know the name of this
last place). Los Mares is a berry the color of a sollóso, but full of seeds,
grows very low, only as tall as one’s knee at the tallest. It’s a relative of
the huckleberry (Isabel Meadows, November 1935, 61:694B).
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The use of “hunt” may derive from speakers hearing older generations use the Spanish verb juntar and
misunderstanding the verb to be a cognate for the English verb “to hunt.”
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Interestingly, Harrington and Isabel review a variety of grammatical constructions
in Carmeleño, such as “’itcemak-şoy •şon, vamos ir a sollosear” [we are going to go
huckleberrying], involving the word for huckleberry and concludes, “We could assume a
Juaneño or Carmeleño origin for solloso to better account for the Spanish form.”
Gloria and her mother collected “watercress” in the Gully next to their home on
Dutra Street. Myrtle Greene, a granddaughter of Plácida Losano, discussed “a watercress
that grows in the creek”:
Well, that was number one salad. She [her grandmother] put vinegar and
oil on it and us kids eat that like it was goin’ out of style. But they used a
lot of it up there in the creek.
While driving together in the late spring, Paul Mondragon would point out the
bright yellow fields of wild mustard that contrast beautifully with the vibrant green of the
meadows before the summer’s sun turns them golden. As a child, his grandmother took
him with her to particular locations to collect mustard greens, which she would cook and
dress with vinegar.
Harrington’s informants noted the continuing practice of gathering a wide variety
of plant foods. For example, here in a fieldnote from April 1935, Isabel mentions a type
of amole (a variety of root or tuber related to the soap root plant) that was gathered in the
Corral de Tierra area:
At the Corral de Tierra they used to gather torós•weş, a type of amoles that
were eaten. Cleotilda told Isabel: We used to come here to collect
toro•weş (61:1071B).
Plants continued to be collected for medicinal purposes as well. Gloria and
Rudy’s mother collected mint in the Gully, which she used to treat upset stomachs:
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Gloria: Well, she used to give us that when we got the upset stomachs, the
mint…Right there by our house by the creek. She would go pick it and
say, “OK, this is so your stomach will feel better,” or something when we
got sick.
Rudy: She’d boil it in hot water and put it right over your head and make
you smell it. Like Vick’s, like Vick’s.
Gloria: Or drink it. She would always give us some kind of an herb. Yeah.
Versus store-bought medicines, she always, something at home versus
something store-bought she’d try to get us.
Gloria and Rudy’s mother collected other herbs in the Gully for cures as well.
Harrington’s informants described a number of healing practices. In May 1936, Isabel
noted the preference of both Indians and Californios for medicines from the land rather
than the drugstore:
Isabel volunteers after asking for aspirin for a headache when I tell her it
might be bad for her heart: I never take medicines from the pharmacy,
only medicines from the country (or the fields). Many California Spanish
and Indians have this idea… (76:21B).
Many people that I interviewed, including Bud Vierra, Gussie Escobar Nichols,
Myrtle Greene, and others with whom I spoke informally, talked about using what they
called “rattlesnake weed” for various ailments. Rattlesnake grass (briza maxima) is a
non-native species that came to be used for medicinal purposes. Known as “yerba de la
víbora,” it was used historically according to Harrington’s informants, as noted in the
previous chapter (see also 61:369 and 61:494):
When the flu came here years ago they picked the tender new
leaves of sauz cenizo [ash-colored willow], and pounded it up and made
decoction and added salt and drank.
Alfonso always drinks yerba de la víbora when he has a cough.
Once in Wildcat canyon Alfonso found a place four acres full of
yerba de víbora with big flowers, and gathered some and returned the next
year and there was none.
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Orozús grows in sand dunes near Carmel Bathhouse, ceniza leaves
resembling Lupine, four foot long roots, no flower. Also much of it in
Moss beach. Take the root and pound it well and add… (71:443B).
When I directly asked Gussie about activities she associated with her sense of Native
identity, she discussed rattlesnake weed. In an interview that Lorraine Escobar and I
conducted with Myrtle, she described its growing cycle, where it was gathered when she
was young, and how the tea is prepared. “That cures so many different illnesses. You boil
it and drink it like tea. It don’t taste bad. We’d go to the hills, Grandma and I, and we’d
find it way up there in San Benancio in the hills [in the spring].” She discussed the
various uses of rattlesnake weed further:
…rheumatism and headaches, bellyache. They were using it for
everything…. Backaches, uh huh, and women used to get cramps in their
legs when they were carrying babies, and they’d drink that stuff to take
that cramp out of the leg. ‘Cause the pressure would always head down the
leg of a woman if she’s carrying a baby. And, I forget, there was another
one. Oh, your bladder, clear it, cleaning the bladder up....yeah, bladder
infection. Just think of all the medicine that that little weed does for
people!

Fig. 29. Spring rattlesnake weed in Garland Ranch Regional Park, Carmel Valley
(photo by Amanda Herrington).
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She noted that it could be used as well as a poultice for sores. We asked about her
grandmother’s use of medicinal plants and about how people would come to her for
treatment:
…[Plácida] just put it in a bag, kept ‘em usually in a paper bag. All her
medicines were in paper bags, hangin’ up in the shed or in the house…[or
she] covered it up, like a jug, you know. A lot of people would just come
in and drink. “Oh, I have a neck ache or a backache.” Then she’d give ‘em
a shot of tea.
In the following note taken in October 1934, Isabel describes the medicinal tea
from the inner bark of the ri.pin given to her mother, Loreta, by another Carmeleño
woman, Polonia. Warner (2002) translates ri.pin in Mutsun as ‘oak,’ citing Mason as the
source. The use of the bark as a fever reducer may indicate that the term here refers to the
willow tree. Polonia describes the treatment as a “remedy of ours”:
When Loreta was sick with fever, agrees that it was typhoid, she was two
or three weeks sick with it after sticking it out a long time without going to
bed. Palonia, mother of Bernabel, came and said she was going to give
Loreta a remedy. It’s a remedy of ours, she said. She went and got the
inner bark of ri.pin, and brought a bunch of nice shreds of this bark,
holding them by one end. She doubled them into a pot of water and boiled
them a little and gave it to Loreta to drink (36:214).
Isabel discusses another herbal tea:
Isabel knows marrubia [possibly common white horehound]. Gave tea to
children for cold or cough. Isabel had a pitcherful of it and gave it to drink
to the “Carmel School” children when they had the bad cough (i.e, the
whooping cough) (61:131B).
In another note from a May 1936 session, Isabel discusses an interesting poultice for
freckles, which she volunteered was an entirely indigenous treatment:
When whiter, then a person gets freckles, when the face is white then
come freckles. The deceased Maria Antonia of Bil Yok was the one who
told the remedy for freckles was to put freshly caught raw split-in-two fish
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on the freckles as a poultice. Maria Antonia was a Tulareña [Yokuts], and
Isabel volunteers that this remedy for freckles was a wholly Indian one.
Important (76:612A).
In an earlier fieldnote from April 15, 1932, Isabel suggests that many people kept their
remedies secret from one another out of jealousy:
The people never used to want to tell their remedies before they died, and
they took their medicines. They were very badly jealous (61:498B).
Other healing techniques were practiced in addition to herbal remedies. In another
note taken in October 1934, Harrington presents Ascensión’s statement from October 12,
1929, that the Mutsun “used to cut arms for fever,” to Isabel, who in turn provides
additional information about the practice. Bloodletting, which was frequently coupled
with sucking (in this example a poultice is applied as well), is documented among the
Southern Valley Yokuts (Wallace 1978:458), the Salinan (Hester 1978b:502), the
Chumash (Greenwood 1978:523), and the Gabrielino (Bean 1978:544) among others:
Omesia used to cut people
Once when Isabel had a cough that was bad, Polonia (Bernable’s
mother), cut Isabel, two cuts on her back below her shoulder blades, with
sharp pieces of glass that she had wrapped in a paper, these dark pieces of
glass (beer bottle fragments) and had a glass ready with a candle in it, and
cupped it on her back to suck out a lot of black blood, and then brought
pounded up poléo [possibly pennyroyal] in an abalone shell, and tied it on
as a poultice, and tied it well with cloths, and the following day put a
second poultice of poléo on. Dr. Kaleján [Callaghan] has been treating
Isabel and pronounced her well, but after that Polonia came over and said
she could cure Isabel (36:233).
Fortunato, a traditional doctor and feared sorcerer from Carmel, practiced the
sucking technique found throughout California (Heizer ed. 1978 passim). Sucking was
employed to remove a foreign object that a malevolent shaman or other being inserted
into a person’s body to sicken or bewitch the individual. In October 1934, Isabel talked
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about how Fortunato understood her mother, Loreta, to have been bewitched by a seagull.
To counteract the spell, Fortunato removes the seagull’s feathers from Loreta’s body:
Write up the story of how Fortunato cured Loreta. When Loreta
said she had been at the beach, Fortunato at once said: Well, it’s that the
seagull bewitched you. At once he went &&& 22 and then extracted seagull
feathers from his mouth. He extracted a few more feathers.
Antonio Onésimo paid Fortunato. As they left, Fortunato cautioned
them not to let Loreta go to the beach anymore (37:312B).
Plants used for both food and medicines, and the emplaced practice of gathering
them, remained an important aspect and signifier of Native identity. As such, gathering
plants could also mark or stigmatize an individual or family as Indian. While
huckleberries were routinely gathered by many residents of the Monterey Peninsula at
different spots all known as Huckleberry Hill (Clark 1990:224), other plants were closely
associated with Indian ways, perhaps especially those used for medicinal treatments.
Because of this, gathering practices came to be avoided or accomplished beyond the view
of whites. Gathering activities could also be a source of embarrassment for those wishing
to distance themselves from an Indian identity. The rattlesnake weed Myrtle had in her
trailer during our interview came from a construction site in Carmel that she had been on
while accompanying her son. As she began to discuss how to prepare a tea, Myrtle talked
about where she had found her bunch of rattlesnake weed. She had not seen the plant in
many years, and noted her excitement as she eagerly began gathering it:
Well, you pull the pods off. You usually have more than that to work with
but that’s all I brought back from Carmel where that big rose bush is
sitting on the bank out there. Did you see it? It started blooming. My boy
worked over there and this stuff was growing in the yard. Man, my eyes
about blew out of my head and I remembered it from a kid. And over by
the garbage cans and boy I was in there just, and my boy said, “What are
22
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you doin’, Mamma!?” Oh, well, I said, “This is rattlesnake weed. I
haven’t…since I was a little girl.” There it is. But it looks like a rattle, it
shakes, you shake it, it sounds like a snake [shakes].
Myrtle’s tone registered her son’s embarrassment at seeing his mother collect a plant at
his work site. Harrington describes Isabel at a stop once on a car ride, nervously
gathering a particular plant and fearful of being spotted, while Harrington waits. 23

Hunting, Fishing, and Shellfish Collecting
The viejo Coyote queria wanted much to eat cosas del campo.
—Tomás Torres 24

Hunting, fishing, and collecting shellfish was a common theme in interviews I
conducted. People referenced these activities when speaking directly about their sense of
Indian identity, especially in reference to a set of values that informed their identity (as
noted in the previous chapter in relation to the Piazzoni Ranch). When asked about
hunting, Myrtle Greene stated that, “it was for real…. Yeah, for food, for food. It wasn’t
a sport to go out and just kill everything, uh uh.” When she spoke of fishing for salmon in
the Carmel River, she added, “But only one, just get what you can use and that’s it. They
didn’t hog ‘em, take a big bunch.” Further, discussion of these activities was also in the
context of the poverty that middle-aged and elders experienced in their youth, especially
during the Great Depression. As Myrtle noted, “Oh, there was a lot of fish but nobody
had money to buy the hook.” One individual mentioned that he would have preferred to
purchase meat in the store had his family been able to afford it, as he did not like killing
animals. Alex Torres noted in a biographical article written in 1980:

23
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I have yet to relocate the citation for this fieldnote.
‘The old Coyote wanted much to eat things from the country’ (Harrington 71:14B).
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The Indians were very poor; they lived off the land. There were lots of
great big abalones down where the canneries are, and clams, and the
fishing was very good. And there were big eels — I remember them when
I was a kid swimming. And there was wild game (Greene 1980:2).
Gloria’s older brothers, like other families, would hunt in the Carmel Valley to
provide deer, wild boar, pheasant, quail, and other game for daily meals and occasional
festivities and barbecues. The following exchange between Rudy and his sister, Gloria,
about deer hunting and frog gigging illustrates something of the ethics involved in
hunting animals.
Gloria: We used to eat a lot of deer meat, I was telling him, deer hunting
and the pig we did it in the backyard. We went boar hunting and even frog
hunting. Richard used to, my brother, used to go.
Rudy: Yeah, we used to eat the legs, yeah.
Gloria: They’d say what a delicacy, I’d go ugghh.
Rudy: We’d go up by Watsonville in all the creeks.
Rudy: Moss Landing had a little creek up there too. I can’t remember what
the creeks were called, they had so many of them. But you would catch
frogs like [?] in a little five-foot creek and you’d see all these guys that
would stab ‘em. Well, sometimes it made me cry….You had that spear,
you had these spears that was called a gig. Three spears and you’d get ‘em
right in the throat, and then you’d see them squabbling around a little bit.
Then you have to put them out of their misery. I remember whenever we,
whenever we went out and killed anything it was because we had to. We
used the meat and we didn’t go hunting for a trophy or anything like that,
only when we needed something. But, uh, we could eat on a deer for like
weeks. And we’d get tired of it. “More deer?” But Mom knew how to
cook and I mean she was a great cook….She even used some wild things.
She used wild herbs like wild mint. I remember her using wild mint.
Harrington transcribed a narrative that included two songs from Rudy and
Gloria’s great-grandfather, Tomás Torres, which illustrates the key hunting value that
they and Myrtle discussed:
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The old Coyote wanted much to eat things of the country. He made a
ramada and invited the Bobcat to help and Bobcat was es iī ‘ístuninee
kámamaSe
weren [rabbit] akai
tSejiS [hare] akai
qure hakai
tSolo hakai
‘álújaqe,
‘álujaqe.
Then when finished the song said: triptrap qom get ready Bobcat! The
qom [Bobcat] was not hurrying up, he did not get ready, when he said
tritrap qom they all went like a flash.
tSunujaki
‘ístunine kamamaSé
I dreamed they all came to see
weren akai
tSejis akai
qireqakai
tSolon akai
‘ekSen ‘akai
‘alújaqe
‘alújaqe.
Then the Bobcat sprang and shut the door and the Coyote was killing
many animals inside, and Bobcat killed only one rabbit and said “With
this I have enough, but Coyote wanted many, more than he could eat in
two or three days. ‘éqe nimen, he killed many. But Bobcat only killed one
hare ‘imqala ‘is misis, with one it’s enough.

Fig. 30. Lloyd Escobar deer hunting in the Camel Valley.
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Many individuals emphasized the ethic of taking only what one needs and using all that
one can of an animal. Families gathered abalone just off the beach in Pacific Grove.
Gloria laments:
…there was so much at the time, a lot of abalone, just go right off the
beach. Where now you can’t do that but it was really, you know, it was
like, wow, we’d get this abalone but now it’s so expensive it’s a delicacy
now. Whereas when I was growing up it was like no, you could get it any
time you wanted (see Field 2008).
Gloria continued, “…we used to get abalone so easily off the rocks too all the time”:
Rudy: Just go down and pry ‘em off the rocks. You’d go down and they’d
be, you know, just to our ankles. Pry ‘em off the rock. They were big, big
abalones.
PL: Wow, I can barely imagine that!
Gloria: I know, it’s really hard. Crabs. I mean it was neat [chuckle].
PL: How do you feel about it now? I mean, the abalone, you can hardly
even get it.
Gloria: Sad. Yeah, it’s all gone…. After we got out of high school it was
like, you know, you go to buy abalone and it was like, wow, you know,
how expensive. Or crab, you know. It was like, you know, as a kid you
grow up eating all this stuff, you get so used to it and then you want it and
it’s like, wow, I gotta pay this much for this now?
Gloria’s family and others also made trips to Moss Landing to dig clams, which
added to the array of seafood to eat:
Gloria: Then we used to go also clam digging in Moss Landing to get
clams as a group, and we’d go out there and we’d cook the clams too after
we went digging, but... We did a lot of things, I remember as a child,
including the children and family very much so.
Rudy: I remember we used to take our pitchforks and go down there and
start looking for clams.
In a fieldnote of Harrington’s from October 1934, Isabel Meadows provides evidence of
the continuity of clam digging around Moss Landing: “The Buena Vista Indians, these
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‘eselenes, would go to the mouth of the Salinas river to get clams and would camp there a
week, having Indian dances” (Harrington 37:667, see Field trans. n.d.:1-2).

Fig. 31. Nineteenth century shellfish collecting on the Monterey Peninsula. (Photographer unknown.
Photo courtesy of The Pat Hathaway Collection).

Broadbent (1972:48) cites a part of a manuscript of Arnold Pilling’s (“Notes on
the Carmel Indians. Notes taken from Roy Meadows and Roy Marin on March 4th,
1950.”) from the research he conducted in the 1950s:
As late as the 1880’s, the Indians still fished in the Carmel River for
steelhead. It was called salmon then. The old folks used to camp along the
river and wait for the steelhead to run. They could hear the fish in the
rapids just above the mouth of the Carmel. When they heard the fish they
would take their torches and go to the river and spear the fish. The torch
was made of long stiff grass tied together at various places, so as not to
burn all at once…The torch was kept near the fires ready to use. When the
run started, the torch was lit in the fire and the old folks went out into the
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river. They used a three-prong spear with the prongs set out from the main
stem at an angle. The blacksmith at Monterey used to make the spears for
the Indians of iron. If they did not use these spears they used pitch forks.
In a note from October 1934, Isabel discussed salmon fishing at Big Sur by the Indians
who lived at the Pico Blanco Ranchería in earlier times:
Isabel heard that there was a ranchería of Eselenes (all volunteered sic!)
at El Pico Blanco around there (i.e., in the vicinity of El Pico Blanco,
which is back inland from the Sur Lighthouse). In the mouth of the big
arroyo that enters the sea just down coast of El Sur Lighthouse, at the foot
of the big hill there, is a lagoon into which the sea used to enter as a sea
(like a sea), and in that lagoon the Indians who lived at the Pico Blanco
ranchería used to fish salmon with nets, that lagoon was just teeming with
salmons. The Indians would carry the fish on a pole (the informant
understands that this is a pole each end of which is carried by an Indian),
and the carriers changed off as they got tired, another Indian lighting the
way with a torch, at night up to the ranchería by Pico Blanco. They
continued doing this ‘til one Indian got drowned, while net fishing the
salmons, and after that they quit. And where Onésimo got chased by the
bear (where his father lived) was somewhere near (73:760A, see Field
trans. n.d.:9-10).
Gloria and Rudy also noted the coastal rock fishing they would do growing up. “We used
to go down the coast a lot too, fishing off the rocks, down there by Rocky Point.”
In an interview I conducted with Bud Vierra, he noted that game wardens in
Monterey County gave special consideration to local Indians. A descendant of two
prominent early Portuguese settler families, Bud is the widower of Frances Escobar,
whose family members are enrolled members of OCEN.
I didn’t know them too good but I knew, I knew some of the younger ones
a little bit. I used to, I used to drive truck down there, haul beets out of that
country, you know, and them Panochas they were heck, heck for booze.
So I never gave them a ride because I didn’t trust ‘em too much and then
when you went by, if you didn’t stop, you could hear them cussing,
cussing you [laughs] goin’ down the road, those Panochas, yeah. They
could, they could fish or hunt anytime they wanted to, you know, in those
days the Indians...Oh yeah, they could, salmon would come up the river
and they’d be, they’d be spearin’ ‘em there. Game wardens would, game
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wardens would be botherin’ them but they couldn’t, they couldn’t do
nothing to ‘em because they were real, they were real, real Indians. Oh
some of those, some of those game wardens, you know how they are, they
try to pinch everybody but, but they couldn’t, they couldn’t. They even
took ‘em, took ‘em to town a time or two I guess, but then they said, no
you can’t, you can’t arrest them, you can’t, ‘cause they can hunt, hunt and
fish anytime they want to, any time of the year, and everything. So the
Panochas they could do that too.
Rudy noted that he and his brother were allowed to hunt on private lands, including
Rancho San Carlos, and on the Fort Ord Army Base by individuals who identified them
as Indian boys.
Beyond hunting and gathering activities, people pointed to other practices that
signified or marked them as Indian. I explore some examples in the following section.

Other Emblematic Practices
Other types of practices signified Indianness for the Carmeleños and/or outsiders.
For example, prohibitions against selling liquor to Indians continued to mark individuals
well into the twentieth century. Milliken (1981:115) cites a November 29, 1847,
proclamation posted in the Californian prohibiting the sale of liquor to Indians. As Bud
Vierra noted during our interview:
I don’t know if there are any of those, there might be some of the
kids alive yet, I don’t know. One of ‘em, one of ‘em would get a jug of
wine, a jug of wine and go up to Carmel hill pretty drunk already. He’d set
that down and he’d waltz around that thing fighting the jug. Pretty soon
he’d grab it... The boys, the boys, Jesus, they used to fight the jug pretty
bad. They weren’t supposed to, they weren’t supposed to, the stores
weren’t supposed to sell them booze. I don’t know why, I don’t know why
an Indian gets all shook up when he has a drink or two. I don’t know what
it does but they can’t drink, I guess. It just, they get mad right away and
want to fight. I don’t think the liquor places were supposed to sell. An
Indian, he couldn’t even go into a bar even, I don’t think.
But that’s a story that they’re not, that they weren’t suppose to sell
‘em booze. Well, they’re just like anybody else, they like to drink a little
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bit. Oh, they’d get it somehow. Them little boys, they were pretty young,
I don’t know where they’d get the booze at but they’d be going up the
road pretty drunk. And I wouldn’t give ‘em a ride. I was driving beet
truck then, I was hauling beets from Carmel Valley. But I wouldn’t give
‘em a ride. But when you went by they’d cuss you up and down for not
giving them a ride. About where the golf deal is I guess, Hatton’s.
Augie Najera, an Amah Mutsun elder, told me of a redemptive experience with
discrimination after enlisting in the U.S. Navy during World War II. Prior to deployment,
he and his fellow sailors filled a bar in San Francisco looking for some drinks. When the
bartender refused to serve him because of his race, word was passed around among the
sailors there and the entire group walked out of the bar in solidarity with Najera, refusing
to give the bar their business.
Another practice that caught my attention was barefootedness. Rudy would
always go barefoot at the Annual Gatherings and for events of a religious significance,
such as reburials of human remains or the burial of a bear cub that stumbled one day into
downtown Carmel in 2001, climbed a tree, and fell to its death after being shot with
tranquilizers. It represented Indianness to him. He told me he thought it important that
one’s feet touch the earth. In one interview, Isabel Meadows described the hair and dress
of the shaman Fortunato as well as the practice of going barefoot to Harrington:
Isabel used to go by Fortunato’s hut. Fortunato wore his hair in two braids
that reached to his elbow, and had them at times in front. He wore a white
rag tied around his head. He would be grinding on a fragment of a metate.
He wore pants and shirt, and went barefooted. He never wore shoes (Isabel
Meadows, October 1934, 37:312A).
She noted that others were in the habit of going barefoot:
John Pfeiffer lives on his ranch down coast, and goes barefoot all the time
on his ranch (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 67:210A).
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In January 1930, another consultant of Harrington’s, Laura Escobar-Ramirez, commented
about the breechcloth men wore and the practice of going barefoot:
The men all went in zapeta [in a loin cloth] in early mission days and
almost up to the informant’s time. A few of the men who had gone
barefooted all their lives overlapped informant’s life (71:614A (675), see
also 71:742B).
These excerpts indicate that going barefoot was thought of as an Indian practice by
Harrington’s informants.
Ed Post noted in an interview that his uncle’s animal stories provided a sense of
Indian identity. Although he could not recall clear examples, we might imagine that these
stories had spatial anchors. On various occasions, Rudy discussed stories that he knows
with me. Parked at an overlook up Robinson Canyon, we watched the coastal fog make
its slow ascent towards us. Rudy told me of the Fog Walker who, dressed in white,
traverses the top of the fog from the west to escort the dead back to the west where the
dead reside (see Harrington 1942:41 and Levy 1978:491). Rudy told the creation
narrative to me on our way to a meeting about the California Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) legislation. He also told stories about the
stickmen who might approach someone walking alone at night from behind. A stickman
would reach out and touch the person with his stick to guide the person in the right
direction. This had happened to his uncle one lonely night when he ran out of gas in Big
Sur. Rudy also told of campers who were approached at night by a mysterious man as
they were sitting around the campfire. After inviting him to join them and enjoying some
conversation around the warmth of the fire, the man excused himself, only to transform
into a grizzly bear and scatter the campers in fear. Rudy remembers that his uncle,
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Narciso Torres, said that his great-grandfather spoke of a cave on Pico Blanco that was lit
by the sun once per year. When this occurred, spirits would leave the cave and return at
sundown. It was a time for celebrating and dancing. Narciso also noted how the local
Indians would always talk about the ceremonial fires that burned on the high points of
Point Lobos. Stories and narratives such as these provide a substantive connection to a
localized Native tradition informing peoples’ sense of Indian identity.
Another theme that emerged in two interviews I conducted is knowledge of
sources of gold or other minerals in the Santa Lucia Mountains. For example, Myrtle
Greene described her great-uncle’s farming, his tamale business, and his secret source of
gold:
Well, they raised tomatoes and crops and many a time I was so interested
in these people that I lived with. Her brother lived across the street on San
Benancio, grandma’s brother [Antonio Losano], he raised crops to bring
into town. And I’d ride with him downtown on the wagon. And, you
know, go around with him. And he’d sell his tamales, tamale wrappers.
What do you call them? Cornhusks. And take his little sack of Bull
Durham, to the bank and cash in his gold that he got up there in the hills.
And do you know that nobody’s ever found that gold mine yet? And every
week or time he got his crops up together, it’d take a week or ten days,
he’d have that sack of Bull Durham. Grandma would smoke Bull Durham.
So she’d get those little sacks that had that little string on top, and he’d fill
it full of gold and take it to the bank there. And I went with him many a
time. That bank is still on the corner in Monterey. And he’d deliver his
tamales and his stuff that he had, tamale stuff. He raised chiles, and the
cornhusks for the tamales. And he’d deliver it to this tamale parlor up
there on the road that goes to Carmel.
Others noted their relatives’ use of feather quills to store gold dust. Tales of the “Lost
Padres Mine” in the Santa Lucias have been documented by Reinstadt (1976 and 1977).
The issue of the lost mine and Native knowledge of mineral sources can be found in
Harrington’s field notes (see, for example, 71:482A-483A).
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A final practice that I would like to note is the use of nicknames, the rampant use
of which is evident in some of the excerpts from Harrington’s notes already quoted. Here,
Gloria first discusses her lifelong use of her baptismal name rather than her legal birth
name, which leads to a discussion of nicknames:
Gloria: …But that’s what they used, they used to use a lot of the baptismal
names. And then a lot of nicknames. My nickname was Tiny. Rudy had a
nickname I don’t know if he wants to tell you!
[laughing and teasing]
Rudy: Go ahead, you tell him what it was.
Gloria: Moscos [local or familial pronunciation of mocos]. It means runny
nose ‘cause he always had that runny nose when he was a little kid.
[more laughing and teasing]
Rudy: And nobody was called their Christian name. It was like Doodle
Bug and Cat-Cat. They were the Fernandezes? Yeah, they were the
Fernandezes. Everybody had a nickname.
A continuing use of Carmeleño may have been for nicknames. Harrington’s fieldnotes
are riddled with nicknames, many in Spanish and Carmeleño, and some nicknames were
uttered in both languages. Some nicknames demonstrate word play between the two
languages:
Isabel: When our grandfather fell over backwards from smoking, the little
children said in Spanish: Ya se murio el Apache [‘The Apache just died’]
(for we nicknamed him ‘appa, and in Spanish ‘áppatce [Apache], from
Carmeleño ‘appa, father. They told mother that grandpa just died. And
Loreta came out. He fell over and rolled up his eyes, showing the whites
of his eyes (Isabel Meadows, October 1934, 40:329B).
Families too could be nicknamed:
Omesia used to bring tco•xen when he was not bringing clams, and she
would put them in the red-hot coals to roast them. Knows the Indians and
others nicknamed Juan Rosales & family. Juan Rosales and family lived
at El Rincon near la house of Joe Gregg, walls still standing Isabel thinks,
the people nicknamed the Tcaro•ses and also the tco•xen, for they had
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their house full of seafood all the time. They were neighbors of Ventura
(Isabel Meadows, July 1935, 61:570B).
Nicknames were given to gente del país as well based on their traits, activities, or
characteristics:
Isabel: pí~tmˇist, panzon [big-bellied]. Used to nickname Lázaro Soto,
father of the General: pitnist. Old Ularia used to nickname him thus, she
said he used to eat a bit bowl of atol, with big piece of fried meat, or
stewed meat with chiles. Lazaro Soto was not very tall, but he had a large
belly (Isabel Meadows, April 26, 1932, 72:451A).
Alfonso: José Maria Soto, an old man del país of Monterey in a spring
wagon he came selling vegetables and fish, and we nicknamed him el
Pujiyíl from Carmeleño word púxi, escojer lomas mejor que hay [to
choose hills larger than they are?]. Came with all kinds of vegetables
when they said this (Alfonso Ramirez, January 1930, 71:737B).

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I reviewed two major paradigms in the history of anthropology,
often referred to as modernist and post-modernist anthropology, and offered some
observations about how each may promote a false dichotomy between change and
persistence. Paradoxically, the seeds of the resolution to this putative dichotomy can also
be found within both bodies of thought. I then looked at general patterns in the
interactions between indigenous peoples and state systems. I pursued these theoretical
reflections with the aim of understanding how they might shape understandings of Native
groups who are attempting to clarify their status as American Indian tribes through the
Federal Acknowledgment Process, especially in terms of the use of anthropology.
I then returned to the topic of land tenure and residence to provide a sociological
sketch of the spatial foundation for ongoing face-to-face relations among Native peoples
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in the southern Monterey Bay area. The co-residential settlements of the nineteenth
century I described in Chapter 2 gave way through various acts of displacement and
dispossession to more scattered neighborhoods and ranch home sites. However, these
ranches and neighborhoods continued to be places of multi-family residences until the
mid-twentieth century. I developed a more detailed description of the Dutra Street
neighborhood, a key multi-family residence in the heart of downtown Old Monterey that
was displaced under eminent domain by the City of Monterey, as part of the development
projects carried out at that time that transformed the character of the city considerably.
Next, I turned to the subject of cultural practices to understand further how these
have changed or persisted. Analogous to the previous chapter dealing with the
transformation of Native place-worlds in Monterey, the cultural practices I considered in
this chapter have been substantially altered, yet have retained a discernable connection to
the past. In an example I took to be emblematic, the medicinal use of the non-native
grass, rattlesnake weed; the substance changed but the form of the practice did not.
Similarly, though the Carmeleños became Catholic through Spanish missionization, their
religious practices continued to provide a socio-cultural foundation for ongoing
community.
In the following chapter, I elaborate on some aspects of the current efforts to seek
federal recognition. In particular, I discuss factors that have motivated this Native
community to engage in the FAP. I also explore the difficulties experienced by the
Esselen Nation in members’ attempts to organize themselves under a form of government
required by the BIA but entirely foreign to the informal leadership structures and
organization of these extended families. Finally, I look at the FAP itself and the ways in
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which the OFA staff has interpreted and made determinations about the evidence the
Esselen Nation has submitted—evaluations which have added to the exasperation
members of the Esselen Nation feel as they seek to reaffirm their status as an American
Indian tribe.
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5. SEEKING RECOGNITION/RAISING THE BAR

In this chapter, I provide a sketch of the Esselen Nation’s federal
acknowledgment efforts. I present aspects of the analyses offered as “technical
assistance” by the Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA) of evidence submitted in
support of the Esselen Nation’s federal acknowledgment petition. OFA’s analyses are
instances of anthropological knowledge put to work on behalf of the federal government
with hard consequences. I attend to these operations of knowledge precisely to
understand their power. Following a line of analysis developed by Les Field in
conjunction with the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe (2003), I look at expectations and
assumptions of OFA concerning the nature of tribes as political organizations in relation
to the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) of 1934. In conclusion, I look briefly at the
difficulties the families that constitute the Esselen Nation have faced in attempting to
organize themselves under a form of government that federal acknowledgment would
seem to require but is at odds with the informal, decentralized leadership of the last
century.

Organizing for Recognition
A number of Esselen and Ohlone/Southern Costanoan people in the Monterey
Bay region formally reorganized as the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation (OCEN) in
1992. Families involved established the Esselen Nation under a constitution and an
elected government. Members of these families elected to leadership positions
immediately began the process of applying for federal acknowledgement. In 1995, 1998,
2000, 2001, and 2003, OCEN submitted exhibits to the BAR/OFA. Currently, OCEN is
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seeking a determination from OFA of their status of “Previously Unambiguous Federal
Acknowledgement” (25 CFR Part 83.8). Specifically, OCEN leadership is working to
formulate a plan to respond to OFA’s “technical assistance” letter that was issued in 2004
in response to an exhibit OCEN submitted in September 2003 in support of their claim to
previous federal acknowledgment, including securing the finances necessary to complete
a response. The technical assistance letter concluded that none of the evidence OCEN
submitted demonstrated previous federal acknowledgment.
Federal regulations (83.8(a)) state, “Unambiguous previous Federal
acknowledgment is acceptable evidence of the tribal character of a petitioner to the date
of the last such previous acknowledgment.” The value, then, according to OFA is in
limiting the evidentiary burden to the point of last federal acknowledgment. OCEN and
their legal counsel and consultants contend that the legal significance is far more
significant because only Congress has the authority to terminate the relationship between
an American Indian tribe and the federal government. 1 If a previously acknowledged
tribe is no longer acknowledged but was never terminated by an act of Congress, how
then can that tribe legally be unacknowledged? In the Muwekma case, OFA explained the
Verona Band’s federally acknowledged status as having “withered away.” 2
The current drive for federal acknowledgment gained impetus in part from
Monterey County’s recent dramatic transformation beginning in the 1950s with the

1

H.R. 4180 (1994) states: “a tribe which has been recognized in one of these manners may not be
terminated except by an Act of Congress.”
2
See “Press Release: Muwekma Ohlone Tribe of the San Francisco Bay Area Response to the July 30,
2001 Preliminary Proposed Finding” (http://www.muwekma.org/news/pressrelease.html). My analysis of
the federal acknowledgment process and regulation is entirely indebted to the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe and
its leadership, particularly Chairwoman Rosemary Cambra, and consultants, especially Alan Leventhal and
Les Field. Ultimately, we are all indebted to the scholarship of the late Allogan Slagle (see, for example,
1989). Also see Ramirez (2007).
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urbanization projects mentioned above in relation to the displacement of the Dutra Street
community. Accelerated development since the 1980s has led to skyrocketing land prices
and taxes. Inevitably, growth has disturbed both Esselen Nation ancestral sites and the
consciences of many living members of the Esselen Nation, as they witnessed former
places of significance privatized and overrun. State policies administered by the
California Native American Heritage Commission require that “Most Likely
Descendants” (MLDs) be used as monitors in the archaeological mitigation of
construction projects. As discussed in Chapter 2, development raised concern among
local Indians in protecting their cultural heritage as well as legal and political questions of
who are the Most Likely Descendants. The Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) brought more visibility to these issues. In 2001, the State of
California established legislation (Assembly Bill Number 978) similar to the federal
NAGPRA legislation and popularly referred to as California NAGPRA 3 that requires the
involvement of identifiable federally unacknowledged tribal communities. This
legislation has furthered the enfranchisement of the Esselen Nation in the mitigation of
their ancestral remains, though a number of issues, stemming principally from their
unrecognized status, persist.
Esselen Nation members have been involved in protesting and mitigating
development. They sometimes serve as consultants in traditional use studies that are
legally required for construction projects, such as the Chews Ridge Naval Inferometer,
the Carmel Valley dam (McCarthy 1999), and Rancho San Carlos (a multi-million dollar
elite housing project). Representatives of the tribe monitor archaeological excavations as
3

“An act to add to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 8010) to Part 2 of Division 7 of the Health and
Safety Code, relating to human remains.”
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MLDs. However, because of their lack of federal acknowledgement and despite the
enrollment of the Chair and some members with the California Native American Heritage
Commission as MLDs, some local cultural resource management (CRM) firms exclude
the Esselen Nation from monitoring and caring for their cultural patrimony by using
solely non-enrolled individuals of local Indian ancestry. Some of these so-called local
Indians actually have dubious claims to local Indian identity. Reports generated by CRM
firms habitually omit mention of the Esselen Nation. Following a panel at the California
Indian Conference, an archaeologist who controlled much of the CRM work in the
southern Monterey Bay area and excluded OCEN members from positions as monitors
and MLDs, employed a country/town dichotomy in an effort to delegitimize the identity
of the chairman whose family lived on Dutra Street. For this archaeologist, living in town
necessarily rendered an individual less Indian than another non-enrolled individual he
worked with who lives in the Carmel Valley.
Some non-enrolled individuals gain respect, or at least stage time, as consultants
and educators, often through performing to white expectations of what an Indian should
be. These individuals exclude the Esselen Nation in their performances and writings.
Some, considered to be local Indian “experts,” have enjoyed museum design contracts
with institutions such as the California Department of Parks and Recreation. The
resulting exhibits explicitly neglect the Indian community that has survived in Monterey
as well as its previous acknowledgment by Federal Indian Agents.
Another key catalyst of formal tribal reorganization was the decommissioning of
the Fort Ord and Point Sur military bases in the early 1990s under Base Realignment and
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Closure policies. Fort Ord encompassed Rancho Saucito, 4 which had been deeded to
Graciano Manjares, a Californio who married a native woman. Some of their descendants
are currently members of the Esselen Nation. This family lived there until the federal
government relocated them, even though the grantee had served overseas in France
during WW I as a Corporal in A Company of the 145th Machine Gun Battalion and was
separated with an honorable discharge. This family, as well as other Esselen Nation
families whose relatives hunted in the area, never forgot their connection to the Fort Ord
lands. Likewise, other families have not forgotten their connection to Big Sur. The
decommissioning process helped to prompt the formal reorganization of Indian families
to seek reinstatement of their status as an American Indian tribe with the federal
government. It also served to counter the popular and scholarly misconception of their
extinction, which aids in their ultimate goal of reclaiming ancestral lands. The National
Park Service sponsored a 45-acre Public Benefit Conveyance to the Esselen Nation.
However, the transfer of the land is dependent upon the tribe’s federal acknowledgment
or the sponsorship of a federally acknowledged tribe. To this end, the Esselen Nation
sought the sponsorship of the Hoopa Tribe of Northern California. In 1994, the Esselen
Hoopa Redevelopment Authority was formed, but the endeavor unfortunately ended in
1995. At present, the Esselen Nation continues its effort to regain lands on the
decommissioned Fort Ord and Point Sur military bases.
Since 1992, OCEN has gained nominal recognition from the City and County of
Monterey, the State of California, and the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy. However, in 2003
the City of Monterey threatened to withdraw their support for the tribe if federal
4

Tom Meadows noted the origin of the place-name saucito (little willow), and the possible native origin of
the name in an interview with J.P. Harrington: “El Saucito ranch — had little willows there (tarraxta would
translate en el sauz [at the willow or the Willow]) (67:228B, also see Clark 1991:268).
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Fig. 32. OCEN Tribal Council trip to their 45-acre public benefit conveyance on the former
Fort Ord.

acknowledgment might lead to gaming in the Monterey Bay area. This occurred after a
satirical article appeared in a small Pacific Grove newspaper on April 1, 2003, that
presented the Loof Lirpa (April Fool spelled backwards) tribe’s goal of establishing a
casino on Point Pinos. A local television station, NBC affiliate KSBW, interviewed
Chairman Rosales on April 29, 2003, concerning the tribe’s Public Benefit Conveyance
on Fort Ord. The piece advised that “Rosales says his tribe has not yet decided if it will
pursue a casino, but it hasn’t ruled it out either.” Chairman Rosales was then quoted
stating that he personally favored a casino on the Fort Ord property. The Monterey City
Council debated the issue on May 6, 2003, and members of the Esselen Nation Tribal
Council and their consultants, including me, spoke. The meeting was tense and the public
statements were emotional and taken to be polemical, including mine, though I simply
asked the mayor and the council members to separate the two issues and to be wary of
media claims. I later noted to the Chairman with interest that the existence of Esselen
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Nation as a persistent tribal entity was not in question, despite indications that many in
the area assumed that the indigenous people were long extinct. Chairman Rosales
clarified then that many multi-generational members of the local community, including
the mayor, were intimately familiar with the local Indian families and understood that
they comprised a unique local community.

Fig. 33. Rudy Rosales addresses the Monterey City Council on May 6, 2003 (photograph
by Susan Morley).

The Esselen Nation’s history and status is linked to the other previously federally
acknowledged California Indian tribal communities, especially their neighbors to the
north, the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe and the Amah-Mutsun Tribal Band of
Ohlone/Costanoan Indians (petitioners “111” and “120” previously acknowledged as the
Verona Band and the San Juan Band respectively). These tribes were never terminated by
any act or intent of Congress, the only entity that claims such authority (see Field et al.
1992 and Leventhal et al. 1994).
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Adjudicating a Petition
The OFA, formerly the BAR, has been criticized by many from different points of
view about its management of the Federal Acknowledgment Process (FAP; 25 CFR Part
83.7 and 83.8) and staff interpretations of evidence and determinations dealing primarily
with three key mandatory criteria of the FAP. The three criteria on which most tribes fail
the FAP require evidence since 1900 of a persistent, distinct, independent tribal
community, with shared practices (83.7b) and a substantially continuous exercise of
political authority (83.7c), which has been identified throughout this period by reliable,
external sources as an Indian tribe (83.7a). At the current rate OFA processes cases, to be
placed behind over twenty tribes already on the “Ready Status” list for “Active
Consideration” translates into at least a twenty-year wait. The process takes careful
orchestration on the part of petitioning tribes to fund labor-intensive research, the
preparation of voluminous case materials, and frequently they incur substantial legal fees.
Bud Shepard, Branch Chief of BAR from 1978 to 1988 and primary author of the
acknowledgment regulations, worked after his retirement as a consultant for five
petitioning groups. Shepard’s experience on the other side of the petitioning process led
him to make the following statement to a congressional committee on September 15,
1992:
After fourteen years of trying to make the regulations which I
drafted in 1978 work, I must conclude that they are fatally flawed and
unworkable. They take too long to produce results. They are
administratively too complicated. The decisions are subjective and are not
necessarily accurate. The criteria are limited in scope and are not
applicable to many of the petitioning groups which are in fact, viable
Indian tribes. This is discussed extensively in recent testimony on H.R.
3607. I would like to submit a copy of that testimony for the record.
Plainly spoken, HR. 3430 will not solve the problems that
currently exist with the acknowledgment process. To pass any bill which
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encompasses any part of the present regulations, will simply set the
current troubles in legislative concrete. To continue to operate under the
present regulations or any legislative approximation will not resolve the
question of unrecognized Indian tribes in this country.
The present regulations can not be revised, fixed, patched, dabbled
with, redefined, clarified or administered differently to make them work.
Additional money, staff, computer hardware, or contracts with outside
organizations will not solve the problem. The problem lies within the
regulations.
In short, the regulations should be scrapped in their entirety and
replaced with a simpler, less burdensome, and more objective solution.
They should be administered by an independent agency that does not have
a vested interest in the already recognized Indian tribes. There should be
time limits on both petitioning and completing the evaluative process.
The FAP regulations were partially revised in 1994 and 1997. However, as Les Field and
the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe (2003:84, 85) point out, it is the way in which OFA
evaluates evidence, its “power to decide what constitutes proof of Indian identities and,
more profoundly, what is legitimate knowledge about Indians,” as well as, ultimately, “its
authority to categorize, classify, legitimate, and exclude as an arm of the policy-making
machinery of U.S. Indian policy” that continues to be at issue.
In addition to the voluminous exhibits that OCEN has submitted attempting to
document its persistence as a distinct socio-political community to the present day in
support of its acknowledgment case, in September 2003, OCEN submitted via
Congressman Sam Farr’s office, exhibits charting evidence of the tribe’s previous
acknowledgment by the federal government. In the absence of an official federal
enrollment roll of the Monterey Band, various sources were compiled to create a “proxy”
roll of Monterey Band members including federal census data and BIA California Indian
Jurisdictional Act enrollment information. Harrington’s fieldnotes, rich in social and
historical commentary, along with extracts from the notes of other anthropologists,
helped to provide a reconstruction of the Monterey Band community.
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Field et al. (2003) discuss the power relations involved when anthropologists
work directly for a tribal community petitioning OFA for acknowledgment. Research
data, and the manner in which they are described, are evaluated by OFA researchers with
real consequences. Field et al. point to the “ruptures” created by the OFA staff’s strategy
of dismissing bodies of evidence, specifically Harrington’s fieldnotes, and documentation
and publications of the American Indian Historical Society (see also Field 2008:27-29).
Similarly, in the Esselen Nation’s submission of documentation in support of its claim to
previous unambiguous federal acknowledgment, OFA simply dismissed citations from
Harrington’s fieldnotes that described an Indian community in the Monterey/Carmel area.
The citations were submitted to demonstrate that Harrington, as an external scholar,
identified his informants as belonging to a Carmeleño community. In the “technical
assistance” review letter dated November 22, 2004, OFA, citing their Final Decision in
the petition of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe, writes:
The petitioner submitted excerpts from the notes of J. P. Harrington, an
anthropologist working for the Smithsonian Institution in the early part of
the 20th century. These extracts were primarily retrospective, referring to
a past “entity,” and individual informants of Indian descent whom
Harrington was interviewing. They included no identification of a
predecessor of the petitioner. That one of the group’s claimed ancestors,
Isabel Meadows, was one of Harrington’s informants
does not constitute an external identification (see Muwekma Ohlone Tribe
FD, 12-15: “Harrington's Field Work, 1929-1930”).
Statements submitted as evidence include those in which Harrington’s informants,
primarily Isabel Meadows, identify and discuss ancestors of the current membership of
OCEN. Some of Harrington’s fieldnotes contain references to individuals as Carmeleño,
Indian or Indio, puro del Carmelo (“purely from Carmel”), or simply de aquí (“from
here”). References to the community include the terms ‘the Carmeleños,’ “the Indians,”
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or simply “the people.” It is often clear from the larger context, and assumed in
Harrington’s voice, that the reference is to another Carmeleño and perhaps a potential
informant. Carmeleños are often unmarked while the identities of others are qualified in
various ways. For example, Isabel described the Ball family as “medios indios [part
Indian], americanados (americanized, wholly volunteered)” (76:457B). She discussed
another mixed blood family:
Isabel now remembers Casíldo Mézquita and Aniceto Mezquita, two
brothers, lived in Castroville. Jesús el Chapito was always with Cooper at
El Sur, and he had a sister named Isabel who was married to Casildo or to
Aniceto. All these people were from Carmelo before, but were halfway
people del país, though of Indian or part Indian blood (Isabel Meadows,
April 1935, 61:924B).
In some notes, non-Carmeleños are marked by their ethnicity as a gente del país or del
país,” “Spaniard,” “Italiano,” “Suizo,” Portuguese (61:532A), or as Indian but not native
to Monterey, including Tulareño (Yokuts), Sonoreño, Yaqui, Apache, Cherokee
(“Chirikí” [76:457B]), or indio de por ay making clear that the unmarked or assumed
category is Carmeleño. For example, Harrington notes:
Narciso Loma Alta (for he lived all the time at La Loma Alta) was
a Sonoreño, or an Indian from there, an old timer. Narciso wanted to
marry Guadalupe Cuevas. Forgets what end he had, if he got sent to the
Island [San Quentin] or what.
Meleton was an Indian who worked for the Walters and for the
Gomezes. Meleton was the stepfather of la Guadalupe Cuevas. Guadalupe
Cueva’s real father was Sabastian (sic) Aparicio. Sebastian Aparicio was
puro del Carmelo [purely from Carmel, i.e., Carmel Indian], a relative of
our grandparents (related to Antonio Onesimo).
Later Guadalupe was living with Luis Tarango, and later the priest
made Luis Tarango and her get married (37:311B).
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Clear statements in Harrington’s fieldnotes that such and such person is ‘a member of the
Carmeleño tribe or band’ in so many words, which OFA would prefer, are not necessarily
found.
Many of Harrington’s fieldnotes are written in the past tense because they
reference known stories about a person or family, which are necessarily in the past.
However, events referenced may be prior to 1900. Therefore, not directly support the
federal acknowledgment petition of OCEN, as evidence is only required to 1900. 5 The
notes also offer general descriptions or anecdotes about individuals, families, or other
residential groups. They frequently include genealogical information, that is, accounts of
who is related to whom: “Isabel and Julia [Días]: Ismael Manjaréz was the son of
Teodosia Real. They are cousins of Chino Anaredo (72:433A).” Some reference
interaction and support provided among families: “The father of la Jacinta Gonzalez, was
named Sabastian. He lived at El Pescadero and used to bring fish to Isabel’s mother”
(67:59A). The following fieldnote demonstrates significant social relationships in the
form care given to an injured individual. The narrative also reflects Isabel’s intimate
knowledge of other Carmeleños and the ongoing, shared cultural practice of herbal
healing as well as storytelling about community members and shared understanding of
the genealogies of other tribal families. Isabel identifies the following individuals and
families as belonging to the local Indian community: Joe Gregg, Loreta OnésimoMeadows, Antonia Anaredo, Estévan Naredo, George Washington Gregg, Faustino
Garcia, Isabel Mucjai, Próspera, Viviana Mucjai, and Lola Soberanes. Descendants of

5

See Criterion 83.7(a) “The petitioner has been identified as an American Indian entity on a substantially
continuous basis since 1900.”
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Loreta Onésimo/Meadows, Faustino Garcia, Isabel Mucjai, and members of the Naredo
family are enrolled in OCEN. Harrington notes:
Isabel Once Joe Gregg was working as feeder of a Trillador machine,
when spike of barley entered his eye. Oh my, he went to Monterey, and
the doctors put some strong medicine on his eye. He came back and as he
was going by the Meadows house, Mrs. Meadows called to him, his eye
was watering and she put a seed of chia in his eyes and he recovered. He
was living with Antonia Anaredo, the sister of Estévan Anaredo, and they
had a boy whom my father named George Washington Gregg. Later
Antonia left Gregg and lived with Faustino Garcia. Then Gregg wanted to
marry Isabel. Isabel did not want him. You are becoming an old maid and
you will never marry. Old, but not spurred, Isabel answered, and how he
laughed. Then Gregg lived with Próspera, sister of Viviana. Later Gregg
lived with Lola Soberanes, but left him and was living with the dairymen
at the dairy. Lola died at Santa Bárbara later, after marrying a gardener at
Sana Barbara, a Spaniard or Italiano, and having children by him
(72:819B).
In reference to Plácida Losano, her family, and the residential catchment at San
Benancio Canyon, the following note was submitted as evidence that describes Isabel,
Plácida’s mother, as a speaker of Carmeleño:
Plácida is about age of Laura. She is living with a Swiss named
Madgeti at San Benancio Canyon.
Isabel (of the bunch of Indians who lived Corral de Tierra) was
mother of Plácida. Isabel talked Carmeleño. Gabriel Solano [Losano] was
father of Placida who was also father de la Nieves.
Plácida and Tomas Torres had the same mother but different
fathers. Féliz Lozano (dead) also had same mother as Plácida & Tomas
Torres, but each of the three had a different father (71:665A).
In the following selection, Laura Escobar-Ramirez and Alfonso Ramirez tell a story
about María Soto and Tomás Miranda (whose descendants are enrolled members of the
Esselen Nation), and their son, Pete Ramirez, that involves traditional beliefs about foxes
and owls:
Laura and Alfonso have both heard that the fox is worse than the coyote
or the owl, for he never lies. Once Laura walking alone saw a fox near
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Maria Soto’s house here at Carmel and after dark he started to cry and
Laura and all heard it, and the dogs paid no attention. Next morning they
saw that fox walking along as if weak and not wanting to run, headed
toward the Hatton dairy. The old Indians said it was a very bad sign to see
a fox going that way, worse than when he cries announcing by a house.
Tomas Miranda ran and got a shotgun and shot it, it making no effort to
get away, and Laura was given the skin and they kept it for years till it got
lost. Pete was a little boy and Alfonso was working in the dairy at that
time (Laura Escobar-Ramirez, January 1930, 71:632A)
The note also contains residential information concerning Maria Soto residing in Carmel
and labor information about Alfonso’s employment at Hatton Dairy.
Also submitted was the narrative of Isabel Meadows. Yamane’s translation of
Isabel’s narrative, quoted at length in Chapter 2, relays the historical struggles of the
Carmeleños and comments specifically about their strife in the present and prospects for
the future. The following statement clearly discusses a Carmeleño people in the present
and a hope for their future: “I hope that one of the wealthy people of the Carmelo will be
able to buy them a good piece of land, at least, to live on, to put their ranchería like
before, to revive their language, and to be counted again in the world” (“pa hacer cuento
otra vez en el mundo” would be better translated as ‘to make their story again in the
world’) (Yamane 2002:14, 80:366A-366B). OFA did not comment on specific quotations
but dismissed all citations from Harrington’s fieldnotes outright.
Field et al. (2003:90) also point to the variance between OFA’s guidance
regarding the external identification of a petitioner by its formal name. Quoting OFA’s
seeming concession in their guidelines that identification by a generic name or by any
name is acceptable, they state that OFA handled the synonymic ethnonyms “Ohlone” and
“Muwekma” skeptically. Similarly, in the technical assistance letter issued to the OCEN
in 2004, OFA writes:
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The approach of the submitted petition does not focus on a
particular historical tribe….Instead, the petition implies the group’s
members descend from many different tribes and bands. The specific
identification of the historical tribe is central to the group’s
acknowledgment case.
For example, in an April 1998 letter, Petitioner #132 states the
“lineages and families comprising Esselen Nation have been documented
through the mission records, historical records, Department of the
Interior—BIA records, and anthropological/linguistic records” since the
late 18th century. These lineages and families “have been invariably
identified as American Indian, Native American, Carmeleño, Esselen,
Montereyeño, Ohlone, Costanoan, Rumsen, Achastan, Warcharron, Ensen,
and others by non-Native communities and authorities.” Yet in other
instances, the group contends its ancestors descend mainly from the
historical Esselen tribe. Other evidence suggests the group regards itself as
evolving from the historical Costanoan (or Ohlone) tribe. Still other
materials reveal the group believes it emerged from an amalgamation
called the “Monterey Band/Carmel Mission/Esselen Nation” (2004:6).
Evidently, the complexity of contact period socio-political organization and
ensuing histories of ethnogenesis prove too much for OFA to tolerate, its allowance for
descent from amalgamated tribes in the FAP criteria notwithstanding. 6 OFA proceeds to
note that “Despite these claims, other evidence indicates some of the group’s claimed
ancestors may have descended from Indian women who were not in tribal relations and
who had married non-Indians in the Monterey County area in the late 19th century”
(2004:6). They elaborate on this line of critique in their analysis of evidence submitted to
satisfy Criterion 83.7(b): “A predominant portion of the petitioning group comprises a
distinct community and has existed as a community from historical times until the
present.” OFA writes:
Much of the evidence submitted for community since 1900 deals not with
a group but with individuals from a few family lines of claimed Indian
ancestry who seem to have integrated into the larger society. The
6

See Criterion 83.7(e): “The petitioner’s membership consists of individuals who descend from a historical
Indian tribe or from historical Indian tribes which combined and functioned as a single autonomous
political entity.”
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documentation suggests most of these individuals descended from Indian
women who were not in tribal relations and who had married non-Indians
in the late 19th century (2004:9).
OFA assumes the termination of tribal relations upon a native woman’s marriage to a
non-native man. On the contrary, I argue that such marriages frequently provided land
bases that allowed for continuing co-residential sociality and face-to-face community
relations. This is not to suggest that the evidence submitted by OCEN is beyond critique.
It is, however, challenging to locate documentation that provides evidence that meets the
FAP criteria. It is exceptionally difficult to provide evidence that will pass OFA’s
interpretive schema, assumptions, and pat and disingenuous dismissals of evidence on the
basis of what can only be seen as willful misevaluation of documentation.

Map 10. Detail of BIA Agent Kelsey’s Indian map of 1905-06.
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Most damning is OFA’s dismissal of the documents that OCEN argues support its
previous unambiguous federal acknowledgment. Situated similarly to the Muwekma,
who were granted the status of previously acknowledged based on parallel actions and
documentation, OCEN’s claim was simply dismissed. Though agents were charged by
Congress to identify “homeless Indians” in need of land, and did so through censuses and
maps, OFA employed a certain rationale in negating OCEN’s claims. Of the BIA “Map
of California Showing Location of Indians” by C.E. Kelsey, Special Agent for the
California Indians, July 1, 1910, they write:
Kelsey created the July 1910 map in his capacity as Special Agent for the
Indian Office. The 1910 map had a title stating it was a map “showing the
location of Indians” not bands or tribes with an actual government-togovernment relationship with the United States. It included this legend:
“The figures indicate the numbers of Indians in the district of which the
place named is the center.” This indicates the map simply identified
Monterey as the geographical center of a cluster of 50 Indian residents.
Thus, this evidence does not show unambiguous previous Federal
acknowledgment of an Indian entity.
Though Kelsey was charged with identifying communities of Indians in need of land and
though OFA concedes that the map identifies a “cluster of 50 Indian residents” with
“Monterey as the geographic center,” because Kelsey’s map does not use the terms
“bands” or “tribes,” though it does use the term “rancherias,” its significance as evidence
of previous federal acknowledgment is simply rejected. This dismissal is all the more
facile if Harrington’s fieldnotes recorded in the 1920s and 1930s are also dismissed as
nothing more than an anthropologist’s contacts with various Indian individuals who
discuss their community only in the past tense. As BAR (OFA) staff write concerning the
“Establishment of Rancheria for Homeless California Indians” in their 1996 report
entitled Working Paper on Previous Acknowledgment in California, 1887-1933:
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When the 1906 legislation was proposed and considered, Congress
and the Department of the Interior based their support for it on the
government’s previous failure to provide land and other benefits to the
California Indians. They cited the treaties that were signed with the
Indians in 1851 but never ratified. California Indians had never received
what they had been promised in these treaties, even though the U.S. had
taken possession of their lands. Commissioner Leuppe in 1906 stated,
“That it is the duty of the United States to care for these people seems to
me too obvious to permit of argument.” He strongly urged the Secretary of
the Interior to request that Congress make an appropriation sufficient to
enable the Department to carry out his proposals (Leuppe 1906). In 1908,
Acting Commissioner Larrabee informed the President that the intent of
the Office of Indian Affairs was to pursue the homesite and other work
concerning California Indian land until “every Indian has been cared for.”
…Not only was the rancheria land intended as group land, but the
Indian Service understood the groups which it was dealing with in
connection with the homesite program to be tribal groups, usually termed
“bands.” They were not referring to random collections of unrelated
landless Indians and indeed established a policy against purchasing lands
for individual families or Indians who were not part of bands.
Kelsey for example explicitly stated that the groups he actually
purchased land for, or considered or recommended purchasing land for
were social and political groups. In a 1905 report, he described the tribes
in California at that time, in relation to those at treaty time, stating that:
The said tribes, or more properly, bands of Indians are all
or very nearly all in existence today, though greatly
reduced in numbers. Only a few bands are extinct or are
supposed to be so. The said bands are today living as
nearly in the old localities as white occupation will allow.
…These documents confirm that the Indian Service and the agents
in California recognized that there were a substantial number of tribal
groups under their jurisdiction that did not live on reservations. These
Federal officials, working under a broad jurisdiction, dealt with them as
bands, albeit in a more limited way because they had no reservations.
Although the homesite program was not limited by law to Indians
under agency jurisdiction who formed tribal groups, as actually
implemented there was clearly a preference to purchase homesites for
bands. Essentially all completed and proposed homesite purchases were
taken on behalf of “tribal” groups or “bands” (BAR 1996:21, 27, 29-30).
C.E. Kelsey’s “Schedule showing non-reservation Indians in Northern California”
lists Tomas Miranda, his wife, and two children at “Sur,” which is notated: “without
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land.” 7 Clearly, this census or schedule was conducted with the intent of identifying the
Indian community in the Monterey region to purchase land for them under the direction
of Congress. At that time, families were dispersed among various neighborhoods and
ranches in the Monterey area. Yet OFA asserts:
Kelsey did not describe a [Big] Sur Rancheria or an Indian tribe or band
with a relationship to the Federal Government; rather, he simply identified
Tom Miranda and his family as Indians without land living near Big Sur.
Big Sur is located south of the city of Monterey and the Mission San
Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo (the Carmel Mission), the vicinity that the
group claimed contained most of the ancestors of its current members. All
told, Kelsey listed 16 heads of families and 55 non-reservation Indians
without land, 1 head of a family and 1 Indian with land, and 9 heads of
families and 21 “mixed bloods,” as living in Monterey County. He listed
them by the name of the head of the family, the number of family
members, and by location, including areas like Playto [sic], Mansfield, and
[Big] Sur, not by tribe or band. Thus, this portion of the Kelsey census
does not constitute substantial evidence of unambiguous previous Federal
acknowledgment of an Indian entity (2004:3).
Because Kelsey’s census lists heads of households instead of utilizing “band”
designations, OFA concludes that Kelsey’s census does not constitute previous federal
acknowledgment, despite his original intention in creating the census. OFA attempts to
further delegitimize OCEN’s claim with its additional statement that Big Sur is located to
the south of the vicinity of Monterey and Mission San Carlos where OCEN claimed its
ancestors resided. OCEN, however, has consistently claimed Big Sur as its ancestral
homeland and has submitted genealogies to OFA that demonstrate this claim. Obviously,
the mission was a colonial institution that was populated by Native people from areas
well beyond its immediate vicinity, including Big Sur.

7

Schedule showing non-reservation Indians in Northern California, Made by C. E. Kelsey, Special Agent
for the California Indians, 1905-06, page 1 & 37; File #5340-1909, California Special, Washington DC
National Archives
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OFA’s technical assistance letter is also highly critical of evidence OCEN
submitted to meet the third FAP criterion, which requires that “The petitioner has
maintained political influence or authority over its members as an autonomous entity
from historical times until the present.” They write:
The material submitted by Petitioner #132 falls far short of the
documentation needed to evaluate the petition under criterion 83.7(c),
particularly for the period before 1992. For that time, the group has
submitted evidence regarding various political leaders, whom it calls
“elders,” engaged in acts of “informal leadership.” These claimed actions
included passing down values and customs, god-parenting, witnessing for
marriages, food gathering, and assisting individuals in filling out
applications for claims under the 1928 California Claims Act. These
activities, however, are problematic for several reasons. First, the group
describes these actions largely in general rather than specific terms.
Second, such activities seem to be the actions of individuals of Indian
descent and their close relatives only, not those of an Indian entity
(2004:10).
Unfortunately, when leadership is informal, specific actions are difficult to document
because such activities generally are not reflected in the documentary record. Evidence
submitted was documented primarily in oral history interviews. The memories of elders
tended to be general. When specific, they tended to involve close relatives. Also, today’s
elders do not have firsthand knowledge of the first two decades of the twentieth century.
Documentation of specific actions that involved or affected multiple families would seem
to require a governmental structure in which the elected governing body met at specific
times to address an agenda of issues, where counselors made motions, votes were taken,
and minutes were recorded. In other words, in order to meet the evidentiary standards of
OFA, landless Native peoples in an often hostile social milieu would have had to have
formed a government of their own accord that resembled the type of government tribes
were required to adopt under the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) to continue a fiduciary
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relationship with the federal government, following the devastation of the allotment era
created by the earlier Dawes Act. Field et al. discuss the relationship between the IRA
and the FAP at length:
Concepts such as “entity,” “community,” and “political influence
and authority” are all highly subjective and malleable, and given BAR’s
historical origins, deeply imprinted by the historical wake of the IRA and
the consequent efforts by Indian peoples whose existence was not affirmed
by treaties or other arrangements with the federal government to obtain
such recognition.
This is very obvious in the way that BAR seeks to prove or
disprove the tribal character of Indian peoples in order to affirm or deny
recognition. After 1934, the vast majority of Indian groups in the United
States reorganized the structure and functioning of their governance in
response to the model elucidated by the IRA, precisely in order to have
their federally recognized status officialized (see GAO 2001). BAR’s
contemporary utilization of the term “tribe,” and BAR’s analysis of
whether Indian groups match a particular model of being a tribe, is
therefore necessarily based on what Indian tribes have become for the
majority of Native American groups in the wake of the IRA. It should be
obvious that standards applied to post-IRA Indian tribes could not possibly
have relevance to Indian groups before 1934, especially Indian groups that
were systematically denied land and title, as is the case with unrecognized
native groups. “Tribe” as a mode of governance mandated by the U.S.
government is persistently conflated in BAR analyses with “tribe” as a
descriptive term for Indian communities and with “tribe” used to designate
Indian communities as places of physical residence….
BAR’s treatment of Harrington and other evidence fits into the
larger framework of disjuncture in the BAR analysis of the Muwekma
petition, a disjuncture based on the BIA’s simultaneous concern that bandtype organization does not resemble IRA-type tribes, and that bands that
reorganize themselves in response to post-1934 BIA governance
regulations are therefore artificial and contrived….The BIA is able to
portray that reorganization as artificial because they begin with an
approach to the concept of the “Indian tribe” that is both historically
inapplicable (pre-1934) and historically irrelevant to a landless,
disenfranchised people (post-1934). In effect the Bureau delegitimizes the
Ohlone people for not having the kind of community they were
deliberately denied, and then delegitimizes them again for organizing the
Ohlone/Costanoan Muwekma Tribe in pursuit of such a community (Field
et al. 2003:84-85, 90).
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What makes OFA’s evaluation of evidence all the more exasperating is their
unequal and capricious treatment of other unacknowledged communities in California
with similar histories who face similar situations today. In 1994, Assistant Secretary of
Indian Affairs Ada Deer administratively restored the Ione tribe to federally
acknowledged status. Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs Kevin Gover restored Lower
Lake in 2000. The administrative restorations were accomplished based on less than
substantial documentation. Neither community negotiated the FAP, presented a petition,
or demonstrated that their current memberships descend directly from the previously
federally recognized entities. On the other hand, the Muwekma, whose petition to clarify
their unambiguous previous federal acknowledgment as the Verona Band, was affirmed
by BAR based on the comprehensive documentation they submitted. They were able to
successfully demonstrate under court order that one hundred percent of their current
enrolled membership was either members of the Verona Band still living today or
directly descended from a “proxy list” of members of the previously acknowledged band.
The Muwekma Ohlone Tribe sued the Department of the Interior, BIA in federal court
(Muwekma Tribe v. Bruce Babbit) contending that BAR/OFA’s treatment of Ione and
Lower Lake, two similarly situated unrecognized tribes, was capricious and arbitrary, and
amounted to unequal treatment under the law. 8

Fissures
When native families in the Monterey area reorganized themselves as OCEN,
they did so under a constitutionally based elected government as seemed to be required
8

See “Press Release: Muwekma Ohlone Tribe of the San Francisco Bay Area Response to the July 30,
2001 Preliminary Proposed Finding” (http://www.muwekma.org/news/pressrelease.html) and “Update on
the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe Federal Lawsuit” by Colin Cloud Hampson
(http://www.muwekma.org/news/update.html).
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by the BIA. This had unforeseen consequences. Adopting such a governmental structure
has posed many difficulties for these families who admittedly had been loosely organized
at best. A significant portion of my fieldwork consisted of council meetings where points
of order, Robert’s Rules of Order (the quintessential guide to running meetings and
conferences), and task assignments for business needs were the topics of prolonged and
emotionally difficult discussion. Moving the business of the council forward required
sustained, indeed, exhausting efforts. Lack of participation and follow-through, coupled
with persistent criticisms and distrust, sapped the energies of those who shouldered much
of the responsibilities of governance. A unified governing structure became the vehicle
for factionalism. Persistent arguments, petty bickering, and suspicion also worked against
my and others’ efforts to document the community’s history, which can largely only be
accessed orally.
The reorganization of native families in the Monterey region as OCEN created a
number of difficulties. Reuniting these dispersed extended families into an elected
government based on a constitution was entirely problematic. Formal self-governance
had not been practiced for nearly one hundred fifty years, and the type of informal
political influence and collective decision-making since that time was completely at odds
with the type of government established in the 1990s. A number of issues played into the
difficulties members and their leadership experienced in their attempts to organize a
contemporary “tribal” entity. Key among these was the fact that many of the enrolled
families had not interacted with one another intensively since the late 1950s or early
1960s. In reality, some families were simply unaware of the existence of other families.
Families that no longer resided in the Monterey area, especially those who left the area
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many years before the reorganization, were particularly unaware of or unacquainted with
other families. This became a critical issue when the Tribal Council moved in 2003 to
restrict membership to families directly related to the previously recognized Monterey
Band entity, in an effort to strengthen their federal acknowledgment petition. The
enrollments of families who left the area prior to previous acknowledgment in 1905 were
moved to a “grandfather roll.” These families were disenfranchised, yet one individual
was allowed to remain on the council because of the lack of interest in participating in
tribal government by the general membership. The council moved to fill vacant seats to
advance tribal goals when it appeared that other tribal members were not willing or
interested in participating in the tribal government.
The political and social organization created in the 1990s did not flow organically
from the previous, informal organization of local native families. The government of the
Esselen Nation and the social organization itself was novel. It was unknown, and, as
such, a rather artificial construct at best. The governing body, its governing documents,
and other administrative procedures had no concrete antecedents in the history of these
native families. Yet there was no model for the leadership to follow in their efforts to
revitalize and integrate the membership. Likewise, there was no training available for
council members to prepare them to be organizers, administrators, or politicians.
Additionally, there was no blueprint available for strategies to foster social
integration. In the twentieth century, families interacted with one another on special
occasions such as weddings, funerals, barbeques, and camping trips. While camping or in
preparation for barbeques, people also engaged in other traditional activities such as
hunting, fishing, and gathering. Outside of tribal council meetings, the Annual Gathering,
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and a handful of other special events, the leadership had limited social, political, and
cultural mechanisms to promote interaction and integration.

Fig. 34. Tribal Council Meeting at 2002 Annual Gathering.

Some families engaged in cliquish behavior, which ultimately emerged as
political factions. Families that had maintained closer social relations in recent history
tended to maintain their associations. Other families formed cliques based on perceived
shared interests. It may be an oversimplification, but the factions that emerged appeared
to correspond, on the one hand, to those families associated with the Dutra Street
neighborhood, and on the other hand, to those families which were not, with some
notable exceptions. Included in the first group were those individuals who had grown up
with a sense of membership in the local Indian community and had continued to interact
with one another. The other faction seemed to be made up of other families whose sense
of Indian identity did not appear to be as anchored in social relations—including the
ascription of an Indian identity by whites—and who may not have maintained residency
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in the Monterey region. Again, this is something of a simplification. As might be
expected with any incipient social organization, these groups became increasingly
suspicious of one another in terms of each other’s perceived efforts to obtain political
power and influence.
Several factors combined in 2002 and 2003 that ultimately became a flashpoint
for conflict. These developments were aimed at moving OCEN towards recognition. The
outcome, however, was the perception that some individuals and families were set to gain
financially and politically while others were not. These perceptions and the resulting
actions of some people would prove highly destabilizing for OCEN.
First, OCEN formed a committee to submit an application for an Administration
for Native Americans (ANA) grant from the Department of Health and Human Resources
for federal acknowledgment-related activities, including research and governance
development. I was deeply involved as a key member of the grant committee and
included in the proposal as a salaried member of the would-be project team. The
application, which comprised some one hundred pages without the multitudinous
appendices, consumed a significant amount of my time for roughly two years. My hopes
for the future of my research were intimately tied to the grant proposal. Beyond the salary
and benefits it would provide, the grant would allow me to significantly maximize my
data collection through a highly structured research and writing project better integrated
with and supported by the community. Part of the preparatory work involved reviewing
OCEN’s governing documents. This alone raised contentious issues regarding power and
the structure of OCEN’s government for some tribal members. The potential monies
involved, along with questions raised about areas of governance to target for
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improvement, engendered conflict. OCEN had received an ANA grant under the Clinton
Administration, and this previous grant process had fostered conflict as well.
The second faction described above emerged in potential opposition to the council
resolution necessary to submit the grant. Individuals belonging to the same extended
family expressed feelings of being excluded and demeaned in the process of preparing
the grant by the other two key members of the grant committee. In addition to one tribal
member who had played a key role in the Esselen Nation’s research efforts, a non-tribal
volunteer was also part of the grant committee and proposed project team. An electronic
engineer by training, this individual was a recent retiree from Hewlett-Packard. She had
later worked as a research project director and had received some training in corporate
qualitative research methodologies (what she termed “ethnography”). She also had
experience in non-profit economic development projects, including grant writing. When
she initially approached the Tribal Council, she wanted to write a book about “the role of
elders” among the Esselen. At the first council meeting she attended, she handed out
business cards that read, “Ethnographer and Writer of Native American Cultures.” The
Tribal Council instead asked her to serve as the tribal administrator and to lead the effort
to secure grants to fund the Esselen Nation’s federal acknowledgment research efforts
and other projects. Despite some initial misgivings, I came to find this person an
accomplished and valuable resource. The emerging second faction members were
immediately suspicious of her. For example, they were wary of her note taking at council
meetings. This faction was also suspicious of the member of the grant committee who
was a tribal member.
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Ultimately, the faction made accusations of a conspiracy, contending that the nontribal volunteer in particular was attempting to secure money that she did not deserve.
The situation was frustrating for me and the other grant committee members because it
seemed that despite the committee’s many efforts to include members of the emerging
second faction and provide them with information about the grant application and the
proposed project, they did not understand basic aspects of the proposal and felt left out of
the process. When the grant committee attempted to present instances where we had
reached out to members of the council and asked for their input, we were accused of
lying.
However, the emerging conflict had more to do with perceptions concerning
potential resources and misconceptions about how grants work. Some people felt that the
grant would function as a lump sum payout with a share for everyone. When the grant
committee initially presented the project for approval, some council members crossexamined the non-tribal volunteer in a distinctly uncivil manner. These same council
members accused her of lying about her previous salary and occupation, among other
things. The interaction was difficult to witness. She eventually resigned from the tribal
administrator position. I struggled to see both sides, thinking it imperative to remain
neutral, even though the hostile faction engaged in questionable actions. For example,
they took the grant application in secret to a supposed reviewer who issued a “critique”
that was unhelpful to say the least. After much heated debate, the Tribal Council
approved the submission of the grant application with the support of the faction. Those
seemingly hostile towards it took on the final responsibility of copying, packaging, and
shipping the application. When the application was rejected, the role the faction played in
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its final preparation came under scrutiny. In fact, the project came within days of the final
step of funding during an earlier submission, when a staff person found a missing
signature on an Internal Revenue Service form dealing with the non-profit status of the
tribal association responsible for fund raising. The application was rejected, but the
Treasurer, a first cousin fully aligned with the faction’s main leader, had the necessary
document but explained after the fact that he could not locate it at the time.
At roughly the same time, OCEN also became involved in a federal
acknowledgment project led by the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe that involved three
additional tribal groups: the Amah Mutsun, the Shasta Nation, and the Tsnungwe
Council. Funding was provided to OCEN to compile and chart evidence concerning
federal actions constituting prior acknowledgment, the membership of the Monterey
Band entity, and the current membership’s relationship to the Monterey Band. The
funding intensified an already growing mistrust and raised the stakes in terms of who
governed and how.
Next, following the advice of their legal counsel for this project, the OCEN
Council began discussions and eventually took action concerning membership criteria
and direct descent from the previously acknowledged Monterey Band community, which
was defined as existing from 1905-1923. However, this definition of previous
acknowledgment did not take account of Helen Hunt Jackson’s formal recommendations
regarding the San Carlos Indians that she made in 1883. Given OFA’s concern that the
Muwekma’s current members descend from the previously recognized entity, OCEN’s
petition would seemingly be strengthened if they took measures to redefine their
membership accordingly. OCEN created a “grandfather roll,” mentioned above, of
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individuals for whom evidence was not available documenting their families’ presence in
the Monterey area from 1905 to 1923, the period when federal Indian Agents took actions
in relation to the Monterey Band. For example, if documents indicated that a family
moved out of the area prior to this time, their enrollments were transferred to the
grandfather roll.
These factors, coupled with the informal leadership style of the chairman that
opened the door to perceptions of misconduct, led a brother and sister and their first
cousin to eventually attempt to take full control of the tribal council through surreptitious
means. Some members of another family which had been instrumental in the initial
reorganization of OCEN, and which had secured and administered the ANA grant that
OCEN received in 1996, aided this family’s ambitions. The actions of the chairwoman at
that time, especially in relation to the management of the previous ANA grant project, led
to criticisms of her leadership and, ultimately, her resignation. Family members loyal to
her harbored resentments against those who came into power after her resignation, and
these individuals found an opportunity in the present conflict to press their desire to oust
members of the current council.
The key family involved attempted, through a number of avenues, to represent
themselves as the legitimate government of OCEN and delegitimize the actual council.
The ultimate outcome of the growing conflict was litigation. The response of the council
was to file a “Complaint for Injunctive Relief and Damages” in court. A Monterey
County Weekly article published on March 25, 2004, entitled, “Tribal Warfare: The
Esselen Nation fights itself,” (Scutro 2004) describes the sequence of events:
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On Dec. 10, according to court records, a notice was sent by
Thielman and breakaway council members Phil Greene and Cindy Crain
to “all Esselen Tribal Members,” calling on Rosales and fellow tribal
members Lorraine Escobar and Gloria Ritter to resign. The letter included
a list of accusations including holding meetings without a quorum,
“disrespect” and “mishandling funds.”
The notice also accuses Rosales of verbally and physically abusing
Thielman and fellow faction member Phil Greene—accusations that
Rosales denies. It included a questionnaire for tribal voters, asking
whether Rosales, Ritter and Escobar should be removed.
In the court filing, Rosales argues that the ballot is illegitimate and
that the notice and ballot were declared “null and void” at a meeting of the
tribal council on January 11.
The breakaway group sent out a second notice on Jan. 26 called
“Recall Election Under Constitution.” It alleges “gross misconduct in
office” and asks for nominees to the tribal council.
On Feb. 9, 2004, a public notice showed up in the classified pages
of the Monterey County Herald beside an ad for a 1979 Volvo station
wagon. Signed by Thielman, the ad proclaimed:
“Rudy Rosales, Lorraine Escobar, and Gloria Ritter are no longer
representing the Esselen Nation, aka Esselen Tribe, or OCEN, as Council
Members. Anyone needing to correspond with Esselen may do so by
contacting Interim Chair Duane Thielman at P.O. Box 1301, Monterey,
CA 93942.”
The faction met the lawsuit with a countersuit in which I was named among many
others. The spouse of the leader of the faction attempted to serve individuals with papers
at that summer’s Annual Gathering held at El Estero Park in downtown Monterey. The
faction and its supporters held meetings at the 101 Livestock Market north of Prunedale
on Highway 101. This location was where many of the initial organizational meetings
were held in the early 1990s when the Esselen Nation was being formed, and signaled the
involvement of some family members of the first chairwoman. The spouse’s attempt to
serve individuals at the gathering nearly brought the conflict to a breaking point. The
spouse left the gathering after serving only a few individuals. Essentially, it was
untenable for her to remain at the gathering given the reaction of the crowd to her
presence. There had been persistent issues surrounding the role of spouses in tribal
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affairs. The spouse who attempted to serve legal notices of suit to individuals at the
gathering had seen her fair share of controversy, mailing tribal newsletters without the
council’s permission and taking minute meetings inappropriately laced with commentary
on various peoples’ emotional states (e.g., that so-and-so “left the meeting crying”).
Ultimately, the Tribal Council and the faction agreed to enter into mediation,
which resulted in a general tribal election in September 2005. The process of mediation
took place over several months, following the court hearings. The turnout was the

Fig. 35. Campaign speeches before the general election at the 2005
Annual Gathering agreed upon during court-ordered mediation.

greatest of any election since these families’ contemporary reorganization as OCEN, and
resulted in a resounding defeat of the faction. However, this resolution was in no way
complete. Resentful politics, apprehensions, suspicions, and mistrust continued.
Some nine members of the Tribal Council either resigned or were removed from
their positions in the following year. The woman elected to the position of chair in the
September 2005 election resigned the following year. The Tribal Council appointed
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another chairwoman. Her appointment was soon rescinded by the council at roughly the
same time she submitted her resignation. This individual mounted an unsuccessful
petition calling for another election. She then created a website with the introduction
“There is no legitimate tribal council at this date or since October 2006. But, rather than
pretend that all is well and treat people like mushrooms, the tribal members deserve to
know what is going on as does the world around us” (in Stahl 2007). Another
chairwoman was appointed, and, at the time of writing, calls for a general election
continue.

Fig. 36. The swearing in of newly elected Tribal Council members on
September 18, 2005.

The consequences of the new enrollment criteria noted above were serious and
continue to reverberate to this point in time, especially as the Tribal Council made a
decision to allow a council member to remain in his position, though evidence suggested
that his family moved to the Central Valley before to the period of prior recognition. The
council voted for this course of action because participation among the general
membership in tribal government and activities was quite low, and the member in
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question was a productive and active member of the council. However, the move to
define membership criteria more tightly did not play into factionalism in a
straightforward manner. In other words, the members of the faction voted in favor of the
resolution and were not reacting against the new enrollment criteria.
From my perspective, I became a target and was named in the faction’s counter
lawsuit because of my close relationship with several council members, especially the
chairman at the time and his sister. I also witnessed much of what had transpired leading
up to the attempted takeover and remained supportive of the council. I attempted to
remain neutral despite the urging, even taunting, of some council members to take sides. I
was also paid for some research I conducted for the project led by the Muwekma Tribe.
Additionally, I had served as the volunteer Chair of the Election Committee for the
previous election. I presented information to the Council to consider whether the position
of Secretary should be a voting position, because some tribal records that I reviewed
indicated that this might have been the intention of the original governing documents. I
suggested that such a change might aid in creating a more effective governing structure.
The faction interpreted this as reflecting a conspiracy to increase the votes of their
opponents, and as evidence that I had involved myself in tribal politics to an untoward
degree, even though the council, including all faction members, had asked me to serve as
the chair of the election committee. The leader of the faction sent an e-mail, among
numerous contentious e-mails exchanged, to many OCEN members contending, among
other accusations, that I had refused to relinquish control of election materials. In
actuality, when this individual asked me informally to provide him with the election
materials, I advised him that I would follow the council’s direction to, for example,
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transfer the materials to a new election committee following established procedures.
Further, though the ANA grant application was rejected during the Bush Administration
when less funding was available for such grants, my involvement on the grant committee
and the proposed project in support of OCEN’s federal acknowledgment petition that
would have funded my research engendered resentment and suspicion. My advisor, Dr.
Les Field, and I had both experienced difficult situations due to the politics that
transpired in relation to the previous ANA grant. A month or two after I first arrived in
Monterey, Dr. Field called me and asked if the Esselen had “eaten me alive” yet. Perhaps
his concern had come to pass.
The factionalism took a toll on me emotionally and on my ability to conduct
fruitful fieldwork. The lawsuit took place more than a year after the time I had scheduled
for my fieldwork, but the factionalism had been present from the beginning of my
involvement with the Esselen Nation. By the time the countersuit occurred, I decided to
step back from my involvement with the Tribal Council with the hope that individuals
would work toward resolving the many and varied conflicts.
I had encountered tense situations during some of my first field trips to Monterey.
The first chairwoman with whom I worked as a junior member of a team of consultants
had attempted to use me as a pawn in her attempt to pit my team against another pair of
consultants. I was given the task of conducting oral history interviews for a modern
community profile to be submitted as an exhibit in the Esselen Nation’s federal
acknowledgment petition. I called the chairwoman on nearly a daily basis, but after more
than a month, she had scheduled only two interviews. The chairwoman and the
consultants she favored later charged our team with the accusation of failing to complete
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the assigned tasks. On another occasion, when I intended to visit the sister of the
chairwoman who was an essential resource for anyone wishing to conduct historical and
ethnographic research with her tribe, I was advised by the chairwoman that if I visited her
I would be violating a direct order of the Tribal Council, which would jeopardize my
relationship with the tribe. I contacted the vice chairman, who advised me that no such
decision was made by the council and that I was free to visit the chairwoman’s sister or
whomever I wished. The chairwoman had again attempted to use me as a pawn, this time
in her attempt to ostracize her sister.
Factionalism continues to this point, and it often takes the form of accusations
concerning actions not sanctioned by the tribe’s governing documents, disrespect toward
individuals or families, and behavior at odds with traditional values. The conflicts
provoked by the reorganization of native families under a constitutional government to
pursue, among other ends, federal acknowledgment have proved all consuming and
debilitating for many involved. Yet others maintained a sense of a larger purpose.
Factionalism among the neighboring Amah Mutsun, on the other hand, has
resulted in a split into two separate groups, each petitioning for federal acknowledgment.
On a number of occasions, Paul Mondragon, the long time vice chairman of the Amah
Mutsun and great-grandson of Doña Ascención Solórsano de Cervantes, would advise,
both publicly and privately, that maintaining the Amah Mutsun community and
revitalizing their language and culture should always remain their primary goal, not
federal acknowledgment. Acknowledgment is not necessary for the Amah Mutsun to
persist, he had observed. It would surely help, he would say, and he felt it would only be
fair and just given that other Indian communities in California are recognized. The Amah
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Mutsun people must continue to be together whether or not they achieve reaffirmation as
a recognized tribe.
Conflict itself, even the divisive factionalism I describe among the Esselen
Nation, should not necessarily be read as signaling a lack of integration, or indicative of a
group so riven with conflict that it cannot function as a social unit. As Gerald Sider
reminds us in reference to the Lumbee of Roberson County, South Carolina, “For the
Indians themselves the internal struggles can be equally compelling and equally
important, as it is precisely these internal struggles that provide a substantial part of the
limited autonomy of a dominated people” (1993:108, emphasis in original). We should
keep in mind, then, that conflict often makes up the meat of social relations and may
constitute an independent social realm among the parties involved.

Concluding Remarks
I began this dissertation by exploring issues of descent and aboriginal territory. A
people’s sense or understanding of their aboriginal territory is a key aspect of
emplacement for indigenous people. Another aim of Chapter 1 was to understand better
the relationship between the membership of OCEN and the aboriginal communities from
which they descend, as well as the territories they held. A mandatory criterion of the FAP
(CFR 83.7(e)) requires that “[t]he petitioner’s membership consists of individuals who
descend from a historical Indian tribe or from historical Indian tribes which combined
and functioned as a single autonomous political entity.” Because of this, Chapter 1
explored understandings of precontact tribes, languages, and territories in relation to the
contemporary political difficulties OCEN faces concerning their influence over their
ancestral sites and mortuary remains. OCEN has attempted to exercise rights as an
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American Indian tribe through their involvement in the CRM process to protect their
ancestors’ remains and their ancestral sites and to provide input in the CRM process (see
also Bean 1994:xxv-xxvi). Preconceived notions about the “Indian tribes” of Monterey
have obscured the complexity of precontact socio-political organization in the southern
Monterey Bay area and the complicated social history of ethnogenesis. Because of this,
OCEN has encountered problems in its attempts to garner recognition in the CRM
process and from various entities more broadly. CRM archaeologists, the Office of
Federal Acknowledgment, and others have raised questions and reacted dubiously to
OCEN’s claimed relationship to aboriginal “tribes” and territories. I discussed OFA’s
skepticism in this regard in above.
Chapter 1 attempted to explore and complicate the project of anthropological
reconstructions of precontact socio-political organization. Recent research helps to
illuminate precontact entities and the deeper history of Native peoples in California. I
critiqued the primacy of language in the reconstruction of precontact tribes. I concluded,
like Milliken, tribal organization in the southern Monterey Bay region was not based on
language. Phonological, grammatical, and lexical conjunctures provide evidence of the
intimate interaction between Esselen-speaking and Southern Costanoan-speaking
peoples. Mythic and historical narratives, as well as other documentation, help illuminate
how Native people may have viewed the history of their socio-political organization. The
genealogies of key linguistic and cultural consultants and the enrolled families of OCEN
bear out this intensive interaction. The issue of local identities is further complicated by
evidence of the presence of a complex system of moieties. Finally, I looked to how
Native people today and in the twentieth century have identified themselves.
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The superimposition of a putative aboriginal template on the current Indian
political landscape may obscure aspects of the history of the aboriginal sociopolitical,
cultural, and linguistic landscape. This is true whether a multiplicity of tribelet names or a
singular term such as Rumsen or Ohlone is applied. Similarly, aboriginal
ethnogeographies applied in the present may occlude the post-contact history of Indian
peoples. This has been the experience of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation for whom
nomenclatures for aboriginal tribes have obscured their existence in their very homeland.
The descendants of the larger Esselen /Southern Costanoan social world, through the
colonial crucible of demographic collapse and cultural-linguistic change, came to be
known as the Carmeleños in reference to the mission. This community was identified by
federal Indian Agents as the San Carlos Indians and later as the Monterey Band. Some
families maintained distinct social relationships throughout the twentieth century. A
number of families, each with their own histories, reorganized themselves as OCEN in
1992, and other families sought enrollment in the years that followed.
Chapter 2 presented a thematic sketch of the social and political history of the
Native peoples of the southern Monterey Bay region, spanning a period of over 150 years
and three governing regimes: Spanish, Mexican, and American. The history that I
sketched provided an interpretive framework through which to view the information and
arguments of the other chapters. I emphasized certain topics, including land tenure and
residency, the incorporation of native labor into colonial economic systems, and issues of
demographics and identity. The history I presented bridged the gap between the
contemporary encounters concerning ancestral remains and the salvaged ethnogeographic
worlds I described in Chapter 1. The chapter also framed the transformations to the native
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place-worlds that I elaborated on in Chapter 3, as well as my reflections on
anthropological theory, identity, and federal acknowledgment in the final two chapters.
Colonials attempted to alter the culture and identity of indigenous peoples in
coastal California. Issues of land tenure and labor were the central themes of Chapter 2.
During Spanish missionization, native communities were relocated from their villages to
the mission compound. There, Franciscan authorities attempted to convert and assimilate
Native peoples into colonial subjects. Indian people provided labor for the mission and
some military and private projects. The Spanish Franciscan missionization project was
explicitly premised on the goal of assimilation. Native labor was the economic
foundation of the enterprise, and Indian laborers supported the larger colonial project as
well. The net result, however, was catastrophic population decline due to introduced
diseases, both endemic and epidemic, and conditions that fostered their spread.
After the transfer of governance to Mexico following its independence from
Spain, the missionization project was abandoned and the missions were transferred to
secular control. Emancipated Carmeleños re-established their community under freer
conditions on tracts of land allotted to heads of households and other individuals. Many
of the allotments abutted each other in the Carmel Valley and created a large Indian
settlement. Other Indian laborers established settlements, known as rancherías, on
ranchos owned by colonial patriarchs. The change of government from the hands of
Spain to Mexico made no substantive change to Native people’s status as the dominant
source of labor for both domestic in-town and rural ranch positions or to their position in
a highly racialized caste system.
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After the close of the Mexican War, the United States moved to negotiate treaties
with some California Indians. The Carmeleños were essentially overlooked in this
process. However, it appears that it was the intention of the U.S. government to take
jurisdiction over Carmeleño and other coastal lands. A key argument of Chapter 2 was
that American officials likely viewed the Native peoples who survived missionization as
part of, rather than separate from, the dominant communities of the central and southern
coast. Carmeleños, who were barely recognized as Indian, posed no threat to American
hegemony. Americans viewed the Carmeleños as domesticated, useful workers, and
Americans considered them to be “tame” rather than “wild.” Consequently, there was no
“Indian problem” on the coast. Problematic Indians were primarily Yokuts from the San
Joaquin Valley who raided for horses on the coast. The treaties of 1851 and 1852
involved native communities considered to be “wild,” threatening, and, conversely,
victims of settler violence. The eighteen treaties were signed, but Congress never ratified
them because of pressure from influential citizens and politicians in California. Instead,
Congress secreted the treaties away, only to be discovered over fifty years later by a
clerk. Settlers waged genocidal violence against California Indians partially funded by
the state. Under American control, the use of native labor continued and intensified into
market slavery. Although some Carmeleños were fortunate to have lands during the early
period of American conquest, within forty years or so, squatters and land barons
dispossessed the majority of the community.
Concern about homeless California Indians grew at the end of the nineteenth
century, leading to the purchase of small tracts of land, also called rancherias, for a
number of communities throughout the state. Though settlers had displaced the
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Carmeleños from their lands and Indian Agents noted their existence in official
documents, the federal government did not establish communal lands for them. Finally,
the California Indian Jurisdictional Act led to hearings to resolve issues of land title left
unsettled by Congress’ failure to ratify the eighteen treaties of 1851 and 1852. Federal
enrollments of individuals with the Indian Service to participate in the lawsuits coincided
with a period of official anthropology in which anthropologists judged such ‘bastardized,’
“civilized,” and “contaminated” cultures to be extinct.
Chapter 3 developed the notion of emplacement, including understandings of
particular places and the role place has played in the social and cultural history of Esselen
and Southern Costanoan peoples. Emplacement constituted the substantive or thematic
heart of the dissertation, though the discussion was ultimately framed by the politics of
recognition. The chapter attempted to provide a preliminary sketch of the place-worlds of
the Native peoples of the greater Monterey Bay region. The chapter then attempted to
address how these place-worlds changed through multiple episodes of colonization.
Following Keith Basso and others, the chapter presented an argument for the
phenomenological basis of the study of place. The chapter then turned to a description of
California Indian views of the natural world, attempting to ferret-out something of the
particular worldviews of Esselen and Ohlone/Costanoan peoples. I paid particular
attention to notions of power in the world and the particular places that are inhabited by
the various entities in the world. The larger ethnographic literature provided context for
the development of my depiction of Esselen and Ohlone/Costanoan place-worlds.
Chapter 3 also looked at place-naming practices and attempted to describe the
character of place-names in Southern Costanoan/Ohlone and Esselen to better portray
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their place-worlds. I looked closely at the narrative construction of places. The chapter
explored a particular place in depth, a rock that was the transmogrified body of She-Bear,
focusing on the narratives concerning the failed marriage of She-Bear and Coyote that
created and sustained it as a place of significance. By the time of Harrington’s fieldwork,
the place was commonly known as El Viejo (the ‘Old One’). The indigenous place-world
of the Carmeleños was rich and detailed. Similar to the Tolowa, Esselen and Southern
Costanoan peoples likely had “a name for every riffle in the creek” (Collins 1998:134).
The land was no doubt mapped with a dense toponymy taught to children from an early
age. Malevolent spirit forces inhabited the aboriginal world but could be approached or
appeased through locally known practices. With colonization, the world changed
dramatically.
Further, Chapter 3 attempted to reconstruct a baseline from which to gauge
historical changes in place-naming practices and place-worlds. However, the colonial
histories described in Chapter 2 had taken a severe toll on these practices and worldviews
by the time Harrington worked with the Carmeleños in the 1920s and 1930s. Aboriginal
place-worlds remain obscure. However, material concerning places and place-names
abound in Harrington’s fieldnotes.
Next, Chapter 3 attempted to address the issue of how place-names and placeworlds change, particularly in relation to colonization. Francesca Merlan’s (1998) study
set among Australian Aborigines and James Collins’ (1998) study of the Tolowa of the
northern California coast, framed the discussion. The documentation available about
particular Southern Costanoan and Esselen places was created roughly 85 to 160 years
after colonization. The impact is clear, especially as the name for the rock into which
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She-Bear transformed was no longer remembered by Harrington’s consultants. I explored
another paradigmatic place, the Hangman’s Tree. It clearly reflects the Carmeleños’
experience of American colonization. Elder family members used narratives about the
Hangman’s Tree as an educational tool about the public expression of Indian identity in a
potentially violent world.
Places change in profound ways, especially in relation to colonialism and
development. A place’s significance may change though its name remains the same.
Some toponyms may be translated directly into the colonial language or another name
with a different meaning may replace a prior one. Place-names and their meanings might
be lost altogether. The configuration, organization, or perceived pattern of the geography
of an area might change as well. This might occur on a roughly one-to-one level. A settler
rancho might encompass nearly the same area as a precontact ranchería, or a rancho
might be purchased and renamed in English. The configuration might also be
dramatically re-mapped with altogether new delineations. Significantly, a tendency
toward increasingly broader place designations is also evident. New places also emerge.
Not only are places and their names lost or changed, geography may be re-coded
as safe or dangerous in relation to settler violence. Helen Hunt Jackson described the
ranchería in the Carmel Valley as the “most picturesque of all the Mission Indians’
hiding-places which we saw” (Jackson [1883] 1902:154). Life in a hiding-place no doubt
had a severe psychological impact. Hiding-places both offer protection but are also under
the threat of discovery. Though the level of violence waned over time, the impact well
into the twentieth century was to create a public and private split in the display of an
Indian identity. This created, in effect, a crypto or hidden Indian identity in the region,
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what Cook (1976) described as a “submerged” identity (see also Spicer 1969 and Collins
1998:13-14). Only recently have local Native people began to insist on revealing their
Indian identity publicly. Though the place-worlds of the Native people of Monterey have
changed significantly, a sense of emplacement, fostered by narratives anchored in the
landscape, continues to provide cultural substance and shared understandings for an
ongoing indigenous identity. Ultimately, though the places the Native people of
Monterey know and talk about have changed, the role and significance of emplacement
has not.
Chapter 4 discussed issues of anthropology, Indian identity, and federal
acknowledgment. I began with a discussion of anthropological theory as it pertains to
understanding and presenting the history of the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation in the
context of their quest for federal acknowledgment. I reviewed two major paradigms in the
history of anthropology, often referred to as modernist and post-modernist anthropology,
and offered some observations about how each may promote a false dichotomy between
change and persistence. Perhaps paradoxically, resolution might be found within these
bodies of thought. I explored critiques of modernist anthropology as essentialist,
bounded, and static. Postmodern anthropology, reacting to the modernist paradigm, has
emphasized social constructionism, hybridity, fluidity, and the targeted deconstruction of
identity claims and supposed traditional practices. Both strains of thought are potentially
dangerous for the Esselen Nation in their attempt to clarify their status as an American
Indian tribe. Both paradigms tend to assume that a dichotomy exists between change and
persistence, a dichotomy that I sought to demonstrate is ultimately a false one.
Nevertheless, I looked to anthropology to lay out a foundation on which to interpret the
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history of the Native community in Monterey, filled as it is with fractures,
transformations, and hybrid forms. I looked as well at general patterns in the interactions
between indigenous peoples and state systems and the role of anthropology in the
construction of Indian identity. I pursued these theoretical reflections with the aim of
understanding how they might shape understandings of native groups petitioning for
federal acknowledgment, especially in terms of the official use of anthropology in this
regard.
To explore further the history of Native people in the Monterey area, I turned
again to the issue of land tenure and home places. I argued that certain residential areas
have provided a sociological basis and concrete spatial foundation for ongoing face-toface relations among Native peoples in the Monterey Bay region. The co-residential
settlements of the nineteenth century that I described in Chapter 2 gave way through
various acts of displacement and dispossession to more scattered neighborhoods and
ranch home sites that I described in Chapter 4. However, these ranches and
neighborhoods continued to be places of multi-family residences until the mid-twentieth
century. This discussion furthered the argument that I developed in Chapter 3 that
homeplaces have become a particularly salient category of place for the Carmeleños. I
looked closely at accounts of a particular neighborhood or residential catchment located
on Dutra and Van Buren Streets in downtown Monterey. It was the last multi-family
residential community of local Native people in the area until it was displaced in around
1954 under eminent domain by the City of Monterey as part of the development projects
that significantly transformed the character of the city. As a lost place, Dutra Street has
become a potent symbol motivating the quest for recognition.
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Chapter 4 also described aspects of contemporary Indian identity—specifically
practices thought of as Indian—and explored how these have changed or persisted. While
these practices have changed substantially, they have retained an appreciable continuity
with the past. Similar to the transformation of native place-worlds in Monterey, in the
medicinal use of a non-native grass, rattlesnake weed, the substance changed but the form
of the practice did not. Correspondingly, though the Carmeleños became Catholic
through Spanish missionization, their Christian religious practices continued to provide a
socio-cultural foundation for ongoing community.
This discussion also advanced the theme of place, and my argument concerning
the centrality of place in the persistence of the Carmeleños, by illustrating the ways in
which these practices were, and in some cases continue to be, emplaced. These practices
have strengthened the sense of connection among members of the Esselen Nation to the
lands that they consider their indigenous homeland. These practices also served to
integrate families with one another. The idea of emplaced practices helps to make
understandable notions of identity and territory in relation to concrete social history, as
opposed to theoretical reconstructions of precontact socio-political organization that I
commented on in Chapter 1. These practices ultimately demonstrate something about the
way in which a people may persist though they have changed. The history of the
Carmeleños I outlined in Chapter 2 makes clear that their struggle and survival has been
against all odds.
Chapter 5 concluded the dissertation with a sketch of some aspects of the Esselen
Nation’s current efforts to seek federal recognition. I discussed factors that have
motivated this Native community to engage in the FAP. I look at the FAP itself,
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presenting examples of the analyses offered as “technical assistance” by OFA of evidence
submitted in support of the Esselen Nation’s federal acknowledgment petition. The
interpretations and determinations of OFA staff regarding the evidence the Esselen
Nation has submitted are instances of anthropological knowledge put to work on behalf
of the federal government with hard consequences. These analyses and evaluations have
added to the exasperation members of the Esselen Nation feel as they seek to restore their
status as an American Indian tribe. I attended to these operations of knowledge to better
understand their power. Following a line of analysis developed by Les Field and the
Muwekma Ohlone Tribe (2003), I looked at expectations and assumptions of OFA staff
concerning the nature of tribes as political organizations in relation to the IRA of 1934.
In conclusion, I briefly discussed the difficulties experienced by local native
families in their attempts to organize themselves under a form of government seemingly
required by the BIA, but entirely foreign and at odds with the prior informal and decentralized leadership structures and organization of these families during the previous
century. The adoption of elected, constitutionally based governing structures among
communities petitioning for federal acknowledgment has been seized upon by OFA to
delegitimize the petitioner.

The struggle of the Esselen Nation to regain federal acknowledgment is, in part, a
direct response to the history of erasure and dispossession they have experienced.
Bumper stickers read: “Esselen Nation is not Extinct,” as if in direct dialogue with Alfred
Kroeber himself. Members of the Esselen Nation articulate the acknowledgement
movement with reference to the residential communities discussed above. The federal
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government failed on numerous occasions to protect the rights and lands of Indian people
in Monterey. The government’s historical neglect of the Carmeleño people makes
petitioning for federal acknowledgment a bitter irony for those who are now forced to
comply with the demands for evidence of their existence as a distinct, political
community. These demands are even more ironic given the fact that, after years of
discrimination and assimilationist policies, the government asks for proof of what it has
attempted to destroy. Seeking federal acknowledgment has proved all the more
exasperating, as I attempt to demonstrate in this chapter, by OFA’s disingenuous analysis
and rejection of evidence.
The Hangman’s Tree, which I discussed in Chapter 3, is a relatively new place
that memorializes a native man who was hanged in 1908 by an Anglo rancher who stole
his land. The locale is a historical monument that commemorates other injustices
American settlers committed against local Indians. The account of the Hangman’s Tree
was instrumental in certain parents’ advice to their children to not acknowledge their
Indian identity in public. The fear of violence that led to exhortations “never to admit you
are Indian” in public, call into question simplistic federal acknowledgement criteria
requiring the identification of Indian communities as Indian “tribes” by reliable, external
authorities. When “experts” and the general public hold views crafted through the
colonial experience of what constitutes Indian identity, when non-Indians partake in
widespread ideologies of extinction, and Indians hide their identity because of concrete
fears of violence, mandatory criteria relating to the identification of a landless community
as an “Indian tribe” by external sources prove patently senseless. The children who were
frequently encouraged to not identify themselves as Indian in public, now constitute the
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leadership of the Esselen Nation—a political position that may have led to violent
consequences historically. Interviews with contemporary elders have bridged the gap
from the present to the past that Harrington’s fieldnotes detail. Now the history of the
tribal community that persisted in the southern Monterey Bay region can be portrayed,
appreciated, and, most importantly, never again ignored.

Without History

for the Woman of San Nicolas Island
Once I dreamt that the truth was inscribed
in bone, sacred skeletons waiting to be found—
messages translated and sung out
in a genealogy of memory.
Once I believed my account survived, written
on my heart—a secret fragment
carried safely to some future place
where blood is ink, like faith,
indelible.
Once I trusted our story to my tongue:
told it to my child in milk-language,
first sounds of a dialect
woven from the certain web of the past.
Now you see me as I am. Alone.
No trail to follow back to
a genesis of soul.
Unable to tell what I lost.
The call me survivor, but
there is no honor in what I came out of,
no joy in a testimony of ashes.
All those who knew me
fell into extinction.
My history
abandoned me in smoke.
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I’ve sifted the earth for bits of stone,
a lock of black hair.
Nothing remains—
only my cupped hands
like burnt baskets
too empty to hold a cry.
—Deborah Miranda, from Indian Cartography
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APPENDIX A: GENEALOGICAL SUMMARY OF OCEN FAMILIES

Lorraine Escobar provided the genealogical information presented below. Ms.
Escobar is the former Tribal Genealogist for the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation. She
is a Certified Genealogist and California Indian Lineage Specialist (see also Figure X,
Chapter 1, page XX).

Eulalia Cushar, who provided W.H. Henshaw with substantial linguistic and
ethnographic information in 1884, and Isabel Meadows, who was John Peabody
Harrington’s key linguistic consultant in the Monterey Bay region, were first cousins,
twice removed, both being directly related to Juan Climaco Cushar. Isabel Meadows and
Laura Escobar-Ramirez, also a consultant of Harrington, were second cousins through
their direct relationship to Lupecina Unegte. This is also true for Tomasa Escobar Cantúa.
Laura Escobar-Ramirez and Tomasa Escobar-Cantúa were sisters through their mother
and father, María Tecla and Nicolas Escobar.
Isabel Meadows, a central figure in the Carmeleño-speaking community,
surmised that her grandfather, Antonio Onésimo, may have spoken Esselen (73:759B).
Antonio’s wife and Isabel’s grandmother, María Patcalaux, had a sister named Angela de
Pulgéncio, whose daughter, María Tecla Angeles Tuppaj, provides a link to the rest of the
Carmeleño community and their descendants, all of whom are the contemporary elders of
the Esselen Nation. The great-grandmother of Cheryl Meadows-Urquidez was Loreta
Onésimo, Isabel’s mother. Loreta Onésimo’s mother was María Patcalaux. María Tecla
married Nicolas Escobar and were parents to Tomasa—who appears as Tomasa Cantua in
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Harrington’s notes—and to María Branlia, who was the great-grandmother of Louie
Machado. Another of their daughters, Laura Escobar, also an important player in the
Carmeleño group, married Alfonso Ramirez, who was the son by Laureano Ramirez and
Estefana Real Cholom. Estefana also had children by Manuel Bufanda, and their daughter
Maria Manuela Bufanda was therefore Alfonso's half-sister. This link in turn connects all
the blood and married relations between contemporary and historical consultants.
The nineteenth century Esselen informants also are related to these core families.
This is also true in the case of Henshaw’s informant Eulalia. Her great-grandfather, Juan
Climaco Cushar, was Isabel Meadows’ great-, great-grandfather and also the greatgrandfather of María Tecla Angeles Tuppaj. In the case of Pinart’s informant Omesia, the
link is stretched. Omesia’s daughter, named Micaela Chuquis, married Francisco
Peregrino Lopopoche, who was the brother-in-law of Salvador Mucjai, the father of
Isabela Ramona Mucjai. Omesia’s parents were Teodoro Teyoc and Feliciana Urchu,
both from Kalenda-ruc. Micaela’s father was Agricio Tiquez whose parents were
Antonio Chucquis from Egeac or Uphahuan (also known as the Ranchería of Chucquis)
and Matrona Pochquest who hailed from the village of Eselen, demonstrating marital ties
between at least three core families.
Although not yet documented, Isabel Meadows often claimed that Bibiana Mucjai
and her father, Salvador Mucjai, who provided Taylor with linguistic and ethnographic
information in 1856, were relatives of her grandfather, Antonio Onésimo, because “they
were all Sureños” (Harrington 72:86). Bibiana Mucjai, who provided Esselen vocabulary
to Kroeber in 1902 and Merriam in 1902 and 1906, appears in Harrington’s fieldnotes as
a key participant in the Carmeleño community.
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Bibiana was the sister of Isabela Ramona Mucjai (the mother of Tomás Torres
and great-grandmother of Myrtle Green) as well as sister to Maria Agueda Mucjai.
Salvador Mucjai and Inez Lopopoche were named by Isabel Meadows and substantiated
by mission records as the parents of Bibiana, Isabela, and Maria Agueda. Isabela’s
daughter was Plácida Losano, who was Myrtle Greene’s grandmother. Through another
union, Isabela was also the mother of Tomás Torres, another consultant of Kroeber and
Harrington. Therefore, Bibiana and María Agueda were aunts to both Plácida and Tomás
Torres. Bibiana may also have been the aunt to María Jacinta Alvarez-Gonzales,
Kroeber’s other consultant of 1902; again, the latter relationship has yet to be
substantiated other than Isabel Meadow’s recollection of past family relationships as told
to her by her own family members. María Jacinta, known as Jacinta Gonzalez in
Harrington’s fieldnotes, called herself an Esselen according to Isabel Meadows
(37:667B), through her mother Manuela María Chis.
Maria Agueda Mucjai was the mother of Tomasa Manjares, who married the
Swiss Italian immigrant Luigi Piazzoni. Their daughter was Edith Piazzoni, who married
Anthony Escobar (son of Guadalupe Soto and brother of the renown grizzly bear hunter
Augustine L. Excobar), and had four children: Lawrence, Eddy, Eleanor, and Lloyd
Escobar.
Alfonso Ramirez, another consultant of Harrington, was the grand-nephew of
Bonaventura Cantúa, one of Alphonse Pinart’s consultants of 1878, and was also the
husband of Laura Escobar-Ramirez.
The intermarriage patterns are evident in this way: Omesia Teyoc, Pinart’s other
consultant, was mother-in-law to Francisco Peregrino Lopopoche who was the brother-
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in-law of Salvador Mucjai. Salvador’s grandson, Tomás Torres, was married to María
Antonia Soto, who had been previously married to Santiago Alvarez, whose sister was
María Jacinta Alvarez-Gonzales.
Alfonso Ramirez’s nephew and Alfred and T.J. Miranda’s grandfather, Tomás
Santos Miranda, married into the family of Catarina de Sena, the daughter of Catarina de
Sena, the daughter of Carola Maria Panna and Facundo Jualclanchi and possibly one of
C. Hart Merriam’s consultants. Tomás Santo Miranda married Agnes Inez Garcia who
was the daughter of Guadalupe Cuevas. Guadalupe was the daughter of Catarina de Sena.
Salvador Mucjai was the great-, great-, great-grandfather of Rudy Rosales and
Gloria Ritter; Bibiana Mucjai was their great, great-grand-aunt; Bonaventura Cantúa was
their great-grand-aunt; Isabela Mucjai was their great-grandmother; Plácida Losano was
their great-grand-aunt; and Alfonso Ramirez by blood and Laura Escobar-Ramirez by
marriage were the great-grand-uncle and great-grand-aunt of Rudy Rosales and Gloria
Rosales Ritter.
Of course, being one generation closer, Lupe Lopez was the great-, greatgranddaughter of Salvador Mucjai, the great-grandniece of Bibiana Mucjai; the grandniece of Bonaventura Cantúa; the granddaughter of Isabel Mucjai; the grandniece of
Plácida Losano and the grandniece of Alfonso Ramirez by blood and Laura EscobarRamirez by marriage.
Frances C. Garcia is the great-granddaughter of Guadalupe Cuevas, another
possible consultant of Merriam; the great-, great-granddaughter of Catarina de Sena; the
great-grandniece of Alfonso Ramirez by blood and Laura Escobar-Ramirez by marriage;
and the great-, great-, great-grandniece of Bonaventura Cantúa.
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The Machado family is unique in that it involves several inter-family marriages,
that is, two sisters married two brothers, and third generation children married fourth
generation children. As such, Mildred Machado, Hope Casareno’s mother, is the greatgranddaughter of Bonaventura Cantúa; the great-grand-niece of Laura Escobar-Ramirez;
the second cousin twice removed, of Alfonso Ramirez by blood as well as the greatgrand-niece by marriage; second cousin, thrice removed, to Isabel Meadows; the fifth
cousin, five times removed, of Eulalia Cushar; and is the third cousin, twice removed, of
Rudy Rosales. Again, for the Machado family, the complications are augmented by
another marriage of two brothers, Dan and Dave Machado, who married women who are
first cousins to each other: Margaret Miranda and Luisa Naredo. The family lines
duplicate each other. As such, Louie Machado, Sr., was the second cousin, twice
removed, of Laura Escobar-Ramirez on his mother’s side. On his father’s side, he was
Laura Escobar-Ramirez’s grandnephew. He was also the great-grandson of Bonaventura
Cantúa; the second cousin, twice removed, of Alfonso Ramirez. Stretching family
relationships even further, on his father’s side he was the first cousin, four times
removed, of Eulalia Cushar as well as first cousin, five times removed, of Eulalia Cushar
on his mother’s side.
A simpler line of descent to follow is that of Ernest LeMasters, who was the
grand-nephew of Jacinta Alvarez-Gonzales. Ernest LeMasters’s mother was Amelia
Alvarez, who was the daughter of Santiago Alvarez and Maria Manuela Chis.
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED PLACE-NAMES
The following place-name narratives are extracted from the fieldnotes of John Peabody
Harrington (1985). The notes from reel 80, frames 191B through 390B, are typed
indicating that that Harrington began to develop them for publication.
80:191B
xillalta,
Iz. July 35. The place called xillalta was on the Watkins ranch
in Robinson Canyada, where the red rocks are, they used it for painting
themselves. In the early notes she vd. that she knows this place known as
xillalta well. A second place where this kind of rock occurs is on the
ranch of Jose Canales, nicknamed el Chileno, where that bank is,
the J.C. ranch is across the river from Meadows ranch.
Oct. 34 vs. El Paderon Colorado, on the pedazo de tierra de Luís Walter.
July 35. What the Meadows family called El Paderon Blanco was a
cliff on the south side of the Carmel River opposite the Meadows ranch at
the locality known as the rancho del Chileno. This bluff was produced
by a freshet of the Carmel River that occurred when her brother Tomas was
only two years old. Before the freshet the bluff had been covered with
wild grapes manitas, palo colorado chino, and other bushes, but after
the freshet it became visible as a great bare cliff with the strata of white and
red. Then for the first time did the old ladies mention that there was
xillal there. Alto derechito se miraba el paderon entonces.
But she never heard of getting red paint to paint themselves from this
paderon.
The only place that he ever heard that they got red paint to paint
themselves was at the rancho de Perry, Perry’s house is at the mouth of
Robinson Canyon, on the south side of the Carmel River. The
mouth of the Robinson Canyon is now wide and the main bluff where the red
paint was has long been washed away. But she knows the locality. When
I tried to get whether it was at the down river or upriver side of the mouth
of the Robinson Canyon it is hard to understand her, but it was there at the
mouth, where Perry’s house is. Perry’s ranch formly belonged to Watkins.
Watkins was sick all the time and for that reason sold it to Perry.

80:192A
tsorkost tSaapur,
tsorkost tSaapur trs La Laguna Seca.

80:192B
wakkototay wattSor, rio de la cañada
uakottaiauacorx tio de Salinas [stamped] Pinart Ventura Soto Voc
p. 2, entry 24.
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Iz. Ev. for wákkototay wattSor síiy el riod de la cañada.
They must have called it something like this. Iz. would have sooner
thought Salinas was called touuraktay wattSor, for la gente del pais
always said allá en el Llano referring to Salinas. Porque iban a
decir en la cañada, no habia cañada, puro llano, inf. vs. Mar. 32.
Laura n. Possible wákottaywátSor. May be they mention a big
river dif. from a small one. Jan. ’30.

80:193A
tirruo,
July 35, prefers tirruo to tirrus for the name of a place at
or near Carmel Mission. A few weeks ago she gave as a guess tirrus,
influenced evidently by tirrise, I am glad of it,
which has s.
Iz. Apr. 35. I take up with here carefully the 4 possible
pronunciations, tirrus, tirruo, tiirus and tiiruo. Prefers
tirrus, loc. tirrusta. But likes tirruo also. No etym., será no
mas el nombre de la parte.
tirus uacorx rio del Carmel
[stamped , barely visible] Pinart Ventura Soto Voc p.2, entry 23.
Iz. unfortunately never heard this plcn., ev Fr, Mestres’ word
for Carmelo. Mar. 32.
Iz. adivina tirr-rrus, never heard. turr-rra, tierra
(in any sense), loc. turr-rratk. xuyya makturr-rra, en
la tierra de nosotros.
Iz. Apr. 35. Omesia said that Carmelo tenia otro nombre antes que
llegaron la demas gente, pero cuando los padres bendicieron allí, entonces
pusieron Carmelo, kármelo, y ya empezaron a decir karmenta, any old
Indian if asked name of Carmelo would have given karementa. Ya no decian
nombre que tenia mas antes. Nunca dijo la vieja que era el nombre.
(but it is tirrus).

80:193B
Allá en la Cañada de Robinsón vivia at one time Benvenuta, and
other nietas de la vieja Omesia. Grabiel el Molacho (padrasto de
Tomas Torres). Gabriel el molacho was father of Plácida. And
Plácida’s mother was Isabel, mother of Tomas Torres. Placida and
Tomas Torres had the same mother but dif. fathers. Thinks la Nieves was
also a daughter of Isabel, older than la Plácida. Benvenuta
was nuera of Omesia.
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80:194A
kármelo,
See karmenta.

80:194B
karmenta,
Iz. Apr. 35. karmenta was in common use as a name of El Carmelo.
kármelo was not in use, and karmen was probably not in used.

80:195A
Vs. that antes we always used to call Salinas: El Llano, and
only lately has she heard of Salinas. And in Carm. touuraka, She vs.

80:367A
“PLCNS”

80:368A
Big adobe house that washed away. plcns.
For big adobe house that river washed away where Meadows family lived when
Iz. was a young girl, see elk.

80:368B
Rancho de los Soberanes plcn.
Iz. July 35 El rancho del Tomasino is the same place as the Rancho de los
Soberanes. It is above los Laureles up in the hills. She mentioned
this asa place where antelope were plentyful. Near El Peñon.

80:369A
Soberanes Ranch near or at Soledad
For mention and first grapes peddled in Monterrey being raised there, se
Jervasio (perss).

80:369B
plcn.
xáSSawan, Chacháhuan.
Iz. Apr. 35 kw xáSSawan, - Cal Sp. Cacháguan. La gente del
pais pusieron el nombre al revés, Cacháguan. Ct. ọọ inxaọọap,
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to scratch oneself. No etym. Make a study of how Americans
pronounce the plcn.

80:370A
Iz. Apr. 35. Ya la vieja Lupicina cuando socasó es que le
dieron tierra ayí onde está el Barni (phon.) ahora
Sokronta se llamó el rancho.
^ Eng. sh

80:370B
Iz. Apr 35 Loc. is ‘aanetk, en el descanso. Non-loc. must be ‘aan,
descanso. then vs. the verb must be tSarway kuka’annep, and vs. mg. mañana
me voy a sentar a descansar. And agrees there may be a shorter verb tSarway
kuka’ann. Then ‘ansest, descansador. ‘itSemak’annen.
Ay en ‘aanetk era el descanso pa la gente cuando iban en la bereda, cuando
venian se descansaban tambien, por eso le pusieron así.
Y a la Lorenza le dieron (when the priest allotted land to the
Indians) allá en la Cañada Segunda, ‘aanetk (--esa bajada o loma allí
onde está Tomacito.) se llamaba allí, en rancho onde le dieron. En el
descanso quiere decir ese nombre. Onde descansaban la gente cuando iban
parriba y pabajo. Never heard the berb from shich the above noun is derived
The noun is ev. ‘aan, less likely ‘aane, and the verb would be
‘arraka’annepin, ya descansó, or ‘arraka’annenin.
Iz July 35 Thinks the verb is ‘aan. Likes this, but does not like ‘uyk
ka’annen, ayer descansó, but likes both ‘annep and ‘aanep.

80:371A
Early rancheria near Cañada Segunda
Where Guadalupe Cuevas’ padrasto lassooed and dragged Loreta’s Indian
dog, was at the llano wher Iz’s abuelas lived, near Cañada Segunda and Sarchen’s,
that llano was full of Indians’ houses and there were two redwood trees there in
the middle of the llano. Iz. was told. Near the edge of the read there, near
where Loreta was living at her parent’s house, the dog came out to bark at the
Indian. Iz. does not know the name of this early rancheria or place.

80:371B
El Peñon,
plcns.
El Peñon was by the Soberanes ranch. Mentioned as a place where
antelope were plentiful.
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80:372A
La Buena Vista
plcn.
Mentioned as a place where antelope were plentiful.

80:372B
Culiacan
plcn.
Iz. July 35 Bañales, el platero, used to say: yo soy indio de Culiancan.
It was pathetic. Tenía los ojos azules.

80:373A
plcns.
Hill where family of Manuel el Sureño are buried at Sur region.
See Manuel el Sureño and family.

80:373B
Sand strawberry patch on coast north of mouth of Sur River.
See maduces de harena.

plcn.

80:374A
El Rillito
plcn.
The Little Sur River was called in sp. el Rillito.

80:374B
La calera
plcn.
Iz. Apr. 35. La Calera is on an arroyo that reaches the beach and
does not run into the Rillito or the Sur river. There was a wire bridge
there. they used to desembarcar it at the mouth of that arroyo, this
was not worked in Mission times, but later.
All the people at the Sur region now are newcomers---ya ha
llegado la perrada allí, same as in el Carmelito.

80:375A
Indian cemetery on Allen Ranch
B.V. Mestres April 10, 32. says there is a cemetery on the Allen ranch
that has a rock with 4 mortarholes.
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80:375B
La Reventazon
plcn.
Iz. Apr. 35 The carbon from the carbón mine was shipped from the
wharf at La Reventazon.

80:376A
La Mina de Carbon.
Iz. Apr. 35 The carbon from the carbón mine was shipped from
the wharf at La Reventazon. they had a track (2 rails) with a carrilito
that went way into the coal mine tunnel. N. who owns the coal mine property
now.

80:376B
Cañada de Robinson plcn.
Iz. Apr. 35 Once Joe Hitch(cock) went to the house of Juan Panocha at
la Cañada de Robinson.

80:377A
Dionisio Ruiz saloon
For story of getting the pig ddrunk at the Dionisio Ruiz saloon, see
José Gonzalez.

80:377B
The sawmill near Monterrey
Iz. Apr. 32. Recently Iz. heard that in the Arroyo de los
Ajolotes was a coral de los indios Tulareños venian aqui
a robar. Inf. never heard this antes, he merely heard that there
was a big serradero (sawmill) de la gente americana there. inf’s
tio Tomas Meadows worked there and got fiebre and died, pobre. Also
mentioned another workman who died working at the sawmill there. Had
a corral there para echar los bueyes allí. They used the
bueyes for hauling the pine logs.

80:378A
Los Ajolotes plcn
Iz. Apr. 32. Recently Iz. heard that in the Arroyo de los Ajolotes
was a corral de los indios Tulareños cuando venian aqui a robar.
Iz. speaks of el serradero (sawmill) as if it was in or near the arroyo
de los Ajolotes.
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80:378B
Moss Landing whalery.
See Son of la Bonona falls into whalery tank.

80:379A
Buena Esperanza
For Anselma Post and Maria, step-daughter of Lázaro Soto, fleeing to
La Buena Esperanza, see under Anselma Post.

80:379B
La Garza,
plcn.
En La Garza, antes de subir la loma, was an old bear trap of logs
See Bear trap of logs.

80:380A
El Potrero
For wild hogs being turned loose at El Potrero on the Sarchen
ranch, see Wild hogs at El Potrero.

80:380B
Moore’s rancho
For Luis Tarango family living at Moore’s rancho site, see Luis Tarango
family.

80:381A
Alisal ranch
For mention Alisal ranch
and Tiburcio Vasquez staying there, see Luis Tarango family.

80:381B
Luis Waltas ranch
Antonio Maria Vazquez lived where Luis Waltas lived later.

80:382A
Cañada Segunda

plcn.
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Ay está tu tio tirado en la Cañada Segunda en el camino, said old Garcia
to Loreta. See Totems.

80:382B
La Garrapatas
plcn.
Iz. Aug. 35. Las Garrapatas is the ranch just a little downcoast off
Zequiel’s ranch.

80:383A
La Lobera
‘iSxenta which see.

plcn.

80:383B
Cañada de Robinson
Iz. Get text on Isabel, older sister of Julia, being at Cañada de Robinson
and thinking: “se va quemar esta cañada”, so many stars fell.

80:384A
Alta Vista
Alta Vista was the name given to the locality where Freeman’s undertaking
establishment was for years, and still is, in Monterrey. This was formerly
the Soberanes house. This name was given to the rebuilt Soberanes house,
because that house was originally one storied, and when the undertakers built
it over and made it taller they gave it the name of Alta Vista. She says
that Freeman no longer has his undertaking parlar in that house that has haved
down several blocks to have it in the street where Hattie Sarchen lives.
Although Iz. says clearly that Alta Vista was originally the name given
to Freeman’s house, she actually uses it apparently as a place name for that
part of town. For instance she said: At Alta Vista some American old maids
bought a house and had a nieta there. See Robén Serrano.

80:384B
Cañada Segunda
For Maria de la Cruz and her sister Celsa living at Cañada Segunda,
see Maria de la Cruz is given a sheep.

80:385A
Old herrería where Monterrey-Salinas road crosses the Salinas river.
See Maria de la Cruz is given a sheep.
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80:385B
ọirxinta,

plcn.
See xoppowan, plcn.

80:386A
Los Tularcitos
Guadalupe Cuevas’ padrasto lived at Los Tularcitos, and once went on his
way from there to Carm. Mission lassooed and dragged Loreta’s Indian dog.

80:386B
‘ittSilatk, San Francisquito. plcn.
Iz. July 35 head only ‘ittSilatk, and has no idea what the non-loc.
would be, but thinks it would be ‘ittSil rather than ‘ittSila.

80:387A
San clemente. plcn.
See the story of the Indians fleeing, (under history)

80:387B
tSaalon, plcn. or trbn.
See tSollon. The original form of the Sp. Chalon, name of a
mountain and tribe, she never heard, but likes tSaalon as well
as tSallon. July 35 does not even remember that Omesia used to mention tSollonta
in mentioning the points of the compass.

80:388A
tSallon,
plcn. or trbn.
See tSollon.

80:388B
San Rafael, plcn.
Iz. There is a rancho called Los Conejos, where the stage stops that
goes to Tasajera. Another ranch near there is called San Rafael.

80:389A
Los Conejos, plcn.
Iz. There is a rancho called Los Conejos, where the stage stops that
goes to Tasajera. Another ranch near there is called San Rafael.
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80:389B
plcn.
‘íppixta, plcn.
Iz. Apr. 35. vd. ‘íppixta, loc. 1. Name of the place where the salt
lake is. 2. Name of a place allá arriba en la loma en el Potrero.

80:390A
xoomos ‘ittSin,
plcn.
Iz. Apr. 35. vs. the place name glibly xoomos ‘ittSin.
Of course one might surmise that she is leaving at
off the end of the first word, as she often does in ags.
Iz. Apr. 35. they called the place xoomotk ‘ittSin (now
vs. it thus instead of xoomos!) and called the same place La Piedra
Redonda in Sp. because there was a round stone there.
When I now ask her which is right: xoomotk ‘ittSin or
xoomos ‘ittSin, says la vieja Omesia said: xoomos ‘ittSin only.
Jph. can reason out that if she knows omsost so perfectly,
the loc, cannot be xomtak, but must be xoomotk.
There is an hollo near the Martins’ fruteria, called xoomos
‘ittSin, mg. el hollo del gato montes.
Es que estaba muy onde ese hollo cuando primero vinieron a vivir allí los
indios en sus ranchitos que los dió el padre, decia la vieja Omesia,
y se enterró. Decia la vieja: me cansé cuando bajé allá abajo pa mirar
ese ollo, estaba yo recien casado (sic) decia, cuando vine a vivir allá en
esa tierra con el viejo Agricio Tíquez. ‘orreọos ‘ittSen. Have to
say ‘orreọ ‘ittSen, bear hole. July 35 rhg. says ‘orres
xoomon wd be used for bear cave (rock cave),
‘ittSin is e.g. squirrel hole.

80:390B
xoppowan,
plcn.
Iz. 32, It is the xoppow that they use the bark of for
tanning hides. In the Sur region there are many trees pelados. Does not know
if the trees die. they ship the bark away to the tanneries. It was quite an
industry down the coast there.
Carefully rehearded the words xoppow and xoppowan, both of
which she knows well, Thinks xoppow is the tree and xoppowan is the acorn. (!!!)
Iz. Apr. 35. Says at once positively that xoppow – tanbark tree and
acorn, while xoppowan es nombre de la parte (i.e. is a placename). –they
would say ‘ittSemakk-wattin xoppowan, lets go to xoppowan. Cp. phonetics
of plcn. Jasháwa. Has stuck to this ever since, this is perhaps evidence
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that xoppow is also an Eselen word.
La tia Isabel and la tia Mauricia alone remained at home. – Silencio
quedaba la rancheria. When they left for xoppowan.
Loc. xoppowanta, glibly vs.
Ia. Apr. 34. xoppowan was somewhere near where the bear trampa was
un lado del camino, somewhere near the ranch of Tomas Col (earlier Tomas
Col’s ranch was Nick Escobar’s ranch). Iz. was never at xoppowan,
but just passed near there on road to San Francisquito. Iz. never wanted to
leave her father to go to pasea there at Nick’s ranch – de mecha!
When on this trip we looked up and saw el palo corona ( a tall palo colorado
tree, or may be a bellota tree) en la loma alta above the ranch of Tomas Col.
From this tree the rancho of Nick Escobar (and later of Tomas Col) was called
rancho del Palo Corona. I ask if ọirxinta is a real
plcn. or if she just gives it because she heard ọirxin grows at Palo Corona region.
She seems to think it is a plcn. There --- see Laura notes to understand for sure.
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APPENDIX C: COYOTE MARRIES THE SHE-BEAR TEXTS
Version 1
71:43A(1)
Tom [Meadows] (with Iz.[Isabel Meadows] present): El Coyote primero estaba
casado
con la venada, y se murió la venada,
y ent.[onces] se casó con la osa. Y ent.[onces]
el mandó hacer el pan a la
osa, y él estaba mirando como hizo
el pan, el coy.[ote] pues. Cuando ya
estaba hecho el pan, trajó el pan
pa[ra] darles a comer a los chiquitos,
al coy.[ote] no le gustó del modo q.[ue]
estaba hecho el pan. Ent.[onces] el coy.[ote]
les dijó a los chiquitos, no va alcanzar
el pan si ustedes lo comen (y es
que le daba asco el pan). No está
[h]echo el pan como el pan que
hacía la venada.
Bueno, ent.[onces], mañana
voy a llevar el pan con mis
parientes para que preuban el pan
71:44A(2)
que hizo la osa. Eso es
donde salió él con el pan. Y la
osa pues tenía malicia que
él hizo asina porque no le gustaba
el pan como ella
estaba haciendo. Ent.[onces] el coy.[ote] agarró
esa reda y echó el pan allí
para llevarlo colgando. Cuando
el coyote salió de la casa,
la (la osa [in margin]) fue siguiendo al coyote, y ya
se cansó el coyote de llevar el
pan colgando en el lomo, lo tiró
en el camino – “porque voy a
llevar este pan,” dijo, “no lo van
a comer.” Y él fue a bailar encima
del pan que tiró. Y entonces él
se quedó descansando un rato,
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71:44B(3)
para ser creer que había llegado
con los parientes con el pan.
Pero la osa miró que hizo con
el pan, la osa se volvió
pa[ra] la casa, esperando al
coyote cuando venía llegando
el coyote, la osa lo vino a
topar, lo agarró y lo mató.
Luego volvió la osa pa[ra] la
casa, y les dijo a los chiquitos
que ya no tenían papá, que
estaba muerto, que ella lo había
matado. Ent.[onces] los chiquitos, muy
enojados, mataron a la osa.
Con la ceniza le hecharon, en la boca,
llorandose estaban los pobres.
Ent.[onces] los chiquitos quedaron solos, sin
71:45A(4)
madre, sin padre.
This is all that Tom knows.
But Is.[abelle] speaks up & says that rock in
the mouth of Carmel River is
that osa. Kw. Tom says he heard that
the offspring threw the osa into the river
(which links it good).
Tom says there is only rock
there – in middle [underlined three times in original] of the water, like a
round head sticking out of the water. That is
it’s head. Aida [probably Ayuda], abuelito, dame
pescado, y le ponían tabaco
para que estuuviera contento. Le
daban tambien bellota, o le daban
pinole. And when one did not
catch any salmon, he was told:
no pideles salmones al viejo.
Tom imagines that the bear killed
the coy.[ote] at a place like at Berwick’s
ranch, where coyote may have come
down a long ridge, to Panocha’s gate,
& osa killed the coy.[ote] meeting him at
the point of that hill where he descended.
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71:45B(5)
Is.[abel] The osa told the coy.[ote]
ni prebas el pan, que yo hize.
No, es que dijo el coyote,
que se va a acabar, si comen,
dijo, porque son munchos mis
parientes, si oyen que
llegue, es que dijo, me van a
venir a ver, es que dijo.
Y es que le daba asco,
porque no estaba hecho como el
pan de la otra mujer
que tenía.
Oh que es mi tío, mi sobrino,
cuñado, mi hermano, y tenía que
dar un pedacito del wedding cake.
Tengo muchos parientes, no va alcanzar el
pan que llevo – y es que le tenía asco comer
pan que hizo la osa.
71:46A
El pan de la venada, muy
mascadito, muy finito, eso era
el pan que la venada hacia. Pero
la osa no mas comiendo con toda
y cascara, no estaba limpiando
ni nada, y no mas iba y hizo
un ollo en la tierra, y fue y
se sentó y se empacó, y voy
hizo el pan. Coy.[ote] said: la osa
que tengo ahora no masea
bien, la venada maseaba
finito.
There is a song – that the
children of the osa sang, llorando
y cantando, y echando la ceniza
a la madre, lo (but refers to osa) mataron. Is.[abel] never heard
this song. Tom can’t remember it. Laura may know it.
Mrs. Meadows used to tell
this story to the children.
71:46B
Tom us.[understands?] that the rock
at mouth of Carmel River sticks
out of the water tall when the
river is running in to the sea,
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at time of high water. But
at low water the rock sticks out
only a little & is largely
covered with sand.

Version 2
71:47A(1)
Iz. (Aug.[ust] [19]34): Es que sabia hacer pan su mujer del Coyote.
Estaba casado con la venada el Coyote.
Y de ay se murió la mujer del Coyote de tanto trabajar,
de hacer atol de bellota, mascaba finito para hacer el
atol.
Y de ay despues se casó con la Osa dicen.
Y de ay no amia el coyote el atol porque estaba
queso con oja y toda cáscara. Al ultimo se enfadó
el Coyote, dijo: Haces atol mañana, que le dijo,
voy a ver sus parientes de los muchachitos (Coy.[otes]’s children by the Osa), voy
a pasear pallá, para llevarles pan de bellota y atol,
[es?] que le dijo, y eran dos muchachitos que tenia
la Osa, dos ositos.
Entonces es que se levantó de mañana la
Osa, se subió arriba del arbol de bellota (xoppow’)
y de ay es que empezo a comer con todo y cáscara
y ojas mascando la Osa, y el Coy.[ote] la estaba
espiando, porque ya havia visto el atoll que hizo con
todo y cascara y oja y todo, y de hay es cuando llenó
su panza, grande, que apenas podia apearse del
palo de tanto que habia comido con todo y ojas y
cáscara y todo, y de ay se bajó, fue en la
orilla del arroyo, y de ay escarba la
arena, hizo como un tazon allí en la orilla
del arroyo, y de ay se sento, se chureteó allá
adentro del ollo que hizo, y de ay se lavó
bien la bellota con todo y conchas,
71:47B(2)
y de ay entonces empezó a fechar aqua
en el ___,
y cuando se le quito lo amargo de bellota,
hizo el pan de bellota allá mismo en el arroyo.
Y el Coy.[ote] no sabia que estaba con todo y cáscascara
que estaba haciendo el pan, estaba ajecito [d]onde
estaba escondido el Coyote. Y de ay cuando
acabó de hacer el pan de bellota, [h]echó en
el gualíjon ay se fue pa[ra] la casa. Cuando
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llegó la mujer con el pan ya estaba el
Coy.[ote] acostado como si no hubiera salido pa[ra] afuera.
Y de ay es cuando dió a sus muchachitos
pedacitos y pedacitos de pan, y entonces es que
le dijo: Come pan de bellota verás que bueno
el pan, pruebas, es que le dijo. Y al Coy.[ote] no
quiso comer porque le dió asco, y habia
visto como hizo el pan de bellota, y Ent.[onces] dijo el coyote: Como voy a
comer, no va alcanzar, cuando van a venir los
parientes de los muchachitos les voy a dar
pedazitos. pedazitos, voy a dar para que
prueban el pan que hicites, es que le dijo.
Y de ay es que la Osa malició que
tenia asco a comer. Ent.[onces] de mañana
al Coy.[ote] se levantó, echo en sus wã’el
(=reda) el pan, y se fue, la mujer malició,
escondido fue atras de él. Peor cuando
volteaba patras el Coyote,
71:48A(3)
ya andaba atras la mujer,
cuando ya iba lejos de la casa ya
tiró la carguita un lado del camino,
pensando la mujer que iba a lonchar un
pedizo del pan cuando se scutó alli, y
es que iba a desatar para
tirar el pan en el monte allí, y [d]onde cayó
los pedacitos empezo a cantar
y ya bailar enzima de los pedacitos.
Tenia versos: Cargando esta porqueria
cuando la Venada mi mujer hacia
pan fino, y es que se despedazaba, no
me pagó el pan. Y de ay se cansó, se
acostó alli cuando acabó de bailar. Se
canso de bailar. Y ahora si, es que dijo
la Osa, te voy a matar. Se durmió el
Coy.[ote] un rato allí, y por eso es que el
Oso anda despacito (gest.[ure] of making hands
going as if a bear walking slowly), no se
oye cuando viene andando, porque la
Osa vino alcanzando el Coy.[ote] para matarlo,
de (app. no.) corage que tenia. Que vino y lo
abrió asina la panza (gest. of clawing his
belly apart, single gesture), y de ay se fue para
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71:48B(4)
la casa. “Ya no tienen padre, y no vayan
a pensar, ya lo maté, es que dijo, de coraje que
me dió que tiró el pan que hice, dijo.
No les dijo a sus hijos [d]onde habia ido ni
nada. Y empezaron a lorrar los
ositos, echaron tierra a su madre, y lo
ahogaron con tierra, llorando estaban los
pobres muchachitos, y es que la piedra que
está en la boca del Rio del Carmelo,
que dicen que son huesos de la osa,
que los Ositos fueron y tiraron los
huesos de su madre allí en la boca del
Rio. Pero la piedra no parece a
huesos de oso. End.

Version 3: The Carmeleño Text
71:101A
Coyote and Bear Myth.
Complete Carm. text Sept. 8, 35.
71:101B(1)
El coy. estaba casado primero con la venada, con
esa venada que comió su piojo.
Con la venada estaba casado primero y
de ay despues es que se casó con la osa.
Se murió la ven. de tanto hacer trabajar. Y de ay
se casó con la osa, dicen. Con la osa no jugó,
lo mató la osa.
El coyote iba ir a pasear
con sus parientes, y pa eso mandó hace
a la osa pan. La osa fue y
subio arriba del palo de bellota, y comio
con todo y ojas y todo, dicen, y de ay
y fue a churetear allí en el
tazon que hizo en la harena, adentro
de la harena, en la harena
Entonces fue el coy. a espiarlo
ver como hacia el atol, porque la venada
hizo finito el atol (y oyendo la osa) se metió en el monte,
y ay estaba espiando, escondido, y miro
la osa que se sentó en el tazon
que habia hecho en la harena, y chureteó,
dicen, ay. Por eso le dió asco al coyote comer ese pan.
Entonces el coy. vino pa la casa, vino
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comono hubiera salido.
Anda pues, comes, a ver, preuvas,
le dijo al coy., ni comes, ni pruevas el
pan. “Como voy a comer, no va a
el cargar pa los parientes,” dijo el coy.
pensaba que era cosa buena que dijo a sus hijos cuando les
dijo
En el mismo dia se fueron los dos el coy y la osa.
Sabes que todos empezó a soltar [sin…?] y
empezó a sacar el pan y
hablando. Y la osa [escondida] oyendo.
71:102A(2)
Y malició la osa que tenia asco.
No comia el pan.
Y de ay en la mañana
se levantó pa irse el coy. con la
carguita de pan, pa visitar allí
onde estaban sus parientes. Y malició
la osa que va tirar, lo siguió
pero escondido es que iba no mas.
Y volteaba el coyote, patras,
cada rato es que volteaba patras,
hasta que ya iba lejecito
(middle syllabe vowel e, not o, and no final s)
y de ay se acostó, se descansó allí,
fue cargando esta porqueria, mi
mujer cuando hacia pan, bonito
finito es que hacia, y esta
lo hace con toda y osa,
ando cargando esta porquera, es que dijo.
Peor cuando soltó la carguita,
sacó el nudito, empezó a tirar
el pan, y de ay saldió el costalito,
los pedacitos del pan y empezó a
bailar encima de los pedacitos tirados
y la osa ardiendo de caraje.
71:102B(3)
Escondido en el monte mirando.
Se cansó el coy. de bailar,
se acostó allí un ratito pa caminar
despues, se durmió un ratito, y vino
la osa cazandolo poco a poquito
se [asonaba] un lado del camino,
ay onde estaba dormiendo.
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le dió caraje que estaba bailando en el pan.
Ahora verás, y dijó, ya estaba
maliciando que ibas a tirar, le dijo.
Te voy a matar aquí. Y le abrió
la panza, dicen, y tiró el coyote
allí onde habia tirado el pan, pa
que comiera allí onde habia tirado
su pan, pa que comiera su pan que tiró.
Y de ay se fue la osa, llegó
allí onde estaban sentaditos los ositos,
en su casa, en su casa estaban los ositos
sin pensar. Ya no tienen padre, no vayan a pensar, es que les dijo.
Ya maté su padre, ya no vayan
pensar que tienen padre, es que dicen,
mataron a su madre tambien.
Le [ahogó] la osa con la ceniza que le
echaron.
Teniean canto los muchachitos cuando
mataron a su madre.
Tenia canto, llorando echandoles tierra.
Es que tenian su canto cuando estaban
echando ceniza – y llorando.
71:103A(4)
Y es que esa es la piedra que
esta allí en la boca del rio, que
esa era la osa se volvió piedra.
Se acobó el cuento.
Ay echaban alguna cosa, tabaco,
de que llevaban le daban al viejo,
decian, y de ay mataban salmon.
71:103B(5)
vs: [‘okks mur wayk mur xawwan mattcany
= antes el coy. estaba casado con la venada]
‘óks [?]y k-mur wa-xawwan ‘mattcan
wennate, ca-wennata cinnamur
‘amxayik wa-kaxx.
= antes es que el coyote estaba
casado con la venada, con esa venada que
comió su piojo.
tan nay mur kú·y wa-xawwespiki [wa’uriniki] órresiy,
↑ Does not like ‘a in here. But
likes tánnay mur kú·y
ney ku issiw ‘uthis {‘orresakay}
{‘orres ‘iswin}
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ne·yaku lakkuy wennata,
‘i·m mur ‘a tawxar, ‘exxe mur tawxar.
= y se murio la venada de tanto trabajar
(insists on this which says lit. se murió
siempre trabajaba
xiccoy ‘ammaxans,
cincoma wa - lakkunsim.
= siempre trabajaba muncho, hacia comida
de ese murió. She vs. xicciy instead of xicc.
Agrees to xiccem, le hacia. These –m forms are beyond her.
Does not agree to wa – lakkuy
wa – ‘exxe – tawxarin, she died of tanto trabajar,
which I expected.
71:104A(6)
ku·mur xukkariki ‘orresiy
= con la osa no jugó. Does not approve
‘orresom.
[ne·yku was- ‘orres nimm, entonces la
osa lo mató].
‘iyk·mur was-nimm ‘orres, es que la
osa lo mató. Also vd. nimmin. Agrees it wd
be better ‘íyk-mur was-nimmiki ‘orres.
mattcaniykmur ‘iwsen watten
‘ayyews *wa-‘u·trakay
= el coyote iba ir a visitar sus parientes.
N. how to say iba ir & so changes it to
queria ir. Agrees one cd. also express it by
mattcaniykmur tonn wattin ‘ayyews ‘u·trakay,
lit. el coyote debia ir a visitar sus parientes.
Cincommur wa-ni·pasim
wa-xawwan xicc pullum (also
wa-ni·pasim xicc pullum wa-xawwan, does
not approve wa-xawwaniy, pullum is the
word used in this myth, not puxxutr), por
eso mandó a su mujer hacer pan de bellota.
She chooses ni·p, not ‘okk, mg. mandó, in
this sentence.
Tánnay mur órres wattin xics,
ne·yku ‘ittim ‘arres tcarway wattin xics,
Better ‘arru tcarwayiykmur ‘ittim wattin xics (pullum).
= entonces la osa fue a hacer,
de mañita es que se levantó,
pobre, sin pensar lo que le iba a pasar.
yi·cickan, kú·mur pessoy wa-‘iswinakay
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was-nimm. N. how to say lo que le
iba a suceder, has to say que sus hijos la iban a matar.
71:104B(7)
ne·yku ‘ittim mattcan
tanmur ‘orres wattiy xics
ca-pullum
=y entonces se levantó el coyote
cuando la osa fue a hacer pan.
Sent. glibly vd. & moves tanmur trs. cuando
ne·yku was-wa·ten trttan
‘orresiy, ‘icku-sakkes ‘intasmur
xicciy.
= y de ay fue siguiendo la osa
para mirar lo que estaba haciendo
Betw. –sakk, -sakkes and ‘ayyew
says sakkes is the verb to use here.
ku·mur ‘ixxest ‘oncs was-mattcan
trittan, la osa no sabia que le siguió el
coyote.
kú·mur ‘immap mattcan, ku·mur
was-ayweki ‘orres.
no se enseñó el coyote, la osa no lo
miró.
xúyya mur ‘a-trawwar
mettest [?]aysantop ‘orresiy ‘iŋkmur
‘anamí· xicciy.
= y allá no mas estaba (el coy.) escondido
andando
asomandose a la osa a ver como estaba
haciendo. Also agrees to ‘iŋk ku-‘anamí
xicciy, como va a hacer.
71:105A(8)
[pessoy mur ‘orres mattcan ‘attcep ca-pa·n
la osa pensó que el coy. iba tirar el pan
↓ ↓ ↓-change this to ne·ymur kaxinn, y ya andaba
ne·yku wattiy ‘orres ne·yku xopp
Better still ne·ymur ku-xúyya-xinn ‘orres, y de ay es que andaba osa alli la osa.
Adopt this.
xùyà yu·kc (also agrees to xùyà – ‘imxala
yu·kc, prefers to all : xuyya tapper ‘imxala
yu·kc mo·yor, ne·yiŋk ku-‘amxay
yu·kc yu·ks ‘immey wa-‘o·soyom
↑ ↑ repeats glibly
[better ‘in-‘immey wa-‘o·s ‘in-ticcakay.]
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= entonces se fue la osa y subió
en un encino, y de ay estaba comiendo
bellota de encino, con todo y oja
y palitos. Also vs. yukicta, en el encino.
ne·yiŋk kuwattin tcallaps,
ne·yiŋk ku-ttcewworap xuywa-rippum
xuya wí·s, xuyyaŋk mur xicciy
wa-pullum urstak.
= y de ay fue a churetear, y
se sentó onde habia escarbado en la harena,
allá mismo es que hacia su pan, en
la harena.
ne·yiŋk ku-tca·r wa-yu·ks,
y de ay estaba lavando (leeching)
su bellota.
estaba echando el pan en la
reda como pa irse
no se enseño, no lo miro.
no mas estaba escondido espiandolo como estaba haciendo pan de bellota
no habia la osa que el coy. lo andaba siguiendo.
71:105B(9)
ne·uku wattiy mayyasps (also
mayyss) ‘orresiy ‘iŋkmur ‘ananí
xicciy pullum, ‘iŋkmur xicc
wennata finito (never heard Carm. equiv.)
pullum. yikk = moler, yikkast, molido,
but there must be another verb mg. to
grind – fino, which she never heard).
wa-‘akkon xuttcatk, se metió en
el monte.
yá·ŋk-mur trawwar mettest,
= allí (mismo) es que estaba escondido
ya·mur trawwar mettest, allí
estaba escondido. Very impt. word
ya· means allí or possibly
allí mismo. A very useful word for
the text. Ev. the bears the
same relation to xuyya that
ca- bears to articleless nouns.
ya·ŋk-mur trawwar mettest
sakkes (will not admit sakkesin),
y ay (mismo) estaba sentado escondido
mirando
Tammay·mur sakkes ‘orresiy
xopp xùyà – yukc, ‘immeymur
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‘a·-‘amxay, ‘o·sakay, ticcakay, yu·kc
ticc yu·kc ‘o·s, kú·mur trikk, ne·yku
‘ak[·n]in tanmur ‘exxe ‘amxayiki,
71:106A(10)
né·yku-wáttin tcállopc
↑ not s
carefully caught.
xuy wa-tca·rs, xuyya rípps, xuyya wa-rippun
wistak ‘icku tca·r wa-treywen, wa-pullum ‘e:
= entonces miró la osa subia
en el encino, todo no mas comia,
ojas, palitos, oja de encino,
palito de encino, sin mascar,
y de ay se apeó cuando habia
comido bastante, y de ay fue a
cagar en la
coladera, en su escarbadera,
onde escarbo en la harena
para colar su atol de bellota,
su pullum pues.
cincomaŋk wa-‘eclenin
(better wa-‘eclensim, which she
shole vs. & says: sole bonito) mattcan
‘amxay ca-pullum.
= por eso le dió asco al coyote comer
ese pan de bellota.
ne·yiŋk-mur mattcan ku-wa·teki
xuywa-rukk, xúyya mur trawwar
kàtà-mur-kú·-‘i·yeki xuywarúkk.
= y de ay el coyote se vino
(also trs. it se fue) pa su casa, ay estaba,
como si no hubiera salido de su casa.
71:106B(11)
Tánnaymur ‘e·wen wa-xáwwan,
↑ on rhg. improves it to ‘e·wey
he·[?] wa-‘áweki
xuywarúkk.
= entonces cuando llegó su mujer,
no mas lo miró sentado en su casa.
‘ámxay ‘é·, ne·yiyk ku-kayy:
‘ámxay ‘é·, na·n ‘e·, wasiŋk ku-kayy:
kayy na·n ‘ixxipc miccix, come pues,
ed que dijo, come pues, prueba pues, prueba a ver
si esta bueno
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‘e·wey mur xuywa-pullum, watwonikimur wa-pullum, xuy ‘immey wa-cakkate.
= llegó con su pan, trajo su
pan, con todo su zacate!
Splendid. At last she recalls
the word for a ver, which
we felt the lack of very much and
whose 1st syl. is ev. related to
‘ikyer, si acaso. ‘ixyer me-‘i·y,
a caso sales. The last syl. is yer, not –yo.
This issipc has “espantar-gallinas”
as its last sound, and is very
useful in trn., cp v, ‘apí, a ver.
One can also say ‘ixxipc ‘intas
ne-‘o·yos kuyme-‘iss, a ver
que tienes aganado en tu mano!
71:107A
Iz. July 35. There was an aliso en la
cañada de Roach where Iz.
always suspected somehow is the place
where the osa killed the coyote.
71:107B
‘iŋk kuka-‘amxay, ‘éxxe ‘uti-wú·ta
sinniŋkwakay, kú·we ku-út·sen yillun
wu·trakay, ku·ku-yillun, ‘ixyu kawas—‘amxay, mattcaniŋk mur kayy.
= como voy a comer? los muchachitos
tienen munchos parientes, no va alcanzar pa
los parientes, no va alcanzar. She changes Jph’s
suggested yiel to yullun, and kw.
wá·mur ‘eclen ‘amxay, y es que tenia
asco.
wàsíŋkmur sakkes tanmur xicc,
cíncoma mú·r ku·-‘iwsen ‘amxay.
↑very long & accented
= el la estaba mirando cuando estaba
haciendo, por eso no queria comer.
pattcumur pessoy ‘orres,
mattcan-mur ‘eclen, ku·’iwsen ‘amxay.
= ya estaba maliciando la osa que el
coyote tenia asco, que no queria comer.
kú·mur ‘a[x] xoy pullum, no comia el pan.
né·yiŋk ku ‘ittin ‘arru tcarway
mattcan, wa-wattinin wattisin wa-xi·pun
pullum wa-’attcepc, wa-wattiy ‘ayyews
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*wa-wu·trakay,
= entonces se levantó en la mañana
el coyote, fue llevando su cargita de
pan de bellota, (fue) a tirarlo, fue a
visitar sus parientes.
71:108A(13)
ne·yiŋkkupesyoy ‘orres yétte ninsa kurottey
‘intaw, mé·yipsa ku-‘attcep ka-pullum, kewas-tritt,
‘aramak-ketc·cey,
=entonces pensó (=malició) la osa:
habrá alguna cosa, sefuro tirará mi pan de bellota,
yo lo voy a seguir, ya quedamos mal.
But kw- that
yette rottey ‘intaw weans ya miro hay alguna
cosa. The last sent. is impt. for it shows that
‘arramak-micxiy, ya quedamos bien con buena suerte. Kw.
ne·yku was-trittaki, pues, lo siguió.
mettesst-mur ‘a·wa·ten pero escondido
no mas iba.
‘ettepiŋk-mur mattcan ‘itrkay
cada-rato, ‘í·m mur ‘a·-‘ettep tanmur
‘i·yiki xuywa-rukk,
= y es que el coyote estaba bolteando
patras cada rator
Also sellepiŋk mur, etc., he looked back
over his shoulder. Both verbs wholly vd.
‘árraŋkmur ‘ewwey wa·ten
ne·yiŋk ku-rippiw wa-wãl~l,
ne·yiŋk ku-munn ‘attcep pullum,
ne·yku yixxiw wa-wãl~l,
neyku-latr·yun pullum péddasito,
ne·yku tcit tapper.
= hasta que fue lejectito, y entonces soltó su reda, y
entonces tiró su carga en la sombrita, y entonces empezó a
tirar su carquita, y ent. sacudió su reda, y se cayeron los pedacitos, y de ay bailó encima.
71:108B(14)
The myth merely stated here that
coyote bailá no mas y cantó, but did not
give the song.
ne·yku tcunnuy tcitt, tapper xuua-pullum, y entonces
cantó y bailó, arriba (nearest she can
come to saying encima) del pan de bellota.
mettest-mur ‘a xuttcatk ‘orres
sakkes, sú·ren mu ‘á ta·ramom,
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wholly vd.
= y la osa ay estaba escondido no
mas en el monte mirando, ardiendo no
mas estaba de coraje.
↑ not con.
ne·yiŋk ku-yicwan tcitten mattcan
= y de se cansó el coyote de bailar.
ne·yiŋkmur ku-nattcirap xuyya
‘ickumur ku·y ‘innuy
= y entonces se acostó el coyote
allá pa caminar despues.
ne·yiŋkmur ku- nattcirap
‘icku nossow, but prefers merely … nattcirop nossow.
= y entonces se acostó para
descansar
ne·yiŋk mur ku-wá·t ‘orres was-nimmus
= de ay venia la osa pa matarlo
N. how to say cazandolo.
‘issit mur ‘a·-wát, maysantopmur
‘á· xùy[]-‘innx,
= despacio no mas venia, se asasinaba en el camino.
71:109A(15)
ne·yiŋk wa-sa·nay wa·t,
waŋkmur sakken mattcan·iy tcitten xuya-púllum.
= entonces venia cerquita, (shows
incorporated use of sa·nay), es que
miró el coyote que bailó
en el pan. Adopt this.
wa-tarmanin xwanmur sakkeki
↑ from Eng. when
tcitt (also approves heartily watarmanin
tanmur sakkeki tcitt)
= le dió coraje cuando lo miró
bailar.
xúyyaŋk-mur was- ‘a·- yannis
mettest xuya – xuttc
= allá lo esperaba no mas metido
en el monte.
71:109B(16)
waŋkmur sakken mattraniy tcitten xùyà-pa·n,
[wa-tamanin wa-sakken wa-tcitten
xùyà-púllum, also vs wa-tarmanin
wa-sakken tcitt mattcan xùyà-pullum.
= y es que miró el coyote bailando en
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el pan de bellota. Le dió coraje
que estaba bailando.]
[Best: tannayiŋkmur sakkeki
mattcaniy tcitten xùyà-pullum
= y entonces es que miró el coyote
bailando (o que que bailó (prefers trn.
bailó to bailando) en el pan de bellota.]
xuyyamur was-‘a·-yannis mettest,
waŋk tarmanin ‘orres, enojado estaba
la osa
“kames-‘a·-yannis yettE ‘imno
↑ also vs. it with –‘a·- omitted
metoppon tcitten, tannay kukames-nimm,”
káyyiŋkmur ‘orres xuy-wa-sirre,
= y te
“tcitt tcitt! yetkames-nímm, kayyiŋkmur.
“I am going to wait for you when
you get through dancing, I am g. to kill you,
dijo la osa entre su corazon, baila, baila,
(porque I am going to kill you yet.
71:110A(17)
ne·yiŋkmur munn rippiw
wa-wã’ll, waŋkmur munn ‘i·yewaon
pullum, ne·yiŋkmur wissiy
péSSazitokay, ne·yku tcitt xuya-pa·nn, [waŋkmur-rittciy]
‘inmur-rittciy or better perhaps: ne·yku
= y estaba hablando
rittciy, ne·yiŋk ku kayy: cinnamur ka-‘atiws-wawwan
impt. = esa mi otra mujer
miccixiŋkmur ‘a· ca-pullum ká·mur-xawwan xícc,
mur xicc miccix pullum [ku·we kátá-neppe]
y la mujer aguantándo, oyendo no mas = yannis-mur ca-latcyaŋkkw.
takkis-mur ‘a·
‘tryewx ka-xipsunt, kayyiŋkmur mattcan,
=anda cargando porqueria que no sirve, es que dijo
cuando pasen mala vida, entr, se [?]
el coyote (sentence wholly vd.)
kú·mur katti ka-xawwan-mur xicc,
no era así el pan que hacia mi mujer,
né·capullum
ne·capúllum ka-xáwwan xicc né·y
vd. again & again
ku·-kátti kátá-mur xicc ka-‘oksey-xawwan,
= este pan que (vs. this que is unexpressed in
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Cram., changes suggested *ne·ka-xawwan
and *ne·caka-xawwan) to merely
ka-xawwan) está haciendo mi mujer ahora
no es así como hacia my former wife.
ne·capullum ka-xawwan xicc ne·y,
yattcaxt ‘a· ticcuyom ‘a·soyom, ka-wissen,
kayyiŋkmur né·yiŋk ku-yíxxiw wa-wãl~l,
ney[?] [xùyà?]-pullum, in-orres sammes, [?]
↑ caught on the fly. very impt. to
prove this use of ‘in-·
= este pan que hace mi mujer ahora,
mesclado no mas está con palitos y con
ojas. (y con cáscara, but word for acorn bar is dif. from
‘axran), lo tiré, dijo, y
se [?] su reda
y hablando: mi otra mujer hacia pan finito, bonito, y esta
ojas, palitos no mas
y bailó en el pan, y la osa
mirando, y ardiendo de coraje.
71:110B(18)
‘imno kettc[?] ca-tri·tr, tannayiŋk
‘uti-pessoy ‘uti-‘oksey-xawwan,
= cuando passan mala vida, entonces es
que se acuerdan de su primer mujer
changes my suggested tánnayiŋk Sá
‘uti-pessoy to tannayiŋk
‘uti-‘a·-pessoy. Remember that she
rejected suggested kettcenc and
changed it to kettcec.
ne·yiŋk ku-yicway mattcan tcitten,
ne·yiŋk ku-nosweki (acttually
vd. ku-nossow) xùyà-xe·wx,
better ne·yiŋk nattcir (or nattciropiki)
xùyà-xe·wx nossow, kú·mur’ípsa
↑ grueso, ch.
forever
péssoy ‘orres was-tritt, also
vs. equally glibly
ku·psamur pessoy, at first vd. wastritten but improved it to
was-tritt
= y se cansó de bailar el
cyote, y de ay descansó en la ombra,
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se acostó a descansar (nossow is used thu,
no ‘icku- necessary), no pensó talvez que
la osa lo seguia.
71:111A(19)
tcolloniŋk ‘otck, ‘orresiŋk ku·’otck
‘imno xinn cazando, ‘inno
‘iwsen nimm lammay, kayyiŋk ‘útti.
↑ vd. objective,
splendid
= un raton hace mas ruido qu
un oso cuando va cazando, cuando
quiere matar gente, es que dicen.
ne·yiŋk ku-sanyay ‘orres,
‘imno ‘etrney (also approves ‘ettrey but ‘etrney) mattcan,
ne·yiŋk kuwas-xnaxxiw wa-pittin,
ne·yiŋkmur lawwak wa-tu·rc
‘orres, ne·yiŋk-mur was-‘i·yewon
wa-re·trk, ne·yiŋkmur was-‘attcep
xxuyamur mattcan ‘attcepisin
(also vs. ‘attcepiki, both vd., the
volunteering of ‘attcepisin here, pluperfect,
surprises & pleases me)
‘amxay wa-pullum cínna-wa-‘attcepin,
= y de ay se acercó la osa, cuando
se durmió el coyote, y ent. le abrió la panza,
es que tenia las uñas largas la osa (she vs. trn. of
ne·yiŋkmur here as es que), y le sacó (todas)
las tripas, y lo tiró onde el coyote habia tirado el pan,
para que comiera su pan ese que habia tirado, glibly vd. & correct.
71:111B(20)
ne·y kukames-nimm, ne·yiŋk
ku-was-káyy, [tannay-‘ìpsà-mur
wa-koy·{i}ponin mattcan], yà
koypost màn-mùr mattcan,
= ahora te voy a matar, es que
de ay le dijo (la osa), [entonces talvez
el coyote
71:112A(21)
Se llenó de auzanos, cuando lo mataron.
y quien lo alzára, quezaz en el monte se
pudrió, pobre.
xuyyaŋkmur ‘iplixt mattcan,
= y ay se quedó tiradito el coyote. glibly vd.
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wa-topronin, xuyyaŋkmur ‘iplixt, wa-topronon,
tanmur was-nimmiki, tanmur was-‘attcepiki
xuya-xuttc (volunteers that Jph’s suggested
‘imno in the last two clauses does not
sound right, and changes it to tanur,
and voluntarily tells me that
tanmur means cuando, tho a few
minutes later she vs. that tanmur
means entonces, and then trs. her first
tanmur as cuando and her second
tanmur as entonces, but later trs. both
as cuando and agrees that nimmisim
cd. be used instead of her vd. nimmiki.
ku·wemur rottey ‘amp
tòn was-‘a·k, xuttcatkiŋkmur ‘epsa
wa-yummunin, yi·cickan (likes equally
well kú·mur & ku·wemur and vs. both),
no habia quien lo alzara, en el monte
es que se pudrió tal vez, pobre! When
I tried to insert ‘eps or ‘ipsa in the above
sentence, she says the word is ‘epsa, not ‘ipsa,
but hastens to v. that in certain sentences it may take on the form ‘ipsa. She certainly has
vd. plain ‘ipsa many times during the summer of 1935.
71:112B
Iz. July 35 now says monsem,
avisar, and that when I put
mattcan mo·nc for coyote story,
it is wrong , that I shd have put
mattcan mo·ns. But mo·nc,
una gente de razon, with c.
71:113A(22)
ne·yiŋk ku-wattiy wa-‘e·wen ‘orres,
(3 askings always vs. the sent thus, and will not
agree to substituting wa-‘e·wey), ne·yiŋk
ku’e·weki xùyà-tcewaror wa-‘swinakay
xuywarúkk,
xúyya-mur ‘uti-rukk ‘uti-trawwar
‘orres ‘iswinaka, kú·mur ‘uti-pessoy
‘intaws, tanmur ‘e·weki ‘orres,
↑ prefers this to ‘intas here. Both are words.
péssoy-mur ‘uti-‘a·n mànn mùr
miccix cinna-mur ‘ut·sen-monsem
(prefers last to * ku-‘ut·sen-monsem),
ne·yiŋk ku-‘ut·sen kayy wa-‘iswinakay
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kú·we rottey makan-‘appan (will not
approve mam-‘appan or am-‘appan here)
= y de ay se fue la osa pa su casa,
y es que llegó onde estaban sentaditos
sus hijitos en la casa, allí en su casa
estaban los ositos, no pensaron nada, cuando
llegó la osa, pensaba su
madre de ellos que era cosa buena, lo qu
les iba a avisar.
71:113B(23)
ku·rottey makkam-‘appan,
kú·kumam-péssoy rottey makam-‘appan,
‘arrakawas-nimmiki, kayyiŋkmur ‘ut·yesen
(also vs. ‘utcen-kayy, notice the ‘ut·yesen
blossoming out when in postpositive position),
ne·yiŋk ‘uti-‘attcp wa-‘iswinakay,
ne·yiŋk ‘uti - ma·k tcirreyom
wa-‘a·n rotteyiŋk-mur’uttcglibly vd.
tcúnn, ‘uti-‘attcaps, tanmur ‘uti-má·k
‘uti-‘án, kas-‘emyenin
‘uti-tcynn, ‘att·cap ‘uti-tcunn,
echando de versos a su madre,
neyiŋk ku’uti-nimm ‘uti-‘á·n.
cinnaŋk-mur ‘orres ca-‘irrek
(changes *ca-ro·t or cinmuur ro·t to mere ro·t)
ro·t ^ xuya-si·y xùya ca· wattcor xa·y
(also suggests ca-karmenta xa·y),
=uds. ya no tienen padre, no vayan
a pensar uds. que tienen padre, ya lo maté,
es que les dijo, y de ay se pusieron a llorar
sus hijitos, ye de ay echaron ceniza (inst. vd.)
a su madre, habia su cancion, su llorar, cuando
echaron (ceniza) a su madre pero ya se me olvidó,
estaban llorando y cantando, echendo versos a su madre,
y es que mataron a su madre, ese es la osa, esa piedra que está en la agua
en la boca del rio, pero no sé como fue a dar allí (la osa). kú·ka-‘ixxest ‘iŋk mur ‘annamí·
wa-wattinin xúyya.
71:114A(24)
‘uttiŋk-mur mu·nen ‘uti-‘a·n,
es que ahogaron a su madre. Also says
ev wrongly mu·nin and mu·nun
‘uttiŋkmur ‘attcap, kàtà tcúnnmur
‘utti-‘attcaps, ‘uttiŋkmur tcunnuy
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‘uti-‘attcaps, kàtà-tcunniŋk mur-‘utin
‘attca, ‘uttiŋkmur ‘attcap ‘uti-tcunnuy
(over this last sentence, mg. an attempt at
translating es que estaban llorando y
cantando. She wd also agree to ‘in-‘utitcunnuy)
= y es que lloraron, como canto su
llorar, cantaron su llorar, como canto
es que cantaron,
llorando y cantando estaban.
71:114B(25)
[ne·yiŋk camur-‘orres wa-xiccepin ‘irrek,
entonces la osa se hizo piedra.]
cinnaŋkmur ‘orres, wa-xiccepin
‘irrek
= esa era la osa que se volvió piedra.
xúyya-mur kattuy ca-mo·ns,
ay se acabó el cuento.
xúyyaŋkmur ‘uti-‘ottc ‘intaws ‘irrekta,
sa·wans, kurkx pullum
treywen, ‘imno mu·r ‘uti-wattin ‘urks (or nimms ‘u·’rak) mukyaŋkwakay,
cinna ‘í·m mur
‘uti-wattis ku·tcaps, ne·yiŋkmur ‘uti-wattis kakk si·y, pitzyala ‘a· kak si·y was’uti-su·m,
‘imno ‘uti-wattin
kaw·tak ‘uti-was-xurrim “ca‘ewcom,”
‘utimur-sú·m “ca-‘ewcomiy, ‘icku-‘ut·sen↑ does not approve *’ewcomay‘utr·sant ‘ammay, ‘icku ‘uti-ku·-mn·nun,
‘icku-‘uti-ku·-‘innan, ‘icku ku·-rottey
‘intaw
‘icku-‘ut·sen-su·m ‘u·rak,
‘í·mmur was-‘uti-‘a·’arra ‘ewcomiy,
kú·mur ‘uti-‘emmen s·u·m ‘ewcomiym ‘imno
‘uti-xinn kaw·tak, ‘i· mur ‘uti-‘a·- ‘exxe-má·y.
= payá es que ponian alguna osa en la piedra, tabaco
pinole, pan de bellota, atol de bellota, cuando iban a salmonear
los hombres, lo que llevaban de lonche, hasta aguardiente llevaban,
poco aguardiente le daban al viejo, cuando iban en la playa, lo
dejaban pa el viejo, lo daban al viejo, pa que el cuidara la
gente, pa que no se ahogaran, pa que no se cayeran, pa que
no hubiera (n. how to say susederia) nada, pa que les diera salmon, siempre daban
(alguna cosa) pa el viejo,
nunca se les olvidaba darle al viejo, mando iban a la playa, siempre creian muncho.
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71:115A(26)
ne·y iŋk ku, ‘immur ‘uti-wa·t
‘intawiŋk- mur ‘arku·-rottey,
= y de ay, cuando ellos venian
(started home), ya no habia nada. Struggled
long over this sentence & tested all its parts thoroly.
-kayyiŋkmur ‘utti, es que decian
né·yiŋk ku ‘uti· ni·um ‘u·rak,
ne·yiŋk ku ‘uti- ‘ummap, ne·yikku
‘uti-‘a·m, ‘imxala ‘·rak, ‘úti·mùr-wattis ‘ak·s,
‘uti-mur ‘ixxest ‘uti·nimm ‘u·rak,
‘uti-mur wattis kurkx, xuyyaŋkmur
‘uti-‘amxay, xuyyaŋkmur ‘uti·trawwar,
ne·yiŋkmur ‘uti-nimm ‘uttris kappes,
ne·yiŋk ku-‘uti-watwon xúyya-‘utirukk (will not agree to *xuy-‘uti-rukk)
= y de ay mataron salmones, y de ay
atizaron, y de ay asaron un salmon,
traiban sal, ellos sabian que ibana
matar salmones, y traiban pinol, allá
comieron, allá estaban, hasta que
mataron 2 or 3, y entonces los
trajieron pa su casa.

Additional Text
71:49a
Iz. Aug. 1934. La Osa said to her hijos:
No vayan a pensar que tienen padre,
ya maté su padre de ustedes.” And the children
were throwing ceniza en su madre. It made
Iz. almost cry when she heard this part of the story.
71:49b(1)
Iz. Mar. [19]37:
Y el Oso no mascó todo con
cascara, y de ay fue
y chureteó en el oyo que
hizo en la arena.
Tenia 2 ositos la osa.
Fue de mañana lo comió
con todo, y oja, se fue y se
chureteó.
Esa piedra que está allá
en la boca del rio del Carmelo,
ese (for/a) fue la osa, que se hizo
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piedra – el coyote mató a la
osa.
Y tanto que se iba cruciando
el rio se fue enternando, quedó
la pura punta de la piedra.
Se me [figura?] a mi que
esa loma onde está la ordeña de
nosotros (the hill runs
down to Beverick’s) - that that
was where the
osa lived.
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